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ABSTRACT

The 1920s and 1930s were decades of momentous changes and expansion in the Hindi 
literary sphere. In this period Hindi became an established public language in print, 
education and politics and struggled successfully to become the future national language of 
India. A market for Hindi literature was first created, journals provided venues for debate 
and literary expression as well as professional employment, genres and styles were explored 
in many new directions, and new voices emerged, importantly those of women writers. The 
nationalist movement, too, entered a new phase which emphasized popular publics and 
vernacular institutions.
Through the concept of ‘public sphere’ as expounded by Jurgen Habermas and other 
political scientists, this thesis analyzes those changes at the levels of institutions, actors, 
discourses and, to a limited extent, of audiences in their proper context and in relation to 
each other.
Chapter 2 explores changes in the literary sphere, both its expansion chiefly through the 
medium of journals, and its institutionalization through a linguistic and literary agenda in 
the education system. Chapter 3 analyzes historical debates and narratives in order to trace 
the consolidation and diffusion of a nationalist historical consciousness. Chapter 4 examines 
the development of women’s journals and the space they provided for a critique of 
discrimination against women and their public access, and for the exploration of women’s 
roles and emotionality. Chapter 5 focuses on the making of Hindi’s claim to be the ‘national 
language’, the strategies employed and the exclusions operated in the process of its political 
affirmation. Chapter 6 explores the relationship between the literary and the political 
Spheres focusing on the role of Hindi intellectuals and political leaders. The institutional 
authority gained in one sphere underwrote that gained in the other, it shall be argued, and 
gave credence to an official nationalism that does not reflect the complexity and variety of 
cultural imagination and literary practices in that period.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The 1920s and f30s are rightly considered the ‘golden age’ of modem Hindi. They 

were a period of extraordinary literary productivity and cultural and political change. Many 

exciting talents emerged in all literary genres. In poetry there was the strikingly innovative 

and imaginative current of Chayavad with poets like Jay^aftkar Prasad (1889-1937), 

Sumitranandan Pant (1900-1977), Suryakant Tripathi Nirala (1899-1962), Mahadevi 

Varma (1902-1987), Ramkumar Varma, and with the phenomenal popularity of Harivam^ 

Ray ‘Baccan’ (1907-). New directions were brilliantly explored in Hindi fiction, first of all by 

Premcand (1880-1936), and also by Pratapnarayan fsrivastava (1904-1978), Bhagavaticaran 

Varma (1909-1981), Jainendra Kumar (1905-1988) and Vrndavanlal Varma (1899-1969), 

and by popular novelists like Pandey Becan 3arma ‘Ugra’ (1900-1967), Dhaniram Prem 

(1904-1971) and G.P. £>rivastava (1891-1976). Literary criticism came into its own with 

Ramcandra 3ukla (1884-1941), Dhlrendra Varma (1897-1973), Nanddulare Vajpeyi (1906- 

1967) and Hazariprasad DvivedI (1907-1979), so much so that much of the critical and 

historiographical apparatus of Hindi literature was formed in those decades and has 

remained heavily influential after half a century later, and a student in India still reads 

Hindi literature largely through the eyes of the critics of the 1930s. Powerful and sensitive 

women’s voices emerged with poets like Mahadevi Varma, Subhadra Kumari Cauhan (1904- 

1946), Rame£vari Goyal (1911-1936), essayists like Mahadevi and Candr&vatl Lakhanpal 

(1904-1969) and short story writers like Homvatl Devi (1906-1951), Kamla Caudhuri 

(1908-) and Subhadra Kumari herself.

The remarkable growth of literary journals such as Madhuri (est. 1922), Camd 

(1922), Sudha (1927), Visal bharat (1928) and of course Sarasvatl (1900) to name but a 

few, and of political weeklies and dailies in every city, reveals vigorous and wide-ranging 

debates and an expanded and eager readership, presenting a striking contrast with the 

picture we have today. Finally, nationalism and the nationalist movement had a direct and 

varied impact on the Hindi literary sphere: in the case of literary people, it influenced their 

self-representation and moulded their political and cultural consciousness. For women, it 

was directly instrumental in giving them a public presence and in helping them to reframe 

their roles and spheres of activity. For subaltern groups like peasants and so-called 

untouchables, it provided an environment and a vocabulary in which to envisage and 

formulate their aspirations.
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What is particularly remarkable about this period in Hindi is not only the number of 

talents but also the change from pre-1920 literature, and the many different directions in 

which writers moved. After the exciting enterprises of Bhartendu HariScandra (1850-1885) 

and his circle in the late nineteenth century, Hindi literature in the early twentieth century 

had remained limited in scope, in the number of its practitioners and publications and in its 

audience. It consisted of a few isolated poets and scholars who were individually trying 

their pens on a still new literary language and to whom MahavTr Prasad DvivedT (1864- 

1941), the authoritative editor of the only influential literary journal, Sarasvatl gave 

guidance, instruction and encouragement. To scions of the older poetic language, Braj, it 

appeared clumsy and didactic, little more than a well-meant experiment. The contrast with 

post-1920 literature is striking indeed: : such wealth and diversity demand explanation.

The aim of the present research is to find the reasons of such change by exploring 

such literary output in the context of the institutional transformations in the literary and 

political spheres of the time. It also aims at exploring the agency of Hindi intellectuals in the 

nationalist movement, rather than conceiving them as regional clones of cultural and 

political agendas formulated elsewhere.1 Irrthe first aim, it follows in the footsteps of Karine 

Schemer's work on Mahadevi Varma and her period, and of Vasudha Dalmia's work on 

Hari^candra and the making of a Hindi literary sphere in the late nineteenth century.2 As far 

as the second aim is concerned, it follows up Sudhir Chandra’s investigation of the cultural 

nationalism of nineteenth century Hindi writers, as well as the historical-political work of 

Gyanendra Pandey.3 Whereas the intellectual history of modem Bengal and the contribution

1 C.A, Bayly in his study of nationalist politics in Allahabad analysed with unmatched precision the 
agency of local notables and their clients but did not focus on the ideological agency of vernacular 
intellectuals; C.A. Bayly, The Local Roots of Indian Politics, Allahabad 1880-1920, Clarendon Press, 
Oxford 1975. Other local studies have focused on local politicians and patrons, e.g. Paul Brass, 
Factional Politics in an Indian State: the Congress Party in Uttar Pradesh, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge 1962; Douglas E. Haynes, Rhetoric and Ritual in Colonial India: the Shaping of a Public 
Culture in Surat City, 1852-1928, University of California Press, Berkeley 1991. Notable exceptions 
are works on Muslim politics, e.g. David Lelyveld, Aligarh’s First Generation, Chicago University Press, 
Chicago 1975; Francis Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge 1974; Barbara Metcalf, Islamic Revival in British India: Deoband 1860-1900, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton 1982; also works on Bengali intellectuals cited below in fh. 4.
2 Karine Schomer, Mahadevi Vaima and the Chhayavad School of Modern Hindi Poetry, University of 
California Press, Berkeley 1983; Vasudha Dalmia, ‘HariScandra of Banaras and the Consolidation of 
Hindu Traditions in the Late Nineteenth Century’, unpublished post-doctoral thesis, Tubingen 
University, 1994.
3 Sudhir Chandra, ‘Communal Elements in Late Nineteenth Century Hindi Literature’, in M. Hasan, 
ed., Communal and Pan-Islamic Trends in Colonial India, Manohar, Delhi 1986, and The Oppressive 
Present. Literature and the Social Imagination, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1992. Gyanendra 
Pandey, ‘Mobilization in a Mass Movement: Congress ‘Propaganda’ in the United Provinces (India)’, 
Modern Asian Studies, 9, 2, 1975, pp. 205-226; ‘A Rural Base for Congress: The United Provinces 
1920-1940’, in D.A. Low, ed., Congress and the Raj, Heinemann, London 1977; The Ascendancy of the 
Congress in Uttar Pradesh: 1936-34. A Study in Imperfect Mobilization, Oxford University Press, Delhi 
1978; The Construction of Communalism in Colonial North India, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1990; 
and ‘The Congress and the Nation, c.1917-1947’, Occasional paper No. 69, Centre for Studies in the 
Social Sciences, Calcutta, October 1984.
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of Bengali intellectuals have been subjected to close and intense scrutiny in recent years/ 

virtually nothing, apart from Schemer’s work, has appeared in English on the Hindi literaiy 

sphere of this period; this is the first comprehensive treatment of the subject.

In order to achieve the two aims we had to find a model that would allow and in 

fact value diversity, and would consider texts, authors, genres and concerns in correlation to 

each other and to their publics; that would place discourses and tastes in their institutional 

contexts and explain them acknowledging institutional changes; finally, a model that would 

connect the domains of literature and politics in a non-linear, non-deterministic fashion. The 

last point seemed particularly important in the case of Hindi, not only because nationalist 

literary history has tended to blur differentiation among the political beliefs of Hindi 

writers, but also because the trajectory of Hindi as a public language took place amidst great 

contestations.

For all these reasons Jurgen Habermas’s notion of the ‘public sphere’ seemed 

appropriate, partly because his analysis of the making of a bourgeois public sphere in 

Europe in the eighteenth century discussed several phenomena taking place, at various 

levels, in Hindi in the early twentieth, and partly because the European ‘public sphere’ was 

one of the models Hindi intellectuals implicitly had while reflecting about their own role 

and the modem Hindi culture they were trying to fashion. The insistence of Hindi 

intellectuals from the nineteenth century onwards, like elsewhere in India, on ‘reform’ and 

‘progress’ (unnati), on the ‘public’ - which several Hindi words were called in to translate - 

betray an attempt to bring into being an organised public that would turn India into a 

modem nation. In this attempt they tried to match foreign terms with Indian realities (froth 

material and immaterial), and to fashion a modem Hindi culture that would be modem and 

Indian at the same time: this culture and cultural consciousness was one of the outcomes of 

the processes we shall describe in the course of the thesis.

In this thesis, then, we shall analyse institutional changes in the Hindi literary 

sphere and their implications, e.g. in shifting the loci of literaiy production, transmission 

and authority. We shall examine debates, historical and political discourses and their 

literary recreation; and we shall focus on the actors in the Hindi literary sphere, both 

established and emerging ones.5 At all levels, especially in the sixth chapter, the relationship

1 See e.g. T. Raychaudhuri, Europe Reconsidered, Perceptions of the West in Nineteenth Century Bengal,
Oxford University Press, Delhi 1988; S. Kaviraj, The Unhappy Consciousness. Bankimchandra
Chattopadhyay and the formation of Nationalist Consciousness in India, Oxford University Press, Delhi 
1994; S. Banerjee, The Parlour and the Street, Elite and Popular Culture in Nineteenth-Century
Calcutta, Seagull, Calcutta 1989.
5 In the course of the thesis we shall speak of ‘Hindi intellectuals’, ‘Hindi intelligentsia’, ‘Hindi 
literati’, ‘Hindi writers’: the terms have been deliberately kept vague since this is not a sociological 
analysis. Still, by ‘Hindi intelligentsia’ we generally mean the quite close-knit group of intellectuals 
and scholars who worked together in Hindi associations and, later, in educational institutions, 
gaining cultural authority from such role and pursuing a cultural agenda. We have sometimes called 
‘independent intellectuals’ those writers such as Premcand or Nirala who, despite their importance in 
literary history, did not command that kind of institutional authority on policing.
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between the literary and the political spheres will be highlighted. Journals will be our main 

sources: particularly numerous in the post-1920 period, Hindi literary journals - veritable 

miscellanies - were not only the main vehicle of literary expression and of public debate 

from a wide range of contributors. They also chronicled literary and political activities, 

events and public involvement in them. They showed which ideas, genres and idioms were 

more or less current and popular, and mirrored changes in taste and fashion over time. As 

such they offered a vantage point to feel the pulse of the cultural and political climate. 

Moreover, journals were integral part of the emerging market for literature, with several 

implications for the agenda of Hindi intellectuals and the position and status of writers. At 

the other end of the spectrum, text-books and examinations curricula will be equally 

valuable in order to investigate the agenda of the emerging literary intelligentsia and its 

attitude towards language, literature and the ‘public’.

What we shall try to demonstrate is that whereas there were several potent efforts 

to homogenise Hindi and Hindu culture (connected most of all with institutions, 

associations, universities, examinations curricula), in effect, there were many forces at work 

and some processes, once set into motion, acquired their own dynamics. Most importantly, 

the literaiy journals which propagated early varieties of Hindutva and ‘Bharriy samskrti’ also 

offered the opportunity for dissenting voices to articulate their claims. Thus for instance 

women’s journals and popular literature allowed for their emotionality and possibly some 

greater mobility to be expressed, and the nationalist front eventually made more room for 

them than could have been foreseen originally.

In this introduction we shall first sketch Habermas’s argument about the ‘public 

sphere’, also in the light of criticism following the English translation of his work on the 

subject, Strukturwandel der Offentlichkeitf We shall briefly point out similarities with 

phenomena in Hindi before turning to a lengthier discussion of the differences and of the 

way these differences - namely less widespread literacy, linguistic hierarchy, women’s 

access, parallel literary and political developments, and a different public-private binomy - 

affected the general development of the Hindi public sphere. This will lead us to 

introducing our source material and the various chapters of the thesis.

Habermas’s work examines the shift in seventeenth to eighteenth- century Europe 

from an aristocratic publicity of courtly-knightly representation (‘Offentichkeit der hofish- 

ritterlich Representation’) to a bourgeois public sphere in which ‘private citizens come 

together as a public’ as if they were peers in order to discuss matters of ‘public concern’ or

6 Originally published in 1962, it was translated into English as The Structural Transformation of the 
Public Sphere, MIT Press, Cambridge 1989; papers presented at a symposium to mark the occasion 
have been collected in Craig Calhoun, ed., Habermas and the Public Sphere, MIT Press, Cambridge 
and London, 1992.
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‘common interest’,7 In the courtly arena the ruler was the public and represented his status 

and rights ‘before’ the people; the people partook of the spectacle from their place in the 

hierarchically ordered feudal structure. With the transition to an impersonal state and a 

bourgeois society, private citizens constituted as a public acquired a somewhat autonomous 

role and mediated between the absolutist state and the private spheres of bourgeois 

economy and of the newly emergent bourgeois family. This intermediate sphere took form 

in social institutions like the club, journals and periodicals and was, in principle, accessible 

to all. Its agents were private citizens who, in the free and rational exchange of ideas, 

formed public opinion.8

Through a comparative analysis of the English, French and German cases, 

Habermas showed how these places, media, publics and the critical function they expressed 

first developed around innocuous literary and cultural concerns, giving rise to a sort of 

‘republic of letters’.9 Although the ‘general public’ they spoke of was actually quite limited 

and consisted mainly of bourgeois middle class and the titled gentry, in its self- 

understanding this literary sphere was ‘the public’ and was accessible to all. The spread of 

literacy no doubt helped the circulation of periodicals and literature and gave some basis to 

this impression. Also, the individual subjectivity nurtured in the bourgeois family could both 

produce and respond to a literature that valued individual endeavour, intelligence and 

feelings, such as, for example, the eighteenth century English novel.10

Soon enough, critical debates moved from questions of taste to questions of the 

state11 i.e. to political matters, holding the absolutist state accountable via publicity. 

Habermas himself points out the connection between the development of a political public 

sphere and the lifting of censorship laws. Publicity in this perspective meant requiring that 

information about state functioning be made accessible so that state activities would be 

subject to critical scrutiny and to the influence of public opinion. It also meant expressing

7 J. Habermas, The Structural Transformation, p. 27. The present exposition owes much to Nancy 
Fraser, ‘Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy5, 
in C. Calhoun, ed., Habermas and the Public Sphere, pp. 109-142.
a Habermas traces the changes in the notion of ‘public’ and ‘public opinion’ to the present meaning 
in chapter 4 of his book.
9 As Peter Uwe Hohendahl remarks, this literary public sphere was actually rooted in aristocratic 
court circles and only gradually freed itself from their influence; P.U. Hohendahl, Institution of 
Cnticism, Cornell University Press, Ithaca 1982, p. 53. The essay contains also an interesting 
discussion over the debate over taste and the evaluation of literature between German Neo-classicists 
and Romantics, in which 'popularity5 (Volkstumlichkeit, i.e. closer to popular lore) became an issue; 
cf. here below 2.4.
10 The classic study is Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel, Penguin, Harmondsworth 1979 (first ed. 1957). 
n The literary and the political public sphere clearly differ in terms of specific agendas - since the
political public sphere is concerned with the objects of the state - but nonetheless imply and often 
share a similar set of phenomena and relations. Namely, vocal members (what we called ‘actors’), 
places of debate, meeting and organised activity, means for transmitting information and influencing 
those who receive it and a public to address. Literary journals, activities, campaigns, associations 
often have a hidden political agenda. Under the innocuous cover of petitions over language or 
culture, they might take political stands and lend manpower, discourses and constituencies to the 
political sphere.
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‘public opinion’ and what were considered the ‘general interests’ of (bourgeois) society to 

the state via forms of legally guaranteed free speech, free press and free assembly, and 

eventually through parliamentary representation. These debates fostered a public discussion 

on the rules and functions of the state, a crystallising of citizenship ideals and also a more 

abstract idea that actions were rationally acceptable only after they were subjected to the 

process of public judgement. This held a great democratic potential: as a critic of Habermas 

has suggested, it implied that ‘public concerns’ were not necessarily an a priori set of 

concerns; rather V hat will count as a matter of common concern will be decided precisely 

through discursive contestation’ among participants.12

Public opinion in this sense was the result of such discussions, a consensus about 

the common good.13 Habermas could thus abstract a general definition of the ‘public sphere’:

By the “public sphere” we mean first of all a realm of our social life in which something 
approaching public opinion can be formed. Access is guaranteed to all citizens. A portion 
of the public sphere comes into being in every conversation in which private individuals 
assemble to form a public body. They then behave neither like business of professional 
people transacting private affairs, nor like members of a constitutional order subject to 
the legal constraints of a state bureaucracy. Citizens behave as a public body when they 
confer in an unrestricted fashion - that is, with the guarantee of freedom of assembly and 
association and the freedom to express and publish their opinions - about matters of 
general interest. In a large public body this kind of communication requires specific 
means for transmitting information and influencing those who receive it.14

In this perspective, the public sphere appears constituted on one level by the vocal 

intelligentsia (conceiving itself as the ‘general public’) reflecting upon itself and its relations 

with the state. The impersonal state itself fosters such publicity by expecting all subjects to 

be accountable to the law in the same way - through common magistrates and courts of law 

- and to resort publicly to them with equal procedures for all. On another level, the public 

sphere is constituted by the means and institutions through which public opinion and will 

are expressed, be it the press, associations, demonstrations, etc.15 On a third level, we could

12 Nancy Fraser, ‘Rethinking the Public Sphere’, p. 129. In Bley’s words: ‘The virtue of publicness could 
materialize other than by the intellectual transactions of a polite and literate bourgeois milieu’. 
Despite bourgeois exclusive claims on the practice of reasons, ‘the liberal desideratum of reasoned 
exchange also became available for nonbourgeois, subaltern groups, whether the radical 
intelligentsia of Jacobinism and its successors or wide sections of social classes like the peasantry or 
the working class. In both literary terms (the production and circulation/diffusion of ideas) and 
political terms (the adoption of constitutions and liberties under the law) the global ideological 
climate encouraged peasant and working-class voices to strive for the same emancipatory language. 
That is, the positive values of the liberal public sphere quickly acquired broader democratic 
resonance, with the resulting emergence of impressive popular movements, each with its own 
distinctive movement cultures (i.e., form of public sphere)’; G. Eley, ‘Nations, Publics and Political 
Cultures’, p. 304.
12 Nancy Fraser, ‘Rethinking the Public Sphere’, pp. 112-3.
14 Jurgen Habermas, ‘The Public Sphere’, New German Critique, 3 (1974), p. 49; quoted in Geoff Eley, 
‘Nations, Publics and Political Cultures’, in C. Calhoun, ed., Habermas and the Public Sphere, p. 289.
15 In the specific European case, the development of the public sphere ‘was linked to the growth of 
urban culture - metropolitan and provincial - as the novel arena of a locally organized public life 
(meeting houses, concert halls, theaters, opera houses, lecture halls, museums), to a new
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say with Habermas’s critics, a public sphere, although theoretically open to all, in practice is 

also constituted by its exclusions and boundaries. In the case of the bourgeois public sphere 

described by Habermas, the most consistent exclusion was based on gender. As one critic 

put it:

The constitutive moment of modem political understanding [the French Revolution] was 
itself constituted by newly conceived or rearranged assumptions about woman and man; 
this was not only registered in the practical achievements of constitutions, legal codes, 
and political mobilisation and their forms of justification; it also ordered the higher 
philosophical discourse around the universals of reason, law, and nature, grounding it in 
an ideologically constructed system of differences in gender.16

Yet it is one thing to say that the public sphere is gendered and another to explore 

the ways in which women confront gender-based discriminations, both vocally and in 

practice, once they too access the public sphere. We shall return to this issue later in the 

introduction and in the fourth chapter. As we shall see, when Hindi-educated women 

acquired a voice in the public sphere, they applied the language of the public sphere to 

issues generally considered particular or domestic, gave public access a radical edge, and 

struggled to accommodate normative ideals with personal aspirations.

Thus, the processes analysed by Habermas were part of the making of modern 

India, too. Despite continuing practices, beliefs and tastes, Hindi intellectuals from the 

nineteenth century onwards expressed a new representation of themselves and their 

audiences in terms of a ‘general public’. This, as we shall see, made them look at language, 

literature, society, religion, history etc. in quite novel ways, sometimes privileging certain 

strands of indigenous knowledge and practice (e.g. Indian rationalist or historical 

traditions), sometimes treading new paths, as in literature.

This kind of publicity was first brought about by the fact that under colonial rule all 

Indian citizens - irrespective of status - were subjected to the same set of impersonal laws 

and public courts: thus, any complaint against the law or against other citizen would have 

to take the same form of public procedure through formal complaints and petitions, 

magistrates and courts of law. This had several implications; one of them was that 

intellectuals learnt the public idiom of the state and started using this publicity for their

infrastructure of social communication (the press, publishing companies, and other literary media; 
the rise of a reading public via reading and language societies; subscription publishing and lending 
libraries; improved transportation; and adapted centers of sociability like coffee houses, taverns, and 
clubs), and to a new universe of voluntary association’; ibid., p. 291.
16 Ibid., p. 309. The consequences were ‘a specific, highly gendered bourgeois male discourse that 
depended on women’s domesticity and the silencing of public women, of the aristocratic and 
popular classes... The collapse of older patriarchy gave way to a more pervasive gendering of the 
public sphere’; Joan Landes, Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution, Cornell 
University Press, Ithaca 1988, p. 204
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own ends, as the history of petitions, controversies and court cases in the nineteenth 

century amply demonstrate.17

Similarly, modified social relations under the effect of colonial rule condensed in 

new institutions such as voluntary associations, the press, educational institutions, etc. 

Typically, the ‘public’ of such endeavours was kept open-ended; sometimes, as was the case 

with certain publications, it was simply theoretical. New social, cultural and political 

discourses were produced and exchanged in such institutions: they concerned the changing 

environment and its challenges, with topics ranging from education, society, reforms of 

various kinds, literature and its role, the weaknesses and backwardness of the country, its 

history, etc.18

A number of factors, however, make the colonial example of Hindi peculiar in its 

own way. These include the reshuffling of notions imported into an different environment; 

the simultaneous presence and interaction of old and new tastes and genres; the conflation 

of emerging nationalist ideology and the emergent public sphere; the fact that Hindi 

intellectuals differed vastly from their European (or other Indian) counterparts in cultural 

and social standing, etc. Yet, since the English public sphere was so powerful and explicit a 

model of modernity for Hindi intellectuals, it still appears appropriate to keep it as a model 

of reference.

Following the underlining of common points between Habermas’ model and the 

Hindi case, which will become even clearer in the course of the thesis, it is now time to turn 

to the differences. These partly fit into accepted criticisms of Habermas, and partly compel 

us to look at the peculiar processes of colonial North India, They include, to name the most 

prominent, a small ‘modem’ literate intelligentsia in the midst of prevailing illiteracy, a 

linguistic hierarchy and fragmentation that mirrored social, cultural and political fissures; 

the restrictions of the colonial context; the social position of Hindi intellectuals and a 

different public-private equation. Addressing such differences will also serve the purpose of 

placing the endeavours of the Hindi intelligentsia within the Indian context, itself regionally 

diversified. These differences may go a long way in explaining the gap between the 

declaration of intentions by Hindi writers and the actual impact of their enterprises, as well 

as the peculiar placing and fate of such intellectuals and enterprises in pre- and post

independence India. They may, in a word, explain why Hindi became the official national

17 The sphere of law, however, falls outside the subject of this thesis. For the use of law and public 
petitions with regards to the language question, see C.S. King, One Language, Two Scripts. The Hindi 
Movement in Nineteenth Centiuy North India, Oxford University Press, Bombay 1994.
18 Significantly, they did not discuss as passionately and theoretically as European bourgeois 
intellectuals the rules of the state, for in an important sense it was not their state: thus, they 
concentrated either on delimiting its sphere of competence, finding spaces for themselves within the 
state, or with replacing it with an Indian state. How this Indian state would actually be, and in what 
ways its principles, norms and procedures would be different from the English one was not actually 
discussed.
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language but not so in reality, and why the Hindi nationalist intelligentsia did not become a 

national intelligentsia.19

Let us first address the question of language, literacy and the impact of print: first 

of all, because the project of the Hindi intelligentsia was indissolubly tied to print; because 

the emergence of other public voices was also linked to print but often of a different variety, 

and finally because widespread illiteracy makes any generalisation about the effects of print- 

culture problematic.

This thesis focuses on the Hindi literary intelligentsia. Yet, in their advocacy of 

standard Khari Boli Hindi for all practical and non-practical purposes, this intelligentsia in 

fact propounded a view of literacy in their cultural project that was quite novel in the Indian 

context and, although extremely limited, apparently quite effective. Their espousal of such 

standard ‘modem' literacy, and the fact that this is the literacy we are acquainted with, 

should not blind us to the fact that in the Hindi context of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries it carried several important implications. A brief discussion of the actual 

impact of print-technology and print-languages in nineteenth century North India may be in 

place here, in order to understand and situate their efforts.

Nineteenth century India did undergo a kind of ‘print revolution’, and the 

introduction of large-scale printing and of periodical journalism was germane to the large- 

scale project of Hindi intellectuals. However, the impact of this innovation and the break 

with traditional practices tend to be magnified in a misleading way by certain mistaken 

assumptions derived from earlier scholarship about orality and writing and about the 

consequences of print and print-literacy. These assumptions may be summarised, following 

an argument made by Stuart Blackburn20 in relation to Tamil, as a notion of a pure oral 

culture later polluted by print, and the idea that print not only disrupts but replaces orality. 

Recent scholarship, on the contrary, has pointed to the fact that oral traditions are ‘rarely 

innocent of writing, and even print’ (p. 8); that ‘print and writing do not replace but 

supplement orality’ (p. 10), and that the two coexist because they are not equivalent 

phenomena, since they fulfil different functions and follow different channels of 

transmission and reception. Thus, rather than looking for general and constant 

consequences of literacy, and taking literacy and illiteracy as two opposite and self- 

contained blocks,21 scholars now favour a context-based attitude that analyses the specific

19 Thus, although the Hindi movement shows all the marks of the making of a national language in a 
nationalist movement along the lines of Benedict Anderson’s argument, the outcome was sensibly 
different; cf. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities. Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, Verso, London 1991.
10 S. Blackburn, ‘The Tale of the Book: Print and Storytelling in 19th Century Tamil’, paper presented 
at the conference on ‘The Consumption of Popular Culture in India’, School of Oriental and African 
Studies, June 1995.
21 Cf. J. Goody and I. Watt, ‘The consequences of Literacy1, in J. Goody, ed., Literacy in Traditional 
Societies, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1968.
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forms and interrelations between writing and orality in a particular society, and changes 

and continuities in the transmission and reception of literature and knowledge under the 

impact of print under particular circumstances.22 In nineteenth century India, the most 

substantial changes seem to have concerned the notion of literacy and language and the 

transmission of literature, while changes in genres and in their fruition seem to have been 

much later and slower.

Several scholars have pointed out how literacy, or rather literacies, in pre-colonial 

India were plural, vocational and related to specific groups; instruction in them depended 

on local patronage (one-teacher schools) and was not inter-connected.23 As a consequence, 

one had linguistic repertoires, literacy skills and literary tastes, but there was no unified 

linguistic field and no strict or univocal determinism between language and script, or 

between literacy and literature.24 Pre-print literary transmission and transmission of 

knowledge in North India seem to conform to the mixed oral-written pattern suggested by 

Stuart Blackburn.25 Transmission and fruition of literary and literaiy-religious forms was 

chiefly oral, but manuscript copies of texts were acquired and kept as precious commodity 

in courts, temples, maths and by private scfiblars and connoisseurs.

The question now arises of what happened when print established unified fields of 

language, the print-vemaculars, and what impact print had on literary transmission and 

transmission of knowledge. Hindi in its modem Khari Boli form was, as we know, one such 

print-vernacular, the direct product of the print-induced notion of a unified linguistic field. 

Yet, it soon staked the claim to be the mother-tongue of all the people in the area and to 

exclusive and unitary literacy. As Benedict Anderson has argued, print-vemaculars acquire

22 Taking issue with the fundamental changes Elizabeth Eisenstein attributes to print in her 
monumental study of the print revolution in Europe (The Printing Revolution in Early Modern Europe, 
2 vols., Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1983), Rosalind Thomas points out that many of 
them were attributed to writing in ancient Greece by Goody and Watt: ‘Literacy is [seen as] the 
universal catalyst: the economist links it with economic advancement, the historian of ideas with 
intellectual preeminence, the anthropologist with the transition from primitive to advanced society, 
the historian of nationalism with the development of the nation state... [But] One need not search 
long to find counter-examples when writing produces anything but rationality and analytic thought’; 
Rosalind Thomas, Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 
1992, p. 19. She follows Brian Street (Literacy in Theory and Practice, 1984) in distinguishing 
approaches to literacy between those that look for general effects of literacy as such, in a kind of 
‘technological determinism’, and those which see literacy as much more fluid, where 'its uses, 
implications and effects are largely determined by the habits and beliefs (i.e. ‘ideology1 or mentality) 
of the society already there’; R. Thomas, ibid., p. 24.
23 See David Lelyveld, ‘The Fate of Hindustani’, in C. Breckenridge and P. van de Veer, eds., 
Orientalism and the Postcolonial Predicament, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia 1993; 
Krishna Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education, Sage, New Delhi 1991.
24 The same texts were copied in Kaithi, Devanagari, Gurumukhi and Perso-Arabic scripts. In the 
specific case of Khari Boli in Devanagari or Kaithi scripts, it seems it was used for medical or other 
vocational material and, apart from a few exceptions, it was not until the nineteenth century that it 
started to be used for self-consciously literary purposes.
25 S. Blackburn, ‘The Tale of the Book’.
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fixity (a standardised form) and authority over other linguistic and literary repertoires.26 In 

the colonial Indian context, Krishna Kumar has shown how this notion of standard 

vernacular received great support through the agency of the colonial education system, 

which argued (more than implemented) that one literacy and one education for all were the 

key to progress and modernity.27

Hindi intellectuals readily and enthusiastically embraced this argument, but they 

did so with a difference: they supported one literacy, one education in the mother-tongue, 

and they urged control over the cultural content of the curriculum. Their view of a unified 

language and literacy was heavily dependent on the model of English, which the vernacular 

was supposed to imitate, and on this universalising view of education. At the same time it 

invested them (and not colonial authorities) with the task of providing that literacy with 

cultural content.28

These notions of one literacy and one education, crucial for the identification 

between language and identity (chapter 5) delegitimised existing transmissions of 

knowledge, literacy skills and literaiy practices. To what extent they actually displaced them 

is still a question of speculation; contemporary accounts suggest a varied picture that defies 

generalisation.29 To recapitulate this point, literacy was certainly not new in colonial India - 

certain scholars suggest in fact that in various forms it was more widespread before colonial 

times - but the idea of one literacy and one language was. And it was this idea that would 

provide the basis for the cultural project of the vernacular reformist intelligentsia, a project 

that was, as we shall see, inherently educational.

A look at the actual print-production in Hindi in the nineteenth century coincides 

largely with that of the Tamil print-industry sketched by Stuart Blackburn, in that the first

26 Although as the prolonged controversy between Braj and Khari Boli as poetic languages shows, it 
does not follow ‘naturally5 that a print-vernacular should become the language of literary production.
27 K. Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education. He shows that the grand colonial education project 
was actually severely constrained by financial and other practical strictures, and yet it was highly 
successful in delegitimising and destroying the indigenous system; see below 2.5.
28 Nita Kumar shows that whatever attempts were made at ‘Indian izing’ the system without opting 
out of it altogether, as ‘national’ (i.e. autonomous nationalist) schools did around 1920, did so simply 
by adding subjects like religion, art, etc. as optional subjects; Nita Kumar, ‘Religion and Ritual in 
Indian Schools; Banaras from the 1880s to the 1940s5, in N. Crook, ed., The Transmission of 
Knowledge in South Asia, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1996.
29 While it appears that both Brahminical, Islamic and Urdu and Hindi education were affected by 
colonial educational institutions at least at the level of legitimacy and, in most cases, of funding, 
English or Anglo-vernacular schools generally formed only part of the school curriculum of Indian 
students, who generally also learnt either Sanskrit or Persian, Arabic or Urdu with local tutors. What 
was often a brief spell in formal education institutions provided, however, a kind of unified 
samskara, a common experience that supplied the basis for Indian reformist notions of literacy and 
education. For e.g. the impact of the Sanskrit College on Banaras pandits see N. Kumar, ‘Sanskrit 
pandits and the modernization of Sanskrit education in the 19th-20th centuries’, paper presented at 
the conference on Vivekananda and the modernisation of Hinduism’, School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London 1993; and Vasudha Dalmia, ‘HarEcandra of Banaras and the Consolidation of Hindu 
Traditions’.
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books to be printed were largely the same that were thus far copied manually:30 hence print 

seems to have supplemented orality rather than brought about a sudden change. Also, the 

kind of material and the small amount of literature meant for private reading suggest little 

change in literary production (as far as genres are concerned) and fruition.31 At the same 

time, and this concerns us more closely, we may also see in nuce the processes that were to 

characterise the Hindi literary sphere. While chapbook and dastan production points at a 

nascent literary market, text-books and useful books point towards the beginning of an 

agenda for the new language and the new literacy that was to develop in the following 

decades through the agency of literary associations and in symbiosis with the education 

department.

This bifurcation is of considerable relevance to the development of the Hindi 

literary and public sphere: Hindi reformist intellectuals after Bhartendu chose to overlook 

the considerable production of popular and religious literature as unfit for their aim. 

Instead, they pursued their Hindi agenda against all odds, i.e. in absence of an educated 

Hindi public that would read and buy their useful books, and exploiting the crevices of 

colonial administration and its underdeveloped education system. In doing so, they shut out 

much of the existing print-public and the more fluid and plural literacies. It was in fact only 

in the 1920s that a substantial market and public for ‘high’ and useful literature would grow 

in Hindi, finally realising the expectations of reformist intellectuals.

Thus, paradoxically, at the very time when Hindi intellectuals made theirs the 

universalising claim of the new language and literacy they actually turned their backs on 

much of the existing public and forms of literature, introducing a hierarchy of value-based

30 A cursory glance at the material printed in Hindi during the nineteenth century (mostly in the 
second half) shows: (a) an overlapping of manuscript material like tracts, treatises and commentaries 
of philosophical, medical, scientific, astrological or rhetoric nature, and a few caste histories and 
genealogies; (b) vulgarisations of Sanskrit texts of philosophical or sectarian nature, and of Puranas, 
Upanishads, the epics and the Bhagcivadgita (in Persian, Gurumukhi and Devanagari...); also 
translations of law of inheritance; (c) tracts of religious propaganda and instruction - Christian, Jain, 
Arya Samaji and Vaisnava - as well as for ritual and religious practice (editions of Tulsfs 
Ramcaritmahas were particularly numerous); (d) educational material (text-books, especially 
primers) and the first ‘useful’ books on history, electricity, geography, etc., translated from Bengali 
and English. As far as material aimed expressly at a literary market is concerned, we find only small 
collections of songs and poems, exclusively in Braj or other literary languages, a few traditional 
collections of tales and a substantial number of chapbooks of popular drama and printed editions of 
dastans in Urdu and Hindi. Because of the restrictive notion of ‘literature’ that has governed library 
acquisition and scholarly research in the Hindi area, there is actually no detailed study of print- 
production in the nineteenth century, the few studies concentrating only on ‘high’ texts or Fort 
William College text-books, and much of the other material has not been preserved. Ironically, it 
seems that the collection in the British Museum and India Office Library was less selective of popular 
books, chapbooks and pamphlets, and might therefore provide a more faithful picture. See J.F. 
Blumhardt, Catalogues of the Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi and Pushtu Printed Books in the Library of the 
British Museum, Asher, Kegan and Longmans, London 1893. A study of the Nawalkishore Press of 
Lucknow is long overdue and would go a long way in telling us more about the pattern of print 
production and the publishing market in Hindi and Urdu in the nineteenth century.
31 E.g. the popular drama chapbooks studied by Kathryn Hansen fit into the pattern of interface 
between aural/visual and written consumption. K. Hansen, Grounds for Play. The Nautanki Theatre of 
North India, University of California Press, Berkeley 1992.
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distinction. In other words, rather than valuing and appraising what was there, e.g. the 

actual popularity of Hindi and of its various literary forms, the new standardised print- 

vernacular became the only authoritative samskara, Entertainment was devalued, and all 

the rich production of booklets, chapbooks and songs had to be sifted through ‘useful’ and 

moral filters before being accepted as ‘literature’. Implied in this choice was an aspiration to 

control and educate the public that we shall encounter again and again.32

As a result, we may argue, the ‘print revolution’ in Hindi under colonial rule 

resulted mainly in a change of mindset, in a number of goals and of potential spaces for 

activity for Hindi intellectuals, and in the growth of an independent print-market. Although 

specialist linguistic skills and old literary practices remained, the first generations of Hindi 

intellectuals started to view language and literature as a single, unified field (2.1, 5.1 and 

5.2). Also, we find them struggling, individually and in public debate, to accommodate their 

own diverse literary tastes into one overarching concept of literature. Finally, despite the 

existence of illiterate audiences and of audiences at various levels of literacy, they envisaged 

their public as a unified, Virgin’ and anonymous potential audience they had to reach, 

educate and bring up to their own standards. Literature, in this perspective, began to be 

considered not a set of aesthetic traditions but, Romantically, the expression of the common 

treasure of ‘the people’.

Besides, print did not so much disrupt oral transmission of poetry, story-telling and 

drama, as it initiated a process by which oral literature was printed and collected in a store 

(bhandar) that needed filling, inventorying and classifying, something scholars in literary 

associations would start doing with great fervour.33 Two were the main directories of 

activity they had to concretise this idea. One, as we just mentioned, turned to the past and 

included searching and inventorying manuscripts, turning them into printed editions of 

‘classics'’ and ordering them chronologically into a literary lineage along the guidelines of 

the emerging nationalist histoiy of India (see 3.1 and 5.2.2). In doing so, scholars and 

literary associations advocated to themselves the authority of selecting, preserving and 

interpreting the Hindi literary tradition.

The second directory concerned the present, and included filling the bhandar of 

Hindi literature with appropriate books, scrutinising the popular publishing market and

32 Also paradoxically, the fact that Khari Boli Hindi had little written and literary tradition to boast of 
gave reformist intellectuals a freer hand in creating, expanding and fixing the boundaries of the 
language and of the new literature in the direction they desired. In Urdu, by contrast, the urban- 
literate refinement and literary tradition were already strong and could hardly be transcended in 
order to make Urdu more of a ‘popular’ language.
33 See the long-drawn search and inventory of Hindi manuscripts undertaken from 1899 onwards by 
the Nagarl PracarinI Sabha of Banaras (est. 1893), and the concomitant production of literary 
histories, starting from Sivsimh Sehgar’s Sivsimh saroj (1878), to the Misrabandhu vinod (1913) etc.; 
see C.S. King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha of Banaras, 1893-1914: A Study of the Social and 
Political History of the Hindi Language’, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Wisconsin 1974, pp. 
328 ff. For literary histories before Ramcandra 3ukla’s, see Baccan Simh, Acarya sukla kd itihas parhte 
hue} National Publishing House, New Delhi 1989.
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providing guidelines, evaluation and prizes for current authors (see 2.4). Once again, 

literary associations emerged as the chief cultural organisers in this respect, too. Such 

autonomous institutions, along with the periodical press and networks of individuals, 

provided an environment conducive to this sense of common purpose. Writers were thus 

subjected to great expectations: not only of self-consciously restructuring knowledge and 

tradition for modem needs, but also of winning over to such ‘useful literature’ what was felt 

to be a recalcitrant public.

Thus the making of a public sphere in Hindi happened under the sign of the 

exclusion of large sections of the public at the hands of a small intelligentsia, which 

nonetheless claimed to represent and address the ‘general public’, and which placed a 

disproportionate (under such circumstances) expectation on literature to effect cultural and 

political change; however, voices from those excluded sections would find their way onto 

the pages of journals and in the booming market for popular literature.

As we shall see, such grand agendas were undermined by severe limitations. Firstly, 

both government patronage and public support proved to be inadequate. Although every 

reader and purchaser of a Hindi book was wooed with the appellative of ‘benefactor of 

Hindi’ (hindihitaisi), traditional patronage was sporadic and the educated reading public 

was too small. Publishers had to rely on school- and public libraries and courses to ensure 

even a small print-run. In addition, the reformist agenda had to face an unruly popular 

market and experimental writing, both of which undermined what was perceived as a 

necessary unity of purpose.

To recapitulate this point, the changed mind-set had momentous consequences for 

the Hindi literary sphere. Firstly, it produced a shift in the locus of literary and intellectual 

authority. This came to be vested in the scholar and in literary associations, looking up to 

English as a model, legitimised and supported by the provincial government but ultimately 

autonomous in initiatives and goals. In fact, although the government played only a minor 

and indirect role - patronising initiatives by associations and subscribing to journals and 

books - it did select interlocutors, thus underwriting their authority in the public sphere.34 

Thus, those who were creating publicity were also those who could exercise exclusive 

judgements. Secondly, Hindi literature and Hindi writers were given an importance that 

was quite disproportionate to their real powers and means. Thirdly it engendered a tension 

between the goals of the reformist agenda and both the actual strictures of the Hindi public

34 For this kind of indirect support see e.g. the report of the Hindi survey of the Hindustani Academy 
in 1930 for the promotion of good books in Hindi: it was a minor initiative, but it signals a process of 
institutionalisation, by which intellectuals linked to autonomous associations acquired authority from 
the colonial state; as in other instances, the part played by literary figures in the administration, in 
this case Lala Sitaram, who was by this time a retired government servant, was crucial; see his Hindi 
satve kameti ka riport, Hindustani Academy, Allahabad 1930.
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sphere as well as all other forms of language and of literary production that did not fit into 

the mould.35

Thus, although Hindi literature in this period did fulfil an important imaginative - 

rather that realistic-representative - function,36 grand aspirations were undercut by a series 

of constraints and difficulties, and the discourse of one language, one literature and one 

linguistic community that Hindi literature was supposed to implement clashed with a more 

fragmented and hierarchical reality. Difficulties included, among others, the size of the 

reading public espousing the new literacy, the low economic and social position of Hindi 

writers, often precarious and subordinate, and the low status of Hindi literature in colonial 

society - subordinate to English, ‘backward’ in respect to Bengali and less entrenched than 

Urdu among the cultured elite. These different orders of constraints undercut the authority 

of Hindi intellectuals and further differentiate the Hindi case from Habermas’s description. 

As such, they deserve a few more words.

The first constraint had to do with the nature of the state the Hindi public sphere 

was partly shaped by. The colonial state late nineteenth and early twentieth century Hindi 

intellectuals faced was an ostensibly benevolent and liberal state which appeared amenable 

to reasonable arguments and claimed to be equally neutral to all its Indian subjects. 

Needless to say, this state which swore by liberal principles pursued interests that were 

different from those of the colonial subjects and subordinate to that of the mother-country; 

it also had much more unrestrained coercive powers than the British state and was hardly 

constrained by parliamentarism or public opinion (see 6.1). Still, the post-1857 policy of 

appeasement of Indian elites and of co-optation of vernacular intellectuals did actually 

provide the latter with some space where to express their cultural aspirations, e.g. in 

education. This fostered a culture of confidence, petition and direct or indirect patronage for 

administrative privileges that was a direct consequence of state publicity(2,4.1): if the state 

claimed that its laws were applied to all, and that subjects could and should appeal by 

public means, colonial intellectuals believed that changing the letter of the law would bring 

about actual change. This is not to say that Hindi intellectuals did not realise early the need 

not to rely exclusively on government support and to undertake autonomous initiatives. In 

fact, much of Hindi cultural and political activism developed outside constitutional spaces, 

in the press and in non-constitutional politics. However, Hindi institutions and scholars 

posing as language and literaiy experts vis-a-vis colonial administrators tended to believe in

35 To call it a tension between the reformist agenda and the market is improper, for the market was 
perceived in ambivalent terms and bore ambivalent results in the Hindi literary sphere; see below 
2 . 4 . 2 .

36 Hindi literature in this period did perform an educating and inspiring role. Even more importantly, 
it worked as a space for historical imagination (3.1 and 3.2) and it introduced and popularised - 
through individual characters and relations - notions of individual subjectivity as a locus of 
authenticity from which to reconsider and assess social norms and behaviours (4.3).
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rule by committees and decrees, something they would attempt even later with the 

Congress.

The second constraint had to do with the nature of the Hindi intelligentsia and of 

their place in North Indian culture and society. In fact, it is the combination of a contested 

linguistic terrain with high expectations that makes the case of Hindi a peculiar one. 

Compared with Marathi and Bengali in fact, the terrain Hindi intellectuals operated on was 

not only constrained by the common colonial subjecthood, it was a contested one from the 

start. Thus, there was not only a colonial hierarchy symbolised by language, according to 

which the Indian vernacular was backward in relation to English just as Indians were 

backwards in relation to Englishmen.37 Hindi moved also from a subordinate position with 

Urdu, and competed horizontally with it.

Urdu was directly related to Persian, the Mughal court-language and became itself 

the provincial court-language in 1831: it was already the language of public administration, 

and also of common urbane and literary intercourse for the North Indian service elite - thus 

nearer to the new idea of a unified and cultivated language. In the nineteenth century 

Hindi, by contrast, had still to establish a unified literary form, to win over the appreciation 

of Sanskrit pandits and had only, broadly speaking, the support of mercantile classes, which 

had little inclination, barring few exceptions, to push self-assertion to the point of 

‘disloyalty5 or of social unrest. Hence, Hindi was not backed by a unified, metropolitan 

service middle class and landed elite that was fully bi-lingual38 and which patronised and 

supported the vernacular as in Bengal, or by the assertive bourgeoisie of eighteenth century 

Europe.

The scholars, teachers, lawyers-publidsts and merchants with literary passion who 

constituted the Hindi intelligentsia were not usually ‘men of influence' in the locality nor 

men of independent means: on the contrary, they often did service (naukrT) or were clients 

of the English or Indian elites.39 Although they were in fact quite successful in creating their 

own momentum - exploiting the possibilities opened by the colonial education system and 

the fledgling press and book-industry, and creating their own institutions - their economic 

and social position remained very uncertain. Under such circumstances, and with the

37 And the ambivalent attitude of admiration, emulation and distaste for colonial rule are mirrored in 
the attitude towards English.
38 By fully bi-lingual we mean a class well-acquainted and conversant with the English language and 
knowledge (nal vidya) and fully proficient and at ease in the standard print-vernacular, which it 
values as mother-tongue and expression of cultural identity: only such a class can successfully 
undertake the role of translating from English into the vernacular (and eventually viceversa) and 
stake the claim for equal status of the vernacular.
39 Potentially these relationships could turn into ‘impersonal’ administrative service or professions, 
but they also retained personal ties of defence and solidarity: cf. C.A. Bayly, The Local Roots of Indian 
Politics. One again may compare their position with that of pre-independent Italian intellectuals of 
great status and adequate means like Manzoni, or of landed gentlemen like in nineteenth century 
Russia. In India, one may compare their uncertain professionalism with the leisured seriousness of a 
Bankimchandra or a Tagore.
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concomitant rise of political leaders, the (self-) appointed role of Hindi intellectuals as 

guides and leaders of the nation remained an abstraction and was belied by a reality of 

obscurity or very limited recognition and subordination. Although the blows of government 

censorship and the high expectations of selfless literary seva were, in nationalist terms, 

proof enough of the stature of Hindi intellectuals and, in their own eyes, lent them moral 

and cultural authority, the question for them became: why wasn’t this authority recognised? 

(6.4)

Despite the development of the Hindi public sphere over the two decades following 

1920, this basic hierarchy did not radically change. True, both Hindi institutions and a 

political and literary press consolidated, institutions like schools fuelled their own 

expansion, and with the growing need for Hindi jobs in education and the administration 

Hindi became an attractive proposition for a wider section of old and new service classes. 

Largely thanks to this new schooled public, readership widened and a public for modem 

literature was also created - though circulation still took place mostly through libraries since 

the new reading public was not an affluent one. The popular public, too, was partly 

assimilated through nationalist literature and the political press, which greatly expanded 

after 1920. However, despite the legitimising emphasis of the new Gandhian Congress on 

Hindi as the language of the people that should replace English, and the breach into Urdu’s 

entrenched position as court- and administrative vernacular, Hindi cut little ice with the old 

Indo-Persian and anglicised elites of North India. Partly because of Hindi’s exasperated drive 

toward linguistic purification and cultural exclusion, partly because of its image as 

‘backward’ and conservative language and partly for other reasons, the North Indian elite 

did not became fully bi-lingual in English and Hindi. This disregard left Hindi intellectuals, 

already in an unsteady economic and social standing, in a weak position vis-a-vis English 

and the prospective take-over; it also belied their own self-importance as vernacular 

intelligentsia.

At the other end of the spectrum, the popularisation and mass political mobilisation 

of the 1920s did not translate into greater authority for Hindi intellectuals either. First of 

all, under circumstances of still limited ‘new’ literacy, the number of actual readers 

(especially for the more experimental writers) remained too small. Secondly, popularisation 

took place under the aegis of political nationalism, crossing literacy boundaries: thus it was 

political leaders rather than intellectuals who tended to become the new figures of 

authority. Thirdly, the enlargement of the Hindi public did not bring about a substantial 

change in the Hindi reformist agenda, which remained still high-brow and deeply suspicious 

of inner diversification and of separate needs and voices from the popular public. As a 

result, the very notion of guidance of ‘the people’ became fraught with tensions: if, in 

nationalist terms, the people were ‘one’, all conflict or dissent appeared suspicious, for how 

would these fit into the harmonious whole? Thus, was the role of the intellectual, and of
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literature generally, to educate the masses or to awaken them? And finally, how could the 

intellectual awaken or educate the masses if what he wrote was not what they read?

To recapitulate the ground covered so far, at the end of the twenty years under 

study an autonomous and lively Hindi public sphere was in place, with its institutions, 

intellectual debates and a literary and political public opinion. It had also staked a well- 

placed claim for Hindi to become the new national language. This growth coexisted, rather 

than dismantled, persisting geographical and social limitations, both because of certain 

cultural choices and of independent circumstances. Such limitations included, at the higher 

end of the social hierarchy, the English-speaking elites, which did not become fully bi

lingual and did not recognise the role and authority of vernacular intellectuals; at the lower 

end of the spectrum, the Hindi sphere chose to include the ‘common people’ 

Csarmsadharan) only in order to educate and impose upon them what was ultimately a 

uniform middle-class culture. It did open to other voices and claims in the press, but when 

policies were decided it was a homogenous leadership which decided. Hindi intellectuals 

were thus somewhat caught in-between: some became part of the intellectual establishment 

entrenched in public institutions, others~'rSlied on autonomous media such as the press. 

However, despite their success in forming a Hindi historical and cultural consciousness, as 

we shall see in the course of this research, their ‘national’ role and importance remained 

unrealised: though with larger claims, they became just one more Indian regional 

intelligentsia, subordinate to the pan-Indian one of English.

The question of gender exclusion, too, requires a few more words. We have 

mentioned already how critics of Habermas pointed out his inadvertent equation of 

unrestrictedness with equality: the fact that access to the public sphere was not formally 

restricted to some groups does not mean that all had equal access. Nancy Fraser e.g. has 

contested not only the actual exclusions from the potentially open access to the bourgeois 

public sphere, something even Habermas conceded was never fully realized in practice/0 but 

also the more subtle discriminations that this ostensibly equal discursive interaction implied. 

She argues that the strategy of bracketing status (‘as if it did not exist or count) protocols of 

style and decorum in public interaction ‘that were themselves correlates and markers of 

status inequality’ worked as informal strategies to marginalise women and members of 

plebeian classes.41 Fraser also suggests that the language of political deliberation itself can, 

by imposing an overarching (and seemingly consensual) hve’, mark subtle forms of control.42

Again, the Hindi public sphere shows some peculiarities. While in fact, in India as 

well as in Europe, bourgeois efforts at a public sphere took place at the same time with

40 Nancy Fraser, ‘Rethinking the Public Sphere’, p. 113.
41 Ibid., p. 119.
42 ‘Subordinate groups sometimes cannot find the right voice or words to express their thoughts, and 
when they do, they discover they are not heard’; or else they might feel that the overarching ‘we’ does 
not really represent them’; ibid.
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recasting a new patriarchy,43 in Indian nationalist discourse women were called upon to be 

part of the march towards national progress. To this aim Indian reformers envisaged for 

respectable women first a very controlled access to the public sphere, as discussions on role- 

based education exemplify at length (4.1). The wealth and strong emphasis on prescriptive 

literature for women and the negative example of the free westernised woman amply 

express male reformers’ anxiety about the changes they were advocating.

Yet, and this will become clearer from the analysis of women’s journals in the fourth 

chapter, early in this century women’s journals started using the nationalist discourse of 

progress to critique the exclusion of women from the public sphere, the limitation of 

women’s sphere of activity (karyaksetra) as well as male control. Bolder journals 

internalised the notion, inherent to the language of the public sphere, that points of view 

could differ and that norms had to be negotiated among participants, and especially with 

the consent of the parts involved! In doing so, they questioned the boundaries of the ‘public’ 

by raising issues of domestic and caste practice to public scrutiny and judgement. In this 

way they forced the potential openness and pluralism of the notion of public to envelop also 

women in the household. By circulating news previously not considered of womanly 

concern and asking women to speak up about their domestic problems, they tried to effect 

women’s access to the Hindi public sphere in more than a symbolic way, organising women 

into a counter-public.44

By legitimising the language of feelings and the idea that norms concerning women 

could be self-defined,45 such journals and women’s literature managed also to introduce a 

notion of subjectivity that was, perhaps, the peculiar form of ‘private’ of the Hindi context 

(see 4.3). Thus, the limited and controlled involvement of women in the public sphere of 

nationalism became, in their hands, a powerful means to explore other boundaries and 

possibilities within existing women’s roles and in newly-emerging ones. This does not imply 

the existence of an organised feminist movement, but rather the opening of spaces for 

reflection and exploration.46

43 See the essays in K. Sangari and S. Vaid, eds„ Recasting Women. Essays in Indian Colonial History, 
Kali for Women, Delhi 1989.
44 In this, we shall argue, journals were much more effective than women’s associations, intrinsically 
restricted to elite and ‘emancipated’ women who could take part freely in their proceedings; see 
below 4.2.
45 Even the notion of marydda came to be reinterpreted as something a woman could define for 
herself, a laksmanrekha she would know where to draw in the new public situations. ‘Every woman 
has a laksman-rekhd, which is usually a line men draw for women. For Subhadra [Kumari Cauhan, a 
leading poet and Congress activist in Jabalpur] this laksman-rekhd was a line she drew herself; 
Sudha Cauhan, Mild tej se tej, Hans Prakasan, Allahabad 1975, p. 86.
46 Because of its exploratory and compromising nature, fraught with tensions, exclusions and 
setbacks, this participation can hardly be called a feminist movement, as V.B. Talwar and Radha 
Kumar would like to imply; cf. V.B. Talwar, ‘Women’s Journals in Hindi, 1910-29’, in Sangari and 
Vaid, eds., Recasting Women; and R. Kumar, The History of Doing.
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In this perspective, we may once again point to the imaginative, rather than 

representative function of Hindi literature: for instance, the realm of the ‘private’, expressed 

e.g. in companionate marriage, seems to have anticipated the reality of those times, when 

conjugality was discouraged upto a point as a possible source of family tension, where 

women in the household had their own hierarchy and were subjected to other women’s 

‘public’ scrutiny and where children belonged to the family at large. Moreover, even in 

literature the acknowledgement of individual subjectivity and feelings, especially in the case 

of women, was intertwined with preoccupations about propriety and the fabric of the family 

and society.47 In fact, women’s access to the Hindi public sphere, which thanks to nationalist 

campaigns encompassed a much larger number than that of educated women, seems to 

have taken place under the aegis of this compromise, often covertly espousing the language 

of patriarchy which assigned women a specific spiritual nature/8 Only under such 

circumstances was their participation in the public sphere not frowned upon. According to 

Partha Chatterjee:

Once the essential femininity of women was fixed in terms of certain culturally visible 
spiritual qualities, they could go to schools, travel in public conveyances, watch public 
entertainment programs, and in time even take up employment outside the home. But 
the “spiritual” signs of her femininity were now clearly marked - in her dress, her eating 
habits, her social demeanour, her religiosity... This spirituality did not... impede the 
chances of the woman moving out of the physical confines of the home; on the contrary, 
it facilitated it, making it possible for her to go into the world under conditions that 
would not threaten her femininity. In fact, the image of woman as goddess or mother 
served to erase her sexuality in the world outside the home,49

While Chatterjee’s observation seems true, and this prescriptive insistence on 

womanly qualities and values that should translate visibly into dress-code and body-

47 We may well suggest, on the basis of literature on women and family relations examined in this 
chapter, that in Hindi it was only in the late 1920s-early 1930s a notion of ‘private’ realm of the 
family where individual development and affective relations was introduced. Although this was 
linked to a redefinition of the role of the housewife (grhim), it was not unconnected, we shall see, to 
debates on public access and women’s karyaksetra.
48 Partha Chatterjee has recently suggested that nationalist discourse divided the world into two 
complementary spheres: an “outside” realm of social institutions, politics, economics etc., and an 
“inner” one of spiritual essence and cultural identity that was vested particularly in women. While 
the former was dominated by the encounter and clash with the colonial state and its modem culture, 
it is argued, the latter could be the protected site of an autonomous elaboration of a ‘“modem” 
national culture that is nevertheless not Western, It is here that the nation is imagined and brought 
into being’ even before political independence was actually achieved. In this process, Partha 
Chatterjee argues, women became the repositories of the essential spiritual qualities of Indian culture 
and the symbol of India’s superiority over the (materially and politically) more powerful West. As a 
consequence, however, the nature and role of Indian women were fixed and women became the 
objects of a new, reformist and nationalist patriarchy. This pushed them into a mould and into the 
household according to what was essentially a kind of middle-class idea of conjugal family and 
respectability, exemplified in Bengal by the new figure of the bhadramahila, the respectable 
gentlewoman. P. Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments, Princeton University Press, Princeton 
1993, p. 6. See also See I. Chatterjee, ‘The Bengali Bhadramahila 1930-1934’, M. Phil, thesis, 
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 1986.
49 P. Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments, pp. 130-31.
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language can hardly be denied in the Hindi area, too, such an account erases the ambiguity 

and the actual impact that women’s access to the public sphere had. It overlooks the 

indeterminacy and tensions of such roles, and the pressures women put on them, touching 

for instance upon ‘dangerous’ areas of sexuality and emotions. It also overlooks the ongoing 

creative effort in accommodating personal aspirations and cultural ideals and role-models, 

which every woman had to negotiate anew. Finally, it belittles the radical fact that women 

activists, teachers and crowds did acquire certain spaces and a certain agency, even under a 

conciliatory ideology. Possibly this was a case of greater practical change than what the 

ideology reflects. Doors were open, whose implications would become apparent only with 

time. For instance, once ‘socially useful’ employment for women was legitimised under the 

seemingly subordinating notion of seva, the earning power of girls and women was bound to 

effect social change, and not always in their favour.

As women’s access to the Hindi public sphere was legitimised under the aegis of 

respectability, it also exercised a lot of inner control. As a consequence, we do not find the 

same variety of opinions as in the general Hindi press and find a great deal more of self

censorship. Respectability, along with a similar ‘as if bracketing of inequalities of status and 

differences among women (no doubt to enhance the strength of their claims), produced its 

own subtle exclusion of lower class, irregular and working women (4.2) ,SD At the same time, 

it opened for all a model and vocabulary of self-empowerment and positive self

representation; it also opened subtle avenues of practical exploration. All in all, women’s 

access to the public sphere reveals a tension between the open-endedness, pluralism and 

empowerment inherent in the notion of the ‘public sphere’, and the preoccupation with 

control and containment.

On a smaller scale, we find a similar process in the Hindi literary sphere, where the 

journals’ openness fostered a plurality of contesting voices, while at the same time aesthetic 

and poetic values that smacked of individual creative freedom were strongly resisted. This 

resistance involved the principle that norms should be negotiated, as well the legitimacy of 

dissent and the idea that there could be more than one set of aesthetic tastes, (see 2,2). 

This, we may well imagine, became all the more problematic in the case of norms 

concerning women, which were thought to sustain the whole social fabric. Women’s access 

to education, employment or other public activity remained fraught with potential danger, 

which had to be counteracted with an obsessive insistence on sexual purity, selflessness and 

subordination (to male mentors, to the good of the family, etc.).

50 Sumanta Banerjee has read this process in nineteenth century Bengal as a marginalisation and 
exclusion of women’s own segregated culture, the culture of the zenana and the antahpur, and of 
low-caste, lower-class women. Sumanta Banerjee, The Parlour and the Street Elite and Popular 
Culture in Nineteenth Century Calcutta, Seagull, Calcutta 1989.
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Where do these points lead to in trying to understand the notion and domain of the 

‘public’ in early twentieth century Hindi? Unlike the bourgeois public sphere in Europe, in 

the Hindi sphere the notion of public did not develop as a domain correlated to the private 

one of private business or the private family. Rather, Hindi intellectuals ultimately 

conceived of ‘the public’ as an overarching, homogeneous and inclusive space, expressed 

through the notion of jati, community. Although accessible to all and concerning itself with 

the interests of the general public of common people (sarvasadharanj, the public as jati 

included, rather than transcended, particular groups; these groups kept the right to follow 

I their own interests and customs. In fact, the protection of particular community interests

could very well be expressed in the same language of the public sphere and was deemed 

compatible, indeed part of, the overall public interest. Thus, particular interests and 

customs would occasionally be subjected to public criticism, but in order to reform them, 

not to dispense with them altogether: their existence was not challenged, and no common 

/  rule of conduct was envisaged in what was already conceived of as an harmonious whole.

Individually, one’s right to publicly express One’s opinions was underwritten only as far as it 

did not go against this principle of compatibility of interests and of an ultimately 

harmonious whole. Thus, inner dissent in associations was inevitably hushed and hardly 

leaked to the press. Individual writers could be publicly reprimanded for not showing 

characters compatible with Indian ‘ideals’, and conflict was viewed as a circumscribed, 

transient phenomenon that could be solved by mutual consent and had ultimately no raison 

d'etre in the overall logic of the Indian social and political universe. Thus, conflict was hardly 

ever thematised in debates and writing if not against the British. As a consequence, a kind 

of stultified official ‘Indian’ culture was produced even before power was actually handed 

over; in it, other subjects were confined and disempowered in specific (subordinate) roles. 

The case of women has shown how hollow, constrictive and fraught with tensions this 

notion of publicity could be, and how in order for it to be truly liberating they had to 

introduce their own agendas. The case of peasants similarly shows how little they were 

actually represented by the overarching \ve’ of which they were made a symbol.

How the combination of jati as a unifying political concept and public participatory 

activities worked in the political arena has been the object of several studies.51 Public 

participatory activities, which so far could be considered indigenous forms of ‘courtly- 

knightly representational public sphere’ (or of its carnivalesque or protest subversion) 

intermingled from the second half of the nineteenth century with the other, discursive 

model of public sphere and with nationalist ideas. Thus, religious festivals came to be 

viewed, at least by the vernacular intelligentsia, as jdtiy tyohar, festivals of the community 

in the new, unifying sense. Ceremonials might remain the same, but their significance

51 See e.g. Sandria Freitag’̂ work, especially Collective Action and Community Public Arenas and the 
Emergence of Communalism in North India, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1990.
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changed. Also, when popular classes became increasingly involved in public religious and 

political activities through shared symbols and idioms, they did so nevertheless within 

specific contexts and for very different reasons; their common participation should not 

necessarily suggest that a common religious or political identity was formed, nor that it was 

welcome tout court.52 In fact, as the dilemmas of Hindu sangathan ideology and programmes 

would show, it was very difficult to engender a political and religious unity of Hindus 

beyond occasional or dramatic circumstances (see 3.3).

Thus, in the two decades under survey we see two parallel process that constitute 

the particular nature of the public sphere in Hindi. On the one side, publicity clearly 

resulted in the participation in literary and political debates and activities of new and 

diverse publics, and partly, in the case of women and peasants, in the emergence of 

counter-publics, who produced their own critical voices and fashioned specific agendas. It 

also resulted in exciting literary explorations in many different directions. At the same time, 

the normal institutionalisation of such public sphere activities brought along with it the 

formation of new hierarchies of authority and assimilated or marginalised dissent. Thus, 

whereas the public sphere in Habermas’s model implied and valued plurality of opinions, in 

the case of Hindi plurality was admitted only insofar as it expressed particular groups within 

the whole. Dissent on the principle of compatibility and of the harmonious whole was 

devalued and suspected as threatening chaos. In the literary sphere, discordant intellectual 

voices were not listened to by political leaders, who expected Hindi intellectuals only to 

reflect their own views or have compatible ones.

Moreover, because the intelligentsia which in Hindi captured formal institutions 

and official recognition was a culturally conservative one, the stronghold it maintained over 

cultural transmission even after Independence led to the crystallising of a conservative Hindi 

culture in the canon, in which other voices that were present in the public sphere were 

systematically devalued or neutralised. The analysis of Hindi journals and Hindi literature 

undertaken in this thesis points, on the contrary, to a vibrant debate over the forms and 

content of nationalism, with a variety oppositions and a strong sense of the peculiar and 

independent role of Hindi intellectuals. The tension between these two processes can be 

observed within the literary and the political sphere, as well as in their mutual relationship.

To summarise this point, in order to analyse the emergence and the peculiar nature 

of the public sphere in Hindi, one has to first of all trace the discourse of jati unity, the ways 

and media through which it was pursued and popularised - e.g. as historical discourse - as 

well as the exclusions it operated and the conflicts it defused. Secondly, one has to examine 

the impact of modem publicity in Hindi literature, at both levels of ideas and of institutions,

52 See Nandini Gooptu, ‘The Political Culture of the Urban Poor: the United Provinces between the 
two World Wars’, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge University, Cambridge 1991, p. 140n. For a 
contrary view, see Sandria Freitag, Collective Action and Community.
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and follow the development of public sphere institutions, chiefly the press and associations, 

as well as their agendas, the debates around the, the attitudes toward the general public 

and political power. One has to observe the emergence of new voices, the issues they raise, 

the momentum they acquire and the space and hearing they manage to obtain in the overall 

public sphere. Thirdly, one has to analyse the changes in literary authority under the impact 

of publicity and of public sphere activities. This includes listening to critical debates in order 

to ascertain who held authoritative opinions and could exercise excluding judgements; it 

involves observing the status of the independent writer and of institutions; it involves, most 

importantly, scrutinising the people and choices involved in the making of a literary canon 

in the education system, for there cultural values were crystallised and enshrined in a 

lasting and authoritative form.

In order to do so, we have made use of a number of literary and non-strictly literary 

sources, namely journals, reports of associations, educational material and popular 

literature.53 The five chapters that form the body of the thesis will show their use.

The second chapter explores the changes in the Hindi literary sphere under the 

impact of publicity. It seeks to understand the reasons behind, and the implications of, these 

changes in order to provide an appropriate context and historical horizon in which 

individual texts, writers and discourses can be placed. It is only in the interaction of writers 

among themselves and with this changing environment that we may understand literary 

trends and other processes - such as the making of a literary canon, or the role of 

intellectuals in the nationalist movement - taking place in this period. Only such an 

approach can highlight correspondences and nuances that would otherwise escape attention 

if trends and writers were taken in isolation. Also, because of the overpowering influence of 

the literary canon and the logic behind it, much of the Hindi literary production of this 

period has remained outside the pale of literary history. By retrieving some of it - e.g. 

popular fiction or ‘minor’ authors - to critical consideration, we hope to have gained a better 

understanding of the literary sphere of the time, as well as of the process behind their 

critical exclusion.

Accordingly, the chapter first thematises the issue of diversity, disentangling 

different and overlapping trends and tastes in the literary sphere, in literary people and in 

audiences themselves. The second section turns to journals in order to show how, for 

instance, the debate on literary norms and the social function of literature reveals at work

3j Overall we have made very little use of statistical data because of intrinsic problems in interpreting 
them: different census reports used different categories of classification each time, and language 
statistics were equally subject to change and seem to reflect more the choices of census officers than 
anything else, and data on literacy would hardly illuminate us on the plural and complex literacies 
we have discussed above; all in all, to untangle these knots was beyond the scope of this thesis. For 
problems with census classifications as regarding caste, see e.g. Rashmi Pant, The Cognitive Status 
of Caste in Colonial Ethnography: A Review of Some Literature of the North Western Provinces and 
Oudh’, Indian Economic and Social History Review, 24, 2, 1987.
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basic issues about publicity, i.e. the end of universally accepted norms, the presence and 

interrelation of different tastes and values within a unified discursive space, and the crisis of 

authority they both implied. Journals and text-books form the two poles of the chapter, and 

they will orient and lead us in recognising the two conflicting process of openness and 

crystallisation of values in the Hindi literary sphere. Text-books, anthologies, manuals, 

exam-papers and ‘key’ (kunjis) were useful because they provided insight in the chief way in 

which Hindi intellectuals were able to actively crystallise the values they believed were 

crucial to ‘Indian culture’, since education was their most important and successful area of 

activity and influence. Through developments in the education system we could follow the 

institutionalisation of Hindi activists and scholars, for whom educational institutions became 

the main platform of authority. Textbooks also revealed some of the ways in which these 

scholars and compilers negotiated ‘western knowledge’ and ‘Indian values’, and there we 

could also see most clearly at work the cultural choices and exclusions prompted upon 

pupils during the learning process. Through readers and manuals we could see how a 

certain way of reading literature - what Krishna Kumar has aptly called ‘text-book culture’ - 

came into being that was to have great influence in the future of the Hindi literary market. 

Finally text-books were also the expression of the way critics and lecturers viewed, selected 

and interpreted Hindi literary tradition and contemporary literature, and created a 

hierarchy between themselves and writers.

The third chapter examines the making and popularising of nationalist historical 

consciousness in Hindi. We turn once again to journals as the main forum for debates on 

history: they show the range of opinions and the conceptual horizon in which Hindi 

intellectuals moved when thinking about it. We also examined some narratives that 

exemplify the use of literature in forming historical consciousness, since history writing was 

considered a personal quest and a community effort, both in contestation with European 

historians. Finally, articles and debates on the shape of society showed the impact of this 

historical vision on reflections on contemporary Indian society and also some of the key 

concepts that would express their social and political understanding.

The fourth chapter on women and women’s journals examines, as anticipated, the 

conditions under which their limited participation was first deemed suitable to the progress 

of the country, and how then they used that space to raise powerful critical voices and 

reframe issues concerning their own roles within and outside the household. The enquiry 

was at all made possible by the new generation of educated women who in the 1920s 

claimed public access both in writing and in action. Women’s journals, and Cdmd in 

particular (Allahabad, 1922-), again provided very rich material. The new openness and 

publicity resulted, especially in Canid, not only in prescriptive and abstract argumentative 

material. Women’s voices came across vividly in women’s letters, while the remarkable 

success of a different kind of popular literature, that of social romances, pointed to the use
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of literature to explore new emotional worlds. Finally, narratives on women by both male 

and female writers revealed the wealth of tensions that underscored the recreation and 

exploration through literature of old and new women's roles.

Language was a crucial element in the self-definition and definition of others by 

Hindi intellectuals, consistently with the historical consciousness outlined in the third 

chapter. Moving from this premise, the fifth chapter examines the language question as a 

way to highlight the clash between openness and crystallisation in the Hindi literary sphere, 

and also the relationship between literary and political actors in the nationalist movement. 

Journals and reports of Hindi associations provided a bountiful source of information, since 

they rigorously scrutinised every initiative, policy and opinion on the subject. Language was 

both a crucial element in the nationalist discourse of Hindi intellectuals, the core of their 

claim to be the future national intelligentsia, and also their main avenue of co-operation 

with colonial administration. This chapter will analyse the strategies in building the Hindi 

claim and gradually mustering public and political support for it while at the same time 

conquering institutional spaces. Once again, despite a vibrant debate within Hindi, it was 

finally the Hindi establishment that wasltble to impose its particular, rigid line thanks to its 

institutional strength.

In the final chapter we shall examine more directly the relationship between Hindi 

intellectuals and the changing political sphere of the period. The rich output of political 

papers, pamphlets and articles, the participation with which intellectuals followed and took 

themselves part in nationalist campaigns, the rich historical imagination and the high critical 

awareness of their role, all point to their very active and very political role in the public 

sphere. Then why, this chapter asks, was their creative role so little acknowledged in the 

political sphere, and why were they so little recognised by political leaders? Why was only 

the more culturally conservative voice recognised (that of ‘text-books’, to use the catch

word), and that too through its sheer obstinacy? Accordingly, we shall use both historical 

studies, articles and recollections to assess the extent to which Hindi intellectuals gained a 

foothold the political sphere. By taking the constitutional and non-constitutional (civic) 

arenas as two related but not identical domains, we shall see that while Hindi intellectuals 

were very active in the latter, they gained only limited access to the former. In addition, the 

relationship between them and Hindi politicians, their natural interlocutors, was strained, 

barring a few exceptions. Hindi politicians in fact, despite their different political 

persuasion, were culturally quite an homogeneous group, and were hardly likely to 

appreciate, and interact with, the more independent-minded Hindi intellectuals. In fact, 

communication between them seems to have been minimal. When Hindi writers lamented 

the ‘ignorance’ of nationalist politicians about contemporary Hindi literature, they were 

pointing at this lack of communication and recognition. Even the direct encounters recorded 

show that Congress politicians failed to acknowledge the authority and role of independent
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intellectuals; instead, their political patronage underwrote the authority of the culturally 

more conservative literary establishment.

In the light of recent studies on the Congress and subordinate groups this seems 

hardly surprising. Again, while many Hindi intellectuals welcomed the emergence in the 

non-constitutional political sphere of subordinate voices such as that of peasant leaders - 

and in fact some were actively involved in peasant campaigns- generally their voices were 

little heard. The harmonic (and implicitly hierarchical) view of Indian society that viewed 

‘the public’ as a harmonious whole, in which conflict and dissent could only be 

circumstantial and political dissent could only be directed against the British, may certainly 

go some way in explaining why this was so.

By roughly the end of the period under study, the season in which Hindi 

intellectuals believed they did have a crucial hand in making the new nation-state was over. 

For some, entrenched in institutional positions, Hindi culture was finally established, and 

they cared little about whether it would be popular or not. Others, independent 

intellectuals, found the authority they commanded sharply delimited. In the 1940s Hindi 

Experimentalist (prayogvadl) writers would delve into the exploration of a subjectivity 

independent of social and political pressures, while Progressives (pragativadO would take a 

clear anti-establishment stance and become a critical opposition. Yet, many of the cultural 

and literary samskaras that were formed in the two decades, as well as the perception of the 

nationalist movement, would however continue to be transmitted through education and 

the literary canon, and stand uncriticised for generations to come.
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Chapter 2 

The Hindi literary sphere

2.1 Diversity in the Hindi literary sphere: literary samskaras, literary publics

In the 1902s and ‘30s literary production and the institutional spaces in which it 

was transmitted - the press, the publishing industry and the education system - expanded 

considerably in Hindi. In order first of all to take cognisance of such an expansion, this 

chapter presents an overview of the Hindi literary sphere. This will allow us to map the 

ground and the horizon within which the Hindi intelligentsia moved, thought and operated. 

As mentioned in the introduction, it is only in the interaction between writers and this 

changing environment that we may understand the processes in action.

Accordingly, the first section takes stock of the simultaneous presence of old and 

new literary tastes and forms in the literary sphere as well as in individuals, revealing an 

intense process of exploration and reassessment of identities (2.1). The second section 

shows how new notions of literature competing in public debate provoked a discussion over 

norms and guidelines for modem literature that reveals an emerging crisis of authority: 

could really everyone be a writer now? And could everyone be a critic? (2.2). Section 2.3 

explores the institutional changes in the literary sphere, in order get a sense of the avenues 

and possibilities a Hindi writer in the 1920s and ‘30s had access to, and of how the growth 

of a literary industry made the figure of the professional writer and intellectual historically 

possible. Not only debates, but also the literary industry, however, raised new questions 

concerning the evaluation of literature. These found expression in anxious interrogations 

over the value of the literary market, of popularity and of criticism (2.4). The final section 

of the chapter turns to the parallel process of the making of a Hindi literary canon in the 

education system; literary education in fact provided the most appropriate avenue for the 

agenda of Hindi intellectuals, which was an intrinsically educational project (2.5). The 

picture that emerges is one of vibrant experimentation and debate in the public sphere on 

the one side, and of a parallel institutionalisation, with a rise of the ‘Hindi expert’ and of a 

Hindi establishment in literary and educational institutions on the other side. The following
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chapters will dwell on the implications of these two processes of expansion and 

institutionalisation with regard to historical reflection, gender and political participation.

The present section first gives an overview of the literary sphere of the 1920s, takes 

stock of the variety of literary production and taste, and highlights changes and continuities. 

Examples from the main urban centres will be juxtaposed with the semi-rural literary sphere 

of a small town in the Central Provinces. Here the interplay between printed and oral forms 

and their respective fruition will lead us to the question of literary samskaras. These in turn 

will help us unravel the layered tastes and manifold experimentations of writers of this 

period, who almost unexceptionally wrote in different genres and styles.

The public sphere approach leads us to explore and explain the existing variety at 

the three-fold level of institutions and forms, of discourse, and of literary imagination and 

texts. At the end of the process, we may be able to put forward a hypothesis of cultural 

change which acknowledges the fact that the encounter with English education and western 

knowledge did not take place in an intellectual vacuum and cannot be explained in terms of 

a theory of plain influence.

There are two theoretical pitfalls one has to avoid in order to reconstruct a faithful 

picture of the literary scene of the period. The first is that typical of literary history when 

viewed as a linear succession of trends and texts. Although the search for a “dominant” or 

new trend in a particular period is legitimate, it should not be to the detriment of other 

existing forms or discordant voices. There is much more to our period than the poetry of 

Chayavad, Premcand and Ramcandra 3ukla. By the same length, it must be affirmed that 

the nationalist faith of Hindi writers was not uncritical or without nuances. Chayavad poetry 

was by no means the only practised or even prevalent kind of poetry - indeed Braj Bhasa 

poetry hardly disappeared from the scene.1 In the field of fiction, “realistic” novels of 

Premcand’s kind were only a few among a score of contemporary romances and 

melodramas (see 4.3). In overlooking the ‘remnants’ of previous literary tastes and forms 

and the existence of popular literature, the Hindi canon has reduced the varied production 

of this period to few towering classics. In doing so, Hindi critics have but assumed the 

moralising and nation-building role of the great literary critics of the beginning of the 

century, primarily Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi (1864-1938) and Ramcandra Sukla (1884-1941). 

It is time however to revise their exclusive notion of literature and escape the second pitfall, 

too. Because the dominant literary (as well as social and political) discourse of the time 

valued consensus and aimed at establishing one set of values and rules for all, opinions and

1 Nor indeed was it so in the case of individual poets: true, poets like Jay^ankar Prasad did switch 
from Braj to Khari Boli, but poets like Ayodhyasimh Upadhyay ‘Harioudh’ (1865-1947) or Lala 
Bhagvaiy Din (1876-1947) composed both in Braj and Khari Boli throughout their careers.
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literary forms inconsistent with it were either assimilated into the mainstream or ignored.2 

The extreme variety of the Hindi literaiy scene of this time instead carries a particular 

historical poignancy, poised as it was between oral and literate traditions, the new print- 

culture and the nationalist call, the exigencies of canon-building and the lures of the market, 

and its proper appreciation is long overdue.

2.1.1 The literary sphere

The example of the Hindi literary sphere of Banaras at the turn of the century will 

prove our point. If viewed synchronically it comprised: firstly, a major group of riti poets 

collected around Jagannath Das Ratnakar (1866-1932), the last great representative of the 

genre, and loosely organised in a “society of poets” (kavi-samaj) by Jivanlal GosvamI of the 

Vallabhite Gopal Temple.3 The main activity of this unofficial group of rasiks (connoisseurs) 

were poetic riddles (samasya-purtis) (see below 2.3.3). Ratnakar’s regular and informal 

circle of friends included also Balmukund Gupta (1865-1907) and Ki^orilal GosvamI (1865- 

1932), survivors of Bhartendu’s circle, and popular novelists like Harikrsna Jauhar and 

Devklnandan Khatri (1861-1922).4 Another younger group of poets collected around Lala 

Bhagvan Din (1876-1930), also a master of samasya-purtis, a connoisseur of Urdu poetry 

and the author of a very popular book of patriotic poems in Khari Boli, Vir pahcaratna 

(1918).5 Among his disciples were ViSvanath Prasad MiSra, the future scholar, and 

Murarelal Kediya, treasurer of the Nagan Pracarim Sabha, amateur archaeologist and 

collectionist, and organiser of ex tempore Braj poetry sessions (Parhant kavi sammelan) in 

the streets of Benares that lasted all night. Younger poets assembled at the informal 

Chayavad haven of Jaysankar Prasad (1889-1937) in Gobardhan Sarai,6 while at the 

grander salon of Raykrsnadas (1892-1980) at Ramghat poets, scholars, painters, musicians, 

art dealers etc. met for almost half a century,7 The Carmicheal Library, the Nagan Pracarim

2 On the one hand literary forms one did not approve of were dismissed as relics of the past, unfit for 
the needs of the hour (progress). On the other hand, literature in every age was said to have only one 
function, which in the age of nationalism was to provide patriotic ideals of courage and action and 
awaken a national consciousness in the people. Strength, it was said, lies in unity, and differences in 
purpose, language or style would weaken the body of literature and, consequently, of the nation.
3 See Raykrsnadas, Prasad klydd, unpubl. manuscript, p. 33.
4 See MadhureS, Devklnandan Khatri, Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 1980, p. 13.
3 Whereas Ratnakar belonged to the old service class, and was secretary to the Maharani of Ayodhya, 
Bhagvan Din, though informally trained in literature, became a professional intellectual. He taught 
Persian at Annie Besant’s Central Hindu School and later became Hindi lecturer at Benares Hindu 
University in 1924. He also edited old Hindi texts for the Nagan Pracarim Sabha, wrote texts on 
alamkdrds and ran a free Hindi literature school to prepare candidates for the Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan examinations. See below 2.5 and Appendix.
6 Among them Krsnadev Prasad Gaur (‘Bedhab BanarsT’), who wrote satirical poems, edited satirical 
journals and taught English literature; VinodSaftkar Vyas, Ramnathlal ‘Suntan’ and Santipriy DvivedI: 
they would write positive criticism of Chayavad in the controversy and contribute to the journal 
Jagaran. Ramvilas Sarma, N tdid  ki sahitya sddhnd, vol. I, Rajkamal Prakasan, Delhi 1969, p. 122.
7 Interview with Dr. Ananda Krishna, Raykrsnadas’s son, Banaras, August 1992.
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Sabha and later B.H.U. provided venues for regular literary (or general) conversation and 

for learned talks, poetry sessions, grand annual meetings and other literary events. 

Banaras's role as an education centre, for Sanskrit as well as for Hindi and for western 

education, ensured the presence of a young literate audience for books and for literary 

events. Ramlilas, Ramkathas, music and poetry programmes at temples or at raises’ houses 

marked the festive calendar around the city, while a few local amateur drama groups, 

travelling Parsi and folk theatre companies - and the first films - provided entertainment to 

a wide spectrum of townsmen, usually at the esplanade in front of the Town Hall.8 

Although each genre of entertainment - literary or otherwise - had its own aesthetic world, 

rules and audience, traditional and modem forms coexisted, oral and printed literature 

circulated side by side, and publics often overlapped. Not only we find all “elite” 

intellectuals taking part freely in so-called popular forms of entertainment but also, 

especially in the most experimental writers of this period like Prasad, we find a cultivated 

eclecticism (see below 2.1.2).

By comparison, the Hindi literary scene in Allahabad - of which Balkrsna Bhatt 

(1844-1914) had been a brave pioneer with the journal Hindi pradip (1877-1910) - was 

strongly influenced by the growth of the city as a centre of modem education, of journalism 

and publishing, of provincial administration and of nationalist politics.9 The presence of the 

University, the High Court, government offices and the Civil Lines gave the city a genteel 

outlook, while the ‘Town’ resounded with the usual bustle and the area near the sahgam, 

Daraganj, had a strong presence of river pandas and small publishers. The University,10 with 

its imposing buildings and hostels, its professors and students, was a stronghold of English 

and only slowly made some allowance for vernaculars. Indeed, even when Hindi literature 

was first introduced as a subject in 1923, it was taught in English like all other subjects! The 

Hindi lecturers, Dhlrendra Varma (1897-1973), RamSankar 3ukla ‘Rasal’ (1898-1980) and 

Ramkumar Varma (1905-?), played an active role in the literary life of the city, whether in 

the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan or in the Hindustani Academy or in Hindi journals. Kavi- 

sammelans (poetry meetings) became a regular feature at colleges and hostels, and the 

Sukavi Samaj encouraged young talents and provided them with a weekly fomm for 

recitation and discussion. Sumitranandan Pant, Ramkumar Varma, Mahadevi Varma, 

Anandlprasad ^rivastava: many new poets flourished in the protected atmosphere of the 

University. In the late 1930s and 1940s the University became a centre of Progressive and

® The amateur Nagan Natak Mandali, established in 1909 by relatives of Bhartendu HariScandra, 
produced either his or other historical plays much in the style of Parsi companies. A split gave birth to 
the Bhartendu Natak Mandali; see Introduction to Dhlrendranath Simh, ed., Janaklmangal, natak 
Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Banaras, 1966.
9 Karine Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, pp. 135 ff.
1(1 Among the oldest and most prestigious institutions of the province, Muir Central College (1872) 
and the Kayastha Pathshala (1873) were merged into Allahabad University in 1922, when it became a 
residential teaching institution rather than just an examination board.
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Marxist writers and critics.11 Another literary circle, the Rasik Mandal, preserved the taste 

for Braj in a more private form.12

The role and development of publishing houses will be discussed in a later section 

(2.3.2). With the Indian Press and Ramnarayan Lai taking the lion's share of text-book 

production, Allahabad was one of the main centres of Hindi publishing in the province. 

Smaller publishers like Ramnare^ Tripathl’s Hindi Mandir or the Hindi Press, too, took 

advantage of the growth of higher literary studies in Hindi and produced readers and 

anthologies. Allahabad had also the biggest concentration of newspapers in the province, 

both in English and in Hindi.13 In Hindi these were Abhyuday and Marydda, launched and 

managed first by Madan Mohan Malavlya and the by his nephew Krsnakant Malavlya. The 

Leader group brought out Bharat, the Indian Press Sarasvatl, the famed literary journal, and 

Baisakha. for children.14 One text-book publisher, Ramjllal 3arma, (1876-1931) published 

two children’s magazines, Vidyarthl (1913) and Khilaund (1924). Allahabad had been a 

pioneer of women’s journals with Grhlaksml and Stri-darpan, established in 1909, while the 

Chand Press brought out Camd (see 4.2) and the political weekly Bhavisya.

Allahabad therefore provided plenty of opportunities for employment and 

interaction for the Hindi literati. Though geographically divided between the University 

area, the Town and Daraganj, the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan and newspaper offices supplied 

meeting-places for genteel academicians, educated students, enterprising writers-publishers, 

salaried intellectuals and traditional literati. In fact Allahabad highlights the paradox of 

Hindi: even though it was one of the main centres of the Hindi press and literature, and of 

Hindi politics with Madan Mohan Malavlya (1861-1941) and P.D. Tandon (1882-1962), the 

Hindi literary sphere remained quite separate from the English one, and in the main centre 

of nationalist politics - Anand Bhavan - Hindi remained an alien and slighted presence.

Lucknow by contrast had long been an Urdu stronghold.15 Though early Hindi 

scholars and writers such as the MiSra brothers (fsyambihan, Sukhdevbihan and 

Gane^bihati) and Rupnarayan Pandey (1884-1958) lived there, they had to work with

11 Progressive critics, all university graduates, centred around the Progressive Writers’ Association 
(1936) and included Sivdansimh Cauhan, Amrt Rai, Praka^candra Gupta and Ramvilas J>arma. Amrt 
Rai and S. Cauhan had taken over Premcand’s journal Hans after his death; Gupta edited Naya. 
sahitya, and Pant’s journal Rupabh (1938-39, from Kalakankar) provided a space for Progressive 
criticism. Most of them belonged to Allahabad.
12 Once a week the group of rasiks - including Ramprasad Tripathl, ‘Rasal’ and Ramnarayan 
Caturvedi would meet in a private room near the Chowk and delight in samasyd-purtis; Srlnarayan 
CaturvedI, Manorahjak samsamaran, Indian Press, Allahabad 1965, p. 96.

Apart from the anglo-indian Pioneer, there was the Leader, launched by M.M. Malavlya and edited 
by C.Y. Chintamani (later a Birla concern), Motilal Nehru’s Independent and Sacchidananda Sinha’s 
Hindustan Review (printed at the Indian Press).
■*4 There were attempts at other journals, too, but rather short-lived; see Mushtaq Ali, ‘Hindi sahitya 
ke itihas mem ilahabad ka yogdan, indiyan pres ke vihst sandarbh mem’, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
University of Allahabad, 1989.
15Apart from the Nawab court, Lucknow had also become a centre for the Urdu press and publishing, 
with Hamdam and the Nawalkishore Press.
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journals and publishers of Allahabad. Only in the 1920s did Hindi acquire public space, i.e. 

when the Nawalkishore Press branched out in Hindi: Dularelal and Bisnunarayan Bhargava 

started Madhuri (1922), Sudha (1927) and the literary publishing house Ganga Pustak 

Mala (see 2.3). These attracted editors such as Premcand (1880-1936), Krsnabihari Mi3ra, 

Rupnarayan Pandey, Nirala, Ilacandra JoSl (1902-1982), Matadln 3ukla and Badnnath Bhatt 

(1891-1934). The latter (more on him in 2.1.2) became the first Hindi lecturer at the 

newly-established Lucknow University (1922).16 Among the new writers who assembled 

around Nirala were Amrtlal Nagar and Ramvilas 3arma, a student at the University.

An industrial and business city, Kanpur was hardly a literary centre, despite the 

presence of Pratapnarayan Misra (1856-95), prolific editor and novelist of Bhartendu’s time, 

and Ray DevTprasad ‘Puma’ (1868-1915).17 As Bhagavaticaran Varma recalled:

In those days, the whole culture in Kanpur was dominated by Kanaujiya Brahmins. 
Business was mostly in Kanaujiya Brahmins’ hands, and they were everywhere - in 
the cloth-market, in banking, in the grain-market. Besides, most zamindars of 
Kanpur district were Kanaujiya Brahmins. They went hunting, robbed and 
masterminded highway robberies. After the Brahmins came the Khatris, who were 
purely businessmen. They were not many in number but controlled very big 
business firms. Marwaris had just started then to establish their position as 
industrialists.18

ViSvambharnath Jsarma ‘Kau&k’ (1891-1942), one of the leading short-story writers 

of the period with Premcand and Sudar£an, was one such Kanaujiya absentee zamindar, the 

nephew of a famous advocate of Kanpur and a connoisseur of literature, music, bhang and 

humorous conversation.19 His informal circle of literary friends included among others 

young Varma, who left Kanpur in 1930, Rama^ankar AvasthI and the poet Balkrsna 3arma 

‘NavTn’ (1897-1960). Varma, Avasthi and NavTn became attracted to the publicist and 

activist Ganes 3ankar Vidyarthi (1891-1931) and worked for his journals Pratap (1913) and 

Prabha (1920) (see 6.3). The Pratap office became an important literary and political 

meeting-place, and Vidyarthi the centre of a widespread network of Hindi writers, both 

within Kanpur (Makhanlal Caturvedi, Gayaprasad Sukla ‘Sanehi’) and outside it 

(Vrnadavanlal Varma, Maithilisaran Gupta).20 In the 1920s, with the growth of 

denominational schools, Kanpur became also a sizeable educational centre, and colleges 

would hold literary events.21 Kanpur had no local theatre company, but Parsi touring

Created out of Canning College (1864) - the taluqdars’ college - King George’s Medical College and 
Isabella Thobum College for girls.
17 A famous advocate, strong supporter of sanatan dharma, Moderate Congressman and Braj poet, he 
edited several rasik journals with samasya-purtis, like Rasikmitra.
18 Bhagavaticaran Varma, Ant ke gart se, Rajkamal Prakasan, Delhi 1979, p. 19.
19 Ibid., p. 26.
20 See Appendix for biographies.
21 Apart from the government Christ Church College and the Technological Institute, a Dayanand 
Anglo-Vedic school and college was established in 1919, and a Sanatan Dharma Commerce College in 
1921; see editorial note in Mddhun, II, pt. 1, 3, October 1923, pp. 384-388.
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companies would often come to perform.22 In the 1920s a Kanpur style of popular Nautahki 

theatre was developed by 3rikrsna Khatri, a former wrestler and tailor. He made it into a 

more commercial performance, introduced modern or overtly nationalist historical plots, 

and changed its musical culture. The chapbooks of his plays were printed locally and sold 

widely.23 Although there was no organised or sponsored cultural life as such, temples would 

host all-night musical events attended not only by the educated public but also the hoi 

polloi.

By contrast, if we look now at the literary sphere of a small town in Central India at 

roughly the same time, we find another kind of diversity, which again spans from the oral to 

the written and the printed. Since many Hindi intellectuals came from such backgrounds 

and underwent such cultural experiences, the recollections of Khairagarh by Padumlal 

Punnalal Bakh^I (1894-1971), teacher, editor and writer, can be taken as a fairly typical 

example.

First of all, the court was at the centre of the life of the town: every inhabitant 

depended on the Raja in one way or another for his or her livelihood. Since the Raja was a 

lover and a patron of Hindi literature and- music, the atmosphere of the place mirrored his 

tastes. There were three groups of literature-lovers.24 The first was one of illiterates, who 

provided aesthetic enjoyment to common people through bhajans and songs several times a 

year. During the rainy season they would sing, accompanied by a dholak, padcts of the 

popular epic Alha, resounding with vlr-rasa. Another group of illiterate or semi-literate 

bhajan-singers sang songs which carried the signatures of Surdas, Tulsidas and Kablr but 

were really the creation of anonymous poets. A third educated group of literature-lovers 

included some vydkhydtas (orators) and poets. In his childhood days, Bakh^I recalled 

listening to recitations of the Ramcaritmdnas, Ramrasayan, Ramcandrika and of Bihari’s 

SatsaT in the local temple. The Raja himself composed poetry or “had it composed” by 

various poets: a couple of poetry-collections were published in his name. The local Victoria 

School and Dante^vari temple also hosted performances by visiting scholars and poets. 

Some of the headmasters of the school were respected scholars, and the school provided a 

new forum for literary activities. The meetings of its Debating Society involved not only 

teachers and students, but many cultured people of the town, and would last whole 

afternoons; among the audience impressed by the seriousness and dignity of the speakers 

was young BakhsI25 Arya Samaj sastrdrthas by visiting preachers would also take place.

22 The resident playwright of Calcutta’s Alfred Theatre, RadheSyam ‘Kathavacak’, was a friend of 
Kauhk’s, and whenever they were in Kanpur Kauhk and his friends would go and see the plays; B. 
Varma, Apt ke gart se, p. 19.
23 See Kathryn Hansen, Grounds for Play, p. 247.
2^ P.P. BakhSI ‘Smrti’, in Merl apm katha, Indian Press, Allahabad 1972, pp. 19 ff.
23 Young Bakh$T, who did not understand the content of the debates, wondered TT 444134' 4  44
4 f  hfthT fhft 4474 4hT 4ft 44 f ' r  [God knows what prestige the knowledge of
these speakers must have for so many people to listen to them so enraptured.] Ibid., p. 23.
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Over these oral forms of literary entertainment and apprenticeship, literate children 

like Baklrii superimposed literary tastes acquired at school or through contact with the 

printed word. Bakfrifs main source of Hindi literary education was, as for many others, the 

literary magazine Sarasvati, while popular novels like Devklnandan Khatri’s Candrakanta 

(1891) and Candrakanta Santati (1894-1905) bridged for him the chasm between the 

world of the Alhd and that of private reading.26

To summarize this point, we may say that a map of the poetic genres practised in 

the Hindi literary sphere of the time would include: first of all, Braj poetry, kept alive in the 

traditional (rid) literary education, informal circles, specialized journals, the literary 

curriculum, prizes and kavi-sammelans.22 Devotional poetry in Braj and Avadhi circulated 

orally through bhajan-mandalis, in temples, and in public and private ritual singing.

Secondly, Khari Boli poets of the DvivedI generation, still all active and well 

established: of them, Maithill^aran Gupta (1886-1964, cf. 3.1) became the first rdstrakavi in 

these decades.

Thirdly, a large production of patriotic poetry in Khari Boli and Braj: recited at 

poetry meetings and printed in newspapers, journals, chapbooks, text-books, etc., it bridged 

the gap between printed and aural poetry, and literate and illiterate audiences (see 2.3.3).

Finally, a new poetic diction in Khari Boli with Chayavad, which expressed a new 

refined poetic sensibility and individual voice. Many young poets - among them many 

women - enthusiastically followed in the pages of journals the sophisticated writings of 

Prasad, Pant, Nirala and Mahadevi.28

Despite the centrality of print, oral kinds of poetry and aural literary transmission 

did not disappear; large numbers of pamphlets of bhajans, religious or patriotic songs, 

theatre chapbooks meant for oral recitation bear witness to their continued existence, in 

fact possibly to their parallel growth. Rather, aural forms of literature lost some of their 

earlier prominence in the system of literature and of literary transmission and were 

compelled to adapt themselves to, or try and make use of, the new print-technology. When 

“literature” came to mean something in printed form, oral literature came to have for the

26 Another important book for Bakiril was the translation of Bankim’s essays, published in Hindi by 
the Hindi Grantha-Mala of Bombay, while journals like Bharatmitra and the Hindi kesarj brought him 
political awareness and the urge to contribute himself. While a student at Allahabad University he 
became acquainted with contemporary European and Bengali literatures, which he introduced into 
Sarasvati when he became its editor (1921-1928); ibid., p. 43.
27 Apart from manuscripts and manuals of poetic compositions (on metre, figures of word and of 
speech), printed editions of “old” (i.e. from 14th to 18th century) Hindi texts made Braj poetry visible 
even in print. For the ongoing popularity of Braj, despite Mahavir Prasad DvivedTs earlier aversion, 
see below 2.2 and 2.3. Published Braj poets after 1900 include Ratnakar, Nathuram Sankar J>arma, 
Ray Devlprasad ‘Puma’, Sridhar Pathak, Lala Bhagvan Din, Ayodhyasimh Upadhyay ‘Harioudh’, 
Gayaprasad 3ukla ‘SanehT, Satyanarayan ‘Kaviratna’, ViyogI Hari, Ranriankar Sukla ‘Rasal’ etc. About 
half of them wrote in Khari Boli, too; see Appendix. Many other amateur poets, whose verses 
appeared from time to time on Hindi journals and who took part in poetry meetings, testify the 
ongoing popularity of Braj poetry even in the 1920s and 1930s.
28 Other early experiments included Raykrsnadas’s prose poems (Sadhna, 1919, and Praval, 1928).
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new literate and mostly urban intelligentsia a nostalgic and almost ethnographic meaning, 

as the voice of the "simple village folk”.29 Oral poetry also continued to work as an oral 

samskdra in literary figures, and a substratum in their work. Such is the deliberate use of 

folk-song forms in Mahadevi Varma’s Nlrja (1934) and in Nirala’s Gitikd (1936),30 or the 

almost universal presence of Tulsl’s Manas in the form of quotations, references or allusions.

At the same time, the growth of Banaras, Allahabad, Lucknow and Kanpur as 

centres of education and the press points towards an unmistakeable process of urban 

concentration, which did not begin but rather increased in this period. This, together with 

the growth of institutions like journals and publishing houses, and the widening impact of 

formal education, contributed to the making of a unified linguistic and literary field, which 

old and new literati from a variety of backgrounds would inhabit together.

2.1,2 Literary samskaras

The same diversity and coexistence of old and new tastes we find in the literary 

scene and in the literary public can be discerned in individual writers and readers as well. 

E.g. poets like Prasad, Harioudh, etc. wrote both in Braj and in Khari Boli, and extensive 

reading and proficiency in Braj versification was the rule rather than the exception for 

Khari Boli poets - whether they chose to publish their Braj verse or not. How is one to pick 

up the threads and explain this diversity in its different forms? Rather than see it as a 

passive process of influence, or a simple linear evolution (e.g. from Braj to Khari Boli, from 

non-realism to realism), the concept of samskdra can be fruitfully used to explain how 

different tastes coalesced. The word samskdra itself has several layers of meaning in 

Sanskrit and Hindi. It means primarily (a) to polish, refine; (b) refinement of the mind and 

behaviour; hence the making of culture; (c) rite of passage; (d) the effect of previous 

actions on the mind and behaviour; (e) influence; (f) idea.31 Generally samskdra indicates 

thus an active change of state without a drastic change of context, and an aspect of an 

already layered mind. The expression literary samskdra’, current in Hindi, suggests then a 

taste, an inclination which is either given by the family, local traditions and tastes, or is 

acquired through education or contact with the outer world, and which deposits itself along 

with other tastes formed by one’s individual experience of life.32 Especially in times of great

29 Note e.g. Ramnare§ TripathTs search for Hindi folk-songs; R. Tripathi, Gram-git, 3 vols., Hindi 
Mandir, Allahabad 1930.
30 K. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, p. 243.
31 According to Brhat Hindi Kos, Jnanmandal, Banaras 1989, p. 1178.
32 It is in the first sense that the word satmkdra is used e.g. by Sumitranand Pant in his Introduction 
to the poetry collection Pallav to connotate negatively the stultified taste for Braj; S. Pant, Pallav, 
Rajkamal Prakasan, Delhi 1963 (first ed. 1926), p. 21 ; cf. below 2.2. The samskaras of the 
traditionally literate were, for Kayasthas and service families belonging to other castes, Persian and 
then English - often with a taste for Urdu poetry or novels. For pandits, they were Sanskrit and 
Sanskrit and Hindi classical (ntf) poetry. Appreciation for Braj poetry was learnt through direct
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cultural change like the one under scrutiny, each writer, reader, audience underwent a 

series of changes, came in contact with new literary realities and new forms of knowledge 

and education - as the example of P. P. Bakh^I summarily showed.

At the same time, as we said, print, schooling, meetings and networks brought 

together men and women from remarkably different backgrounds, each with different 

family samskaras; they also produced new, common ones, such as that acquired through 

western education and the press. Although it is these common samskaras, this shared Hindi 

cultural ethos which this thesis focuses on, it must be remembered that differences persisted 

at other levels. For example, even while a common Hindi identity was created, differences 

between Brahmin, Kayastha and merchant samskaras persisted; Hindi university 

departments e.g. witnessed a fierce Brahmin-Kayastha competition.

The variety of tastes and expressions both within the literary sphere and within 

individual actors and audiences can be explained, we would argue, by examining the 

interplay between inherited family samskaras and the ones each person acquired during 

his/her particular experience. This helps us not to see the acquisition of ‘modem’ or alien 

samskaras as a passive process of influence, and can avoid misleading simplifications such as 

“traditional” and “modem”: not all that was inherited was traditional, and not all that was 

acquired was modem. Each of the biographies in the Appendix can be read along these 

lines.

In fact, it is important to remember that Khari Boli was an acquired linguistic 

samskdra for the great majority of writers and readers of the period. Both for the 

traditionally and the newly educated, it came via formal education, through contact with 

the printed word and its genres, and it was the means of identifying with a wider 

community (both a real provincial community and the imagined national one). But writing 

in or reading Hindi also meant different things for people with different backgrounds: for 

pandits it meant entering a modern public sphere and accepting of a wider medium.33 For

contact with a master and flourished in small circles of connoisseurs across caste lines. Thus we find 
that several Hindi poets were sons of amateur poets, or were trained by uncles, grandfathers, family 
friends, etc. See Appendix.
33 The example of the Bhatt family of Gokulpura (Agra district) will exemplify the change from 
Sanskrit to Hindi samskaras and what it entailed. RameSvar Bhatt, a famous Hindi and Sanskrit 
scholar, was one of the major Manas commentators of his time. From the village of Gokulpura, he 
made the first step in the new public sphere by becoming professor of Sanskrit and Hindi at Agra 
College and by establishing his own Press in Agra. In an interesting overlap of public and private 
roles, it is said that he used to bring the Press proofs to school and correct them himself; M. Ali, ‘Hindi 
sahitya’, p. 120. He also took active part in the spate of critical editions of Hindi classics: for the 
Indian Press of Allahabad he produced a commentary on TulsTs Vinay patrikd (1913) and on the 
Manas, (AmrtaLahu'l, 1926). After retirement, however, he went back to the village. Possibly through 
his contacts, his sons became instead fully part of the new Hindi public sphere: Kedamath Bhatt wrote 
regularly children’s books for the Indian Press. Badnnath Bhatt, after a brief spell at the Indian Press 
in 1916-1918 - where he edited the children’s journal Balsakha and contributed regularly to Sarasvati 
- moved further away to Lucknow. There he became the first Hindi lecturer of Lucknow University. 
He also published several humorous plays for the best Hindi publishers and became a stable figure in 
the Hindi establishment; see Appendix.
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the Urdu-educated it meant accessing a larger and growing public and espousing a sense of 

belonging to a broad Hindi-Hindu community. For those educated in English or who had 

continued their education in English, it could mean adhering to the nationalist project, the 

desire to communicate with a more popular public and possibly to act as interpreters 

between the local and the outside world. For women it was a public voice. It is important to 

emphasise, however, that Hindi was in any case an acquired, sometimes a chosen, voice 

which required a rearticulation of identity.

Of course English, but also Bengali, were important literary samskaras of the period 

for Hindi literati. Both gave access to literatures with different styles, aesthetic sensibilities 

and a differently articulated sense of the self, all of which spurred Hindi writers into finding 

also in Hindi ways to express those exciting discoveries. Thus, Hindi poets like Pant, Prasad 

and Nirala copied entire verses from Tagore;34 plots from Bengali and English novels, 

articles and short stories were translated without credits, and for many contemporaries, 

Hindi literature in the 1920s seemed a literature of translation. But each translation, 

especially when not a declared one, signalled an experiment, an active process of change.

2.1.3 Literary publics

The diversity of literary genres and forms present in the Hindi landscape already 

attest to a diversified Hindi public. Although the subject is vast and requires separate study, 

the literary samskaras mentioned above and the available data on literary production justify 

us to first of all distinguish between traditionally literate and newly-literate publics. As said 

before, the traditionally literate public was composed mainly of pandits, munshis or literary- 

minded merchants. Apart from their traditional education (veering towards either Sanskrit 

or Persian-Urdu), they had been exposed to the first spate of Hindi publications and 

translations (mostly from Bengali) by the end of the 19th century. Thus they combined a 

traditional literary education with the strong moralistic and reformist ethos of early modem 

Hindi literature.

By contrast, the early 20th century saw the spread of new literate publics, 

comprising mainly students of various social backgrounds and women. Whole branches of

34 Nirala was at the centre of a long controversy in 1924, carried onjthe pages of the journals 
Manorma (Allahabad), Prabha and Matvala. When Pant, in the introduction to his collection of poems 
Pallav (1926), criticised Nirala’s use of Bengali blank verse, Nirala accused Pant (whose friend he 
was, after all, and whose poetic talent he acknowledged), of the same ‘sin’ he had been accused of, 
i.e. with scores of examples he showed how Pant had freely drawn upon Tagore himself. Here are just 
a few: iTt SPT-HMIw I tPTT fiHdH 1414"4 (Pant) and hRu 3P4 4FJ 4^ dlR f44 (Tagore);

4b4-4fa4^ 4  (Pant) and 4t74 ^  4T4 (Tagore); 4R (Pant) and (Tagore);

hTsit Tsjt cR4T ^  4R (Pant) from Wordsworth’s ‘Then sing ye birds, sing, sing a
joyous song’; Nirala, ‘Pantjl aur pallav1, in Madhuri, September 1927, now in Nirala racnavali, vol. 5, 
Rajkamal Prakasan, Delhi 1992, pp. 176-77.
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literature catered specifically to them, such as children’s books and journals, textbooks and 

anthologies, women’s books and cheap religious publications for ritual use at home (cf. 2.3), 

chapbooks and popular papers. These new literate publics had received little or no 

traditional literary education, and were therefore more inclined to turn to literature for 

mere entertainment, or to respond to the different appeal of modem experiments in fiction 

and poetry. The audience of Chayavad, for example, comprised mostly college students 

(both boys and girls) who might have come into contact with the English Romantics and 

with Tagore, and who could relate to the intensely personal tone and invocations to the 

sublime.35 Popular social novels are another case in point (see below 4.3): their peculiar 

appeal blended the new values of social reform and respect for human dignity with appeals 

to women’s dharma, while at the same time providing emotional nurture and excitement 

through melodramatic plots that were mostly about love. The boom of ‘social romances’ in 

this period can be in fact directly connected to the emergence of this newly-literate public, 

for whom literature was more entertainment than a serious cultural or academic pursuit. 

We shall see in section 2.4 how the popularity of this kind of literature posed serious 

problems to the traditional system of literary evaluation.

We have already mentioned through the examples of Banaras and Khairagarh how 

the literate public could still partake of, and enjoy, traditional forms of poetry, popular 

theatre etc., and how padas, bhajans, kavittas, Manas recitations and expositions formed 

the first literary experiences. More study however is required on the tastes of contemporary 

illiterate audiences, on kavi-sammelans, changing theatrical performances and other public 

festivals, and on how chapbooks of bhajans and songs provided also new literary tastes.36 It 

is important to note that ‘historicals’ and ‘socials’ on the popular stage contributed, by way 

of entertainment, to bringing national history and modernity into these popular forms. The 

great demand for fiery patriotic poems and songs at kavi-sammelans, and the bourgeoning 

market for popular nationalist publications such as nationalist songs, bhajans, leaflets with 

translated speeches of national leaders, all point to the expansion and politicization of the 

popular public.

It is beyond the scope of the present study to analyse the overlap in readership and 

appreciation in Urdu and Hindi. Briefly, we may suggest that Urdu poetiy was appreciated 

by three sections of the Hindi public. The first comprise primarily the traditionally Urdu-

35 The intensely involving poems on ‘Turn aur maiiii’ (You and me) by Nirala, Gulab Rai, etc. were 
turned into parodic doggerels by critics, e.g. in Tu tu mairii mairii’ [the verse of the parrot] by 
Ramcarit Upadhyay, in Camd, IX, pt. 2, 3, July 1931, p. 337.
36 Kathryn Hansen for instance has studied the development of the popular theatre called Nautahkl, 
and has observed the changes toward commercialisation in the period under study; also, new topics 
on modem themes brought Nautahkl nearer to social dramas of the Parsi theatre; the music also 
changed, with the introduction of western instruments; Grounds for Play, p. 247. See also her article 
‘The Birth of Hindi Drama in Banaras, 1868-1885’, in S. Freitag, ed., Culture and Power in Banaras, 

University of California Press, Berkeley 1989, pp. 62-92
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and Persian-educated literate service classes of Kayasthas, Khatris, Kashmiri Brahmins and 

Brahmins in government service.37

Secondly, snippets of Urdu poetry, in the form of “garlands” or selections of verses, 

started to figure in Devanagari script on the pages of Hindi journals from the early 1920s 

(e.g. in Camd and Madhuri), transmitting the taste for Urdu poetry to the wider public of 

new Hindi literates.38 Single verses, sher, were part of the cultivated individual’s repertoire 

of verses put to memory and to be recited at the right occasion, and as such they appear 

also occasionally in Hindi novels.39 A single couplet managed to evoke the whole ethos 

inherent to Urdu poetry (e.g. love, disenchantment about the present world - zamdnd, etc.), 

just as the mere use of Braj evoked the nayak-nayika ethos. As a whole, the taste for Urdu 

poetry pertained to a secular and sophisticated world, and the public for Urdu poetry- 

meetings - the mushairas - was considered more sophisticated and urbane than the 

contemporary Hindi one of kavi-sammelans (see 2.3.3).

On a more popular level, the ghazal form started to appear in records, popular 

theatres (e.g. the Kanpur school of NautahW 0) and in films or the variety programmes that 

preceded them. Even poets like Nirala experimented with the ghazal in Hindi in Bela 

(1943). This is again to point out that traditional and modem tastes of different kinds were 

not exclusive. Although they required different kinds of literary participation (rasasvddan, to 

use the traditional term), writers and readers were eclectic enough to switch - so to speak - 

between modes of response. This is partly true even now, though occasions for oral 

transmission of traditional poetry are fewer.

To summarize, Hindi literature in the early twentieth century was not something 

one leamt at school, nor was it as clear and well-defined an entity as it is now. It was 

something one heard from other poets, at poetry meetings, or learnt from manuals. It was 

bhajans and religious verses one heard at home, in temples and at special recitations and 

performances - although it was to become, increasingly, something one read in journals, in 

libraries, or, in books and text-books.

The account of the Hindi literary sphere given in this section, which mapped the 

persistence of different and layered literary tastes in urban and rural centres, shows

nonetheless the emergence of two processes which will be taken up in the following

sections, and which were to alter the existing picture quite drastically.

37 Most of the Hindi intelligentsia well into the first decades of the twentieth century belonged to 
these classes (e.g. Mi£ra brothers, Harioudh, Syamsundar Das, Premcand, etc.). One of the foremost 
Urdu literary monthlies, Zamdnd from Kanpur, was edited by one such Kayastha, Munshi 
Dayanarayan Nigam.
38 This practice gave also ground to the notion that Urdu poetry was but a branch of Hindi literature. 
As a result of the same tendency, writers like Rajinder Singh Bedi, Krishan Chander, Khwaja Ahmad 
Abbas etc. are considered to be Hindi writers. In the 1960s again Balvant Simh used to edit a 
magazine called Urdu sahitya which published Urdu works in Devanagari,
39 E.g. Pandey Becan Sarma Ugra’s Cand haslnom ke khutut (1927).
40 See Kathryn Hansen, Grounds for Play, chapter 7.
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The first was a re-alignment of earlier literary styles under the impact of print and 

the activity of Hindi associations (see below 2.5) - as well as the creation of new styles. In 

the print-media, certain genres, as well as linguistic styles, became prominent, while other 

became marginal or changed nature. The process will be evident quite clear in journals, for 

example (see 2.3.1), where different styles coexisted, but where essays, Khari Boli poems 

and short stories became central, while old Braj poets become objects of study (‘classics’), 

and popular forms like seasonal songs - so popular with Bhartendu - almost disappeared. 

Along with them, new samskaras changed the existing configuration and hierarchy. While 

those connected with print became central and acquired a wider (potentially universal) 

currency, it is important to keep in mind that others did not disappear but remained, so to 

speak, in the background, in the personal and private rather than the public domain. A 

similar re-alignment took place within the audience: since print circumscribes literature as 

that which appears in printed form, it also circumscribes more sharply the audience into a 

literate one, despite being potentially open to all through formal and self-education. In 

practice, oral literary forms survived and there were still avenues through which new 

literature could reach the illiterate public (see below 2.3.3). Yet, as Aijaz Ahmad argues:

because of this privileging of print in a predominantly non-literate society, the social 
weight in the very process of literary production has shifted towards the leisured 
class and the professional petty bourgeoisie, away from the alternative modes of 
preservation and transmission which do not involve print and are then involved also 
in modes of evaluation rather differently from those of print culture.41

Implied in this process of re-alignment was in fact, and this is the second process, a 

selection. As we shall see in the following section, with new notions of what modem Hindi 

language and literature should be like, and of what constituted the Hindi linguistic and 

literary tradition, certain features, values and styles became more fitting than others. This is 

particularly clear in the DvivedI age, where only suddha (pure) Khari Boli and reformist or 

patriotic subjects were accepted, while all other tastes were deemed unfit for public 

consumption. A similar process of selection was carried on by literary associations and by 

critical debates in journals, which culminated in the literary curriculum for schools.

What these two processes produced, especially the second one, was a perceptible 

tension within writers and intellectuals, who had to accommodate old and new tastes and 

notions of literature; between intellectuals and popular genres - both folk and commercial 

ones -; and between critics and the more daring, experimentative writers. All this, while 

education, associations and print were shifting the foci of literary authority.

41 Aijaz Ahmad, ‘Indian Literature’, in In Theory. Classes, Nations, Literatures, Verso, London 1992, 
pp. 254-55. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 will address these issues in detail.
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To conclude, if the discourse of unity we find in Hindi literary histories is a very 

powerful one and dismissive of diversity and conflict both, a closer observation of the 

literary domain reveals in fact an unprecedented variety of old and new tastes, both within 

writers and within publics. Writers and public came from different backgrounds and 

experiences to the new Hindi literary sphere, and we can recognise in it these different 

paths and the many original ways of negotiating one’s old notions and tastes for literature 

with new forms and concerns. We shall start doing so by examining how new notions and 

new literary samskaras influenced ideas about literature and set the terms of the critical 

debate, the agenda and evaluation of Hindi.
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2.2 Changing Concepts of Literature

This section explores how the impact of colonial views on education, knowledge 

and literature influenced Hindi intellectuals and scholars in rethinking the nature, aim and 

language of literature. Although the concerns and concepts were new, the following 

examples will show how Hindi intellectuals felt the need to link them to at least some trend 

of Indian tradition. This involved a selective exchange with Western criticism and a selective 

view of Indian traditions of criticism.1 It has recently been argued that orientalists working 

on India consistently used an all-inclusive Enlightenment conception of literature which 

included all the works in all branches of knowledge. At the same time they operated with 

European concepts and the developing tools of philology, which led them to concentrate on 

Sanskrit and its early textual tradition. Moreover, orientalists also used Romantic notions of 

literature as expression of the national spirit of a people.2 Echoes of all these conceptions 

are present in the debate on the nature and function of literature that started to take place 

in Hindi journals from the end of the 19th century. Furthermore, such debates highlighted 

the fact that once accepted norms were questioned in the light of what were perceived as 

the needs of the time, new guidelines and concepts could emerge only after public 

contestation. This, in turn, raised a question of authority, for if everyone could question 

them, who was going to set the new norms?

What was new about these debates was first of all the perspective. As we shall see, 

it was one of lokruci (interest of the people) and lokdharma: the ‘people’ were put firmly on 

centrestage, although this posited several problems in interpreting the earlier literary 

tradition.3 Secondly, it was also a debate on Svhat literature should be like’: in place of the 

earlier different tastes, the aim was to establish one common literary standard suited to the

1 In an article, ‘Bana’ placed the Sanskrit definition of satyam sivam sundaram side by side with 
aesthetics in ancient Greece, and with Shaftesbury, Burke, Hume, Winckelmann, Lessing, Herder, 
Kant sahab and Hegel sahab\ he then concluded that aesthetics did exist in Indian philosophy, too, 
but not under a specific name; ‘Bana’, ‘Saundarya-3astra’, Madhuri, II, pt. 2, 1, Feb. 1924, p. 9. See 
also ‘Kavita, sadacar aur nlti’, Madhuri, TV, pt. 1, 3, September 1925.
2 See Vinay Dharwadker, ‘Orientalism and the Study of Indian Literatures', in C. A, Breckenridge and 
P. van der Veer, eds,, Orientalism and the PostcoLonial Predicament, pp. 158-185.
3 "The earliest modem book to be written about the medieval Hindi poets, the Mishra brothers’ Hindi 
navaratna [1911], reveals a certain uneasiness about presenting bhakti and riti poets together in one 
volume. In the introduction, the bhakti poets are characterized as ‘poets with a message’, while the 
riti poets ‘had no important message, but expressed themselves beautifully1. Furthermore, while riti 
poets are all referred to simply as kavis, the bhakti poets are called 'GosvamI Tulsidas’, 1Mahatma 
Kabir’, etc. MErabandhu, Hindi-navaratna, pp. 5-6.” K. Schomer, Mahadevi Vanna, p. 57 n.
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needs of the time. This meant that the view one held in public did not necessarily mirror or 

exhaust one’s various tastes. Different views often corresponded to different kinds of 

intellectuals: after all, they came to the public venue of the journal from different 

backgrounds, and the same layered complexity of samskaras was at play here as well. 

Thirdly, the debate reveals the need to put some order in the eclectic and changing literary 

scene, especially with the new experimentations and the impact of the market. The 

emphasis on rules vs. the writer’s individual freedom is a case in point. Discussions on the 

nature of literature centred around poetry, where the heritage from the past was most 

significant and challenging.

For the sake of clarity, we can reduce the discussion on literature to broadly three 

positions: that of rationalist reformers like MahavTr Prasad Dvivedi, that of upholders of 

tradition (i.e. Braj) such as Padmasimh 3arma (1877-1932), and that of modernists such as 

Ilacandra Jo£l. It was a sort of compromise synthesis that was to form mainstream Hindi 

criticism. This section will help identifying its various sources.

Once again, literary samskaras assist in understanding the genealogy of each view. 

Traditional literary education in Sanskrit and Braj involved training on texts and manuals of 

rhetoric and poetics - and analysing literature in terms of rasa, alamkara, dhvani, chand etc.4 

But scholars like MahavTr Prasad Dvivedi, ^yamsundar Das and Ramcandra 3ukla had also 

come in contact with western rationalist and utilitaran thinkers, and found there a concept 

of the social function of literature which suited their reformist attitudes.5 What they would 

then do is try to accomodate both Sanskrit and utilitarian poetics.

Dvivedi’s public stance on literature first appeared in Sarasvati with a radical 

critique of Braj (‘Nayika bhed’, June 1901), and with new rules for the poet (‘Ravi kartavya’, 

July 1901). like many contemporaries, Dvivedi believed that traditional poetry in Braj, the 

poetry of samasyd-purti, alamkara and srhgdra rasa, was outdated and mostly immoral. He 

rejected Braj as a poetic language arguing - like the Romantics and the Education 

Department - that the language of poetry should not be different from that of normal 

speech and prose. He rejected the erotic content of riti poetry and encouraged, instead, 

poems on history and on great figures of the Indian past, and didactic or descriptive

4 For a discussion of these terms see Edwin Gerow, A Glossary of Indian Figures of Speech, Mouton, Le 
Hague 1971, and by the same author Indian Poetics. A History of Indian Literature, vol. 5, fasc. 3, 
Wiesbaden 1977.
5 Ramcandra Sukla translated Edison’s Essay on Imagination in Nagari pracarim patrika, IX, 1905, and 
J.H. Newman’s ‘Literature’, from The idea of a university, in Sarasvati, June 1904. M.P. Dvivedi 
translated Herbert Spencer’s Education (1861) as Siksa (In d ian  Press, 1910) as well as J.S. Mill’s 
essay on Liberty; cf. Baijnath Simh, ed., Dvivediyug ke sahityakarom ke kuch patr, Hindustani 
Academy, Allahabad, 1958. The exact nature and extent of the impact of western rationalist thinkers 
on these great Hindi literary reformists is yet to be reassessed, after the enthusiastic appraisal by 
Ramvilas Sarma in Mahavir prasdd dvivedi aur hindi navjdgaran, Rajkamal Prakasan, New Delhi 1977, 
and Ramcandra sukla aur hindi alocna, Rajkamal Prakasan, New Delhi 1973.
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compositions on nature and on moral values. Literature to Dvivedi meant all kinds of useful 

knowledge; its aim was not only or not primarily to entertain, but to inform and to educate. 

The shift was not only in taste, but in the whole idea of poetry. For that, Dvivedi rejected 

the more recent tradition of Braj and looked further back at Sanskrit: its treasure of 

literature (in the wide sense) was to be a model for Hindi.

Taking this view one step further, Venkatei Narayan Tivari (1890-1965), one of 

DvivedT’s early contributors, himself an editor and a Congress politician, would later tie the 

question of literature with that of the nation in a series of articles by the same name,6 In 

them, Tivan linked the high textual tradition of Sanskrit to modem concerns over the 

function of literature, with the help of European theorists.7 Setting himself the task to put 

some order in the anarchic situation in Hindi, Tivan distinguished two meanings of the 

word literature: a broad one, which included anything serious written in one language, and 

a more specific one, ‘which arises from the unbroken power of imagination and charms 

humanity, adorned by the jewels of language’.8 While Sanskrit literature developed both, 

Hindi had followed only the second one; but in considering literature only an ‘aesthetic 

utterance’ (rasdtmakam vakyam) it had killed its soul. Since nationalism meant self-sacrifice 

and putting the nation’s interests above one’s own, argued Tivan, literature had to inspire 

such noble sentiments. Moreover, since every nation expressed its own literature, each 

literature expressed the essence of its nationality.9 That was the task before contemporary 

Hindi writers.

Sdhityalocan (1922) by Jsyamsundar Das (1875-1945) became the standard manual 

of literary criticism of the time and presents a similar utilitarian attitude towards 

literature.10 Despite the traditional title, it was more or less a translation of William 

Hudson’s Introduction to the Study of Literature.11 It attempted to blend Sanskrit poetics 

with modem preoccupations with the social and nationalist function of literature. An 

example will clarify this: although literary categories in the book followed closely 

Hudson’s,12 on one telling point Jsyamsundar Das modified the original. And what for a

6 V.N. Tivari, ‘Sahitya aur rastriyta’, Sammelan patrika, V, 8-9, March-May 1918.
7 Tivari quoted definitions of literature by western critics like Saint-Beuve, Matthew Arnold, Carlyle to 
show the link between literature life, and literature and society. Interestingly enough, Saint-Beuve’s 
definition of a classic was cited asthe definition for the writer tout court.
8 Ibid
9 V.N. Tivari, ‘Sahitya aur rastriyta’, part 2, Sammelan pati'ika, V, 10, May-June 1918, pp. 220-223.
10 Published by Ramcandra Varma for Sahitya-Rama-Mala-Karyalay, Banaras, the book was compiled 
especially as a course-book for M.A. students. A revised edition is still in print and used in the 
University syllabus.
11 W. Hudson, Introduction to the Study of Literature, Harrap, London 1910. In his Introduction, E>. Das 
admitted using ideas and materials from other works, refashioned in Hindi in his own words.
12 For instance, the second chapter on ‘Sahitya ka vivecan’, ‘The study of literature’, followed Hudson 
closely in discussing uddesya (aim), sahitya-darsan (poetics), sahitya aur vijnan (literature and 
science), etc. 3. Das, Sdhityalocan, chapter 2.
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sarcastic reviewer was an incorrect translation is, in our opinion, a voluntary adaptation to 

the Indian concept of rasa. Whereas Hudson put the writer’s feelings (bhava) at the centre 

of the creative process, the Hindi professor of Benares Hindu University put the focus on the 

reader’s feelings, according to the rasa theory.13

What this reformist stance shows is first of all a creative attempt to combine new 

(western) notions about the meaning and function of literature with terms and analytical 

categories of Indian poetics, and to provide an agenda and new standards for literature; 

secondly, western philosophers were upheld as authorities along with Sanskrit texts, while 

care was taken to ensure that the former should not belittle the latter. The product was a 

new high critical discourse.

However, a whole poetic tradition and sensibility like that of Braj could not be 

swept away single-handedly. Although even sympathetic critics could not help deploring the 

fact that modem Braj poets seemed to disregard contemporaneity altogether (they were 

deemed incapable of representing it and of introducing new themes into their poetry), Braj 

poets and connoisseurs nevertheless defended a tradition polished for centuries.14 Compared 

to it, contemporary literature appeared clumsy and chaotic.15

The reaction of Braj supporters centred around the notion of rules and literary 

authority. It expressed anxiety at the impossibly wide notion of literature, and perplexity 

about who would now set standards for and assess literary works. The speech of the noted 

critic and scholar Padmasimh J>arma at the 6th U.P. Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in Muradabad 

(October 1921) can best express this view and the bewilderment of a traditionally trained 

critic vis-a-vis contemporary trends.16 The joy at the swift progress of Hindi was spoilt by

13 ‘... a piece of literature appeals to us only when it calls into activity in us, the same powers of 
sympathy and imagination as went into its making’, which J>. Das translated as: ^  ^  ̂

sift 1 wptt ̂  ftsrera ^ sffcn 5̂ 1 $ fss ̂
^ sfPja 11’ S. Das, Sahityalocan, quoted by Hemcandra Jo£ in Madhuri, IV, pt. 2, 3, April 1926, p. 
292.
14 See editorial on ‘Brajbhasa aur samay ka pravah’, in Madhuri, IV, pt. 1, 3, Sept. 1925, pp. 414- 
415. For a passionate defence of Braj and critique of contemporary Hindi, see ‘Sahitya mem sannipat’ 
by Kaviratna Pandit Rama^ankar Mi$ra ‘3ripati’, a poet who often appeared in Madhuri; ibid., X, pt. 1, 
1, Aug. 1931, pp. 96-100. Interesting, much of the blame is put on the market, where literary people 
have sold their souls, principles and strength of character; ibid., p. 97.
15 See Pandit Govind Narayan Mirra’s speech on ‘Hindi sahitya Id vartaman da$a’ at the 10th Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Patna in 1920: under the influence of English education ‘we have 
abandoned the main definition of Literature, i.e. vakyarn rasatmakam kavyam [from the 
Sahityadarpana]. We have forgotten it, we have forgotten rasa and all the other [elements of poetry]. 
And this is the reason of the decay of our literature. People have forgotten the old poetry and love the 
new poetry in Khari Boli, and this is the reason of the ruin (satyanaf) of our literature’. Quoted in 
Sammelan pati'ika, VII, 8, December 1920, p. 225.
16 Padmasimh Sarnia, author of the famous Sahjivan bhasya (1922), a commentary on Bihari’s Satsai 
which was awarded the prestigious Mahglaprasad award, was first an Arya Samaj preacher and 
taught for several years at Jvalapur Mahavidyalay; see below 2.5.3. A close friend of Dvivedl’s, he 
contributed regularly to Sarasvatl; see biography in the Appendix.
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seeing the language corrupted and the elegance (sausthava) of its literature destroyed, 

Jsarma said. He objected to the new meaning of the word ‘literature’ which included 

Ayurveda, mathematics, geography etc. and said:

Earlier by literature one meant a particular code (scistra) related to the art of kavya 
containing alamkaras, rasa, dhvani etc., which discriminated between its qualities 
and errors - like in the Sahityadarpana. Moreover, earlier literature used to rule 
over language, poetry over grammar and the literary scholar was the highest 
authority in deciding if a word was correct. But now since Bolshevism, like the 
sweep of time, has turned literature into a unified democracy, a rebellion (gadar) 
has erupted in the realm of language! Anything which anyone may write in any 
style on any subject is called ‘Literature’, Every writer is completely free to write the 
way he wants. There is no obligation (pabandQ to follow any rule (qdyda-qartun), 
in fact there is no rule to follow!17

The ‘law-and-order’ metaphor expresses well the disconcert and exasperation of the 

traditional literati with the new ‘democracy of literature’, which upset the hierarchy of 

authorities and genres (cf. 2.4).

h 18
They are religious and they like to sing: 
spouting Vedic rcas like thumris.

Whereas ‘ancient literary scholars set special metres for each particular rasa, 

nowadays everyone makes fun of the rules and uses whatever metre for whatever rasa’ - 

Sarma remarked. As a scholar educated to a strict poetic code, he had little sympathy for 

the experiments with metre that Khari Boli poets were conducting all the time.19 In fact, 

Padmasimh 3arma - who was after all a close associate of Mahavir Prasad DvivedI - was 

ready to make allowance for Khari Boli poetry, but only if it established new rules, and then 

kept to them.20

17 P. 3arma, speech quoted in Sammelan patrika, VIII, 6, October 1921, p. 100.
18 Ibid., p. 106.
19 For metric experiments in Khari Boli and Chayavad’s ‘liberties’ with grammar and metre, see K. 
Schomer, Mahadevi Vaima, chapter 3; cf. Raykrsnadas, Prasad kl yad, pp. 44 ff. P. karma’s reaction 
instead was: 4  4ST t. TOT ^  44ET 3Tfr H46) ^  3FFT 4FTT f  FFft

ewl 4*1 f<i4Ml ipn f l ’ [Some are flowing away along with Persian bahars, others are borrowing
pdyal from Bengali and abhanga from Marathi, as if Hindi metres had gone bankrupt!]. Sammelan 
patrikd, VIII, 6, Oct. 1921, p. 106.
20 With his authority as literary scholar and the editor of Sarasvatf, DvivedI encouraged poetry in 
Khari Boli within set parameters, which he offered himself in ‘Adhunik kavita’ (Sarasvafi, March 
1912), quoted in Ramratan Bhatnagar, The Rise and Growth of Hindi Journalism, Kitab Mahal, 
Allahabad 1951, p. 332.
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What the new Chayavad poets vindicated instead was the poet’s individual right to 

experiment and break existing norms. But what to them was the justified expression of a 

poet’s genius appeared to the traditional literati as unacceptable presumption and a prelude 

to anarchy. That the sense of wonder and of sublime inspiration from within that a young 

Chayavad poet like Bhagavaficaran Varma expressed could be enough qualification for 

poetic status was unprecedented:

Who are you, light of a flame?
Your sweet singing
like a baby’s soft laughter -
a joyful ocean of the imagination!
Your delight is incomparable!21

Hence, it was not only the notion of poetry as a criticism of life that questioned 

Braj aesthetics. New ideas flowing in either through Rabindranath Tagore or from the 

European continent attacked both the Braj tradition and the uninspiring poetry of Dvivedfs 

generation. From the mid-Twenties onwards, Ilacandra Jo£, Sumitranandan Pant, Krsnadev 

Prasad Gaur (‘Bedhab Banarsf) (1895-1965) quoted Maeterlinck, Yeats, Croce to question 

the stronghold of English literature and English criticism on the mind of Indian critics, and 

to uphold notions of individual genius, originality and mysticism in literature.22 In a highly 

metaphorical language, Pant criticised Braj for having narrowed down the world of poetry, 

which now had to be open and receptive.23 With Chayavad, the public and social relevance 

of literature and anti-British feelings met in the new terrain of the poet’s individual 

imagination. New authorities were upheld:

English is a language of traders and selfish scientists. It has produced Shakespeare 
and Wordsworth, but could not produce Rousseau. It produced a Salisbury, but not 
a Saint-Beuve. It lacks that purity and truthfulness of soul... What I mean is that 
mad genius ipagll pratibha), which is the soul of literature, could not prosper on the 
English soil...

21 Bhagavaficaran Varma, ‘Kavi’, in Madhun, V, pt. 2, 2, March 1926, p. 179.
22 We use mysticism O'ahasyavdd) here in the ambivalent sense it has in Hindi, where rahasyavadi 
means both mystical and mysterious.
23 Pant used the region of Braj as a metaphor: most Bhakti poets in Braj had gradually restricted 
themselves to that area; some had stayed on die banks of the Yamuna, some had drowned in it; some 
had crossed it with great difficulty but could not reach further than Dvarka: for them the whole world 
ended there! While Braj poetry had not explored other regions and other rasas, Khari Boli was open 
and spacious, as it was required by the ‘open market’, which valued novelties, modernity, etc. S. Pant, 
‘Pravef, to Pallav, Rajakamal Prakasan, Delhi 1963 (first ed. 1926), pp. 9-18.
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wrote Hemcandra JoST in 1926.21 He further eulogised art for art’s sake - exactly 

what Hudson, DvivedI, 3yamsundar Das and Ramcandra 3ukla all despised.25 However, JoSi 

was carefhl to translate the concept into a suitable Sanskrit definition; L’Art pour VArt was a 

higher concept than (Arnold’s) ‘Art as criticism of Life’ because it translated niskama 

kaladharma - practising art with no expectation of reward. L’art pour la vie, jivanopyogi 

kala, was a lowlier form. If Hudson had been Krsna, continued Jo3i, he would have told 

Arjun:

4?k̂  4?t RRl-Wt, ctl' ^  IpT f*F27Tt 4>T 3^ 4
Almighty dollar fjRl^ 3 w ^  S4> W \ I
Son, kill the Kauravas and win their kingdom. After that we shall have fun together.
The aim of life is to amass the ‘Almighty dollar’, so that a young man will enjoy 
sensual pleasures to the full. (p. 300).

What this parody shows is how the colonial and reformist notion of useful 

literature could be ridiculed and exposed as materialistic, hence as a lowlier ideal. In the 

domain of the spiritual, India’s tradition of selfless art mirrored India’s spiritual superiority 

over Britain. Secondly, it showed a receptivity to a different kind of modernity, a modernity 

which valued individual freedom and originality.25

This was the kind of modernity Chayavad embraced. From the criticism it drew it is 

clear that it represented not just one more poetic trend, but a concept of poetry and of 

poetic order, so to speak, deeply subversive of both Braj poets and Khari Boli reformist 

critics.27 Chayavad poetry was deemed to be useless because it did not adhere to the notion 

of socially useful and didactic poetry. And Chayavad poets were generally accused of 

destroying the planned development of Hindi with their eclectic, unrestrained, unmetred 

poetry.28 Looming behind such criticism was the fear, one that Padmasimh $arma echoed

24 H. JoSI Reviewing Sahityalocan in Madhuri, TV, pt. 2, 3, April 1926, p. 291.
25 S. Das had quoted Hudson saying: ‘From time to time we hear more than enough of ‘art for art’s 
sake’. But this vague and shadowy doctrine is, so far as the art of poetry is concerned, brought into 
contempt by the rank and standing of those, who inculcate it; for it is for the most part associated 
with minor poets and dilettante critics’; Hudson, Introduction, p. 120. To them Jo3I replied that VArt 
pour VArt was an important concept, o f which Hudson and the like of him could not understand the 
greatness precisely because they were English; H. Jo£I, ‘Sahityalocan’, p. 291.
25 See an article by Ilacandra Jo£l on literary talent, in which genius is placed well above society and 
its norms, whereas talent opens the way to wordly success and fame (e.g. the talent of political 
leaders); I. Jo31, ‘Pratibha aur uska vikas’ in Madhuri, VI, pt. 2, 6, July 1928, pp. 773-780.
27 For a discussion of the criticism of Chayavad, see Govarddhandas Tripatbl, ‘Aj ki Hindi aur uskl 
kavita’, Camd, XV, pt. 1, 3, Jan. 1937; also K. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, chapter 4.
28 ^yamsundar Das said in a speech, when he was already the Head of the Hindi department at 
B.H.U.: 'iff 4>l'444514TC 311 Ijjt. 1 41̂  4>§|-<fc§l 451 4̂ 11 9TT Ti?T 1̂ OniVfl "PHI
4  h  45f4RfT ZTcft SfRft ^  44 ^  ^  T it 4 t g t  IP M  M  3M I a&t BTT4454 45$ |
Ri'i'ti) 4 ^  IT k i invK uHh qiq 4 5 ^  % fhy fjppf 4ft w a-4hf 4 5 1 q t  iff 4T frpfif 3w*l(4>+ sfh
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above, that a new kind of anarchy might be setting in: with their eccentric behaviour and 

declaration of individual freedom, Chayavad poets were ushering in a dangerous disrespect 

for all norms and authority.29 The popularity of Chayavad among the young generation of 

educated Hindi readers proved the existence of a widespread new sensibility. They had 

opened up a space for imagination and an inner world, and introduced a new subjectivity, a 

poetic “I” with which the young generation could identify.30 Literature, we may argue, 

provided just that - an emotional and intellectual space that was not necessarily there in 

real life. In time Chayavad as a sophisticated poetic trend would be accommodated in the 

canon as one more literary tendency.

In this section we have focussed on debates over poetry because they were more 

numerous and touched more deeply on engrained tastes and critical attitudes. Debates over 

fiction, as we shall see in the section about criticism, lacked a substantial critical background 

and critical categories (2.4.3). Premcand’s towering example showed how social or political 

aims could be combined with entertainment and with literaiy and imaginative value; these 

remained the terms of the critical debate.31 We shall come back in a later section to the 

‘alarming’ popularity of cheap sensational fiction, and the threat it posed to the reformist 

agenda.32

44 t  aft? 4  ^  44444 4*434^1 44 ^
444 444 4 $ l...  TffrSFira 44 3 * 3 ^  4R4> $  ^  3R4T4K 4  St ^  t l ’ [God knows what horrible 
rubbish is entering the kind of Hindi poetry which deluges us today. If poetry in English and Bengali 
can be moulded in arbitrary metres, why shouldn’t graceless ragims start in Hindi, too? Nowadays 
high poetry is only that which has a very contorted descriptive style, which searches the whole 
universe to say the simplest thing, and which worships supernatural feelings that defy description. 
Chayavad and samasyapurtis are doing great harm to Hindi poetry. Our youth favours Chayavad, and 
they only have to hum something and they jot down a couple of verses straight away, and then 
consider themselves to be poets! To understand their poems is not an easy task... This is the disgrace 
happening in Hindi by following the venerable Rabindranath.] Quoted in Krsnadev Prasad Gaur, 
‘Chayavad Id chanbln’, Madhuri, V, pt. 2, 6, July 1927, p. 791. In his humoristic column ‘Dubejl k3 
citthT, short story writer Vi^vambharnath £>arma ‘Kau£ik’ wrote several parodies of Chayavad poetry. 
Once he wrote that to compose a Chayavad poem was as easy as to cook khicn: all you needed was to 
open a dictionary, choose 5-10 kg. of words, add some verbs without caring for metre or rhyme - and 
there was your poem ready; in Carhd, IX, pt. 1, 1, Nov. 1930, p. 155.
29 Much of the critical vocabulary of Chayavad poets and critical espousers refers to ‘breaking’ norms 
and conventions and bringing about a revolution; see Namvar Simh, Chayavad, Rajkamal Prakasan, 
New Delhi 1955.
30 See K. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, pp. 57-65.
31 Pre-empting the criticism of the ‘rasik samaj’, Premcand observed: 4t HIHHI 9^41 44 4
IR W  4  f«T44 f, 444 srf44>P4 44 514 f%4T 44T f t ’ [We have to admit that
whatever reforms have taken place in western countries in the last few centuries have been sowed by
novels]; Premcand, ‘Upanyas racna’, in Madhuri, I, 4, Oct. 1922, p. 358.
32 For an attack on cheap sentimental literature, see SivranI DevTs speech at tire 1st All-India Galpa- 
Sammelan in Meerut, April 1937: ‘Strangers reading our stories wil think that people here have 
nothing else to do but love-dalliances (prem-krird). The country is deep into all kinds of crises, and 
here we are happily inebriated with sensuality’; quoted in an editorial note in Camd, XV, pt. 2, 2, 
June 1937, pp. 209-11.
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Theoretical debates on the nature of literature reveal a new system of values, a shift 

in perspective and authority, and the attempt to defend either a tradition under attack 

(Braj) or a new subjective sensibility (Chayavad). Although they involved scholars, poets, 

connoisseurs and students in the public venues of journals, literary associations and 

university departments, ultimately it was university professors - the new experts and 

authorities - who synthesized the three positions of Braj supporters, Khari Boli reformist 

intellectuals and modernists into a set of theoretical assumptions (sthapnaerh). Here is a 

synthesis by the quintessential critic-professor, Ramcandra Jsukla.33

First of all, the crucial relevance of literature for society and of society for literature 

was now an established fact. Literature was responsible to the people and aimed at 

changing and improving their taste (lok-ruci). Secondly, each period had a peculiar, 

pervasive yug-dharma, ‘the ideal distillation of people’s taste’,34 which both literature and 

society had to grasp. Thirdly, literature was a mirror which opened the eyes of society, 

thanks to the divine sight each poet is endowed with, something testified by the almost 

magical hold poetry can have on human beings. This power, which is a power of the heart 

over the mind, was partly a gift and partly the result of the poet’s selfless asceticism 

Csadhna).35 Implied in the notion of the artist as a sahitya- and samaj-sevI (dedicated to 

literature and to society), who incarnated the virtues both of a tapasvln (ascetic) and of a 

karmayogi (selfless worker), was a notion of self-control that tempered the individualism of 

the Chayavadls. Thus, the poet’s discipline consisted of studious reading, cultivation of a 

wide intelligence, reflection on contemporary society and its problems, and the company 

and advice of older, more experienced scholars. Only then he could enter the field of 

literature, and even then with no freedom to burst into a ‘reckless and arbitrary wailing’ 

(bedharak manmdna vilap).3b

What we see here is a peculiar tension between the crystallizing of a notion of the 

writer as the vanguard and moral leader of his society, which bestowed great authority 

upon him, and a subtle form of control, as if only a restrained, norm-abiding and selfless 

individual had the moral right to be called a writer. This, indirectly, bestowed even greater 

authority on the critic, who became the appointed judge of a writer’s behaviour and would 

discriminate between those who wrote good poetry and those who burst into ‘reckless and 

arbitrary wailings’.

33 Ramcandra Sukla, Cintamani, 1st part, Indian Press, Allahabad 1939.
34Sagar Prasad Ray ‘Sahityalamkar’, ‘Sahitya merii lok-ruci tatha yug-dharma*, Carhd, XVII, pt. 1, 1, 
June 1939, p. 52.
35 R. ^ukia, CintamanU p. 227.
36 Ibid.
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Both (expurgated) fiti texts and Chayavad compositions would figure in the canon, 

fitted somehow in the ‘useful literature’ framework. The academic synthesis made criticism 

a mixture of text-based analysis of the few representative authors of each epoch and a 

simplified historical context. In textual analysis once again the traditional tools of Sanskrit 

poetics would be used - rasa, alamkaras, etc. They would perpetuate the deeply embedded 

notion of trained poetry stemming from the Braj tradition in another idiom and in a 

different context. The reformist view - with its stress on the social utility of literature - 

received new impetus and a Marxist ideological basis with Progressive criticism, active from 

the late 1930s to the 1940s and 1950s - especially with Ramvilas 3arma, fSivdansimh 

Cauhan and others. The modernist view was carried forward by the Prayogvad 

(Experimentalist) group of writers.

The debates examined in this section were directly spurred by structural changes in 

the field of literature, which had placed writers, scholars and connoisseurs in a direct 

relationship with the new, anonymous and global public of printed literature (cf. 2.4.2). 

The centrality of ‘collective taste’ on the one hand, and of ‘individual freedom’ (to write and 

to criticize) on the other bears witness to this new perspective. Some critics, the moral 

reformists, claimed for themselves the authority to establish new rules and guide people’s 

tastes. Others, the old rasiks, claimed the strength of the customary and attempted to keep 

up the existing order. The new generation tried to collapse old norms and authorities, and 

claimed instead for the poets the right to lead the age thanks to their visionary power. All 

three were affected by the new places and media in which literature was produced, 

transmitted and consumed in the 1920s and 1930s. The next section will examine how.

/
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2.3 Arenas of literature: journals, kavi-sammelans and the publishing industry

Most, if not all, Hindi literature of the 1920s and 30s appeared first in journals, and 

most Hindi writers were, at least partly and at some time in their lives, professional editors. 

The three following sections analyse the institutional changes in the Hindi literary sphere, 

trying to answer the questions: how much was Hindi literature of the 1920s and 1930s 

shaped by changes in literary production, transmission and evaluation? And how did literary 

people take to those changes? In particular, this section examines the development of the 

three main media - journals, books and poetry-meetings (kavi-sammelans) - through which 

waiters, poets and scholars expressed themselves and came face to face with publicity, with 

Hindi literati of different tastes and persuasions, and with the varied Hindi public. The first 

two were a direct product of modem print-culture, while poetry-meetings were a traditional 

form of literary entertainment which acquired new dimensions with the spread of 

nationalism and Hindi activism. This section explores how these three arenas changed over 

the two decades and how they affected writers and the literature produced in this period.

2.3.1 Journals

It is hard to underestimate the centrality journals acquired in Hindi literary life in 

these decades. Already the nineteenth century pioneers of Hindi had grasped their 

importance as a medium to circulate ideas, initiate discussion, run a cultural agenda 

through literature and create a Hindi public.1 The purpose of those often one-man efforts 

was not commercial but to ‘serve Hindi’, and although they were of high literary quality 

they languished for lack of readership. Similarly, Hindi associations in the late nineteenth 

century did manage to weave a network of scholars and cultured notables across the whole 

Hindi area, but the journal of the most important of them, the Nagarl pracarinl patrika 

(Benares, 1896 as tri-monthly, monthly from 1907 to 1920), remained a scholarly 

enterprise, appeared sporadically, and its very limited circulation mirrored the limited 

appeal of such activism.2 It was only at the turn of the century, with Sarasvati under

1 In fact all writers of Bhartendu Hari£candra’s circle - from Bhartendu himself to Balkrsna Bhatt, 
from Pratapnarayan Mi5ra to Balmukund Gupta - had founded at least one journal; see Brajratna Das, 
Bhartendu mandal, Sri Kamalmani-Granthamala-Karyalay, Banaras 1949.
2 Its importance lies rather in the fact that essays concerning mostly the pre- or non-Muslim heritage, 
and scientific and literary traditions of the West were published in Hindi for the first time. Regarding 
the language to be used in the journal, a meeting in August 1896 reached the following conclusions:
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MahavTr Prasad Dvivedfs editorship (Allahabad, 1903-1920), that a commercially viable 

miscellaneous journal appeared in Hindi. Backed by a powerful publisher-owner, Sarasvati 

ushered a new era in Hindi literature and helped the centre of Hindi journalism move from 

Calcutta to the United Provinces.3 Its main features exemplify some of the consequences the 

joumal-form had on Hindi literature. First of all, and this was central to Dvivedfs agenda, it 

established a grammatically fixed, standard print-language. Secondly, it reflected the wider 

sense of literature by including historical and contemporary issues of public interest. Yet, 

Dvivedfs rigid screening and censorship of the material to be published, both in terms of 

language and of content, severely limited the potential openness of such forum.

By contrast, when Madhuri came out from Lucknow in July 1922 under the 

editorship of Dularelal Bhargava, ‘adorned with varied topics, related to literature, 

illustrated’ (yividh visay-vibhusit, sahitya-sambandhi, sacitra), it marked a significant change 

in the history of the Hindi literary sphere. In the words of a competitor: it ‘created a sort of 

revolution in Hindi journalism: ... until then nobody knew that such a large magazine could 

be brought out in Hindi’.4 It was not only the size and the magnificent get-up - it was over a 

hundred pages long, with plenty of colour plates, several columns and all the most famous 

Hindi writers and poets as contributors - Madhuri differed from Sarasvati in one crucial 

respect. It did not have the moralist and reformist mould MahavTr Prasad DvivedI had cast 

Sarasvati in, and also less of a definite agenda. Thus, it could open its pages to a much 

greater variety of voices and styles and to contemporary public opinion. Although in outlook

‘Articles, reports, etc., written and published by the Sabha itself will use pure Hindi words, i.e., 
neither big Sanskrit words nor words from the Arabic and Persian languages. Essays coming to the 
Sabha for publication from elsewhere will not be accepted by the reviewing committee if they are 
filled with Persian and Arabic words'. Quoted in C.S. King, The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, p. 318.
3 The concentration of Marvari capital and of Bengali publications had made Calcutta the early centre 
of Hindi publications, and attracted a sizeable community of ‘expatriate’ Hindi literary people, with a 
high turn-over. Vtfvamitra, Hindi bahgvdsi, Bharat mitra, Marvari sudharak were among the most 
popular periodicals, with eminent editors like Laksmlnarayan Garde, Ambikaprasad Vajpeyl, B.V. 
Pararkar, etc.; see Krsnabihari Mrira, Hindi patrakarita, Bhartiy Jnanpith, Delhi 1985 (1968). Apart 
from Sarasvati, the main miscellaneous journals in the United Provinces were: Camd (1922) in 
Allahabad; Madhuri (1922) and Sudha (1927) in Lucknow; Iridu (1909) and Hans (1930) in Banaras; 
Prabha (1920) in Kanpur. Weeklies, much before dailies could be ventured, had contributed most to 
political awakening and propaganda: in Allahabad Abhyuday (1907) and Bharat (1928, Leader press, 
turned into a daily in 1933) provided news and serious political debate; in Kanpur Pratap (1913, also 
daily in 1920) and Vartaman (1920) earned a popular edge; Hindi Kesari in Benares was an old 
Tilakite paper, Arjun and Aiyamitra came out from Arya Samaj circles in Delhi, Sainik (1925) from 
Agra. In the 1920s, once popular demand for news had grown enough, several dailies or daily 
versions of weeklies sprung up: Aj (1920, Benares), Sainik (1935), both Pratdp and Vartaman in 
Kanpur, Arjun and Navyug in Delhi, Bharat mitra in Calcutta, Bharat in Allahabad, etc. However none 
of them had province-wide distribution like weeklies and monthlies.
4 Devidatt Sukla, at the time assistant editor of Sarasvati, admits that his own journal had to increase 
the number of pages, plates and columns in order to keep apace. D. Sukla, Sampddak ke paccis vars, 
Allahabad, Kalyan Mandir, 1953, p. 20.
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Madhuri did not differ substantially from its predecessor,5 it certainly embraced a new kind 

of openness and publicity which made it a central forum for discussion and literary 

production in Hindi.

Like Sarasvati, essays on literary or topical subjects, mostly by learned contributors, 

took up half of the journal, along with political news and comments by the editor, fixed 

columns on literary and general news, short contributions, book reviews, etc. However, the 

emphasis was more on the wide-ranging nature of the reading material offered, and more 

on information than on edification. By this indiscriminate openness and variety of the 

information provided, journals in an important way supplemented or substituted schools as 

the major source of cultural and political education, in that they induced readers to make up 

their own minds among the different opinions presented. In fact, both renowned scholars 

and newcomers took up issues over the same topics, and addressed the same public on the 

strength of their argument. In this way, both acquired a public voice and a role that 

transcended their individually defined identities.

The other half of Madhuri was taken up by creative writing, mostly poems and 

short stories.6 Again, whereas DvivedI had been quite single-minded about the literature he 

wanted published in Sarasvati (2.2), Bhargava was more eclectic in his choices, 

championing both Braj poetry and the new Chayavad poets.7 To writers (and, we can infer, 

readers) coming, as we have seen, from partial and diverse schooling experiences and 

literary traditions, magazines like Madhuri thus provided a common literary grounding. As 

such, they were enormously influencial in establishing taste, in encouraging new 

genres,such as, for instance, the short story, and in accommodating earlier oral tastes as 

well. Also, it was journals, more than public associations, that carried controversies and

 ̂ in the introductory statement to the first issue, Dularelal Bhargava acknowledged Sarasvati as his 
model. In fact, the team of Hindi contributors Mahavir Prasad DvivedI had collected around Sarasvati 
was drawn to the new, more glamorous and rewarding journal: among them the MiSra brothers, 
Ramcandra 3ukla, Gulabral, etc. They made Madhuri the foremost forum for discussion on Hindi 
literature. However, unlike Sarasvati, Madhuri gave space to other, contrasting critical voices; see 
above 2.2.
6 Few were the novels serialised in such magazines, and fewer still the plays. Carhd was the most 
active in this regard, serialising among others Premcand’s Ntimald (1925-1926) and Pratijna (1927), 
G. P. ^rivastava's Dil kl ag urf diljale ki ah (publ. 1933), etc. Sudhd serialised Vrndavanlal Varma’s 
KundaU cakra, Kauhk’s novel Md (1929) and Nirala’s first novel, Apsara (1930). Sarasvati serialised 
only translations of Bengali novels. There were separate journals publishing novels in instalments, 
which catered for the low-brow market: such were KiSorTlal Gosvami’s Upanyas (1900), Gopalram 
Gahmari’s Jasus (1901), and Devldnandan Khatri’s Upanyas lahtl (1902).
7 Madhuri regularly published Braj poems along with Khari Boli ones, regular critical articles and 
anthologies of Braj classics by the foremost Hindi scholars. An additional fixed column on Braj poetry 
and poets, ‘Kavi carca’, was started in January 1925. Also Chayavad poets appeared freely when still 
controversial: one of Nirala’s first poems, ‘Adhivas’ appeared in April 1923, Prasad’s play Janmejay yd  
Nag-yajha in December 1922.
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created news. With the slow development of literary reviews, they also provided an on-line 

commentary to the literature that was being produced.

Moreover, journals were crucial to the emergence of salaried intellectuals. Dularelal 

Bhargava in particular introduced the practice of regularly paying contributions, which for 

the first time allowed writers to think that they might actually earn a living from free-lance 

writing. In practice, the question of monetary remuneration remained a thorny one. On the 

one hand, only large journals could afford salaried staff and paid contributors; in fact, most 

occasional writers were contented with seeing their articles in print. Besides, demanding 

money for sahitya-seva, service to literature, could appear improper.8 On the other hand, for 

the new impecunious Hindi intelligentsia writing was a means of survival, however meagre 

and however tinted with nationalist passion. Poor remuneration jeopardised the possibility 

of maintaining a dignified living standard adequate to the public status of a ‘writer’ (cf. 

2.4).9

Finally, the growing importance of journals changed the main medium of literary 

transmission from oral to printed (even poems recited at kavi-sammelans acquired a longer 

life-span through publication). In fact, literature in journals had a peculiar semi

permanence. While journals, available privately or in libraries even in rural areas, travelled 

further and faster than books, they also disappeared more quickly, since few libraries kept 

old files. Only at times were journals a prelude to a more permanent existence as books; 

nonetheless, literary material in journals aimed at something more than providing 

entertaining reading-matter: their declared aim was that of ‘filling the sthayi bhandar of 

Hindi’. As we shall see, they worked best in symbiosis with publishing houses.

The expansion of journals in the 1920s went hand in hand with their 

commercialization. A large investment required sales of at least 2000 copies to break even, 

and thus more attention to the technical aspect of distribution. Sarasvati had counted on the 

network of government and affiliated schools and public libraries throughout the Gangetic 

plain, thanks to the excellent rapport between the Indian Press and the Education 

Department. An expensive enterprise like Madhuri needed a big initial investment, but 

especially managerial skills. While the former could be provided by a publishing house or by 

making the journal a limited company, the latter depended on a new figure of editor-

8 Throughout his life, JaySahkar Prasad considered payment for any of his writing as an offence 
defiling his pure devotion to Sarasvati the goddess of learning. Poems were not paid ‘by column’ like 
the rest, ‘They have no price and cannot be paid by page’ argued cunningly D. Bhargava in an 
editorial note; Madhuri, II, pt. 1, 4, Nov. 1923, p. 512, and continued: 3T MlfNf4+ t n
WTRI t ’ [To reward a poem is a complex matter].
9Once questioned by Banarsldas CaturvedI on the subject in 1930, Premcand replied that to that time, 
writing (130 stories and seven novels between 1921 and 1932) had earned him from Rs. 50 to Rs. 80 
a month - a meagre sum for the best and most popular Hindi fiction writer; quoted in Robert O, Swan 
Munshi Premchand ofLamhi Village, Duke University Press, Durham 1969, p. 28.
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enterpreneur.10 Dularelal Bhargava in fact was the best example: with Madhuri he 

established a new kind of competition among Hindi monthlies by loud self- publicity, by 

increasing pages, columns and illustrations, by improving paper quality and by offering 

extra features like special issues.11 Other journals had to follow suit in order to remain 

competitive, but the old one-man ventures could hardly afford it. Alternatively, journals, 

especially political ones, could survive increasing their sales; this involved turning Hindi 

newspapers into journals of news rather than of ideas, widening the appeal and paying 

greater attention to the popular public of Hindi.12

Beside, enterprising editors such as Dularelal Bhargava and Ramrakh Sahgal tried 

to increase distribution by employing local sales representatives and by distributing the 

journal at railway stations through an agreement with A.H. Wheelers, the booksellers. They 

also fostered a strong emotional link with their readership through aggressive self-publicity 

in the pages of their own journals.

Another factor in the greater commercial viability of Hindi journals in the 1920s 

was the symbiosis between periodical and ‘stable' (sthayi) literature. Sarasvati once again 

showed the way, and most of the important Hindi journals followed suit. They either were 

launched by publishing houses or else branched out into publishing themselves. The 

symbiosis between periodical and ‘stable' literature is easily explained: books enhanced and 

confirmed the success of poems, short stories or novels already familiar to the public

As B.V. Pararkar (1880-1955), the editor of Aj, remarked in his presidential speech at the first 
Editors’ Conference at the 16th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Vrindavan in 1925, the time of 
the owner-editor was gone. Though the need for capital inevitably narrowed down the editor’s 
freedom, ‘progress can only happen through commercial means... Now capitalists [invest] out of 
patriotism or indirect interest, later when success will come they will invest out of interest, and it will 
be a tough time for editors and for the independence of news’; quoted in Sammelan patrika, XIII, 4-5 
(1925), p. 237. Sarasvati belonged to the Indian Press, Madhuri to Nawalkishore, Viial Bharat to the 
Ramananda Chatterjee group, Prabasi Press. Carhd, started with private capital, turned into a press 
and publishing house - Chand Karyalay - and was made into a limited company in 1932. The daily A;, 
founded by the nationalist millionaire Babu 3ivaprasad Gupta through a company, Bharat Samachar 
Samiti, was said to face a loss of Rs. 40,000 in the first year, a loss no lone editor could have faced; it 
was incorporated with Jnanmandal, Gupta’s publishing house, and converted into a limited company 
in 1940; see ViSvanath Prasad, ‘Jnanmandal’, n.d. Dularelal Bhargava and Ramrakh Simh Sahgal 
represent the best examples of literary entrepreneurs of this period.
11 One peculiar form of self-publicity Bhargava introduced (and Sahgal took up) was the regular 
publication of appraising comments (sammatis) on the journal and its publications by leading literary 
people, by other journals and noted personalities; see advertisements in the second issue.
12 As Pararkar put it, ‘What kind of classes our readers belong to, how they live, how they earn their 
living, what the difficulties they have to face in the battlefield of life are, how they enjoy themselves, 
what their interests are and what they want - we editors completely ignore these facts... If we knew 
them, [Hindi] newspapers would become an intrinsic a part of their readers’ lives, as the case is for 
most Anglo-Indian, Bengali, Marathi, Gujarati and Urdu papers’. Moreover, the lives of Hindi readers 
were ‘true’ as opposed to the ‘artificial’ lives of English-educated Indians: ‘Until we adopt the common 
folk and we turn our newspapers into their mirror we shall not progress and serve the real [prakrt, as 
opposed to kptrim] nation’; B.V. Pararkar, Speech at the Sampadak Sammelan, pp. 233, 235. This was 
the case with Pratap and Aj, which developed a network of local informers and did not rely on English 
news agencies. However, fines, securities and seizures of nationalist material could and did lead to 
temporary and permanent closures.
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through journals. They also multiplied the profit, since the same material could be used 

twice - and with no additional cost when the editor-publisher bought the rights of the work 

as Dularelal Bhargava did. Journals meant publicity, since they could carry large 

advertisements of the books published by the house (Dularelal Bhargava even had his own 

book reviewed in his own magazine!), and both journals and books could use the same 

channel of distribution. The habit of subscribing to a journal or a publisher - becoming a 

sthayi grdhak - was strongly recommended: beside creating a sentimental link between the 

publisher and the reader, provided financial security to the former and concessional rates to 

the latter.

Moreover, the journal and publication department could share manpower, thus 

creating the first professional class of salaried intellectuals in Hindi.13 To take the example 

of Sarasvati M.P. DvivedT worked also as literary advisor to the publisher, suggesting titles, 

writers and employees.14 Later, Devidatt £ukla, who joined the Literature Department of 

the Indian Press in 1918, was asked to assist editing the house’s children’s journal Balsakha, 

read the proofs of Sarasvati, translate articles for it as well as several books for the Indian 

Press.15 Journals required both stablepsalaried staff who sat in the office, and occasional or 

fixed contributors who sent in their works by post and came to the office for periodical 

meetings. In both cases, they attracted Hindi literati and tended to shift the centre of 

literary production from villages and courts to towns. They also induced a shift in the notion 

of literary training and recognition: the editor became the ustad or guru who passed or 

failed you as a “'writer’; to have published in Sarasvati Madhuri Prabha etc. became the 

mark of recognition. Editors’ offices became poignant symbols of this shift.16

13 After DvivedI himself, Rupnarayan Pandey, Sivpujan Sahay (1893-1963), Navjadiklal (W astava 
(1888-1939), Devidatt Jsukla, Banarsldas CaturvedI, Makhanlal CaturvedI, Matadln J>ukla (1891- 
1954) were among the first professional literary editors; see biographies in the Appendix.
14 The complete trust Chintamani Ghosh (and later his son Harikeshav Ghosh) had in Mahavlr Prasad 
DvivedI is well known. DvivedI, always very sensitive about hierarchy, was deeply moved, since this 
trust concealed the fact that he was only a dependent; he termed the publishers’ attitude towards him 
as one of personal krpa (favour). Devidatt Sukla, who worked at the Indian Press for 26 years, from 
1919 to 1945, recalls his joyful surprise at finding that the publishers behaved with employees more 
like family elders than masters. D. 3ukla, Sampddak ke pactis vars, p. 10. DvivedI was also the first 
Hindi editor ever to receive a pension from his employers.
13 Similarly Premcand, offered the editorship of Madhuri by Babu Bisnunarayan Bhargava - at Rs. 
200 pm, the highest pay for an editor at the time - in 1927, was also entrusted “with the task not only 
of preparing text-books for the Nawalkishore Press but also of getting them prescribed in syllabi, 
and... had to do a lot of travelling, to Banaras or to Kanpur, to Patna or to Naini Tal...’ In 1931 he 
was moved to another branch of the publishing house, the Book Depot; see Amrit Rai, Premchand: a 
Life, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1991, pp. 230 and 266.
16 Devidatt Sukla recalls the awe the first glimpse of the Indian Press office inspired in him; 
Sampddak ke paccis vars, p. 9. In fact, his experience is fairly indicative of that of a Hindi literary 
publicist; see biography in the Appendix. The “professional’ atmosphere of the office could feel 
unpleasantly impersonal for the traditional literary person: when KEorldas Vajpeyl, already known as 
a grammarian, decided to quit teaching and work ‘among the gods’ (i.e. among editors), was appalled 
by the official (daftari) reception at Sudhd’s office and immediately left; the working atmosphere at 
Chand Karyalay, though equally ‘European’ and professional, was tempered by the familial and
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In summary, the expansion of Hindi journalism and publishing after 1920 marked 

the coming of age of a modem Hindi literary industry concentrated in a few big towns; at 

the same time, it created a unified literary space through a network of distant contributors 

and regional distribution. Thanks to the growing interest in news generated by World War I 

and the first nationalist mass campaign, Hindi journals and political press reached beyond 

the pale of the highly literate and formally schooled public; through periodicals and print- 

language, this more mixed reading public received a common cultural and political 

education. At the same time, journals became more open to the diversity of tastes and 

voices present in the Hindi literary sphere and became show-cases for contemporary 

writing. Also, whether monthlies, weeklies or dailies, whether political or social or religious 

in inclination, all Hindi periodicals of this period featured literature in some form: this 

helped popularise Hindi writers and highlight the social relevance of literature. Although 

not a highly remunerative or secure job, journalism was an important avenue for the 

nationalistic-minded Hindi intelligentsia, and possibly the only source of remuneration for 

the first professional writers.

However, the growth of big literary magazines in the 1920s should not lead us to 

conclude that small or one-man journals disappeared from Hindi journalism - indeed quite 

the contrary is true. The fact that there is hardly a writer of the period who did not 

contribute or launch a magazine, and the host of small-to-middle journals which printed 

from 500 to 2000 copies from provincial towns such as Mirzapur, Etawah, Gorakhpur, 

Khandwa, Jabalpur, Indore, Ajmer, etc., bear witness to the fact that publicity could only 

multiply itself. Although larger ventures set the pace, scholarly, local or one-man journals 

survived as well - often proving to be a great financial strain for the editor-owner.17 Yet, the 

spectacular growth of the Hindi press in this period shows the tremendous importance 

attached to the medium. At this important historical juncture, journalism made Hindi 

writers aware of their public voice and lent them a new self-importance.

The Hindi literary industry, however, was marked by some peculiar features, which 

determined its growth and influenced the position of Hindi writers. These will be examined 

in the following section.

2.3.2 Publishing

protective attitude Sahgal and his wife took to the staff; K. VajpeyT, Sahityik jivan aur samsmaran, 
Himalay Agency, Kankhal 1953, pp. 8-13.
17 Premcand’s well-know/inancial troubles in running Hans and Jagaran indicate both the need for 
commercial acumen and the writer’s resilient dream of having his own magazine, his own platform to 
speak from.
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A similar set of changes - numerical and geographical expansion, diversification, 

professional employment and the impact of the nationalist movement - affected Hindi 

publishing around 1920 as well. This section briefly outlines the main trends, namely the 

partial emancipation of Hindi publishing from text-book production, the popular market, 

and finally nationalist enterprises.

Until the 1920s, the main publishing houses in Hindi, i.e. Nawal Kishore (1858) in 

Lucknow, Khadgvilas Press in Bankipur (Bihar) and the Indian Press in Allahabad (1884), 

had flourished only by publishing either religious books or school text-books.18 The case of 

the Indian Press well exemplifies the nature of Hindi publishing at that time. The founder, 

Babu Chintamani Ghosh (1854-1928), a Bengali, was a self-made man, a pioneering editor 

and a patriotic reformer in the spirit of the times. He realised the potential of education, 

and thanks to his good contacts in the education department and to the literary expertise 

and skills of Mahavir Prasad DvivedI and Jsyamsundar Das, he became the foremost 

publisher for school textbooks for boys and girls, anthologies, readers, biographies, library 

books for all subjects both in English and Hindi of the province,.19 The literature 

department, managed by Girish Chandra Ghosh, published almost exclusively translations 

from Bengali: contemporary Hindi literature was practically absent.20 However, the Indian 

Press was crucial in establishing high printing standards for Hindi publications. Chintamani 

Babu was particularly fond of character-building biographies (43 titles between 1909 and

^  The Nawalkishore Press, the largest early publisher in the United Provinces, published mostly Urdu 
books, translations of religious books (Quran, Upanisads, Puranas) and in Hindi translations of 
Persian and Urdu romances. The Khadgvilas Press of Bankipur, near Patna, was the pioneering 
literary publisher in Bihar; it published Bhartendu’s books, the earliest translations of Bengali novels 
and theatre chapbooks of Mudraraksasa and Satya HarUcandra Vhich sold by tens of thousands’; see 
Krsnacandra Ben, Hindi prakdsan ka itihas, typewritten article by courtesy of the author, n.d., p. 4. 
Most of the information of the following pages come from this useful overview. Information on the 
Indian Press come from Mushtaq Ali, ‘Hindi sahitya ke itihas merit ilahabad ka yogdan’.
19 In fact, thanks to ^yamsundar Das, the Indian Press struck a very advantegeous deal to publish 
educational books prepared by the Nagari PracarinI Sabha; in 1928 it entered an agreement with the 
Sabha to print all its publications, and a special branch of the Press was opened in Banaras to deal 
with the work. The agreement lasted until 1940, when the Sabha revoked it, suspecting 
mismanagement of funds by J>yamsundar Das. Publications included all Sabha series: the ‘popular’ 
Manoranjan pustak-malh, the historical Dewprasdd-aitihbsik-pustak-mala and Suryakumari pustak- 
mala, the Nagari-pracdrint-granthambld for critical editions of Hindi ‘classics’, and the dictionary 
Hindi fahda-sagar; M. Ali, ‘Hindi sahitya ke itihas merit ilahabad ka yogdan’, pp. 442 ff. See also S, 
Das, Meri atmakahdm.
20 Translations of Bankim Chandra, Tagore, R.C. Dutt, Charu Chandra, Prabhat Kumar 
Mukhopadhyay, Sharatchandra, etc.. were mostly by employees of the Press such as Janardan Jha, 
Lalllprasad Pandey, and the most prolific of them all - Rupnarayan Pandey. In order to understand the 
stature of the Indian Press, it is of interest to note that it was Tagore’s publisher until he retrieved the 
rights for his own press at Shantiniketan, and it published Ramanand Chatterjee's Prabasi and Modem 
Review until he moved back to Calcutta. For a complete list of publications and a history of the press, 
see Mushtaq Ali, ibid. For a list of English and Bengali novels translated into Hindi, see Gopalray, 
Hindi-upanyas-kos, vol. 1, pp. 362 ff.
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1940), ‘useful literature', religious books for both adults and children and quality 

illustrations*21

Apart from textbooks, the Hindi book-market until 1920 consisted mainly of 

religious publications and popular fiction. Religious publishers had cropped up in Hindi 

almost everywhere, often at pilgrimage centres, at the end of the nineteenth century and in 

the beginning of the twentieth.22 These were often small concerns, producing religious and 

ritual texts of low printing quality but in huge numbers. On the other hand, the phenomenal 

success of Devldnandan Khatrfs Candrakanta (1891) had created a large market for cheap 

entertainment literature like historical romances, tilismi and detective novels. Like Banaras, 

Calcutta was a centre for both religious books of all kinds and for popular novels and 

romances.23

The impact and importance of such publications in creating a widespread Hindi 

public, and hence readership expectations, still need to be studied. Hindi intellectuals on 

the whole viewed the phenomenon with mixed feelings (cf. 2.4): Dvivedfs scorn of 

Candrakanta had introduced a conscious and hitherto unknown distinction between good 

(i.e. useful) literature and low-brow literature.24 Yet, quality literary publications occupied 

only a small share of the production and could not survive on the strength of sales alone; 

only in the 1920s that attempts to change this predicament could be made and be partially 

successful.

In fact, in the 1920s the expansion of the Hindi literary sphere and of the reading 

public allowed the growth of specific markets and of literary publishing25 Dularelal 

Bhargava’s Ganga Pustak Mala in Lucknow was perhaps the most successful attempt, backed 

once again by business innovations. Apart from the standard ‘useful literature’ - biographies, 

history, children’ and women’s books26 - Bhargava created a remarkable catalogue of 

contemporary Hindi literature, comprising novels, short stories, dramas, poetry, essays and

21 The large illustrated edition of the Hindi Mahabharata (transl. from Bengali by Mahavlr Prasad 
DvivedI, 1908) became a prized household book. In the Balsakhd pustak-mala (a series of children’s 
books), Mahabharata, Bhagavadgitd, Srimad Bhagvat for children were also published.
22 Ved Sansthan in Ajmer was the main centre for Arya Samaj publications, while Brahmanand 
Ashram in Pushkar sold millions of copies of its Brahmanand bhajanmald, and the Ramakrishna 
Mission in Nagpur published Ramakrishna and Vivekananda literature. Other centres in U.P. were 
Mathura (with Shiksha Bharati, Shyamkashi Press, etc.), Gorakhpur (Gita Press) and Banaras - which 
had a tradition of both Sanskrit and Hindi publishing. In Bombay Khemraj £rikr§nadas had the 
greatest stock of religious titles, followed by the Nimay Sagar Press, Vipul Trust, etc. Most of the 
following information are drawn from K. Beri, ‘Hindi prakaSan ka itihas’, pp. 16 ff.
23 E.g. Mahavlr Prasad Poddar’s Hindi Pustak Agency, Mulcand Agraval of Popular Trading Co. (the 
editor of Visvamitra), R.S. Varman & Co., Nihalchand & Co., Narsingha Press published both. In fact, 
several Hindi publishers fluctuated between Calcutta and Benares; e.g. Nihalcand Beri, R.S. Varman, 
and Devnarayan DvivedI of Bharati Pustak Agency; ibid.
24 Right from the beginning of his contribution to Sarasvati; see ‘Nivedan’, Sarasvati, Nov. 1901.
2  ̂The birth of a specific market for women is briefly discussed in chapter 4; the story of the booming 
market of children’s publications still waits to be written.
26 In the series Mahila-mdla and Bal-vinod~vdtika.
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literary criticism.27 With his choice of both ‘high-brow’ and popular writers, the use of thick 

'antique’ paper and doth binding, a ‘raj samskaran’ along with a 'sadharan samskaran’ and 

aggressive advertising, Bhargava managed to capture both the sophisticated and low-brow 

readership and keep a purely literary concern afloat28

Other literary publishers managed to survive thanks to the growing need of Hindi 

reading books, critical editions, readers and anthologies for the higher dasses and colleges 

(see 2.5). While this allowed small literary publishers to hold up, it also strengthened the 

dependence of the Hindi book-market on the education system - making Hindi literature a 

subsidized branch.29

Another area in which Hindi publishing expanded massively in the 1920s was, not 

surprisingly, political literature. This induded a cheap production of pamphlets, booklets, 

books, songs, biographies, as well as more enduring books on political history and political 

science. Pratap Press in Kanpur, Chand Karyalay and Abhyuday Press in Allahabad, Sasta 

Sahitya Mandal in Ajmer (est. 1926) and the Aj Press in Banaras published most of the 

former.30 Babu Sivaprasad Gupta’s Jnanmandal (1917) in Banaras was more concerned 

with the latter. Its breadth of scope, nationalist vision and partial freedom from commercial 

compulsions made it a unique case and a particularly precious opportunity.31 Despite

27 His catalogue of authors and titles is truly impressive: Premcand’s Rahgbhumi (in 1925, for the 
record sum of Rs. 1800), the play Karbala and several collections of stories; also Vrivambhamath 
3 arm a ‘KauSik’, Catursen J>astri, Bhagavaficaran Varma, Vrndavanial Varma, Pandey Becan 3 arm a 
‘Ugra’, Nirala, Govindvallabh Pant, Badrlnath Bhatt, Rupnarayan Pandey, Pratapnarayan 3nvastava, 
etc. - in a word all the best Hindi writers. Bhargava took care to include also works by older writers 
like Balkr§na Bhatt, Mahavlr Prasad DvivedI, 3ridhar Pathak, Krsnabihan Mifra, etc. Translations of 
Moliere, Galsworthy, Gorky, Alexander Dumas were published, too.
28 Maithilriaran Gupta had also proved successful in publishing his own works from his village near 
Jhansi. Raykrsnadas established Bharti Bhandar (1927-1935) in Banaras as a cooperative publishing 
house to give more royalty - 25 % - to writers, but he had to sell it in 1935-36 to the Leader Press in 
Allahabad, a Birla concern. Still in Banaras Premcand founded his Hans Karyalay, and Vinod 3ahkar 
Vyas the Pustak Mandir (1930-50).
29 This is a large and thorny question which still troubles the Hindi publishing world; several factors 
seem to feed into it: low literacy and hence a limited readership despite the enormous potential; an 
inadequate system of distribution, which makes literary books difficult to get outside the main urban 
centres; the complete dychotomy between ‘good literature’ (that studied at school) and literature for 
entertainment. All these factors are already present in the period covered by this thesis, too.
30 Pamphlets and books of the Pratap Press included the translation of Gandhi’s ‘jel-yatra’, nationalist 
poems by ‘TriSul’, Vidyarthl’s book on Princely states and booklets (compilations) on Russia and on 
communism, Sasta-Sahitya-Mandal was a Gandhian publishing venture established by Ghanshyamdas 
Birla, Jamanlal Bajaj etc. in 1926, managed by Haribhau Upadhyay, editor of the Gandhian paper 
Tyagbhumv, it published mainly translations of Gandhi’s and Tolstoj’s, of historical and ‘useful’ books 
and biographies; all information are take from publication-lists in journals.
31 During a long world-tour, Sivaprasad Gupta had been impressed by the excellent and cheap 
publications he found abroad, and once back to India he drew a long list of titles and subjects inviting 
Hindi writers to write books on them along ‘scientific standards’. These included biographies of 
patriots from all over the world; critical editions of classics, books on history, sociology, political 
science, science and handicraft, religion and philosophy. He then suggested popular English books for 
translation, and drew a list which included the Home University Library series, science primers, Jacks 
People’s Books series, Temple Encyclopedic Primers, important books on history such as Bury’s Greece, 
Rhys Davis’ Early Buddhism, V. Smith’s Early Histoiy of India, MacDonnell’s History of Sanskrit
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generous funding, poor distribution brought huge losses every year. But Jsivaprasad Gupta’s 

enterprise did produce some hundred books on subjects few commercial publishers would 

have dared to propose. It provided Hindi readers and students with serious, nationalist- 

minded political and historical analyses, and several Hindi scholars, politicians and 

publicists with the chance to work on cardinal subjects.32 In the end, however, Jnanmandal, 

too, survived thanks to academic publications.

To summarize this section, the unprecedented expansion of Hindi publishing meant 

a greater bhandar of Hindi literature, a larger community of writers and publicists, and the 

birth of new branches in a market so far dominated by educational, religious and popular 

publishing. However, despite the obvious growth, Hindi literary publishing did not expand 

enough to turn into a commercially viable activity on its own. None but the most popular 

novelists could hope to live by writing like professionals, and this once again produced a 

tension between the idealized high status and role of the writer as an independent public 

figure, and his actual financial status which we shall analyze in the next section in greater 

detail. The last part of this section explores the changes in an arena, that of poetry- 

meetings, that negotiated old and new tastes, old and new audiences and forms of publicity.

2.3.3 Kavi-sammelans

The institution of the kavi-sammelan or poetry-meeting acquired a new meaning 

and function during this period. This is particularly interesting from our perspective, 

because it was an old form of poetic transmission adapted to new circumstances, and 

because it put even new literary talents face to face with an aural, concrete and localized 

audience of a different sort and with different tastes from those developed by journals. 

Besides, kavi-sammelans in this period confronted audiences with forms of poetry that were 

not part of their samskaras. This made the issue of popularity a controversial one (cf. 2.4).

A kavi-sammelan was a highly formal poetic reading, modelled on the Urdu 

mushaira - which had successfully turned from a courtly affair into an urban public event - 

and on Braj courtly poetic contests. Poets took turn to recite or sing out their poems to a 

participative public. Braj poetry readings in darbdrs had tested excellence and favoured

Literature, Lecky^ Democracy and Civilisation, basic texts of European philosophy, physics, chemistry, 
botany, etc. Among the books published were: J>rTpraka£, ed., Svarajya ka sarkari masvida (2 vols.); 
CandraSekhar Vajpey, Yurop ke prasiddh sudharak (1920), Laksmannarayan Garde, Japan kt rajnitik 
pragati (transk, 1921), Prannath Vidyalamkar, Rajmtisdstra (1922); Sampurnanand, Antarrdstriy 
vidhan (1924), Harihamath, Samsdr ke yyavsdy ka itihas (tr. 1924); Ambikaprasad Vajpeyl, Cin aur 
Bharat and the seminal Samacarpatram ka itihas (1953), on nineteenth century journals in Hindi; 
list of publications available from the publicity list of Jnanmandal Press, Banaras.
32 Among the writers associated with Jnanmandal were ChavTnath Pandey, a Congress activist, 
Padmasimh 3arma, Ramdas Gaur, Sampurnanand, Janardan Bhatt and Mukundllal £>rivastava.
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competition by means of samasya-purtis, i.e. set “problems” (samasya) or fragments of 

verses to which poets had to provide a “solution” in the form of a full poem. The best poems 

would be rewarded immediately by the prince or patron, and the custom persisted even 

when such competitions were taken out of the court into a public place: there, rats and the 

audience would reward the successful poet with gold and silver medals or cash.33

Traditionally, kavi-sammelans had been a means to entertain and educate the aural 

public to poetic sophistication (to sdhityanuraga and kavyarasa). But with literature 

meaning more and more printed literature, the audience for contemporary poetry was 

growing, in the words of a critic, ‘constrained within the narrow limits of the schooled 

public’.34 Moreover, when kavi-sammelans began to take a more nationalist slant, their 

potential to attract a different, untrained mass public Qanta), to whom patriotic messages 

could be conveyed, was recognised. This changed the function and outlook of kavi- 

sammelans substantially.

Hindi kavi-sammelans were increasingly popular from the 1920s onwards: they 

became the typical ‘cultural programme’ at annual functions of schools, colleges and hostels, 

of literary associations, and at political meetings of the Congress.35 The Hindi Sahitya 

Sammelan began to organise mass poetry meetings and joint Hindi-Urdu and All-India Hindi 

kavi-sammelans, inviting scores of poets from all over India. Kavi-sammelans became part 

of their country-wide Hindi propaganda and a public show of strength of the Hindi 

community. This marked a new publicity for Hindi poetry and attests to the new importance 

of popularity, both in political terms (for nationalist poets) and in commercial ones, since to 

be a popular poet now meant higher sales and more emoluments.36

But before turning to the consequences of such attempts at mammoth kavi- 

sammelans, let us analyze which kinds of poetry were most appropriate to this arena, and 

why.

There were two kinds of poetry most widely read at kavi-sammelans all over the 

Hindi region: Braj poems and nationalist poems in Khari Boli. Even minor Khari Boli poets

33 Nothing is known about samasya in Sanskrit texts, at least up to RajaSekhar’s time - wrote 
RamSaftkar Sukla ‘Rasal’, Hindi lecturer at Allahabad University, a specialist in riti poetry and a Braj 
poet himself - nor in Hindi texts until the recent Kavya-prabhakar (1905) by Jagannathprasad ‘Bhanu’ 
(1859-1945). But many anecdotes of Raja Bhoja’s time spoke of its popularity in medieval Sanskrit 
literature. In Hindi too, samasya-purti started flourishing around the XVI century, both in courts and 
in the main towns in small circles of poets and connoisseurs (/cdvyapremts); R. £sukla ‘Rasal’, 
‘Samasya-purti’, Madhuri, VIII, pt. 2, 1, Feb. 1930, pp. 47-56.
34 Ibid., p. 52.
33 For the importance of Hindi kavi-sammelans for Hindi propaganda in die Punjab, see 3rd Annual 
Report of Punjab Provincial Hindi Sahitya Sammelan by Jaycandra Vidyalamkar, in SammeLan 
patrika, XII, 10, pp. 444.
36 When Haldi ghati, a long nationalist poem on Maharana Pratap and Rajput valour by 
Syamnarayan Pandey, appeared in 1938, his inspiring public recitations made the book an instant 
success. It won the prestigious Dev Puraskar and saw reprints over reprints.
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like Madhav £>ukla, Sohanlal DvivedI and 3yamnarayan Pandey became small-scale 

celebrities thanks to their fiery nationalist poems at kavi-sammelans. Sohanlal DvivedI 

acquired a score of fans, and when he recited aloud his poem on Gandhi:

^  i

. ... .'V  -g t* r t

No weapon in his hands,
No weapon beside him,
No food, water or cloth.
Don’t retreat, stay where you are 
Move ahead, move ahead

‘the thousands of listeners in the pandal would join in with the poet at the refrain 

^  (Move ahead, move ahead),’37 Thanks to these poets, a poetic version of the

national movement was being written and disseminated while the movement was in full 

swing, and kavi-sammelans became an important “place” of nationalist identification. The 

major nationalist poets such as Gayaprasad Sukla ‘Sanehf (1883-1939), MaithillSaran 

Gupta, and later Subhadrakuman Cauhan, Dinkar and Balkrsna 3arma ‘NavTn’ were often 

called to attend kavi-sammelans.38 Indeed, young Ramnathlal ‘Suman’ wrote that ‘since 

usually people’s taste veers more towards nationalism, this kind of poets has become more 

and more famous,’ so much so that ‘any author of nationalist doggerel can be honoured - is 

indeed honoured - more than the author of the finest verse of srhgara rasa.’39 Such poems 

might not have stood the test of time, but they had that unique virtue of modernity - 

sdmpyiktd, timeliness.

However, the majority of poems recited at kavi-sammelans were in Braj, once more 

a proof of how resistant and engrained a poetic samskdra it was. It was in fact through kavi- 

sammelans that Braj regained momentum, exposure, currency and popularity. Especially at 

minor kavi-sammelans with mostly local and amateur poets, samasya-purti was the easiest 

and more practised option, and srhgara rasa a favoured mood.40

37 Amrtlal Nagar, Jinke sathjiya, Rajpal and Sons, Delhi 1973, p. 124.
38 E.g. Sanehl, Pratap’s ‘house-poet’, presided a poetry-meeting at Allahabad University's Hindu 
Hostel in 1922; L. Vajpeyi presided the annual Nagarl PracarinI Sabha meeting in Agra in 1925.
39 R. Suman, ‘Hamare kavi aur unkl racnaem’, Sammelan patrika, XI, 9, pp. 391-92.
40 yyhy was 3 raj poetry so popular in this Khari Boli age? asked an editor. Both answers suggested 
had to do with the familiarity of the audience with this poetic style: (1) samasaya-purti was already a 
tradition in Braj; (2) in terms of content and of style, Braj poetry could more easily correspond and 
compete with Urdu mushairas; editorial note on ‘Kavi sammelan’, Madhwl, IV, pt. 1, 3, Sept. 1925, p. 
414.
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However, structural changes were at work here, too. Earlier, poetic samasyas had 

been a ‘brief and pleasant’ test of a poet’s talent and skill in a circle of connoisseurs. For the 

poet trained on strict poetic rules, this was a means to stir creativity: although binding, a 

samasya allowed enough freedom to exercise the imagination.41 In the 20th century, 

however, with kavi-sammelans becoming public affairs, samasya-purti was no longer a test 

because samasyas were set, announced and printed in advance. Boycotted by Khari Boli 

supporters, Braj kavi-sammelans started catering to the general audience by featuring only a 

couple of easy samasyas or a general theme instead, with entertainment as the only aim.42

In the absence of any such tests, connoisseurs remarked, unknown and 

unrecognised poets flooded magazines and kavi-sammeans with bad poems - echoing 

laments heard in the previous section. Also, as we shall see below, publicity and popularity 

had some dangers. Once the general audience came into the picture and popular taste 

became the bottom-line, it became a question of order and control; it was one thing to 

recite subtle srngara poems in a small circle of connoisseurs, it was quite another to recite 

them in front of a large, paying audience in a pandal The traditional system of poetic 

training, exercise and correction placed-authority in the hands of patrons and scholars. The 

new literary system, where commercialisation and publicity placed recognition in the hands 

of the general public, was viewed with bewilderment by rasiks like ‘Rasal’.

New poetics tastes like Chayavad did not fare well with the general audience at 

poetry-meetings:

They were strange not only in their diction, but also in their attire. The people 
(janta) watched them and listened to them dumbfounded... People thought they 
were creatures from another world who descended on earth and disappeared again 
after uttering some mystery.43

Kavi-sammelans in schools and colleges provided a more receptive audience and a 

more favourable platform for Chayavad poets. It was at the Jain Hostel in Allahabad in 

1921 that the student Sumitranandan Pant recited a poem in public for the first time to 

immediate recognition.44 Also in Allahabad, young MahadevT Varma, who had started

4 1 R. Rasal, ‘Samsaya-purti’.
4-2 Poets still practised it as a kind of exercise or for the joy of it, for it forced them to enclose a bhava 
within a determined boundary; it survived as a practice in Braj circles and even sustained a few 
journals, like Rasikmitra, edited by Ray Devlprasad Purna; Rasiklahri (1902), Rasik vinod (1904), 
Rasik rahasya (1907), etc. In fact, at mixed Braj and Khari Boli kavi sammelans, Braj poets were given 
a samasya, and Khari Boli ones a theme: in Dvivedl’s time these were often ‘social’ themes such as 
‘untouchable’, ‘widow’, while during nationalist campaigns they were ‘khadi’, ‘carkha’, ‘martyr’, etc. 
Harivams Ray ‘Baccan’, ‘Kavi-sammelan: ek simhavalokan’, in A. Kumar, ed., Baccan racnavali, vol. 6, 
Rajkamal Prakasan, 1987, p. 447.
43 Ibid., p. 448.
44 D. £ukla, Sampddak ke paccis vars, p. 23.
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attending kavi-sammelans of samasy&purtis as representative of her school, preferred to 

keep away and read her poems in the protected environment of smaller, sophisticated 

circles like the Sukavi Samaj 45 The most popular Chayavad poets at kavi-sammelans were 

Ramkumar Varma and Bhagavatlcaran Varma, the former for his soft diction, the latter for 

his powerful delivery.

The potential of kavi-sammelans for public shows of unity within the Hindi 

community and for Hindi propaganda spurred the Hindi sahitya Sammelan to organize 

massive, all-India affairs.46 There were, however, several problems. First of all it was not 

easy to break the Braj-srngara mould. After a trial experience in Delhi in 1924, the all-India 

Hindi kavi-sammelan organised for thelbth Hindi Sahitya Sammelan session in Vrindavan 

in November 1925 was meant as an occasion for young poets to their meet celebrated peers 

from all over India, bridging differences and forging a sense of unity of purpose.47 But the 

actual kavi-sammelan turned out to be somewhat of a disappointment: in the home of Braj, 

Braj poems reigned. Only a few had nationalist feelings, but mostly were of srhgara, ‘which 

we are now sick and tired to hear’. Some poets presented poems by earlier authors as their 

own, and a painful incident led the reviewer to observe that ‘it lacked the seriousness and 

organisation proper to an All-India Hindi kavi-sammelan’: when an overly bold poem in 

srngara rasa was recited, the small group of women heroically present among the audience 

walked off offended by its “vulgarity”.48

A new attempt was made to coincide with the Kanpur Congress of December 1925, 

partly in the Congress pandal itself, with the concerted effort of all literary people in the 

city, first and foremost Gayaprasad £ukla ‘Sanehl’. The aim was to ‘introduce speakers of 

other languages to the abundance and charm of Hindi poetry, and the talent and

45 in fact, Mahadevi was especially invited to give the weekly meetings social respectability, so that 
other young women poets would be allowed to attend. ‘During the few years of its existence, it 
provided the young poets with an audience of their peers that could appreciate and comment with 
sophistication on their current writings’: K. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, p. 145,
4°  The 14th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan annual meeting in Delhi in February 1924 featured a Hindi- 
Urdu kavi-sammelan, organised by Pandit Udit MiSra and blessed by a telegram from Gandhi: the 
joint session was perhaps instrumental in drawing a full house even in a city still mostly indifferent to 
Hindi. Presided by Dvivedl-poet Nathuram Saftkar Sarma, it featured among others poets Harioudh, 
the Mifra brothers, Padmasimh Jjarma, Jagannath Prasad CaturvedI, ‘SanehT (whose poem ‘SvadeSr 
won acclaim), Ramnare£ Tripathl, Makhanlal CaturvedI, Rupnarayan Pandey, while practically the 
whole Hindi establishment attended, with Purusottam Das Tandon, Ramdas Gaur, Seth Kedamath 
Goylhka, Srinarayan CaturvedI, etc. Urdu poets Maulana Arif Hasbi, Maharaj Bahadur ‘Barq’, Latif 
Hussein etc. also recited their poems, and the poets were so many that a second day was required; see 
reports in Sammelan patiika , XI, 7-8, pp. 346-47; and Madhuri, II, pt. 2, 2, Feb. 1924, pp. 270-71.
47 Sammelan patrika, XIII, 2, pp. 76-78.
48 Reported in Madhuri, IV, pt. 1, 5, November 1925, p. 701. Years later, at a meeting of the local 
Nagarl Pracarinl Sabha branch in Ballia, Rahul Sankrtyayan remarked that now that women were 
coming out in the literary sphere, self-control (sanyam) and refinement (suruci) were indespensable. 
Quoted in Camd, XV, pt. 1, 3, January 1937, p. 380.
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intelligence of Hindi poets'.49 This time, Khari Boli and Braj poems were kept under 

different sections. The triumphant proceedings, part of the Congress meld (fair), lasted four 

days, with plentiful speeches and poems; most of the Hindi literary world of the time 

attended and there was an audience of about four thousand.

However, the consequence of holding huge kavi-sammelans was finally brought 

home ten years later after the disastrous proceedings of the all-India Rastrabhasa Kavi- 

sammelan in Lucknow in April 1936.50 With the aim of attracting vast crowds and calling it 

‘virat’ (huge), and of giving Hindi poetry a popular audience, entry tickets had been kept 

extremely low (1 anna). There were no restrictions on the noisy public or the excited poets’ 

effusiveness, and no proper order, sound or seating arrangements; the respectable public 

and good poets avoided the show. By the time Mahadevi Varma, the appointed president, 

arrived, the scene had already become chaotic, with the public shouting because they could 

not hear the poets, and poets struggling with each other for precedence. Mahadevi left 

immediately without saying a word; clearly, the new fashion of appointing women 

convenors had failed to check, indeed had provoked uncouthness.

The appalling Hindi kavi sammelan looked even more ludicrous in comparison with 

the Urdu mushaira organised the following night. The same pandal was nicely arranged, 

with seats and loudspeakers and flowers, tickets sold for Rs. 9, 2 and 8 annas, and 

invitations assured the presence of the city notables and literary community. The secretaries 

had prepared a printed booklet with a list of the poets, a selection of the poems and 

photographs of Jawaharlal Nehru and Sarojini Naidu (who presided over the mushaira) in 

advance, which sold for 8 annas. The President of the welcoming committee, Pandit Ananda 

Narayan Mulla stuck to the order; since it was a ‘national mushaira’, there were no samasyas 

and everyone read poems of their own choice; poets like Jigar, Asghar, Bismil Ilahabadi etc. 

won great acclaim. After the Hindi kavi sammelan Premcand was heard saying ‘God knows 

when Hindi people will leam their manners’ (‘f ^ t  ^  ̂  dhbi aw tf) .51

The experience of the Hindi kavi-sammelan in Lucknow pointed at the tension that 

emerged when ‘popular’ and ‘sophisticated’ audiences met in a common arena, and different 

tastes and expectations clashed. Urdu mushairas addressed a cultivated, civilised audience, 

followed a scrupulous ritual and did not attempt undiscriminate popularization.52 In Hindi,

49 Report in Madhuri, IV, pt. 2, 1, January 1926, pp. 126-28.
Mahadevi Varma, ‘Kis aur?’, editorial in Camd, XIV, pt. 2, 2, June 1936, pp. 109-113 and pp. 175- 

79; cf. I<. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, p. 235 ff.
51 Editorial note in Carhd, XIV, pt. 2, 2, June 1936, p. 175.
52 Urdu mushairas are successful, an exasperated Mahadevi argued after the unhappy experience, 
because: (1) the subjects and metres of the poem are well-known to the public too, who can 
immediately enjoy it; (2) each bhdva is completed in a couplet, which the audience repeats; (3) the 
poems are checked by the poets’ ustads beforehand, and no faulty, poor or obscene poem is allowed 
to be read; M. Varma, ‘Kis aur?’, p. 109. In the reminescence quoted above, Baccan recalls how the
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the trend towards mass-oriented kavi-sammelans in the name of Hindi propaganda and 

popularity could work only with some kinds of poetry (Braj and nationalist poems), and was 

not free from counter-effects. Later developments show mass kavi-sammelans turning more 

and more into bawdy gatherings for hasya-rasa. Modem, complex Khari Boli poetry, with 

rarefied contents, new metres or without metre at all, required a ‘schooled public’.

The dilemma was partly solved by the phenomenal success of Harivamfray ‘Baccan’ 

(19070, whose Madhusala (1935) bridged different samskaras by combining the Perso- 

Urdu tradition of wine and love with an easy diction in Khari Boli and the flowing rhythm of 

rubai quatrains.53

To summarize, this section aimed at analysing the Hindi literary system as a writer 

in the 1920s would have experienced it. The literary sphere that was outlined here was the 

world he or she, coming from diverse backgrounds, would have had to enter, equipped with 

some or no formal education and varied literary samskaras. It was a public world, which 

though interacting with English and other Indian languages, was mostly sorting out its own 

possibilities, its public, its strengths and weaknesses. It was also a literary world in which 

old practices and rules were (at least partly) no more in force, where publicity and 

commercialisation forced writers and publicists to take up new life-styles and to wonder 

how to combine their new public role, their actual status, their own tastes and those of the 

public.

The changes in the literary sphere after 1920 thus show the discursive notion of a 

‘Hindi public’ taking a concrete reality. Journals were, for example, not only forums for 

debate but also institutions which determined and fostered literary practices, the status and 

work of a literary person, and which influenced the output of literature and literary taste. 

Tensions emerged between the acknowledged social importance of literary work and the 

low and insecure status of the professional writer, and also between the theoretical 

independence of writers and their new dependence on the market and popularity, 

something that will be analysed in the following section in greater detail.

early Hindi kavi-sammelans tried to forge a distinctive idiom for the same ritual: they would shout 
‘sundar’ or ‘atisundar’ instead of ‘khub’, 'bahut khub’ or ‘vahh! vah!’ in appreciation, and ‘punaivad.’ 
instead of ‘mukarrar irshad’i this lent an apparent artificial tone to the proceeding; H. Baccan, ‘Kavi- 
sammelan’, pp. 447-48.
53 A witness to the first recital in the Shivaji Hall of B.H.U. recalls how ‘young and old, all started 
swinging (jhumna). I myself felt inebriated... to sway in the wave of the sound, to swing in the 
ecstasy of intoxication and at the end of every fourth line, when the word ‘madhusala’ came up, to 
repeat it along with the poet, and every listener was feeling the same.,.’ There were not that many 
students among the audience that day, but from the same evening lines from Madhusala started 
wafting in the air from every student’s mouth; ‘They were crazy about it’. ‘Manoranjan’, ‘Madhusala 
ka sarvapratham sammelan: ek samsmaran’, in D. Saran, Baccan ji ka fivan tathd vyaktitva, Sahitya 
Niketan, Kanpur 1967, pp. 57-58.
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Another tension arose between the urge to ‘reflect the real public’ and widen the 

appeal of Hindi literature, and the active pursuit of a cultivated, ‘useful’, character-building 

‘high’ literature. The former led journals and publishing to popularize their idiom and 

include more varied tastes, the latter reflected the linguistic and literary samskaras of the 

editors themselves, and was helped by the growth after 1920 of a schooled, cultivated 

public in Hindi - both male and female.

This might explain the various trends in Hindi journalism and publishing in this 

period, and also why miscellanies, after a rupture with Madhuri and Camd, became again 

increasingly sophisticated in language, taste and appeal in the 1930s. We already 

mentioned here briefly the shift in literary authority caused by the centrality of journals. 

The next section will explore another structural change in the literary system that affected 

literary people and literary practices, this time concerning the evaluation of literature.
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2.4 Publicity and the evaluation of literature: of prizes, popularity and criticism

In the previous section we analysed some structural changes in the Hindi literary 

sphere. The present section takes up another aspect of the same transformation and its 

impact on literary people. Its scope is to show how the changes in the notion of literature, 

in literary education and tastes and generally in the whole Hindi literary system outlined in 

the previous sections affected the way works and writers were evaluated.

To study the forms and seats of evaluation is generally important because it brings 

to light issues of cultural values and of intellectual authority: who has the authority to 

exercise evaluation and on the basis of which values and norms? The question becomes 

particularly interesting in a period when structural revolutions like the advent of the print- 

market are combined with a crisis of knowledge. The previous chapter showed the change 

from a situation where norms about literature were established and widely accepted to one 

where norms had to emerge through negotiation between various points of view.

Similarly, before the advent of print-culture, the judges of a writer’s merit had been 

his patrons, fellow poets, scholars and connoisseurs. Patronage depended on personal ties; 

criticism was conducted either through poetic combats or commentaries: both were internal 

to the system of literature. With the introduction of the notion of publicity and print- 

culture, the norms and authority on the basis of which literature was valued had now to 

emerge from the new literary sphere. All the changes examined in this section - the shift in 

patronage and the establishment of literary prizes; the impact of the market and the 

ambiguous value of popularity for the independent writer; and finally the public evaluation 

in journals through criticism and book reviews - are aspects of the same transformation. The 

process culminated, as the following section will show, in the establishment of a literary 

canon and a new seat of intellectual authority in literary associations and university 

departments.

2.4.1 Of prizes and patronage

Traditional court patronage was still extended in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century to Braj poets and scholars of Sanskrit and Braj in the courts of Banaras, 

Orchha, Rewan, Chattarpur and a few others. A few Hindi scholars and poets were also 

employed in these courts as dignitaries, secretaries or officials; among the few Hindi literati
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who worked in the protected but strongly hierarchical court environment were Jagannath 

Das Ratnakar in Ayodhya, Sukhdevbihari Mi3ra and Gulabral in Ghattarpur.1

On the other hand, the colonial government emerged as the first patron for Khari 

Boli prose at Fort William College (1800), where texts books in Devanagari were prepared 

to instruct the junior civil servants in Indian languages.2 Later in the century, provincial 

governments and education departments patronized Khari Boli by heavily subscribing to 

journals deemed worthy, text-books and reading books on ‘useful subjects’, and subsidising 

literary activities like the search for Hindi manuscripts or public libraries.3 Thus the colonial 

government emerged not only as a major supplier of jobs for the Hindi literati, especially in 

the education department, but also as a potential patron for Khari Boli literature through 

prizes and purchases.

Early Hindi literary associations, the Nagari PracarinI Sabha of Banaras in 

particular, looked up to both royal patrons and the colonial government for patronage, 

using partly different arguments.4 With the colonial government they argued in the idiom of 

progress and scientific work; with royal patrons they used the traditional language of 

community service and meritorious acts. In his memoirs, Jsyamsundar Das, the leading 

organizer of the Sabha, recalled bitterly his strenuous pursuit of royal patronage.5 He 

realized that while royal patronage was arbitrary and fickle, colonial patronage was 

institutional and ostensibly ‘impartial’, with set rules and judging committees - and a special 

authority derived from it. This was the kind of authority Hindi association aimed at 

themselves, and as they became institutions in the Hindi literary sphere, they also assumed 

a similar role of ‘impartial’ patrons. One of their main avenues of patronage became 

awarding literary prizes.

At first literary people themselves started endowing prizes and padaks through the 

Nagari PracarinI Sabha, usually in their own name in the memory of a deceased relative.6

1 See biographies in the Appendix.
2 See Bernard Cohn, ‘The Command over Language and the Language of Command’ in R. Guha, ed., 
Subaltern Studies IV, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1985, pp. 276-329; also C.R. King, One Language, 
Two Scripts, and R.S. McGregor, Hindi Literature of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries.
3 For the description of a prize-scheme by the government of the North-Western provinces for 
meritorious books in 1868, see Amrik S. Kaisi, ‘Realism in the Hindi Novel in the Late Nineteenth and 
Early Twentieth Centuries’, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge University, 1975, pp. 25-26. Among 
the first works of prose fiction in Hindi were written especially for this occasion: e.g. Gauridatt’s 
Devrdhi jethani ki kahahi (1870) and Sraddharam Phillauri’s Bhagyavdti (1877). Ibid., p. 30.
4 The Nagari PracarinI Sabha strove hard to acquire a number of royal sahraksaks as well as grants 
from the provincial government for the search for Hindi manuscripts, for the Hindi dictionary, for its 
building and library; see C.S. King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha of Banaras’.

 ̂ S. Das, Men atmakahani, pp. 123 If.
6 Ramnarayan Mi£ra endowed a Channulal Puraskar of Rs. 200 for books on science in 1916; 
Jodhsimh Mehta of Jodhpur a yearly prize of Rs. 200 for the best historical book; Jagannath Das 
Ratnakar endowed Rs. 1000, which yielded a prize of Rs. 200 every three years for the best poetry 
collection in Braj, and M.P. DvivedI a DvivedI svarna padak; Nagari pracdrinl sabha ka vdrsik vivaran, 
KaS Nagari PracarinI Sabha, for the years 1920 and 1921.
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Merchants’ families with philanthropic ambitions followed suit.7 Such prizes continued the 

colonial enterprise of financing books on useful subjects, and at the same time marked the 

independent authority of the Hindi public sphere, vested in the associations. In this way, 

Hindi associations claimed they knew which kind of books ‘Hindi needed’: only now instead 

of ‘in absence of a market, these prizes were now given ‘in spite of the market.

Thus, literary associations gradually became seats of recognition. The Nagari 

PracarinI Sabha also started publishing in its annual report a list of the best books of the 

year. When they started in the 1910s, the list included practically all good Hindi books of 

the year, but as numbers increased rapidly the list became more exclusive. Rather than 

suggesting books for good reading, the association now formally recognized the better 

books. And when two prizes suddenly shot the cash award to unprecedented amounts, this 

trend gained even greater publicity. The Maftglaprasad Paritosik (1921) and the Dev 

Puraskar (1927), awarded by the managing committee of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha and 

carrying a more than symbolic sum of Rs. 1200 and Rs. 2000 each, along with the SItaram 

Seksariya Puraskar (1930) of Rs. 500 for the best book by a woman writer, were announced 

with great pomp at annual meetings of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan and created a stir 

before and after the announcement.8 They became seals of recognition in the Hindi literary 

community.9

Even official patronage for Hindi and Urdu literature came to be vested in a semi

official association, the Hindustani Academy of Allahabad (1927), run mainly by Indian 

members of Allahabad University. Continuing the pattern of official patronage, but this time 

in Indian hands, the Academy each year awarded cash prizes for the best book in Hindi and 

Urdu, and published quality books (mostly translations or scholarly books) -with no profit.10

7 FLB. Batukprasad Khatri endowed a Batukprasad prize of Rs. 200 in 1922 for the best Hindi drama 
or novel, Raja Baldev Prasad Birla endowed a similar prize in 1931 for the best books on religion and 
ethics; Nagari pracarim sabha ka varsik vivaran, KaST Nagari PracarinI Sabha, for the years 1921 and 
1934.
8 They were endowed by Babu Gokulcand of the family of Raja MoGcand of Benares in memory of his 
younger brother, and by Raja BIrsimhju Dev of Orchha, himself a Braj poet and of the family who had 
patronised KeSavdas.
9 While the Mahglaprasad prize reflected a ‘bhandar building’ intention and was given mostly to 
serious books in history, philosophy, criticism or science, the Dev Puraskar was a purely literary prize. 
Among the recipients of the former were literary critics Padmasimh J>arma (for the commentary on 
Biharfs Satsai, Sahjivan bhasya in 1922), Ramcandra 3ukla (for Cintamani); historians like G.H. 
Ojha, Satyaketu and Jaycandra Vidyalamkar, Hindi Sahitya Sammelan activist ViyogI Hari, 
philosophers Sudhakar (for Manovijhdn'), Gaftgaprasad Upadhyay (for Asritvavad), and also a book on 
anatomy and one on photography! See Grhalaksmi, XIV, 2, April-May 1923, pp. 137-38.
10 Among the authors awarded were Premcand (for Rahgbhumi) and Ratnakar (for Gahgavataran) in 
1929, Ram n a re 6 Tripathl and Jay^ahkar Prasad (for Skandagupta') in 1930, Ramcandra Sukla for his 
Hindi sahitya ka itihas in 1931, Jainendra Kumar (for Parakh') in 1931, and Maithill£aran Gupta for 
Saket in 1933; see The Report of the working of the Hindustani Academy, United Provinces, Allahabad 
(1927-1939), Allahabad 1939, pp. 12-14.
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Thus, by the 1930s traditional patronage had partly made way for an interesting 

admixture of traditional and modem patronage, with aristocratic, mercantile or industrial 

patrons using the agency of the main Hindi associations. Instead of the traditional vida, 

whose amount was at the whim of the patron, the poet or writer now was given a reward 

by the publisher and could publicly win a literary prize.11 At the same time, Hindi 

intellectuals had made an indent in the new royal patronage, that of the colonial 

government. Prizes became a new form of recognition, especially when awarded for purely 

literary works.12 As they rewarded authors, they also reinforced the authority of the 

awarding institution. Besides, they strengthened the self-avowed role and right of the 

institution and of the critic to shape the outlook of modern Hindi literature and to choose 

what people should read. However, this fell short of the power of choosing what people 

actually preferred to read, and it was this which emerged as a source of tension for the 

Hindi literati.

2.4.2. The market of literature

The pattern of the Hindi publishing market has been already sketched in the 

previous section (2.3.2). We evinced that modem Hindi literature in Khari Boli hardly had a 

market throughout the nineteenth' century and the beginning of the twentieth, if we 

discount religious books, school text-books and chapbooks of songs, popular plays, etc. 

Books had to be rewarded with prizes or be introduced in the syllabus at school in order to 

acquire a vast circulation and sale.

When there grew a class of professional Hindi literati who had to live by their pen, 

but who also lived by the high reformist ideals of Dvivedi, they realized that journals did 

accommodate serious writing, but that the market for their books was too small, in fact 

insignificant when compared with the market for religious or low-brow literature. A tension 

emerged then between the perceived ideal and status of the writer and his actual financial 

condition. If on the one hand writing was recognised as seva, selfless service, which could 

not be valued in terms of money, on the other hand it was clear that the dignity and social 

authority of a writer could hardly be maintained if he lived like a pauper.

Attitudes to the market were ambiguous. On one side, the present predicament was 

explained as the corruption of the market, and was juxtaposed with a past ideal, when poets

11 Interestingly, both were called with the same name: puraskar, i.e. reward.
12 Only rarely was a prize awarded to a first work of an unknown author, or to someone outside the 
Hindi establishment. Perhaps the only case was that of Jainendra Kumar’s Parakh in 1931.
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were free to excel.13 The market thus figured as a corrupting force for all: writers, 

publishers, critics, who lost their dignity and soul to it:

Nowadays they [writers] do not sit down to study their own soul but to study the 
sales of the market. They do not gauge their own force but the capital of the 
publishers, and they write and contract books they think will win prizes... And if 
writers accept everything from [publishers], from 10 annas to 5 rupees per page, 
from insults to the promise of publishing their photograph, from the threat of a 
punch to rewards of a thousand rupees, where will they get enough courage to 
rebel against publishers?14

It was because Indian writers earned too little and were too dependent on editors 

and sale that they could not produce great literature, argued some; they never reached that 

point of financial security, self-respect and independence that would allow them not to 

write for the market.15

On the other hand, the market was seen as a purveyor of wealth and, through 

wealth, of status and recognition. Hence, the pitiful condition of the serious Hindi writer 

was even more evident once editors and journalists started comparing their financial 

situation with that of writers abroad.16 Clearly, the market had two sides to it: it could and 

did humiliate Hindi writers as well as prize and raise to the stars their English counterparts.

As Braj poet RamaSahkar Mifra wrote: ‘What we call by the name of literature are the mature and 
faultless ideas a good poet expresses dearly and well through his poetic voice or through words and 
places in front of the world in the form of poetry. Full of the nine rasas, mature with ojas and 
madhurya...’ To this ideal, realised in the golden past of Kalidasa, Candabardal, Nanak, Kablr, TulsT, 
Sur, etc., and even the more recent past of Bhartendu, DevTprasad ‘Puma’ and J>ndhar Pathak, Mifra 
juxaposed the literary market of the day. He compared the lofty titles of the past - Raghuvamsa, 
Kumarasambhava, MalaGmadhava, Kadamban - with those of today, which themselves suggested a 
pervasive malaise: Apsara, Vjiyabhkar, Pap ki tfjar, Gorl, CameU. (two are by Nirala): ‘The same 
country which could not restrain its pride at the literature of yesterday, has now to lower its head in 
shame at the attitude and ambition of modern sahitya-sem’. The change appeared total to him: it was 
no more the age of the Gita., but of Bengali translations, and the ‘pride, heroism, generosity and self- 
sacrifice of earlier literary figures was ransacked by capitalists’. ‘Kaviratna’ RamaSaftkar Mifra ‘3ripati’, 
‘Sahitya meih sannipati, Madhuri, X, pt. 1, 1, August 1931, pp. 96-98.
14 Ibid. p. 97-98. Dularelal Bhargava objected tongue-in cheek that many Hindi writers did not accept 
remuneration in the name of sdhitya-seva', that sahitya-seva. was both a profession and an addiction, 
so that poets usually did not even notice financial strains; finally, literary work, especially poetry, 
could not be valued for money! D. Bhargava, ‘Kavita ke liye puraskar’, Madhuri, IX, pt. 2, 4, May 
1931, pp. 568-71.
15 If one were to ̂ ask this question to Premcand, to critic Avadh Upadhyay, to MaithiKaran Gupta 
and even to Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi, they would probably choose to remain silent, the only way to 
maintain their dignity, concluded Rama^ahkar Mifra, The point here is not whether Mifra was right 
or whether his were unrealistic expectations, but the feeling of impotence for the predicament of 
Hindi writers.
16 Figures of Rs. 8-10, even 4 and only 2 per form for Hindi translations were compared with the 
figures Walter Scott, Charles Dickens, Edward Gibbon, Thomas Macaulay earned in pounds for their 
works, and were repeated with fascination and wonder; ibid. Cf. Ramkrsna Garg 3astri, ‘Puraskar 
carca’, Madhuri, X, pt. 1, 4, November 1931, pp. 458-462. Only Premcand, Ramdas Gaur, Mahavir 
Prasad Dvivedi and a few others could dictate their price and get as much as Rs. 20 per form; see 
Madhuri, IX, pt. 2, 4, May 1931, p. 568.
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The force of the market could be summed up in one word: popularity. The market, 

potentially able through popularity and sales to confer wealth, status and authority on good 

writers, did not fulfil the role of a ‘good’ evaluator and prized instead ‘cheap’ books.

Traditional poets like ‘Jsripati’ were inclined to consider popularity as a loss of 

integrity and quoted contemporary ‘social novels’ as examples. More dispassionate critics 

recognised it as a value, since popular writers could claim a keen understanding of the 

needs of the public and a real inner strength.17

Popularity and the market were not so problematic for some writers: those who 

continued to ignore them, like Prasad; those who could take advantage of them, like 

Ramcandra Varma and Rupnarayan Pandey, and raised translation to a profitable and 

respectable career; those who managed to strike a balance between good and popular 

writing, like Premcand, Bhagavaficaran Varma, etc.; and finally those who chose to be 

popular writers, such as Becan Pandey 3arma ‘Ugra’, G.P. £§rivastava, Dhamram Prem, 

Gatursen Sastri, etc.

As such, the debate over popularity in Hindi is closely connected with the boom of 

‘social novels’ in the 1920s and 1930s, and of novels tout court (cf. 4.3). The controversy 

around Pandey Becan 3arma Ugra’s Chocolate (1927) may illustrate the tension popularity 

and success in the market aroused for the reformist agenda of the Hindi intelligentsia.

Low-brow ‘social novels’ combined the avowed ‘serious’ aim of the indictment of 

contemporary social evils with melodramatic plots and morbid romances. ‘Ugra’ specialised 

in this kind of sensational fiction, in which social critique became a pretext to explore the 

most morbid aspects and taboos of Hindu society such as homosexuality, the abduction of 

girls into prostitution, Hindu-Muslim love, etc.18 The advertisement for Caklet (Chocolate), 

exposing the social evils connected with male homosexuality, expresses clearly the 

ambiguity of the genre, while proudly announcing its success:

17 In his obituary of Marie Corelli, widely translated and very popular in India, too, Ramcandra 
Tandon, himself a prolific critic and translator of contemporary European literature, tempered 
criticism with admiration. He recalled the adverse (and just) criticism she had faced, the many 
editions her novels underwent and her strengths. She had understood that ‘in modem times, most 
readers read novels to placate their curiosity, not for character-studies or particular subtletly’ (p. 35), 
and had exploited that curiosity with exotic settings, powerful descriptions and melodrama. He also 
recalled her many distinguished admirers (among whom Queen Victoria) and her inner, spiritual 
stren̂ ijuj: Madhuri, III, pt. 1, 1, August 1924, pp. 31-37. Translations of her novels were published by 
either the Hindi Pustak Agency in Calcutta or the Hindi Pustak Bhandar in Laheriyasarai 
(Darbhanga); among them, £aitan ki saitan (Sorrows of Satan, 1926), Prattiodh (Vendetta, 1927), 
Prem-pariksa (The Treasure of Heaven, 1929), Premikd (Thelma, 1936); Gopal Ray, Hindi upanyas kos, 
vol. 1, Grantha Niketan, Patna 1968, pp. 183 ff.

see Cand hasinorh ke khutut (Letters of beautiful ladies, 1927), Caklet (Chocolate, i.e. homosexual, 
1927), Dilli ka dalal (The tout of Delhi, 1927), Budhua ki beta (Budhua's daughter, 1928), Sarabi 
(Drunkards, 1930), etc. He published in the Calcutta journal Matvala, edited by Mahavir Prasad Seth, 
and for the Seth’s own publishing house, Bisvin Sadi Pustakalay, Mirzapur. For a vivid account of the 
‘Matvala mandal’ see Ramvilas 3 arm a, Nirdla ki sahitya sddhnd, vol. 1, pp. 76 ff.
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It contains stories of UgrajT which will make you hold your breath. In this book, an 
extensive and penetrating guide into the frightening effects of growing 
homosexuality in our society, you will find such a vivid depiction of the atrocities 
committed by respectable and well-to-do scoundrels, so that after reading it even 
the most innocent boys will recognise those fiendish beings as soon as they see 
them and will be able not only to escape their enticements, but also to save the 
country, which is dangerously moving towards self-destruction because of the 
addictions of such sinners. The best proof of the utility and need for such a book is 
that its first edition sold out in only two months. Printed on good antique paper, the 
price of this 216-page-book has been kept to only Rs. 1 in view of its propaganda 
value.19

Ugra’s books were extremely popular even among contemporary writers, not least 

for his unique frankness and vigourous language full of humour, but their popularity 

enthused the guardians of morality in Hindi literature. Banarsldas Caturvedi (1892-1981), 

the editor of Visal Bharat, launched in 1928 a sustained campaign against *ghasletl sahitya’ 

(obscene literature) aimed expressly at Chocolate. Caturvedi was an expert campaigner and 

sent his indictment along with the book to Gandhi himself for a ‘s a m m a tiknowing that it 

would lend immense weight and authority to his view.20 The controversy around Chocolate 

shows militant criticism deployed aggressively to uphold one’s values and to ‘protect’ the 

public from ‘unhealthy5 influences. What was implied in this was a paternalist and moralist 

stance, which was backed by the new Hindi loci of authority: University departments, 

literary associations and important journals.

The consequence of this conflict, which pitted critics against popular novels and, by 

extension, against entertaining fiction tout court, was a long-lasting rift between the 

literature that was enshrined in the canon and subsidized through it, and that which 

survived thanks to its popularity. Although Ugra, G.P. Snvastava and other popular 

novelists remained, along with Premcand and Devkinandan Khatn, the most widely-read 

writers of their day, reading their books was considered a crime for students, and critics 

made sure they were never included in the syllabus, indeed in the histoiy of Hindi 

literature. As such, their books were forgotten and not even available in print.

Such controversies also show how the evaluation of a literary work or a writer was 

only ostensibly conducted along universally acknowledged values. What actually the market 

and popularity, along with new notions of literature, had produced was the end of

19 From the advertisment printed on the first edition of Dilli ka dalal, Bisvi Sadi Pus taka lay, Mirzapur 
1927, p. 3.
20 At first, Gandhi added a short note supporting Caturvedl’s statement, without reading the book. As 
Caturvedi revealed many years later, however, after reading the book Gandhi was taken in by the 
ostensible reformist aim and sent a disclaimer to Caturvedi. Caturvedi, however, did not disclose the 
letter in order not to spoil his campaign, which raged for several years; he would confess his 
deception only in 1950; see the preface to the new edition of Caklet, Tandon Bros.,Calcutta 1953.
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universally accepted values and standards, which now had to be re-negotiated through 

criticism.

2.4.3 Reviews and criticism

As mentioned in the previous section, journals in this period accommodated not 

only theoretical debates on the nature and function of literature, but also reviews and 

articles of practical criticism. Because it was conducted in columns and reviews in 

periodicals, and it was a field both new and ‘public', virtually everyone could be a critic. 

This itself appeared, as we have seen (2.2), as a major danger to much of the literary 

intelligentsia.

What we also see at work then is a process by which the ‘natural’ tendency to 

publicize and encourage the production and reading of Hindi literature was regularly 

undercut by exclusions and prohibitions and warnings about what not to read, and the 

authority and freedom of writers to explain the world in their own way was constantly 

undermined. Literary criticism in Hindi seems to have developed under several 

compulsions: (a) the literary samskaras of critics, both in terms of notion of literature and of 

critical practice (rasa and alamkar, taxonomy, etc.); (b) their cultural samskaras, and ideas 

about ‘Indian/Hindu culture’ and anxiety about corrupting ‘foreign’ values; (c) the overall 

orientation of literary authorities towards lokhit and nation-building, which implied a 

protective attitude towards the public and a normative one towards writers; (d) linked to 

that, a suspicion about the market and popularity, particularly about ‘light’ genres such as 

the novel. This may explain why Hindi literary criticism of this period seems so little 

concerned with literariness and interpretation - so little prone to accept and evaluate 

literary works and figures on their own terms - and at same time so ruthless in making or 

breaking their reputation, whether they corresponded to the concerned critic’s standards or 

not.

Under such circumstances, it is not hard to understand why a new kind of practical 

criticism (samalocna) was hard to develop. In reviews of poetry, which was clearly divided 

into ‘camps’, the play was somewhat evident.21 To develop general rules of interpretation 

was difficult because tastes were so diverse: Khari Boli poetry of the Dvivedi school for

21 So much so that Sukhdevbihari Mi$ra, one of the Mi^ra-bandhu and at the time editor of Madhuri, 
had to publicly justify his positive and sympathetic (sahrday) criticism of Chayavad, while all other 
‘old’ literati like him were against it; he also had to specify that this was his personal opinion and not 
that of the Mi£ra brothers. Such a sympathetic position, which tried first to understand the nature and 
intentions of the author, and which could admired different trends at the same time, had to be 
defended! See ‘Raybahadur pandit sukhdevbihari miSra aur pandit sumitranandan pant5, editorial 
note in Madhuri, VII, pt. 2, 5, May-June 1929, pp. 716-17.
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example could not be evaluated in terms of figures of speech - since it valued plain diction - 

and the rasa-bhava theory could work only up to a certain point with elusive Chayavad 

poetry.22

Criticism of novels, a comparatively ‘new* genre with clear ‘foreign’ origin, raised 

other important problems. One of them concerned categorization and its criteria; another, 

the nature and aim of the genre. But first of all, respectable credentials had to be 

established: both the fact that novels were clearly about entertaining the reader, and that 

they often concealed an aim made them automatically suspect.23

The taxonomic urge to classify and define the rules of a genre was a typical feature 

of Indian poetics. Thus well-defined categories had to be found even for modem novels, a 

genre without direct Indian antecedents. Since the genre came from western literature, its 

categories were used, and it became a habit to find European ‘models’ for each Indian 

novelist. The problem arose when, as was the case with Premcand’s Premasram (1921), no 

model could be found. As one reviewer put it, this made evaluation difficult:

When reading the novels of Bankimchandra, the critic acquainted with English 
literature can say at once that they are historical novels in Scott’s fashion. One may 
call the novels of Rabindranath “social novels” and find English equivalents for 
them: George Eliot, Thackeray, Dickens. Premcand’s novels, instead, do not fit in 
any of these categories.24

In the case of Hemcandra Jo£, then a young and sophisticated graduate in Berlin, 

the weight of his Bengali and foreign samskaras is apparent in his strong denigration of the 

novel. To critics who had ‘dragged in’ great names from other literatures in comparison with 

Premasram - Sharatchandra was said to have even mentioned Rabindranath, JosI replied:

22 The same held true while approaching foreign poetry, where images, symbols and values were 
bound to be different; for early acknowledgements of this fact, see ‘Kavya merfi sadacar aur bhavna’, 
Madhuri, VII, pt. 1, 5, Jan. 1929, pp. 956-957; ParaSuram Caturvedi, ‘Kavita par paristhiti ka 
prabhav5, Madhuri, II, pt. 1, 1-3, Sept.-Oct. 1923, pp. 191-195 and 329-334.
23 Both novelists Premcand and P.N. ^rlvastava upheld the right, in fact the duty to entertain; 
secondly, ‘novel-writing is considered ‘light literature’ because it entertains the reader. But it takes as 
much mental toil for a novelist to write a novel as for a philosopher to write a book on philosophy’ 
wrote Premcand; see ‘Upanyas racna’, Madhuii, pt. 1, 4, October 1922, p. 354; see also 
Pratapnarayan J>rlvastava, ‘Upanayas aur hindi ke vartman upanyas-lekhak’, Madhuri, VIII, pt. 2, 1, 
Feb. 1930, pp. 20-27. As for the aim, Premcand was all for combining entertainment with a message; 
most social reforms in modem Europe had been induced by novels, he wrote (p. 358). In fact, 
engagement was for Premcand coterminous with literature: ‘Writers are usually the creators of their 
age. They have this strong aspiration to free their country and their society from suffering, injustice 
and lies (mithyavddy, and their only way to bring society on the desired path is to ‘run their pens’ 
(kalam calana). Also, whereas earlier literature was meant to entertain and serve the rich and 
powerful, this particular age was one of ‘struggledfor)life’ (jivan-sahgi'am). ‘Today we, the so-called 
educated people, cannot look indifferently at injustice’; Premcand, ‘Upanyas racna’, p. 355.
24 Kalidas Kapur, ‘Premasram’, review in Madhuri, I, 4, October 1922, p. 365. The same happened 
with the great Bengali novelists, who were constantly used as reference points in evaluating Hindi 
ones. Thus, for example, Jainendra Kumar was called Hindi’s Sharatchandra,
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Impossible! What is there in Premasram? There is not one character which can do 
honour to literature. Not one sentence which will leave a mark on your heart. Not 
one chapter without gross mistakes. I could not even figure out to what category of 
novels it belongs. Is it naturalistic? Emotional? Philosophical, or a mixture of all of 
them?25

References to models from other literatures could thus be used both to praise or 

denigrate a Hindi writer; in both cases, they show a reluctance or incapacity on the part of 

Hindi critics to analyze and assess a Hindi novel on its own strength. A spin-off from this 

attitude was that one of the aims of the Hindi critic became to ‘expose’ apparent 

plagiarizations of foreign novels. So much so that these unsavoury controversies came to 

dominate criticism about novels; they certainly increased the sales of journals and the fame 

of critics, but did little to help a balanced samalocna,26

Directly connected to the problem of categorization was that of the nature of the 

genre: what constituted a novel, and what distinguished a good one from a bad one? Was 

contemporaneity a quality or a limit? How should characters be? Again, reviews of 

In fact, one feature of the novel critics marvelled at was its apparent lack of all the 

qualities that would make a novel interesting: its characters were ordinary people, and the 

plot centred on problems related to the land and the zamindari system. ‘Who cares about 

Sukkhu Caudhrf, Balraj, the winter crop, jobs and socialism... What is there in Premasram? 

How can Dukhran Bhagat, Manohar, \free) labour (begar) and rural conflicts between Ghaus 

Khan and Qadir Mian entertain?’28 Moreover, in Premasram contemporaneity seemed an 

asset: though never mentioned directly, nationalism and the peasants’ campaign of 1920 

was implied in the political awakening of the villagers and in the personality of the ‘good

25 Quoted in the reply by Janardan Jha, ‘Sahitya-kala aur premafram’, Madhuri, I, pt. 2, 5, May 
1923, p. 500. See also H. Jo£T, ‘Premasram aur sahitya-kala’: the comparison with ‘Ravi babu’ was 
called a ‘sacrilege’. Whereas Premasram was condemned to a flimsy success - Jo^I predicted - ‘Gora. 
gives us as much pleasure today, Shakespeare’s Hamlet is still as new.,.’; H. Jo£, ‘Premafram aur 
sahitya-kala’, Madhuri, II, pt. 1, 3, December 1923, p. 341.
26 Such is the case, for example, of Avadh Upadhyay, a mathematician with literary ambitions linked 
with the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, who made it his goal to ‘expose’ Premcand. In 1926 he convinced 
Devidatt Jsukla to publish in the otherwise impeccable Sarasvati a series of slanderous articles on 
Premcand - then at the peak of his fame. Upadhyay “demonstrated” that in Rahgbhumi (1925) 
Premcand had plagiarised Vanity Fair and in Premasram Tolstoy’s Resurrection. The articles, ‘which all 
read with great gusto’ were discontinued only at Premcand’s personal request, but soon afterwards 
Upadhyay started reviewing Premcand’s Kdydkalp (1926), again claiming that it plagiarised The 
EternaLCUy?)Through an almost obscure reviewer, the editor had not only increased the journal’s 
popularity but had also been able to air his own personal dislike for Premcand as a novelist; see 
Devidatt J>ukla, Sampadak ke paccis vars, p. 33.
2-7 Awarded the Mahglaprasad prize, the novel attracted many reviews because of its originality and 
success; for a complete analysis of these reviews, see Vir Bharat Talvar Kisan, rastriy andolan aur 
Premcand, Premasram aur avadh ke kisan andolan ka vises adhyayan, Northern Book Centre, New 
Delhi 1990, pp. 225-237.
28 Janardan Jha, ‘Sahitya kala aur premasram’, p. 504.
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zamindar’, Prem^ankar.29 Finally, reviewers observed, Premasram had no hero or heroine: 

the ideal couple of the novel, Prem^ankar and his wife Vidya, were not the real 

protagonists, who were instead Gyaniahkar and his sister-in-law GayatrT, far less ideal 

characters.30

Thus, criticism of novels revealed an uneasiness about defining the status and 

function of the genre, and an attempt to distinguish serious novel-writing from the low

brow market.31 One crucial way that was suggested was to ‘keep to Indian ideals' and to 

maryada,32 This would avoid the danger of western influence and provide emotionally 

inspiring and faultless models of ‘Indian culture’.33 Thus, rather than idealism or realism, 

what seems crucial here is once again moral self-representation, a preoccupation with 

‘nation-building’ even when social reform or political awakening are at stake - all the more 

important in a genre that could dangerously veer toward its opposite, even in the name of 

realism or of social reform (cf. 4.3). Here, again, the critic was to lead and discipline the 

novelist, and to warn, or preach to, the reader - thus treading more on a moral terrain than 

a literary one.

To summarize, we discussed in this section the changes in the evaluation of 

literature following new notions and standards, the growth of a market for Hindi books and 

also the growth of public media like the press. Publicity was a double-edged sword: on the 

one hand public exposure increased the sense of self-importance of Hindi writers and put 

them face to face with the public, so much so that many could reject the traditional system

29 It was an issue-based novel, with credible characters, and had a message to give, wrote Janardan 
Jha in his balanced review: ‘When literature’s aim is to preach lok-hit (the good of the people), there 
is nothing wrong if it contains elements of porpaganda. In fact, its maryada increases instead of 
diminishing; J. Jha, ‘Sahitya-kala aur premaSram’, ibid. Srfdhar Pathak instead (orally) criticised the 
book for the same reason: since it dealt with contemporary problems, the novel would be of no 
importance fifty years later - hence no great art; quoted by Hemcandra JoSI in ‘PremaSram aur 
sahitya-kala’, p. 341.
20 Kalidas Kapur, ‘Premasram’, p. 366.
31 Novelists themselves tried to offer their own categories for analysing a novel; Premcand mentioned 
subject, plot and masald; the marks of a good plot were simplicity, originality and interest; masala 
included experience, self-study, insight, curisity, observation and imagination; Premcand, ‘Upanyas 
racna’, pp. 355-57. P.N. ^rivastava regarded realistic novels as the highest product of an historical 
progression in the genre, i.e. after romances and idealistic novels; the qualities novels should have 
were: characterization, compact language (bhdsa-sausthava), style, psychology, interesting events; 
G.P. ^rivastava, ‘Upanyas’, pp. 20-24.
32 See also Kalidas Kapur, ‘Upanyas-sahitya’, an early article lamenting the absence of such novels in 
Hindi, in Maiyadd, Pt. 22, 6, March-April 1921, pp. 327-28.
33 See Avadh Upadhyay’s enthusiastic review of Jainendra Kumar’s first novel, Parakh, which 
‘maintained Indian ideals to quite a good extent1. To do so was particularly important when writing 
about love and marriage, because Indian and the West have different ideals - in fact, the West is still 
seeking one. Girls in the West are always ready to ‘sacrifice’ themselves on the altar of love (i.e. they 
loose their virginity), and thereafter commit suicide: if in literature there are so many examples of 
lovers taking their lives, there must be some truth in it, he argued. If Indian writers copy these plots it 
is unexcusable, because love does not have the same place in ‘Hindu life’ as it has in ‘Western society1 
In India marriage is a religious (dharmik) act and a moral necessity, in order to fulfill one’s duty in 
life’; A. Upadhyay, ‘Parakh’, Sudha, IV, pt. 2, 4, May 1931, pp. 471-77.
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of patronage. On the other, writers and intellectuals faced unprecedented challenges to 

their ideals and their very sense of self-importance as new forms of evaluation became 

dominant. The main challenge was that of the market, i.e. of popular taste, which valued 

entertainment above everything else. The second challenge was that of criticism in print, 

which often tried to impose rigid demands and took the form of strong personal attacks by 

unsympathetic critics.

The other form of evaluation that emerged was that of literary prizes, administered 

by the two main Hindi literary associations. The prize committees usually comprised the 

major activists, university lecturers and established literary figures. Thus, independent 

writers could find themselves in a peculiar situation, pressed between an unresponsive 

market and the demands of a literary establishment that did not look too favourably upon 

literary experimentation. Thanks to wider publicity and greater mobility, independent 

writers could count on mutual support and appreciation, and they did enjoy some 

popularity and status. The developments analyzed in the next section point at how they 

remained largely excluded from the process of building and transmitting a literary tradition 

in Hindi. It was once again the scholarsjn literary associations who, thanks to their strategic 

position as Hindi experts, could pursue their cultural agenda through the Hindi curriculum.
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2.5 Hindi literature and education

Education was considered a vital terrain by most Indian colonial intellectuals, 

sensitive both to the dangers of cultural colonisation and to the opportunity modem, 

centralised education offered for nation-building. Hence, on a discursive level they were 

quick to recognise the importance of modem education as ‘national education’ - a crucial 

agency to transmit the knowledge and values of one’s own civilisation. From contemporary 

debates on ‘national education’ it transpires how education - like literature, one, standard, 

for all - was invested with a grand cultural agenda. Hindi intellectuals perceived themselves 

to be peculiarly and ideally placed to be the custodians and transmitters of cultural identity, 

for, unlike their English-speaking counterparts, they had profited from modem ideas 

without being ‘corrupted’ by English or western ways.

The grand agenda of education was put forward first on the discursive level - in face 

of the various earlier traditions of education (now in decline) and of huge practical hurdles, 

such as widespread illiteracy and the lack of funds and infrastructures to establish education 

on a mass scale.

The 1920s, however, marked a period of great expansion, activity and change in the 

field of Hindi education - parallel to a similar process in literature, as the previous sections 

have shown. This was the time when Hindi became an established language in schools; it 

became the medium of instmction for most subjects in the lower forms, and a subject taught 

in high schools, colleges and universities.1 This change, the result of three decades of 

constant pressures from Hindi literary associations and the Hindi intelligentsia, was to have 

enormous consequences for the development of the Hindi literary sphere. As Krishna Kumar 

observes;

The teaching of Hindi at college level, and the subsequent starting of Hindi 
departments in universities in the first quarter of this century made a major 
contribution towards the success of the Hindi literati’s cultural agenda. Syllabi and 
anthologies were required to teach Hindi in colleges. Preparation of a syllabus

1 It was not a plain victory, though: it was in fact one thing for Hindi to find a place in the 
curriculum, it was quite another for it to become the teaching medium for all subjects. The fact that 
Hindi was used as a teaching medium for all subjects only in lower classes, and that it became 
problematic to teach non-literary subjects at the higher levels is symptomatic of the orientation of 
Hindi efforts, and of the difficulty of making Hindi a complete medium of instruction. The issue was 
much debated, but with little consequence; was it because, as was generally argued, proper scientific 
text-books, books and good translation in Hindi were in short supply? Or was it due to a minor 
interest and familiarity of the Hindi pandits with such subjects? The only exception was Ramdas 
Gaur. The matter deserves separate study.



meant the systematization of available knowledge, its codification in a formal way.
Once codified as syllabus, the knowledge would gain legitimacy from the 
university’s name and from the rigour and reputation of its examination.2

Hindi as a subject largely involved teaching Hindi literature. This meant formalising 

a Hindi literary canon - something an association like the Nagan Pracarim Sabha had been 

working on for decades - and involved the growth of a separate branch of literary 

publications for the students’ market. It also meant that for an increasing number of 

students - now the main purchasers of literary books - the final linguistic and literary 

samskara became more and more what was acquired and transmitted at school through 

text-books. Finally, thanks to the central role education acquired in the Hindi literary 

sphere, university departments - closely linked with literary associations and publishers - 

became crucial seats of intellectual authority. This because, despite the overarching 

presence of the colonial education department, the teaching of Hindi and of Hindi literature 

was left almost completely in the hands of the Hindi literati, both within and outside the 

department: they could choose the cultural and symbolic contents of the syllabus, while the 

Education Department and its Textbook Committee played only the role of selector and 

controller.

This section analyses firstly the ways in which Hindi intellectuals put together a 

cultural agenda for education, particularly through text-books. Secondly, it examines how 

their attempts to establish this agenda consisted of putting pressure both on the education 

system of the colonial state and independent enterprise. Finally, it tries to assess the making 

of the Hindi linguistic and literary samskaras through education, and the cultural values the 

curriculum transmitted.3

Let us start then from the bottom level of the education system, which is also the 

beginning of the story.

2 K. Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education, pp. 129-130. This section owes much to his chapter on 
Hindi school literature, ‘Quest for Self-Identity>.
3 The role of the curriculum in shaping children’s notion of knowledge and cultural identity cannot be 
underestimated. ‘What is considered worth teaching to the young is selected out of the available body 
of knowledge and then represented in teaching materials, such as textbooks. In the Indian context, 
textbooks are not just one of the materials used for teaching; most of the time, they have been the 
only material that the teacher could use. Hence the importance of how knowledge is represented in 
text-books. In the context of language teaching, the text-book is all that the children are expected to 
be able to read.’ Ibid., p. 131. The situation was not much different for teachers, especially in rural 
areas. According to a survey of Etawa district in 1929, of 702 teachers who answered the 
questionnaire, 306 read no newspapers and 40 no books, while religious books were the first choice 
for private study (252). ‘It is evident from the above that most of the teachers are suffering from 
intellectual starvation’ concluded the author. S.N.Chaturvedi, An Educational Survey of a District, 
Indian Press, Allahabad 1935, pp. 232 ff.
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2.5.1 Hindi text-books for primary schools

This is not the place to give a history of text-book writing in Hindi.4 Suffice to note 

that whereas the presence of English at the higher levels of the educational ladder was not 

even questioned until the 1920s, from the nineteenth century onwards vernaculars were 

targeted as the medium of primary instruction. Actual efforts however remained very 

limited for lack of funds.5 In fact, one of the cornerstones of the Indian critique of English 

education was that English was too expensive and could never be the medium of mass 

primary education - indeed of education tout court.

English education was also criticised on moral grounds, either because it lacked 

religious instruction or because it upheld Christianity. These criticisms were reworked in 

countless articles, stories and pamphlets on the evil effects of Western education. Rather, 

with its emphasis on rationality, western education induced students in questioning their 

own religious customs, beliefs and norms.However, it has been pointed out how the 

attitude towards English education in Indian social leaders was at best ambivalent. As 

Tagore put it: *We say that the only thing wrong in our education is that it is not in our 

absolute control; that the boat is sea-worthy, only the helm has to be in our own hands to 

save it from wreckage’.5

For one thing, then, the ‘administrative control of institutions was perceived by 

Indian social leaders as a tangible expression of the colonizers’ grip on the indigenous 

culture’.7 The efforts of colonial intellectuals to counteract it took two forms: they either 

sought to ‘Indianise’ education by preparing text-books with a different cultural content and 

by pressing for the use of the vernacular, or they founded independent educational 

institutions. Noteworthy in this respect in North India were the schools founded by the Arya 

Samaj and those established during the nationalist movement,the so-called “national” 

schools.

Such independent schools often differed little from government schools, apart from 

being in Indian hands, giving some form of religious instruction and - in the case of 

“national schools” - in the use of spinning or constructive work side by side with the normal

4 See ‘Bal-sahitya ka nirman aur uska vikas’ by Jagannathprasad Singh, Madhuri, XI, pt. 1, 3, October 
1931, pp. 367-371, for contributions of the Agra School Book Society (1833), Calcutta School Book 
Society, Allahabad Mission Press, Orphan Press Mirzapur, etc. Also his ‘Prarambhik riksa ki hindl 
pustakeih’, Sarasvatl, Nov. 1911.
5 See M.L. Bhargava, History of Secondary Education in UP, Superintendent Printing and Stationery, 
Lucknow 1958.
5 Rabindranath Tagore, ‘The Centre of Indian Culture’, 1919, in Towards Universal Man (Bombay: 
Asia, 1961, p. 204), quoted in K. Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education, p. 117.
7 Ibid., p. 116. Control was crucial if education was to fulfill its nation-building role. ‘All progressive
(.unnatml) nations build their own civilisation and its several constituents according to their own
ideals’; ‘Rastny Siksa', editorial in Carhd, VII, pt. 2, 6, October 1929, p. 630.
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curriculum. A few of them, however, produced interesting experiments, in that they set 

their own curriculum, wrote and published alternative text-books and provided symbolic 

“Indian” alternatives in education. They will be examined later in this section (2.5.3).

All in all, the first avenue, that of influencing the school curriculum and the 

education department ‘from within’, proved to be the more feasible and safe one, especially 

as the scope of Hindi education within the public system increased. For example, after the 

U.P. Text-Book Committee8 transferred to private publishers and authors the task of 

preparing text-books for the regular curriculum, private publishers - and their writers - 

acquired scope for preparing text-books according to their own linguistic and cultural tastes. 

Besides, the Committee became the official object of unofficial pressure from publishers, 

literary associations and their members in the education department.9 This resulted overall 

in a greater involvement and sensitivisation of Hindi intellectuals toward education, and 

indicates how Hindi intellectuals realized that the ‘right’ ideas could be instilled by 

circulating them in the public sphere.

It has already been mentioned that the first generations of Hindi literati mostly 

found employment in the education department or in areas connected with it. Thus they 

owed a double loyalty to the department and its policy as well as to their own cultural 

agenda of Hindi propaganda. To gain control over Hindi textbook production was a ‘soft’ 

way to pursue the latter without endangering the former - at least until the whole climate 

changed after 1920. Not only were schools a low-status institution in the colonial 

administration, and vernacular schools in particular. ‘The role of language teaching as a 

means of spreading religio-cultural consciousness was far too subtle to be acknowledged by 

the bureaucracy of the education department as a contradiction in its ‘secular’ policy.’10

In the 1920s the situation partially changed when the U.P. Municipalities Act 

(1916) and U.P. District Boards Act (1922) gave the boards, responsible for the

8 Formed in 1894, it superseded previous similar committees for each educational division of the 
province. Its duties were to select textbook for government schools; to recommend changes in 
prescribed textbooks; to make suggestions for the creation of new books; to make lists of books for 
school prizes and for school libraries. The work was mainly done by sub-committees: the Hindi Sub
committee was one of them, and initially did not include any Hindi native speaker! Still, a few Hindi 
supporters worked in other branches of the Department, bridging the gaps between the policy of the 
Committee and the wishes of Hindi associations. C. King, The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, pp. 297 ff.
9 Among the first publishers to jump at the offer were the Indian Press of Allahabad, which gained 
almost complete monopoly in the province, Macmillan Co. of Calcutta, and Khadgvilas Press of 
Bankipur. They often employed their writers among teachers or officials of the education department 
itself: they would naturally find it easier to have their books prescribed by the Text-book Committee. 
Thus, among the first writers of text-books we find Lala SItaram, Deputy Collector, and Mr. 
Mackenzie of the Indian Education Service, who later became Director of Public Instruction in U.P. 
The other main writers were: Ramjllal Sarnia, who initially worked for the Indian Press and later 
started his own press and two children’s journals, Vidyarthi (1913) and Khilauna (1924); Pt. Ramdln 
Mi3ra, Lala Bhagvan Din, Babu Ramlocan^aran ‘Biharf, Pt. Ramlocan 3arma ‘Kantak’, f>yamsundar 
Das and Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi.
10 K. Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education, p. 135.
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administration of most vernacular schools, elective chairmen, who were the chief executives 

in control of local vernacular education. Although the education department remained in 

control of the curriculum, examinations, the recognition and inspection of schools and 

grants-in-aid, municipal elections in 1922-23 brought Congressmen in control of municipal 

boards in Lucknow, Allahabad, Kanpur and Banaras. Hence, former non-cooperators could 

now exercise some power and undertake some initiative within the official network of 

education.11

Although the extent and nature of their initiatives requires further study, they seem 

indeed to have taken some steps.12 In Allahabad, the second municipal election in 1921 

brought Purusottam Das Tandon (1882-1962) as chairman of the board and Saftgamlal 

Agraval as chairman of the education committee: together they implemented the scheme for 

a national college for women, the Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth (see 4.1). Similarly, in the 1923 

election in Banaras Dr. Bhagvan Das was elected chairman of the board, while 

Sampurnanand became the dynamic chairman of the education committee. In that capacity, 

he acted on a previous decision taken by the department of education banning some 

textbooks Ramdas Gaur had written for national schools. Although he was not empowered 

to lift the ban, he could commission new ones.13 Mukundilal 3nvastava (B.A. and Hindi 

Sahitya Sammelan graduate), the editorial director of the nationalist publisher Jnanmandal, 

was appointed to compile them. Predictably, the new readers contained much nationalist 

literature, with passages by Gandhi, poems by nationalist poets like Tri^uT and m A  Gupta, 

biographies of Tilak and C.R. Das, etc.14 In this way a partly nationalist syllabus came to be

11 The chairman of the district board controlled, among others, the appointment, leave, punishment, 
dismissal, transfer and control of teachers; the arrangements for opening new schools and the supply 
of furniture to the schools; however, limited financial means usually curbed radical initiatives. As a 
result of the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms of 1919, two Indians became in 1922 ministers in the new 
elected U.P. cabinet (C.Y. Chintamani and Jat Narain, and after they both resigned, Rai Rajeshwar 
Bali and Jwala Prasad Shrivastava). None of them was from a Hindi background, and all in all they 
showed limited interest in education. K.P. Kichlu was chief inspector of vernacular education from 
1920 to his retirement, and ‘his office dealt directly with district boards and municipalities in matters 
concerning Vernacular education’; Bhargava, A History of Secondary Education, p. 153.
12 When the Banaras municipal board was dismissed for mismanagement, Premcand protested that 
the education department of the board was probably one of the best of the province, and education 
was not ‘as lifeless as in the schools managed by the government bureacracy (naukar£ahi). Moreover, 
no one has tried as much as the muncipality of this town to teach children, along with education, the 
sorrowful state of the country, its political subjection, and to make them the future reformers of the 
country, and their teachers true masters’. Premcand, ‘Sri rameSvar sahay sinha’, Jagaran, 14 May 
1933, quoted in Vividh prasafig, vol. 2, Hans Prakasan, Allahabad 1980, p. 528; cf. below 6.1.
13 Because Gaur’s 3rd and 4th reader were taught at municipal schools, Sampurnanand wrote, after 
the ban ‘the need arose for books that might take their place, i.e. which would teach patriotism, love 
for freedom, self-reliance, self-control, self-sacrifice and other such qualities along with the other 
useful subjects.’ This and the following information are taken from his introduction to Mukundilal 
^rlvastava’s Hindi ki cauthi pustak, Jnanmandal, Banaras 1925.
14 See ibid.
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taught within government schools, albeit only at the primaiy level, and teachers were 

brought in direct contact with politics.

The two aspects in which Hindi literati could most make their mark in primers were 

the choice of language and cultural content. It is no chance that Ghintamani Ghosh, the 

founder of the Indian Press, picked up Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi from his obscure job as a 

telegraph clerk to become the editor of the Press’ Hindi journal and its foremost literary 

advisor because of Dvivedfs criticism (printed as a booklet in 1899) of the Indian Press’ 

Third Hindi Reader (Hindi siksavatt, 1889) by Dlndayal 3arma and Lala STtaram (1858- 

1938).15 In his rigorous and sarcastic analysis, Dvivedi had pointed out faults in grammar, 

syntax and idiom, and the improper choice of didactic and poetic passages (all in Braj), and 

from the Manusmrti, His sure sense of language and of what he considered proper moral 

instruction, his appeal to reform and his blend of loyalism and patriotism must have 

appealed to Chintamani Ghosh, whose feelings were very much along the same lines.16

In the primer Dvivedi produced for the Indian Press in 1903 in ‘rozmarra ki boli’,17 

the emphasis was all on moral instruction, with lessons on the good boy (lesson 7) and the 

bad boy (8), and on how children should not wear jewellery (9). All animal stories, 

according to the ancient Indian tradition, carried a moral teaching (the donkey as a model 

of hard work, the parrot of a student learning by rote, monkeys as examples of bad 

behaviour, etc.). Children were told to obey and love their parents, to make good use of 

their time and be enterprising. For example, they were told not to consider office 

employment as their only aim and look down on menial work:

^ ■ p n  HbT ^

15 Dlndayal Jsarma was at the time Assistant Inspector of Schools in the Allahabad division, and Babu 
STtaram B.A, was Deputy Collector and a veteran Hindi writer in the public service: for STtaram’s 
career, see biography in the Appendix.
16 w  sm t  ^ f*mr ffrrl atM w i  i t  t tu t  w
H lft« IT g  TT t ,  t e t f f r n  I 3TRT ^  ^  ^  t .  M  ^  f f r f #

[I have read this
book from beginning to end and could not find any lesson which contained a praise or description of 
the English rajya. The story of Nadifrah is there, but not that of empress Victoria. Akbar’s story has 
been lovingly told, but nothing about a Viceroy. Wouldn’t it have been appropriate to introduce pupils 
to the reign in which we sleep peacefully, which has established Hindi pathidlds, and for which we 
have now the good fortune of writing Hindi books, [and introduce them] to any of its representative 
figures?] Criticism on the Hindi Reader No III by Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi, Jhansi, 1899, p. 33. 
Noteworthy here are both the loyalism, not surprising among patriots of the time, but also on the 
need Dvivedi felt of introducing children to the contemporary predicament.
17 M.P. Dvivedi, Hindi ki pahli pustak, Indian Press, Allahabad 1911,
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No one ever got rich by working in an office. Business makes rich... It is a pity that 
we do not know how to do business... There is no need to feel ashamed by selling 
salt, pepper, spices or even oil. Business is not only for baniyas, it is for all,18

Simple natural and physical descriptions of nature, a poem in praise of education 

and a final one on God, seen as a well-wishing creator without further specifications, 

concluded the book.

Initially, text-books for primary schools were published in both Devanagari and 

Perso-Arabic script, according to the policy of the education department.19 In terms of 

language, Dvivedi dutifully respected the Indian Press’ wish to conform to it. However, 

lively public debates in the province on which language should be used for primary school 

text-books ended with an official enquiry and a compromise solution. After the Piggott 

commission in 1912-13, the government ordered supplementary readers in Hindi and Urdu, 

which came into use in 1916. The decision amounted to an admission that its policy of a 

“common language” had failed, and gave a great boost to text-book production.20 It also 

showed that Hindi enteprises in the public sphere, and a different political environment, 

compelled the government to take a more compliant stance. The way was open for the 

introduction of a more Sanskritized Hindi, of passages with stronger cultural content and of 

Hindi literature in the school curriculum.

Ramjllal karma’s Balvinod (part 5 for the 5th class), published by the Indian Press in 

1910, will prove the point. If compared with Dvivedfs primer, its cultural content was much 

more wide-ranging: passages of moral value (on piety, diligence, thrift, hygiene) were 

interspersed with stories from India’s glorious past (with poets such as Tulsidas and 

Kalidasa, and rulers such as fsudraka, Yudhisthira but also Ahalyabal),21 and with stories 

from other countries of the world (Portugal, Russia, Japan, Italy) ,22 Significantly, the ‘prose 

sections’ were accompanied by ‘poetry sections’; these included a large selection of moral

18 Ibid., p. 21.
19 See e.g. the letter (dated 16.5.1903) from the government of U.P. to the Director of Public 
Instruction, confirming a policy dating 1876: ‘Several recently published school books have been 
expressly designed to give a practical effect to the principle that the common language of the 
educated classes in N.W.P. is one and the same, whether it be written in the persian or nagri letter...’; 
quoted in C.S. King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, p. 298.
20 Ibid., p. 472.
21 Here the national scale is given by the geographical opening of the passage on The history of 
queen Ahalyabal’: ‘Those who have travelled even once to Ka£, Prayag and Vrndavan...’ must have 
noticed the monuments left by queen Ahalya; R. Carina, Balvinod, pt. 5, Indian Press, Allahabad 1910, 
p. 25.
22 The second part of the prose section included a similar miscellany of Indianness, modernity, 
adventures from the world and moral values: old Indianness in the shape of the Nala DamayantI story 
and new Indianness in the shape of Vidyasagar’s biography and Balkrsna Bhatt’s classic essay on 
‘conversation’; modernity in the form of passages on the art of printing; adventures in the form of 
Robinson Crusoe’s story, and moral values with five out of the thirteen passages on physical and 
moral education. Ibid.
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couplets, descriptive passages from Tulsfs Ramcaritmanas and the episode of Rama’s bow, a 

few Braj couplets by Girdhar and Vrnd, and a poem on Bharatvarsa. All in all, Balvinod 

offered the child educated through the medium of Hindi the same format pf an English text

book, with its Victorian engravures, its emphasis on moral instruction, and some of its 

‘adventurous’ quality with simple stories from all over the world and a ‘children’s classic’ 

like Robinson Crusoe.23 Significantly, it ignored the British presence in India, concentrating 

on either India’s glorious past or on Indian reformers. Finally, it introduced the child to 

Tulsidas, the hero of the Hindi literary tradition, and used Hindi poetry to convey both 

moral instruction and a sense of community. Religion as such was not present, but 

subsumed in a ‘secular’ cultural message. Moreover, in both the text-book for boys and for 

girls, the language was far from the ‘rozmarrd ki bo/F of Dvivedfs book of 1903, and reflects 

the growing pressure of Hindi activists to give the language of Hindi textbooks a distinctive 

style from Urdu.

After 1916, Hindi rose slowly but steadily in the education system: it became a 

compulsory subject upto high school leaving examination in 1922 and an optional subject in 

intermediate colleges in 1927. Again?. more and more literary readers, anthologies and 

students’ editions had to be prepared, giving rise to a veritable industry. This change went 

hand in hand with the building of the Hindi literary canon in the first Hindi university 

departments (see 2.5.2). The process of setting the syllabus and choosing and preparing 

course-books took up the better half of the 1920s. By the 1930s the curriculum was ready, 

and could be reproduced, transmitted, diluted, fractioned, and slightly altered for countless 

readers in the higher primary and secondary grades. Compiling text-books provided a side- 

income for lecturers, but more importantly in this way their values, choices and opinions 

acquired a much wider currency, reaching a far greater number of pupils than those who 

would actually make it to university. This, in turn, enhanced their intellectual authority, and 

their status as inheritors of a Hindi intellectual tradition. It was in fact thanks to them, to 

^yamsundar Das, Harioudh, Bhagvan Din, Ramdas Gaur, Ramcandra 3ukla, PItambardatt 

Barathval (902-1944), P.P. BakhSI, Kamtaprasad Guru etc. that the works of Hindi 

intellectuals since the 19th century were compacted into a common corpus of literary 

passages.

Whereas the anthology Bhasa-sar-sangrah, prepared by some Nagari PracarinI 

Sabha members for the Indian Press in 1899-1902, had been a compilation of useful

23 If we look at Sarma’s parallel text-book for girls, Bdlabodhini, part 5 (Indian Press, 1912), we find 
a consistent simplification. No mention is made of the world outside, but only Indian stories: no 
Robinson Crusoe, no Portugal nor Russia. Even in common passages (on Kalidasa, on Ahalyabal), 
History is turned into stories, with no dates and no historical perspective. The book, half the size of 
the one for boys, contains much the same poetry and the same percentage of moral tales, though of 
course geared towards making good daughters, wives and mothers.
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knowledge of all kinds, later readers became more literary and less dependant on 

translations.24 Moreover, anthologies for high schools and intermediate colleges started to 

include histories of the Hindi language and literature, and arranged selections in 

chronological order, establishing a tradition of modem classics along with that of medieval 

poets. They also started spreading a notion of Hindi as a ‘natural language’ with a separate 

linguistic tradition and cultural identity. The prose section of Hindi-bhasa-sar by Lala 

Bhagvan Din and Ramdas Gaur (1916, 4th ed. by 1927) for example traced the 

development of modem Hindi prose back to MunSi Sadasukhlal, and included Urdu writers 

like Nazir Ahmad and Ratannath Sar^ar.25 This served the authors to argue that language 

was not determined by the script, and Hindi had two styles, ‘pure’ (Suddhj and ‘mixed’ 

(misrit), ‘also called Urdu’ (p. 9); in other words, that (a) Urdu had filiated from Hindi but 

was not actually a separate language; and that (b) Hindi prose had not started under the 

patronage of Fort William college (with the customary LallujI Lai), but was already used 

independently (pp. 2-3).

Typically, prose meant almost exclusively non-fiction, with only the occasional short 

story, since novels were deemed too cheaplmd entertaining to be included. Whereas poetry 

selections for the lower forms included more patriotic poetry (M.3. Gupta, ‘TriSul’, ‘Ek 

bharfiy atma’ i.e. Makhanlal Caturvedi), anthologies for the higher classes emphasised the 

unbroken tradition between the medieval ‘Hindi1 (Avadhi, Braj) tradition and modem Braj 

and Khari Boli poetry - with few ‘daring’ incursions into Chayavad.26

Long historical introductions and biographical notes tried to change the customary 

method of teaching that involved telling only the meaning of words and explanation of 

phrases and of figures of speech by bringing in some critical analysis.27 However, the 

former must indeed have been the case, judging by the profusion of “keys’ (kunjis) and 

question-answer books for the text-books and exams of the province, by the appendices on 

metre and rhetoric in the anthologies, and by the kind of questions future teachers were

24 See. e.g. Ayodhyanath Sarma and Sadguru Saran (both professors at the Sanatan Dharma College 
in Kanpur), Sdhitya-kusum, in 3 parts, for classes 4 to 6 of vernacular schools, expressly produced 
according to the curriculum set by the education department in 1916, Gautam Press, Kanpur n.d. 
Since 3arma was|rnember of the U.P. Board of High School & Intermediate Education, his reader was 
sure to be adopted. See also Kalidas Kapur (Headmaster of Kalicharan High School, Lucknow), Hindi- 
sar-sahgrah for classes 4 and 5, Agraval Press, Allahabad 1933; Harioudh and Girijadatt 3ukla ‘GiriS’, 
Sahitya-mala for classes 5 and 6 (illust,), Nandkishor and Bros., Banaras 1932.
25 Bhagvan Din and R. Gaur, eds.., Hindi bhasa sar, prose section, Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Prayag 
1916, 4th edition 1927; cf. below 5.2.
26 See e.g. Ke^avprasad Mifra and PItambardatt Barathval (both lecturers at B.H.U.), Padya parijat, 
Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Banaras 1931; Kamtaprasad Guru, Padya samuccaya, Indian Press, 
Allahabad, 3rd ed. 1934 - both for high school classes. Quite innovatively, Padya parijat included 
poems by Prasad, Pant, Nirala and Raykrsnadas.
27 Syamsundar Das, foreword to Hindi Prose Selection for classes 9 and 10 of High schools, Indian 
Press, Allahabad 1929, p. 1,
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asked in Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examinations. Selections became independent, self- 

sufficient texts which students had to memorise, to ‘translate’ in their own language and in 

the standard language used for examinations, and to interpret them in one, set way - the 

notorious bha.va.rth and vyakhya which are still the examinee’s lot today.

To conclude this sub-section, the expansion and rise of Hindi and Hindi literature in 

the curriculum was successful in bringing the Hindi intelligentsia to a position of intellectual 

authority (as experts on Hindi) already under colonial rule. From there they managed to 

establish a standard literate language, the new ‘pure’ Hindi, as the language of education, 

and to codify suitable knowledge of Hindi literature.

As Krishna Kumar observes, the restrictive use of language in education, which 

excluded spoken varieties and labelled Urdu words as ‘foreign’, was not without 

consequences. It meant

an exacerbation of syntactical complexity and a Sanskritization of vocabulary. These 
tendencies, in turn, strenghtened the reproductive role of education. Only children 
of upper-caste backgrounds could feel at home in a school culture where the 
language used was so restrictive.28

Once students became teachers they would, in turn, reproduce the same linguistic 

and literary samskara. Literature as entertainment, as the adventurous discovery of one’s 

environment and of other worlds, as a variety of possible experiments through language 

seems to have had little room in this. The choice of such an exclusive language and 

literature in schools had also to do with the priority status had over popularity in the 

agenda of the Hindi intelligentsia. This will be the object of the following section.

2.5.2 The Hindi curriculum in Universities

To establish Hindi as a university subject was one recurrent aspiration echoed in 

Hindi journals of the 1910s and 1920s.29 For all the emphasis on Hindi as the only medium 

of mass education, clearly to establish Hindi at the top of the education system was equally, 

if not more, important. Not only it was seen as a way to ‘indianise’ universities, those ‘reigns 

of English’, but also to prove that Hindi and Hindi literature were fully developed, and to 

establish the authority of Hindi as much as possible on par with English.30 The creation of 

Hindi departments thus involved questions of status and, as we have mentioned already, it

28 K. Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education, p. 142.
29 See e.g. ‘DeS-bhasa mem hksa’, Sammelan patrika, III, 7-8, February-March 1916, p. 205.
30 See the editorial note on the influence of Indian schools on ‘modem culture’, where the 
predominance of English in colleges was taken as a sign of systematic denationalisation; ‘our nation is 
being formed, there is no doubt about it, but it will not be a Hindu nation, it will be an English nation 
like Canada and New Zealand’; in Madhuri, III, pt. 2, 2, March 1925, p. 276.
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involved codifying a literary canon as per institutional requirements. While the first 

university to hold M.A. examinations for Hindi was Calcutta, the first Hindi departments 

were all in the United Provinces: initially at Benares Hindi University in 1922 (a good six 

years after the university was founded), followed by Allahabad University in 1926, 

Lucknow, Agra, etc.31

In fact, when B.H.U. was finally inaugurated in 1916 after ten years of relentless 

fund-raising tours by Madan Mohan Malaviya, Hindi intellectuals had placed high hopes on 

this champion of Hindi to make it the first university where Hindi would be the medium of 

instruction.32 So much greater was then their disappointment and puzzlement when they 

discovered that English would still be the medium of instruction. Several public appeals 

were made, especially by the nationalist millionaire Babu fsivaprasad Gupta, who had 

donated generously to the University and who now decided single-handedly to found a 

national university where higher instruction would all be all in the “national language”, KaST 

Vidyaplth 33

31 The fact that Calcutta was the first university to introduce Hindi as a subject was a source of no 
small embarassment for Hindi intellectuals of the United Provinces. Since the provision to teach 
Indian languages, and Bengali in particular, as main subjects was there since 1916, to introduce 
Hindi seems to have been mainly a question of funds and endowments. Hindi teaching started on a 
small scale in 1922 after a donation by Ghanshyamdas Birla, and after Lala Sitaram, the retired Hindi 
scholar of the U.P. education department, was approached by the Vice-Chancellor Sir Ashutosh 
Mukherjee and prepared 6 volumes of Hindi Selections, which the publisher, the Indian Press, 
presented to Calcutta University; quoted from Bharatmitra in Sammelan patrikd, VI, 12, June 1920, 
pp. 280-283.
32 Never had so much money been collected before for a public institution, and no other university 
could count as many departments. ‘The BHU was a community project, not a gift of the 
administration as Allahabad was. It quickly became the mint where the modem cultural coinage of 
the north Indian plains was stamped and approved for circulation... The name of BHU was supposed 
to wash away the associations of Macaulay and his legacy from one’s education’. K. Kumar, The 
Political Agenda of Education, p. 129.
33 MalavTya’s arguments were threefold: firstly, B.H.U. was not a provincial university (like 
Allahabad) but a national one, which was to cater to students from all over India; secondly, India was 
not yet ready to accept Hindi as its national language in practice, though that was the common aim; 
th£$ily, and this was half-confidential, though an independent institution, B.H.U. needed government 
aid, and the condition of the then Education Secretary Sir Harcourt Butler was that instruction should 
be in English; quoted in Sammelan patrikd, VIII, 10, May-June 1921, p. 235. Jsivaprasad Gupta wrote 
several open letters to Bharatmitra, presented motions at the Jhansi Provincial Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan and the Bhartly Sahitya Sammelan in Jabalpur. See also Padmasimh karma’s tirade against 
the B.H.U. policy on Hindi in his presidential speech at the U.P. Provincial Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in 
Muradabad in 1920 - with both Malaviya and Gupta present; ftbFI ft'
b i f c  t o  f t  tf lifb  q fq T  ^  ^  f t f t f t  ^  ^  f t f t

f  i sere? fhq ibsft ^  qftte f  ft
fu lf il  ft H apjEJT qfe ^  a ffar w ^ t  ftft’

[We should bow our heads in shame and think what good has wasting lakhs of the poor public to feed 
a white elephant like the Hindu University brought to the country and the community (jdti). A poor 
nation lias no need for such foreigmmachines. Institutions like the Gurukul university and the Rsikul, 
which are trying their utmost to propagate Hindi, are much more useful. The exclusion of Hindi from 
the Hindu University would not feel so bad if it were an official institution instead of a community 
one’] ; quoted in Sammelan patrikd, VIII, 6, p. 98.
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The appointment of the first two Hindi lecturers, Ramcandra 3ukla and Lala 

Bhagvan Din, at B.H.U. in 1921 marked an important step: both were well-known literary 

figures, though with no university qualifications themselves, and both belonged to the 

Nagari PracarinI Sabha. Thus, after thirty years of voluntary activities in the public sphere, 

the first association of Hindi literati had come to occupy a seat of official literary authority. 

The scholars and activists had become professors. With the appointment of ^yamsundar 

Das, one of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha founders, at the head of the Hindi department a few 

months later, the process of building a canon and a Hindi establishment could reach 

completion. In the case of the latter, however, Hindi lecturers at B.H.U. soon found out that 

despite being leading authorities in the Hindi literary sphere, they still suffered a 

discriminating treatment - perpetuating the English-Hindi hierarchy even within the 

‘community5 institution.34

As far as the former was concerned, one of the main problems facing 3. Das in 

organizing the courses was the lack of course-books. Good editions of Hindi classics were by 

now in print, but not easily available. Nothing, moreover, existed for linguistics, literary 

criticism, almost nothing on the history of the Hindi language and literature, etc. On the 

strength of their publishing experience with the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, and with the zeal of 

pioneers, the three teachers started producing what would become standard text-books and 

critical editions for decades. Lala Bhagvan Din, an expert on rlti poetry apart from a valent 

poet himself, wrote commentaries and works of traditional poetics.35 3yamsundar Das 

wrote on literary criticism and on the history of the Hindi language.36 Ramcandra fsukla’s 

output was impressive. After working until then on Nagari PracarinI Sabha projects, he now 

published (with Lalal Bhagvan Din and Brajratna Das) the three volumes of Tulsi 

granthavali (1923), the complete works of JayasI (1924), Surdas’s Bhramar git (1925) and

34 Both R. 3ukla and Bhagvan Din had been first appointed at a lower salary than any other lecturer 
(Rs. 60 per month); despite 3.S. Das’s protests, he, a professor, was paid at the rank of an assistant- 
professor, something which made him wonder about the sincerity of MalavTya’s feelings for Hindi; see 
Das, Men dtmakahdni, pp. 207, 210. By comparison, salaries at Allahabad University in 1927 were 
Rs. 800 to 1250 pm. for professors; Rs. 450 to 850 for readers; Rs. 250 to 450 for lecturers, and Rs. 
150 for junior lecturers. Salaries in aided primary schools in 1922 were Rs. 10 for untrained teachers, 
Rs. 14 for trained teachers and Rs. 20 for schoolmasters, Quinquennial Report on Public Instruction in 
the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, for the years 1922-27, p. 14, and 1917-22, p. 78.
35 Bhagvan Din wrote commentaries of KeSavdas (Kesav-kaumudi, Benares 1923-4), Bihari (Bihari- 
bodhini, Benares 1925-6, and Bihdn aur Dev, Benares 1926), Tulsi (Tulsi-pancaratna, 1928; of the 
Ayodhyakdnda and of the Kiskindhdkdnda in 1926-7, and of Kavitavali in 1931-2 with ViSvanath 
Prasad Mifra). He had written Alamkdr-mahjusa in 1916, now he added Vyahgyartha-mahjusa in 
1927 and a translation of Anyokti-kalpadruma in 1931-32.
36 Das compiled a textbook on criticism while teaching (Sahityalocan, 1922, see above 2.2); he then 
compiled a similar course-book on linguistics (Bhasa-rahasya, Indian Press 1935, augm. ed. as Bhasa- 
vijilidn in 1938) with the help of Pt. Padmanarayan Acarya. The section on the development of Khari 
Boli was published in English in the Bulletin of the Scool of Oriental and African Studies at Grierson’s 
advice; Das, Merl dtrnakahdnl, pp. 222 ff.
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Bhartendu’s works (1928).37 His history of Hindi literature (1923-29, rev. ed. 1940), 

originally a preface to the monumental dictionary of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, has 

remained the standard text on the subject, a landmark in terms of periodisation, historical 

characterisation and critical treatment of single authors. Jsukla’s admiration for Tulsi and the 

‘golden age’ of medieval Hindi literature and his mistrust for contemporary developments 

(especially Chayavad) set the tone of the atmosphere of B.H.U.

Let us now take a brief look at the syllabus: the syllabus for the Entrance 

examination paper on Hindi poetry included extracts from Candbardal, Kabir, Sur, Tulsi (56 

out of 104 pages for him alone), Bihari, Ke^av - and only one modern work: Maithill^aran 

Gupta’s revivalist poem Bharat bhartl (see 3.1). The emphasis thus was heavily towards 

medieval Hindi, and modem literature ended with the Dvivedi age; fiction, as well as 

contemporaiy poetry, had no part in the curriculum.38 Literary criticism included some 

description of the historical context and a redefinition of rasas in psychological terms. 

Practically, however, it mainly consisted of an admixture of moral judgements and 

traditional Braj poetics. The literary past of the region was ordered in a nationalist narration 

which had a glorious, martial beginning with the rasos in Rajasthan, came to a cultural and 

literary climax with Surdas and Tulsidas during the Bhakti period, keeping the flame alight 

even in the dark age of foreign (Muslim) occupation, declined then into unhealthy and 

useless eroticism during the RIti period, and started ascending again along a reformist path 

in the nineteenth century.39

By contrast, the Hindi department in Allahabad University had none of B.H.U.’s bias 

against contemporary literature.40 In fact, with Pant, Ramkumar Varma, MahadevT Varma,

37 To these should be added his important works on aesthetics; Cintdmani (1939 and 1945) and the 
essays of Ras-mimdmsa (1922, but published together in 1949).
38 This tension between the canonical and the contemporary was, of course, not only a Hindi 
problem. But with modem Hindi being such a ‘young’ tradition, it appears more odd to include works 
by lesser poets because of their cultural or historical interest at the expense of the excellent 
contemporary experiments.
39 This was, in a nutshell, Jsukla’s historical account, barely questioned in Hindi scholarship since, 
apart from Hazariprasad DvivedTs rehabilitation of Kabir, and Namvar Simh’s attempt at discerning a 
‘progressive’, popular Hindi tradition; see Namvar Simh, Dusri parampara ki khoj, Rajkamal Prakasan, 
New Delhi 1982, where the critical climate at B.H.U. during H. Dvivedl’s time is vividly recaptured. 
The subject requires a much broader discussion, which would demand a separate study.
40 Allahabad University, the first government university of the province, had a different history 
altogether. Originally an examining body, it was was reorganised in 1921 as a teaching University 
through the Allahabad University Act. Colleges in other parts of the province and in neighbouring 
areas were disaffiliated and new teaching universities were formed in Lucknow (1921), Agra (1925) 
and Nagpur. By 1937 the University counted around a hundred professors and fifteen hundred 
students, out of whom a thousand were living in eight hostels. One of them, Holland Hall (est. 1900), 
was modelled on Oxbridge halls. Teaching was - and still is! - mostly geared towards Law and the 
administrative services, with due attention to the Arts (English literature, Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, 
Philosophy, History, etc.) and the atmosphere was definetely genteel.
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Harivamfray ‘Baccan’ and later DharmvTr BhartT and Jagdl£ Gupta, Allahabad University was 

definitely at the vanguard on the literary front.

Despite the efforts of Vice-Chancellor Gahganath Jha, a Sanskrit scholar, Hindi 

teaching started only in 1923, with the appointment of Dhlrendra Varma, a Sanskrit 

graduate from the university.41 In the beginning Hindi was taught in English (!) like all 

other subjects, and Hindi journals could not help wondering how two Hindi-premis and 

active members of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan like Dhlrendra Varma and Devlprasad 3ukla 

could abide by such rule.42 The rule changed (though theses were written in English until 

1947), and Allahabad, initially a small department with few students, became the second 

centre for Hindi studies. After Dhlrendra Varma and Devlprasad 3ukla, other Arts graduates 

from the University were appointed as lecturers: RamSahkar 3ukla ‘RasaT, the first D.Lit. in 

Hindi from Allahabad (in 1937) and poet Ramkumar Varma, a student of the department.43 

This meant that Hindi students and lecturers at Allahabad would grow quite familiar with 

the English-speaking world, and could move freely between the English and Hindi sphere - 

something very few Hindi literati could yet do.

Moreover, as a product of the university system and not of associationism, the Hindi 

department in Allahabad had less of a Hindi tradition and identity to pursue and uphold. 

Rather, it was more oriented towards mapping the field of Hindi literature and of literary 

criticism in a modem fashion; history of the Hindi language, Hindi linguistics, comparative 

literary criticism, research methodology were all part of the curriculum and became the 

trademarks of the department.44 Hindi lecturers in Allahabad did not share any of the 

alienation from Urdu of their colleagues in Banaras, either. Raghupati Sahay ‘Firaq’, one of

41 In 1916 Gahganath Jha had proposed at a Senate meeting that instruction in deibhasa be made 
compulsory for Matriculation, but his proposal had been rejected. Nonetheless, a Hindi Parisad was 
founded in 1922 by Dhlrendra Varma on the pattern of other students’ societies. Setting up debating 
competitions, poetry meetings and essay-writing competitions, it ‘helped a lot in creating feelings of 
respect, sympathy and affection towards the mother-tongue Hindi in the “English” atmosphere of the 
University’; ‘Introduction’ to Parisad nibandhavali, pt. 1, 1929. In fact it was part of the success of the 
society that a full-fledged Hindi department was created. Lectures started in 1924 with five students, 
and in 1926 Urdu and Hindi formally became degree subjects - as French, German and Italian were 
already. Sammelan patrika, XIII, 7-8 (1926), p. 205. As a student of Muir Central College, Dhlrendra 
Varma had lived at the Hindu Boarding House, with Acharya Narendra Dev, Para^uram CaturvedI, 
Sumitranandan Pant and Baburam Saxena as hostel mates. Dhlrendra Varma and Baburam Saxena 
were both students of Gafiganath Jha; Saxena and Para^uram CaturvedI were later to be employed in 
the University too. Among Varma’s students were Mataprasad Gupta, Hardev Bahrl, Laksmlsagar 
Varsney, Braje£var Varma, Raghuvam^, etc., all familiar names in Hindi literary historiography.
42 See Sammelan patrika, XIII, 9 (1926), p. 382.
43 Interview with Rajendra Kumar Varma, former student of Dhlrendra Varma and Head of the Hindi 
Department in Allahabad. July 1993.
44 Among the works written and used as coures-books by the members of the department are: 
Dhlrendra Varma’s Hindi bhasa kd itihas (Hindustani Akademi, 1933), Hindi bhasa aur lipi 
(introductory chapter of the former, published separately, 1935), Brajbhasa vyakaran (Ramnarayan 
Lai, Al. 1937), Astachap (Ramnarayan Lai, 1938); Ramkumar Varma’s Sdhitya-samdlocna (1929), 
Kabir kd rahasyavdd (1930) and Hindi-sahitya kd alocnatmak itihas (1939).
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the most distinguished Urdu writers of the day, was a colleague in the English department, 

and they readily took part in the founding and activities of the Hindustani Academy (see 

2.4).

Gradually graduates from Banaras and Allahabad spread to colleges and 

departments all over the Hindi area, carrying with them the literary curriculum the two 

departments had set up for Hindi literature. Smaller universities more or less followed the 

curriculum set by Banaras and Allahabad and used the same course-books. By 1940 then, at 

the end of the period under survey, Hindi literature had established its credentials as a 

subject worthy of research and teaching at the highest level of education, and Hindi scholars 

in the universities had become central figures of authority and symbols of Hindi 

enterprise.45

They had also established a curriculum which defined what was worthwhile in 

Hindi literature, described an unbroken historical development since the eleventh century, 

linked the development of literature to that of the Indian nation (with a dark Middle Age 

and a modem Renaissance), and arranged the amount of literature composed in nine 

centuries in neat anthologies and historical outlines.

Although the centralised education system made the influence of public institutions 

particularly pervasive, autonomous institutions were important under other respects, as 

mentioned earlier. Their cultural impact was perhaps more indirect, but they were like 

laboratories for symbolic alternatives in education.

2.5.3 Hindi in Arya Samaj institutions

We mentioned earlier how autonomous schools included institutions which broadly 

followed the government curriculum, examinations, etc. but were managed by Indian 

bodies and had a few Indian features, and also some which were completely independent 

from the government system. The schools founded by the Arya Samaj comprised both, and 

were in fact the earliest and most important enterprises of the kind in North India. As such, 

they deserve some mention here.

The Arya Samaj had been from the start one of the most vociferous critics of the 

moral dangers of English education - a vehicle of conversions to Christianity - while 

upholding the value of education per se. Dayanand Sarasvati himself had been sensitive to 

the use and potential of Hindi - which he called aryabhasa, the language of the Aryans - as a

45 In fact, Hindi journals commented on the issue of the appointment of Hindi lecturers and teachers, 
that the government was insulting the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan by ignoring it; they should refer to 
and consult with the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan (as some Princely States did) instead of selecting only 
University graduates; editorial notes in Madhuri, IV, pt. 2, 4, May 1926, pp. 562-64.
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community language.46 ‘Its Sanskritized form became part and parcel of the movement’s 

vision of a reformed Hindu society in which Vedic ideals would be practised.’47

Education (= progress), Aryabhasa and Vedic ideals became basic tenets of Arya 

Samaj propaganda, and found a receptive soil among the Hindu community in the Punjab 

and in Western U.P.. In fact, the first Dayanand Anglo-Vedic (D.A.V.) college that opened in 

Lahore in 1886 was completely independent of government aid, thanks to some brilliant 

experiments at fund-raising from the community.48 In the next twenty years, a successful 

network of D.A.V. schools and colleges, now affiliated to the government system, covered 

the whole of Punjab and also several places in the United Provinces - Kanpur, Dehradun, 

Banaras, Lucknow, Anup Shahar, Meerut.

D.A.V. schools were the first autonomous attempts at Indian westem-style 

education in the area: instruction was English-medium and followed broadly the 

government curriculum, although some of the text-books were written by Samaj members, 

and Vedic (=  spiritual) instruction was imparted. Thus, D.A.V. schools combined the 

advantages of western education with a latent revivalist and patriotic spirit.49 Hindi was 

introduced as a compulsory subject by Lala Hansraj, and though it did not become the 

medium of education as in Arya schools for girls (see 4.1), the success of these schools 

among the whole Hindu community popularised Hindi as the symbolic Hindu language 

throughout the Punjab.50

However, the anglicized orientation of D.A.V. schools came early under attack from 

more radical educationists of the Samaj like Lala MunSlram of Jallandhar (later Svami 

3raddhanand, (1856-1926), who strove at a complete alternative to the English education

46 Dayanand himself had switched over from Sanskrit to Hindi as medium of communication after 
meeting Brahmo Samaj leaders in Bengal in 1872, and the Arya Samaj had been very active in the 
Nagari propaganda at the end of the nineteenth century. The fifth of the 28 basic norms of the Arya 
Samaj, established in Bombay in 1875, read: W  m m  4  4  m i  T O  %

4>i ^  "TT fer 4  PHkHi’ [In the main centre there will be
several books in Sanskrit and in aryabhasa, and a periodical called Aryaprakaf will come out every 
eight days]. Quoted in Laksmlnarayan Gupta, Hindi bhasa aur sahitya ko atya-sam aj Id den, Lucknow 
University, Lucknow 1960, p. 26.
47 K. Kumar, The Political Agenda of Education, p. 128.
48 Techniques such as the ata fund, rag fund, paisa fund were later to be used in the nationalist 
movement; see K, Jones, Arya Dharm, Hindu Consciousness in Nineteenth Century Punjab, California 
University Press, Berkeley 1976, pp. 81 ff. By 1893 the college obtained government recognition; 
ibid, p. 84.
49 As Kenneth Jones remarks: ‘Aryas recognized the new world’s demand for English literacy and 
sought that literacy within a milieu of revived Hinduism’; ibid., p. 69.
50 According to Lajpat Rai’s autobiography, it was the Hindi-Urdu controversy of the 1880s which 
wedded him ‘to the idea of Hindu nationalism’. Despite a heavily Islamicized father and an Urdu 
education, he began to make pro-Hindi speeches even before learning the Devanagari scriptt; quoted 
in S. Sarkar, Modem India, p. 127.
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system.51 The Gurukul he founded on the banks of the river Ganges near Hardwar Cl 900, 

1902 in Kangri) was to be a model of true Indian education, with the explicit aim of turning 

a few children into brahmacaris. Students and teachers lived together in a simple and 

wholly dedicated environment. The place, especially at the time of its annual festivals, 

became a favourite pilgrimage spot also for nationalist leaders and for Hindi literati, who 

could breathe for a few days the air of a living ancient India. As a teacher observed: ‘The 

Gurukul does not belong to the Arya-Samaj alone, nor to the Arya ja t i  alone, nor to Punjab 

alone: it belongs to Bharatvarsa’.52

Although the school grew - a Mahavidyalay department was opened in 1907, and in 

1921 the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha turned it into a chartered university - the Gurukul never 

provided the kind of practical alternative to government schools D.A.V. schools did. The 

curriculum was too markedly different from the one in government schools, though other 

Gurukul branches in Vrindavan (1911), Kurukshetra, Indraprastha, Vaidyanath (Bihar) and 

a few other places in the Punjab followed it.53 Because Hindi was the medium of 

instruction, a large number of textbooks in Hindi had to be written for all subjects, such as 

Acarya RamdeVs Bharatvarsa kd itihas, SS^well as readers for the lower classes in the 

sanskritised aryabhasa.54 As Bhavamprasad of Bijnaur, the compiler of the Aryabhasa 

pathavaU., observed in his introduction, other text-books could not be used to teach Hindi at 

the Gurukul also because ‘textbooks used by the education department are written in a

51 ‘We are just like an ungrateful man who is feeding sweets to other people while his own mother is 
starving. In other words, to abandon one’s own language and rely on another for writing literature is 
a complete sin. The institutions which use Hindi for this [literary] purpose are following their dharma 
and are worthy of praise’ wrote Ramcandra Jsarma M.A., quoted from Arya jagat in Sammelan patrika, 
XII, 3-4, (1924) p. 161. MunSiram and the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha split from moderate or “College” 
Aryas over the issue, and in 1898 he started collecting funds for his school modelled on the ancient 
Hindu universities.
52 Ibid.
53 Teaching lasted 14 years, 10 in the school and 4 in the Mahavidyalay, which was divided into a 
Vedic department, an Arts department and a department of Ayurveda. Graduates from the Vedic 
department were called Siddhanthalaiikar and studied comparative religions apart from Vedic 
scriptures; they would later become preachers or teachers themselves. Arts graduates studied Western 
philosophy, history, Maths, English and Hindi, and were called Vidyalaftkar. Graduates in Ayurveda 
studied comparative medicine and received ‘nothing short of government medical training’. Of the 
125 graduates by 1925, 10 had become journalists, 15 were Arya preachers, around 30 were teachers 
- none had joined the civil service, as could be expected; Satyavrat, ‘Gurukul kahgrT, Madhuri, III, pt. 
2, 5, May 1925, pp. 635-42. Ya^pal studied here before moving to the D.A.V. college in Lahore, to 
terrorism and to Hindi literature.
54 Padmasimh £arma mentioned in several letters to DvivedI his displeasure about the impure 
language (Urduized, with Panjabi influences) of Lai Devraj’s text-books for the Arya Kanya 
Mahavidyalay, which were used in other A.S. schools; see Baijnath Singh, Dvivedi yug ke sahitykarorh 
ke kuch patr, pp. 97-98. It was possibly for this reason that j5arma left the Gurukul for the 
Mahavidyalay in Jvalapur.
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language which is neither Urdu nor Hindi, and they lack a classical language to support 

them’.55

It is interesting to note that by the 1923 edition of the Aryabhasa. pathavaU, the 

author could proudly remark that text-books for government aided vernacular schools were 

now written in ‘polished Hindi’ and contained examples of poems and essays by 

distinguished Hindi authors.56 Four years later, in the preface to the 5th edition (1927), he 

was ‘overjoyed at seeing that the polished style of Aryabhasa shown in this reader is now 

universally approved and established’ (p. 10). Thus, by the 1920s a sanskritised Hindi like 

that of the Gurukul textbook had become the accepted language of Hindi education.57

In terms of content, the Aryabhasa pathavaU resembled Dvivedfs ‘useful’ and 

moralising pattern, and indeed several passages were taken from his textbooks, and poems 

from Sarasvati. Children seem to have been regarded as wild things ever ready to stray from 

the right path, ‘raw matter’ to control, domesticate and order.58

To conclude this subsection, education in the Gurukul was not completely 

‘traditional’, in the sense that it reworked traditional and new subjects, old rituals and new 

concerns, into an ostensibly ‘ancient Indian’ framework. Hindi literature figured only 

marginally in the curriculum. The literary samskara imparted there was again a mixture of a 

traditional one, strongly indebted to Sanskrit poetics, and a reformist spirit.59 The only 

Hindi literary scholar of note directly associated with Gurukul education was Padmasimh 

3arma, who taught for several years at Kangri before moving to a similar institution, 

Gurukul Mahavidyalay in Jvalapur.60 He was, as we have seen, both a close friend of

55 Bhavamprasad, Aryabhasa pathavaU , Gurukul Press, Kangri, 6th ed. 1927; Introduction to the first 
edition (1909), p. iii.
56 Ibid., pt. 2, p. 9.
57 For example, in the passage ‘Bilir (‘Cat’, Pt. 1), the word used for ‘white’ was fvet and not safed, 
‘angry1 was kruddh and not naraz, ‘tongue’ was not jibh  but jihva, ‘clean’ not sa/but svacch: whenever 
possible, either tadbhava or ‘foreign’ words were replaced by tatsama ones. The passage ‘Din aur ratri’ 
was a similar exercise in ‘translation’ into a tatsama  vocabulary: TTbf ^  f  affr TSft 4R% f l

TR rFF \JfFRT f  3RRI 41̂ 44*1 33% 4  apifr 44% 4  4M  4%4T!
(p. 34).

58Cf. the daily life of the Gurukul Brahmacari as described in the poem ‘Hamara gurukul’; ibid., pt. 2, 
po. 102*4.
59 At a literary meeting there Premcand, on a visit to the Gurukul, could not help remarking that 
‘most of the poems were ridiculous; but I’ll praise the courage of the brahmacaris who were not shy in 
the least of reciting their inchoate poems’; Premcand, ‘Gurukul kafigrl merti fin din’, in Madhuri, VI, 
pt. 2, 3, April 1928, pp. 364.
60 Founded by Pandit Nardev SastrT in 1907, Jvalapur Mahavidyalay near Hardwar provided another 
example of education free from Western influences: ^  4? d!di=Kui 4  4 1 4ST snfr

3TT?Ff 44 ftcfT Teaching focussed even more on the Vedas, on ancient Indian
philosophy and on ancient and modem Sanskrit literature; Hindi literature was part of the curriculum 
along with other ‘court’ languages, and graduates usually became preachers, teachers or Ayurvedic 
doctors; quoted in L. Gupta, Hindi sahitya ko drya-samdj ki den, p. 125.
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Mahavlr Prasad Dvivedi, with whom he shared the reformist spirit and scholarly oudook, 

and a Braj specialist (cf. 2.2).

Although at first the Gurukul kept aloof of political involvement, yet the spiritual 

and patriotic atmosphere of the Gurukul conveyed an alternative to the colonial system, an 

agenda for education and culture that could easily turn nationalist in a political sense.61 In 

fact, ^raddhanand and the students became actively involved in Non-Cooperation and the 

Khilafat movement, and even launched a nationalist daily from Delhi, Vijay.62 He later 

became one of the initiators of the militant movement for iuddhi, and was killed by an 

enraged Muslim in 1926.

The impact and importance of the Arya Samaj educational institutions should be 

judged not in terms of their direct influence on Hindi literature, which was after all scarce, 

but in terms of a broader cultural influence. This was particularly strong for what concerned 

the construing of an Indian past, rooted in the ‘Aryan myth’. The direct filiation of modem 

Hindus from the Vedic rsis was made apparent and alive in the independent, pure and 

disciplined enclave of the Gurukuls, which offered to contemporary Indians almost a 

tableaux vivant of what education must have been like in ancient India (see 3.1). Thus, the 

cultural ideal represented physically by the Gurukuls appealed powerfully not to the Arya 

Samaj alone, but to a very wide section of the Hindi intelligentsia and of nationalist 

leadership, who saw in them a symbol of the living force of “Hindu tradition”. This appeal 

will be analysed at greater length in the next chapter.

Another interesting experiment with education, independent and yet practical and 

not completely severed from the government system, was that of Hindi literature 

examinations set up by the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, to which we shall presently turn.

2.5.4 Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examinations

The Hindi literature examination set up in 1915 was perhaps the most far-reaching 

and successful enterprise of the Sammelan. A brief discussion of this little-known aspect of 

the history of Hindi will show once more how education was central to Hindi propaganda, 

and how a centralised system of some sort was crucial for transmitting a consistent cultural

61 Thus Gandhi, who sent his own son to the Gurukul, remarked about Sraddhanand: W e met each 
other in 1915 at the favourite Gurukul and with each meeting we came closer and knew each other 
better. His love of ancient India, Sanskrit, Hindi was remarkable. He was undoubtedly a non
cooperator before non-cooperation was bom’; quoted in Shraddhanand, Inside Congress, Phoenix, 
Bombay 1946, p.7.
62 Ibid., p. 46. The paper was edited by his son, Indra Vidyavacaspati, who served the Gurukul as 
teacher, principal and vice-chancellor between 1912 and 1920. Later he became the editor of the 
important nationalist daily Arjun (later renamed VTr arjun) from Delhi.
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samskara. Originally meant only to train teachers in officially recognised and aided schools, 

the scheme was later opened to the general public and succeeded in fulfilling several needs 

of the fast-growing Hindi public sphere.63

First of all, these examinations fulfilled the need for a cheap alternative to 

University degrees in Hindi, at a time when Hindi teachers were in great demand: most of 

the primary and secondary school curriculum had been converted to the vernacular, but 

trained teachers were lacking. Apart from new teachers, there was a need to retrain old 

ones in the vernacular, and official training colleges were too few. Candidates for Hindi 

Sahitya Sammelan examinations, instead, could prepare cheaply at home - even while 

keeping their jobs - and sit for examinations in a growing number of centres. The degrees 

accorded (sahitya-visarad and sahitya-ratna) were half-way between the traditional titles 

(upadhi) granted by patrons or literary institutions - mere marks of prestige - and the 

degrees of the official education system, which were of practical value.64 In fact, as the 

examinations became more and more popular, the degrees earned greater acceptance both 

with Congress boards and ministries and with the government Board of Secondary 

Education.65 Thus, the authority and endeavour of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan was 

recognised by a colonial government unable to fulfil the task to train teachers on such a 

large scale. Moreover, the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examinations were the first 

examinations of Hindi literary proficiency, years before Hindi was established as a subject in 

the university and other schemes were floated.66

63 Originally a committee formed after the 5th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Lucknow in 1914 
prepared a scheme for Hindi proficiency examinations to be submitted to the provincial government - 
i.e. years before Hindi was made a subject at any university. The examinations would be administered 
and marked by the education department: in a word, the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan was putting its 
expertise at the service of the government, while putting forth its own claim as an alternative think- 
tank, The proposal was not followed up, and the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan started implementing it on 
its own; see Sammelan patrika, II, 10 (1914), p. 276. The committee included Ramdas Gaur, 
Ramnarayan MiSra, £yamsundar Das, Purusottamdas Tandon, the MiSra brothers and several other 
‘founding fathers’ of both the Nagari PracarinI Sabha and the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan. Thus, it was 
not a completely anti-colonial scheme until Independence, as the current director of the Sammelan 
maintains; interview with Prabhat U>astri, Allahabad, July 1993.
64 Several Hindi literati started bearing the title vi^arad or sahitya-ratna after their name as earlier 
happened only with B.A., M.A. or other degrees.
65 The Sammelan patrika regularly carried news about individual teachers who had obtained jobs or 
higher wages after passing Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examinations - as well as vacancies for teachers 
with Sammelan degrees. By 1940 the proud editor could announce that the U.P. Board of 
Intermediate education had recognised die madhyama examination on par with Intermediate; Bihar 
government followed suit and recognised prathama on par with the High school examination, 
madhyama with Intermediate and uttama with B.A. - according to candidates the same job 
opportunities. In central India, the government of the Central Provinces and Jodhpur, Jhalabar and 
Chattarpur states offered higher wages to teachers with Sammelan degrees; see e.g. Sammelan 
patrika, XXVII, June-July 1940, 8-9, p. 16.
66 Punjab University in Lahore launched Hindi proficiency examinations that were popular with 
teachers in aided schools, but their impact was limited because they were barred to candidates from 
other provinces. Allahabad University set up Hindi Proficiency examinations only for teachers of the 
province. The syllabus at Lahore included grammar, rhetoric, M.P. DvivedTs Saciti'a Mahabharata, the
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At the same time, Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examinations provided a safe and useful 

way to show one's commitment to the national language and consequently to the nationalist 

cause. The success of the scheme enthused the Hindi intelligentsia and seemed a convincing 

evidence that Hindi was indeed being accepted as the national language. Though most of 

the examination centres were in the United Provinces and Bihar, by 1939 there were 

centres all over India.67 Yearly reports with figures and statistics highlighted the constant 

spread of the scheme as well as the path yet to cover; itinerant preachers sent by the Hind! 

Sahitya Sammelan contacted principals to establish new examination centres even in small 

townships.

In short, the examinations provided the Sammelan with a much-needed focus for 

Hindi propaganda, which had so far been pretty abstract. The whole undertaking fed very 

well into its centralising strategy, which had suffered so far from a certain lack of means 

and ideas. Examinations became also a profitable business; although very cheap,68 they 

paid handsomely since all examiners were volunteers. In particular they gave a boost to the 

text-book industry, since Hindi Sahitya Sammelan course-books, critical editions, 

anthologies, etc. were sure to run into several large editions,69

Although basically tests for Hindi proficiency, the syllabus of the examinations was 

mainly literary. Thanks to the single, centralised curriculum, the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan 

could then exert a great cultural influence as an agency which exercised judgement and 

decisions on what Hindi literature was and how it should be read. This makes the syllabus 

of the examinations all the more interesting, both to see what kind of literary curriculum 

the Hindi literati (for many were called to take part in drawing the syllabus and be 

examiners) wished to set up and transmit, whether it was different from the one in official 

institutions, and what kind of literary samskara candidates would draw from it.

The scheme involved three levels of examinations - prathama (basic language and 

literature proficiency), madhyama (high proficiency), and uttama (a kind of Hindi honours)

- and quite an exhaustive syllabus.70 In order to show a high standard, the committee had

Histoty of India by Mifra brothers and by Marsden, Bhartendu’s plays and Vtr Abhimanyu by 
Radhe^yam Kathavacak, Premsdgar, and the usual Hindi classics: Tulsl’s Ramdyana, BiharT, Dev, 
Bhusan, Ke^avdas, and among the moderns only MaithiKaran Gupta; see Madhuri, II, pt. 2, 1, Feb. 
1924, pp. 96-97.
67 562 in 1939 according to the Hinch-sahitya-sammelan ke hindi-visvavidyalay kl panksaorh kl 
vivaran-patrika, samvat 1995-1996 [1938-39], Allahabad 1939; the names are given at pp. 82-99.41
68 Fees were Rs. 2.50 for prathama, Rs. 6 for madhyama, Rs. 11 for uttama and journalism in 1938; 
ibid., p. 2. The income the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan derived was Rs. 7101 in 1936, Rs. 22,321 in 
1942. See Sammelan patrika, XXIV, 3 and XXX, 10.
69 This attracted a kind of publishers and book-sellers’ lobby to the Sammelan, which struggled for its 
monopoly, thwarting other activities and genuine democratic participation; see KiSoridas Vajpeyl, 
Sdhityikfivan aur samsmaran, pp. 106 ff; see also below, 5.3.
70 According to the original Sammelan scheme, the first examination included seven papers: medieval 
poetry; modem poetry including prosody and rhetoric; modem and old prose including rhetoric and
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gone quite far with the load of texts.71 The syllabus itself changed several times in the first 

few years to incorporate more and more subjects in Hindi.72

The prathama examination tested mostly language proficiency and a general 

knowledge of rhetoric and of literary selections. Whether in language or literature, the 

candidate was tested by his or her ability to ‘translate’ passages from complex (klista) Hindi 

(with words like sahgta, pratigrah, etc.) into plain (saral) Hindi, to explain their meaning 

(bhavdrtha), and to be able to name and explain figures of speech. The candidate was also 

asked to correct mistakes in grammar or in metre of a few short passages and to make 

sentences with particular words, proverbs, compounds, etc.73 No creative or intellectual 

effort was required, nor invited. Literature proficiency meant to know metres and rhetoric 

figures and to possess a stock (bhandar) of literary passages mostly from Bhakti poets, 

conveniently packaged and explained in the anthologies and commented editions the 

Sammelan started to bring out. To know Hindi meant to be able to use a ‘high’, Sanskritised 

register in addition to the one for daily use, and to accept a cultural set-up which gave 

passages like:
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grammar; unseen prose and poetic passages; essay writing; elementary Sanskrit, including easy prose 
and poetry and rudiments of grammar; translations form Hindi into Sanskrit and from easy Sanskrit 
into Hindi. Among the core texts there were: parts of Padmdvat, Ayodhyakanda, Sursagar, Sabha-vilds 
and Rdmcandrika; Harioudh’s Priya-pravas, Jsridhar Pathak’s Sranta-pathik and KaSmir-susma, and 
Hindi translations of Meghaduta (by Raja Laksman Singh), Mrcchakatika (by Lala SItaram) and 
Mudraraksasa (by Bhartendu); LallulaL’s Prem-sagar, three early Hindi novels (Sau ajan aur ek sujan, 
Panksaguru and Kahdnl theth hindi ki), Balmukund Gupta’s essays, 3. Das’s Hindi bhasa ki utpatti: 
almost all that had been written in Hindi so far, but no contemporary literature; Sammelan patrika, 2, 
10 (1914), pp. 279-80
71 The high proficiency examination e.g. included eight papers: old poetry and history of Hindi poetry 
of that period; medieval poetry and history of Hindi poetry of tha period; prose and history of Hindi 
prose literature; unseen passages; essay writing; rudiments of Prakrit; elementary Sanskrit prose and 
poetry; translation from and into Sanskrit. The syllabus for this examination included all the other 
halves of the works for the first examination, plus eleven cantos of Prthviraj rdso, Bihari and 
KeSavdas; Mifra-bandhu’s shorter history of Hindi literature and other collections of essays. Ibid.
72 ‘Many subjects like linguistics, history, maths, Geography, Agriculture etc. have found a place 
better and faster than in schools and colleges’ declared with pride Master Atmaram from Baroda at 
the 9th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Bombay in 1919. Prathama examinations involved four 
compulsory papers on Hindi literature and one choice subject among maths, history, Ayurveda, 
English, agriculture, philosophy and Sanskrit, geography, science and hygiene, dharmasdsti-a, 
drawing, economics, politics, agriculture, music and home science (only for women!). Hindi literature 
for the Madhyama included two papers in a subject of one’s choice among among maths, history, 
Ayurveda, English, agriculture, philosophy and Sanskrit, geography, science and hygiene, 
dharma§astra, jyotis. The Uttama examination could be taken in Hindi literature, Sanskrit literature 
or history and politics, with papers on diverse subjects such as psychology, literary criticism, physics 
and foreign history. There were also examinations for Ayurveda doctors, ardyaz-navls, newspapers 
editors and rastrabhasa propapagandists; Sammelan patrika, VI, 9-10, April-May 1919, p. 219.
73 Exactly the kind of examination we had to sit for at the Central Institute of Hindi in New Delhi 70 
years later!
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The goddess SarasvatT is fortunate, for she dwells like a royal hamsa bird in the 
blissful and profund lake of the mind of such great spritual souls, and experiences 
the joy of the contact with their visages. The Ganges is unique. It has no place for 
wide and large desires. Where cannot thoughts penetrate, which bring the sky and 
the netherworld together?... Brahmins are the leaders of the Hindu community. 
Undoubtedly, many of them have stopped studying, but this is a consequence of the 
times. Their authority (prabhutva) is undiminished.74

The uttama examination started from being a longer version of the madhyama 

examination with additional papers and an essay (on subjects like ‘What is the role of 

literature in national resurgence, and what is the state of Hindi in this respect’), and ended 

into a full-fledged university syllabus.75

Broadly speaking, the samskara of Hindi literature that was thus transmitted was 

along similar lines to that of the university and high-school syllabi, and so was the canon. 

Literature worth this name was mainly literature of the past, along a national chronology. 

The few modems present were either those who had marked the birth of modern Hindi 

(e.g. LallujT Lai, Insha Allah Khan, fsnnivas Das, Bhartendu), a couple of modem classics like 

Maithill^aran Gupta or Harioudh, and those who, although experimenting, had not 

subverted the literary order (Sumitranandan Pant, Ramkumar Varma). Literary history 

meant a sound period classification (according to the ‘scientific’ principles laid out by 

Ramcandra 3ukla) and placing authors and texts in neat categories and trends; each 

category would ‘contain’ a particular kind of poetry, whose characteristics mirrored the 

characteristic lokapravrtti (people’s attitude) of each epoch. The modem period was called 

the ‘age of prose’, but prose meant mainly essays, a few early specimens of novels; among 

Premcand’s novels only Godan (1936) was selected, and not the more widely acclaimed and 

problematic Sevasadan (1919), Premdsram (1921) or Rahgbhumi (1925) - and certainly not 

the land of fiction that was widely enjoyed in the market.

To summarize, in this section we have outlined the main processes concerning 

Hindi education in the two decades. We showed how the centrality of education on the 

discursive level was actually mirrored in the centrality of education for the Hindi

74 The first Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examination paper for 1915; Hindi sahity sammelan ki 
panksaom ki vivaran-patrika, samvat 1982, Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad 1915, p. 7.
75 The paper on modem poetry included Ray Devlprasad ‘Puma’ as the only Braj poet, a few Dvivedi 
poets, and contemporary works awarded the Mahgalaprasad prize, like ViyogI Hari’s Vfr satsai, M.5>. 
Gupta’s Saket, Ramkumar Varma’s Citrarekhd\ Vivaran patrika, uttama parlksa, 1938-39, p. 6.
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intelligentsia, in order to transmit a sense of cultural identity (see 3.1) and the right values 

for the nation in the making.

Hindi intellectuals and literary associations were largely successful in their task, 

insofar as it involved carving a niche for themselves and their agenda in the colonial 

education system. They were not as successful in Vernacularising’ knowledge, that is in 

bringing about a wholesale transformation of the education system. This might have had to 

do with their limited resources, with the hierarchical nature of colonial education, and with 

huge practical difficulties - which made education tout court quite a limited affair in North 

India in this period. It also had to do with the fact that wh0e putting forward an agenda of 

national culture, Hindi efforts - even the independent enterprises - centred around 

preserving certain values and notions of tradition mainly through the literary syllabus.

On the other hand, Hindi intellectuals and literary associations rightly realised the 

importance of gaining a place in the education system, particularly at the top, also for 

acquiring authority and control in the Hindi literary sphere. In earlier sections we 

acknowledged the new centrality of printed literature as literary samskara. Here the 

centrality of the text-book appeared even stronger, both for the book-industry and as the 

hardcore of education. Because of the centralised and hierarchical nature of the colonial 

education system, intellectual authority concentrated in the hands of the new Hindi 

lecturers, both on the strength of their position in the university (as experts and examiners), 

and also of their hold over the curriculum and text-book production.76

Literature for education, both in the form of text-books and of prescribed texts, 

certainly provided a boost to the publishing industry but, in the absence of a self-reliant 

literary market, it also contributed to turn Hindi into a kind of subsidized literature. 

Moreover, Hindi literature became part of a ‘text-book culture’ which severed the texts from 

their living contexts, gave them one meaning only and expected a set answer for each 

question.

What was left for students was to read selected passages from the (mostly 

medieval) prescribed texts with the help of commentaries and “keys”, and to memorise 

critical definitions (sthapnaem) as factual knowledge, without questioning the values and 

assumptions underneath. Transmission of literary knowledge through education thus 

ensured the acquisition of a ‘pure’ linguistic and cultural identity.

The success of the Hindi intelligentsia in imposing such a syllabus was dense with 

other, political consequences, both during the nationalist struggle and after Independence. 

Hindi education became a ‘secret door’ through which cultural nationalism could enter the

76 Krishna Kumar has examined at length the parallel loss of authority of the school-teacher within 
the centralised system, where the curriculum, examinations, timetables and retribution were all 
decided by others; The Political Agenda.
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colonial system, but also imposed a rigid linguistic and cultural ideal that was to survive 

undisturbed even in independent India.
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2. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to map the changes occurring in the Hindi literary scene 

at the level of discourses and institutions, so that writers, texts or tastes could be placed in a 

common framework and acquire a historical depth. The common framework also allowed to 

see how diverse texts and discourses were related to each other, and how discourses did not 

originate or spread separately from institutions of literature. The elitist slant of Hindi 

literary discourse was somewhat belied by the wealth of popular literature, and by the fact 

that questions of identity, of the self, of society came up as much in serious literature as in 

the so-called popular one, as we shall see in section 4.3.

If we look at the picture which emerges, we can see four main processes at work. 

The first concerns the centrality of print-culture. Though oral tastes, transmission and 

publics did not disappear altogether, and sometime acquired a new face or function 

altogether (e.g. with the kavi-sammelan, or with political songs,), they usually either became 

marginal or were subject to a ‘fixation’ through print. This is the case, for example, of all 

Bhakti poets, who became literary classics in critical and semi-critical editions, or of 

contemporary Braj samasya-purtis, which received a new lease of life in some literary 

journals. Not only certain genres became predominant - the novel, the short story, modem 

poetry (literary drama in fact existed almost only in print) - but the public that was 

implicitly addressed was either a literate or, if we can use the term, a ‘literating’ public. 

Thus, for example, even a unique collection of folk-songs addressed the urban, literate 

reader and focused on their literariness.1 Also, the attitude of the Hindi intelligentsia of 

educating the public and watching over it like a worried parent to keep away evil 

influences.

True, the Hindi reading public was growing and education was expanding. But if we 

compare the much greater popularity of entertaining or political reading-matter 

(periodicals, pamphlets, books) with that of literary fiction and non-fiction, we may assume 

that a large section of the newly-literate Hindi public had not become literate through 

formal education. That made the issue of ‘popularising’ the print-language and reflecting the 

interest (ruci) of the public a crucial issue. However, only a few editors and writers were 

able to break their elitist, moralising mould.

The second important phenomenon, a direct consequence of the growth of the 

print-industry, was the rise of the professional writer and intellectual. Journals were crucial

1 See Ramnare^ TripathI, Gram-git, Allahabad, 1930.
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in this respect: as a professional editor, writer or contributor, a writer could now be 

independent from ties of personal patronage and enter a different relationship with the 

wider, anonymous public of print and with the extensive network of the Hindi literary 

community. One may also say that s/he could be free from the fetters of patronage to be 

tied by new ties of dependence from the editors, publishers, literary associations 

(themselves patrons) and the market. Yet, there is certainly a sense in which (especially) 

Hindi intellectuals of this period felt free to write on all public matters, to explore new 

styles and voices (both at the popular and high level) and felt that they were performing a 

social and political role that mirrored the new, widened role of literature. The very notion 

of seva, which they used to indicate their literary work, hints at how they felt they were part 

of a wider whole, and acting for a larger purpose. This may explain why there was such a 

varied and rich literary output in this period, much of which had to do with a generous use 

of the imagination, and an imaginative use of literature.

It may also explain, and we reach the third point, why such a fuss was made about 

norms and boundaries (maryada) in literature. Parallel to the rise of the professional writer, 

in fact, we see the rise of the expert. Rather, in this period the early group of scholars who 

constituted the Hindi intelligentsia in literary associations acquired the final seal of 

authority by becoming the first Hindi professors and lecturers. The fact that the study of 

literature and of the literary tradition was now a ‘scientific’ discipline, to be studied and 

discussed in universities among experts, undermined the individual prestige of the literary 

persons and restricted their space to dissent.2 It also lent a special rigidity to notions, values 

and boundaries of the established canon which made it particularly conservative to change 

and to conflicting voices. The crucial importance of literary associations and universities in 

establishing and transmitting the literary canon, a standard language of education, in 

providing patronage, authority and criticism, and in boosting the publishing industry, shows 

a remarkable combination of official and non-official efforts. It was in fact a success for the 

Hindi intelligentsia that their human resources and expertise were accepted already by the 

colonial administration. On the other hand, the Hindi expert was the Hindi literary expert, 

and this marked the limits of his sphere of influence.

Finally, to delimit means automatically to exclude. While a Hindi literary tradition 

and modem Hindi literature were fashioned, certain voices, tastes, traditions were

2 The marginalisation that resulted from this process of specialisation and professionalisation was of 
course not unique. England, too, witnessed a similar process in the 1870s: ‘As knowledge became 
institutionalized and removed to an academic milieu, so dissent was restricted by virtue of its being 
conducted in accordance with the canons of academic propriety. How competing claims were tested, 
and what principles were to regulate their intellectual and institutional acceptance or rejection, these 
became central topics. Moreover, the nature of those tests changed, for, by being placed in an 
academic milieu, intellectual authority became exclusively textual in nature1; I. Small, Conditions for 
Criticism. Authority, Knowledge and Literature in the Late Nineteenth Century,1 Clarendon Press, Oxford 
1991, p. 27.
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automatically excluded. Thus, the literary canon admitted non-orthodox voices and forms 

only after sanitising them, as ̂ happened  with Mira, Kablr and others, and only in a textual 

form. Thus, their living, oral tradition - with all its social depth - was not taken into 

account.3 We have already mentioned the limit of literacy, and within literacy the limited 

space for a non-pure (asuddh) idiom. We shall see in chapter 4 how difficult it would be for 

women, for example, to acquire a voice, ways of self-representation and spaces for public 

activity.

In view of these processes of self-definition and exclusion, it becomes especially 

interesting to examine debates and treatments of history. History, it has repeatedly been 

pointed out in recent years, was one of the crucial places where Indian intellectuals 

contested colonial knowledge and power, and where an affirmative identity of \ve’ as a 

nation was propounded, argued, shared and transmitted. It was also the place, as the recent 

history of independent India has dramatically shown, where cultural nationalism operated 

dangerous exclusions, which the official ideology of secularism either ignored or papered-up 

in a vision of the Indian past which, once again, avoided conflict and difference. This is why 

it becomes important to explore the making of a historical samskara in modem Hindi 

culture; in the following chapter we shall take up some of its aspects by analysing how 

history was imagined through literature in Hindi.

3 For e.g. the canonisation of Mlrabai, see Parita Mukta, The Community of Miia Bai, Oxford 
University Press, Delhi 1994.
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Chapter 3 

The uses of history

3.1 The engagement with history

When a jati, lost in darkness, forgets its history, 
when it forgets its great men, their lofty ideals, and 
follows the path to decadence, fulfilling only its base, 
worldly desires, then its destruction is only a 
question of time. A fallen jati can only be saved by 
hearing and reflecting upon the story of its 
ancestors... This is precisely what we can see now in 
Bharatvarsa. From one comer of the country to the 
other, waves of national consciousness (jdtiyta.) are 
spreading all over, and with them a devotion for 
history has arisen in its inhabitants, who have started 
to worship their forefathers with devotion and love, 
and who in their hearts feel strongly inclined to 
listen to their sacred stories (pavitra kathaem).x

This passage by Vehkate^ Narayan Tivari, a veteran Hindi journalist and Congress 

politician from Allahabad, gives a fair idea of the attitude to history of early twentieth 

century Hindi intellectuals i history was the memory of the (vaguely defined) community 

(jati), the ‘sacred stories’ of its great men and their ideals with which modem Indians ought 

to identify. To take interest in history meant to Svorship one’s ancestors’; this interest was a 

prerequisite for national resurgence. In this chapter we shall first examine how Hindi 

historians and writers sought in Indian history a source of identity, and how they fashioned 

and defined their ideal in contention with colonial historians (3,1). TivSri’s regard for 

history was typical of Indian colonial intellectuals. History was one of the cmcial terrains on 

which questions of colonial knowledge and power were contested, and where an affirmative 

history of ‘we’ as a nation was propounded, argued, shared and transmitted.2 Literature was

1 Venkate^ Narayan Tivari, ‘Bhagvan buddhadeva’, Sarasvati, January 1910, quoted by H.P. Gaur, 
Sarasvati aur rasp'iy jagaran, National Publishing House, Delhi 1986, p. 10.
2 The story of how colonial Indians became obsessed with history; of how history became a ‘source of 
nationhood’, and how Indian intellectuals contested European rationalistic and colonial histories of 
India has been variously told by recent scholars, with special reference to Bengali intellectuals: e.g. 
Ranajit Guha, An Indian Historiography of India: A Nineteenth-Century Agenda and Its Impilcations, 
K.P. Bagchi, Calcutta 1988; Tapan Raychaudhuri, Europe Reconsidered; Sudhir Chandra, The 
Oppressive Present; Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments, Princeton University Press,
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especially valuable as a space for re-telling and spreading the ‘sacred stories*, and also for 

working out some of the knots thrown up by Indian history, especially regarding the 

‘medieval period’ (3.2). Finally, we shall turn to the strategies adopted and problems faced 

by Hindi intellectuals in linking the past with the present, or rather in accomodating the 

troublesome present in the idealised view of the past (3.3).

The first step in this history-building process involved viewing history primarily as a 

narrative, much in the pattern of the ancient itihasas, whose main function was to provide 

collective order and, above all, meaning. Thus Indian historians strongly objected to the 

rationalistic distinction between myth and history which excluded what they considered the 

most meaningful of their histories, the Ramayana and Mahabharata.3

In fact, although Indian historians had studied and absorbed the European 

rationalistic conception of history, their historical enterprise was radically different.4 They 

retained the notion of history as the story of a people, i.e. a national history rather than a 

play played out between kings and gods; they also saw history-writing as a collective 

enterprise, something the historian did on behalf of the community. Yet, they denied British 

rule the honour of being the culmination of India’s history by firstly shifting the subject from 

a British to an Indian ‘we’, with an emphasis on Vedic/Aryan ancestors, and secondly by 

viewing histoiy as a secular play of power, where conquest did not necessarily bestow moral 

superiority on the conquerors.5 This gave a new meaning both to medieval history and to 

British conquest.6 Muslim invasions and kingdoms were thus only a ‘narrative break’, 

usually the result of a series of ‘betrayals’, and British rule was just the prelude to national 

resurgence; both were equally ‘alien’.

Let us turn now to the specific features of Hindi historical narratives. First we shall 

examine the main contentions Hindi historians had with colonial historiography (3.1.1). We

Princeton 1993; Sudipta Kaviraj, The Unhappy Consciousness. For conflicting Maratha historiographies 
in Maharastra, see Gail Omvedt, Cultural Revolution in a Colonial Society, The Non Brahman Movement 
in Western India: 1873 to 1930, Scientific Socialist Education Trust, Bombay 1976.
3 In fact, though the Ramayana is technically a kavya and not an itihasa, Hindi historians 
enthusiastically upheld its historical truth. See Jaycandra Vidyalamkar below; also S. Chandra: ‘The 
search for a counter-history was facilitated by the traditional absence of a distinction between 
mythology and history. So, both literary and quasi-historical classics of the past - the Ramayana, the 
Mahabharata and the Puranas, for example - came to be seen as more than repositories of the 
community’s myths, wisdom and traditions; they were seen as containing a history and a meaning 
relevant in providing the raw materials for reconstructing India’s past. They were histories’; The 
Oppressive Present, p. 57. Cf. S. Kaviraj, ‘Imaginary History1, in The Unhappy Consciousness, pp. 107- 
57.
4 ‘If judged in rationalistic terms, their efforts often fell far short of the European ideal of constructing 
a reliable account of the people’s past; in some other ways, in giving an imaginative unity to it, they 
went far beyond’; Kaviraj, The Unhappy Consciousness, p. 108.
5 The moral superiority and military invincibility of the British was implied in history text-books for 
Indian school-children such as Edmund Marsden’s A Histoiy of India (1900), translated in Hindi by 
Ramcandra Prasad as Bharatvarsa kd itihas, for 5th and 6th standards of vernacular schools, 
Macmillan 1920.
6 P. Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments, pp. 83 ff.
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will then turn to the first full-fledged narrative expression of this nationalist history of India, 

Maithili^aran Gupta’s long poem Bharat-bharti (3.1.2).

3.1.1 A national history of India in Hindi

The sheer quantity and variety of historical publications is enough to prove that 

history was an important issue for nineteenth and early twentieth century Hindi 

intellectuals.7 Articles on history were a regular feature of Hindi journals, and the reports 

and findings of the Asiatic Society and of the Archeological Survey were dutifully 

commented along with the works of major orientalists.8 This engagement with history was, 

as we have seen, part of a country-wide response to European historiography of India. 

When print and institutions for public debate started making a real impact in Hindi in the 

early twentieth century, the discourse on Indian history developed by orientalists, English 

historians and Indian reformers had already taken a definite shape.9 Nonetheless, it is 

important to examine the particular forms and ways in which the discourse on a national 

histoiy of India took shape in the Hindi literary sphere.10

7 Historical publications in Hindi included compilations from English sources, like £yambihaii and 
Sukhdevbihari MiSra’s series of books on Indian, as well as German, Russian, English, Japanese 
history for the Indian Press, Allahabad between 1908 and 1912 (cf. M. Ali, ‘Hindi sahitya ke itihas 
merfi ilahabad ka yogdan’, pp. 383-385); original works by Hindi historians like Munshi Devlprasad, 
G. H. Ojha and V. Reu, especially on royal dynasties; endless retellings of ‘historical stories’, especially 
for school-children, like Dvarkaprasad CaturvedTs Aitihasik kahaniyam, for the Manoranjan Pustak- 
Mala of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, and Devnarayan Mukhopadhyay’s Mere des ki katha (Indian 
Press, 1938); and of course poems, plays and novels.
8 Indeed, it had been so since the time of Bhartendu and his circle; see e.g. S. Chandra, The Oppressive 
Present, chapter 1; in the twentieth century, historical essays appeared in every issue of the Nagari 
pracarini patrika, Sarasvati and Maryada; historical essays were regularly read out at meetings of the 
Nagari PracarinI Sabha and the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, and the annual Sammelan meetings 
featured a special Itihas parisad. In fact, Gaurigaftkar Hiracand Ojha’s first work was a biography of 
Colonel Tod (1902), while his notes on the translation of Tod’s work remained unpublished; cf. £>. 
Das, Hindi ke nirmdta., vol. 2, Indian Press, Allahabad 1941, p. 10. R.C. Dutt’s History of Civilisation of 
ancient India and his historical novels were read in Hindi as early as the 1880s, and so were 
Bankimchandra’s essays and his Ananadamath; see Gopal Ray, Hindi upanyas kos, vol. 1, pp. 306 ff.
9 See e.g. Uma Chakravarti, ‘Whatever Happened to the Vedic Dasi? Orientalism, Nationalism and a 
Script for the Past’, in Sangari and Vaid, eds., Recasting Women. Possible exceptions were K.P. Jaisval 
and G.H. Ojha, whose work would require separate study. In fact, die paucity of original historical 
works in Hindi made translations of European historians all the more hegemonic.
10 Since the education system, the aim of so many Hindi literary efforts, was barred, enterprises in 
field of history had to be all internal to the Hindi public sphere. Thus, at the 15th Sammelan annual 
meeting in Dehradun in 1924, the nationalist millionaire Sivaprasad Gupta advanced a resolution on 
the need for an Indian history of India. He suggested to open a public fund of Rs. 1 lakh, and a 
committee composed by Sivaprasad Gupta himself, Narendra Dev, G. H. Ojha, P.D. Tandon and 
Ramkaran Simh Asopa of Jodhpur was formed to finalise the project. Though the project was not 
carried through, the resolution was recalled at later meetings, and several articles and books were to 
appear along its lines, some of which form the basis of the following discussion. ‘The nation which 
does not have an authentic history of its own is not a living nation... The history text-books which are 
taught in Indian schools and colleges are extremely misleading and unreliable. Our heroes such as 
3ivajl are called ‘looters’! Our Vedas are called ballads of herdsmen and peasants! Can such books can
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The first contentious issue concerned the beginning of Indian history, which also 

involved establishing India's original claim to historicity. Vincent Smith11 had set the 

beginning of Indian history in the Buddhist period, with Alexander’s campaign and the Indo- 

Bactrian and Indo-Parthian states, when the first historical (i.e. Greek) sources could be 

found. But this meant pushing the whole Vedic period into pre-history or myth, ‘as if they 

[the Greeks] had brought history, civilisation, etc. into this country.12 On this very ground 

Jaycandra Vidyalamkar condemned the History of India Lala Lajpat Rai had written 

especially for national schools at the time of Non-Cooperation, but which closely followed 

Smith's chronology and classification. For a true national history of India, argued Jaycandra, 

one needed to reframe the whole accepted knowledge, and this involved baste issues of 

belief and identity.

For European scholars Rama and Sita, Krsna and Dusyanta are mythological figures 
- does Lalaji think so, too? When does the history of India begin; did Dusyanta and 
Bharata, Rama and Laksmana, Krsna and Arjuna exist historically or not? - these are 
very important questions for our nation (jati) and our history. 13

Even though more research was needed, conceded Jaycandra, genealogies in the 

Mahabharata and the Puranas could provide standpoints for pre-Buddhist chronology and 

should be taken as historical sources. The aim here was to give historical proof to the ‘Aryan 

age'. Once the Aryan age was accepted as a historical period that was mirrored faithfully in 

the Vedas, Brahmanas, the epics and the Shastras, its glorification as a golden age could 

grow stronger and even acquire a daunting immediacy - after all the Gurukuls reflected life 

in ancient India. This is the picture we get in Bhdrat-bhartl (3.1.2). Even the discovery of 

the Indus Valley civilisation could be used against colonial historians. Since excavations in

be called histories? Can any scholar and dispasssionate historian say that such historical books 
contain a true picture of the life in ancient India?’ See Sammelan patrika, XII, 4-5, pp. 216-217.
11 Whose Oxford History of India (1904) and The Oxford Student's History of India (1908) were the 
standard reference books for the Hindi educated.
12 Jaycandra Vidyalamkar, ‘Bharatvarsa ka ek rastriy itihas’, Madhuri, V, pt. 1, 2, September 1926, p. 
167, emphasis added. Jaycandra, who offered to realize Sivaprasad Gupta’s project, taught at Arya 
Samaj schools and ‘national’ institutions such as Lahore’s National College (where Bhagat Singh and 
Sukhdev were among his students) and at Patna’s Bihar Vidyaplth; for more details, see biography in 
the Appendix. Other Arya Samaj historians inlcuded Acharya Ramdev, the Vice-Chancellor of Gurukul 
Kangri, and Satyaketu Vidyalamkar, who was also awarded the Maiiglaprasad prize.
13 Ibid. A popular self-assertion of ksatriya identity by some lower castes (touchable sudras) in the 
public sphere of religious processions, festivals, popular entertainment and martial activities (the 
akharas) was taking place parallelly. Their active participation in the Ramllla as ‘the army of 
Mahavlr’, as well as the growing BIr worship, the formation of yadav akharas and related performing 
arts such as Nautahkl gave the belief in Lord Ram a contemporary significance and militant edge that 
would progressively to merge in Hindu revivalism and in direct involvement in communal conflicts; 
see Nandini Gooptu, ‘The Political Culture of the Urban Poor: the United Provinces between the two 
World Wars’, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Cambridge University 1991, pp. 122 ff. See also the articles 
by Freitag, Coccari, Hansen and Marcus in S. Freitag, ed., Culture and Power in Banaras, University of 
California Press, Berkeley 1989.
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the Indus valley linked the Indus civilisation with the Sumers, ‘it is therefore demonstrated 

that India is really the adiguru of all the civilisations in the world’.14

Once the motif of an original golden age was accepted - and it was accepted, with 

the help of western orientalists, by all Hindi authors - another contentious issue emerged. 

This regarded the onset of decadence. Dates changed according to whether decadence was 

considered to have been the consequence of inner weakness and conflict or of alien 

invasions.15 In both cases, the existence of a Hindu/Indian nation deriving directly from the 

Aryan past and incorporating all regional kingdoms, was implied.

With this history of India firmly established as ‘our’ history, i.e. the history of the 

Aryan/Hindu community, the great questions that followed were: why were ‘we’, Hindus 

defeated? Had hve’ been defeated completely? Bharat-bhdrtl offered a poetic answer and 

explained history as a cyclic pattern: thus, after the heights reached by ancient India there 

could only be decline and decadence.16 A different answer was offered by Prof. ‘Indra’, who 

argued that Hindu defeat had never been complete.17 Once again, scattered instances were 

taken as exemplifying a whole trend, and different entities were taken as parts of one 

nationhood. Single acts of resistance proved that Hindus (‘we’) had not been passive. 

Moreover, while political subjection might have been complete, there were important areas, 

like religion and society, which had remained independent.18 In the end, Sikhs, Mahrattas, 

Jats - once again as many parts of ‘us’ - had defeated ‘them’.19 Thus, although Aryans had

14 Janardan Bhatt, ‘Bhartiy puratattva merti nal khoj’, Madhuri, III, pt. 2, 2, March 1925, p. 149.
15 According to Prof. ‘Indra’ (Svami Sraddhanand’s son), decadence had started in 1192 wth Prthvlraj 
Cauhan’s defeat at the hands of Shahbuddin Gori; Prof. ‘Indra’, Tracin bharat merit rajnltik svadhlnta’, 
Madhuri, IV, pt, 2, ,2, February 1926, p. 186. In Maithili^aran Gupta’s poetic vision, it had started 
much earlier, with the Mahabharata war, i.e. when the perfect harmony of the Aryan-Hindu 
community began to be marred by inner conflict. See Bharat-bharti, AtTt khand, stanzas 195-96, 
Sahitya Sadan, Cirgaon 1991 (original ed. 1912), see below 3.1.2.
16 In fact, decadence was itself a proof of the earlier glory: 44T 3144ft SFgft 41 ft44 4^ 314^ t  I
444T 444 if f*Kdl 4 $  HI<SU€ I 31444 SHift IpTKt lift 4ftc[-4>4T I 3c4T4 $  ft44iT 4Ijt ̂ 34 3441444
$  44T44T711 SI I ’ [Rise and decadence are a natural law. It is the sun which first rises in the sky and 
then falls. Thus decadence itself speaks of our past progress. How can anyone fall without having 
risen first?]. Ibid., stanza 6, p. 12.
17 In the article on ‘Political indipendence in ancient India’, Prof. ‘Indra’ argued that Muslim rulers, 
both during the Sultanate and in the Mughal period, had constantly to fight against Hindu Rajas, 
hence their victory was never total or ever-lasting E.g. Iltutmish against the rulers of Malwa, Babar 
against the Hindu rulers of Ranthambor, Malwa, Kalinjar, etc. Prof. ‘Indra’, ‘Pracln bharat merit 
rajnltik svadhlnta’, part 2, Madhuri, V, pt. 1, 3, October 1926, p. 326.
18 Here lay, for example, the cultural importance of Tulsi in the eyes of modem Hindi intellectuals: 
he had saved Hindu culture in an age of cultural crisis and subjection; see below 3.3, fn. 12.
19 ‘pRfl 41 ^ 441+414311$ 4iT tj4T 4^  34 fy^3Tf ^ 4T4 4f 4T 4 4R44Hft 4T4lft4j 44T 4lft4?

ft^44f 4H44l(44l % 4ft4t 44?4 4 t ^  4 ^ 4  Sffth 1444 'HRcHlfh'fl 4$
4^1 44 445 3 1̂ (4^0 4lf44 ff4j5 4^11’ [There was never a Muslim sultan who did not have to fight
with Hindus. Indians (bharatyasis) always remained completely independent from the social and 
religious points of view. In the national war that went on for centuries between foreigners [i.e. 
Muslims] and Indians, the last victory would have belonged to Indians if another foreign power had 
not intervened]; ibid., p. 326. In the essay Indra made it specific that by bharatvasi one should read 
‘Hindu’, and by ‘foreigner’ ‘Muslim’. He argued that it was the ‘people’ (praja) who had not accepted
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been a ja ti a nation-community, they did not become a rostra, a nation-state, until they 

encountered the ‘other*: just as the sense of independence comes from tasting subjection, 

Indra’ argued, a national sense can only emerge out of an encounter with the ‘other*.20 

‘Therefore, although the seven-centuries-long war looks like a Hindu-Muslim war, it was in 

fact a war of Hindustanis against foreign invaders’.21

However, most writers and scholars were ready to accept that the conquest at the 

hands of foreigners who did not want to assimilate into Indian society had been a total 

defeat, a humiliating and painful experience.22 The lack of national sense and national unity 

among Hindu rulers was the most common explanation, with treason providing a sub-motif. 

It had been the people, then, who had kept national identity alive by refusing to convert 

and to abandon their customs. ‘Good’ Muslim rulers had temporarily lightened the burden, 

and provided, along with a few Muslim poets who wrote in Hindi, interesting occasions for 

ambiguity. The figure of Akbar presented the most interesting paradox, and it is noteworthy 

how Indian histories of India juggled with different perceptions on him.23

Finally, the last question concerned the state of India at the time of the British 

conquest. At stake here was a notion of British superiority and of Indian incapacity. Some, 

like Maithill^aran Gupta, went along the line of British historians like Vincent Smith, who 

maintained that India had been saved from a state of chaos after Aurangzeb’s death.24 

Others, like ‘Mandan MiSra’, objected that regional kingdoms had in fact been quite 

prosperous, popular and attentive to the needs of their subjects.25 Their stand was in tune 

with the fictional revisitation of recent local rulers such as Rani Laksmlbai as model rulers

foreign subjection and had risen. Although they had not objected to different Indian rulers, ‘they 
could not bear domination at the hands of mlecchas'. that was real subjection for them. Then their 
natural will for independence arose’; ibid, pt.l, p. 182.
2 0 Ibid., p. 185.
21 Ibid., pt. 2, p. 328.
22As Partha Chatterjee remarks, ‘the theory of medieval decline fitted nicely with the overall 
judgement of nineteenth-century British historians that “Muslim rule in India” was a period of 
despotism, misrule and anarchy - this, needless to say, being the historical justification for colonial 
intervention’. This theory fitted also with prejudices about Islam as “essentially” cruel, fanatical, 
bigoted, warlike, dissolute; P. Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments, p. 101.
23 On the one side, Akbar was the paradigm of the ‘good ruler’ and had promoted tolerance and 
cohesion between the Hindu and Muslim communities; he had raised Hindus to the highest offices of 
state and had prized Indian (Hindu) literature, knowledge, music and art. On the other side, his war 
against Maharana Pratap and Rani Durgavat! placed him in the role of the villain.
24 Cf. M. Gupta, Bharat-bharti, Vartman khand, stanzas 243-47, p. 91.
25Quoting reports of several Indian and European travellers, Mandan MiSra remarked that regional 
rulers had to pay more attention to their praja, and Alivardi Khan in Bengal, Nawab Saadat Ali Khan 
in Avadh, the Holkars and Scindia in Malwa, the Mahrattas in Poona, the Nizam in Hyderabad, Hyder 
Ali in Mysore would pass the test. Thus, the overall situation was not as bad as it was depicted, 
especially when compared with contemporary Europe, upset by the Seven-years war and the French 
Revolution! The absence of ccentral rule could not be called anarchy; economy and trade prospered, 
fairs circulated both goods and religion, and village economy ensured Muslim and Hindu 
interdependence. Mandan Mifra, ‘Briti£-samrajya ke purva bharat’, in Madhuri, IX, pt. 2, 1, February 
1931, pp. 47-54.
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and champions of national independence (3.2), and with the indictment of early British 

governors for their ruthless and unjust annexations.26

To summarize, Hindi historians did borrow from western historians the basic 

framework of Indian history with its three-fold chronological division, and with Hindus and 

Muslim cast as two incompatible and homogeneous blocks, but at the same time made 

important alterations. These included using Indian literary and religious sources and 

disclaiming the ostensible passivity and inferiority of Hindus. More importantly, Hindi 

historians adopted uncompromisingly a single Aryan-Hindu-Indian collective subject, which 

included the people (praja) as well as the kings, and which subsequently excluded all 

Muslims as foreigners and, despite certain ambiguities, as oppressors27 We shall turn now 

to a literary text that was crucial in popularising this version of Indian history, and that 

shows how literature contributed to the making of a historical samskara which became a 

substratum even for ‘secular’ intellectuals: Maithill^aran Gupta’s long poem Bharat-bharti 

(1912).

3.1.2 Bharat-bharti and the interpretation of Indian history

IB ̂  $ m  f  ^  arfl

Who we were, we are and we shall be 
Come, let’s ponder over it together. 
Though we do not have our full history 
we still know fully who we were 28

Maithill^aran Gupta (1886-1964),29 the first poet to turn whole-heartedly to Khari 

Boli as a poetic language, can be described as a quintessential Dvivedl-poet; his view of 

poetry, choice of themes, use of language and historical sense were largely shaped by

26 See e.g. CaturvedI Pandit Dvarkaprasad karma’s biographies of Robert Clive and Warren Hastings, 
which cost him his government job; Udaynarayan Tivari, ‘Bhaiya sahab pandit Mnarayan caturvedi’, 
in V. Mrira, ed., Hindimay jivan. pandit siinarayan caturvedi, Prabhat Prakasan, Delhi n.d.
27 As scholars have pointed out, the narrative of oppression and fight for nationhood could have 
either Muslim and/or British rule cast in the role of the enemy: the and/or nexus was left lax, so that 
the identification of Muslims as British and vice versa could or could not be activated, often 
depending on the context and occasion of the narrative. See S. Chandra, The Oppressive Present, pp. 
116 ff. However, this did not leave much space for more positive images and notions of Muslim 
participation in Indian history, who could only be exceptions.
28 The 37th edition of the work is used here, published by Gupta’s own concern, Sahitya Sadan, in 
Cirgaon, Jhansi, 1991, Atit khand stanza 14, p. 14.
29 For a brief evaluation, see R.S. McGregor, Hindi Literature in the Late Nineteenth and Early 
Twentieth Centuries, Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden 1974, pp. 109-110; also the special issue of Alocna, 
Delhi, October-December 1986.
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Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi, his mentor.30 By the time he started writing Bharat-bharti at 26 in 

1912, he was already an established poet, with Rang me bhang (Valour and adversity, 1909) 

and Jayadrath vadh (The killing of Jayadrath, 1910) published to his credit, and regular 

historical poems in Sarasvati.

Bharat-bharti, a long poem (702 stanzas) on the past glory and present disarray of 

India, prompted by Hall’s Musaddas, was a resounding success on its publication. It soon 

became a modem classic and one of the very few works of contemporary Hindi poetry to 

enter the Hindi university syllabus (2.5.2). Since the poetic qualities of the text are scant - 

rhyme often the only element to distinguish it from prose - the success and the ensuing 

status of the book can only arise from its content and from the historical juncture at which it 

was published. It was in fact the first poetic version of the debates on the Indian history of 

India, a fitting example of how literature could provide a nationalist answer to colonial 

views of Indian history. The narrative inflation of a previous poem by Gupta, ‘Purva darSan’ 

(1910), Bharat-bharti enhanced the lamentation over the glorious past and the appeal to 

the present and future with arguments, historical evidence, stories, dramatic scenes, 

monologues, and heterogenous notes from a number of sources: sruti and smrti, European 

history-books, R.C. Dutts’ Civilisation of Ancient India, newspapers items, traditional stories, 

etc. The composite and bountyful presence of notes shows the poet’s urge to ground his 

poem in historical and scriptural truth.

That the subject of this history is ‘us’ is expressed uncompromisingly from the 

beginning. The Indian past is the past of ‘our ancestors’, ‘our civilisation’, ‘our knowledge’, 

etc.31 The perspective, too, is clearly national: heroes of the past are taken indiscriminately 

from all regions and kingdoms of India; heroes of the present include leaders, rulers, artists 

and scientists from all over the country (Bhavisya khand, 123-130).32 In fact, the same 

projection works for the readers as well: the small audience of Hindi-educated is addressed 

and represented in the poem as if they were the nation. In this way, the actual readers are

30 The pride in tradition and the glorification of the Vedic past had been at the centre of Dvivedl’s 
agenda. Most of the historical poems published in Sarasvati were hymns to India as the land of the 
Aryans, e.g. ‘Aryabhumi’ by Mahavir Prasad Dvived, in the April 1906 issue; else, they reworked 
figures from the Epics and the Puranas in a both historical and national framework, e.g. the poems 
commissioned by Dvivedi to accompany colour plates by Raja Ravi Varma, later collected in Kavita 
kalap (Indian Press 1909).
31 The direct filiation of ‘us’ from the ‘rsis’ is repeated time and again in the poem, and the 
development of the Aryan civilisation is presented under the headings of ‘our origin’, ‘our ancestors’, 
etc.
32 The impressive list mentions Rammohan Roy and Dayanand Sarasvati, Tilak and Madan Mohan 
Malavlya, Rajendralal Mitra and Debendranath Tagore, the Maharajas of Darbhanga and of Mysore, 
the painters Abanindranath Tagore and Ravi Varma, the musicians Paluskar and Satyabala, 
Rabindranath and the sculptor Mhatre, Gokhale and Gandhi, etc. as signs of hope for the future; 
interestingly, R.C. Dutt’s Maharastra jivanprabhat is one of the 2 novels mentioned as rays of hope 
(for a discussion of the novel, cf. Chandra, The Oppressive Present, p. 64). Malavlya is the only person 
of Hindi background mentioned, praised with the Maharaja of Darbhanga for founding B.H.U.
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invested with a garb and a role that transcend their limited identities. The real barriers 

which would separate the Hindi-educated from other audiences within the nation can be 

overcome discursively: literature becomes thus the site where an undivided national 

consciousness can be retrieved and reworked. This had, according to Gupta, as much to do 

with the power of poetry as with the power of history-telling: both can revive a dead 

nation.33

The fact that Gupta addressed only the Hindu community while compiling a 

national history of India should be no surprise now: apart from the powerful identification 

of language and religion (Hindi-Hindu), the kind of history Gupta narrated was that 

outlined in the previous section, in which non-Hindus are either foreigners or subordinate 

to the mainstream.34 As Purusottam Agraval observes, though Gupta sincerely desired unity 

and a truly national consciousness, his baddhamul samskaras (‘rooted assumptions’) - which 

are in fact the object of the poem - led him to view the Indian nation as coterminus with the 

Hindu jati.35 This vision was partially altered as the poet came under the influence of 

Gandhi and his idea of a universal ‘human jati’, but would resurface regularly every time he 

would write about his samskaras, as in the poem Hindu (1927-28).36

It is precisely this discrepancy between ‘uncriticised’ samskaras and nationalist 

ideology which enabled poets like Gupta, his many readers and Hindi nationalists in general 

to later subscribe to a secular, broad-minded ideology while retaining a sense of identity, 

history, etc. based on an exclusive and unquestioned notion of Hindu community as voiced 

in the poem.

33In fact, Gupta expressed as follows his faith in the power of poetry (if useful, didactic poetry) to 
effect the transformation from divided to undivided nation: TfrfR 4  4>f4dl ^  I RRf

t  aph-hi $  fom  m m  sfffor ^  ^  % Prti i
vflfb frraih % 4bl frl’ [How many revolutions has poetry effected in the world! - as if
injecting withered minds with electric charge; the inner world is blind without a poet’s light, 
goodness cannot survive without good poetry. Only a poet can revive a dead nation with die nectar of 
rasa.] Bhavisya khand, stanzas 97-98, p. 182.
34 Not only the millennial history from the first invasions of the 3akas to the arrival of the first 
Muslim invaders takes less than 20 stanzas (out of the 253 ofAtit khand): Buddha, Jina, Jsahkara, 
Vikramaditya, Bhoja are only bright stars of a darkening sky. The section on Muslim rule is also 
surprisingly short, only 20 stanzas, and clearly less important than that on Hindu civilisation. We find 
here all the topoi of the Indian history of India: ‘we’ called the Islamic hord, Jaycandra’s selfish 
betrayal; the rule of the ‘Yavanas’ was mostly destructive (the longest section goes under the heading 
‘atydcdrO, with a few good exceptions like Akbar (logically explained, since a whole community 
cannot be bad and keep completely apart from the whole - Hindu - society, p. 87) but with Aurangzeb 
as a dark epilogue. Set against ‘Yavana’ rule are examples of Hindu pride: Maharana Pratap, the 
collective sacrifice (jauhar) of Rajput women, fsivajl. Once again, the end of Yavan rule is caused by 
the end of a cycle (Atrt khand, 242, p. 90): ‘3Ml(44i 4>T 414=413144 44>di 4*41 ? 3hR?k spf^f 4JRT4)

t  ftpTH spftii m frfh 43 h4f f  t r i  ffhhR 4^11 r r  44 ifr  1 44 ^  ^  4^rir [Can an
unjust rule last forever? Finally the British became rulers and they still rule. Hence all means of 
progress are there, all routes are open, you can go anywhere you want without fear.] Atlt khand, 
stanza 243, 90.
35 P. Agraval, ‘Rastrakavi ki rastriy cetna’, Alocnd, New Delhi, Oct.-Dec. 1986, pp. 127-136.
36Ibid., p. 130.
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Let us now turn to the poem itself: divided in three parts, Bharat-bharti seeks to 

answer the question of ‘who we were, we are and we shall be’. Evidently, existing identities 

are not sufficient, and identity has to be ‘rediscovered’ from nothing less than the Vedic 

past. The first two parts are mainly descriptive, as if the Aryans were ‘out there' and the act 

of description would leave no doubt about their existence as they are presented.37 The third 

part, concerning the future, is exhortative. Importantly, since history is cyclical, if V e’ rise 

from the present decadence it will only be to become what we were: thus there is no need 

to imagine a future different from the past.

Like in HalTs Musaddas, the first two parts of the poem present a stark contrast 

indeed: as much everything was good and pure in ancient India, everything is bad, very bad, 

in modem India - ‘Ha, hay!’ is the common refrain. In fact, past and present are 

complementary, and the glorified vision of the past sets the agenda for the present. The 

section on the past starts uncompromisingly with ‘hatndrl sresthtd’, our excellence. The pure 

past of Aryan-Hindu-Indian civilisation is juxtaposed both to the Indian present and to 

*Westem civilisation’, feeding into essentialist views of the inherent superiority of India.38 In 

a series of antitheses, ancient Aryans are compared to the rest of the world: when others 

went around naked, we built palaces which touched the stars; when others roamed in 

jungles eating meat, we practised agriculture (Atit khand 47, p. 26).39 What is important 

here is not the (^eare^) originality of this view, but its typicality and wide currency: these 

passages from the section on the past were the ones invariably included in the curriculum 

(cf. 2.5), and similar views were aired in all seriousness in prestigious Hindi magazines.

The description of the Aryan forefathers is predictably one of perfection; along with 

general virtues, Aryan men, women and children are endowed by Gupta with exactly the 

qualities he thought modern Hindus lacked and needed: hence independence, selflessness,

37 In fact, in a ‘historical glimpse’ (jhamkT) of ancient India, with the backdrop of temples and 
buildings, the poet leads us through the pure daily routine of Aryan men, women and children. The 
land of India, ‘the image of Brahma’, the 'giver of life’, ‘endowed with knowledge and glory1, the poet 
assures us, is still the same: only V e ’ have changed. Although the point is not overemphasised, we 
find it again at the onset of the second section: buildings, ruins are the signs and remainders of the 
past. Temples speak, though where once children chanted now owls cry and warn Hindus of the 
impending disaster; Atit khand, stanzas 143 ff, pp. 65 ff; Vartaman khand, stanza 6, p. 96.
38 India, the land of the Aryans, was the seat of creation, the ‘pride of the earth’, the ‘land of the rsis’, 
and ‘w e1 are the children of the Aryas. Quotations from Manu, the Puranas, Tod, Sir Walter Raleigh, 
the Gospels and the Quran all prove India’s antiquity and excellence; ibid., p. 14.
39 India, the cradle of world civilisation, has given knowledge, science, philosophy and even religion 
to the world: RRIR 4̂ % ̂ 4t 4 3IR- SR 4?11 aiRR °4T4K 4*1 [We were the first to initiate
the world to knowledge, to civilised manners and to business] Atit khand, stanza 45, p. 26. This was 
of course a common-enough line in Hindi journals and in literature from the time of Bhartendu’s 
Bharat durdasa (1880). Also: 'we first preached to the world, we first inhabited the world, we 
civilised Greece’ (ibid., p. 77); even Jesus was a disciple of the Hindus, and Japan learnt from India 
(ibid., pp. 33-34). The note accompanying the first line quotes a Mr D.A, Brown, who in the Daily 
Tribune of 10.2.1884 wrote: ‘After objective examination we have to admit that the Hindus are the 
true creators of world literature, religion and civilisation’; ibid.
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self-control, maturity in ‘behaviour, commerce, science’ (p. 26). Much space is devoted to 

the ancient Hindus’ excellence in world-wide sea- (and air!) trade, in science (‘we knew all 

the world’s secrets’, p. 29), in education and in literature in the wide sense of the word, that 

is in all branches of human endeavour. Above all, the Aryan community had all the marks of 

a nation, namely unity of language and of feeling:

^  ^  W H T F g ^ l T  = lt  I

All had but one language, one mind, one feeling
the whole of Bharatvarsa was like a big town:
cities and villages like a net of muhallas (Atlt khatid 73, p. 37)

Gupta dwells particularly long on education, comparing it to the present one in 

oder to criticize English education: then, education was imparted to both boys and girls, 

first at home by their parents (after all, mothers were educated, too), then at gurukuls, 

where education was free and teachers were respected (pp. 70-72). The idyllic and moving 

view of children chanting the Vedas recalls the reports of enthusiastic visitors to Arya Samaj 

gurukuls.40 English education, on the contrary, is alienating, morally and intellectually 

harmful, since it hides from Hindus the truth that they were the jagadgurus; furtheromore, 

it teaches ‘free thought’ instead of the Vedas (Atit khand 148, p. 128).41 Unlike traditional 

Indian education, English education is for sale, does not inculcate self-respect and leads only 

to badly paid clerical jobs, or to begging:

t ? T ! '3IH T  f t n j n - H l h  { ( I ' M  ^

3 4  f p p t  45T | i

f W  ̂  t o  4fT f
4ft snfe nT ̂  ^  ! I
Ah, the path of education is but narrow and crooked today 
only the memory of those Gurukuls and teachers is left!
Knowledge is for sale, if you can buy it, good, 
if you cannot, you can die illiterate!
(Va.rta.man khand 138, p. 126).

Worth noticing is Gupta’s description of power and society in ancient India: it 

reconciles heroism to the essentialist view of India as intrinsically peaceful, and kingly

40 ‘3TT4K 37 -i t  31m  3Tft’jtruT35T 1 1 3 R ! snft 33 4 4  nft

177 4^ 7TC4 TFfcf 37FH fat 4§T fill ’ [(it was) the basis of the national life of the Aryans: 
how the Sruti, the £astras and the Puranas are chantedlOh Ram, may everything be destroyed of the 
Hindu jati, but may this melodious music should resound here clearly!] Ant khand, stanza 175, p. 72.
41 ‘Free thought’, one of the betes noires of Hindi reformist thinkers, is glossed here as ‘unrestrained 
thought, to blabber’, ibid., p. 129.
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power to non-attachment.42 The power of the ruler was ‘naturally" limited by the 

paternalistic ideal of the king as ‘father to the people’ (prajd-palak). Also, the four varnas 

are accepted as originally good: they were building blocks for the perfectly-ordered Hindu 

society, where competition and conflict are absent. Thus the appeal for radical reforms in 

the second and third sections is voiced as an appeal to the four castes and to the ‘natural 

leaders’ of society to return to the purity of the varnasrama system (cf. 3.3). Once again, the 

future does not have to be imagined differently from the past.

By explaining India’s decadence as the result of inner flaws, i.e. straying from the 

Aryan ideal, Gupta situated the motor of the process very early, on a moral ground and 

completely within the community (i.e. not as a consequence of foreign invasions) 43 In this 

way, he managed to send a particular message to the audience: if decadence was a moral 

process, so is progress, and history would teach Hindus that the key to progress lay not in 

historical circumstances but in their inner unity, purity and strength, and in returning to the 

ideals of the past.

The description of the present, by contrast, is an indictement of India’s economic, 

social, religious and cultural bankruptcy, and an agenda of reform much along the lines of 

Sarasvari. In this section, in fact, the poet abandons the earlier lyrical elegy for an 

argumentative, prosaic tone; indeed, were the rhyme absent, this could be one of the many 

articles on Bharat durdasa coming straight from DvivedTs pen.44 The picture is one of 

Kaliyuga, where economic decline is matched by social chaos and cultural confusion, and 

where social evils are corruptions of the originally good principles.

In all this, British rule appears as the very paradox of modernity. On the one side it 

is presented as good, the road to progress and opportunities, in full accordance with the 

colonial view: safety, civic amenities, good administration, rail, telegraph, hospitals, 

schools45 On the other side, it appears ruinous and alienating because it suppresses

42 The heroism of the ancient kings, the wonderful weapons of the Aryans and their conquests of 
South-East Asia are immediately counteracted by the statement that they resorted to violence only for 
self-defence: Where did we ever lit the flame of war? We travelled everywhere but never caused 
revolutions’; Afit khand, stanza 137, p. 63.
43 With a kind of sin of hybris, ‘our’ self-pride blocked our resources of truthfulness and humility, and 
the seeds of hatred, envy and self-interested started eating from within. The Mahabharata war was 
the product of this process and marked the beginning of decadence; Atlt khand, stanza 195, p. 98.
44 Gupta’s criticism of present India is indeed merciless: education is scarce and harmful; literature, 
whether poetry or fiction, is impure (when not downright vulgar) and useless, indifferent to its real 
vocation; associations are only cradles of further division and unrest; religion is in the hands of 
scrupleless mahants, while sadhus have forgotten the ancient ideals of the munis; Vartaman khand, 
stanzas 157-200, pp. 130-139. The final verdict on contemporary (Hindu) society is a familiar list of 
‘social evils’ - mismatched unions between old men and child-brides, sale of brides or bridegrooms, 
corruption, unnecessary litigations in court, addiction to liquor, inner divisions, adultery, family 
quarrels, hypocrisy, lack of self-support - the list is endless but selective.
45 This possibly explains why the nationalism of Bharat-bharti was considered outdated by the 1920s, 
as nationalist poems took an outspoken anti-British stance; see Ramnath Lai ‘Suntan’, Vartaman hindl 
kavita aur chayavad’, in Madhuri, VII, pt. 1, 1, Aug.-Sept. 1928.
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economic svadesi and the cultural ideal of the forefathers:46 economic dependence on 

foreign goods is seen as a sign of both physical and psychological subjection.47

The poem ends with an exhortative section. Gupta’s appeal is first to Hindu society 

as a whole, and then to the leaders of every group - raises, mahants, pandits, the four castes, 

religious leaders, students, youth, the wealthy, poets, and finally women and children - 

reminding each of their dharma. The message, in short, is two-fold: adapt to the new times, 

to technology but, above all, remember your cultural origin and follow the footsteps of your 

forefathers (Bhavisya khand 35, p. 170). What is noteworthy in this articulation of society is 

that it is viewed as composed of different, compact and cohesive groups, where conflicting 

interests and ideas are only an effect of cultural confusion and do not reflect any real 

disharmony. It would be enough for each group to ‘progress’ along the dharma of its 

forefathers for the whole society to progress harmonically.

The rationalist agenda of Mahavir Prasad DvivedI is thus enmeshed with an 

idealised view of the past, where devotion to history becomes an unquestioned source of 

identity and nationhood, where unity becomes a crucial value and conflict an alien threat. 

Both implied a consensus that was, however-rj^ore easily achieved on the discursive level of 

literature than on the practical one of politics, and that was not immune to critique from 

subjects who objected to the role and status bestowed upon them. Although in Hindi there 

was nothing like the widespread and comprehensive critique of religion and history 

mounted by Jotirao Phule in Marathi, and whatever critique was not supported by 

autonomous activities and institutions as in Phule’s case, the terms of the critique moved by 

the fledgling Adi-Hindu movement of the 1920s in the United Provinces are remarkably 

similar.48 Adi-Hindu ideologues retained the mainstream narrative of Indian history, but

46 Dvivedi’s influence is apparent, first of all, in the emphasis on economic dependence, on the state 
of agriculture and on the importance of education. The tone is one of impending gloom, the agenda 
that of civic reform. If the signs of the past, temples and ruins, still remind us of our glorious past and 
of our real identity, the signs of the present tell a completely different story of poverty, famine, 
epidemics, cow-killings, economic dependence, waste and irresponsibility on the part of the wealthy, 
and wide-spread ignorance. Gupta uses a variety of approaches in dealing with the rural situation, 
from the straightforward economic analysis of exploitation and export of wealth to the pathetic 
description of the ‘poor farmers’ reduced to begging by debts and ridiculous wages. See also below
6 .2.

47 The polemic addressee is here the modem city-folk, who take pride in buying foreign goods, and 
are westernised to the point of-stopping- to believe in God - in a word, who have stopped being 
Indian. The tone is that of sarcastic tirades in Bengali against the westernised Babu, but here reproach 
is directed primarily against the rich traders, the raises, those who should ideally be entrepreneurs 
and civic reformers, i.e. lead the country on the path of economic self-reliance and social progress; 
Vartaman khand, stanzas 106-22, pp. 120-23.
48 The Adi-Hindu movement of the 1920s in the United Provinces was a movement of urban 
untouchables that stemmed from a Bhakti revival among them, based on the notion that Bhakti was 
the religion of the original, ancient inhabitants of India, the Adi Hindus, from which these 
untouchables claimed descent. Their ideologues, originally linked with the Arya Samaj in the 1910s, 
took from it the notion of forcible imposition of religion and 'projected it backwards to the vedic age 
to argue that the Aryan invaders had forcibly subjugated and imposed vedic Hinduism on the original 
Indians, the Adi Hindus, and deprived them of their Bhakti religion, which they had supposedly
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turned it on its head, with the Aryans taking the part of the foreign oppressors and 

untouchables that of the indigenous nation striving for freedom.49 Similarly, Arya Samaj- 

educated women questioned the direct Aryan-Hindu filiation in order to argue against the 

status given to women in Hindu religion and society and yet maintain the Vedic ideal. Thus, 

they argued, whereas Vedic women were respected and educated on par with men, Manu’s 

famous sloka according to which a woman always belonged to someone else, be it father, 

husband, son, had led to subsequent misinterpretations and eventually to their present 

disempowered status.50 However, these sporadic voices hardly affected prevailing 

assumptions.

To summarize, in this section we examined how polemical debates with colonial 

historiography as well as literary elaborations created a historical samskdra and a master- 

narration of Indian history that was essentially Hindu history. Fictional literature in 

particular had several advantages over academic history in that it could, to use Kaviraj’s 

words, ‘utter what history could not spell’.51 It could e.g., as we shall see in the following 

section, determine the meaning of events by choosing their order: thus, defeats could be 

downplayed as temporary stepbacks, or even valued as instances of heroic resistance, while 

temporary victories could become the foretaste of a future triumph. Even more importantly,

practised prior to the advent of the Aryans’. Similarly, the notion of the golden Vedic age was 
transformed into a golden Adi Hindu age: Adi Hindu leaders claimed that there had been ancient Adi 
Hindu kingdoms, capital cities, forts and a thriving civilisation. The Aryans then invaded the country 
and conquered them variously by brute force, repression, cunning and treachery. Being righteous, 
good and free of deceit, Adi Hindus were no match for the cunning Aryans, even though they were 
courageous. N. Gooptu, ‘The Political Culture of the Urban Poor’, pp. 97, 100. This study provides an 
excellent discussion of the historical, social and economic context of the movement. For an 
assessment of J. Phule’s enterprise, see Rosalind O’Hanlon, Caste, Conflict and ideology: Mahatma 
Jotirao Phule and Low Caste Protest in Nineteenth-Century Western India, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge 1985.
49 What bearing this historical vision was to have on the present was expressed by an untouchable 
member of the Legislative Council, J.P. Gavai, at an Adi-Hindu Sammelan held at Allahabad in 
December 1927: “We do not need svarajya, because it will not resolve our situation. The experience of 
ancient Hindu rule proves that with svarajya we shall be even more enslaved’. One of the motions 
passed at the meeting urged the government to amend the Manusmrti of passages offensive to Adi- 
Hindus.The editor of the Hindi journal which reported the proceedings, while visibly worried by the 
consequences of a separate movement of untouchables as subjects and not objects of reform, 
commented favourably on this last issue. Interestingly, however, he put the blame of the passages 
against women and untouchables not on Manu himself, but on his later Brahmin commentators; 
besides, he urged that the amendments be conducted by a group of ‘reasonable, pious and just’ 
scholars, and not by the government, thus pre-emptying the possibility of anything of the kind to 
happen; editorial in Cdrhd, VI, pt. 1, 4, February 1928, p. 430.
50 After Manu, Buddha, Sankara and the whole Hindu culture had considered women on par with 
animals, not with humans. ‘Leafing through the pages of history, one’s heart bums, boils, bursts with 
the fire of revolution’ wrote SuSiladevi Vidyalamkar, ‘Arya samskrti aur striyarii’, Carhd, XV, pt. 2, 5, 
September 1937, pp. 462-67.
51 Historical narratives were a ‘continuation of history, uttering what history could not spell... Novels 
had a deep internal relation to historical works. For they helped spell the same ideas only in a 
different manner or style: they tried to spell, as much as serious history sought to do, a self-respecting 
relation with the community’s past’; S. Kaviraj, The Unhappy Consciousness, p. 111.
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as Bharat-bharatl showed, fiction writers and poets could take advantage of a ‘conceptual 

indeterminacy" concerning the subject, the hve’ of history and the meaning of jati. In this 

way the Indian nation could gradually emerge as the Hindu nation out of the Vedic past, 

include regional powers, heroes and communities, decide how to interpret Muslim 

‘exceptions’ and single out figures or events for the contemporary ‘Indian’ audience to 

identify with.52 This vision of Indian history gave historical depth to the idea of a cohesive 

Hindu community. However, insofar as it attempted to gloss in the ideal over the actual 

differences, divisions and conflicts, it produced dangerous exclusions and gross 

oversimplifications - not in the least that concerning seven centuries of Muslim presence in 

India! What is noteworthy, however, is that this paradigm of Indian history has largely 

survived, despite partial critiques from other subjects.

In fact, the critiques by Adi-Hindu ideologues and Arya Samaj-educated women 

show, paradoxically, the impact and great elasticity of the master-narrative of Indian 

history. Just as this view could accommodate both faith in the British rule (as in Bharat- 

bharti) and complete rejection of it, as in the case of the later historians, it could also 

accommodate partial shifts of point of view and meaning without destroying the general 

paradigm. In fact, this view of history became, especially in the Hindi area, the foundation 

for the whole language question and a common historical samskara for men of quite 

different political persuasions, from MalavTya’s Hindu politics to GaneS f>ankar Vidyarthi’s 

radical nationalism to Narendra Dev’s socialism (see 5.2 and 6.3). The example of 

upadesaks and pracaraks like Svami Satyadeva Parivrajak or DevTdatt DvivedI, originally 

affiliated to the Arya Samaj but later free-lancing on a variety of nationalist issues, from 

Hindi-Devanagari to svadesi, from temperance to cow-protection, from suddhi to caste 

reform, shows how this historical view gained currency across sectarian affiliation and the 

literacy divide.53 In fact, we find the Aryan-Hindu myth accepted - though not necessarily in 

the Arya Samaj version of the Vedic aeroplane, rocket, telephone, etc. - even by authors 

who would take a strong and active stand against communalism in the 1920s and 1930s, 

like Vidyarthi or Nirala, or by those who would argue for a more nuanced interpretation of

52 ‘Fiction writers used the fuzziness of this idea of community to give their audience a community 
which had not existed before, by conceiving gradually a community called the nation, or selecting the 
appellation of the nation for one of these communities’; ibid.
53 For an overview of Satyadev Parivrajak’s long and chequered career, see Appendix; Satyadeva, 
Pandit JIvanand Sarma ‘KavyatTrth’ and Rajaram Sarma were appointed by the Nagari Pracarini Sabha 
between 1912 and 1916 for Nagari propaganda: their speeches in villages, caste sabhas, temples etc. 
ranged from education to religion to nationalism, and crossed the divide betweep urban and rural 
publics; for an example of the confluence of issues and the rhetoric style of a prcjther, see DevTdatt 
DvivedI, Bharat ki varnavyavastha aur svarajya, published by the author with an introduction by 
Pandit Sundarlal, Fatehpur 1929. The role and cultural synthesis of these preachers deserves separate 
study.
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the medieval past. However, to dub this whole historical discourse as communal seems both 

simplistic and unproductive.

What certainly seems true is that it took a self-conscious acknowledgment of its 

serious implications and an active effort to alter it, and generally speaking alterations were 

only partial. Besides, what seems more worrying is the persistence of this historical 

discourse even after Independence, once the changed political climate should have 

prompted a different construction of history and allowed a more relaxed self-analysis and 

critique of national identity.54 In the field of literary criticism, too, Maithili£aran Gupta’s 

Bharat-bharti has been questioned as a poem, but its cultural message still has to be 

scrutinised.

54 It is a mark of the strength of this discourse that it is prevalent even in the works of writers far 
removed from the sub-continent such as Nirad ChaudhurDand V.S. Naipaul. Naipaul’s India: A 
Wounded Civilisation (1977) takes the view that India’s past jjls one of defeat and subjection, which 
cannot be contemplated without shame by Indians.
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3.2 History as a mirror

In the previous section we saw how a national narrative of Indian history was 

created out of a selective use of western and Indian sources and categories, and how it 

identified ancient (Hindu) India as a powerful fulcrum of identity. If ancient Indian history 

provided an ideal of excellence, however, medieval history compelled historians and 

historical writers to grapple with a more painful and problematic past: a past full of 

decadence, defeat, division, subjection. Through another identification, that subjection 

mirrored the present state of submission. To find self-respect and dignity in that painful past 

would be to find self-respect and dignity in the present predicament. But how could one 

find pride in defeat? And how could one learn from it? Once again, fictional narratives 

offered, more than scholarly history, imaginative ways to answer these questions: they 

could ‘work through’ certain painful knots and still offer positive identifications by 

qualifying defeat, by imagining resistance, by introducing fictional characters and investing 

defeated heroes with a nationalist halo.

This section shows another way of engaging with history and another use of 

literature. The historical narratives examined here focus on vtr-vtrahganaem, heroes and 

heroines: some of them had been local or folk-heroes for centuries, celebrated in folk 

ballads and drama, others were of more recent lineage. As we shall see, at this particular 

historical juncture they acquired a nationalist resonance and became part of the national 

master-narrative. Furthermore, these historical narratives popularised the categories and 

exclusions of the master-narrative; they became a kind of general historical grid that 

covered romantic and heroic exploits. So much so that ‘historical novel’ came to mean in 

Hindi little more than costume drama, where black-and-white characters, fervid imagination 

and diffuse nationalism took the place of complex historical detail and verisimilitude. It may 

be suggested that the predominance of imagination had something to do with the fact that 

historical novels were geared to juvenile audiences1 - which enhances rather than decreases

1 As Premcand himself said introducing Ramcandra Mffra’s Prempathik (Banaras, 1926): ‘This is a
historical novel. It shows the period of Maratha-Muslim conflict, which was a wonderful if brief period
of Indian renaissance (bhartiy punarutthan). Our literary age changes along with age. Historical 
novels are a favourite with adolescence (kaisor), when our imagination sears to the sky and common, 
mundane things appear dull, lifeless and devoid of wonder. We hope that our youth will read with
pleasure this tale of heroism (vlr ras kl katha) and will dream to become another ‘Madhav5 [the hero
of the novel]’; ibid. The declared aim of this novel was ‘to depict the heroism, fidelity, truthfulness 
and other qualities of Indian ksatriya girls’; ibid., quoted in G. Ray, Hindi upanyas-kos, vol. 2, p. 126.
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the importance of the historical samskdra these narratives disseminated in impressionable 

readers.2

In this section we shall juxtapose some ‘standard’ examples of vir-virahgana 

literature with something quite different: one of the very few novels which directly dealt 

with an Indian virahgana against British rule, Vrndavanalal Varma’s Jhansi kl rani laksmibai 

(1946). Though published after the period this thesis covers, we have chosen it because it 

was the product of decades of personal quest and ‘objective’ research, and because it 

addressed directly and originally the issues raised in this section, by holding the history of 

1857 as a mirror to the present.

3.2.1 Historical Narratives of Heroism

Narratives of male and female heroism in Hindi in this period occur at the 

crossroads of several genres and concerns.3 Vir-rasa (heroic) literature was considered, in 

the reformist view of literature, one of the necessary features of a national literature. As 

such, narratives of heroes and heroines were seen as the most appropriate to carry a 

message of valour, virility and strength. The fact that Hindi literature in the centuries of 

‘Muslim rule’ had been a literature largely of srhgara was taken as both a cause and an 

effect of political subjection, while the few examples of vir-rasa were interpreted as marks 

of nationalist awareness.4 This initiated the search in the literaiy past for a tradition of vir-

We may recall also the earlier claim by Ki^orilal GosvamI (1865-1932), one of the first practitioners of 
the genre. As he wrote in the preface to Tara va ksatrakullamlini (1910?): ‘In my novels, I have given 
precedence to imagination over history; at places, the history has been altogether set aside for the 
benefit of the imagination. Therefore the reader should understand my intention clearly; it is a novel, 
not history5; translated and quoted by A.S. Kalsi, ‘Realism in the Hindi Novel’, p. 118n.
2 For a similar explanation regarding the appeal among youth of the RSS, see C. Jaffrelot, The Hindu 
Nationalist Movement and Indian Politics, pp. 68-70.
3 See K. Hansen, The Virangana in North Indian History. Myth and Popular Culture’, Economic and 
Political Weekly, XXIII, 18, 30 April 1988, Women’s Studies, pp. 25-33.
4 See Bhaglrathprasad DIksit, ‘Vlr-^atabdi’, in Madhuri, VIII, pt. 2, 3, April 1930, pp. 354-358. In the 
article DIksit tried to trace a tradition of heroic poetry in Indian literature since the Vedic period. It 
was the prominence of vir-rasa during that time that had resulted in the Aryans colonising America, 
Java, Bali, Egypt, Bukhara and Mexico! But as soon as srhgara had set in, decadence had started, as 
was proved by the degeneration from Sanskrit to Prakrit and Apabhramsa. From this point of view, 
the 18-19th centuries were a golden era after centuries of darkness: ‘In the Southern province, 
inspired by the preachings of Samartha Guru Ramdas, 3ivajl hoisted the flag of freedom. Thanks to 
their concerted effort, the society of Maharastra was awakened. They organised society according to 
Hindu ideals, which filled the whole society with moral strength’ (p. 356). North India was not silent 
either: ‘Mahakavi Bhusan toured the whole of India with 3ivajl as a model and brought tremendous 
awakening to Hindu society... Its direct consequence was that the Yavana empire broke into pieces’, 
ibid. Hindi associations similarly valued heroic literature, and ViyogI Hari’s Vir satsal (1927) a 
collection of poem of heroic content in Braj, was awarded the Maftglaprasad prize in 1928. Another 
popular collection of vir-rasa poetry for children was Lala Bhagvan Din’s Vir pahcaratna (1918).
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rasa poetry that would confirm the nationalism and prowess of the Indian people; it also 

created the urge to produce heroic literature in the present. Biographies of vlr-virafiganas 

belonged broadly to the genre of political literature, and made up for a large section of 

children-literature)and journals; yet, if all anti-British traces were well concealed, they 

apparently entered school-libraries with relative ease, circumventing colonial censorship on 

nationalist literature.

Heroic narratives naturally centred around the exploits of warriors and kings. 

Within the general framework of Muslim sovereignty, these could only be, as other scholars 

have pointed out, narratives of Hindu resistance.5 Historical narratives would therefore 

thematise both heroism and defeat (e.g. Maharana Pratap), resistance and subjection, good 

rule and narrow self-interest (Durgavatl), self-pride and the loss of honour (apman), 

communal harmony and treason (Laksmlbal), foreign rule and national resurgence C&vajT). 

These would be the values and questions on the ground, inscribed in the categories of “we’ 

Hindus and ‘they5 foreigners, and in the long perspective of a national history.6

Whereas Maharana Pratap, Chattrasal, 3ivajl represented evident ideals of 

masculinity, heroines like Ahalyabal, Durgavatl, Laksmibal transcended gender. They 

became the perfect nationalist icons for the present: they synthesized activity, heroism, 

wisdom, good rule, maryada, freedom, Sarasvati, Mother India. Moreover, the political ideal 

of the vlrangana was, unlike that of Ramrajya, one of action, mobilising heroism and self- 

sacrifice in the cause of a future svarajya.

Durgavatl, an historical play on the Gond queen who defeated Akbar’s troops twice 

before being herself defeated in 1564, written by Badrinath Bhatt in 1925, is typical of the 

genre.7 Here the theme of the virdhgana, popular with SangTts and Nautankis, is used for a 

‘serious’ play on vir-rasa intended for reading and not for the stage.

Durgavatl, an ideal Hindu ruler and brave warrior, bears the brunt of Akbar’s 

expansionist policy; though willing to reach a peaceful compromise, she is compelled to

5 E.g. Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments, pp. 102 ff.
6 It was dearly less amenable to deal directly with Indian-British conflict; the few books that 
attempted to do so were immediately banned: e.g. Pandit Sundarlal’s Bharat mem ahgrezl raj (Chand 
Press, Allahabad, 1929), and Rsabhcaran Jain’s novel on 1857, Gadar (Delhi, 1930). From the 
nineteenth century, this had led partly to a transference of the antagonism with the Villanous British’ 
onto the Villanous Muslim’, see S. Chandra, The Oppressive Present. Perhaps the only other novel on 
1857 in Hindi written in this period, R. Jain’s Gadar was however hardly a ‘historical’ account; it 
ostensibly aimed at “washing away the stain of shame from the Indians’ forehead for the episode of 
the Kanpur Well’; Introduction, Rsabhcharan Jain, Gadar, Hindi Pustak Karyalay, Delhi 1930, p.5.
7 Published by Ganga Pustak Mala, Lucknow, it was included in the syllabus for Intermediate exams 
in U.P. and Punjab, It was reprinted in 1929 and 1933; to my knowledge, it is not considered now a 
significant work. The novel contains the typical elements of the genre: the good, maybe too merciful 
ruler, betrayal, heroic self-defense before defeat. Interestingly, nothing is made of Durgavatl being a 
Gond, i.e. ‘tribal’, queen.
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defend her reign against the much too powerful Mughal once her able minister is made 

captive in Agra and one of her own courtiers, whom she had treated too mercifully, betrays 

her. Interestingly, Akbar is in the delicate position of just ruler and main villain: Bhatt solves 

the paradox by transferring most of the villainousness onto his minister Asafkhan and by 

presenting Akbar as a just but ill-advised ruler. While Durgavatfs indomitable resistance is 

celebrated with clear nationalist overtones, Prthvlraj of Bikaner, BIrbal, Todarmal, Mansimh 

give Bhatt the chance to expound on the ‘painful knot’ of Hindus who sacrificed loyalty to 

their Hindu ‘brothers’ for the sake of a foreign ruler.8

The vtr-virangana motif fitted well in the general trend of historical novels in Hindi, 

inasmuch as they, too, were more concerned with black-and-white characters, heroism and 

moral qualities rather than with actual historical detail. After an early spate of translations 

from Bengali historical novels,9 in fact, the astounding success of the wondrous romance 

Candrakdnta (1891) drove historical novelists, geared as they were towards entertainment, 

to adopt its framework and several of its features. Thus historical novels turned into 

romances, with a thin historical backdrop, black-and-white characterisations and the Hindu 

nationalist message as a sub-plot. Exemplary of this trend, which was to continue well into 

the twentieth century and had illustrious adepts, were the historical romances by KiSorilal 

GosvamJ.10

8 In an unusually irreverent editorial on ‘Vartman rajputana’, the editor of the women’s journal Camd 
held up a similar ‘mirror’ to Rajput ‘nationalism’. At the time of the Mughals, they had shown little 
love for national independence and most of them had become Mughal generals, happily fighting their 
own ‘brothers’ and a national hero like J>ivajl. ‘With which words can we address those who made 
their sisters and daughters the servants of cow-eating Yavanas for the sake of their own fleeting 
wealth and pomp? We are writing these lines not with ink but with our tears’ (p. 5). The editor 
discounted theirlOjhatriyaTineage as fanciful and remarked that ‘pure Aryan customs’ were absent in 
Rajputana. He also criticised them as rulers: Virtues like concern for the subjects (prajahit-cintan), 
dutifulness, love for the people were extremely rare’ (p. 3). This critique served to linked past betrayal 
with present patriarchy and authoritarian rule: Women were very respected in Rajputana, and their 
honour was their men’s honour. But they were respected as property, as much as the houses of the 
lord or his servants’ (p. 4). In an unsual break of Hindi self-censorship, the critique finally aimed at 
present Rajput rulers: they lacked both heroism and national consciousness (no ruler sympathised 
with India’s independence movement), as well as good rule. Because of its almost total lack of 
education, democracy, freedom of speech, reform, political awakening, economic development, public 
health and for the presence of slavery, begar and widespread poverty ‘present Rajputana cannot be 
counted among the civilised countries’; Camd, ‘Rajputana aftk’, X, pt. 1, 1, November 1931, pp. 5-11.
9 The earliest historical narratives in Hindi had been translations, mostly from Bengali: Bankim’s 
Durgesnandinl (1865) was translated, serialised and published first in 1882 (2nd part in 1884); R.C. 
Dutt’s Bahgvijeta (1874) was serialised in 1879 and published in 1886, Maharasp'a jivan prabhat 
(1878) was first translated around 1889; G. Ray, Hindi upanyas kos, vol. 1, pp. 306 ff. They aroused 
great interest among the Hindi literati, especially in the growing publishing centre of Benares, where 
translations, adaptions and borrowing from Bengali novels became a practice, so much so that 
eighteenth century Bengal, along with earlier Rajputana, became one of the usual backdrops, as in 
KEorilal Gosvamfs Hrdayharirii and its sequel Lavahglata (1904; comp. 1890-); R.S. McGregor, 
Indian Literature in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries, p. 102.

Author of perhaps the first short story in Hindi, ‘Indumafi’ (Sarasvati ,1900), GosvamI was the 
prolific author of several historical romances. Among the other practitioners of the genre at the turn
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Historical romance remained very much the historical narrative well into the 1920s 

and 1930s, even though social novels now occupied the centre-stage. Although their 

popularity has left almost no trace in literary histories, it testifies to the role such narratives 

had in popularising a brand of nationalist history that celebrated the inherent virtues of the 

Hindu community with heroic stories of Rajput kings and queens and of other vtr- 

virahganaerh, and stigmatised the ‘Muslim’ in the role of the villain.11 Although Vrndavanlal 

Varma’s first novels, such as Garh ku.nd.dr (1927) and Virata ki padminl (1929), were very 

much in this mould, here we examine quite a different enterprise, one that stemmed from 

his engagement with a closer (in time) and more problematic history: Rani Laksmibal’s 

heroic struggle and defeat during the 1857 uprising.

3.2.1 Vrndavanlal Varma’s vmmgana

Vrndavanlal Varma (1889-1973), the most famous and accomplished historical 

novelist in Hindi of the post-1920 period, started his career with a historical romance, Garh 

kundar. Indeed, he kept returning to this-sgenre even when he turned to researched 

historical biographies.12 It is against this backdrop of historical romances that his Jhansl ki 

rdnl laksmlbal (1946) and the research leading to it acquire exceptional interest.13

of the century were Jayramdas Gupta (Kisori va vlr-bala, 1907; Katrriir patan, 1907; Virangana va 
adari lalna, 1909, etc.), Kartikprasad Khatii, Gahgaprasad Gupta and others. The historian Munshi 
DevTprasad and Brajnandan Sahay, Baldev Prasad Mifra and Thakur Balbhadra Simh were less 
sensational writers. Interestingly, even literati like Ramnare£ TripathI and the Mi£ra-brothers tried 
their hand at this genre (with PadmavatL va virbala, 1991; and Virmani, 1917). See G. Ray, Hindi 
upanyas koi, vol. 1, pp. 136 ff; also R.S. McGregor, Indian Literature, A.S. Kalsi, ‘Realism in the Hindi 
Novel’.
11 In fact, translations of G.W. Reynold’s Mysteries of Old London turned these novels into even more 
truculent dramas, as in the case of Ramkrsna Jsukla’s Mugal darbar rahasya (Chand Karyalay, 1928), 
and SudarSanlal TrivedTs Pyasi talvdr (1936). Other examples form the post-1920 period are 
Govindvallabh Pant’s Suryast (1922), Ramcandra Mirra’s Prempathik (1926), BhagavaGcaran Varma’s 
Patan (1927), Jamunadas Mehra’s Bangal ki bulbul (1928), Rampyare TripathTs Dilli ki sahzadi 
(1933); G. Ray, Hindi upanyas kos, vol. 2, pp. 123 ff.
12 For details on his life and works, see Appendix.
13 The plot in a nutshell: the novel opens with an historical overview on the ruling house of Jhansi 
and its treaties with the British to focus on the present ruler, Gahgadharrao, a lover and patron of the 
arts with little time or patience to rule, keen to keep friendly relations with the British resident. In 
Bithur, meanwhile, Manu (Laksmlbal after the wedding), the 13-year-old daughter of Moropant, 
adviser to the exiled Bajirao Peshwa, grows up with Bajirao’s adopted sons, Nana and Rao, and 
learns military skills as well as reading and writing. She is the only one to remember and believe in 
the heroic stories of the Mahabharata and the nationalist ideals of SivajI; she hates the inanity of 
Indian rulers towards the British, and is much too forth-spoken for girl of her age. Once married to 
Gahgadharrao, she keeps parda but urges her servants (turned into friends, sahelis) and women to 
train in military skills. The women, after some initial hesitation, accept enthusiastically. After the 
early death of her only son, Gahgadharrao dies, too, in 1953, after hastily adopting a dattak son, who 
has to be recognised by the Lieutenant General. Meanwhile, the company assumes power in Jhansi, 
while the Rani quietly trains and works at organising a network with the rulers and people of Avadh,
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It will not be inappropriate here to delve into the story of his engagement with 

history in some detail. Bom in a Kayastha family, in which one ancestor had died fighting 

for the Rani in 1859, the son of a registrar kanungo, Vrndavanlal Varma went through a 

curriculum typical of boys from literate Kayastha families. While at home, he had grown up 

with her great-gradmother’s stories of the brave, just and beloved Rani,

that tradition, though wondrous, was also unclear; its outlines were vague and 
based more on devotion than on truth. Later the study of history and science 
decreased the value of that trust.14

Thus, the encounter with ‘objective’ history at school awakened doubts about those 

stories, but strong and angry reactions as well:

In the 5th and 6th form we were given E. Marsden’s History of India in English to 
study. The book was expensive for boys like me, but I had to buy it anyway. There I 
read that, since they belong to a hot country, the people of India always lost against 
invaders from cold countries. But now they will never be defeated again, because the 
British belong to a cold country. After they stay here they go back to their cold 
country, and here they spend the hot season on the hills. When they go back to 
England, a fresh batch of young Englishmen comes in their place: thus Indians will 
never be defeated again by anyone. This meant that our country would remain 
subjected to the British until the end of times. The heroic fight and death of 
Laksmlbai was all worthless. I felt all aflame inside and tore off that page from the 
book. When I got home my uncle [who provided for his education] found out about 
the tom book and I got thrashed. How could even an affectionate man like my uncle 
bear such a waste? He scolded me: ‘What is the use of tearing a page of the book 
where it is written how the British cheated us ah? That book must have been printed 
in thousands of copies...’ That day my interest for history was awakened. I decided 
that I would study and research a lot and finally write something to expose those 
false books. From that day I also started doing more physical exercise - who knew, if 
one day somehow I would face an Englishman I wouldn’t spare him a sound 
beating.15

Delhi and other princely states to fight for svarajya, with the help of Tatya Tope and the Peshwa 
court. On 4th June 1857, soldiers in Jhansi revolt, and though the Rani takes no part in the revolt, 
she is hailed as queen once the soldiers eliminate all British officers. When the soldiers leave for 
Delhi, the Rani is left in charge of the administration and of organising a new, popular army. Her 
emphasis on arms, training and cannons pays off when she has to defend Jhansi from an old claimant 
to the throne and from an attack from Orchha. They are, however, just small tests before Jhansi is 
surrounded and attacked by general Rose in 1858. After Tatya Tope’s aborted rescue-attempt from 
Kalpi and a heroic resistance on the part of the whole populatiuon, the Rani has to flee when British
troops finally break into the city (thanks to a traitor) and attack the fort. In Kalpi, the Rani tries to
reorganise the army of the Nana, and after suffering a defeat in Kalpi, they manage to conquer 
Gwalior. The so-far calm Rani is tormented at the prospect of not attaining svarajya in her life-time 
until a Baba reminds her that every fight is a step towards the goal. In the ensuing battle against Rose 
she is killed with the remains of her valorous red guard, and her body cremated before the British can 
get hold of it.
14 Author’s preface to JhansT kl ram, Mayur Prakasan, Jhansi 1987, p. 1.
15 Vrndavanlal Varma, Apni kahani, Prabhat Prakasan, Delhi 1993, pp. 14-15.
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After reading Max Muller’s What can India teach us?, young Vrndavanlal decided to 

write an Indian history of India, but could not write more than 20 22 pages. History could 

not be argued so easily, he discovered. Thereafter, he decided to write historical novels 

along the line of Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe and Talisman. But again, when he started a novel 

set in Rajputana he realised he did not know the geography of the place; and when he tried 

to write on Rani Laksmlbal, he realised he lacked the historical material. His only written 

source was the Marathi account by D.B, Parasms.16 It was more accurate than the stories of 

his childhood, but also sided with the British view of 1857 as a Mutiny, and of the Rani as a 

valorous queen who had fought only to defend her own reign.17

Tom between the truth of his grandmother and the truth of historical texts, Varma 

could not decide which one was ‘true’ until, he claims, as a student at a college boarding 

house in Agra he had a revelatory dream in which he was fighting a war for svarajya on the 

hockey ground on behalf of the queen! Despite the supra-rational encouragement, Varma’s 

scientific education forbade him to write only on the basis of that, and the whole matter 

remained in a comer of his mind until, now a 43-year-old vakil, in 1932 he found at the law 

court a bundle of 40-50 letters of an English soldier to the Lieutenant Governor dated 1858: 

they did not reveal much apart from the fact that the Rani had not fought only for self- 

defence or compelled by circumstances.

This second revelation in the form of letters and the historical document of an eye

witness prompted Varma, already the author of two novels, into a quest that was 

unprecedented among Hindi historical novelists: he was not only going to use historical 

sources in his narrative, he was going to look for them. He would involve more and more 

inhabitants of Jhansi, living witnesses as well as their descendants, in an attempt to create a 

sort of community history of the Rani’s fight in 1857-58.18 More documents and accounts

16 Reprinted in Hindi as Parasms, Jhansi kl rani laksmlbal, Sahitya Bhavan, Allahabad 1964; we have 
unfortunately been unable to trace this book.
17 See author’s preface to Jhansi kl rani, p. 1.
18 He discovered that a scribe at the Court was a descendant of Raghunathrao, the Rani’s father-in- 
law, and had kept a diary of Nawab Ali Bahadur (the chief villain), where he disclosed his treacherous 
role and relationship with Pir Ali. Once gone over to the side of the British, Ali Bahadur had presented 
some bayans to prove his loyalty to the British; Varma got hold of them, too. He then found the first of 
his living witnesses, a Munshi Jurab Ali who died around 1936 at the age of 115: he had been a 
thanedar at the service of the British in 1857, and his stories, though he had belonged to the other 
side, supported those of his great-grandmother’s! As he found another living witness, Varma started to 
‘bother1 all the old men and women of Jhansi, ‘but from the enthusiasm and devotion they expressed 
in telling their stories about the Rani I believe that they did not feel pestered’; ibid., p. 3. He wanted 
to know about the participation of the people of Jhansi in the resistance, and found out about the 
various officers, cannoniers and castes in the Rani’s popular army, especially about her legendary 
women’s cavalry. Varma found further evidence for the minor characters, including Motibal the 
actress, while a document of the period proved that the Hindi written a century before was practically 
the identical to present-day Hindi; ibid. , pp. 3-4.
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confirmed his grand-mother’s stories. At this point, Varma could refute the ‘truth' of 

colonialist history, and find his own way of telling an Indian history of India. A letter from 

the Rani to a neighbouring Raja asking help for svarajya was enough to confirm Varma’s 

belief about the core question of his quest, i.e. whether the Rani had fought for her own 

sake or for the sake of the country. Varma could thus engrain Laksmlbal - the icon of 

nationalist struggle - into a history of the people of Jhansi and into a documented study of 

the broad historical circumstances.

Crucial to Varma’s historical vision was the role of human will and intelligence. 

Thus, for him it was important to show not the great Laksmlbal, but the gradual 

transformation of young Manu into Laksmlbal. The message was; Indians were not born 

slaves or heroes; even a girl could become a heroine by force of will and the intelligent use 

of her abilities.19 It is remarkable for a novel about 1857 that the actual description of the 

fighting, the best-documented historically, takes up only one third of the book, while the 

first two-thirds are devoted to preparations: of Laksmlbal for her historical role; of the 

people of Jhansi to become a popular army; of the women of Khansi to become equal 

citizens of an empowered praja.

In a gradual process of self-improvement and self-empowerment, Laksmlbal 

changes from a wilful girl (who behaves like a boy) into a dutiful but energetic wife. She 

first creates a stir by speaking out at her wedding, urging the officiating pandit to tie the 

knot properly! (p. 65) Afterwards, confined in parda, she organises the women at the court 

into able fighters; after her husband’s death she changes into a warrior - wearing military 

attire (p. 199) - and a strategist, preparing her army and weapons while the East India 

Company rules. After the 1857 uprising she turns into a just ruler, a leader of the struggle 

for svarajya and finally into a virahgana, ready to sacrifice her life for the nationalist cause. 

It is only in these last stages that the Rani acquires a kind of superhuman aura: both the 

older Nana and Tatya Tope touch her feet (p. 220) as she appears to them as Bharatmata, a 

nurturing mother to her people, as the goddess of independence, and as Durga fighting on 

her vehicle. She is thus ideally equipped to personify the feminine icons of martial prowess 

and independence.

The transformations of Laksmlbal are echoed in the people surrounding her: in her 

maids, in the women of Jhansi at large, and finally in her soldiers and the men of Jhansi,

19 Although not excluding the theory of predetrmination Csee Manu’s extraordinary janmapatfi, p. 
26), Varma places much greater emphasis on the transformation of the spirited, fearless girl into a 
judicious, restrained and patient strategist and ruler.
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who turn all into an army of heroes.20 The servants-tumed-friends of the Rani are her most 

immediate replicas: from daughters of an impoverished family to slaves to the queen, to 

sahelis trained in the art of war and lastly to vtrahganaerh, Sundar, Mundar and KaSibal 

follow and resemble the Rani in every way, to the extent that each of them at the moment 

of her death in fight is taken for the Rani herself. Especially in the characterisations, Varma 

makes full use of imagination to invest the Rani, but also minor characters and ordinary 

people, with a historical vision and to endow their actions with nationalist purposefulness. 

In this way, their ordinary heroism and historical wisdom can redress the balance of defeat. 

Similarly, prophecies and dreams can frame contingent defeat in the ‘long duration’ of 

national resurgence. After her last defeat, Laksmlbal can find no rest until a sad.hu, Baba 

Gangadas, prophesises India’s future independence to her: only in this way she can view 

her own fate and struggle as part of a gradual historical process whose fulfilment belongs to 

the future.21Thus, it is actually the British who are blindly self-confident day-dreamers:

The British saw the smooth and even surface but did not know of the cauldron 
boiling underneath. They had grabbed India as in a dream, and thought they would 
keep it in a dream, and the dream would last forever. They never knew or realized 
that Hindustan may be conquered easily but cannot remain in their grasp for very 
long. Foreign rulers never took long to conquer this country; they sat on the throne 
with great pomp... but as far as ruling was concerned, it always remained confined 
to the cantonments. The truth is that its is impossible to rule over an unhappy 
people, here as everywhere... (pp. 205-6).

Varma’s historical imagination is at work also in his characterisation of the Rani, 

especially in two respects. Firstly, she is formally respectful of tradition, but nonetheless 

more preoccupied with the spirit than the letter of it. Thus, she strictly observes the rituals 

and her dharma (as a wife and then as a widow), but at the same time she introduces

20 The women of Jhansi, exemplified by the bakhiin, the wife of the treasurer, Jhalkari the Korin and 
the women who gather around the Rani at the two sindurotsavs described in the novel (pp. 92-95 and 
pp. 324) are at first shocked by the masculine queen, but soon adhere with enthusiasm to her projects 
of complete militarisation and form a valorous women’s army much to the surprise of general Rose 
(p. 343): the corp is formed predominantly with Bundelkhand women from all castes. The freedom 
and empowerment of women of all castes, one of the elements emphasised by the author (echoing the 
Rani) as a necessary requisite of svarajya (p. 173), is expressed most clearly in Jhalkari, the low-caste 
woman-tumed-officer who is another even physical replica of the Rani. ‘If Laksmlbal had been ̂  
successful in her struggle for svarajya, Indian women would not be in the pitiful condition many are 
now in’ comments the author; ibid., p. 475. The sting is turned here against the United Provinces, the 
new centre of Hindi culture and of the nationalist movement, but very conservative about women’s 
freedom.
21 After a particularly bad day during the siege of Jhansi, the Rani has a dream: ‘A fair maiden with 
beautiful features, large black eyes and a red sari, covered by jewellery, is standing on the ramparts of 
the fort stopping the fiery cannonballs of the British with her tender hands. "Look, Laksmlbal, my 
hands have turned black by stopping the balls. Do not worry. The goddess of svarajya is immortal"’ (p. 
364). At learning of her dream, the battered townsfolk gain heart again. See also the Rani’s 
prophecies on pp. 356, 373, etc., and Rose’s prophecy on p. 403.
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changes and widens the scope of a woman’s dharma (see also 4.4). Secondly, she believes 

in a different balance between ruler and subjects:22 her rule is reasonable and reformist, 

and seeks consensus. Her rule and the creation of a people’s army imply a message of 

equality - reflected in her respect for all women and for lower castes23 - as well as of the 

necessary empowerment of the common people, the sarvasddhdran, one of the tenets of 

Gandhian nationalism.24 In his imagination of the Rani as the ideal ruler, then, Varma 

expresses not only how things could have been ‘if, but also how he believes modem India 

should be like.

In a word, the novel reads like a chapter of the Indian history of India outlined in 

the previous section, the one Varma himself wanted to write. It is pervaded by the same 

feeling of the young Varma as he enthused over Marsden’s textbook, to which it ideally 

replies. While the assessment of pre-British princely India is balanced and detailed, the 

indictment of British mle is as circumstantiated as it is total.25 The annexation policy of the 

East India Company, its tyrannical and suave bandobast, the destruction of pancpyats, the 

enslavement through education, the racial contempt, the innumerable humiliations suffered

22 The contrast with her husband, Gahgadharrao, is sharp: while he is a typical extravagant rats, a 
lover of theatre, good-hearted but essentially selfish and capricious, she is thrifty, practical and 
mindful only of the good of her people (praja-hit-cintari); in the novel, Gahgadharrao’s passionate 
involvement with the theatre is not only a nice historical touch, but also iluminates their basic 
difference, when Laksmibai contrasts his nayika-bhed with Bhusan’s heroic poetry; ibid., pp. 72 ff.
23 After a dismissive remark of her general Gauskhan on the actress-tumed-head-of-intelligence 
Motibal, the Rani reflects scornfully: ‘Is that daughter of a prostitute lesser than any respectable 
woman in self-sacrifice?! Oh Lord, social distinctions (umc-mc) even in sacrifice!’ Cp, 341). To another 
commandant she says: ‘How good it would be to have no caste distinctions in our country!’. ‘It is the 
God who made them’ he answers: the ensuing silence voices all the queen’s doubts; ibid., p. 306.
24 She reminds Tatya Tope several times to look for a base among the people: The people are the 
true force. I believe they are invincible. The Chatrapati [f>ivaji] challenged such a huge empire only 
with the support of the people, not of the kings... The people are our true means. Rajas and Nawabs 
are worthy for one, two generations; the people’s worth, instead, does not wear off generation after 
generation’; ibid., pp. 131-32.
25 The princely states, their relationship to the East Indian Company, Dalhousie’s policy and the 
Company bandobast are described and discussed with great accuracy. In the princely state of Gwalior 
at the time of Raghunathrao: ‘The rule was bad, the administration was bad, but village pancayats 
worked; the revenue was never fully collected; every villager was protected by the pancayat... Power 
was not so centralised,,, though society was not balanced enough and inequality was evident, 
economic links were strong. Wealth would collect in one place and then be shared out again. Each 
patron supported hundreds of dependents (afrit) attached to him; patronage and its beneficiaries 
were part of a dynamic relationship’; ibid., p. 5. At the same time, Indian rulers are presented as 
short-sighted and naive: while Raghunathrao hopes to keep his kingdom and the favour of the 
Company by entertaining the local British officers, they are shown as cunning and far-sighted. In fact, 
a discussion amongst them at the Club appears as a prophecy: ‘We need more time. Now we need to 
get rid of dacoits and riots and increase trade and agriculture. The people will be grateful to us. We 
shall give petty jobs to the Indians who will learn English and teach them to revere the British. They, 
in turn, will spread this reverence among the people; the people will always be happy and will not 
tire of begging us. Our lads will make sure they will always be in terror of us! That terror will be our 
only weapon’; ibid., p. 121.
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by Indian subjects, all are taken into account.26 The burning of Gangadharrao’s library by 

British troops looting Jhansi in March 1858 is a symbolic climax: it finally explodes the 

myth of the white man’s burden.27

The account and the reasons of the defeat belong to history, and there is no 

tampering with them; but the novelist can write against their grain a narrative of collective 

heroism, a future envisaged in prophecies and a personal thread of ‘ifs’, which hint that 

another history could have happened and could have been told. Colonial subjection, far 

from being part of a divine plan or of a cosmic cycle, or the proof of inherent British 

superiority, is shown to be the result of accumulated historical circumstances, some of 

which belong to the sphere of the humanly possible. Heroism, popular participation, a just 

ruler and a prophecy allow the novel to carry a positive message even while recounting a 

painful defeat.

If compared with the work of M.3. Gupta in neighbouring Cirgaon (3.1), Varma’s 

historical enterprise differs radically: it is regionally rooted; it weaves personal family 

memoirs with the memoirs of living witnesses and a diverse corpus of official and unofficial 

documents; it presents the ideal of svarajya and a larger-than-life character, but without 

gliding over the social fabric.28 Detail and variety do not seem to be in the way of national 

unity, and each member, each gender, is allowed equal participation.29 Though relying 

heavily on imagination, Varma’s novel is also fundamentally different from mainstream 

historical romances and tales of vlr-vlrahganaem: romance features only slightly, and that

26 When the Company takes over the rule of Jhansi in 1854, they dismiss the Raja’s small army and 
dismantle the administration: ‘Whereas so far hundreds and thousands of literate people could earn a 
living even on a small salary, now only few high officers and small jagirdars were employed by the 
Company at higher salaries. The higher posts were all filled by a handful of Englishmen at exorbitant 
wages... The entire court was dismissed - poets, artists, dhrupad singers, sitar players, dancers, 
craftsmen, farewell to all! In its place the Club, the Dak Bungalow and salaam with compulsory 
prostration for all Indians, high and low5; ibid,, p. 156.
27 ‘Whatever happened, it inscribed in history with indelible letters the bestiality of those barbarians’. 
The libraries in Alexandria and Rajgrha were destroyed in a barbaric age, 'but in this age of science 
and civility...!’ (p. 391). For the first and last time, the Rani weeps: war is meaningful only to defend 
one’s life and dharma, one’s culture and art, she had told her people (p. 314). Now the struggle seems 
useless, until her vlrtd shakes her up to her duty ‘like a tigress’; ibid., p. 392.
28 There are detailed caste descriptions, and several subplots highlight caste conflicts (some 
historical) and the way to deal with them: while Gahgadharraof solve one through a despotic ruling 
(chapter 8), Laksmlbal solves a similarly explosive communal issue (Sunni-Shia-Hindu) concerning 
rights of way in a procession by listening to the practical advice of a resourceful carpenter; ibid., pp. 
280-284.
29 The use of mimetic techniques allows the author to give voice to the views of the people in the 
market-place (pp. 139-143), or of the soldiers in the barracks (pp. 225-227) - also an expression of 
empowerment through literature.
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too by proxy and is sacrificed for the greater sake of the nation,30 while heroism allows for 

nuanced and balanced descriptions of historical characters and circumstances.

To summarize, in this section we saw how folk and regional heroes became national 

heroes and fit into the master-narrative of Hindu-Indian history. Such vlr-vlrahganaerh 

provided positive examples of martial resistance during the painful medieval and more 

recent past, and were now invoked as patrons of the nation and models of militant, 

aggressive nationalism, transmitted through biographies, readers, plays, novels, ballads, 

poems and films. With them, the simplifications and exclusions metered out by this view of 

Indian history were also spread in a kind of diffuse historical samskara.

We can now assume that perhaps the most poignant of such features, the 

stereotype of Muslim villainy, stemmed both from the plan of the nationalist history of 

India, and also from transferred anti-British feelings. In any case, Hindu heroism to assert 

itself needed an Other. Vrndavanlal Varma’s example may again prove useful. In his more 

detailed and grounded works such as Jhansi kl rani, where anti-British resistance could be 

expressed directly and where in fact the depiction of ‘communal harmony’ was one of the 

aims, we find a greater array of Muslim characters and no sterotypes.31 But in other works, 

when the British are not in the picture and the Hindu hero needs a villanous Other, the 

stereotype resurfaces.32

We may also remark that this was a particularly resistant view, one that could 

hardly change even under the pressure of historical circumstances. Especially at the time of 

the Khilafat movement and after the great riots of the 1920s, Gandhi and Gandhians 

became wary of anti-Muslim historical statements 33 On the scholarly and semi-official level, 

the Hindustani Academy in Allahabad tried to bridge the widening gulf between Hindi and 

Urdu and Hindu and Muslim versions of Indian history by promoting lectures on Hindu- 

Muslim relations and interdependence under the Sultanate and the Mughals.34 Although a

30 Two of the saheGs, along with the actresses-tumed-intelligence agents Motibal and Juhl, once the 
favourites of the Rani’s late husband, carry out chaste romances with the main heroes, but any 
fulfilment of love is postponed until after svarajya; see e.g. ibid., p. 381.
31 Though the main traitor, Nawab Ali Bahadur, is indeed a Muslim, he is so because he is the natural 
son of Raja Raghunathrao (the Rani’s father-in-law) and of a Muslim courtesan. Several of the Rani’s 
loyal generals are Muslims, like the cannonier Ghauskhan.
32 E.g. in Garhku.nd.ar and Virata kl padtninl.
33 G. Pandey, The Ascendancy of the Congress in Uttar Pradesh, pp. 148 ff. The Hindi text-books 
prepared by the Gandhian Daksin Bharat Hindi Pracar Sabha in Madras show an attempt at 
presenting Mughal rulers in a more positive light, along with the usual nationalist fare; see 
Avadhnandan and Satyanarayan, Hindi kl dusrl pustak, Hindi Pracar Pustak Mala, Madras, 18th ed. 
1939, pp. 19-21.
34 Between 1928 and 1933, Abdulla Yusuf Ali, R.B. G.H. Ojha, Gafiganath Jha, Maulana Syed 
Sulaiman Nadvi of the Shibli Academy of Azamgarh, Tara Chand, Mohammad Amin Abbasi of 
Calcutta, Dr. Bhagvan Das, Maulana Abdul Haq, Padmasimh Sarma, etc. were invited to give lectures 
on subjects like ‘Contributions of the Hindus to Muslim culture’ and ‘Contributions of the Muslims to
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rapproachement was easier among the distinguished elite, united by a common Indo- 

Persian background, most Hindi journals either viewed such initiatives with suspicion, as 

strategic moves to construct a fake history of communal harmony. ‘Good Muslims’ were 

accepted as exceptions, but the subject of ‘our history’ remained Hindu.

This leads us to the next section, where we shall examine how the Aryan myth and 

this vision of history conditioned the way contemporary society was discussed and 

imagined.

Hindu Culture’; see The Report of the working of the Hindustani Academy, United Provinces, Allahabad 
(1927-1933), Allahabad 1939, pp. 11-13.
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3.3 The shape of society

If historical writing dwelt on the Aryan ideal and the foretastes of nationhood, 

Hindi journals of the 1920s resound with one obsessive call: sangathan, organisation. 

Whatever the meaning given to the word, this call for (self-) organisation expressed a 

movement toward larger and cohesive units, be it at local, regional or national level, as well 

as toward a notion of, and an agenda for, a generalised and comprehensive picture of 

society. Thus, debates on society and social reform in Hindi in our period exhibit both a 

conceptual struggle and a mass-oriented, active and political edge. While sangathan 

activities were characterized by defensive arguments about Hinduism in danger, debates 

over sangathan in Hindi journals expressed a positive and constructive search for the 

wherewithal of social integration and nation-building.1 As one article on sangathan put it:

A new political caste (jati) has been formed: the Indian, which will accommodate 
Hindus, Muslims, Parsis, Jains, Christians for political aims. Likewise, a new gotra 
has to be formed with Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, Shudras, and with 
brahmacaris, grhasthas, vanaprasthas, sanyasis, etc.: they are all Hindus.2

This section explores the terms in which society was discussed in the Hindi sphere, 

and how the historical consciousness outlined in the previous sections influenced the terms 

of social imagination. It starts by examining how editors and contributors groped with 

existing Hindi words and concepts to re-define society in terms closer to the comprehensive 

English term. However, this semantic search was not followed by an equally original theory 

and vision of society: rather, the Brahmanical varna view was reinforced in the new public 

sphere context. We shall then discuss how the issue of untouchability came to question the 

validity of this view and raised the unspoken issues of power, conflict and exploitation. 

Also, practical sangathan activities such as the purification (suddhi) of Muslim converts and 

untouchables quickly showed the limits and difficulties of sangathan without social 

reshuffling. Finally, we shall see how a quite different view of society, the socialist view

1 We are not directly involved here with the political outcomes of this preoccupation, namely the 
activities of the Hindu Mahasabha and the Suddhi Sammelan from 1923 onwards; rather, we shall 
focus on the echo such arguments had in the Hindi press, and what other notions of society 
circulated. For Hindu Mahasabha politics, see C. Baxter, The Jana Sangha: a biography of an Indian 
Political Party, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1969, and C. Jaffrelot, The Hindu Nationalist 
Movement and Indian Politics. For a typical article on ‘Hinduism in danger’, see 'Hinduom ka hras’, in 
Madhuri, I, pt. 2, 4, April 1923 (at the time of the first meeting of the revived Hindu Mahasabha).
2 MalavTprasad Jsrivastava, ‘Sahgathan’, Madhuri, III, pt. 2, 2, March 1925, p. 201.
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based on class, became current in Hindi in the 1920s, but gave rise to a peculiar synthesis 

when colliding with the previous one.

The very semantic indeterminacy about the word society in Hindi debates reveals 

the tensions behind such attempts at redefining the notion, and the poles between which 

the debate moved: between an ordered picture of Indian society divided into jdtis and 

varnas, and society as a single, omni-comprehensive whole. In fact, two words were used in 

Hindi to indicate ‘society5, both with a number of significations and both used as equivalents 

for the English word: samaj and jati.3 The special issue Samaj-ank of the journal Camd 

(November 1937) gives a good indication of this semantic indeterminacy: samaj meant a 

caste or a region (like in ‘Marvar me jatiyta ka rup' on casteism in Rajasthan),4 a gender- 

specific group (like in ‘Yukta-prant ka mahila-samaj’), or else society as a whole, as in the 

English term.5 The editor tried to explain this semantic variance in historical terms: samaj 

was ideally the latter, and Vedic samaj had been the apex of progress in ancient times, but 

the present society, vartman samaj, had broken up into a loose amalgam of smaller groups:

Our society is no more the ancient and well-organised group which controlled 
political, religious, social and other institutions. Now various societies [i.e. society 
in a narrow sense] cannot rule over themselves. At present what we mean by 
society is only a particular sampraday or caste whose members, spread over a varied 
geographical area, maintain certain similarities in behaviour and customs (pp. 9- 
10).

Semantic indeterminacy thus shows a tension among the general terms and 

referents of the debate: between the Aryan varnasrama system and the present 

heterogeneous reality, and about how jdtis could be accommodated within the four-fold

3 We have already mentioned the multiple layers of the word jati: all through this period, ja ti was 
used to indicate a caste or group of castes; as synonymous of a community defined either in religious 
or geographical terms; and as synonymous of nation, slightly different from rostra, which meant 
rather ‘national state’: all the three meanings could be implied in a same passage, distinguished only 
by the context. In his typically original fashion, KEoridas Vajpeyi wrote: ‘Nowadays people ask: which 
jati’? It is a mistake. There are four varnas but one jati: Hindu’; K. Vajpeyl, ‘Aryoih kl varna- 
vyavastha’, Madhuri, VI, pt. 2, 4, May 1928, p. 540.
4 See also ‘Marvarl samaj aur hind! samsar’, Madhuri, VI, pt. 1, 5, Dec. 1927, pp. 782-3.
5 The editorial ‘Samaj aur vyakti’, trying perhaps for the first time to define society in relation to the 
individual and not to collective groups, kept shifting among possible definitions of samaj - either as a 
closed, homogeneous sampraday or as the interdependent ensemble of all individuals, based, at least 
ideally, upon just economic and gender relations; Camd, XVI, pt. 1, 1, November 1937, pp. 3-10; the 
initial definition of society echoes that of a rousseauvian social contract: TPTR 44  44 TRjj

oqfWlci *4l4f WF 914% 4 4F1 ecS-i 'tx-tal') 445 Pi’Mh) 4

44 F̂f̂ tcTT 4>T fĥ TTl’ [Society is a group of people who, in order to publicly protect their individual
interests, agree that they will be governed by some common rules which will engender similarity in 
their dissimilar customs] (p. 3); it is the existence of commonly agreed codes that transforms any 
group into a society (p. 4). The problem arose when this individualistic definition confronted the 
other meanings of samaj and the reality of Indian groups.
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order. It also shows a preoccupation with caste and class harmony, at least in the Vedic 

ideal. Finally, it betrays an uneasiness about how to make the transition from jati in the 

sense of localised caste and community to jati as nation.

The journal Madhuri is a good forum to examine debates on society in the 1920s, 

since the call for sangathan of the Hindu jati appeared in every issue, and the journal 

accommodated several view-points on the subject. What most contributors to the debate 

implied, we shall see, was a literal belief, stemming directly from the Aryan ideal; it was 

belief in a picture of society as one, orderly and just body, to use the familiar metaphor from 

the Manusmrti. A corollary was belief that a healthy society was characterized by the 

absence of conflict: caste, class or social conflicts of any other kind were the marks of an 

unhealthy society. It will hardly be surprising now that, given the background and the 

historical samskdra outlined in the previous section, most Hindi intellectuals, when writing 

about society, should look up to the four-fold varnasrama ideal as the ‘essentially Indian’ 

form of societal organisation.6 Thus, a discussion to redefine present Indian society fell 

‘naturally1 back on the Brahminical view.

‘The only reason why the Hindu jati has survived through its troubled history is the 

caste-system, created by our far-sighted rishis and munis to make the Hindu jati strong 

(sabat), solid (sudrrh) and well-organised (suvyavasthit)' wrote Ramsevak TripathI, later 

editor of Madhuri, in ‘Hindu-jati aur varna-vyavastha’7. It was a social theory (kalpana) 

unrivalled in the world, echoed Kisoridas Vajpeyi and Balvir.8 Such a typical opening would

6 As recent studies have pointed out, early orientalists and colonial ethnographers took the traditional 
Brahmin-centred classification in four varnas as the original picture of Hindu society. Colonial 
administrators, called in to settle local caste disputes, objectified jdtis into a grid of fixed and 
standardised categories from a variety of occupational, local, ‘fuzzy5 and partially mobile identities, 
and looked for historical genealogies in ‘Hindu scriptures’, thereby taking a partial and ideal vision of 
society by a particular group as the true and complete picture, and turning it into the law. In 
particular the 1901 Census tried to fit all local jdtis into the traditional Brahman-centred four-fold 
classification, thereby initiating a frantic activity of caste ascendancy by caste associations, and also a 
totalising conception of caste instead of the earlier, to some extent relatively looser identities. For an 
overview and a discussion, see Rashmi Pant, ‘The Cognitive Status of Caste in Colonial Ethnography5, 
pp. 145-62. Whether to criticise it or to praise it, Hindi intellectuals would also refer to the four-fold 
classification as the original and essentially Indian society. The debate among English-speaking 
Indian reformers went much along the same lines; see S. Bayly, ‘Hindu "modernizers'' and the "public" 
arena: indigenous critiques of caste in colonial India’; paper presented at the SOAS Conference on the 
Modernization of Hinduism, London, 1993.
7 R. TripathI, ‘Hindu-jati aur varna-vyavastha’, Madhuri, V, pt. 2, 4, May 1927, pp. 525-8. The same 
view was held by Madan Mohan Malaviya, e.g. in Vamafram dharma’, Abhyuday, 1 May 1908, in P. 
Malaviya, Mdlaviyaji ke lekh, National Publishing House, Delhi 1962, pp. 174-75.
8 K. Vajpeyl, ‘Aryoih kl varna-vyavastha’, pp. 534 ff. See Balvir,: 4KR hfh RR*T Tt 4  uiHifa'fc FPRR

3ft 'SHfd % Ritu m T3RT̂ P [The civilization of the holy land of
Bharatvarsa has unfurled on the highest peak of progress the victory flag of her social organization] 
he claimed triumphantly in ‘Samajik sangathan ka bhartiy adari’, Madhuri, IV, pt. 1, 6, December 
1925, p. 775.
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set the tone and the framework for the whole discussion of Hindu society, to talk of Hindu 

society meant to talk of the varna-system; even to criticise the inner division into a myriad 

of jdtis led to appraising the original varnas, of which jdtis were but a corruption.9 Present- 

day castes were compared or assimilated to the theoretical four varnas without much talk of 

the qualitative difference between the notions: whenever arguments on contemporary 

society and caste-system moved to the theoretical ground, caste as jati automatically 

switched to caste as varna.

The ‘degeneration’, and in fact the whole defense of varna as a category, was 

couched in rational terms.10 In this ordered and rational division, conflict could only be the 

result of ignorance and corruption. The present proliferation of castes, class and caste 

conflicts were all explained as due to ignorance and oblivion of past rules, and offered a 

typical picture of Kaliyuga.11 Tulsi Das's description of Kaliyuga in the Ramcaritmanas had 

contemporary echoes for Hindi intellectuals:

4ft hRj TcT 4 4  . . .

There are no varnas, no four asramas left; 
men and women are keen refuting £ruti;
3udras teach knowledge to the twice-born 
wear the sacred thread and take corrupt gifts.12

9 Satyavrat Siddhantalamkar, ‘Hinduorii metii samajik sangathan Id kalpana’, Madhuri, VI, pt. 1, 2, 
September 1927, pp. 224-36.
10 Following an argument spread in the Hindi area mainly by the Arya Samaj, varna was explained as 
an originally flexible category, based not on one’s birth (janma-pradhan) but on individual deeds 
(karma-pradhan). However, according to the Arya Samaj philosophy graduate Satyavrat 
Siddhantalamkar, a society based only on the division of labour would have bred materialism, 
unequal distribution of capital and social conflict, as the history of the West showed. Thus ancient 
‘Indian sociologists’ had realised that man is not only an economic being and had created caste to 
ensure the full development of the individual. By explaining the etymology of varna as varan kama, 
to choose, Satyavrat could defend varna,on subtler, psychological terms: thus, originally caste was 
chosen according to one’s psychological predisposition (manovaijhanik pravrttQ. Closer to the notion 
of personal dharma (svadharma), this interpretation of varna loosened it from birth or occupation, 
but reaffirmed it as a rigid category on another basis: just as one should not escape one’s svadharma, 
one cannot change one’s predisposition. And since predispositions were also four, and were partly 
hereditary, caste by birth, earlier criticised, was finally upheld in a subtler, more psychological form. 
Ibid, p. 235.
11 “We forgot the rules - we disregarded the system and therefore today we are oppressed, enslaved, 
poor, helpless, desperate and dependent on others for everything’; Ramsevak TripathI, ‘Hindu-jati aur 
varna-vyavastha’, p. 526.
12 Ramcaritmanas, VII, 98, 1 and 99, 1; quoted ibid. (incorrect reading). Ramcandra Sukla’s 
predilection for Tulsi rested partly on the view that when in Tulsl’s time society (i.e. Hindu society) 
risked disintegration under the impact of Muslim rule and of different religious reformers, Tulsi had 
‘descended’ and ‘saved the dhaima of the Aryas from disintegrating’ Even now Indian society and the 
dharma of the Aryas (J>ukla used both Arya and Hindu almost indiscriminately) risked disintegration 
under the pressures of many contrasting forces and the call of several different reformers, and in an 
interesting historical flight, Sukla warned that: ‘... there are many such revolutionaries in Europe... 
Since the higher classes did not fulfil their duty well, the lower classes were filled with envy, hatred
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Historical and scriptural authority, as well as rational argument, gave what was a 

traditional Brahmin complaint against caste-contamination (yarna-sahkara) a generalised 

meaning involving all social change.13 Conflicts were thus either explained as a 

consequence of historical corruption, or attributed to the evil influence of the West. To 

several Hindi intellectuals of this period, Europe appeared as a large cauldron of unrest, 

what with the World War, the Russian Revolution, the rise of social-democracy in Germany 

and Italy, the great strikes and conflicts between capital and labour, etc. As Ki^oridas 

Vajpeyi wrote:

In Europe there are large groupings, especially political ones. Because of these 
factions a poisonous hatred grows among the people (praja-varg), and it breeds no 
good consequence. The people (janta) are harmed by any kind of useless grouping. 
Therefore, the various conflicts in this country are not caused by the caste-system 
but by stupidity.14

The ideal Indian society, the varna system, seemed instead to avert both the mirage 

of equality, the danger of class conflict and the evil of materialism, and reasserted India’s 

claim to spiritual superiority.15 Even an article like Satyavrat’s, which started by 

acknowledging the call for justice made by peasants, untouchables and non-Brahmins in 

India, and recognized in caste divisions the main obstacle to svarajya, ended with 

reaffirming on the theoretical plane that the caste system was the best theory of social 

organisation.16

and arrogance; Lenin took advantage of this and became the mahatma of his time... One should not 
be deceived by this bestowal of power to the foolish people (murkhjanta). Leaders who act according 
to the real needs of the people instead do get their respect’; R. J>ukla, Gosvaml tulsidas, Nagari 
Pracharini Sabha, Banaras 1983, pp. 19, 25, 35. Thus social order was all about keeping to one’s 
place and one’s dharma. Far from being just a great poet of the past, Tulsi was a cultural hero who 
had showed the way of negotiating reform and social order, bhakti and authority,
13 ‘Some Shudras pretend to become of higher caste by wearing the sacred thread; they are trying to 
create mixed castes and refusing to adhere to the Vedas and Shastras, thus drowning the whole Hindu 
society...’ wrote Ramsevak TripathI, while placing TuIsTs Kaliyuga in the contemporary Indian 
context; R. TripathI, ‘Hindu-jati aur varna-vyavastha’, p. 527.
14 KEoridas Vajpeyl, ‘Aryoih ki varna-vyavastha’, p. 537.
15 The caste-system in its original, pure form was suggested as the only solution for all conflicts, even 
for international ones. ‘Several great thinkers of the West have tried to solve social problems in 
several ways’ wrote Balvir, ‘but since they lacked the Vedic ideal their brilliant life-light died off after 
a brief glimmer at the onset of heavy clouds of adversities. Unrest continued. The reign of 
dissatisfaction continued. New movements were bom every day\ Nor could Bolshevism or 
communism, the new stars, succeed, as ‘human nature itself is based on natural unequality. Progress 
is no cure either, since in its name the blood of workers is sucked everywhere: ‘Europe, lost in the 
fever of materialism, will have to learn the lesson of the ideal society from India, the master of 
spiritualism, and the civilisation of ancient India will rule over the whole earth’; Balvir, ‘Samajik 
saftgathan ka bhartly adarS’, Madhuri, IV, pt. 1, 6, December 1925, pp. 775, 776 and 779.
16 Satyavrat Siddhantalahkar, ‘Hinduoih meih samajik sartgathan Id kalpana’, p. 236.
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It was the attack on untouchability and the reactions to it which exposed the 

ambiguity and limitations of this discourse on society in public debate. Reactions were 

prompted by the symbolic acts aiming at assimilating untouchables in the Hindu fold 

undertaken jointly by the Arya Samaj and the re-born Hindu Mahasabha.17 Such symbolic 

acts of reintegration - like suddhi, temple-entry or allowing untouchables to take water from 

the common well - were typically followed by reparatoiy measures and restrictive 

statements. These in turn could be used to publicly expose the whole enterprise of caste 

Hindus as mere hypocrisy.18 ‘Neither the Gurukul-factory can turn a Dher into a Brahmin, 

nor Mahatma Gandhi adopting a Bhangi girl can bestow high positions on untouchables’ 

concluded laconically an old Lajjaram Mehta in 1927.19 All in all, debates and initiatives for 

the removal of untouchability in fact blew the wind out of the sails of constructive 

sangathan.

‘How much has been achieved in Hindu sahgathanV asked an editor in 1925.20 By 

the end of the 1920s it was clear that even the minimum social reshuffling sangathan 

required for a Hindu-jati to be formed hardly found a consensus. ‘Even Madan Mohan 

Malaviya, the founder of the movement, will not eat with "lower MalavTyas" remarked 

sarcastically Janardan Bhatt21 Radical intellectuals like G.3. Vidyarthi or Nirala could thus

17 These activities, as well as the Mahasabha meetings, received large echo in the Hindi press. 
Rupnarayan Pandey, one of the editors of Madhuri, had previously been the editor of the journal of 
the Bharat Dharma Mahamandal of Banaras; a strong advocate of Hindu sangathan, he gave great 
attention to the subject. Among the many articles and editorial on the subject were Devldnandan 
Vibhav’, ‘Hindu sahgathan’, p t.l, Mddhrl, II, pt. 2, 3, April 1924, p. 350; DayaSahkar Dube, ‘Bharat 
mem hinduoih Id da£a\ Madhuri, IV, pt. 1, 2, p. 146; ‘Hindu jati Id aksamta’, Madhuri, I, pt. 2, 2, 
February 1923, p. 216; Candkaran Jjarda, ‘Hindu-jati Id durda$a ke karan aur uske nivaran ke upay’ 
Madhuri, III, pt. 1, 3, October 1924, pp. 290-95.
18 GaneS 3ahkar VidyarthI reported derisively an incident at village Ujhyani (dist. Badayun), where a 
group of Chamars had earlier been dissuaded from converting to Islam by being admitted to the 
village well; however, after the symbolic gesture the wells had been quickly purified with Ganges 
water, and the crisis had reverted to the same point; G.Js. VidyarthI, ‘Hindu raherfi ya musalman 
banerii?’, Pratap, 1 June 1925, quoted R. AvasthI, Kranti ka. udghos, vol. 2, Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi 
Shiksha Samiti, Kanpur 1978, pp. 814-817. Thus, only a year after the programme of ‘purification’ of 
untouchables was launched by the Hindu Mahasabha, its limitations were clearly spelt out: this 
‘religious duty1 involved provisions for education in mixed schools but not in those in Brahmin-only 
schools; entry into temples was accorded ‘wherever possible according to maryada.'; untouchables 
were entitled a separate well in every settlement, but not access to the others. Teaching the Vedas, 
wearing the sacred thread and interdining with untouchables was ‘against the Shastras and 
lokmaiyada’; conversions into Hinduism were allowed, but not within a caste. ‘The uplift of 
untouchables does not mean that people from all varnas should start eating from their hands. Uplift 
means to instill in them the taste for cleanliness and purity, to spread education as much as possible, 
and to think and tell them means to increase their income;’ quoted in Madhuri, II, pt. 2, 1, pp. 141- 
42.
19 L. Mehta, ‘Hinduom meih chuachut’, Madhuri, V, pt. 1, 6, January 1927, p. 826. In the article, 
Mehta argued for a partial reform because caste Hindus needed untouchable[for impure jobs.
20 ‘Hindu-saftgathan ka karya kitna hua?’, editorial in Madhuri, III, pt. 2, 1, January 1925, pp. 133- 
34.
21 J. Bhatt, ‘Hindu sahgathan ka dhohg’, Camd, IV, pt. 1, 4, February 1928, p. 438.
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draw the conclusion that such timid debates on social reform that shut jatis out of the door 

just to readmit them through the window in the form of varna, and which were silent on 

caste discrimination, could only be overcome by initiatives by the low-castes themselves.22 

The fact that no untouchable or low-caste Hindu was among the participants to the Hindi 

debate carried obvious limitations.23 Once again, it would be only through literature that 

the critique of untouchability would carry a more general argument about justice and 

individual rights in the Hindi sphere.24

In fact, it was only under the impact of socialist ideas alter the Russian revolution 

that a radically different vision of society would be introduced and gain currency in the 

Hindi public sphere. While the call for sahgathan did express a kind of yearning to 

accomodate ‘neglected sections’ (upeksit ahg) of society - peasants, workers, untouchables, 

women - in the new vision of the nation-to-be, it was only socialism that provided a 

theoretical framework. In this respect, while Non-Cooperation was a turning point in the 

political imagination, the Russian revolution and the peasant movement in Avadh were, in 

different degrees, turning points for the social imagination of Hindi intellectuals.

Whereas national leaders welcomed the October revolution chiefly as an anti

imperialist struggle, for radical Hindi intellectuals it was a peasants’ and workers’ struggle 

against oppressive landlordism and capitalism.25 ‘The age that is coming will be the age of

22 ‘An unavoidable consequence will be a powerful wave of consciousness that will rise from all 
Hindu sub-castes of northern India which are presently considered worse than cats and dogs; it will 
be a wave that neither the Jsahkaracarya nor Pandit DIndayal [of the Hindu Mahasabha] and his 
friends will be able to stop. They will keep shouting that dharma is lost and sandtan dharma has been 
destroyed while the wave will pass over the heads of these frogs-in-the-well; it will advance not on the 
strength of some Sloka of the Jsastras, but on the strength of the living inspiration of human dharma...’ 
wrote G. S. Vidyarthi; ‘Hindu raherii ya musalman baneih’, p. 816. See also Nirala: ‘Thus the hope of 
revival that is colouring our horizon will awaken first of all those jatis which fell asleep first - the 
sudra, antyaj castes. The signs of awakening that they are showing nowadays are encouraging, while 
the signs brahmans and kshatriyas are giving are no signs of awakening but of stupor - of blabber in 
their sleep...’ Essay collected in Prabandha pratima (1940), quoted in R. 3arma, Nirala ki sahitya- 
sadhna, vol. 2, p. 239.
23 In a reply to Ramsevak TripathTs article quoted above - ‘Hindu-jati aur vama-vyavastha’ - 
Santaram, the founder of the Jat-Pamt-Torak-Mandal, condemned the hypocrisy of tuddhi and 
TripathTs defence of the caste-system as partisan: had TripathI been a Camar or a Dong would he 
have said the same things? ‘To say that Hindu society is still alive today thanks to the caste-system is 
like saying that the British rule Indian because the drink wine and liquors’; Santaram, ‘BulbulSah aur 
vama-vyavastha’, Madhuri, V, pt. 2, 6, July 1927, p. 812.
24 We may think here both at the early ‘confessions’-indictments by ZahurbakM such as ‘Achut Id 
atma-katha’ (May 1927) for the series ‘the fire-pit of society’ in Carhd, of which more below in 4.3. 
Also at Nag^rjun’s novel Balcanmdt1952), also in the form of an autobiography, as well as Nirala’s 
sketches Catufi camar (1935) andlCuffi bhat (1939).
25 Krsnakanta MalavTya, the editor of Abhyuday and Maryada, G.3. Vidyarthi and RamaSaftkar AvasthI 
of Pratap and Prabha, Satyabhakta, Radhamohan Gokuljl, Ramcandra Varma introduced Bolshevic 
Russia to Hindi readers as a model for the liberation of Indian peasants and workers. See below 62. 
See also Ramcandra Varma’s book Samyavdd, Bombay 1919; Avasthl’s Rus ki rajya-kranti, Kanpur, 
Pratap Press 1920, and Vinayak Sitaram Sarvate, Bolsevizm, Indore 1921. Quoted by Vir Bharat 
Talvar, Kisan, rdsfriy andolan aur premcand, pp. 179-193.
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peasants and workers’ wrote Premcand in an article ‘Old age and new age’ (‘Purana zamana, 

naya zamana’) .26 The Gandhian emphasis on a mass nationalist movement and the success 

of socialism in Russia fostered a view of society that was all-inclusive and egalitarian, where 

differences and conflicts were acknowledged and explained chiefly in economic terms, and 

where labour was given a particular dignity. 27 Section 6.2 will analyse in greater detail the 

changing attitudes of Hindi intellectuals towards the peasants and the economic question 

within svarajya, and the role of Congress Socialists in the Hindi area. Relevant here is to 

remark that this brought about an altogether different discourse on society in Hindi in the 

1920s, articulated in terms of class and class conflict rather than in terms of caste and caste 

harmony.28 In the 1930s, the arguments and vocabulary became decidedly economic, and 

the worker - whether peasant or labourer - emerged as the central subject.29 ‘Nowadays 

there are only two jatis’, concluded one socialist pamphlet, ‘that of patels, zamindars, 

thakurs, rajas and nawabs or rais, contractors, shopkeepers, money-lenders, bankers, house

owners, factory-owners, middlemen, agents, lawyers, officers, and that of the poor - 

peasants and workers.’30

This discourse was certainly important in justifying and popularising notions of 

social equality, social and economic justice and individual dignity. It also appeared to be 

able to make jatis and varnas irrelevant by offering a vision of society where caste had no 

reason to exist.31 However, as Purusottam Agraval observes, the disappearance of caste

26 Published in Zamana. in February 1919, now in Premcand, Vividh prasahg, vol. 1, Hans Prakasan, 
Allahabad 1962, pp. 258-69.
27 However, discussing some of the first poems on socialism (sdmyavad) in Hindi journals, V.B. 
Talvar remarks that their content remained preheminently abstract: The music of bolshevism that 
echoes in Hindi poems of 1918-20 is a divine tune: bolshevism appears as pure as a mountain 
stream, as luminous as the light of the sun. It arouses feelings of love and equality. It further shows 
social inequality, the difference between rich and poor, the exploitation of peasants and workers at 
the hands of landlords and capitalists, and it prays god and calls on the forces of nature to destroy 
this system of inequality. It goes no further’; ibid., p. 187.
28 We may mention here the articles by Sampurnanand: ‘Gandhlvad aur samyavad', in Visdl bharat, 
April 1936, pp. 413-16; also ‘SamajvadI samaj Id kuch vi£estaeiiT and ‘Ramrajya aur samyavadT, in 
AAW, Samajvad kd bigul, Kashi Pustak Bhandar, Banaras 1936, pp. 1-7 and 61-67. See also beow
6.2.
29 See e.g. Prannath Vidyalamkar, BhartLy kisan, Rastriy Sanjlvanl Granthamala, vol. 1, Banaras 
1920; Anon., Ham bhukhp naiige kyom hath?, Kisan Mazdur Pustak Mala, Kanpur 1935.
30 Ham bh^khe nange kyom hath?, p. 5.
31 E.g. the socialist utopia of Raghupati Sahay ‘Firaq’, the Urdu poet whose works occasionally 
appeared in Hindi journals and who would sympathize with Progressivist positions, is a completely 
secular, caste-less society of perfectly equal and attribute-less individuals. After 20-25 years of 
international conflicts (pralay), the secular society that is established provides equal rights to all 
thanks to a welfare state; material progress - jobs, transport, habitation, food - ensures not only 
economic welfare, but the right of individual growth for all (after not more than 4-5 hours of work). 
This future society will grant universal education, and new social and gender relations: equal rights 
for women, no more abalds, even in sexual matters; free and healthy sex relations without any need 
for marriage; a true democracy with nationalisation of property, and no more class or caste divisions - 
i.e. difference will remain, but without exploitation. Firaq, ‘Ab se sau baras bad’, in Madhuri, IV, pt. 1,
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from secular and socialist nationalist discourse simply evaded the question.32 In other cases, 

it simply implanted socialist aims on the typical Indian view of society, i.e. one of inherent 

social harmony. Thus, Bhai Parmanand tried to argue that socialism had always existed in 

India and equality was compatible with the four-fold division,33 and even socialist 

intellectuals like Narendra Dev or Sampumanand could hold a critique of society in 

economic terms while believing in the inherent goodness and harmony of ancient Indian 

society,34 So great was the power of the golden image of the Indian past and its perfect 

societal organisation.

To summarize, the 1920s saw a rediscussion of the shape of society in the name of 

sahgathan or self-organisation. This was both a defense against the ostensible defections 

and decrease in numbers of Hindus, as well as an attempt to establish anew the peculiar 

characteristics of Indian society as a whole. Because the participants to the debate in Hindi 

were mostly from Brahmin and scholarly (pandit) backgrounds, and because of the hold the 

myth of the golden Aryan age and Hindu history had on their minds, the discussion did not 

really envisage contemporary society in substantially different terms from the Brahman- 

centred four-fold hierarchical division in varnas - despite the fact that it took place in the 

open arena of journals. In this way, society was discussed purely in terms of ‘Hindu society, 

and only as a degraded version of the original ancient model. This was both the strength 

and the weakness of the Aryan and Hindu history outlined in the previous sections. The 

strength, because it did offer a powerful, proud and pure image of Indian society, superior 

to the ‘West’. The weakness, because it sacrificed the complexity and conflicts of the present 

to a faultless and rigid ideal.

Thus, although Hindi intellectuals realized the divisive force of caste divisions, they 

were unable to imagine other possible models. As a consequence, all elements that did not 

fit were ultimately discounted; what was left, once the model and aim were so clearly 

defined, was action, ‘organisation’. Surprise and disappontment ensued when action and 

organisation did not follow automatically.

Shifting the discussion immediately on the theoretical plane of varna also allowed 

ritual practice and actual caste ties to slip out of public discourse. While the varna-system

4, October 1925, pp. 467-471. The picture would probably appear a true Kaliyuga to more 
conservative contemporaries, without social order, hierarchy and with free female sexuality!
32 P. Agraval, ‘JativadI kaun’, in Rajkrior, ed., Harijan se dalit, Aj ke praSn No. 6, Vani Prakasan, 
Delhi 1994.
33 In ‘Hindu samyavad kya hai?’, Madhuri, VII, pt. 1, 1, Aug.-Sept. 1928, pp. 343-45.
34 See for example the articles in the collection edited by B.V. Keskar and V.ICN. Menon, Acharya 
Narendra Dev. A Commemoration Volume, National Book Trust, New Delhi 1971: ‘BharSy samaj aur 
samskrti’, ‘BharrTy dharma’ and ‘Samajvad ka samskritik adari’. In the first two, Narendra Dev 
explains that harmony (samanvay) is the characteristic feature of Indian society and culture; in the 
third one, he posits class conflict as necessary for self-development; see below 6.3.
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provided theoretical order and solutions, the rotl-betl (commensality and marriage) system 

of jatis was largely kept out of the public eye.35 Similarly, few or no words were spent on 

the individual as a unit of society even on the discursive level. This may signal either 

empirical considerations of the limited space and meaning the individual as independent, 

attribute-less unit had in the Indian context, but also how debates on society usually left 

areas of empirical individual, ritual and family concern out of public discussion. It was only 

with radical women’s journals, we shall see, that practices of the household and the family 

were made object of public scrutiny and linked to the general development of the jati (as 

society and nation) and of the individual (see 4.3).

Finally, for all the critique of jatis, on the practical level castes and associations
!

were also viewed as positive building blocks of society, if only they accepted to be orderly 

and reformed sub-groups of the larger jati.36

While a new all-encompassing vision of society was not achieved, the call to 

defensive, anti-Muslim sahgathan had an easier appeal. The heroic examples of Hindu 

resistance during Muslim rule and Hindu-Muslim riots collapsed past and present, and the 

historical samskara outlined eralier in this chapter acquired a militant edge and produced 

an ideological consolidation of caste Hindus around a martial, muscular ideal.37 The 

question of Hindu self-defence, which appeared obsessively in the Hindi press throughout 

the riot-torn 1920s, ironically pushed the issue of societal reoganization completely aside, 

and defined sahgathan only in military terms; This coincided with the call of the Arya Samaj

35 See the interview of Prem, the organ of the radical nationalist school Prem Mahavidyalay of 
Vrindavan, with Jamnalal Bajaj after he had publicly taken food from the hands of some untouchable 
children in an ashram: in the interview Bajaj stressed that the public question of the removal of 
untouchability should not be linked to the private one of interdining; he had done so once publicly, 
but that would not be his practice; Prem, II, pt. 2, 1, March-April 1928, pp. 333-34.
36 See e.g. the appeal to the various groups and castes in Bhdrat-bharH, Bhavisya khand, stanzas 74- 
83, pp. 177-79. In this, Hindi intellectuals reflected the pan-Indian trend by which new caste 
associations (from the ldte 19th century) sought to encompass supra-local groups and networks, to fit 
into the Brahman-centred four-fold classification of society - through ritual sanskritisation - and to 
pursue secular values of self-improvement through better education and job opportunities. Caste 
associations developed between 1880 and 1935 on the basis of the old (and disbandled) pancayats 
but mirroring (a) the colonial trend toward supra-local caste networks, coalescing castes and sub
castes, (b) modern associations devoted also to secular values (self-improvement, education) deriving 
its power and authority from a (purportedly) collective general will of caste members. For an 
overview, see J. Assayag, The Making of Democratic Inequality. Caste, class, lobbies and politics in 
Contemporaiy India (1880-1995), Pondicherry 1995; also L. Carroll, ‘Colonial Perceptions of Indian 
Soicety and the Emergence of Caste(s) Associations’, Journal of Asian Studies, 37, 2, February 1978, 
pp. 233-50; and R. Pant, ‘Cognitive Status of Caste’.
37 This new Hindu front was the product of a convergence between the activism, muscular ethos and 
social critique of the Arya Samaj with the political clout and religious conservatism of Madan Mohan 
MalavTya - in a way the same Aryan-Hindu junction which characterised Bharat-bharti's historical 
message. In fact the Arya Samaj, in the persons of Lala Lajpat Rai, and especially Svami Sraddhanand 
(of Gurukul Kangri) and Bhai Parmanand provided the core of sahgathan activism. See C. Baxter, 
Jana Sangha, p. 17.
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and the Hindu Mahasabha for the participation of lower castes in Hindu festivals and the 

need to form akharas and volunteer corps,38 while self-defence squads of students were also 

organised at time of riots.39 However, as Nandini Gooptu suggests, we must be careful to 

infer that common participation in religious activities created or indicated a growth of a 

cohesive sense of religious communal solidarity among various Hindu castes.40 True, radical 

Aiya Samajists like Bhai Parmanand and Svami Sraddhanand advocated the complete end of 

the jdtf-system in order to build the one Hindu jati, and associations like the Jat-Pamt- 

Torak-Mandal propagated intercaste-marriage as a way to break caste ties. Still, the 

majority of the Hindu front kept the ideological level of the ‘Hindu nation5 and the practical 

one of commensality and marriage separate. They maintained that the caste-system was 

compatible with Hindu sahgathan, just as the defence of Hindu interests was compatible 

with the cause of Indian nationalism.41

Thus, despite extensive debate and the introduction of a powerful counter-discourse 

of a class-based socialist view of society, the historical samskdra proved too strong to be 

exploded. It eventually inficiated even socialist ideas. India’s own model of societal 

organization, the varna-system, was considered as much suited to present-day needs as it 

was at the time of the Aryans. Once again, only a radical re-interpretation of Indian history 

would allow a change of paradigm in the vision of society.

38 ‘Hindu volunteer corps, named after famous warriors, such as Mahabir Dal, Bimsen Dal, Abhimanyu 
Dal and Mahabir Sena Sangh, mushroomed in all the cities. While these organisations were often the 
extension of shudra akharas, a prominent element that emerged in their activities was an emphasis 
on defence against Muslims’; N. Gooptu, ‘The Political Culture of the Urban Poor5, pp. 136-37.
39 E.g. small groups of educated youth were organised in self-defence squads in the Lucknow riots of 
1924 by the Arya Samaj pradhan Ramsevak TripatbS and by 5>rinarayan Caturvedl. The former was the 
author of several articles mentioned in this section, the latter was at the time principal of the 
Kanyakubja College; editorial note in Madhuri, II, pt. 2, 3, April 1924, p. 350. The successful 
recruitment of mostly upper-caste youth by the Rastrlya Svayamsevak Sangh (RSS) in the towns of 
the province in the 1940s relied initially on the Arya Samaj network of schools; see C. Jaffrelot, The 
Hindu Nationalist Movement, pp. 66 ff,
40 N. Gooptu, ‘The Political Culture’, p. 140.
41 See Indra, ‘Hindu sahgathan ka adhar’, Madhuri, II, pt. 2, 6, July 1924; and Lajpat Rai’s 
presidential speech at 8th A.I. Hindu Mahasabha in Calcutta, 1925, quoted in Madhuri, III, pt. 2, 3, 
March 1925, in which he upheld the right of Hindus to pursue their own goals while as part of the 
nationalist movement.
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3. Conclusion
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We'll turn every child of India into Bhimas and 
Arjunas/ we’ll teach the young heroes of this 
country to fight with weapons.
Thousands of Indians were butchered, temples 
were destroyed/ we’ll teach those criminals a 
good lesson /  We’ll turn...
Arjun’s blood is in our veins, we’re Hanuman^’s 
companions/we’ll wipe the blot of sinful Lanka 
from the earth/ We’ll turn...
(Arya Samaj bhajari)1

This chapter aimed to show the different aspects of the engagement with history in 

the Hindi literary sphere, and to demonstrate the role this engagement played in forming a 

historical consciousness that was crucial in the formation of widespread nationalist ideology. 

History was recognised as an important source of personal and collective identities; it was 

the subject of intense reflection and transformation through both ‘high’ and ‘popular* 

literature, songs, religious and theatrical performances.2

A linguistic and conceptual novelty fashioned by Hindi historians and writers was 

the the historical subject ‘we’, which referred to a cohesive well-defined nation - almost 

exclusively Aryan-Hindu - the subject of Indian history - as opposed to the disparate 

regionalisms that colonial historians took as the main feature of India’s past. Colonial 

historiography was faulted on this point: it was claimed that the history of ‘we’ as a nation 

could be traced back from the present day to the Vedic age in one continuous unbroken line. 

This particular history acquired a new narrative unity and a heroic resonance; any painful

1 Prakas bhajan scitsang, quoted in Laksmlnarayan Gupta, Hindi bhasa aur sahitya ko drya-samdj 
kl den, p. 192.
2 The role of Arya Samaj upadesaks like Svami Satyadeva Parivrajak or DevTdatt DvivedI is 
noteworthy in this respect. It points to the widespread circulation and relative elasticity with 
which the notions of Indian history outlined in the chapter could be adapted and interpreted for 
and by local, speicific audiences. On the other hand, this view of history was the backbone for 
other national histories, such as Hindi literary history, and through them it could pervade further 
as an historical samskdra in indirect ways.
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and awkward moments in it - primarily instances of defeat and subjection suffered at the 

hands of alien invaders - could be dealt with the appropriate strategies of circumvention or 

elision.

Literature was the most effective means of disseminating this special vision of 

Indian history; and the popularity of Maithillsaran Gupta’s Bharat-bharii, which was said to 

be found ‘in eveiy house’ in the Central Provinces, attests to the enormous appeal and 

prevalence of this particular historical samskdra. Bharat-bharti was a crucial text in the 

sense that it neatly encapsulated all the leading articles of faith of the new historical 

imagination: the sense of an undivided past, the glory of the united Hindu nation, the 

straying from pure Aryan ideals, the consequent decline and decadence of the Hindu nation. 

Despite critiques by untouchable ideologues and Arya-Samaj-educated women, this version 

of Indian history which was first popularised against a background of political and cultural 

anti-colonialism, continued to hold sway over a wide range of nationalist ideologies, from 

MalavTya’s Hindu conservativism to Narendra Dev’s socialism.

Vrndavanlal Varma’s Jhansl ki rani refashioned a more recent and fraught history 

and was a self-conscious attempt to endow the defeated side of the 1857 Mutiny with far 

more purpose and intelligence than had been credited to them by colonial historians. What 

were seen as random actions, prompted out of petty self-interest, were placed in the larger 

design of national regeneration; Rani Laksmibal herself was seen as a just ruler with 

reformist tendencies.

The historical consciousness limned by writers like Varma found new expression in 

discussions about the reorganisation - or, as the buzzword went, sahgathan - of Indian 

society in the 1920s. The quest for indigenous models here took a conservative turn as 

thinker after thinker held up the varnasram system as the ideal form of societal 

reorganisation. The heedless proliferation of castes was seen as a corruption of the orginal 

perfect model in which conflict and disharmony were absent. The Russian revolution of 

1917 provided another kind of ideological framework for the discussions on Indian society 

and introduced and popularized notions of individual rights, and social and economic justice 

but it, too, could be eventually harmonized with the varnasram system, with the notion of a 

perfectly organized Indian society in the past. Thus contemporary discussions among Hindi 

intellectuals could not envisage any other future for Indian society than the one already 

blueprinted by the past. This meant that urgent issues of untouchability or women’s rights 

were either evaded or addressed inadequately. It also became clear that organisation of 

Hindu society on the actual plane was not easily achieved, if not in times of extreme crisis 

such as communal riots.

What is remarkable about these ideas is their resilience. They not only survived the 

turbulent ideological times of the 20s and 30s but were carried over into the post- 

independence era by a distinguished array of writers and intellectuals. In some sense they
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formed the basis of all debates on the notion of Indian society, both past and present. Once 

again the role of literature was crucial in rewriting history; the historical self-consciousness 

of the Hindi public sphere was mainly different from similar social and cultural enterprises 

elsewhere in the overall conservative, if not entirely status-quoist, nature of the intellectual 

opinion. The larger consequence of this was the serious diminishment of the sources of 

positive identity for Hindi society at large and the indirect boosting of the old Brahmanical 

order.

In the next chapter we shall see how the emergence of women’s voices in the public 

sphere both employed and challenged the historical and social vision outlined in this 

chapter. They also insisted on comparing the abstract debate with the empirical ground of 

concrete action and actual reality. We shall see how, by adding a personal and emotional 

dimension to their claim, and by using the same rational arguments their male counterparts 

used but with other symbolic referents, women intellectuals argued for a reform of society 

on the basis of a universal, but gendered, right to individual development and public 

participation. They in turn would operate some exclusions of their own.
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Chapter 4 

Women and the Hindi public sphere

4.1 Women’s Education and Access to the Public Sphere

It is only in the 1920s that women’s voices started appearing in the Hindi press and 

in Hindi literature; it was undoubtedly part of the general process of the spread of Hindi 

literacy and education, print expansion and participation in the nationalist movement that 

followed the first World War and the Non-Cooperation movement (see chapter 2). 

However, women’s access to the public sphere was fraught with different tensions, 

especially when it concerned ‘respectable’, upper-caste women. Not only was there 

generally severe interdiction to their appearing in public or having interaction with men and 

the outside world in general because of pardd (seclusion); women’s lives and roles were 

hardly in their own hands. They were controlled at every step by guardians, elders, families. 

Nor were women considered independent individuals but, even more than men, always in

relation to some male mentor. Even reformers who from the nineteenth century onwards 

had advocated some kind of improvement in the status of women as necessary for the 

progress of the nation, had done so in terms of making them better wives and mothers.1 

Moreover, debates on the “woman’s question’, as it was called, were profoundly affected by 

the symbolic identification of womanhood with Indianness, i.e. with India’s peculiar 

spiritual essence, which made it superior to and essentially different from the West.2 

Women accessing the public sphere, whether through print, education or activism had thus 

to negotiate with both traditional and reformist notions of Indian womanhood.

This chapter examines the strategies by which women were first granted controlled 

access to the Hindi public sphere (education, the press); it also discusses how women took

1 For an overview of nineteenth century debates and activities of ‘women’s reform’, see Radha Kumar, 
The History of Doing. An Illustrated Account of Movements for Women’s Rights and Feminism in India, 
1800-1990, Verso, London 1993.
2 P. Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments, pp. 6 ff.
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up the critical instruments they had thus acquired to raise questions about themselves, their 

role and the norms of society, and to undertake public activities. In doing so, they were 

partly shaped by current symbols and notions of Indian femininity (propriety, seva, 

matyada, etc.), and partly refashioned them in the new spaces they had access to, whether 

in literature, in journals, teaching or political activism. There were some limitations, as we 

shall see. Although some of the issues women raised were wide- relevant to women in 

general, and although nationalist campaigns and peasant movements saw a significant 

participation of illitterate and rural women, the space Hindi women intellectuals carved 

within the Hindi public sphere was largely an urban and respectable one, and mirrored 

similar class (and caste) exclusions like the male Hindi sphere.

This first section outlines the impact of women’s education in the Hindi-speaking 

area, and the issues it brought in its wake; these were partly different from those examined 

in the earlier section on education (2.5), but also led to similar public involvement in the 

nationalist movement. Even more than schools, we shall argue, it was the women’s press 

which played a crucial role in acquainting women with the world beyond the familiar, with 

history and with contemporary India (4^2). Women’s journals and literature were also 

crucial in raising questions about the family and women’s status in the family from novel 

angles; most importantly, they argued for the need to acknowledge individual emotions as 

well as duties, something that received a great deal of attention in the new genre of social 

novels (4.3). This may account for the great popularity of the most prominent Hindi 

women’s journal, Carhd (Allahabad, 1922), which became the most widely read Hindi 

journal tout court.3

As mentioned earlier, the question of women’s actual access to the public sphere 

was not straightforward: if it led to economic independence or political participation, how 

was it to be compatible with a woman’s dharma, her special place within the home? 

Nationalists believed that women would provide moral and numerical strength and were 

indeed necessary for the nationalist movement to succeed; yet the danger to the ‘moral 

purity1 of society was perceived to be great. Section 4.4 examines the imaginative strategies 

used to cope with this dilemma.

The Hindi-speaking area had remained largely unaffected by nineteenth century 

debates and initiatives for women’s formal education in British India, mostly in Bengal and

3 Figures for UP for 1927 show a circulation of 8000 copies for Camd and of 7800 for Partap, the 
most popular nationalist weekly; in 1930 Cdmd issued 15,000 and Pratap 16,000; no other monthly 
reached such figures; moreover, Cdmd as a monthly was more likely to reach outside the province; 
Statement of Newspapers and Periodicals published in the UP, Government Press, Allahaba for the 
relevant years.
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Bombay presidencies.4 The few schools run by women missionaries had failed to attract 

girls from Hindu and Muslim families, who feared attempts at conversion, and there was 

otherwise little or no provision for formal education. The first stirs started in the late 

nineteenth century in Punjab, with Arya Samaj educational enterprises.5 In fact, most of the 

first vocal and active Hindi-educated women were Arya Samaj graduates and students.6 

Overall, the situation started to change slowly only in the second and third decades of the 

twentieth century.7

Although debates on education for both boys and girls considered education crucial 

to counteract cultural colonization and to build the nation, yet debates on women’s 

education and curriculum were firmly role-oriented. Nineteenth century debates did 

contrast the present ‘ignorance’ of Indian women with their education and high status in

4 Radha Kumar, The History of Doing, especially chapter 2.
5 See Madhu Kishwar, ‘Arya Samaj and Women’s Education. Kanya Mahavidyalay, Jalandhar’, 
Economic and Political Weekly, XXI, 17, 26 April 1986, Women’s Studies, pp. 9-24.
6 Urmila Devi 3astrl, Candravati Lakhanpal, Rame^vari Goyal, Parvati Devi, Vidyavatl Seth, 
Hukmadevi Gupta, Satyavati Vriarda of Jalandhar were either bom or married in Arya Samaj families 
and studied or worked in Arya Samaj schools. For biographies of the first three, see Appendix. 
Candravati Lakhanpal was chairwoman of the Mahila Congress Committee in Dehradun; she became 
Congress Dictator during Civil Disobedience and was jailed for one year; in 1932 she was President of 
the UP Provincial Political Conference in Agra. Urmila J>astn belonged to the Mahila Satyagraha 
Samiti of Meerut; she spent six months in jail in 1930 and was elected MLA from Meerut in the 1936 
elections. Vidyavatl Seth was the first Hindu girl in the Province to take a B.A., in 1917, from Isabella 
Thobum College! She resolved to remain an unmarried brahmacarini to devote her life to women’s 
education, and became headmistress first of MahadevT Kanya Pathiala in Dehradun, then around 
1920 of the newly-found Kanya Gurukul (Delhi, then Dehradun) and became politically committed. 
Parvati Devi was bom into a remarkable Arya Samaj family from Lyallpur, whose every member was a 
nationalist - one brother was Jaycandra Vidyalamkar; she herself was ‘Prajna’ in Sanskrit. After being 
widowed, she dedicated her life to women’s education and public and political work: first as a 
teacher and Arya Samaj preacher, then since 1920 as Congress activist at the newly-found Svarajya 
Ashram in Meerut. Arrested for ‘inflammatory speeches’, she became famous for being awarded the 
highest sentence ever to a woman activist - two years; see Vtfal bharat, II, pt. 2, 3, Sept. 1929, pp. 
3635-366; and Manmohan Kaur, Role of Women in the Freedom Movement (1857-1947), Sterling, New 
Delhi 1986, p. 152. Rame^varl Goyal came from a remarkable A.S. and nationalist Agraval family (her 
grand-father had been principal of the D.A.V. college in Dehradun) settled in Jhansi; her mother 
Pistadevi, was a renowned poet and Congress activist in Jhansi and educated all her nine daughters; 
RameSvan taught at the Arya Kanya Pathiala in Allahabad.
7 By 1919 there were only 31 college students at the only girls’ college of the Province, Isabella 
Thobum in Lucknow; there were 38 anglo-vemacular middle schools with 4,126 pupils, and 54 
vernacular ones with 5,071. Primary schools were much more numerous, 1137 in 1918-19, with 39, 
315 pupils. General Report on Public Instruction in the U.P., 1918-19, p. 17. In 1920-21, new  
intermediate classes were started at three institutions: Annie Besant’s Theosophical College in 
Banaras, Muslim High School in Lucknow, and Crosthwaite High School in Allahabad; Ibid., 1921, p. 
24. Comparative figures for 1921 show that only 4 Brahmin, 1 Non-Brahmin and 6 Muslim girsl were 
attending college in 1921: thus, numbers were equally low at the higher stage; at the middle stage, 
Hindu girls were substantially more than Muslim girls (458 against 80), but still less than Christian 
ones (609); at the primary level, the percentage between Brahmins and Non-Brahmins shifted 

-sensibly towards the latter (49,270 against 19,868), and a few girls from depressed castes also appear
(1,127). The percentage of girls to boys in each category was roughly 1/10 at the lower primary 
stage, and plunged to 1/40 at the upper primary stage, 1/200 at the middle stage, and to 4/1000 at 
the high school stage. Overall numbers grew of about 50% in the next 8 years, hardly a break-through 
though. Ibid., pp. 28-29.
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India’s golden past, but only to stress the importance of education for performing well their 

roles as wives and mothers.8 Motherhood was in fact isolated as the central experience of 

women’s lives and charged with a new nationalist significance: children were no private 

family affair but were the children of the nation and the makers of tomorrow’s India. When, 

in the early twentieth-centuty, the debate reached the newly-forming Hindi sphere, it had 

already acquired precise cultural and religious connotations; it was a way to impose a new 

patriarchy. Education for women was decided by men in accordance with their role as 

mothers and housewives (sugrhinl); their place should be at home; and their activities and 

behaviour should be in keeping with the rules of maryada.

At the onset of the twentieth century, the debate on whether women should be 

educated at all, with all its speculations on women’s education in ancient India, had given 

way to the question of which kind of education girls should be given, wrote Purusottam Das 

Tandon in 1916.9 How much of modem education should girls be exposed to?

The first problem persisted, however: the number of articles in favour of women’s 

education throughout the two decades, and the poor numbers of pupils show that girls’ 

education was far from an accepted or widespread practice.10 But, interestingly, the second 

round of debates allowed a larger spate of views, with growing numbers of educated girls 

and women taking part: as we shall see, arguing about education became a way to argue for 

their right to define their own roles.

First of all, we must bear in mind that the actual impact and growth of formal 

schooling was extremely limited. Like everywhere else, girls’ schools in North India were 

mostly an urban phenomenon, and attendance dropped drastically right at the primary 

stage, when most girls were married or taken out of school before puberty. Figures for the 

United Provinces were much lower than in Bengal, Bombay and Madras at this stage, while 

they became more similar for the middle and higher stages.11 However, all in all only about 

1% of the female population of the United Provinces underwent some formal schooling.12

8 See Uma Chakravarti, “What Happened to the Vedic DasiV.
9 P.D. Tandon, ‘Stn-^iksa ki rlti par vicar’, GrhalaksmJ, VII, 3, May-June 1916, p. I l l ,  Maryada 
(Allahabad 1910), a journal Tandon wa associated with, carried an article on the subject In almost 
every issue.
10 In Bengal, for example, education for girls meant primarily training for housework, needling and 
tailoring and the various vratas in the vernacular - all role-indicators through which the patriarchal 
family ‘educated’ girls so that they could then become corner-stones of the institution. More format 
education became more and more accessible and even desirable as it came to increase eligibility for 
marriage. Few were the primary schools, however, which taught the whole curriculum, since most 
girls dropped out earlier, before reaching puberty age; see Indrani Chatterjee, ‘The Bengali 
Bhadramahila. 1930-1934’, M. Phil, thesis, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 1986, pp. 43-44.
11 In 1914, the United Provinces lagged far behind the other provinces in the number of girls studying
in formal institutions in, with a total of 55,049 girls instead of the 259,024 in Madras, 220,891 in 
Bengal, 149,107 in Bombay and 106,100 in Punjab; see ‘Bharat meih strT- îksa ka pracar’, Sm-darpan, 
XIV, 3, March 1916, p. 178, Almost a quarter of a century later, in 1940, the number of female pupils 
in the UP had reached 140,000 - not even that of the Bombay Presidency in 1914! Yet the figure was
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Informal education at home, and especially women’s journals and books 

supplemented or substituted formal education. Grhlaksml and Stfi-darpan (both est. 1909), 

the most important early women’s journals in Hindi, were expressly meant as educative 

material; the name of the first, ‘LaksmI of the house’, leaves little doubt about the aims of 

such education.13 In the period after 1920, publishing geared exclusively at female juvenile 

readers grew substantially, pointing at a parallel growth of female literacy (see 2.3). ‘Useful 

literature for women’ (strl-upyogl) was self-consciously didactic,14 although the women- 

oriented book-market included also religious books and entertaining novels.

The significant presence of school- or college-going female characters in stories and 

dialogues in women’s journals, and in journals generally from the late 1920s onwards, 

suggests a greater familiarity with the school experience, at least among women 

contributors, and isolates education as one of the experiences considered crucial in 

fashioning a feminine subjectivity: normally, schooled female characters are bold, speak and 

argue, have an individual life. Still, speaking of women's education means speaking of its 

limits and exclusions. It was and remained largely an urban phenomenon, excluding 

completely rural women and children of the lower strata and castes. Also, stratifications 

within the educated women partly mirrored those among educated males. Namely, some 

educated women of the area were part of the English-speaking elite; Hindu and Muslim 

female pupils replicated the Hindi-Urdu divide; finally, for many women it was active 

political participation, and not literacy, which drew them into the public sphere (see 4.2).

However, there was one major difference. Because girls’ education was not 

envisaged (at first) to be conducive to employment but rather as an instrument of self- 

cultivation, Hindi was considered by patriotic reformers the ideal language of women’s 

education thanks to its associations with religion. In fact, most educational institutions of 

the province were Hindi-medium, first among them the legendary Kanya Mahavidyalay in 

Jalandhar, in the predominantly Urdu-educated Punjab. It would in fact often be the case in 

an'educated household that men would be educated in Urdu and English, while women 

would be educated in Hindi - the Nehru household being just one such case. Hindi was also

greeted as an ‘unexpected success’; Govarddhandas TripathI, ‘Hamare prant merii balikaoiii ki £iksa\ 
Camd, XVIII, pt. 2, 1, December 1940, p. 49. Most of the data and debates on women’s education, it 
should be noted, refer unfortunately only to the United Provinces and, partly, to the Punjab: Bihar, 
the Central Provinces and Rajasthan are practically excluded.
12 G. TripathI, ibid.
13 A fuller discussion on the term ‘GrhalaksmT and role-oriented education will appear in the 
following section.
14 For the influence of stri-upyogi literature on the development of the Hindi novel, see A.S. Kalsi, 
‘Realism in the Hindi Novel’, pp. 27 ff. For a similar trend in Urdu, see C.M. Naim, ‘Prize-Winning 
Adab: A Study of Five Urdu Books Written in Response to the Allahabad Government Gazette 
Notification’, in B. Metcalf, ed., Moral Conduct and Authority: The Place of Adab in South Asian Islam, 
University of California Press, Berkeley 1984.
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aided by the fact that women’s education was divested of the need (and ‘threat’) of public 

employment. In the 1920s this translated into several educated women coming to the fore 

and acquiring a voice in the male-dominated Hindi sphere.

Let us now look more closely at these urban, schooled women. They can be divided 

into three broad categories: the few early women B.A.s and M.A.s, Muslim and Hindu in 

equal numbers, belonged as already mentioned to the English-speaking elite, usually the 

daughters of civil servants or professionals. They were the ones to be first photographed in 

journals along with public-minded Ranis as ‘exceptional women’; their academic 

achievements would be extolled with great pride, but they were somehow different, in dress 

and life-style, from the readers’ world.15 The attitude to such women was actually a mixed 

one of pride, satire and perceived danger. To Satyavata Devi of the Arya Samaj Kanya 

Gurukul in Saran, women who had reached the top of the English education system had in 

fact turned their backs on ‘Indian civilisation’. English education did not inspire patriotism, 

and ‘our women (stri-samaj), brought up in the present atmosphere of English education, 

are getting further and further away from Indian attire and sentiments’.16 Yet, their 

examination results were published with pride by women’s journals.17

When in the late 1920s girls from Hindi backgrounds started being admitted more 

frequently at D.A.V. Colleges, at Allahabad, Banaras and Lucknow universities for higher 

degrees, Gandhian nationalism had already affected the code of dress. They could now 

enter ‘the top of the English education system’ equipped with homespun Khadi and Indian 

values.18 Middle and higher education for girls grew substantially when non-sectarian and 

non-missionary schools for girls were set up in the 1920s, almost exclusively in the 

vernacular. The main institutions, which attracted girls also from other provinces, were

15 E.g. Miss Nur Jahan Mohammad Yusuf M.A., Vice-Principal of the Lucknow Muslim High School, 
mentioned in Camd: she was awarded a scholarship by the provincial government to pursue 
educational studies abroad; Camd, III, pt. 2, 1-2, May-June 1925, p. 117. Camd regularly published 
pictures and biographies of such women from all over India; the fact that some belong to one’s own 
province did not make them either more accessible or less exotic.
16 SatyavaS Devi, ‘Striyoih ko kaisl iiksa aur sahitya ki avaSyakta hai?’, Madhuri, X, pt. 1, 6, January 
1932, p. 788.
17 See e.g. Camd, III, pt. 2, 1-2, May-June 1925, p. 117.
18 Miss ^akuntala Bhargava, B.A. was extolled as one such ideal Indian woman: meeting her ‘serious 
and pure nature’ (gambhlr sattvik svarup) was for the interviewer almost a mystical experience! (‘I 
bowed my head in my mind before that goddess’.) Before taking admission at D.A.V. college in 
Dehradun in 1925, she had begged her father not to ‘clamp her in die shackle of marriage’. With her 
father’s full support, she took the Intermediate examination in 1927, and in 1928 a B.A. from B.H.U.; 
at the time of the interview she was studying for an M.A. in Sanskrit. Her countenance was described 
as Very pure, simple and devoid of pretence’; she dressed in Khadi, spent little of her allowance for 
herself and gave the rest to needy students. Although she did not support ‘radical social change’ 
(samajik krantQ vocally, she was herself ‘an image of it1. Recently, she had spoken against parda at 
the Bhargava Mahila-Samiti. ‘The importance of Kumarljl lies not only in the fact that she has 
‘acquired a B.A., but that she has established a high model of will-power, character and patriotism 
(atma-bal, caritra-bai aur desprem) in front of other women’; Madhuri, VIII, pt. 1, 4, November 1929, 
pp. 768-770.
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Kanya Mahavidyalay in Jalandhar, Crosthwaite High School (est 1895) and Prayag Mahila 

Vidyaplth (est. 1922) in Allahabad; Isabella Thoburn school and college in Lucknow; 

Indraprastha Girls’ High School and college in Delhi. All these institutions started first as 

schools and later added higher level classes.19 It is to these schools and this kind of 

vernacular education that the majority of women in the Hindi public sphere belonged: 

Candravati Lakhanpal, Mahadevi Varma, Subhadra KumarT Cauhan, Vidyavatl Sahgal, 

TejranI DIksit, RameSvari Goyal, etc.20 By caste they were almost exclusively Kayastha, 

Brahmin, Thakurs and Khatri, like their male counterparts; socially they belonged mostly to 

service families, had a background of active parental or brotherly or conjugal support - often 

against the wishes of the larger clan - and were pioneers in their own fields.

Although the curriculum was different from that of boys’ schools, girls would be 

given a fairly comprehensive education; at the Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth for instance, 

although maths, the ‘traditional stumbling block for girls in middle schools’, was made 

optional, girls were taught Hindi, history, geography and home science, while natural 

science, religion, English, other Indian languages, music, spinning, etc. were optional 

subjects. Creativity was also encouraged in writing, and the girls’ contributions were 

published in the school magazine and in other journals.21

By contrast, primary education was, not exceptionally in the colonial system, the 

worst organized and funded, despite the fact that it catered for the largest number of pupils 

by far. The number of girls’ pathsalas kept increasing thoughout the two decades under 

survey, managed predominantly either by local boards or by private individuals with official 

grant-in-aid. ‘Wherever you look’, wrote Candrakumari Handu in 1929, ‘in narrow lanes, at

19 For a detailed study of Kanya Mahavidyalay, a product of the Arya Samaj educational project, see 
M. Kishwar, ‘Arya Samaj and Women’s Education’; for Crosthwaite school, see K. Schomer, Mahadevi 
Vaima; for Isabella Thobum, see the article by KauSalyadevi, in the women’s column ‘Mahila 
manoranjan’ in Madhuri, IV, pt. 1, 6, December 1925. The latter became part of Lucknow University, 
while classes for Allahabad University were held at Crosthwaite. The decision of the managing 
committee of Allahabad University, which had so far been co-educational, to have special 
arrangements for female students aroused heated public discussion and provoked two women’s 
meetings in the city. One meeting, apparently more anglicized, objected to the decision arguing that 
in this way the university was taking a step backwards; the other, presided by a Mrs Sufiladevi, 
supported the decision to have separate teaching arrangements on account of the present social 
situation, in that it would be an incentive to enrol. The editor commented neutrally: ‘we are happy 
that there are enough educated women in our society who can reflect seriously and with full freedom 
on such matters’; in Madhuri, IV, pt. 1,1,  July 1928, p. 129.
20 See biographies in the Appendix.
21 S. Agraval and P.D. Tandon, ‘Prayag mahila vidyaplth’, Grhalaksmi, XII, 9, Nov.-Dee. 1921, p. 297. 
See also IC. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, pp. 215-16. Since Cdmd’s manageress, Vidyavatl Sahgal, was a 
former teacher at Crosthwaite, students were encouraged to publish there; MahadevTs first poems 
appeared in Cdmd from the first issue. At Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth, with Mahadevi Varma as 
principal, literature and creative writing were giving a great impulse, and some ‘progressive’ books 
like Candravati Lakhanpal’s Striyoth ki sthiti (1932, see below) were part of the curriculum. In 1933 
the manager, Sahgamlal Agraval, organised the first women’s kavi-sammelan, which attracted many 
women who would otherwise not participated. Both Mahadevi and Subhadra KumarT participated, 
and chair-women became a new fashion at poetry meetings (see 2.4.).; ibid., pp. 217-18.
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the edge of open sewers, surrounded by buzzing flies, our delicate maidens {sukumarl 

kanyaem) sit on a dirty rag writing on their slates’.22 The educational environment they 

provided was therefore very different from that of middle and high schools, and they were a 

far cry from recognising girls’ intellect as a national resource and an instrument of self

development, as nationalist educationists saw it.

Come, reader, I’ll now show you one of these schools. First of all the 1st form; the 
teacher says with pride: ‘I teach 130 children!’ Your clothes are dirty, but what can 
you do? You get fifteen rupees per month and have to survive on them. You have 
a long stick in your hand and show your discipline: ‘Stand up!’, ‘Be quiet’. In this 
very moment you look like the terrifying image of Kali and silence descends upon 
them. The children are dirty, too: their clothes are dirty, their hands are dirty, 
their faces are dirty, their hair is dishevelled and their frightened faces appear 
devoid of any sparkle, of the natural joy of children. Their eyes betray no wonder, 
no playfulness. The teacher says: ‘Read’ and a child reads out as if she were a 
lifeless machine.
In the second class children are committing tables to memory. They all shout ‘do 
dunl car, do tty chah, do cauk ath’ and not one of them understands what she is 
saying. Two girls are standing with their faces to the wall: they did not know the 
lesson by heart. One is sobbing, the other is angry and plotting revenge. She had 
all the qualities which the country needs: a sharp intellect, a strong sense of
purpose and she could not bear injustice. But the master’s cruel behaviour is
slowly turning her into a stubborn child.23

This sorry picture reflected both a lack of financial and human resources - for 

trained women teachers were scarce - but also a paradox about the meaning and scope of 

girls’ education. How could educated women turn into school secretaries and manageresses 

when respectable women were meant to keep parda, busy managing the entire household 

and becoming the mothers of the nation? The question was examined in a long series of 

articles and stories on whether women’s education should be role-based or not.

‘The education of each person should keep in mind what he or she has to do when 

s/he grows up... in a word, I believe that the ideal of the whole women’s education should 

be of making them into su g rh in iswrote Purusottamdas Tandon.24 Since a woman’s true 

dharma is pativrat dharma, education should aim at strengthening that role, not at

threatening it. Otherwise, Tandon continued, people would keep preferring non-educated 

but modest and dutiful women to those who were educated but overlooked their dharma.

Central to this view of role-based education was the preoccupation with male 

control over feminine subjectivity and with the boundaries of the role, that which in Hindi is 

expressed by the powerful concept of maryada. The danger that education would bring a 

sense of self-importance and individual right was expressed as overstepping maryada.

22 C. Hunda, ‘Haman putri-pathSalaem’, Camd, VII, pt. 2, 6, October 1929, p. 697.
23 Ibid.y p. 698.
24 P. D. Tandon, ‘Strl-frksa ki riti par vicar’, Grhalaksml, VII, 3, May-June 1916, pp. 111-3.
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Answering a Mrs DraupadI who had argued for women’s right to freedom, svatantrata, in an 

article on ‘Pativrat’ CStri-darpan, November 1913), Brahmadln Saksena voiced the wony of 

such reformers at the idea of individual freedom. What kind of freedom, he asked, 

unlimited or limited? We believe that the first kind of freedom is harmful, for reasons 

known to all [?!?]... We support limited freedom within maryada, i.e. we want to give as 

much freedom as is necessary for a woman to become the arddhdhginl of man, and for the 

happiness of the home’.25

Although role-based education was a notion shared by several women as well,26 

men would inevitably stress the controlling role of husbands or male reformers. Thus, for 

example, Tandon designed a curriculum for girls until the age of 16 or 17; ‘after that her 

husband will probably be her teacher... and I think it is best to leave the care for her 

subsequent and higher education to him’.27 Tandon’s separate curriculum for girls was to 

take concrete form in the Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth; however, as we shall see below, even 

role-based education led to a tension between the ideal and the reality of emancipation,28 

This was prompted by the need for women teachers as well as for employment for 

unsupported women, and by the Gandhian phase of the nationalist movement.

As Madhu Kishwar has shown in the case of the Kanya Mahavidyalay in Jalandhar, 

even a culturally conservative view of women's role could provide unexpected avenues into 

public participation during the freedom struggle. The rhetoric of womanhood as 

motherhood could carry nationalist overtones, with the nation as the highest Mother whom 

everyone was called to serve. As we shall see later in the chapter, the rhetoric of seva 

became the most powerful tool to break the divide betwee the ‘home and the world’ while

25 After all, Saksena argued, education should always lead to greater happiness; if it led to quarrels 
or conflicts, it was a certain proof that it was wrong; ‘Pativrat dharma aur vartaman hksa kram’, in 
Stri-darpan, X, 3, March 1914, p. 174, emphasis added.
26 In one of the many dialogues featured in women’s journals to expatiate on a social question, a 
husband and wife debated the problems and benefits of education. Here it is the husband who tries to 
convince his wife to study, while the wife objects with all the usual arguments; what is the use to 
learn more than the basics? Her mother-in-law tells her off already every time she sees her with a 
book, etc. It is true that most women become arrogant or westernised as soon as they study a bit or 
either spend their whole time reading entertaining (and not didactic) novels, answers her husband, 
but this happens because they do not receive the right kind of education. ‘Lord of my life!’ his wife 
finally exclaims, ‘from now on I will study according to you orders and will do just what you tell me 
to. Who am I but your slave?’. ‘Prabha’, ‘Strl-tiksa ya sahdharminl-Siksa’, Grhalaksmi, VIII, 8, Oct.- 
Nov. 1916, p. 339.
27 P.D. Tandon, ‘Stri-^iksa ki riti par vicar’, p. 115.
28Ibid .; see also a dialogue between mother and daughter on the proper education for girls. The lower 
middle-class nature of this education is evident from the remark that thrift and willingness to learn to 
do everything are essential, because they have no servants. ‘Why should I learn English? Will I ever 
live in England?’ asks the daughter. ‘Of course not’ answers her mother, ‘but in order to be able to 
answer properly in case you happened to be in company of some foreigners and they were to ask you 
questions in their own language’; Pyarelal Garg, ‘Kya kya sikhna cahiye?’, Grhalaksmi, TV, 3, May- 
June 1913, p. 149, emphasis added.
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remaining within the limits of maryada (4.4.) .29 Thus, despite their limited impact, schools 

were an important site to develop a public voice and literary expression for women, and a 

base for literary and political participation.30 In fact, all the women who became vocal in 

the Hindi political sphere went through some formal education.31 One of the aims of the 

Kanya Mahavidyalay was to prepare women preachers {pracarikds) for the Arya Samaj.32 

Later, girl students from the Kanya Mahavidyalay were sent to sing songs at the opening 

session of the historic Lahore Congress of 1919; this wold become a typical feature, both at 

literary and political gatherings.33 In several cases the patriotic atmosphere of the 

Mahavidyalay, or of Crosthwaite school and the Mahila Vidyaplth in Allahabad, became a 

prelude to political participation and activity during Non-Cooperation and Civil 

Disobedience. Even more than in the case of Hindi male writers, all women writers took 

active part in public life, either through constructive work (teaching, social work, etc.) or 

through direct political invovement.34 The close link between public access and education is

29 In a two-part article on the ‘Need of women’s education from a national perspective’, Ramrakh 
Simh Sahgal, the future founder of Camd, drew a direct link between the revival of the ancient ideals 
of SIta and Savitri and participation in the nationalist struggle. Quoting extensively from Wake up 
India by Annie Besant, Sahgal subscribed to the idea that Indian women were not bom ignorant but 
were bred ignorant. ‘Our mothers and sisters should come out in the arena keeping in mind the 
stories of those heroic women’; R.S, Sahgal, ‘Hastily drsti se stri-£ik§a la avaSyakta’, Stri-darpan, XXV, 
1, July 1921, p. 13.
30 Crosthwaite and Mahila Vidyaplth girl students in Allahabad were taken to Anand Bhavan, and 
Kanya Mahavidyalay [KMV] girls in Jalandhar were regularly taken to the annual sessions of the 
National Social Conference and the Indian National Congress, where they delivered speeches. In 1920 
they took an active part in the movement: ‘In fact, KMV girls and teachers seem to have been the first 
women political workers that Punjab produced... National leaders came to speak at both schools, and 
‘even the buildings, bowers, gardens and pathways on the campus of KMV were named after 
prominent nationalist leaders’; Madhu Kishwar, ‘Arya Samaj and Women’s Education’, p. 18.

31 E.g. Mahadevi took a master’s degree in Sanskrit from Allahabad University, along with 
Candravati TripathI and RameWarl Goyal; Vidyavatl Seth was a graduate, Urmila Devi was a 
‘Siddhanta-viSarda’ and ‘Hindl-prabhakara’, Parvati Devi a ‘Prajna’ in Sanskrit.
32 Girls were taught the principles and texts of the Arya Samaj, sandhya uccaran (utterance of 
morning and evening prayers), havan mantras, the Ramayana, the Manusmrti, the Gita and a 
smattering of the Vedas. This accounts for the learned articles, full of shastric quotations, that women 
who had been through this curriculum wrote for Hindi magazines; ibid., p. 15.
33 See R. Kumar, The History of Doing, p. 62. Female pupils singing poems or hymns became a 
familiar feature at literary meetings.
34 Subhadra K. Cauhan became a full-time Congress activist along with her husband, Laksman Simh, 
in Jabalpur in 1920; she first went to jail during a Congress-flag hoisting satyagraha in in 1922; she 
did Congress propaganda both in the town (where she was one still of the few women not observing 
parda) and in the countryside: as a consequence, women formed about one fourth of the Congress in 
Jabalpur, a remarkable proportion; she took part in all the major campaigns, went to jail several more 
times and was elected MLA in the 1936 elections. S. Cauhan, Mila, tej se tej, Hans Prakasan, Allahabad 
1975. Mahadevi did not take an active political role, but after a visit of Gandhi during a fund-raising 
tour during Civil Disobedience, she took to wearing khadi, started teaching as a volunteer in two 
villages outside Allahabad and vowed never to speak English while on Indian soil; K. Schomer, 
Mahadevi Varma, p. 203. SivranI Devi was a child-widow when she became Premcand's second wife; 
she became involved with Mahila Congress Samiti in Lucknow, and Premcand was very proud when 
she was arrested during Civili Disobedience; she also took to writing. Kamla Caudhrl belonged to the 
Mahila Satyagraha Samiti of Meerut and went to jail in 1930 for six months; she became member of 
the Town and Provincial Congress Committee (and of the Constituent Assembly in 1947). For the 
political career of Candravati Lakhanpal, Rame^varl Goyal, Urmila Devi J>astri, see above fn. 6.
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further highlighted by the fact that adult women’s education expanded sensibly after each 

wave of the movement.

On a theoretical level, debates on role-based education, provided a different kind of 

space, i.e. the space to argue critically about women’s equal abilities. On this basis, different 

arguments could be raised about the role, dharma and nature of women, and in favour of a 

self-defined maryada. For example, the Arya Samaj reading of Indian history could provide 

an argument for equal education for girls, against traditional customs as man-made, and 

even for their right to chose the marriage partner.35 On account of the fact that respectful 

employment was a real necessity for many women, and that in more ways than one it could 

be a form of nationalist seva, arguments about women’s access to public space and to 

employment were raised. Like elsewhere in India, education became a pretext to speak 

about burning issues like parda, mismatched-marriage, dowry, and increasingly women’s 

rights and economic self-reliance.36 Those who, like Sahgal, supported the view that 

education was important per se and a means of self-empowerment, argued that women 

should take education in their own hands, and extend traditional roles to the wider arena of 

society and the nation. Education was thus not plain literacy, but an awakening to self- 

respect and self-awareness.37

The issue of education as a means to employement was hotly debated, as it hit at 

the heart of women’s dependence and home-bound role. It also conjured the image of the 

Indian woman’s bad ‘other’: the shameless, flirtatious and competitive westem(ized) 

woman. Thus, interestingly, reformers and women contributors first introduced it as a 

solution for ‘helpless’ Cabala) women - widows and women abandoned by their families, 

often with children - and argued it was the only respectable alternative to prostitution or 

conversion. Faced by these greater dangers, should not women of no means rather seek to 

support themselves through employment? As a proof, Camd’s column Citthi-patrl carried 

several letters by women, usually educated upto Hindi Middle standard, who asked for help

35 The author recalls that girls were given equal education in the ‘Aryan’ age, and drew from the 
familiar examples of SIta, Savitri, Damayanti, DraupadI, etc. to argue against arranged marriages: all 
these heroines chose their husbands in svayamvaras. The Puranic slokas against women’s education 
were men-made, she argued, and the fall continued under Muslim rule; the practice of child- 
marriage, necessary at that time, survived however even after the danger had ended. The advent of 
English education only added fuel to the fire by making a boy’s education so expensive that nothing 
could be spared for girls. GopaldevI, ‘Kya parh-likhkar larkiya kumari rahemgl?’, Camd, V, pt. 2, 6, 
October 1927, pp. 689-691. See also Subhadra DevTs dialogue ‘Pati-patnl ka kanya ke visay merh 
vartalap’: here, too, it is the (educated) father who argues in favour of higher education for his 
daughter - while his wife would like to see her married soon; he also argues in favour of a modified 
version of svayamvar and against parda, because true modesty, he says, lies within; Subhadra Devi’, 
‘Pati-patnl ka kanya ke visay merh vartalap’, Grhalaksmi, IV, 10, Dec.-Jan. 1914, pp. 519-523.
36 See Veer Bharat Talvar, ‘Feminist Consciousness in Women’s Journals in Hindi: 1910-1920’, in K. 
Sangari and S. Vaid, eds., Recasting Women.
37 R.S. Sahgal, ‘Rastrly drsti se strl-$iksa par vicar’.
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in finding teaching jobs. The editor supported these women vigorously, and often carried 

answers in later issues, giving the names of institutions or of gentlemen willing to marry 

them. It is noteworthy, in fact, that as a rule pleading women preferred self-support to 

remarriage - possibly aware of the social stigma and emotional traumas it involved.

Thus, the door to activity in the ‘world outside’ was first opened for women in 

distress, under exceptional circumstances. Even Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth, founded by the 

first Congress municipal board in Allahabad with Purusottam Das Tandon as chairman, 

balanced the ideal of an Indian, alternative, role-based education with the practical needs of 

the students. Although the curriculum differed from that of government schools, students 

were prepared for the Board of Education’s Middle school examinations, because of the 

greater employment value of regular degrees. The Vidyaplth was very successful in 

combining a focus on cultural identity with flexibility and practical sense. Following the 

example of the Sahitya Sammelan, it started first as an examining institution, with sessions 

twice a year administered in Allahabad and in any centre with at least three candidates.38 

There was no age limit, and candidates could take one subject at a time: the formula thus 

allowed married girls to take up or resume their studies at home as and when they could.39 

The Mahila Seva Sadan, the first teaching and residential wing of the Mahila Vidyaplth in 

Allahabad (1930), catered initially for girls and women in need; it hosted mostly widows, 

girls from impoverished families and, increasingly, daughters and wives of men jailed 
during the nationalist movement.40

However, once the issue of employment had been raised, it was to remain central in 

women’s debates throughout the period under survey, argued in all its possible facets: 

women teachers, doctors, nurses and lawyers were in great need; the duty towards the 

nation was as strong and primary as that towards the family; why limit a mother’s love only 

to her own children, etc. Clearly, participation in the nationalist movement had opened a 

door which could hardly be closed again; and although the primacy of motherhood, the 

centrality of pativrat dharma and maryada were rarely questioned, the whole definition of a 

woman’s identity and role was at stake.

38 ‘Gathering together large numbers of women from far away in one place [to teach them] would be 
very difficult, because of pardah, child-bearing at a young age, and lack of belief in higher education 
for women. In addition, the cost of attending a teaching university would be prohibitive. Especially in 
our country, which is so backward socially and economically, giving middle and higher education to 
as many women as possible at minimal cost can only be accomplished by an examining university5; 
Vifdl bharat, July 1930, pp. 84-85, quoted by It Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, p. 214.
39 It 'recognized the fact that most girls had heavy responsibilities in the home and enabled them to 
pace their education at their own convenience’; ibid,
40 For instance, Sampumanand, Lai Bahadur 3astrl and Rajendra Prasad sent their daughters there; 
ibid., p. 219.
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Perhaps the most comprehensive argument in favour of women’s self-definition of 

their role is contained in Candravati Lakhanpal’s book Striyorh ki sthiti (1932).41 

Candravati, herself educated in Allahabad and Banaras, married the Arya Samaj scholar and 

professor Satyavrat Siddhantalamkar, taught at Gurukul Kangri and became a well-known 

figure in Hindi thanks to her reply to Katherine Mayo’s Mother India called Madar indiya ka 

javab. In Striyorh kl sthiti, the chapter on education opens with an indictment of women’s 

reclusion at home: thus, eduction for her could not be compatible with a punitive role.

For centuries the arena of women’s activities has been considered the home. 
Human society did not pause long to consider what was their relation to the world 
at large. For many the aim of their life has been to obey their husbands and to 
beget children. What need is there for education for such things? If they have to 
study it is enough to study just the amount they need to amuse their husbands. 
Women should know how to write letters, to sew and to cook; a woman has no 
other use.42

In her outspoken and persuasive style, Candravati equalled this condition of women 

to slavery: as a man could buy a slave and own more than one, a husband in India could buy 

a wife and keep more than one. ‘After keeping women enslaved for centuries and bringing 

them to their present state, men now say that this is the natural state of women’, i.e. that 

women were naturally dependent on men and would naturally seek their protection (p. 

125). To this Candravati replied that women would still seek marriage, true, but not from a 

helpless position. She further questioned the notion of the woman as abala, both physically 

and intellectually weaker than man, as a myth: their astounding progress in only two 

centuries proved that the contrary was true. Given men and women’s equality in terms of 

abilities, to deny them opportunities outside the home amounted to a crime, to 

enslavement. Thus, girls’ curriculum should be comprehensive and on par with that of boys, 

too.

Only at the end Candravati raised the issue of the centrality of marriage: couldn’t 

women be equally, or even more, useful to society otherwise? In any case, they should be 

allowed not to marry if they wished to. Moreover, employment was useful even for married 

women, since they could share the burden of expenses and provide for themselves in the 

not-too-rare event of widowhood or abandonment. To deny women education and the right 

to step out of their homes was an injustice to women and society. This, concluded 

Candravati, was the right way to look at the question of education, i.e. from a woman’s 

point of view.43

41 Originally published by Gurukul Kangri in 1932, it was subsequently republished by the Ganga 
Pustak Mala after it awarded the Seksariya and the Sammelan awards in 1934.
42 C. Lakhanpal, Striyorh kl sthiti, Ganga Pustak Mala, Lucknow, third ed. 1941, p. 123.
43 Ibid., p. 141.
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Thus by the 1930s a powerful women’s voice on education and the right to self- 

definition had emerged in Hindi. Although for the great majority of educated girls, 

themselves a small minority, marriage continued to be the only end, the figure of the 

educated working woman - the unmarried teacher, the social worker or the political activist 

- started to figure in collective imagination and to gain social acceptance. In fact, a few 

stories by women authors in the late 1930s feature educated wives trapped at home as in a 

prison.44

All in all attitudes toward the ‘educated woman’ remained ambiguous. The western- 

educated woman was the object of disapproval and contempt: as someone who had 

overstepped maryada, she messed up all family and social relations, was bound to end up 

badly, and compared unfavourably with the simple but innocent illiterate girl. This attitude 

was especially prominent in cartoons, even those in magazines like Camd which fervently 

championed the cause of women’s education: whether ‘at home’ or ‘in the world’, they 

seemed to say, women’s progress must always carry the brand of Indianness.45 On the other 

hand, college girls featured largely in romantic narratives without any moral stigma 

attached: Dhanlram Prem, Pandey Becan 3arma Ugra, Nirala employed educated heroines 

as characters who possessed not only ‘womanly virtues’ but also wit, intelligence, passion 

and determination.46 Educated girls made more challenging partners to male protagonists, 

or symbolised the modern sensitive girl as in Jainendra Kumar’s Tyagpatr (1937) (see 4.4).

To summarize, the question of women’s education was first tied and confined to 

their prescribed role as ‘reformed’ housewives. For that purpose, it had to be different from 

boys’, and also conducive to maintaining and enhancing those essentially Indian values of 

which women were considered custodians. However, simply by providing critical tools and 

a sphere of socialization outside the home, girls’ schools grew out of the hands of early 

social reformers. They not only provided a new cultural content to traditional woman’s roles 

within the home (mother, wife), but also opened new roles and new avenues of ‘doing’.

Although formal education was severely limited to urban middle class women, it 

nonetheless produced women’s voices through which a ‘minority5 point of view could be 

argued. Also, Hindi-educated women would provide most women political activists and

44 See Tejrani Diksit, ‘Jvala’, Camd, XIV, pt. 2, 2, June 1936, and Tejrani Pathak, ‘Maim kaise 
harhsurh?’, Camd, XV, pt. 1, 4, February 1937.
45 See e.g. Kumarl Candrakiran, ‘Ejuketed vaif, Cdmd, XVIII, pt. 1, 3, August 1940, pp. 194-97. As 
usual, in this story, too, the cheated husband is as much an object of contempt as the brazen wife. 
One is reminded of Miss Malta, the flirtatious English-returned doctor of Premcand’s novel Godan 
(1936).
46 See the witty heroine who rejects the protagonist’s ardent love in Dhanlram Prem’s story ‘Jala- 
bhuna’, Cdmd, IX, pt. 2, 4, August 1931; or Ugra’s Muslim heroine of the cross-religious love story in 
Calcutta in Cand haslnom ke khutut (1927); and finally Nirala’s heroines in Alka (1933) and 
Nirupama (1934-35).
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leaders, especially during the Civil Disobedience movement* Education brought in its fold 

the important question of employment and economic self-reliance for women, and provided 

new socially and politically active images of womanhood. Therefore, this section on 

education and its social basis formed the necessary prelude for examining all other issues 

concerning women and the public sphere. The next three sections will follow the process by 

which educated women expanded, challenged and redefined the role that they had been 

assigned in the economy of national regeneration. They did so, as we shall see, by widening 

the range of subjects a woman was meant to know about, by questioning social and moral 

demands particularly strict on them, and by redifining traditional women’s roles and 

opening new ones.

Since this process took place chiefly through women’s journals, we shall start by 

discussing the three mein Hindi women’s journals in the next section: Grhalaksmi, Stri- 

darpan (both est. 1909) and Camd (est. 1922), all published from Allahabad.
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4.2 Widening Concerns: Hindi women’s journals

The previous section has shown how women’s education, though a major focus of 

public debate, was actually quite a limited affair. Especially at the primary level, badly 

organized and worse funded, it was even more unlikely to fulfil the task of disseminating a 

new cultural ethos than boys’ education. Journals were, we may argue, much further- 

reaching and thus more important means of education, both for instilling public concerns 

and for spreading notions of a common cultural and political sphere. However, like 

education and literature for women, journals too were first meant to instruct girls on their 

roles within the household,1

Strl-upyogl literature, as it was called, was but the last example of a literature of 

moral instruction that had an old written and oral tradition in India. As historians have 

recently argued, the peculiarity of 19th century strl-upyogi literature in several Indian 

languages was that it combined religious and moral notions and values of stri-dharma with 

‘new’, Victorian values and ideas about domesticity and womanhood. The main concern of 

this kind of literature was to reform women, teaching them virtues like modesty, thrift, 

pliability, obedience, simplicity, purity, and dedication - an Indian version of the Victorian.2

The first Hindi journals edited by women in the 20th century largely fell into this 

pattern and were in fact meant as educational material. Grhalaksmi started in 1909 in 

Allahabad by Mrs GopaldevT and her husband Sudarsanacarya, a famous Ayurvedic doctor, 

reflected in the title its espousal of role-based education and of the new domesticity, where 

old forms of compliance and stri-dharma met with new values of education, thrift, home 

science, child-rearing, healthy cooking, etc.3 This section follows the changes in Hindi

1 E.g. Bhartendu’s Bdldbodhitii (1874-78), the first women’s journal in Hindi, followed this pattern, in 
sharp contrast with Bhartendu’s other journalistic enterprises: to female readers the editorial self 
dispensed information and ammonition, economics and caritras as ne role-models, but e.g. no Braj 
poetry, too dangerously close to irngara even in the devotional mode, and certainly no discussion of 
the issues of social reform, many concerning women, that were being so forcefully debated in journals 
for the general public; Vasudha Dalmia, ‘Hari^candra of Banaras’, pp. 238-44.
2 See K. Sangari and S. Vaid, eds., Recasting Women; Sumanta Banerjee, The Parlour and the Street; 
R. Kumar, The Histoiy of Doing; P. Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments; D. Chakrabarty, The 
Difference-Deferral of Colonial Modernity: Public Debates on Domesticity in British Bengal*, in D. 
Arnold and D. Hardiman, eds., Subaltern Studies VIII, Delhi 1994. In particular, D. Chakrabarty has 
ingeniously interpreted the term gi'ha-laksml as a fraught combination of the religious merit of 
LaksmI, the goddess of wealth a bride was supposed to incarnate at home, and the modem nationalist 
project that saw the house (grha:) as subordinate but part of the project of civil society; ibid., p. 80.
 ̂ The journal, which started with 4000 subscribers, a remarkable figure for a Hindi journal in those 

years, and which prided itself of surviving on readership alone, never recovered from a fire that 
gutted the office; readership sank to 2500 in 1920, and reached a minimum of 1000 in 1923 before 
rising again to ca. 2000 in 1924, shortly before publication was stopped; see Grhalaksmi, XV, 1, 
March April 1924, pp. 41-42. In the early 1920s it was mostly written and edited in Gopaldevfs name
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women’s journalism that led it beyond the strl-upyogl mould, and made it redefine the 

boundaries of what was ‘useful for women’.

Let us first, however, examine more closely what strl-upyogl meant. Following the 

principle that education for girls was to be primarily moral and based on their future role as 

wives and mothers, Grhalaksmi took it upon itself to emphasise the importance of education 

but also to prepare girls to compromise between their aspirations and the demands of 

family life.4 The focus, needless to say, was completely on the household; a few curiosities 

and women’s news would be the only items about the outside world. A typical issue would 

carry articles, short stories and many short dialogues with a moral message; a few historical 

pieces on vlrahganaem, dialogues on child-rearing, girls’ education and parda, articles on 

stri-dharma and pativrat-dharma, on tensions within the family and ways of solving them 

(i.e. by yielding to the elders’ wishes), advice on how to avoid bad company and bad 

reading, etc. The editor only asked for recipes, for contributions from schoolgirls, and 

suggested ways of cleaning clothes.5 All in all, GrhalaksmVs mission was moderately 

educational and reformist.6

Stri-darpan (July 1909) by contrast, edited by women of the Nehru family 

(RameSvan, Rupkuman, Kamla and Uma) and with a wide and competent range of male 

and female contributors, was more outspoken in its ‘women’s view1 and in the defence of 

women’s rights. ‘It is the only journal which teaches women their rights along with their 

dharma’ said the publicity in 1919, ‘because husbands, brothers and fathers cannot promote 

the welfare of the country while treating women like animals’.7

Compared with Grhalaksmi, Stri-darpan covered a wider range of issues as strl- 

upyogl. Apart from the usual fare of articles against parda, historical examples of female 

excellence, hygiene and health, it carried articles against role-based education, news of 

women’s achievements in India and abroad, meetings of women’s organisations, and both

by Thakur 3nnath Simh, then a young writer close to the Nehru family who would later join the 
Indian Press and edit Balsakha and Sarasvati before launching his own women’s journal, Didi, in the 
1940s. Interview with Thakur J>rlnath Simh, Allahabad, July 1993.
4 Hence every issue carried articles in favour of girls’ education, along with just as many on pativrat 
dharma and on how education was not to breed conceit; see ‘Striyoih ko man kama anucit hai’, 
Grhalaksmi, IV, 3, May-June 1913.
5 See Grhalaksmi issue of April-May 1913, IV, 2. The hybrid vocabulary of religious merit, Indianness 
(vs. te West) and women’s equality is exemplified by the advertisment for the first volume of 
Grhalaksmi granthamala, Grhini: ‘According to the Hindu scriptures, the relationship between man 
and wife (svami-strO [is such that] they together become one; no difference is left between them; a 
wife is the companion-in-d/mrma (sahadharmini) of her husband. But nowadays English education 
had made Indian husbands degrade their wives from the position of saha-dharmini to that of lover 
(pranayini) ...’; quoted in Grhalaksmi, W, 2, April-May 1913. In another note on Indian and foreign 
methods of cleaning pots and pans, chuachut is accepted as matter of fact; ibid., p. 109.
6 The series of books they published elucidates this further: the first five titles published (until 1913) 
included Grhini, Choti bahu, Laksmi-bahu Con a young and virtuous daughter-in-law who bears all 
hardships... very useful for schools’), Prem-lata (‘a novel full of teachings’) and Adars bahu; 
Grhalaksmi, IV, 2, April-May 1913.
7From the publicity in the journal.
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local and international news like the war in Europe, its cost for India, the revolt in China, 

etc. It looked with great interest and participation at women's awakening in nearby Bengal 

and Punjab, and compared it unfavourably with that in the United Provinces. However, it 

remained a limited family concern, never crossing the mark of 1000 copies.8

It was with the first World War, and then with the 1919-1921 nationalist movement 

that the content of both Stri-darpan and Grhalaksml started to change. Political news 

appeared regularly, and both magazines espoused Gandhi’s message and the movement 

wholeheartedly: articles and speeches by Annie Besant and Sarojini Naidu began to appear 

in Grhalaksml from 1918 onwards, and from 1921 translations of articles and open letters 

by Mahatma Gandhi. A new editorial column in 1922 carried more political news, which 

included lobbying by the All Indian Women’s Conference (AIWC), riots, photographs and 

biographies of women activists. Non-Cooperation made svadesi chiefly a womanly concern, 

urged women to come out of parda to serve the country, and suggested that des-seva might 

be as high a dharma as pativrat-dharma. Yet journals were reluctant to discount the 

centrality of padvrat dharma. To a ‘proud woman non-cooperator’ who wrote in November 

1921 that she wanted to serve publicly Mother India but was hindered by her husband, who 

held different views, the editors of Stri-darpan suggested a compromise. While supporting 

the woman’s wish, the editor suggested that she could serve Mother India at home by 

spinning charkha. Still, strl-dharma was widening its horizons.

The journals grew bolder on the home front, too. A new column of letters from the 

readers opened a space for ‘true stories’, and a ‘newly-wedded bride’ raised uncomfortable 

questions about women’s dependence on male wishes and images.9 The letters in particular, 

written by women in distress, revealed a less composed female self than that of the women 

contributors (see 4.3). They did not always meet with the editor’s sympathy, and this points 

to the ambiguity that was typical of male or moderate reformist responses to female 

emancipation.10 To an educated Brahmin widow who blamed men for seducing her, other 

readers responded by blaming her for lust and lack of self-control and suggested the 

example of another ‘low-born’ woman who had sacrificed her life rather than her honour.11

8 In 1923 the journal moved from RameSvari Nehru’s hands to Kanpur, where it was edited by 
Sumati Devi and Phulkumari Mehrotra, possibly close to the Pratap Press.
9 ‘Ek nav-vivahita vadhu’, in Grhalaksml, XIV, 9, Nov.-Dee. 1923; XIV, 11, Jan.-Feb. 1924 and XV, 1, 
March-April 1924.
10 E.g. the educated daughter of a Hindi writer from Calcutta complained of her mismatched 
marriage with a dumb and profligate village boy. She had written to her father asking him to marry 
her elsewhere or to let her live the life of a widow, but her father had replied angrily that he should 
have never given her an education, since ‘the consequence of your education seems to be that you are 
resolved to disgrace me before everyone. Is this the aim of education?’. The editor sympathised with 
her ill fortune but also with her father, and urged her to adjust to the fact of her marriage: ‘If you 
leave your husband you might create a scandal among the society of women (.mahila-samdf). No such 
example should be placed before our society; please think it over again’; Grhalaksml, XV, 1, March- 
April 1924, p. 30.
11 Citthl-patrl, in Grhalaksml, XIV, 4, Jan.-Feb. 1924; p. 118.
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The image of the virtuous and educated woman, at ease both with her traditional dharma as 

well as with the new calls of the hour, ought not to be tarnished by human weaknesses.

By 1920, then, a rapprochement between women’s journals and general magazines 

was taking place. On the one hand, women’s journals featured a greater number of topical 

articles and had more established contributors.12 On the other hand, by the 1920s all 

mainstream Hindi journals started carrying women’s sections, usually with articles on 

problems like parda, child-widows, education, and with short poems and pieces by women 

contributors. This was a sign that female readership was recognised, but still as a separate 

group with special concerns.

It was finally Carhd which not only broke the mould of strl-upyogl literature, but 

also located women’s issues at the core of the quest for svarajya, just like socialists would do 

a decade later with peasants and the economic question. Carhd accomplished this by 

breaking the boundaries of first Svhat women should know’, and secondly of “what women 

should say1. The first move, discussed in this section, encompassed a variety of strategies: 

(a) addressing women as protagonists and active subjects of Indian society and the 

movement for national regeneration, not only symbolically (as vlrahganaem and 

Bharatmata) but also as empowered individuals, (b) making women equally knowledgeable 

about all sorts of political, economic, social and historical questions, with no censorship of 

any kind; (c) carrying news on women satyagrahis and leaders and identifying the journal 

itself with the nationalist movement: Sahgal’s own passionate editorials, the official bans on 

Chand Press and his imprisonment strengthened the identification of the journal and its 

readers with the movement.

Camd was started in Allahabad in 1922 by an enterprising Khatri of Lahore, 

Ramrakh Simh Sahgal (1896-1952), who had a record of involvement with the Congress 

and of contact with the revolutionary group of Bhagat Singh and ChandrasHekhar Azad. In 

size (100 pages) and get-up, it surpassed all previous women’s journals and was more 

similar to mainstream Hindi literary journals. It took up all the columns and items of 

women’s and mainstream magazines (letters, reviews, news, editorials, cartoons, blocks, 

etc.), added plenty of reading material in the form of poems, stories and serialised novels, 

and launched, with aggressive advertising, a large-scale operation similar to that of 

Madhuri. It was soon recommended for public and school libraries by the Education 

departments of the United Provinces, Punjab, Bihar and Rajasthan, and it became the Hindi 

monthly with the highest readership, jumping from the initial thousand copies to eight 

thousand in 1927 and a remarkable fifteen thousand in 1930.13

12 E.g. ViSvambharnath Jijja, Ramrakh Simh Sahgal, ZahurbakhS, Ramsevak TripathI, ^rlnath Simh, 
etc.
13 Source: Statement of Newspapers and Periodicals published in UP, Govt. Press, Allahabad, for the 
relevant years.
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With a number of attractive special issues (Vidhva-ank, Vidusl-ahk, Galpahk, Achut- 

ahk, Marvarl-ahk, Kayastha-ahk, Rajputana-ank, Samaj-ahk, etc.), literary contributions by 

the best and newest writers, the lack of moralist inhibitions against popular fiction,14 long 

topical editorials and a strong sense of mission, Camd decidedly changed the coordinates of 

stri-upyogi literature.15

The nationalism of Camd’s project started from its perspective: from the very 

beginning, the awakening and activities of women in the Hindi belt were seen as part of a 

country-wide, indeed a world-wide, phenomenon. Though most of the longer articles and 

special issues centered on North Indian women and society, the news section offered 

information, facts and figures on women from all over India and abroad as if they were part 

of the same, irresistible wave.16 This both legitimised wome’ s public initiatives and 

increased their self-confidence. Moreover, while addressing educated and newly-literate 

women, Camd did not limit itself to their issues but touched on those of peasants and 

workers as part of the same project of social and political regeneration of svarajya.17

Carhd dedicated more space to news than any other women's journal. A sample 

from the April 1923 issue included; information on the Princely States; data on jails and 

prisoners, newspapers, the number of workers in Bombay province, funding for U.P. 

municipalities, the Indian police, public debt, import and export from India, etc. Scattered 

among tips on hygiene such seemingly ‘neutral’ news carried in fact a much wider and

14 Nirmala by Premcand was serialised here in 1925; MahadevT Varma’s poems were published from 
the first issue; also Ramkumar Varma’s poems appeared regularly; young ChayavadI poets like 
Anandlprasad Isrivastava and Candlprasad ‘Hrdaye^’ worked in the editorial board (‘HrdayeS’ until his 
death in 1927), as did popular writers like G.P. J^rivastava, Dhanlram Prem and Catursen JsastrT. 
Other assiastant editors were NandikiSor Tivari and, for a while, Bhubane^var Mifra.
1  ̂ The variety and constant attempt at improvement can be gauged by the growing number of 
assorted clumns: starting with Gharelu davdem (home-made medicines), Pak-iiksd (recipes), CutkuLe 
(humour) and Samdcdr sahgrah (collected news), over the years new columns were opened like 
CitthT-patfi (letters from the readers), Sdhitya samsar (book reviews), Hamare sahyogi (articles quoted 
from other journals) in 1925, £anti kutir (spiritual snippets) in 1926; Vinod vatika (humorous jokes 
and stories by G.P. J>rivastava) in 1927; Dubeji kj citthl (humorous letters by V. 3 arm a KauSik in the 
style of Balmukund Gupta’s famous ‘Siv^ambhu ke citthe’), Samsar cakra (news of the world), Vijhan 
tatha vaicitrya (science and curiosities), Sinema aur rahgmahc (the first column on films in a Hindi 
journal!), Dilcasp mukadme (interesting court cases), £rijagadguru kafatvd (against religious bigotry), 
Kesar kl kyarl (selection of Urdu verse by ‘Bismil’ Ilahabadl) in 1931, etc.
16) Apart from the editorial and the shorter editorial notes, there were separate news sections like 
samdcdr sahgrah which contained a miscellany of events, laws, public achievements, political 
gatherings, examination results and postings of women from all over India. Naturally, bills 
concerning women were most closely reported, like the Sarda Bill and the Gaur Bill for inter-caste 
marriages; see Samdcdr sahgrah in Camd, VII, pt. 2, 6, Oct. 1929 and VIII, pt. 1, 6, April 1930.

See e.g. the article by one graduate started by quoting Kablr in order to say that there were many 
avenues to attain svarajya; RameS Prasad, ‘Karkhanom mem stri-mazdur’, Camd, IV, pt. 1, 4, January 
1926, p. 309. Similarly, ‘A recent case before the Allahabad High Court has given an important 
victory to women’ wrote the editor when a Koiri woman named Kauliya was granted maintenance 
after her husband had ‘divorced’ her against her will and brought home a Chamar girl. The High 
Court reversed the decision of the panchayat and of the local magistrate, who had argued that ‘men 
and women of this class (sretji) do not follow social rules and are naturally cruel; Koiris are not very 
civilized yet and follow their own social mores’. ‘The decision of the first-class magistrate shows 
dearly that English justice does not care to protect the oppressed women of the Koiri caste’ was the 
editor’s remark; editorial note ‘Patnl ke adhikar’, Carhd, VII, pt. 2, 6, October 1929, pp. 735-736.
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political education than was possibly achieved through schools by simply exposing women 

to news they would not encounter elsewhere.18

Implicit in this uncensored flow of information was the idea - crucial to the public 

sphere argument - that exposure to information itself develops critical attitudes and political 

consciousness by making public issues the concern of each affected reader. In this way, 

Carhd was fostering a civic and political consciousness for women not unlike what Mahavlr 

Prasad Dvived! had started doing with Sarasvatl in 1903.

Besides, Carhd was appreciative of any form of political initiative by women. Until 

1930, however, much of Camd’s nationalist message and propaganda was furtive, between 

the lines, hidden in small news items, while most of the emphasis was on social reform. In 

January 1929, Sahgal announced he would started serialising the book by the famous 

Congress activist Pandit Sundarlal (1886-1981), Bharat metnahgrezi rajya, a nationalist 

history of British rule in India. The book was immediately banned,19 and the ban ended the 

official bonhomie towards the journal: in June 1929 Camd was suddenly prohibited in 

schools and public libraries after having been recommended for years. It was also the first of 

a series of bails and bans20 which, along with the burden of the political weekly Bhavisya,21 

would bring Sahgal to a financial crisis and eventually compel him to leave the journal.22

18 The same issue, in another column, carried news of a case of sad  ‘in the kitchen’ in a village of 
district Beinisal; of a widow-remarriage in Ambala district; of the election of Uma Nehru as municipal 
councillor in Allahabad; on the harassment of peasant women in Mewar state at the hands of Indian 
soldiers; of a bill against the sale of brides in the Council of State; of a women’s public meeting in 
Lahore to celebrate Gandhi-day with speeches by Parvati Devi, DurgadevT and Purnadevi, a sale of 
khadi cloth and fund-raising for Tilak fund in the evening; Camd, I, 6, April 1923., pp. 350-51. The 
May-June issue of 1923 carried an item on Mrs Dubburi Subbamma, condemned to one year strict 
imprisonment for non-cooperation work: ‘she is a model for Indian women’ (p. 532); two items on 
false sadhus who had abducted women; one on a meeting of women of the Socialist and Communist 
parties in the Ruhr district of Germany; and a foreign astrologer’s comment on Gandhi’s janma-patfi; 
Camd, I, pt. 2, 1, May-June 1923, pp. 532-33.
19 Iĵ _ Sundarlal, Bharat mem ahgrezi rajya: the publication of this hefty book, which was meant to 
become a nationalist text-book, was widely publicised in the Hindi press. The ban on it was itself a 
major political case and put Camd on the black list of the government and in the good books of the 
nationalist movement: the 2000 pre-booked copies were printed on 18 March 1929 and immediately 
proscribed by the U.P. government, followed a week later by the government of the Central Provinces. 
Somehow 1700 copies managed to reach the subscribers and only 300 were seized on the railway or 
at the post office. The government then started a hunt for the remaining copies, provoking a country
wide protest. Even Gandhi called it a day-light robbery in Young India and urged people to resist the 
humiliation of a house-search. Seth Jamnalal Bajaj was one of those who followed his advice. After 
the Congress accepted office in the United Provinces in July 1937, Sundarlal wrote to the new 
government and the ban was lifted in November 1937. The second edition was not published by the 
Chand Press, as Sahgal had left the Press long before; this edition of 10,000 copies was published and 
was sold out even before publication; a Gujarati and Urdu edition came out at the same time. We are 
quoting here Sundarlal’s preface to the second edition, published by Trivenlnath VajpeyT at the Omkar 
Press, Allahabad in 1938 (also of 1Q[000 copies), a copy in possession of the late Subhadra Kumari 
Cauhan.
20 Like other Hindi journals, Camd was caught in the repressive policy of the Press Ordinance of 
1930: in July 1930, the Chand Press was asked to furnish a bail of Rs. 4000 (later reduced to 1000),
and the publication of political poems on ‘Satyagrah sahgram’ and ‘Striyorti ke adar^’ in August-
September 1930 drew another bail of Rs. 1000. Sahgal went to jail, and the May 1931 issued carried 
a picture of his release. Sahgal had long been in contact with revolutionaries: in 1931 his sympathy 
became quite evident, in tune with the sentiments of the people at large, when he published the
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As it had been the case with Sarasvati twenty years earlier, Carhd had managed to 

foster in its readership a feeling of identification with the journal. ‘The welfare of women 

Cstri-samdj) lies in our success’ wrote Sahgal after the first six issues in April 1923, and 

identified Cdrhd’s readership as ‘the enthusiastic supporters of social reform’ and ‘the proud 

souls of women’s education’.23 The response had been indeed enthusiastic, as figures and 

the mutual trust transpiring readers' responses suggest. Moreover, another strength of Carhd 

was that, as we have seen, it did not limit its audience to educated women (its actual 

readership), but spoke on behalf of all women, country-wide and from all social strata. As 

the next section will show, this changed the direction and meaning of social reform. Unlike 

previous women’s journals, Camd did not want to ‘teach’ or reform women but to reform 

‘society5 on their behalf. Its approach was thus not the moralising one of ‘uplift of women’, 

strl-uddhdr, but a radical critique of society from a strong women s voice. Albeit with a male 

editor and sub-editors, Camd succeeded therefore in becoming an important forum for 

women’s self-awareness and politicisation within the Hindi sphere.24

After Ramrakh Sahgal resigned,25 Navjadiklal ^rivastava of Matvald fame became 

the editor until he was dismissed in September 1935, followed by Mahadevi Varma between 

1935 and 1938, and after her by Catursen 3astri. Although they were all able editors, and in 

their hands Camd remained a very attractive journal, the magazine however lost its political

photographs of the death-sentence^ in Sholapur in February 1931 (IX, pt. 1, 4), and in the special 
issue on political martyrs, Phamsi-ahk (November 1931), which was immediately banned. See Camd, 
VIII, 2, 6, October 1930, and IX, pt. 1, 1, November 1930, especially the editorial on ‘Ordinance tug’, 
p. 2. The new motto of the journal proclaimed: ‘Spiritual svarajya is our aim, truth our means and 
love our method. As long as we remain steadfast in this sacred resolve we do not fear the number and 
strength of our adversaries’.
21 Started in 1930 for a few months under the editorship of Sundarlal, with a distribution of 11,000, 
Bhavisya also fell victim of the Press Ordinance.
22 The financial crisis led to a confrontation between the two Sahgal brothers: Ramrakh the editor 
and daring nationalist, and Nandgopal the manager, sophisticated and on better terms with the 
British authorities. To save the journal and the publication department, the Chand Press was made 
into a Company Ltd. in 1932 with shares of Rs. 10. The new board of directors included, apart from 
the Sahgals, local merchants, professionals and taluqdars; seconded by Nandgopal, it put pressure on 
the editor to change his policy; a year later Sahgal resigned. From ‘The Chand Press, Limited 
Allahabad. Directors’ Report and Balance Sheet for the period ending 31st May 1933’, p. 1, and 
interview with Ashok Saigal, Allahabad, October 1994.
22 Women, continued Sahgal, had the duty to foster Carhd as their own child, and to let it die would 
be like infanticide: ‘If you really want to save the millions of women drowning in an ocean of 
ignorance; if the heart-rending cries of thirty-five million Indian widows affect you somehow; if you 
want to destroy the evil customs of child-marriage, dowry, etc., which are eating the tree of Indian 
society from within, come and join us in the arena...’ Editorial note in Carhd, I, 6, April 1923, p. 495. 
24A11 the readers of Camd consulted confirm that Carird was prized by the women of the house but 
read by the whole family, men included. For a positive assessment of the journal see Premcand’s note 
of January 1933, now in Vividh prasahg, vol. 3, p. 424.
22 ‘I did not start this institution with profit in mind. My only aim was to serve the country and 
society, and I am pleased to say that I have sincerely fulfilled my vow in the past eleven years - but 
then I was the sole proprietor. No one had the right to interfere in my policy; I did what I wanted to, 
and because of my daring I threw hundreds of thousands of rupees in the fire...’ wrote Sahgal in his 
resignation note in January 1933 protesting against the ‘commercial policy1 of the new company 
directors. Ramrakh went to Lucknow to revive Karmayogi, and Camd remained in Nandgopal’s hands. 
Quoted in Premcand’s note in Vividh prasahg, ibid.
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edge and social militancy after Ramrakh Sahgal’s exit. With MahadevT Camd became more 

of a women's magazine (she insisted on having women contributors) and also a more 

literary one. Sahgal’s ambitious project, its ever-expanding range of concerns, turned into a 

sophisticated and well-informed journal for educated women, aware of social problems and 

committed to political freedom but within the limits of a middle-class notion of 

womanliness, in which maryddd was redefined by self-respect.

To summarize, this section has sketched the trajectory of Hindi women’s journals 

from their almost exclusive focus on the home, which redefined women's role and dharma 

essentially in terms of Victorian domesticity and India's ‘essential’ spiritual virtues, to a 

wider scope of concerns; it also discussed their importance in providing a public voice for 

women on a range of social and political issues.

Through Camd and other women’s journals we can follow two processes going on in 

the Hindi public sphere. One is the gradual challenge to the category of stn-upyogl, which 

would lead to questioning male definitions of women’s role. By widening women’s concerns 

to include more and more public issues, journals were crucial in politicising women. 

Journals saluted women’s empowerment and initiatives as an integral part of the nationalist 

project, partly removing the ambiguity about men’s response and their urge to control; they 

also helped developing critical tools and a political and historical consciousness through 

which women could question the double-standards of patriarchy and claim participation in 

public life. This process of expansion and radical criticism produced, as we shall see in the 

following sections, a redefinition of women’s roles both within the family and household 

and in the public domain.

Another process, reflected in Gdmd’s development in the 1930s, shows however 

that once the radical edge was lost, this redefinition amounted to the making of a modem 

middle-class culture; this definition accepted and reflected its class (and caste) excusions 

and gender limitations. This change, apparent also in other Hindi mainstream journals, 

transpires in the language used - a more sophisticated and controlled aryabhasa - in the 

taste (more attuned to Chayavad and foreign poetry), and in the more limited and abstract 

range of concerns.

However, the drastic drop in readership that followed the exclusion of the popular, 

the semi-literate, the rural and small-town public, not represented on its pages anymore, 

leaves a question open. Did the choice in favour of sophistication and a genteel, urban 

middle-class culture deprive Hindi of its wider role and a larger area of influence?

Camd’s contribution to breaking the strl-upyogi mould was not limited to providing 

political education. Another important contribution, which will be discussed in the following 

sections, went into the direction of challenging social and family norms from a platform of 

‘basic’ human values. This involved recognising women as emotional beings (4.3), 

questioning their home-bound role and envisaging new public ones (4.4).
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4.3 The Right to feel

In the previous section, we have mentioned how strl-upyogl literature envisaged 

women as totally self-sacrificing. Educative literature focused exclusively on their duties and 

never on their needs. True, even in this way a feminine subjectivity was tenuously 

acknowledged, but only to be plied and trained. At first crudely, through dialogues or rigid 

juxtapositions of the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ daughter-in-law, sister etc., this persuasive literature 

addressed young female readers and asked them to choose which model to follow.1

Women’s journals, we noticed, partly took over this educating role, with both male 

and female contributors insisting on duties and ideals. Indeed, stressing women's ideals was 

a strong plank to argue for women’s worth, and remained a constant element even when 

redefining women’s roles (see 4.4). However, by publishing letters and ‘true stories’, 

journals also provided a space for another voice. This section analyses this other voice, and 

the way Carhd in particular provided a space for other dimensions of women’s lives to be 

expressed and for their emotional needs to be supported.2 In this way, Camd played an 

important role in introducing and popularising a notion of the ‘right to feel’ tout court, 

which in turn highlighted tensions between the individual and the society, and requested a 

renegotiation of social and familial norms.

In particular, this section will analyse the strategies and arguments by which the 

‘right to feel’ was first introduced, and how it gave rise to a genre of sentimental literature 

that tematized the tensions between individual aspirations, normative ideals and social rules 

in a blend of romance and social critique. This sentimental literature, which had a lot to 

share with commercial film narratives, was devalued and marginalised by literary critics, 

who deemed it lurid and commercial.

The starting-point of this process was again, as in the case of education and 

employment, widows (see also 4.4). The pressure to adhere to a life of heavy duties with no 

emotional bonds or rewards was particularly heavy on them, especially on child-widows. In 

upper caste, affluent households, widows would become and be treated as qualitatively 

different beings from married women, the suhaginis. While reformers from the 19th century

1 It would be hard to understand otherwise the popularity of novels such as those by Nazir Ahmad; 
see C.M. Naim, ‘Prize-winning adab\
2 See in the previous section the letter of a ‘fallen’ (patit) Brahmin widow who was pitied and 
reprimanded by the editor and readers of Grhalaksml.
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onwards had directed their efforts to the sphere of law and public demonstrative action,3 

women’s journals and fictional narratives explored and thematized this qualitative

difference and re-claimed widows as women, or at least as human beings. As we shall see,

the helplessness and commonality of the experience of Hindu widows became a metonymy

for the condition of Indian women in general.

Hence, while male reformers concentrated on widow-remarriage or appealed 

piously to the families to treat widows humanely,4 women’s articles and testimonies spoke 

of a different agenda. They insisted on the need to retain one’s place in one’s family; on the 

need for respectable employment and a place to stay, and on the right to keep one’s 

property; if ‘fallen’, to receive the same treatment as male seducers or unlawful partners. 

Also, insisting on preventive action, the fate of widows was linked to general women’s 

issues such as child-marriage, dowry and mismatched-marriages.

It is therefore not surprising that Carhd should dedicate its first special issue to the 

condition of widows after only six months of publication, and that it espoused this second 

approach. ‘The aim of this issue is not to shock or to encourage widow-remarriage’ wrote 

Sahgal in the editorial.5 ‘In our society widows are considered useless and harmful. If 

widows were treated with respect and affection by their families, 75% of them would 

happily lead a pure life’ (pp. 565-6). The main question is that of the means of subsistence, 

wrote Bhagavatl Devi: while divorce was important, and widow-remarriage possible only 

for young and beautiful child-widows, employment was the only answer to widows’ begging 

(and prostitution); it required the complete repeal of parda.6 Importantly, Camd made even 

taboo issues public in order to force a rediscussion and redefinition of notions and norms 

concerning widows - and, by extension, /women - to justify preventive action (on dowry and 

child-marriage), and to offer and justify respectable alternatives.

Letters and first-person fictional narrations on widows introduced a sense of 

urgency and a powerful element of personalisation. This meant that the reader was forced 

to come face-to-face with the cruelty women experienced; it also meant these life-stories

3 The question of widows had loomed large in the minds of social reformers since the nineteenth 
century: for its sheer number, especially in cities like Calcutta and Banaras, for the dangers of 
conversion, abduction (whether forced or consensual) and breach of chastity, and for what has been 
called a very modem sentiment of outrage; Radha Kumar, The History of Doing, chapter 1.
4 See I.C. Vidyasagar’s campaign to lift the ban on widows'-remarriage in the 1850s; in the Hindi 
area, in 1915 a section of the Arya Samaj started in Lahore a Vidhva Vivah Sahayak Sabha, an 
association to help widows remarry, which branched out in Benares and Kanpur in the 1920s; it ran 
an ashram for widows who wanted to remarry, organised their weddings and published a monthly in 
Urdu, Vidhva sahayak; see Camd, I, pt. 1, 6, April 1923, pp. 532 and 562-5; and VII, pt. 2, 6, October 
1929, p. 746.
5 ‘Vidhva-ahk’, Camd, I, 6, April 1923, p. 553.
6 Bhagavatl Devi, ‘Narl-samasya’, Camd, VIII, pt. 2, 6, October 1929, pp. 701-3. She ended on a 
pessimistic note and expressed her disbelief in any swift change, since ‘Indian women lie in drugged 
stupor’. The editor disagreed: changes would not take centuries but only a few decades.
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legitimised women’s voices, their right to suggest solutions to their own problems, a new 

sense of individual worth and emotional life, the need for kin relationships to be 

instrinsically affective. Also, such narratives allowed a bold critique of social and family 

norms. While looking indulgently at widows’ breach of chastity, Camd harshly denounced 

double-standards for men and women: ‘Isn’t it astonishing that men command child-widows 

to remain chaste for life, when men themselves cannot even keep the vow of monogamy: do 

men think that women are made of clay, or iron?’7 These ‘true stories’ of abandonment, sale 

of brides, polygamy, familial corruption, unlegalised marriages and sexual relations 

suddenly belied the ideal of the Aryan family and drew attention to the existence of 

women's sexuality and emotional needs, often thematizing the thin line between marriage 

and prostitution - at least from a woman’s point of view.

Let us now turn to some of these first-person narratives, first true ones and later 

fictional ones. A young Khatri widow of 17 from Delhi, who considered Carhd her guide 

(pathpradarsak) , wrote in March 1923 of the need to make the issue a political one in order 

to overpower kin resistance:

My father is a firm sanatan dharml and a member of the Bharat Dharma 
Mahamandal. But because I was widowed only 21 days after my wedding he took 
pity on me and decided to re-marry me. My husband was ill at the time of the 
wedding (I was 8 at the time, he was 35 and already twice a widower). I have 
studied up to English Middle examination. Our relatives have started cursing my 
father and threaten to outcaste us.

The letter ended with the hope that soon widows like her would be able to bring ‘a 

huge movement in front of GandhijI and his followers and compel them to keep the pitiful 

condition of their widowed sisters in mind when they undertake political agitation’.8

A woman from Rajputana spoke about the need for a respectable place and 

employment: a friend of hers a woman of 25 with two children, educated up to Middle 

examination, had been abandoned by her husband. She now asked for information about 

any ‘institution’ which might shelter her.9

A woman from Mathura district raised instead the issue of a bahiTs insecure status 

even within the household: after her marriage her elder brother-in-law had made some 

advances, which she had sternly rebuffed. Thereupon both her husband and mother-in-law 

had tried to convince her to give in (‘both are sons of my womb’ her mother-in-law had said, 

“you should consider them one and the same’). The brother-in-law was the family’s bread

7 RamaSaiikar Avasthi, Vidhvaom ke do amsu’, Camd, I, 6, April 1923, p. 485.
8 ‘Citthl-patrf, ibid., pp. 496-497.
9 ‘Citthl-patri’, in Camd, IV, pt. 2, 6, October 1926, pp. 604-5.
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winner, while her husband was a good-for-nothing fellow who danced with theatre 

companies and ras mandalls’.10

A ‘sister’ from a princely state wrote about the need to acknowledge female 

sexuality: still unmarried after 20 because her parents could not offer enough dowry, she 

had been unable to ‘contain her youthfulness’ and had ‘married1 in secret a boy she fancied. 

After three happy years she had born him a child and, forced to leave her parents’ house, 

she had moved in with her lover. Her father and his well-wishers, however, convinced her 

to move back with them, with the promise to marry them together properly; they then 

threw out her lover and now threatened to marry her off to a 40-year-old!11

An ‘unfortunate’ Gujarati vanik girl married at 11 in an uneducated and lowly 

family, voiced a more general critique of women’s lack of rights in a Hindu family, and 

raised the issue of women’s self-definition of their ideal. She wrote of her husband’s 

beatings and general irresponsibility. When her brother had come to take her back, he was 

abused and sent away. ‘I have no right on my family property. Hindu society and Hindu law 

do not help... To serve your husband according to the tradition of the Vedas is fine, but only 

when you’ve chosen him’.12

A widowed child-bride from Central India, married into a wealthy household, wrote 

of the desperate helplessness of a widow’s fate. The mother of two children, respectively of 

3 years and of 4 months, she was approached by her younger brother-in-law after the death 

of her husband. To try and ‘protect her satitva’ she had even run away once, but he had her 

abducted; he then raped her and after 10-15 days handed her to a Muslim (‘Yavan’) man, 

who took her in a burqa with him on the train to Bombay. The other passengers in the train 

got suspicious and finally managed to save her. She was now sheltered by a very charitable 

but poor man, but for how long? She was also tormented by the ‘well of sin’ she had fallen 

into, and it consumed her day by day.13

These letters thus raised a powerful critical voice: they spoke of domestic cruelty 

and insecurity, repressed sexuality, the lack of alternative homes and respectable ways of 

survival for widows, abandoned wives and single women. These are only a few instances, 

but testify to Sahgal’s ability in making Carhd a confidante which could be trusted for help 

and support however ‘shocking’ one’s revelations were. After Sahgal left Camd, in fact, 

fewer and fewer letters were published. His genial intuition that letters created a rapport of

1(1 'Citthl-patri’, in Camd, XII, pt. 2, 1, May 1934, pp. 99-100. The editor asked ‘someone from 
Mathura’ to help her.
11 Ibid., pp. 100-101. This letter highlights many social evils - of dowry, oppression, etc. - commented 
the editor (no more Sahgal); she had erred by marrying in secret but should now stick to her decision 
and take refuge with the law.
12 Camd, XV, pt. 2, 1, May 1927, pp. 86-87.
13 Ibid.
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mutual trust and support between the journal and its readers, and allowed a space for 

solidarity, got lost as Carhd became a more literary and genteel enterprise. Also, the 

persuasive potential of such letters gave rise to a whole genre of fictional letter-confessions 

with a first-person narrator. In Carhd these went even further in boldly depicting sensational 

fin a way, titillating) cases concerning women and the family while holding ‘society 

responsible. These well-cut, melodramatic narratives often had a sentimental sub-plot as 

well as voicing a ‘women’s critique’ of society, echoed and supported by the narrator. Let us 

now examine one such fictional letter.

In 1926-1927 Zahur Bakh3 (1897-1964), a teacher and prolific writer for children, 

started writing for Carhd a series of ‘first-person confessions’ under the telling name of ‘the 

fire-pit of society’.14 The first of them, ‘How I became a fallen woman?’ (‘Maim patit kaise 

huF, Carhd, January 1926) can well show the sinews of the genre and deserves to be 

analysed in some detail. Breach of chastity is shown to be but a ‘natural’ consequence of a 

mis-matched marriage; the girl’s feelings are asserted to be important and legitimate, and so 

is her right to define her own stri-dharma; further, her gradual debasement is directly 

attributed to society’s hypocrisy and to the lack of any alternative respectable livelihood for 

the single woman: thus, responsibility is constantly lifted from Kamla’s shoulders, and she is 

given a forum to express herself.

The ‘pitiful story (karun katha) of Kamla, the daughter of a relatively well-off 

Brahmin compounder, is told to the narrator ‘in her own words’. She was taught how to 

read and write until the age of ten; at fourteen her marriage was arranged with a suitable 

boy, but since the dowry requested was too high, arrangements were broken off. After her 

elderly father retired, embittered by the experience, an aunt (bud) intervened, suggesting a 

‘middle-aged’ (50!) and rich bridegroom, ready to pay even for the wedding expenses. The 

wedding is the first trauma for the girl: ‘everyone around me looked happy, but I was 

sobbing inside the house. No one cared to ask me how I felt!’ (p. 276). She has strong 

feelings: anger towards her ‘greedy father’ and aunt and disgust towards her ugly husband. 

At the time of vidal she begs her mother to keep her, even as a servant, but her incensed 

father warns her not to vent her feelings: ‘It seems that you will sully the reputation of both 

families. I warn you, never let a word like that slip out of your mouth or I’ll pull your 

tongue out’ (p. 287).

14 Zahur Bakh£, ‘Samaj ka agni-kund’; it included also ‘Ek musalman ki atma-katha’ (Nov. 1926), 
‘Maim musalman kaise hul?’ (Dec. 1926),‘Maim isal kaise hul?’ (March 1927), ‘Achut Id atma-katha’ 
(May 1927). The common points among them were that the convert or ‘fallen’ protagonist was 
unrepentant, and that the downfall or conversion of the individual had been caused by the injustice of 
Hindu society. Zahur BakhS was a pupil of Kamtaprasad Guru’s and taught Hindi at Sagar Municipal 
Primary School from 1913 to 1948; see Ksemcandra ‘Suman‘, Divangat hindi-sevi, Shakun Prakasan, 
Delhi 1981.
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Thus, formally Kamla is refused the right to speak, even to feel: it is only the story 

that allows her to express her feelings, both through the story itself (a confession) and 

through her thoughts and comments on the events. Now for example she thinks: Very well. 

Pull out my tongue if you want. But my name is not Kamla if I don't disgrace you'. She will 

accept stri-dharma, she adds, but only if it comes from the heart, not when imposed upon 

her (ibid.).

At her husband’s, the first act of answering back earns her the first beating, but a 

young and handsome cousin of the old bridegroom intervenes in her favour. He, too, was 

mis-married to a 5-year-old girl! With only the three of them in the house (husband, cousin 

and Kamla), the cousin is quick to start his amorous advances. Whereas strl-upyogi literature 

would have him cast as a villain with the virtuous girl giving up her life in order to keep her 

satitva, the confession-genre takes quite a different turn.15 Here the passion between the 

boy and girl of the same age is but natural, and the young bride responds easily and with 

little guilt; ‘afterwards I felt a little bad, but then I thought that it had been no fault of mine 

and felt satisfied’ (p. 278). The affair grows more and more obvious, until the angered 

husband poisons the cousin in secret, and when he threatens Kamla she leaves for her 

parents’ village, where she moves in with an uncle. This uncle, a widower, has a Thakurain 

mistress - men are allowed! - who deceives Kamla and lets her be raped by a a friend of 

theirs, a young Muslim contractor: thus rape takes place with the consent of the family! A 

helpless Kamla accepts her new fate and moves in with the Muslim contractor, thus 

breaking her dharma; but he has another wife, who is furious to find Kamla when she 

comes back from her parents’ house. Kamla is thrown out of the house under the impassive 

eyes of her Muslim lover. Instead of going back to her murderous husband, she runs away 

with another Muslim young man to Kanpur, the city of anonymity, where they survive 

selling off her jewelry. When he finally disappears, Kamla joins a group of Arabs and in 

December 1916 leaves with them on a ship to South Africa, where she is signed in as an 

indentured labourer. A loose woman’, five times pregnant and with five abortions (‘I had 

forgotten to say this out of shame, but now that I am spelling out everything clearly, why 

hide it?’, p. 280) but still attractive, she is noticed there by the white overseer, and is gang- 

raped by him and twelve other men. Too ill to work in the fields, she has to resort to 

prostitution, pleasing 15-20 men every day. Back to India, she can now only beg in the 

streets...

15 Alternatively, we may recall the fate of Nirmala, the heroine of Premcand’s homonymous novel 
(serialised in Camd in the same period), who is almost repudiated by her elderly husband because of 
a suspicion that she may be having a liason with his elder son (from a previous marriage); in turn, 
this leads to the son’s estragement and eventually his death. A real tragedy!
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There can be little doubt that this descent into self-debasement, with Kamla’s 

gradual loss of caste, family, dharma, country, freedom and self-respect, and the shocking 

directness with which it was described, did not fit in the usual canons of hvomen’s 

literature’. Yet the moral attached to it located it within a literature of social reform: ‘A 

promising child of India was sacrificed to the sexual greed of that old wolf! Bribed by 

money the pandits happily disgraced the holy mantras of the Vedas...’ (p. 281). The fault 

was not the girl’s, but society’s.

By bracketing a ‘loose woman’ as the victim of society, and her confession as a 

moral tale, such a narrative could first of all break taboos about mentioning the facts and 

about the parents’ involvement and responsibility in the girl’s ruin. Secondly, it allowed the 

female character to raise questions and judge the system from her position as a ‘fallen’ 

woman. This strenghtened a point only implied in the readers’ letters: that it was not only 

the educated and virtuous woman upholding ‘Aryan’ ideals who had the right to speak out. 

Moreover, whereas the virtuous woman’s address was a civilised plea, the fallen woman’s 

one was an indictment, an aggressive confrontation that demanded a response.

More than articles and discussions on social reform, we may argue, it was these 

hybrid genres (confessions, epistolary novels, social novels),16 mixing reality with fiction, 

instruction with entertainment, that allowed taboo issues concerning women to be raised, 

and that too directly and with the heightenened impact of a melodramatic narrative. The 

personalisation - it was not about ‘Indian women’, it was about Kamla, an ordinary girl the 

readers were asked from the beginning to identify with - allowed no critical distance; it 

asked instead for participation and approval, even along the various turns in Kamla’s 

downfall. The final comment demanded a public condemnation of domestic cruelty and 

socials hypocrisy.

Reactions were, predictably, equally strong. It was the aggressive attitude of 

confrontation and the justification for female sexuality that aroused the strongest objections 

by those who favoured a conciliatory approach to social reform. It was not only a reluctance 

to make certain practices public,17 a fear of spoiling the image of a caring and loving Hindu 

family and society (especially when a confrontation was going on with the images of 

Western and Muslim societies), but also a resistance to the very strategy of confrontation.

16 See Vidhva, yd abhagini Karnint Id atmakathd, the novel serialised in Camd from April 1923 which 
presented also information and statistics on widows in India.
17 The ‘shocking’ special issues of Camd on Marvaris, Kayasthas and on Rajputana caused an uproar 
and a barrage of protests from those influential pillars of society and their supporters. The Mdrvdri- 
ahk of November 1929 e.g. created such a furore that it brought a defamation case on Sahgal. 
GhanSyamdas Birla spurred even Gandhi to write against the issue; Banarsldas Caturvedi proposed a 
motion condemning it at the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Gorakhpur and RamnareS TripathI 
came out with a booklet on Mdrvare ke manohar git (Allahabad 1930) in protest against the ‘dirty 
light’ thrown on Marvari literature by Camd.
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Moreover, the fact that the ‘social’ framework allowed for murky stories of adultery and 

mesalliances to be presented as women’s literature, and also their huge popularity, 

convinced moralist reformers that it was all a plot to corrupt readers under the cover of 

social reform.

However, the romantic and sentimental element in such social narratives grew even 

more. Epistolary novels were another genre which gave vent, through first-person narrators, 

to a critical female voice and plots justifying feelings and romance. In Smrd kuhj, a novel 

serialised in Carhd throughout 1926, a child-widow is transformed into a romantic 

heroine.18 The casting of a widow is not unusual in such narratives, and can be explained in 

various ways. Firstly, a widow evoked immediate sympathy; secondly, as mentioned earlier, 

it could well symbolize the helpless condition of women in general; thirdly, as a marginal 

character, it allowed the grey area between duty and the ‘right to feel’ to be explored with 

maximum dramatic effect.19 Even when norms did not get broken and the widowed heroine 

did not fulfil her romance, such as in Jainendra Kumar’s Parakh (1929), an argument in 

favour of her self-worth and right to feel was made; this showed that norms themselves 

were opened to discussion. Also, romance as such clashed with the system of arranged 

marriages and forced writers to find fictitious ways to let the romance bloom without 

turning the lovers into villains. This meant looking for marginal or extreme situations and 

characters (widows, good prostitutes, students; and colleges, fairs, trains, parks, etc.), 

where the scope for individual feelings and individual personalities was fractionally more.20

In the story ‘Matrmandir’ by Dhanlram ‘Prem’, one of the most popular writers of 

the period and now virtually forgotten, the female narrator and protagonist, a 16-year-old 

widow from Aligarh, Phulmata, is allowed a successful, if troubled, romance 21 The story 

shows well this blend of romance and social critique, as well as the use of contemporary, 

verisimilar details to enhance familiarity and provide additional appeal for the readers.

Presented by the editorial note as a ‘beautiful article which describes the oppression of society", the 
novel starts as a straightforward romance between two middle-class students until we discover that 
the protagonist, who has just confessed of being in love with her brother’s friend (who studies at 
D.A.V. college in Lahore), is a child-widow. Her feelings, which so far seemed quite natural, acquire a 
provocative edge. The romance becomes a melodrama, with ‘fiendish society1 as the villain which 
keeps the two lovers apart. ‘There is expiation for all sins in Hindu society, but not for this’; Camd, V, 
pt. 1, 1, November 1926, pp. 48-50, emphases added.
19 See the fate of Katto, the child-widow protagonist of Jainendra Kumar’s first novel, Parakh (1929): 
moved by her sorry fate and her innocence, Satyadhan at first decides to marry her instead of the 
wealthy Garima; he later goes back on his decision, and there is a suggestion that his friend Bihari 
might marry her in his sted. In fact, a kind of spiritual union takes place between them, but only to 
allow Katto to pursue her dharma as a servant to Satyadhan and Garima, and Bihari to follow his fate 
as a self-styled renouncer, forsaking his inheritance to embrace the ‘simple life’ of a peasant.
29 See the talented and educated Kanak, the daughter of a courtesan and heroine of Nirala’s first 
novel, Apsara (1930).
21 First published in Carhd, the story was then included in the collection Vallarl, published by the 
Chand Press in 1932; the page numbers refer to this volume.
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When a heavily veiled PhulmatT gets separated from her heartless mother-in-law at 

the crowded railway station on their way to Banaras, and is saved by a young man who 

buys her a ticket and looks after during the journey, his kind words are ‘the first 

sympathetic words after years of insults. I felt an unknown joy within me...’ (p, 49). In 

Banaras, where the girl is under somewhat less strict control, she meets the young man 

again. He is a college student and member of the local Arya Samaj of the same caste. 

Although she remains steadfast to her duties at first and refuses to acknowledge her own 

feelings, she finally responds to his love; ‘My heart had been crushed, but it was still a 

heart... I was a widow, but my body was made of flesh and blood. How could I then turn my 

back to that source of hope?’ (p. 58). Back at home, she gives her ‘everything’ to Muran, to 

use the euphemism of the period.22 The sacred books she is given to appease her mind fail 

to quench her thirst (p. 71), and she feels like living again. A first happy conclusion to their 

romance - since Muran talks of marriage, overcoming her doubts with Arya Samaj 

arguments - is avoided when MurarT retreats: after they have agreed to elope together after 

her pregnancy is discovered, Muran stands her up. His stem uncle comes instead, bearing a 

letter in which MurarT admits that he is"a coward but will not be able to marry her.

The tragic ending - hinted at as PhulmatT heads straight to the river in order to 

drown herself - is avoided only because the thought of her future baby stops her. Sheltered 

by an old Muslim woman, she becomes a Muslim after a while, although she keeps to her 

Hindu customs: ‘No mother, I did not become a Muslim for this [i.e. to remarry]. I 

converted only to take revenge on the Hindus' (p. 87). Sixteen years later, during a Hindu- 

Muslim riot, PhulmatTs child Abdul, a staunch Hindu-hater, takes part in the fighting. A 

wounded Hindu on the run takes shelter in PhulmatT’s hut - it’s Muran, repentant and 

himself a widower! As they embrace (he is still her ‘god’), Abdul breaks in to find his 

mother with a Hindu man:

' m WK1 W  *  ̂ THTI1 ‘spfr ^  ^  sflT |  ’
‘I warn you, do not touch him!‘ ‘Why?* ‘He is your father.’ (p. 92)

Father and son are reunited, and the denouement is completed when Muran’s uncle 

enters, too, fatally wounded by Abdul. He is happy (!) to pay with his life for the injustice 

that was once committed against PhulmatT and entrusts them to build a house for 

unwedded mothers with his inheritance. This is Matrmandir: five years later PhulmatT and 

Muran look out of the window of their new home to an idyllic future. The ending is thus 

both a picture of domesticity (the idyllic couple) and of social reform (Matrmandir).

22 ‘why should I lie, I merged myself with Muran; I had started loving him’ she confesses; ibid., p. 
66.
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To summarize, this section discussed the issues raised by women’s letters to radical 

journals such as Carhd. Such letters offered a picture of sexual and moral harassment within 

the ‘ideal’ Hindu family, making taboo issues public. At a time when a middle-class morality 

was gaining coinage which did not allow (at least publicly and in principle) polygamy, 

incestuous and various marriage alliances and placed great emphasis on the high ideal of 

strl-dharma, these letters revealed a more fluid and precarious reality for women as wives. 

Letters, both real and fictional, introduced also the notion of a ‘right to feel’ that was to 

have a great appeal.23 In fact, once again first through widows, the right to romance gained 

recognition and developed into a full-fledged novelistic genre which we may call here ‘social 

romance’, since the argument in favour of social reform framed what was actually a love- 

story.

Women’s letters and such narratives showed the underside of strl-dharma, and 

voiced the argument that such a demanding dharma should have certain redeeming 

conditions attached, namely a recognition of women as human individuals, and for them to 

have the right to re-defme their own role and dharma.

The ideal was thus reconfirmed, but together with the need to explore and redefine 

both women’s worth and their sphere of activity and access to the public world. The last 

section of this chapter discusses this redefinition of women’s roles and sphere of activity at 

the level of imagination, and partly at that of actual action. Once again, as we shall see, 

widows and marginal women were at the forefront in this process. It is no chance that at 

the head of ashrams such as Dhanlram Prem’s Matrmandir or Premcand’s Seva-sadan 

(1919), or G.P. f>rivastava’s abalasram in Dil kl ag urfdiljale kl ah (2nd ed. 1936) - to quote 

but three of the most popular writers of the period - are widows or ‘fallen’ women.

Finally, we may argue that the popularity of the ‘social romance’ stemmed from the 

fact that it allowed, through a variety of strategies, to legitimise individual feelings, both of 

men and women. This at a time when it was their duties and dharma that were constantly 

being reaffirmed. It was the novel’s verisimilitude, not realism, that allowed a space for 

emotional fantasy to take place. Epistolary novels were especially apt for this purpose; their 

multiplicity of subjective visions suggested that the standard norms of conduct were also 

relative, less definitive than they were constantly reaffirmed to be.24 In fact, after placing 

such narratives in their historical context, we may infer that their popularity suggests that a

23 Though it seems that it was male novelists who practised more the romance genre than women 
writers, poetry in ChayavadI style allowed a score of women poets, Mahadevi first, to pour out 
individual feelings and imagine romantic liasons; for MahadevI, see K. Schomer, Mahadevi Varma, 
especially chapter nine.
24 See e.g. Pandey Becan Sarma ‘Ugra’s sensational romance between a Hindu boy and a Muslim girl 
in Cand hasinorh ke khutut, one of the bestsellers of 1927. See F. Orsini, ‘Reading a Social Romance: 
Pandey Becan Sarma Ugra’s Cand hasinorh ke khutut (1927)’, paper presented at the 14th European 
Conference on Modem South Asian Studies, Copenhagen, August 1996.
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negotiation of norms concerning familial roles and duties was indeed going on, as the many 

articles, letters in Hindi women journal’s on the subject attest. However, we may also notice 

that male writers were more likely to explore the area of romance, while women writers 

were more concerned with the strictures on women’s rights to feel, in essence with the 

tensions of womanhood.25

25 The latter is is a point Sudha Cauhan makes about her mother’s writing: she wonders why 
Subhadra Kumarl wrote about women ‘trapped in the cruel family discipline’, while she herself 
enjoyed great freedom and respect from her husband, the Congress activist and playwright Laksman 
Simh Cauhan; Sudha Cauhan, Mild tej se tej, p. 141.
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In earlier sections we discussed how literature for women, with its gallery of good 

house-wives, mothers and daughter-in-laws, was all about providing prescriptive, role- 

models of womanhood. These characterizations also reflected the symbolic association 

between womanhood and Mother India, and indirectly with Sarasvati, LaksmI, etc., as well 

as the essentialist juxtaposition between Indian womanhood and both Indian malehood and 

the materialist West with its fickle western woman. We then noticed how other critical 

voices emerging through women’s journals and through literature pointed to the need to 

give more space and credence to women’s inferiority and to redefine their roles after 

negotiating the question of respectful access to the public world. We should now add that, 

even more than education or journals, it was the nationalist movement and Gandhi’s 

leadership the single most influential factor in bringing women in the public sphere, and
kalso in shaping their political image.1 In fact, as a feminist scholar has remarked, it was only 

by the late 1920s that Gandhi was persuaded to call women to come out of their homes and
t

join in the Civili Disobedience movement.2 Alhough he was initially reluctant to allow 

women to take part in salt satyagrahas, thousands of ordinary women did, in towns and 

villages.

By exploring traditional and new images of womanhood in women’s journals and 

Hindi literature of this period, this section seeks to reveal the tensions and issues at stake 

behind such redefinitions and the changes they were indirectly reflecting. As we shall see, 

image means several things at the same time: (a) a prescriptive model, role-based and role- 

oriented, aiming at shaping the readers’ consciousness;3 (b) a self-representation or

1 As Madhu Kishwar points out, Gandhi had realised in South Africa the vital importance of the 
cooperation of women in a popular movement. In India, by employing loved symbols, by devising 
programmes revolving around 'seemingly trivial but essentials details of daily living’ like cloth, salt, 
chuachut, etc. that would involve women first at home and then also in the open, and by envisaging 
new, brotherly relations between men and women (even husband and wives), ‘he helped women find 
a new dignity in public life, a new place in the national mainstream, a new self-view and a 
consciousness that they could themselves act against oppression’. Moreover, he 'helped ensure the 
entry of women into public life without their having to assume a competitive posture vis-a-vis men’. 
Gandhi’s charisma, whether in personal contacts or by far, and his holy persona and authority proved 
irresistable inducements to action or to breaking taboos. M. Kishwar, ‘Gandhi on Women’, Economic 
and Political Weekly, XX, 40 and 41, October 1985, p. 1700.
2 ‘He sought to restrict their participation to mass picketing of drink and drug shops, as to him this 
was an issue ideally suited to women, not only because they suffered from their husbands’ patronage 
of such shops, but also because the issue was one of purity and of morality1; ibid.
3 As Indrani Chatterjee reminds us, ‘The use of the word “image” assumes that there will follow the 
reflection of “reality". This is only half the truth. It is now equally important to stress that images also 
create the world for us, they shape our consciousness’; The Bengali Bhadramahila’, p. 57, opening her 
chapter on ‘Ways of Seeing’.
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reflection, as the case of the svayamsevikd (woman volunteer) will show; (c) finally, a 

certain scope, even within established images, for redefinition according to different values 

and through careful strategies; this is the case, as we shall see, with Jainendra Kumar’s 

housewives. Also, new images were introduced: in this case, we shall observe which 

positive traits were necessarily upheld in order to justify them. In all cases, we shall notice 

how the values of Indian womanhood - modesty, sexual chastity and moral purity; steadfast 

self-sacrifice and nurturing (seva and maternity) - remain conspicuously present in all these 

images, irrespective of whether they were created by male or female writers.4 Only once 

these values were confirmed could issues be raised about the space and right to emotionally 

meaningful relationships (4.3); about acknowledging and developing women’s individual 

intellectual capabilities; and about their karyaksetra, i.e. public activism and employment. 

Especially in the last case, it is worth noticing how the issue was tackled at the margins: as 

for education, it was upheld first as a means for lone, helpless women, and it was justified 

under the notion of seva, service.

Let us then look briefly at how ‘the ideal of seva-dharma’ could legitimize women’s 

activities outside the home, and redefine her role within the household.5 This, as we shall 

see in the course of this section, was a crucial argument both for the svayamsevikd and the 

teacher - both working outside the home - and for greater freedom of movement for 

housewives.

Indian society is based on seva-dharma, wrote the editor of Camd: the caste system 

in its originl form, even the four eras of Indian history could be read along the lines of seva 

and svartha (self-interest), in a progression from the former to the latter. The arrival of 

yogesvar Gandhi’, however, marked a turn of direction: "we are very happy to see that the 

goddess of Seva is coming again in the lap of our beloved Motherland’ (p. 8). This primacy 

of seva in turn established women as central and active subjects: ‘The women of our country 

have always been committed to seva-dharma. Truly, a woman’s life is the concrete image of 

seva’ (p. 9).

However, seva should now be redefined to challenge the traditional division 

between household and the world: it should not be considered only in practical terms (i.e. 

housework), and should not be restricted only to the family. After all, Sahgal continued, 

STta was not only Ram’s wife, king Da^aratha’s daughter-in-law, queen Kau^alya’s favourite 

daughter-in-law: she was also Ayodhya’s queen, ‘the gem of society (ibid.). In much the

4 Typically, if any of these attributes is missing in the description of a woman’s character - if a perfect 
woman slips out of chastity, if she refuses to nurture anyone, if she tries to acts like a man, if she 
oversteps her maryada. or moves out of her prescribed area (for which laksmanrekhd is a most 
significant term), then we can be sure that she cannot be good after all and that something awful is 
going to happen to her.
5 See ‘Seva-dharma ka adari’, editorial in Camd, III, pt. 2, 1-2, May-June 1925, pp. 3-13. The 
following quotations are taken from the article, with page numbers in brackets. This argument echoed 
Gandhi’s plea for the participation of women in the movement.
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same way, to serve only one’s husband was harmful, for it bred possessiveness, jealousy and 

indifference to the fact that Motherland, too, had a rights over her husband and sons: fIn the 

old times Gandhaii had blinded herself, nowadays women try to blind their husbands’ (p. 

11). Thus, the entry of women (ramani-mandal) in the public sphere was considered both 

desirable and necessary for the fate of the nationalist movement: ‘it is indispensable that 

they should enter the arena of seva' (p. 12, emphasis added).

Widows, re-claimed to common womanhood as we saw in the previous sections, 

were once again put forward as the possible vanguard in this direction: *we believe that seva 

is their main karmaksetra’. Free of domestic responsibilities and in need of some 

engagement, widows would be ideal for service, ‘and our huge potential of women’s energy, 

now dosed between for walls, could be unleashed by their example.

We have to activate women’s energy again and apply it for a successful revolution.
We envisage an invincible narl-mandal which would set an example and stir the 
whole country with new ideas, new enthusiasm and pure sacrifice. It will be a 
golden day for Indian history, when the women (devl) of the Aryan nation, firm in 
the pursuit of truth, made invincible by their feeling of victory and animated by a 
disposition to serve, contribute to the progress (uddhdr-sadhnd) of our society and 
our country, (p. 12)

It was therefore an idiom of service that would allow women to step out of, without 

losing respectability, traditional roles and places. As a matter of fact, this artide contains in 

nuce most of the images of womanhood current in Hindi fiction at the time. Let us now turn 

to them in some detail. We can broadly identify five categories of women’s images in the 

works of both male and female writers across several genres: (1) historical women, 

viranganaem; (2) reinterpretation of traditional heroines like Sita and Savitn; (3) widows 

and good-hearted prostitutes; (4) svayamsevikas; (5) housewives. All of them were 

portrayed has having some kind of access to the world outside the home, positively valued 

as a kind of seva.

There is no need here to dwell at length on the first category (see 3.2); we may 

only recall that, especially to women readers, virahganaerh decried the notion of abala; they 

showed that women had equal intellectual and strategic skills and that women, too, had 

contributed to national history.6 At the same time, such heroines still displayed womanly

6 Thus VIr Padmavafi, the beautiful and talented sister of an impoverished Kshatriya of Bhopal, versed 
in home sciences as well as in the art of war, has to don a male disguise and find employment with 
the Scindhia army once left alone. After she has successfully fought against the British, she is found 
out, regains her brother and finds a father and a bridegroom at the Scindhia court. In the story of 
Caihd BIbl of Ahmadagar, married to Ali Adil Shah of Bijapur, the same combination of womanly 
virtues and phsysical and intellectual training is there, and her long involvement in public affairs after 
the death of her husband is all described under the sign of service. A brave and loyal warrior, and a 
good strategist, Cathd BIbl is ‘asked’ to take part in the succession conflicts in Ahmadabad, and she 
defends the kingdom against prince Murad as her duty to her motherland. Depicted as a 'kulta. strT to 
the Mughal prince by a traitor, she nonetheless holds her ground with patience Cdhiraj ki murti’);
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virtues of sexual and moral purity, self-sacrifice and a nurturing and kind nature. Although 

safely too distant in time and rank in order to provide concrete examples of female 

leadership, these stories still conveyed the message that women were potentially powerful 

and able to hold their own in the men’s world. lKhub lari mardanl vah Jhansl-vtji.il rani’ (‘She 

fought like a man she did, the queen of Jhansi’) ran a popular song that became the refrain 

of the most famous poem on Rani LaksmlbaT by Subhadra Kumari Cauhan.

SIta had long been considered the quintessential ideal of Indian womanhood. 

Interestingly, as the article on seva in Camd quoted above declared, new aspects of SIta 

were underlined in order to provide legitimacy to women’s access to the public, political 

sphere.7 ‘Until there are satl-women like SIta in India, there will be no Ramrajya’, Gandhi 

used to tell women in his speeches.8 Then, in the same breath, ‘until women take part in the 

public (sarvajanik) life of India the countiy will not progress. Only those women who are 

pure in body and heart, whose body and heart follow the same goal can take part in public 

life’. Thus moral purity, wilfulness and the model of SIta were conflated to provide a 

blueprint for women’s participation in the nationalist movement.9

It was when discussing contemporary society that negotiating women’s access to the 

public sphere became more problematic. The existence of parda, the supremacy of pativrat 

dharma, the negative image of the ‘free’ westernised woman made even the ideal of ‘service 

to the country’ difficult to imagine or incarnate for urban and ‘respectable’ North Indian 

women. The attempt was made through three ‘characters’, either by giving new meanings to 

old roles or by introducing new roles altogether. As we shall see, it was a fluid process, and 

meanings changed considerably over the two decades. The first ‘character’ is that of the 

widow and/or prostitute, the second that of the woman volunteer, and the third that of the 

educated wife, the heroine at home.

We have already discussed at length in the previous sections the strategic 

importance of widows in the discourse on women’s issues: the act of re-daiming good- 

hearted prostitutes and widows as women mirrored that of re-claiming women as full- 

fledged human beings.10 Then they could appear as human potential that could be

Satyavafi, *VIr PadmavatT, in Grhalaksml, IV, 8, Oct.-Nov. 1913, pp. 398-402; and GahgaSahkar 
Mi r̂a, ‘Carhd Bibp, in Grhalaksml, IV, 3, May-June 1913, pp. 126-131.
7 See e.g. Radha as the ideal samajsevika in Hariaudh’s Priya-pravas (1914), and M.J>. Gupta’s Urmila 
and SIta in Sakel (1932).
8Quoted in the note ‘Mahila-parisad mem mahatmajT, in Madhuri, III, pt. 1, 1, Jan. 1925, p. 125.
9 This ‘obsession’ of Gandhi’s has been repeatedly pointed out and deplored by feminists such as 
Madhu Kishwar and Radha Kumar. Here we may remark that it mirrored a widespread concern for 
respectability that was particularly important in the redefinition of women and women’s roles from 
the nineteenth century. See S. Banerjee, ‘Marginalization of Women’s Popular Culture in Nineteenth 
Century Bengal’, in Sangari and Vaid, eds., Recasting Women, pp. 127-79.
10 See e.g. Gulab, the holier-than-thou protagonist of VeSya ka hrday5 (A prostitute’s heart) by 
Dhanlram Prem (1904-1979), one of the many stories of good-hearted prostitutes. Gulab slowly 
overcomes the righteous disgust young KeSav, the son of a pujari studying in Lahore, has for her. His 
hate (ghrnci) slowly turns into compassion and finally into love. An icon of seva, she spurs Ke^av to 
agree to the match his father has arranged for him in the village, and when he instead resolves to
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harnessed to the nationalist cause, provided they made the right choices and behaved like 

respectable, nationalist subjects: this potentially radical, revolutionary argument was, thus, 

circumscribed by notions of ‘respectablityk

Of equal importance was their strategic importance in raising the issue of women’s 

place in the public world, both literally and metaphorically. Widows and prostitutes posed 

similar problems to Hindu social reformers: once a woman lost her ritual purity there was 

literally no place for her in Hindu society. Excluded from the inner space of the home and 

from her natural and acquired family, she found no support, knew no trade and became 

easy prey for procuresses. While showing the cruel rigidity of social and family norms that 

affected all women, the fate of the lone widow was also a kind of sinister warning to 

women readers: the same could happen, it was argued, to any woman who by chance or 

misfortune was left alone out of the sphere of the home. Unable, because of ignorance or 

parda, to direct and behave herself in public, she would soon be lost.

This set of questions is examined in Premcand’s first major novel, Seva.-$adan,u  set 

in present-day Banaras. Perhaps the first Hindi novel to thematize politics and municipal 

councils, and to include public speeches and meetings, it revolves around the question: 

where should we keep prostitutes?12 The question is both literal and metaphorical: in the 

literal sense, it follows a public proposal to move prostitutes from their kothas in the centre 

of town to the outskirts, where they would attract fewer clients and ‘pollute’ less the 

atmosphere. In the metaphorical sense, it explores the question of public access and respect 

for ordinary women and for prostitutes, and the dilemma of how a ‘fallen’ woman can be 

restored to some place within Hindu society through the story of a respectable wife, Suman, 

who turns into a courtesan (Sumanbal) .13 The moment she steps out of her husband’s 

house, she steps out of her socially respectable and ritually pure role as a ‘LaksmT of the 

house’. Her odyssey and only partial retrieval of respectability through a new socially useful 

role - that of manageress of an ashram for reformed prostitutes - is long and arduous. In the 

end, the encounter between Suman and her former respectable friend, Subhadra, is a thin 

bridge launched across two separate worlds. Suman is exultant: the dire penance she had to

elope with her she leaves the night before. Her farewell note, in which she writes that she left to let 
him follow his duty and that she will love him forever, is the thing Ke3av, now a pujari and married, 
worships most, ‘even more than the image in the temple’. First published in Camd, the story appeared 
later in the collection Vallari, Chand Press, Allahabad 1932, pp. 97-132.
11 For BakhSl’s comment on the popularity of this novel, see P. Bakh^I, Men apnI katha, p. 65. Written 
in 1917-18 and published in 1919, its first edition sold within a year. Here pages numbers refer to the 
reprint by Rajkamal Prakasan, Delhi 1994.
12 Ibid., chapter 15.
13 The novel follows the disastrous effects that this has on her family (her husband becomes a sadhu, 
her father commits suicide, her younger sister is refused as a bride) and the difficult attempts to find a 
place for her.
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endure for her momentary slip is nothing in front of even the smallest recognition and 

respect.14

It is noteworthy that in Hindi fiction of this period the first women to take up 

employment out of the home in the name of social and patriotic seva were marginal women: 

widows, former prostitutes or daughters of prostitutes or girls under duress.15 In this 

perspective, we can see the use of the image to play out the possibility of strong women 

characters involved in public activity, either as self-supporting entrepreneurs or political 

activists.16 In a similar fashion, it is the (pure) daughter of a sophisticated courtesan who 

best corresponds to Nirala’s ideal of the ‘new woman’ - educated, refined, sensitive, 

independent and bold - in his first novel, Apsara (1930). A true Chayavadi heroine, Kanak 

displays her potentialities of intelligence, initiative, sensitivity and self-sacrifice to the full, 

in ways that would have been impossible in the case of respectable girls, before she 

eventually undergoes suddhi (purification) and becomes a modest Hindu bride. Finally, it is 

a proud, intelligent and independent courtesan of a fictive classical past the heroine of one 

of the most popular novels of the 1930s, Citralekha (1934) by Bhagavatncaran Varma. 

Outside the pale of marriage but noFof society, Citralekha can argue, choose, prove all her 

power in a remarkable individual progress that will lead her, like Jainendra Kumar’s Katto 

in Parakh, to a self-defined life of self-sacrifice for the benefit of others. Once again we find 

the ideal reconfirmed, but it is invoked this time with a new self-styled role and moral 

universe.

The figure of the svayamsevikd, the nationalist activist, raised very similar issues of 

public access and individual choice, and verys similar values (of seva and tyag) - only this 

time with reference to the empowerment of ordinary, respectable women. In this case, 

fictional images reflected a historical process, provided incitement and offered motivation

14 The same proposition was made by a ‘distinguished courtesan’ of Banaras during an interview 
published in Camd's special Vefya-ahk (February 1927) and reprinted in August 1927. There were 
about a thousand prostitutes living in kothfs in Banaras, and ten thousand on the street or in ‘hotels’, 
she said; 99% were Hindu, many Bengali. The main reasons for prostitution were widowhood and 
social injustice: 'Young girls from very fine families are thrown out of their houses if only they slightly 
step over the limit, or they are brought to pilgrimage centres and left there’. At the suggestion that 
institutions like training ashrams might help prostitutes willing to reform, the courtesan laughed and 
said: ‘If only. But look at how Gandhi’s movement collapsed... With only part of the money thus raised 
you could have set up at least 25 big ashrams for one to ten thousand reformed women’. She was 
willing to donate money, but what was missing was social willngness to give them ‘a place in 
society... and the chance of a life of social service’; ‘Ve^yaoiii ke udgar’, Camd, V, pt. 2, 4, August 
1927, p. 455.
15 E.g. Tara, the educated and supposed daughter of a prostitute in G.P. Grivastava’s DiL ki ag urf 
diljale ki ah, (Chand Press, Allahabad 2nd ed. 1936), who in the course of the tortuous plot 
establishes an abaldiram and works as a teacher; or PhulmatT in Dhaniram Prem’s story ‘Matrmandir’ 
(1932); see above section 4.3.
16 Tara is told in Dil ki ag: Your ashram has shown alone more benefits than scores of Women’s 
Associations, Parda-Clubs and speeches’; p. 271.
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and inspiration for political participation.17 Until 1920 only a handful of educated, upper- 

caste women from distinguished families had undertaken any kind of public activity.18 

1919-20 instead saw a substantial participation of women, especially in Lahore, the seat of 

the first Congress after Jallianwala Bagh. Women held separate public meetings, 

processions, hawked khadi and lit bonfires of foreign clothes. Although the 1920-21 

movement, one activist recalls, did not show the kind of mass participation that Civil 

Disobedience would a decade later, the fervour and anticipation with which women joined 

the movement was greater in the 1920s. For all of them, R. Kumar comments, ‘there was a 

sense of great achievement by women, of new spaces opening up for them'.19 Moreover, 

most of the few women active in 1920 would later become full-time activists, local Congress 

leaders and Congress Mahila Samiti presidents.20 While these women leaders were mostly 

educated, peasant women also took part in peasant agitations and were present at public 

meetings.21

The 1930 Civil Disobedience movement saw the highest participation of women in 

public political activities. The choice of salt as a nationalist issue had possibly as much to do 

with such success, together with a decade of mass political propaganda.22 As Gandhi 

himself observed, the movement had also the merit of cutting through class divisions: 

‘thousands of women, literate and illiterate, can take part’.23 Women from different 

backgrounds would find themselves shoulder-to-shoulder in processions, picketings, prabhat 

pheris and jails, and were celebrated as national heroines (the new virahganas) in the Hindi 

press: the sphere of women’s political activity extended, as Madhu Kishwar observes, from 

the household to the market, from the street to the jail. 24 Altogether about three thousand

17 The question of women’s politicization and political participation in the Hindi area is a topic that 
requires a separate study and cannot be undertaken in the framework of the present thesis. What 
follow are just a few points drawn from existing studies and the available material.
18 As the case of the women of the Nehru family shows, they were the ones who would later move 
highest in the arena of constitutional politics; see the article by J. ‘Nirmal’ on women in the UP 
legislative Assembly in the Kahgres ministri viSesank of SarasvaCt, November 1937, pp. 462-64; also 
Manmohan Kaur, Role of Women in the Freedom Movement (1857-1947), Sterling, New Delhi 1986.
19 FL Kumar, The History of Doing, p. 83.
20 See above 4.1. fn. 6.
21 Rural women ‘joined protest activity during certain phases, and their participation brought a new 
vigour and militance to the movement’; Kapil Kumar, ‘Rural women in Oudh 1917-1947: Baba 
Ramchandra and the woman’s question’, in Sangari and Vaid, eds., Recasting Women, pp. 355 ff. 
However, the role of women during nationalist and peasant campaigns deserves further study. M. 
Kishwar mentions appropriately Raja Rao’s novel Kanthapura (1937), which shows us ‘how the 
movement looked like and meant to ordinary rural women... and suggests why rural women did not 
come to acquire leadership of the kind that could have influenced the direction of the movement’; M. 
Kishwar, ‘Gandhi and Women’, p. 1698.
22 ‘To manufacture salt in defiance of British laws prohibiting such manufacture, became a way of 
declaring one’s independence in one’s daily life and also of revolutionising one’s perception of the 
kitchen as linked to the nation, the personal as linked to the political’; ibid. p. 1696.
23Quoted ibid., p. 1698.
24 Prabhat pheris were ‘a religious practice familiar and popular among women. In the mornings 
groups of women would leave their homes and walk to the temple. On the way they would sing 
devotional songs. But now the songs were changed: political themes were substituted for traditional 
religious hymns’; V. Agnew, Elite Women in Indian Politics, Vikas, New Delhi 1979, p. 57. Since it was
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women all over India served prison sentences during the Civil Disobedience movement.25 

Yet women activists remained generally more restricted in their movements: very few 

urban, educated women could tour the countryside and establish contacts with village 

women like male activists did 26 In particular, for educated women activists nationalist 

work seems to have gone hand in hand, in most cases, with the concern for respectability. 

This would translate e.g. into an aloofness from ‘lesser’ activists and fellow women prisoners 

in jail. 27 Several witnesses speak also of a sharp distinction and discrimination among 

political prisoners of class A, B and C.28 Hence, peasant women who took part and were 

jailed during peasant struggles, after nationalist meetings, and the ordinary, uneducated 

urban housewives and girls who took part in agitations, picketings and processions during 

Civil Disobedience and after - remained silent C-class women, with whom educated women 

activists and leaders felt little in common.

All these issues surface in narratives about women volunteers, svayamsevikas. What 

is important to notice is that whereas before that date images of women moving in the 

public sphere were either removed in time and space (the historical viranganaem) or 

confined to marginal and stigmatised groups like prostitutes and widows, after 1930 public 

and political presence of ‘respectable’ women gained much greater social acceptance, and 

we find positive images of women volunteers or independent-minded. Interestingly, in 

stories with such characters, political, economic and gender issues overlap in new ways.

In the short story ‘Svayamsevika’ (1931) by Rajbahadur Varma in fact, gender, 

political and caste issues overlap in the transformation Kesar undergoes. From a poor and

a religious custom, the government was reluctant to prohibit it. However, prabhat pheris, especially 
by young and muscular Congress activists and members of Congress akharas, became an aggressive 
way of claiming urban public space, and a typical source of communal tension.
25 M. Kishwar, ‘Gandhi on Women’, p. 1697.
26 ‘Apart from this paucity of urban women activists going to work in rural areas there was also a 
dearth of rural women who could develop into full-time workers. Many rural young men who went to 
nearby towns to study, would get exposed to, and drawn into nationalist activity, and would then 
return to their villages, motivated to spread the message there. Rural women had relatively much less 
access to education, much less mobility and contact with urban areas. Thus, existing differences in the 
social possibilities open to men and to women led to the development of fewer women activists and 
consequently, lesser mobilisation of women’; ibid., p. 1698.
27 When Urmila 3astn, Professor Dharmendranath’s wife and an activist in Meerut, first went to jail 
in 1930, she deplored that the other common wards were not ‘good society1 (acchl sosditO, and hated 
their vulgar entertainments: ‘There are several kinds of songs and dances, but I had never seen nor 
heard such obscene songs and dances in my whole life... It is not that I am against nrtya-gan [as 
opposed to ndc-gdna], they are high forms of art. They were widesVead in ancient India, and they 
were especially linked with religion during the Bhakti period. But the kind of song-and-dance I am 
describing now was really utterly vulgar and obscene, no civilised (sabhya) person would have liked 
it’; Urmila Sastn, Karagar, Atmaram and Sons, Delhi 1931 (reprint 1980), pp. 37-38.
28 E.g., when Subhadra Kumar! Cauhan was arrested in 1942, there were two A class prisoners with 
her, Jamnalal BajAj’s daughter and daughter-in-law; Subhadra was a B class prisoner, along with a 
few other educated women and thirty girls from the Women’s Ashram in Wardha; C class prisoners 
had several children with them. Subhadra resented the differential treatment a lot, and even more the 
‘natural’ way prisoners accepted the class difference implied. As Subhadra remembered, A and B class 
women did not treat those in C class very well, and refused to share their meals or support C class 
prisoners’ protests; Sudha Cauhan, Mild tej se tej, pp. 212 ff.
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illiterate Paswan (untouchable) servant in a small estate (thikana) in Marwar, Kesar 

becomes the captain of a squad of women volunteers during Civil Disobedience in 

Bombay.29 Gender and caste oppression are both solved through empowerment by way of 

nationalist participation. Kesar is initially a typical abala, threatened by the young and 

westernized (i.e. spoilt) master of the estate.30 She patiently endures overwork, insults and 

even beatings, but her self-respect does not allow her to yield to the master’s desire; the 

ensuing tension endangers her whole family. Only nationalist education can provide her 

with a possible way out: her teacher is the wife of a purohit, who in her few years at the 

Arya-Kanya PathSala in Ajmer has acquired a little education, learnt havan-mantras and 

several Arya Samaj bhajans.31 Kesar visits her occasionally during the year, join in thei
bhajans and listen to stories about Gandhi and the freedom movement.

In the time of crisis, when the master’s advances become more pressing, Kesar visits 

the purohit’s wife once more. The bhajan she sings has for Kesar a double meaning: Ravan 

is both the Thakur and the British, national pride and female honour overlap.

I

^  Wt ^  for# R>T R t̂'l
Who do you think to threaten, Ravan?
I have no fear to die.
You may flaunt your golden Lafika,
for me it means less than a mud hut. (p. 96)

Kesar is incredulous at first: how can simple mortals challenge the wicked and 

powerful?32 Nothing can overcome the simple strength of honour and dharma, answers the 

purohit’s wife, and ‘it is better to lose one’s life than to lose one’s honour’ (ibid.). Although 

the purohits’ wife does not understand Kesar’s reference to her personal predicament, her 

words inspire Kesar to action. First she weeps at length, then pays a silent homage to 

Gandhi’s image - they are, the purohit’s wife and Gandhi, her real parents - and when at

29 Rajbahadur Varma, ‘Svayamsevika’, in Cathd’s Rdjputdna ahk, November 1931, X, pt. 1, 1, pp. 90- 
99 The issue contained also reports of the peasants’ movement in Bijauliya, Mewar, and of their 
songs:see A^asimh, ‘Jagrat Rajasthan ke_katipay gif, ibid., pp. 113-19. The word used for Kesar is 
bandi, which derives from the verbe ‘to closeVand means both female servant and slave.
30 Whereas the old Thakur was a benevolent patriarch, the young master, educated at Mayo College, 
has been taught to disregard the traditional relationships of interdependence with sardars, clerks, 
peasants and servants; see also the difference between ‘old’ and ‘new’ zamindars in Premcand’s 
Premasram, and its discussion in V.B. Talvar, Kisan, rastrly andolan aur premcand.
31 When Mahatma Gandhi left Sabarmati Ashram for Dandi and the country had started agitating, the 
purohit’s wife was in Ajmer. Since then she had started to read newspapers and to subscribe to a 
monthly and a weekly journal (Carhd and Pratap). She also brought a picture of Mahatma Gandhi 
from Ajmer and hung it in her room; R. Varma, ‘Svayamsevika’, p. 95.
32 Kesar expresses down-to-earth doubts: ‘Oh yes, how can slaves dare! Do they have swords or guns? 
The slightest disobedience and poor women are thrown in jail, forced to pound flour and those who 
do not accept to lose their honour are marked with hot iron. What can they do then?’ Ibid.
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night she receives the final summons from the master she jumps out of the mansion instead 

of yielding and runs away on the first train.

We see her next at a massive demonstration in Bombay: Gandhi, other leaders, 

fifteen thousand male and three thousand female volunteers have already gone to jail, but 

the enthusiasm of the volunteers and of the crowd has not subsided. Picketings and 

demonstrations are both exhilarating moments and tests of patience and strategy. Women 

volunteers have assembled at the house of Hansa Mehta (a historical character) to chose the 

captain of the day. Several girls volunteer, but it is Kesar bahin who is chosen (p. 98). In 

only two weeks the leaders have recognised her qualities: endurance, self-sacrifice and hard 

work.33 She has also empowered herself through education: in only two months she has 

learnt to read and write Hindi and a few words of English. Walking in front of her squad in 

a saffron sari with the Congress flag, Kesar is truly a new icon of ‘Rajput viraiigana’. The 

thakur, in Bombay with Kesar’s father, sees her picketing a shop. When she starts singing 

the same old bhajan, her father is overwhelmed with pride, the Thakur with shame, while 

cries of ‘Mahatma Gandhi ki jay' and ‘Kesar bahin ki jay’ pierce the sky (p. 99).

The icon of the svayamsevika. includes then the qualities of seva, self-sacrifice, 

modesty, moral and sexual purity, as well as the heroism of the vlrahgana; at the same 

time, political participation is presented here as a way to empowerment, a respectable 

public role and, in fact, public moral authority. Kesar’s case is particularly interesting in the 

context of the letters mentioned in the previous section: thanks to the nationalist 

movement, the road away from sexual and caste and economic oppression does not lead 

into prostitution, but to a new role, an active and fulfilled life and a new (political) 

community.

In a later story on a similar theme by a woman writer directly involved in the 

movement, gender and political issues again overlap: just like for peasant activism the 

struggle for political svarajya carried within it a promise of social change, in the case of 

women escape from patriarchy also came under Congress garb. In the story ‘Balidan1 

(Sacrifice, 1937) by 3ivranl Devi, Premcand’s widow, a famous and dedicated woman 

activist believes that partial political empowerment through the electoral victory of 1935 

will include the empowerment of women.34 However, after the electoral victory and a julus 

which consecrates her as an icon of Mother India - she is both fittingly modest (she insists 

on walking along with the others) and strong (‘it seemed as if Mother India’s soul had 

entered Prabhadevf, p. 112) - there comes disillusion. PrabhadevT's proposal that women 

should be granted equal rights in everything - politics, property, society, religion, etc. - is 

heavily defeated in the Assembly also thanks to her fellow Congressmen. Prabhadevi resigns

33 ‘To keep standing for hours on end in the heat, to work for two days without food or drink, to sleep 
on the bare ground and endure quietly all sorts of hardships is normal for Kesar’, ibid., p. 98.
34 J>ivrani Devi, ‘Balidan’, in Camd, XVI, pt. 1, 1, Samaj-ahk, Nov. 1937.
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and turns to a ‘higher’ kind of politics, and to a completely female political audience. She 

resolves to lead a public hunger strike: at a public meeting in Lucknow’s park she denounces 

the rigidity of society, and it is as if ‘countless duhkhims, silent for innumerable years, had 

started expressing their thoughts through her mouth’ (p. 113). She instructs other women 

volunteers to go to the villages and organise rural women, and all pledge that ‘until women 

are given their proper place, [they] will not sleep in peace’ Cp. 115). The crowd is moved to 

tears; many prostitutes are in their midst, repentant but afraid to come out. To Gandhi, who 

eventually pleads with her to desist from the hunger-strike (his own weapon), she says: 

f ‘Bapuji, my game is over, I am going. But we have won’. Her funeral, attended by fifty

thousand people, ‘is the funeral of the ManusmrtL, too. Everyone said that scores, nay 

innumerable lives were sacrificed over the ManusmrtC (ibid.). As in social romances, the 

blend of verisimilar setting and fictive characters and resolves allows for a number of 

imaginative moves and choices to be made; they may serve as inspiration and persuasion to 

the readers.

What is noteworthy in this story, a powerful example of political [and feminist?) 

propaganda, is that the activist-leader is not an exceptional woman, and that the ideals of 

seva and tyag serve to carry quite a radical message: political participation is by now an 

accepted fact, and the issue of women’s emancipation is to be considered on par with 

national emancipation,35

‘A woman’s development should not be confined to the antahpuf said writer 

Usadevl Mitra at a women’s meeting in 1931, no doubt echoing a widespread feeling; Trnt 

we should not forget that we can think about “outside matters” only after properly fulfilling 

the duties of the home1: a woman’s highest duty is that of rearing children for the service to 

the Motherland.36 The presence of positive images of women engaged outside the home 

should not blind us to the fact that the centrality of the home, of motherhood and wifehood 

as women’s dharma was never challenged openly until, perhaps, the end of the two 

decades. What we see, rather, is a redefinition of the image of the grhinl in Hindi fiction of 

the 1930s: on the one hand she is invested with emotional and intellectual depth, on the 

other hand she is shown to have some space for freedom and choices within the household, 

and in her relationship with the outside world and the world of men. With an interesting 

shift, literature posits the sensitive and aware grhinl as a full-fledged individual subject who

35 Political participation is here accepted even in Lucknow, in the United Provinces, rather than in the 
more ‘advanced’ Bombay. We may also note that the absence of any male relative avoids the question 
of male control of female initiative, and Prabhdvafi's resolve is only her own.
36 UsadevT Mitra, ‘Striyoih ka sthan’, speech, place unknown, quoted in Camd, IX, pt. 2, 6, October 
1931, p. 750. Similarly, in a loose-ended dialogue between two married sisters by RameSvari Nehru, a 
dissatisfied wife wants to take up social work and do seva ‘to the whole world’ rather than for one 
man alone. But this is your dharma, replies the other sister, and if you want to sacrifice yourself, 
grhasthi is the real tapovan of a wife; Rame^vari Nehru, ‘Pativrat dharma’, Camd, XVIII, pt. 1, 1, 1940, 
pp. 23-27; for an earlier statement on the same lines, see editorial Vivah aur sahitya’ in Camd, V, pt. 
1, April 1927, pp. 582-584.
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chooses the house as her tapovan. Maybe the reality remained the same - of women 

ceaselessly adjusting to whatever given situation - but at least some imaginative space was 

created through literature for individual self-determination. Typically e.g. strong indications 

are given that the maryadd of the gt'him character is largely self-determined, the result of 

individual convictions and choices and not (only) of traditional social norms.

Perhaps the most powerful examples of a new kind of domestic heroine are those 

by Jainendra Kumar (1905-1988), who was inspired in this respect by the strong and 

nurturing women characters by Sharatchandra. Although we may argue that here is another 

picture of womanhood by a male writer, the popularity of Jainendra and Sharatchandra 

with generations of both male and female readers proves, for one thing, that it was a 

picture that held a significant fascination for both sexes.

Sensitive, educated and loved by her respectful and liberal husband, Sumta, the 

protagonist of Jainendra’s novel by the same name (1935), still feels unfulfilled. Nothing is 

wrong on the surface, and her strong-minded devotion to her duty will not allow her to 

even feel a tinge of regret, but it is as if her potentialities as a woman have not been 

awakened. It is the arrival of a long-lost, eccentric friend of her husband’s, Hariprasann, that 

does so: 3nkant, Sunlta’s husband, is all set to ‘normalise’ him, i.e. find him a job, a wife, 

teach him the value of money and the virtues of mundane contentment. There is a vague 

aura of danger around Hariprasann: he is involved with a group of terrorists, but Sunlta lets 

herself be attracted (in the most indirect way at first) to him, and even her happy-go-lucky 

husband encourages their intimacy to the extreme, because he feels that she might be more 

effective than himself in leading Hariprasann onto the proper path.

In a dramatic climax, left alone with Hariprasann one night, Sunlta agrees to be the 

inspiring figure, the icon of Mother India, for his group of young revolutionaries:37 in the 

dramatic showdown, her moment of extreme abandonment (naked in the forest!) is the 

epiphany of her inner (spiritual) strength. Hariprasann, who was actually in love with her, 

cannot touch her: her maryadd is too strong for him to break through.

What is important to note is that Hariprasann is instrumental in Sunlta showing her 

strength, her sakti even in the modest and housebound attire of a housewife. Throughout 

the novel, Sunlta shows a remarkable impermeability to influence: her pliancy conceals a 

patient and inflexible capacity to hold her own ground. Hariprasann is also instrumental in 

Sunlta exploring her identity as a woman beside her role as a wife, and this identity is a 

wholly spiritual, mystical one:

37 The reference to Bankim’s Devi Chaudhurani is explicit: Hariprasann wants Sunlta to dress up for 
the occasion, and says: ‘Let the youth of our group see that their Devi Caudhurani is also a goddess of 
beauty. Beauty is an aspect of the godhood of god, beauty is power (iaktQ, beauty is the ideal’; J. 
Kumar, Sunlta, Purvoday Prakasan, Delhi 1990, p. 208.
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We have given the names Hariprasann and Sunlta. These names are not false, but 
they are only names. Sunita is a woman [stri, we find nari elsewhere], Hariprasann 
a man (purus). If we dig much below those names there remains only a woman, 
only a man. Relations and names have a certain existence in our normal behaviour, 
but if we go deep down in the spirit (pran) of creatures (pran) all these things 
remain as if on the surface, (p. 126)

Thus, even within the ‘conventional’ image of the housewife, a new dimension of 

attributeless individuality could be introduced. In fact, the strength of Sumta’s gendered 

individual nature is a certain ‘naturality’, the habit to act without thinking heavily on an 

intellectual level (p. 125): as a woman, she knows what is right and is strong without 

having to display her power. The last incarnation of the Indian vtrahgana is a quiet and 

nurturing grhinl, who from within the home can perform a variety of functions:

What is the use of a wife who is only faithful to her husband? [Hariprasann 
challenged her,] I need her as an image, who may be unfaithful but unbending, who 
will shine among adversities like a lightning in the jungle. I need a mother as well 
as a slave (dasl). But I need most of all a mantra of enthusiasm, who will have so 
much love as not to fear violence, who can watch red blood flowing, (p. 148)

In the showdown, Sunlta shows Hariprasann that she is all this - transcendent 

mother, servant, wife and an individual too - but without losing her domestic demeanour, 

her dharma.38 Thus Jainendra’s heroines are icons of woman’s strength and strong-wili 

under demure, unthreatening appearances: while the ideal is not questioned, a strong 

element of individual choice and self-definition is introduced.

Finally, it is interesting to note how Jainendra’s heroines corresponded to the ideal 

woman as presented by Camd, forced to finally spell out what it meant by it after almost a 

decade of publication. The fact that Camd had refrained from doing so until then had no 

doubt helped: it had prevented the journal from being labeled - as either reformist, radical, 

social, political, etc. - and had allowed it to cover a wide range of identities and aspirations, 

while its blunt attacks on sections of Hindu society had left many wondering and uncertain 

on the exact aim of the journal.

Camd’s ideal, wrote finally the editor, is man-woman equality; Camd asks men to 

respect women, to recognize their ‘alaukik sakti’ (supernatural force) and let it develop.39 

The editorial further defined for the first time Camd’s ideal woman:

(1) She should be free from the present ignorance, bad influences and ill feelings;
(2) She should be expert in domestic work as well as a faithful and devoted wife 
(satl-sadhvi); (3) She should not observe parda, but this does not mean that she 
should go out laden with jewels, unnecessarily attracting men’s attention; (4) She

38 The difference between Precand’s Suman and Jainendra’s Mrnal, the aunt who is rejected by her 
husband in Tyagpatra (The Resignation, 1937), is that Mrnal does not let herself be ‘saved’ nor does 
she criticise the society which has outcasted her with little fault of her own. Mrnal holds to her own 
truth with no compromise, seeks modest employment and finally dies quietly in what appear 
outwardly like a descent into hell.
39 Vrndavandas, ‘Camd ke prati asantos’, Camd, VIII, pt. 1, 6, April 1930, p. 700. The following 
quotations are taken from this article.
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should be educated and learned - enough at least to follow the developments of the 
present age and profit from knowledge; (5) She should be free from the fetters of 
the present day and should have the full right to express her opinions at home and 
to realise her aspirations; (6) She should know how to live a life of seva and 
sacrifice, and behave affectionately towards her mother- and sisters- in law at 
home; (7) She should know how to fight oppression and to defend herself with her 
own hands; (8) She should keep in good physical health and exercise and walk in 
the open air; (9) Singing and keeping merry are her ornaments, but only songs that 
become a respectable woman; (10) She should be as virtuous as a heroic wife and 
corageous as a mother of lions (simh-janam) and bear sons who will free India from 
the chains of servitude’, (ibid.)

I The editorial did not spell out, nor rule out, commitments and public activities;

rather, it took public access, education and freedom of expression for granted. On the other 

hand, the focus was clearly on redefined household role and relationships, and on a self

fashioned maryadd. Some space for artistic and emotional expression and initiative also 

fitted in this picture of an educated, aware and modern middle-class woman. At the end of 

the two decades Mahadevi Varma’s overview of the ‘modem woman’ did include political 

activists and women teachers.40 These modem women had recognised their own strength 

and ability to act and create, althoughTtheir own development had not been matched by an 

equal effort at adjustment by men.

Old-fashioned men look down upon them with contempt; modem-minded men 
support them but are unable to help them actively and the radicals encourage them 
but find it hard to take them along. Truly, modem women are more alone than old 
ones .(p. 267)

Thus, the burden of finding a place within the family and social fabric fell again on 

those women: it was up to them to ‘remember their womanhood’ while finding different 

places within society, to face opposition and solitude and to build bridges of compromise 

between old and new roles, themselves and the social world around them.41

To summarize, the door opened through education, journals and participation in 

nationalist campaigns brought along new tensions. In this section we explored the tensions 

and issues revelead by old and new images of womanhood in Hindi fiction. What we see is a 

strategy by which the repeated emphasis on the ideal of Indian women’s spiritual

40 Mahadevi Varma, ‘Adhunik nan ki sthiti par ek drsti’, in Camd, XVI, pt, 1, 3, January 1938, p. 267.
41 According to Mahadevi, the danger for the educated woman was to remain caught between two 
worlds, with ‘the call of the new age in front of them, and behind them the burden of several 
conventions’ (p. 268). What she worried about was the fate of women after they came out of their 
homes during the movement: in the struggle they had realised their strength, opposed male lies about 
women’s frailty and incapacity, and they had hardened themselves; however, ‘society admires their 
self-sacrifice but fears their rebellious harshness. You cannot find in them the beautiful and 
wholesome image of life as before, and even several partisans of modernity look at them with dubious 
eyes’ (ibid.), Mahadevi seems to place at least some of the blame on women themselves! Mahadevi 
herself, one of the first women to pursue an independent career as a lone principal and writer in a 
men’s world, appears to have carefully struck a balance between her individual activities and 
aspirations and social mores and expectations.
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superiority because of their tyag, seva, modesty and self-effacedness did allow the 

interdiction about women’s public access to be questioned and, at times, overcome. By 

making women’s spiritual and human strength a necessary human resource for the nation, 

issues concerning gender discrimination could be presented by women writers as being of 

crucial importance for attaining true svarajya.

On the home front, the same ideal of womanhood could introduce notions of 

individual choice even within the confinments of the role of the grhini, and raise issues of 

emotional and spiritual fulfilment.

Still, in the absence of a sustained movement, women’s presence in the public 

sphere remained sporadic and in the overwhelming majority of cases secondary to the 

house-bound role. Thus, empowerment and self-development through education and free 

access to information, while opening new avenues of individual exploration and 

introspection, became reduced to a sophisticated respectability. Camd itself reflected this 

trajectory: its passionate campaigns on various fronts - against social and caste oppression, 

for women's and political emancipation, all made part of the ‘woman’s question’ - 

eventually narrowed down to a composed, urban, modern middle-class culture, reflecting an 

economically comfortable, educated, high-caste gr/iim identity.
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4. Conclusion

It is now time to pull the strings of the previous sections together, in order to see 

what the advances in education, the press, literature, and the debates on women’s issues 

can suggest about the peculiarity and extent of their participation in the literary and 

political spheres. This chapter sought to explore what happened when a subject different 

from that of the male intellectual acquired a public voice, and moved from being an object 

of public discourse to being a subject capable of autonomous reflection, introspection and 

interaction in the public sphere. To this aim, we examined male and female voices on 

women’s issues to see whether they differed, and if so, in what respect. We saw that 

although women’s voices were largely shaped by dominant values and expressed them to a 

certain extent, they generally saw issues like education and the family in a different light. In 

the first case, men viewed it as essentially functional to a reformed housebound role; 

women instead emphasised the widening horizon (especially through women’s journals) 

and the individual empowerment education brought about. Women further linked 

education with the issue of respectable employment and took up teaching in the name of 

‘social service’. In fact, while the values of subservience, nurturing and self-sacrifice (seva) 

were reinforced as norms under the banner of women’s “nature”, at the same time the ideal 

and the activities of seva could subvert segregation and the traditional division of spheres, 

providing important means of self-worth. Thus, in the case of the family women strongly 

objected to moral double-standards for men and women, often with articulated historical 

and social critiques, and claimed that the family should be an affective unit which 

acknowledged women and, to some degree, their right to feel, to belong and to be heard in 

the family unit. Literature was especially important in spreading such notions and 

legitimising varied roles such as the woman volunteer (svayamsevika) and the housewife; it 

was also important in showing even housewives as subjects of feelings, thoughts and 

resolves. Therefore, a sustained reaffirmation of the spiritual qualities and moral duties of 

women served as a strategy to question women’s segregation within the household and 

provide positive role-models; nationalist campaigns seem to have provided just the right 

opportunity to overcome such segregation. For women, then, the promise of national 

independence came to signify the promise of greater empowerment.

However, a few further observations will limit this picture of empowerment 

through education and information, i.e. through access to the public sphere. First of all, and
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this criticism stands for the present study as well, it is untenable to speak of ‘women’ as a 

general, undifferentiated category. While it is true that women were held as a universal, 

homogeneous category (strisamaj) in contemporary parlance and that they, too, used the 

same term,1 this obscured and still obscures the fact that speakers and addressees of 

women’s journals, schools etc. were a partial, urban or semi-urban, section, on the way to 

becoming solidly middle-class. They claimed to speak for all women, partly because some of 

the issues they raised concerned women across caste and social differences, and partly 

because, according to a common strategy, this claim increased the impact of the statement. 

However, the concentration on dowry, widow-remarriage, education etc. reflects upper- and 

middle-caste concerns and morality; other issues like labour conditions and security, 

bondage, sexual harassment by figures of authority etc. were hardly taken up. This 

selectivity suggests that women’s journals and intellectuals represented only the middle-to- 

upper section of classes amongst women and silently excluded all other women subjects. 

Thus, the process of education, critique and gradual access to the male-dominated public 

sphere, which in so many ways mirrored that of Indian intellectuals vis-a-vis the Raj, was 

similarly limited in extent and happened under the aegis of genteel, middle-class, upper- 

caste respectability. So much so that, again, we may read the whole process as the making 

of the modern middle-class Indian woman: educated, tasteful, respectable, nationalist- 

minded, able housewife and mother. This, we may repeat, happened to the exclusion of all 

other female subjects.

Secondly, while Gandhi’s nationalist style, with its extension and reversal of values 

and with its higher moral legitimacy allowed for a certain relaxation of norms concerning 

public access and allowed even absence from home in the event of picketing and arrest, 

there were certain strong qualifications. While Camd was, at least initially, keen to reclaim 

prostitutes, fallen and ‘irregular’ women as equally worthy members of society and potential 

resources for the nation, Gandhi was extremely keen to match seva. and tyag with sexual 

renunciation. This imposed upon women leading lives of public service a strict code of 

chastity or respectability, lest they endangered the opportunity of such a choice for other 

women. Although individually the greater openness of their lives and interaction with men 

seems to have brought about, at least for educated women, new modes of relations, e.g. 

literary friendships or political camaraderie, as well as the possibility for love and sexual

1 See G. Pearson, ‘Nationalism, Universalization and the Extended Female Space’, in G. Minault, ed., 
The Extended Fatnily. Women and Political Participation in India and Pakistan, Chanakya Publications, 
Delhi 1981, pp. 175-76.
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relations, these had to be kept however away from public gaze.2 This kind of self-censorship 

acted as a limit to openness and internal debate among women.

Thirdly, the question remains whether the extraordinary circumstances of the 

nationalist movement provoked a long-standing change in women’s access to, and presence 

in, the public sphere, or whether a return to ordinary circumstances brought women ‘back 

into the kitchen’, as was the case in Europe after the second World War. In fact, women’s 

journals showed how difficult it is to assess women’s political culture and activism by 

examining women’s associations,3 or to speak of a “women’s movement” where any 

organised activity by women seems to have been, at least in North India Charring perhaps 

Lahore), an essentially limited, sporadic urban affair.4 A much more nuanced study of the 

diffuse political culture of women and their perspective on the nationalist movement, which 

could examine in greater detail the relationship between women leaders and anonymous 

masses, is therefore required.

Finally, the persisting centrality of household duties and roles and the patriarchal 

framework, the lack of institutional networks that were not strictly connected to political 

campaigns, limited women’s socialisation and presence in the public sphere: she could spin 

charkha or do public work only after fulfilling her household duties. In fact, if a woman 

decided to have a public life, more often than not she had to opt out of family life 

altogether. In a word, nationalism, as well as education, writing, social work, etc. meant 

empowerment for women. But they came with a high price: empowerment could be had 

only at the cost of, as an addition to espousing a heavy prescription of duties and virtues. 

Women’s subordinate role in the patriarchal society was questioned only at the seams, in a 

covert and tentative fashion, mostly through literature. However, the implications of

2 The literary friendships of Mahadevi, Subhadra, Kamla Caudhri, etc. are well known and 
documented, while love relations concerning the first two remain rumours.
3 See e.g. the articles by G. Forbes and G. Minault in Minault, ed., The Extended Family.
4 Radha Kumar's A History of Doing seems a definite improvement, in that it at least problematizes 
the use of the term feminist movement for this period, and the identification between women's 
associations like the Women's Indian Association and All India Women’s Conference and the national 
movement, and between women's mass participation in nationalist campaigns and the few women 
Congress leaders; R. Kumar, The History of Doing, chapters 4 and 5. On the other hand, both Indrani 
Chatterjee and Gail Pearson point out the existence of women’s circles, mahila-samitis or strl-mandals, 
in Bengal and Bombay in the 1920s, which encouraged women’s self-reliance and interaction and 
which acquired crucial importance as networks of politicization and activizations during Civil 
Disobedience; I. Chatterjee, ‘The Bengali Bhadramahila’, pp. 160 ff.; Gail Pearson, 'Nationalism, 
Universalization and the Extended Female Space', in G. Minault, ed., The Extended Family. There is no 
evidence of similar diffuse networks in North Indian towns: there would be a Congress Mahila Samiti, 
but this would be a political circle from the start. However, this could also be a lack of focus on 
proper sources on our part. Certainly, it is revealing that an overview of women’s associations and 
women activists in the journal Strl-darpan in October 1914 mentions Bombay, Bengal, Punjab but no 
Hindi-speaking province. The public participation and entrepreneurship of women writers and 
reformers in Bengal and Bombay contrasted sharply with the silence of parda; Mrs KalavaS, 
‘Bharatvarsa ka stri-sudhar’, Strl-darpan, XI, 4, October 1914, pp. 209-10.
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women’s voices and issues in Hindi literature are not to be lessened by such observations. 

They were largely instrumental in legitimising the emphasis on subjectivity, emotionality 

and the dramatic exploration of critical issues. Moreover they suggest a greater mobility, at 

least for some sections, greater certainly than what was originally envisaged for them.

The following two chapters turn to the trajectory of public self-affirmation of Hindi 

intellectuals in the political sphere. We shall first examine their stand on the language issue, 

which marked for many of them the first direct political action (chapter 5), to turn finally to 

a more general examination of their role in, and access to, nationalist politics.
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Chapter 5 

A question of language

5.1 The language question

l®Ml *ll^b 1̂H (Mdrl *T ^ 1 1
Progress in one’s language is 
the source of all progress; 
if you do not know your own language 
your heart cannot be pure1

Language was one of the essential concerns of Indian reformists in the nineteenth 

century, a basic constituent in their discourse of progress and reform. Establishing Hindi as 

a public language and compacting a group identity around it were themselves products of 

this concern. The idea that everyone “has” one language - Bhartendu’s nij bhasa - which is at 

one time of the individual and of the community, which should cover all spoken and written 

practices, and finally that should acquire the seal of recognition by becoming the language 

of the state (rajbhasa) and of the nation (rastrabhasci) was itself new. This idea, engrained 

as it was in European assumptions about national unification,2 was problematic to apply to 

the Indian context, and to the Hindi context in particular - as colonial census officials were 

quick to realize in their taxonomic zeal. And yet it was to exercise a powerful appeal for the 

minds of Indian reformers.

This chapters examines the language question from the public sphere perspective. 

From the nineteenth century onwards, Hindi as a standard print-language became the 

means for a cultural self-assertion that was to generate autonomous initiatives, debates and 

institutions. It was a question that bridged the literary and the political spheres; as the 

Hindi-Hindustani controversy that was to pit Congress leaders and intellectuals against each 

other shows, language became the main issue on which literary people could assert their 

authority, first vis-a-vis the colonial government and then vis-a-vis the Congress. While the

1 Bhartendu HariScandra's famous couplet in the verse speech ‘Hindi ki unnati par vyakhyan’ (1877), 
in H. 3arma, ed., Bhartendu samagra, Hindi Pracarak Sansthan, Banaras 1989, p. 228.
2 For a comparative account, see B. Anderson, Imagined Communities.
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contest was always against English, in the process of self-assertion the language question 

and its several controversies (with Urdu and with Hindustani) also raised again and again 

the issue of the cultural character and content of Hindi, of its constituency and of its 

relationship with other linguistic subjects. While contesting voices were always there, 

chiefly thanks to the authority of literary associations certain notions acquired greater 

currency and authority.

Specifically, this chapter will discuss how language became a question in the 

nineteenth century (5.1), how it became a banner for cultural assertion and gave rise to the 

first political tensions (5.2), and finally how the whole issue became fraught with tensions 

in the 1930s, when the issue of political recognition by the Congress became prominent. 

This was for Hindi activists and sympathisers the last step in a struggle for cultural 

assertiveness, while for Congress leaders it became a source of tension between ideology 

and Realpolidk. In their attempt to gain control of Hindi propaganda organisations in order 

to foster their own compromise language, Hindustani, they transformed the language issue 

into a struggle for authority between Hindi intellectuals and politicians and national leaders 

(5.3). The victory of the former paradoxically did not transform Hindi into a national 

anguage, but only ensured its position above other Indian languages but below English, a 

position it still holds fifty years later.

Extensive research has already taken place on issues of language and language 

controversies in nineteenth century India.3 Here we shall only outline the main points that 

are relevant to our discussion. Firstly, we should recall that the notion of a nij bhasa that 

would express at the same time the individual and collective identity related to a particular 

place (like French or English or German), and that should cover all written and spoken 

styles^was itself new; it is therefore necessary to see how it related to the existing linguistic 

situation, and how it affected the linguistic hierarchy. Until then, as David Lelyveld 

remarked:

Languages were not so much associated with place as with function, and in many
cases the naming of a language - for the directors of British census operations and

3 Jurgen Liitt, Hindu-Nadonalismus in Uttar-Prades 1867-1900, Klett, Stuttgart 1970; Kerrin Dittmer, 
Die Indischen Muslism und die Hindi-Urdu Kontroversie in de United Provinces, Harrassowitz, 
Wiesbaden 1972; Paul Brass, Language, Religion and glides in North India, Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge 1974; Bernard Cohn, ‘The Command of Language and the Language of Command’, 
in R. Guha, ed., Subaltern Studies IV, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1985, pp. 276-329.; David 
Lelyveld, ‘The Fate of Hindustani: Colonial Knowledge and the Project of a National Language’; C.R. 
King, One Language, Two Scripts. The Hindi Movement in Nineteenth Century North India, Oxford 
University Press, Bombay 1994. For the role of Fort William College in providing the initial 
framework and spur to linguistic and literary re-definition of the two vernaculars, see R.S. McGregor, 
‘Bengal and the Development of Hindi, 1850-1880’, South Asian Review, 5, 2, 1972, and Sisir Kumar 
Das, Sahibs and Munshis: n Account of the College of Fort William, Orion Publications, Calcutta 1978.
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more elaborately for the Linguistic Survey of India - was problematic. People didn't 
have languages; they had linguistic repertoires that varied even within a single 
household, let alone the marketplace, school, temple, court or devotional circle. 
These codes of linguistic behaviour took on the same characteristics of hierarchy 
that other sorts of human interaction did...4

However, a variety of phenomena, from the spread of print and western education 

to the impact of the European notion of language, to new extensive religious oratory in 

Hindi and Urdu, established new written and spoken standards in North India.5 Khari Boli 

Hindi and Urdu became, for both British officials and Indian intellectuals, public languages 

in this objectified form, and were used in print, in the network of government schools, in 

public meetings and associations, etc. Where earlier several linguistic repertoires existed, as 

in literature, now one standard was sought to be developed that would comprise spoken 

and written usages in an unbroken continuum (see Introduction).

Crucial in this process was the model of English. Bernard Cohn has pointed out how 

the East India Company initially showed no particular interest in the diffusion of the English 

language, and the first Indians who learnt English did so out of economic interest and with 

no sense of cultural inferiority: foF~them it was just one more linguistic repertoire.6 

However, well before Macaulay’s famous Minute of 1835, English began to exert its 

influence both as the model for Indian languages to imitate and as the new language at the 

top of the language hierarchy, with political as well as cultural connotations.

In the existing hierarchy of languages, Persian, the language of power and of 

intellectual exchange, and Sanskrit, the language of Hindu ritual and scholarship, enjoyed a 

privileged status over the other Indian languages and were studied, used and patronised by 

specific elites; Urdu took over the mantle from Persian in the nineteenth century as the 

language of the service elite and of refined, urban literary exchange. Hindi, in its various 

local forms, was the language used in the bazaar and in commercial transactions; a mixed 

Hindi-Urdu form, called variously by these names and also Hindustani, was the lingua 

franca of much of northern and central India, but had hardly been used for literary 

purposes. The emergence of English as a language of power and of culture was the 

emergence of a new cultural hegemony and new values: it affected the linguistic hierarchy 

as well as the way Indians looked at their own languages and literatures. For instance:

The concept of modernity in literary history was also related to the relation each 
Indian language and literature developed with English. Sanskrit and Persian literary

4 D. Lelyveld, ‘The Fate of Hindustani’, p. 202.
5 Noteworthy in this respect was the use of Urdu by preachers like Sayyd Ahmad Barelvi and Shah 
Muhammad Isma’il, who toured North India in the 1820s, and the adoption of Khari Boli Hindi by 
Dayananda Sarasvati in the 1870s; ibid., p. 203.
6 Sisir Kumar Das, History of Indian Literature, vol. 8, Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi 1991, pp. 28 ff; 
see also B. Cohn, ‘The Command of Language and the Language of Command’.
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models were labelled as traditional and medieval, and those found in English, 
irrespective of any period, as modem... English made both Sanskrit and Persian 
irrelevant and modem Indian languages were reduced to the status of “vernaculars”, 
a group of crude downright speeches.7

While British scholars and provincial officials were busy finding out which was the 

vernacular of each province, that one language that would serve as a channel of 

communication between the foreign rulers and the Indian masses, old service classes and 

new intellectuals were busy refashioning their linguistic repertories into standard 

vernaculars: Indian languages, too, were construed in terms of bounded linguistic 

communities, each with its own “natural language”. While a certain degree of linguistic 

readjustment, and hence competition, followed customarily every new rule,8 the novelty 

was that now language was linked to community identity, at the time when a new 

community history was also being written (see 3.1).

Hence, the Hindi-Urdu controversy of the late nineteenth century was not only a 

competition between old service elites and new groups, a competition for jobs and status; it 

was also a struggle for cultural self-assertion, with several symbolic undertones. Whereas 

Urdu supporters denied Hindi’s existence, resented any assertion of it as a threat to their 

own existence and pristine glory, and deemed it a vulgar and demotic idiom, Urdu was 

dismissed by Hindi supporters as a spurious offspring of Hindi in a foreign (Persian) guise, 

all the more hideous since it reminded one of centuries of ‘enslavement’ by alien Muslim 

rulers.9

What is important to remember here is that the definition of language was 

controversial even within the Hindi camp.10 Early Hindi activists fought with the weapons 

of rationality not only against internal variants (Kaithi, Braj), as Christopher King as shown, 

but also about the style of Hindi - something which incidentally was thought to be possible

7 S.K. Das, ibid., pp. 30-31.
8 Douglas Haynes has demonstrated this particular ‘bilingualism’ of local elites vis-a-vis changing 
outside rulers in the case of Surat; D. Haynes, Rhetoric and Ritual in Colonial India.
9 For a symbolic identification of Hindi in Devanagari characters as the virtuous Hindu wife and of 
Urdu as a disreputable courtesan, see the svdJhg analyzed by Christopher King in ‘Forging a New 
Linguistic Identity: The Hindi Movement in Banaras, 1868-1914’, in S. Freitag, ed., Culture and Power 
in Banaras, pp. 179 ff.
10 See e.g. the early controversy within the Nagari Pracarinl Sabha between Jsyamsundar Das and 
Pandit LaksmlSahkar Mi£ra, who was president between 1894 and 1902 and resigned in disagreement 
over the policy of linguistic differentiation: ‘for ordinary purposes, such books as are not technical 
and which are intended for the common people [an] attempt should be made to assimilate the two 
forms into one language, which may be called Hindustani, and may be written either in the Persian 
character or in the Nagari'; UP Education Department Proceedings, May 1903, pp. 31-32, quoted in 
C.S. King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha of Banaras’, p. 312. Also Lala Sxtaram objected that in 
Banaras it was fashionable to sanskritize Hindi, hence the view of the Sabha was not representative of 
the literary activity of the province; UP Education Department, Proceedings of the Provincial Textbook 
Committee of Allahabad, 2 August 1902, p. 37, quoted in K. Dittmer, Die Indischen Muslims, p. 114. 
These views bear remarkable resemblance with Gandhi’s and Premcand’s Hindustani; see below 5.3.
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to define in a positive sense once and for all. Each view on the style of Hindi implied a 

particular conception of one’s history, of one’s cultural referents and of the present 

predicament, and also reflected the speaker’s peculiar position. Within the Hindi world, 

discussion was polarised between those who favoured the independent ‘progress’ of Hindi, 

acknowledged its cultural separateness from the Perso-Urdu tradition, but objected to 

‘cleansing’ it of words of Persian origins, like 3iva Prasad ‘Sitare-Hind’ (1823-1895), the 

influencial official and compiler of textbooks from Banaras, and those like Laksman Simh 

(1826-96), the translator of Sakuntala (1863), who declared:

In my opinion Hindi and Urdu are two different languages. Hindi is spoken by 
Hindus and Urdu by Muslims as well as Hindus well versed in Persian. Hindi 
abounds in Sanskrit forms of expression and Urdu has abundance of Persian and 
Arabic words and phrases. It cannot be said that Hindi cannot exist without Urdu 
words and idioms, and I am not prepared to give the name of Hindi to any linguistic 
form which abounds in such an alien mode of expression.11

Their different stances were due not only to different backgrounds, and to the 

different kinds of literary genres each turned to, but also to the position in the public 

sphere. Both had undergone colonial education and were part of the colonial administration 

- 3iva Prasad in the education department, Laksman Simh as a Deputy Collector - but £iva 

Prasad was possibly more aware of and sensitive to Urdu and British opinion, while 

Laksman Simh, writing from Etawah, had only the Hindi public to address.

A new, important correlative of these debates concerning linguistic assertion was 

the setting up of voluntary associations.12 These would provide autonomous institutions of 

public interaction and debate, local foci of propaganda and literary activity, pool together 

financial and human resources for campaigns or actvities, foster the growth of Hindi 

activists and intellectuals, and link the language issue with other of community interest (e.g. 

education, but also cow-protection). As such, they were looked upon favourably by British 

officials, who at times were directly involved in their activities.13

Parallelly, such debates and activities were instrumental in drawing rigid linguistic 

boundaries along different lines from the past. Although most Hindi writers of the 

nineteenth century who took part in the debate were multilingual and proficient in Urdu, at

11 Preface to his translation of Raghuvamsa (1878), quoted in S.K. Das, Histoiy of Indian Literature, p. 
143.
12 Before the founding of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha of Banaras (1893), which marked the beginning 
of an altogether more organized and sustained effort, nineteenth century Hindi associations were 
mostly the work of one or a few individuals, often with the support of some local British officer: e.g. 
P. Gauridatt’s Devanagarl PracarinI Sabha (Meerut, 1882), Babu Totaram’s Bhasa-SamvarddhinI 
Sabha (Aligarh, 1877) and Allahabad’s Nagarl-Pravarddhinl-Sabha (1876); R.S. McGregor, Hindi 
Literature of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries, pp. 72 ff.
13 E.g. M. Kempson, Director of Public Instruction of the N.W.Provinces from 1861 to 1877 and a 
former Head of Bareilly College, supported the activities of Bareilly Tattvabodhinl Sabha; ibid., p. 74.
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critical junctures their choice and advocacy of Hindi as public and written language would 

become exclusive; i.e. although privately they would read Urdu, Persian and English, 

publicly they would dismiss them and take the side of Hindi. In fact, writing and reading 

Hindi was a self-conscious choice, which began to imply one’s loyalty to one’s own culture - 

as much as writing Urdu became a sign of disloyalty. This implied a tension which was to 

surface again and again in Hindi propaganda; while much of Hindi activism aimed at 

forming a ‘high’ standard for Hindi, on the model of English, as a language for modern, 

civilised, literary and even erudite expression on every subject (thus favouring the Sanskritic 

component) the claim to popular rootedness remained intact. This claim on Hindi as a ‘low’ 

idiom, the language of simple and pure rural India and of Hindu religiosity, worked both 

against Urdu, envisaged as the language of a debauched and tyrannical elite, and against 

English, the language of imperialist rule. It became central when, with Gandhi, village India 

became the hallmark of India’s moral superiority over modem foreign rule: hence, the 

alleged uncouthness of Hindi could be taken as a mark of its popular roots.14

Colonial policies concerning the language, on their part, tried to apply rational, 

European standards and categories: first of all, in advocating the use of the vernacular, and 

then in trying to define the true and best vernacular, script and style and encourage their 

use. At the same time they were weary of alienating existing allies: hence most changes in 

language policies were partial and permissive rather than prescriptive. Policies regarding 

the official language for public employment, legal use and education were themselves 

inconsistent and changed repeatedly throughout the nineteenth century.15 The most patent 

inconsistency regarded the use of the term Hindustani; according to different linguists and 

administrators, each drawing from his restricted personal experience and upon different 

practical or literary examples, it could indicate either Urdu or Hindi. While it is true that 

colonial policies conditioned the shaping and genealogy of Hindi and Urdu, it is also true 

that the ideologues of either language would choose the official authority which supported 

their own views and claims.

It has repeatedly been stressed that, far from being a neutral arbiter, the British 

administration exploited these tensions between Indian languages, in our case between 

Hindi and Urdu, to pursue a policy of divide et impera. By distinguishing the two languages 

in education but not in the administration, they ‘fostered a Hindi-speaking elite by providing 

Hindi speakers with employment in the educational system, and simultaneously favoured an

14 Hence Gandhi’s support for Hindi as the language spoken in every village of India; see below 5.3.
15 Early supporters for the wide use of Hindi rather than Urdu included J.R. Ballantyne, principal of 
the Banaras Sanskrit College, and M. Kempson, Director of Public Instruction in the Province from 
1861 to 1877; ibid., pp. 71n., 74.
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Urdu-speaking elite by retaining Urdu as the only official vernacular for many years’.16 This, 

however, cannot erase the reality of conflicting interests and cultural contest, in which 

language was a means to strenghten, advance or defend one’s position in the hierarchy, nor 

the attempt to win colonial favour to obtain public privileges.

Further, by accepting public petitions, testimonies and addresses from Indian 

experts and associations before official commissions of enquiry, British administrators 

encouraged the latter to act as spokesmen and representatives of public opinion. While the 

ground of contest had been opened in 1830, when vernaculars were introduced in place of 

Persian in the lower levels of the judiciary, fixing a territorial homeland for each of them,17 

real controversy erupted only in the late 1860s, when the question was thrown up again. 

Articles, pamphlets and even plays were written to support either view: on the Hindi side, 

f>iva Prasad argued in favour of the adoption of Hindi in Nagari script in courts and in 

schools.18 His Memorandum, like Madan Mohan MalavTya’s pamphlet thirty years later, 

dwelt on history before and after ‘Muslim conquest’ in order to show that Hindi had been 

the ‘language of the country5 before that invasion. The heterogeneous set of linguistic 

repertories of the whole of North India was construed into an homogeneous natural 

language, and its cultural referents and relationship with the other Neo-Aryan languages of 

India were laid down once and for all.

Further occasion for extensive and fervent public debate, in print and at public 

meetings, was provided by the Hunter Commission ‘to review the progress of education in 

India’, which toured the North Western Province and the Punjab in 1882. More than a 

hundred memoranda with tens of thousands of signatures were presented at various places, 

and witnesses included 3iva Prasad, Bhartendu HariScandra and Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, 

Although the Hunter Report of 1883 failed to accept Hindi grievances, the campaign around 

it activated Hindi ideologues and supporters, and public associations in defense of Nagari 

began to mushroom all over North India, the most important of all being the Nagari 

PracarinI Sabha of Benares (1893).19 Intense lobbying by the Sabha with pro-Nagari

16 C.S. King, One Language, Two Scripts, p. 54.
17 On the one hand it threatened the vested interests of clerks and officials employed thanks to their 
exclusive knowledge of Persian, on the other it threw open the question of which vernacular was the 
proper or most widely used in tire area. Although the Nagari script was initially introduced in the 
Central Provinces and Kaithi in Bihar, the move failed to affect the status quo, favourable to the 
Persian script, and in absence of vocal pro-Nagari public support an Urdu abounding with Persian 
words and expressions remained the court language as well as the North Western Provinces. The 
merely permissive, and not prescriptive, introduction of Nagari in the Central Provinces in 1839-40 
e.g. did not effect a replacement, since mostly Kayastha clerks refused to give up their monopoly; see 
ibid., p. 62.
18 In a Memorandum for private circulation titled Court Characters, in the Upper Provinces of India, 
1868. For a discussion of it, see King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, pp. 106 ff.
19 One of its first activities of the Nagari Parcarinl Sabha was to campaign for the official recognition 
of Nagari on a provincial level: Radhakrsna Das toured the western districts of the province, 
Syamsundar Das Allahabad and Lucknow, and Matavlya contributed with his pamphlet, his vast
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officials in the Education Department between 1895 and 1900 resulted in the permissive 

introduction of Nagari in courts in 1900. Again, it was mostly a symbolic victory: 

proceedings and writs continued to be written in Persianized Urdu for at least the next four 

decades, and Nagari associations had to employ paid clerks to write petitions in Hindi 

outside the courts.

During the campaign, however, Hindi in Nagari script was successfully turned into a 

question of Hindu cultural self-assertion, and the united Muslim-Kayastha community of 

Urdu was shaken. Within the Hindi sphere, the success of the pro-Nagari campaign 

strenghtened the position of those who championed a maximum differentiation of Hindi 

from Urdu in style, and an aggressive Hindi-Hindu cultural policy.20 Also, a voluntary 

association like the Nagari PracarinI Sabha had successfully staked its claim of being the 

expert on Hindi vis-a-vis the government and the broader Hindi community, and deciding 

the cultural faultline of Hindi, namely excluding Urdu lexicon as ‘foreign’:

Having examined all the various viewpoints, our principle is this: as far as possible, 
no words from Persian, Arabic or other foreign language should be used for which an 
easy and current Hindi or Sanskrit word is available, but those words from foreign 
languages which have become fully current, and for which no Hindi word exists or 
the substitution of a Sanskrit word for it means that a flaw of difficulty in 
comprehension is possible, those words should be used. In summary, the very first 
place should be given to pure Hindi words, the next to easy and current Sanskrit 
words, the next to ordinary and current words from Persian and other foreign 
languages, and the veiy last place should be given to non-current Sanskrit words. 
Difficult words from Persian and other foreign languages should never be used.21

Since many of the writers and scholars associated with the Sabha were pandits and 

scholars who knew Sanskrit well, King remarks, ‘their judgement as to which were easy and 

which difficult Sanskrit words must have been inclined to be lenient in favour of admitting 

Sanskrit words’ 22 Their samskaras, as well as their aim to create a ‘high’ language, resulted 

in a Sanskritized Hindi far from current speech.

To summarize, this section offered an overview of the changes in the linguistic 

situation in the nineteenth century: how, in a context changed by the political,

influencial contacts and his leadership abilities. The campaign started reaping results when the 
Vaishya Conference test. 1891) and even the Kayastha Conference (est. 1887) passed a resolution in 
favour of Nagari in 1899, and submitted a memorandum to this aim to the Governor, Antony 
Macdonell; 3.S. Das, Merl dtmakaham, pp. 19 ff.
20 See Pandit Laksmriahkar Mrira’s resignation, above fn. 9.
21 S. Das, Merl dtmakahanl, p. 72; quoted in C.S. King, The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, p. 309, 
emphasis added. ‘Moderate though they appeared’ King remarks, ‘in practice these principles could 
and did lead to highly-Sanskritized Hindi’; ibid., p. 310. Despite the objections to this view mentioned 
earlier (fn. 10), this statement was important because it could and did influence official guidelines; 
e.g. it was quoted by one of the Hindi members of the Provincial Textbook Committee as evidence; 
see K. Dittmer, Die Indischen Muslism, p. 114.
22 C.S. King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, p. 310.
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administrative and cultural impact of English and British rule, languages became fixed, 

standardized print-languages and one of the symbols of community identity, implictly linked 

to religion. Once the perception of language changed, vernacular intellectuals and activists 

tried to re-compact social groups along linguistic lines. In fact, the parallel trends towards 

Sanskritization and Persianization in developing written registers and genres in both 

languages betray a growing sense of cultural internality. While in the case of Hindi the 

address to a Hindu public was implicit but present, in the case of Urdu a fluid and porous 

border was getting tighter. Only in the 1930s this implicit separate enclave would be 

questioned for Hindi, when Hindi activists tried to by-pass Urdu by counting on Hindi’s 

country-wide appeal. Urdu could count on a composite tradition of urbane, civilised use, but 

it was however too sophisticated to be popular, and undergoing its own process of exclusion 

(Persianization). In Hindi the tension was between prestige, which implied both aspiring to 

the status of English, pursuing cultural exclusion and claiming a pure pedigree under the 

name of Indianness (Sanskritization), and supporting popularization and contamination in 

accordance with the new role as ‘national language’. In terms of competition with Urdu, 

Hindi activists knew that numbers were in their favour, and indeed data on publications and 

on students confirm that Hindi was gaining and edge over Urdu.23 What they could not 

alter, with their policy of polite pressure and cooperation with colonial authorities, was the 

subordinate status of Hindi vis-a-vis English. It was only when Hindi acquired political 

support from Congress leaders, Gandhi in particular, and significance for political 

mobilization that this subordinate status could at least be questioned. Further, the 

expansion of Hindi as a public language in education and the press that we chartered in 

chapter 2 could indicate to Hindi activists that the Hindi sphere had actually become 

autonomous and could aspire to eventually replace the English-speaking one. Yet, only 

political support from the Congress could ensure the change, and for it Hindi activits 

increasingly pressed in the two decades under study. The next sections of this chapter 

examine the sinews of the Hindi claim, first on the ideological and then on the practical- 

institutional terrain. They trace the making of a nationalist discourse of Hindi, the 

expansion of Hindi as a political language, the tensions and problems connected to its 

struggle with its claim, and examine whether Hindi activists, intellectuals and politicians 

were able or willing to mediate and compromise among themselves and with other voices in 

the political sphere.

23 See tables concerning growth rates of the production of books and periodicals in Hindi and Urdu in 
the United Provinces, and student and candidate numbers for Hindi and Urdu examinations in C.S. 
King, One Language, Two Scripts, pp. 38-39, 45-46, 115.
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5.2 The nationalist discourse of Hindi

Necessity has enlighted [our] fellow nationals on the importance of a national 
language. The wave that arose in their hearts spread and went on to engulf the 
whole country... All the farsighted intellectuals of the country welcomed this 
thought. Everyone acknowledged the need for a national language. It is a source of 
pride for us that the honour (pad) has been given to our mother-tongue.

It [the national language] is a worship to goddess Sarasvati. There is no difference 
between rich and poor, no need for the hassle of B.A. and M.A. The door is open for 
all those whose hearts are filled with feeling and love for their mother; they can 
bring their offering. There is no love for the modems there, nor hate for the 
ancients, no flattering the rich nor scolding the poor - all are Mother Sarasvati’s 
worshippers, all have come to lay their loving offerings at the feet of the Mother. All 
have but one aim, one interest; it is a blissful state which those who are sensitive 
can feel. Thus, when we enter the temple of the Mother, we see her worshippers 
embracing each other, discarding all external differences. Hindus, Muslims, Parsis, 
etc. all harp the same tune, all sing the same song: the words uttered in Bihar are 
heard in Sindh.1

As the long passage quoted above shows eloquently, the question of language was 

closely intertwined with the discourse of nationalism. Language in fact, in nationalist 

rhetoric, was to be a crucial element in creating a feeling of belonging and togertheness, in 

a word a community that transcended boundaries of language, literacy and status. This 

‘need’ for a national language was amply recognized in public debate; on the strength of this 

argument, Hindi supporters presented the choice of Hindi as much a result of consensus. In 

the process, they disclaimed differences as superficial or external factors, and delegitimized 

conflict and dissent. In the previous section we outlined the background of the language 

question. This section examines Hindi’s claim to be the national language of independent 

India as an ideological construct. We shall first examine how the rhetoric of the mother- 

tongue - itself, we saw, a new notion - was tied to the nationalist discourse, and then turn to 

the strategies and problems Hindi activists found in mustering support for their claim.

Although the rhetoric of nij bhasa was present in each Indian language, Hindi had a 

peculiar fate because since the nineteenth century it was also prospected as India’s potential 

national language. In the light of the subordinate status Hindi had in its own provinces, and 

of the contest with Urdu highlighted in the previous section, this was particularly frought 

with difficulties. In fact, notwithstanding the firm belief expressed in the metaphor of the 

‘Mother’s temple’, the path to actual recognition was not as smooth as the rhetoric

1 Catursen Sastri (Sarda’s editor), ‘Rastrabhasa aur sanskrtajna’, Sammelan patrika, W, 4, December 
1916, pp. 145-6.
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suggested. Each step to establish Hindi as a public language, whether in the local boards, in 

the education system, in the Legislative Assembly or in the Congress itself, had to be fought 

over. But first we shall discuss how the most comprehensive articulation of the discourse on 

language, that by MahavTr Prasad DvivedI, sought to pre-empt other claims and difficulties 

on the rational-discursive ground.

5.2.1 Mother-tongue Hindi: matrbhasa-desvyapak bhasa-rdspabhasa

MahavTr Prasad Dvivedfs importance in establishing and popularising the 

standard form of modem Hindi is well known. What is of relevance here is how, on the 

strength of a rational-logical argument, he also helped establishing an ideological constmct 

which linked the issue of nij bhasa with that of rastrabhasa. He was not of course the only 

one to do so; but the authority he enjoyed, the eloquence of his rhetoric and the clarity of 

his argument make him an ideal example.

DvivedI started editing Sarasvati in 1903, while the Hindi-Urdu contest of the 

nineteenth century was in the foreground. His first task was thus to convert Urdu-literate 

Hindus to their ‘mother-tongue’ and to spur English-literate Hindus to acknowledge their 

duty towards the improvement of nij bhasa..2 It is worth remembering that the use of the 

term ‘mother-tongue’ marked already an ideological step: the form of Khari Boli used in 

print was hardly anybody’s mother-tongue at the time, except for the small region around 

Delhi and Aligarh. In Dvivedfs terms, it rather indicated a standard vernacular that would 

mirror one’s cultural and religious identity. The status of print-language gave standard Khari 

Boli this position over an area covered by various dialects of Hindi, while the ‘mother’ 

metaphor helped identification between mother-tongue and mother-land: the use of Hindi 

could appear thus as a duty and service to the nation.3

2 ‘We request all scholars of English to grant us the favour, after considering the condition of their 
society and country, of writing useful articles in their own language. If they do not know how to write 
it they need not feel ashamed: if they really do not know how, they only have to learn! Please fulfil 
your duty!’; M.P. DvivedI, ‘Hindustaniyorh ke atigrezl lekh’, Sarasvati, September 1914, quoted in R.R. 
Bhatnagar, The Rise and Growth of Hindi Journalism, p. 332. Worth noticing is the shift from the 
exhortative to the imperative tense.
3 ‘The progress of dharma and of the country rests on propagating rndti'bhdsa and on the growth and 
enrichment of national literature. To strive and work for the progress of Hindi therefore is presently 
the first and foremost duty of every patriot (deihitaisi) and rightful man’; M.P. DvivedI, ‘DeSvyapak 
bhasa’, Sarasvati, November 1903, quoted in H. P. Gaur, Sarasvati aur rastriy jagaran, p. 97. See also 
Dvivedl’s speech as chairman of the Welcome Committee of the XIII Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting 
in Kanpur in 1923: ‘A man’s mother-tongue is as important as his mother and motherland are... One 
who does not respect his language, who does not love it and does not enrich its literature can never 
improve the state of his country. His dream of svarajya, his vow of improving the country and his 
praise for patriotism are quite shallow’, quoted in Sammelan patrika, X, 8-9 (1923), p. 301.
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This statement of Hindi as ‘mother-tongue’ became then a basis to argue several 

more points, namely: (a) that Hindi was the real language of the province (‘our language is 

Hindi!’4); (b) that it was one language despite regional variants; thus, it was the mother- 

tongue of at least all Hindus who lived in the United and Central Provinces, Bihar, 

Rajputana, Punjab and the various states in central India - whether they acknowledged it or 

not.5 (c) Finally, DvivedI could argue that Urdu’s position as court language was not 

‘natural’ but the result of a political privilege that had lost its historical rationale.6 Thus, 

DvivedI argued in favour of a historical change in the linguistic status quo in ‘objective’ 

terms. The notion of mother-tongue provided a basis to re-compact Hindus educated in 

other linguistic repertoires and first-time literates into a homogeneous community.

An extension of the same argument was the ‘objective’ need for a national language. 

Like every thinker of the time enthused by European models of nationalism and progress, 

DvivedI viewed the language question in a national perspective. The rhetoric of the national 

language had a profound appeal.

The existence of a common language has a peculiar influence and very strong 
effects. It creates in the hearts of people a longing to be one. They long for their 
whole countiy to be one, they strive for its improvement and look upon the 
country’s Good as their own good... Without a common language there can never 
arise true national pride, there can never be national unity. Only Hindi can attain 
the status of country-wide (des-vyapT) language.7

The last claim could be made first on the strength of a logical argument, which 

DvivedI presented uncompromisingly as a fact:

Hindi is the language of the people of Hindustan, It is easy to speak, to write and to 
understand. It covers a wide area from Punjab to Brahmadesh. Punjabi and Bengali 
are very similar to Hindi. Even in Marwar, Central India, Madhya Pradesh, Berar 
and Gujarat there are very many Hindi speakers. Maharastrians are not unfamiliar 
with it.8

4 M.P. DvivedI, ‘Hindi Siksa ke vistar kT mahatta’, Sarasvati, April 1915, quoted in H.P. Gaur, Sarasvati 
aur rastriy jagaran, p. 332.
5 DvivedI dismissed all suggestions that Hindi covered a sepctrum of sub-languages as dangerous 
provocations: he reacted angrily at Grierson’s classification in the Linguistic Survey: ‘The clerks of the 
government have now diminished the sense of vastness of our language by cutting it into several 
pieces. They have divided it into Western Hindi, Eastern Hindi and Bihari Hindi. They have gone even 
further: they have divided Hindi and Hindustani in two more parts... Hindi, Hindustani and Urdu 
have been made into three different languages. God only knows how these two languages - 
Hindustani and Urdu - differ!’; M.P. Dvived, ‘Apnl bhasa Id bat’, Sarasvati, July 1914, quoted in R.R. 
Bhatnagar, The Rise and Growth of Hindi Journalism, p. 332.
6 The importance Urdu has acquired is solely due to government favour. If the government had not 
enhanced it as the language for courts and offices, Urdu would amount to very little in the British Raj’ 
DvivedI replied to Azghar Ali Khan, a member of the U.P. Textbook Commission who had argued 
against the introduction of separate Hindi textbooks on the ground that there was no such language 
as Hindi; M.P. DvivedI, ‘Kya hindl nam Id kol bhasa nahlih?’, Sarasvati, December 1913, p. 707.
7 M.P. DvivedI, ‘DeSvyapak bhasa’, p. 27.
8 Ibid., emphasis added.
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However, the question was not really whether Hindi (or Urdu or Hindustani) had 

earlier been current, the lingua franca of bazaars thrtoughout the countiy: now a language, 

standardized in print-form, was called upon to perform much wider functions. Also, in order 

to don the loftier robe of ‘national language’, the flexible colloquial Hindi actually used as 

link-language had to be superseded by ‘pure Hindi’, culturally more legitimized.

The step from lingua franca to national language then brought up the question of 

Hindi’s subordinate status in its own province: subordinate in relation to English and, in the 

minds of the Indo-Muslim elite, to Urdu as well. How could Hindi reach the ‘highest honour’ 

under such circumstances? Once again, Dvivedi solved the question on the rational- 

discursive ground, by rejecting all other claims (for Urdu, Bengali, and of course English) 

and by presenting an opinion as an acknowledged fact.9 In this way, thorny questions like 

that of the script could be easily brushed aside: ‘In India we need not only one language but 

also one script, and this script can only be beautiful (sarvangasundar) and comprehensible 

Devanagari. On this point not only all Hindus of the country but many intelligent Muslims 

and Englishmen agree’.10

Thus, MahavTr Prasad Dvivedi could, by mere strength of argument, declare Hindi 

first a full-fledged language, then the language of a province (and, indirectly, of all Hindus 

of northern India) and finally the national language. The arguments he used were to be 

heard again and again in Hindi campaigns until 1950. Rationality and scientificity, which 

were useful tools in persuading British administrators, proved however less successful when 

dealing with other claimants. Hindi supporters used them as tools to dismiss other claims on 

an ostensibly ‘neutral’ ground. But now there was no ‘neutral arbiter’ to convince: now what 

was needed was a consensus in the public sphere that woud be both cultural and political. 

The hard line literary associations on both sides decided to keep left little ground for inner 

debate and for mutual compromise. We shall turn later in this, and in the following section 

to the political and practical contest. Let us first consider more closely the historical 

consciousness the Hindi claim was couched in, and how its historical lineage as defined by 

Hindi experts fitted in the exclusive Hindu history outlined in the third chapter. Such a 

historical sense, which pro-Hindi only implied, did not fail to incense Urdu supporters and 

further reduced the ground for compromise.

9 ‘Everybody knows that Bharatvarsa needs a common, country-wide language, because there can be 
no unity without it, and no progress without unity. Everybody acknowledges, too, that only Hindi can 
be that language: it is the language of mutual exchange’; ibid.
^  M.P. Dvivedi, ‘Roman lipi ke pracar se haniyam’, Sarasvati, April 1913, p. 248. At this stage, the 
issue of the script, so charged with symbolic overtones, could still thought to be solved on paper or by 
scholarly gatherings like the Ek-lipi Vistar Parishad of Calcutta (1905), of which Dvivedi was a 
member, and which reduced the contest to a ‘scientific’ assessment of the inherent qualities or faults 
of each script.
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5.2,2 Hindi’s lineage

Already in the first annual report in 1894 the Nagari PracarinI Sabha dwelt upon 

the origin of Hindi. In this historical outline, here in the summary provided by C.S. King, the 

fate of Hindi was shown to mirror closely that of the ‘Hindu nation’ - united, fallen and now 

resurgent - as discussed in chapter three. The ‘Indianness’, naturalness and antiquity of 

Hindi were emphasized so as to downplay Urdu as an artificial and foreign language, 

derived from a spoken (i.e. inferior) style of Hindi.

Hindi had existed as long ago as the reign of Raja Bhoja [XI century], but 
since no works had come from that time to the present, the PrthvTraj Raso [XII 
century] served to mark the origin of Hindi... The Muslim invasion of India, which 
came just about the time of the creation of this work, prevented further progress of 
Hindi. Muslims, seeing that they could not settle in India unless they knew Hindi, 
and realizing that Sanskrit-mixed Hindi presented difficulties, created Persian-mixed 
Urdu. Though Hindi poetry flourished even after the beginning of Muslim rule and 
the rise of Urdu, and was sometimes patronized even by Muslim rulers, Hindi prose 
language languished because it was considered to be of little significance. Sanskrit 
continued to be the most important language of prose. A few books on subjects such 
as religion, medicine, astrology and the like appeared during this period, but their 
language was either Braj Bhasha or such a bad Hindi that they could not even be 
considered literature. Prose received greater attention with the coming of English, 
however, and Lallu Lai created some of the first works in Hindi prose (such as Prem 
Sagar) under Dr Gilchrist.11

Thus, Hindi was presented as the language of India, without further specifications. 

While Urdu and Hindustani supporters dated the birth of Hindi from the modem 

development of Khari Boli in the nineteenth century,12 Hindi intellectuals could move back 

to an older past by simply expanding the range of languages covered by the term ‘Hindi’.13 

Although Muslim conquest had stopped its progress, the superiority and resilience of Hindi 

(i.e. of Hindus) was proved by the fact that Muslim rulers had to leam it in order to survive 

and govern, that Hindi (Braj) poetry held its sway even at their court and Sanskrit had 

retained its highest status. Urdu was but the bastard daughter of Hindi and Persian, and

11 C.S. King, The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, p. 316.
12 E.g. the statement by Dr Tara Chand, Principal of the Kayastha Pathshala, secretary of the 
Hindustani Academy and leading spokesman for Hindustani, that 'Hindi is 135 years old’. Tara 
Chand, ‘Some Misconceptions about Hindustani’, pamphlet printed at the Leader Press, n.d. but 
around 1939, p. 5; courtesy of Harimohan Malaviya.
13As King puts it: ‘the Sabha’s usage of the term “Hindi” expanded as it moved towards the past, and 
contracted as it moved towards the present. To give Hindi a glorious past, one had to include all of its 
elder sisters, but when one came to the present, only the youngest sister Khari Boli Hindi - received 
attention’; C.S. King, ‘The Nagari Pracharini Sabha’, p. 318. See in this respect Ayodhyasimh 
Upadhyay Harioudh’s Presidential speech at the first All-India Indian poetry meeting in Kanpur, 
December 1925; quoted in Madhuri, IV, pt. 2, 2, February 1926, p. 147.
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now Hindi, after the end of Muslim rule and the advent of British rule, had received new 

impulse and could resume its progress.

If in the nineteenth century controversy Urdu supporters had maintained that 

Hindi did not exist as a separate language, now it was the turn of Hindi supporters to say 

that Urdu was but a branch of Hindi. This view of the origin of the two languages, and of 

assimilating all medieval literary languages under the cover-term ‘Hindi’, informed literary 

historiography and Hindi textbooks.14

Like ‘Parsi Gujarati’, Urdu was but ‘mixed Hindi1, different from ‘pure Hindi’ only 

in lexicon - argued Lala Bhagvan Din and Ramdas Gaur. This justified their choice of 

including in their anthology on the development of Hindi prose for Sammelan and college 

students pieces originally in Perso-Arabic script by Urdu authors.15 Once all pre-modem 

forms of Hindi were assimilated under the same term, the presence of Muslim poets in the 

Hindi tradition and of Hindi as public language in Muslim courts until Akbar’s time could be 

taken as a proof of ‘how former Muslim poets had adopted Hindi with unshakable love... 

Their hearts, unlike those of contemporary Muslims, were not marred by narrow feelings’.16 

If only Muslims were acquainted with history, ran the argument, they, too, would realize 

the high status Hindi was accorded in Muslim courts and by Muslim poets in the past! Later, 

the more Aurangzeb ‘tried to crush Hindi, the more Hindus loved it and sheltered it in the 

temple of their hearts’.17

14 An alternative historiography was attempted under the aegis of the Hindustani Academy, but was 
easily dismissed as pro-Urdu in the ensuing Hindi-Hindustani controversy (see 5.3); see the speeches 
by Padmasimh J>arma, belatedly converted to the composite Indo-Persian tradition, collected in Hindi, 
urdu. aur hindustdni, Hindustani Akademi, Allahabad 1932 (3rd ed. 1951), In the pamphlet ‘Some 
misconceptions about Hindustani’, Tara Chand refuted the ‘Hindi tradition’ of the Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan and treated modem Khari Boli separately from the medieval neo Indo-Aryan dialects. 
Instead, he used Hindi in the meaning given by Muslim poets ffom the 13th century; he traced back a 
literary tradition in Hindustani from the 16th and 17th century and maintained that Urdu was just 
the literary form of of the speech known by the names of Hindustani, Khari Boli or Dehlavi, while 
phonetically and morphologically it was identical with modem Hindi. In practice he rejected the 
Hindi-Urdu divide and the emergence of a separate Hindi identity. Dr. Tara Chand, ‘Some 
Misconceptions about Hindustani’; see also his article ‘Hindustani kya hai?’, Carhd, XVII, pt. 1, 1, June 
1939, pp. 36 ft.
15 Bhagvan Din and R. Gaur, eds., Hindi bhasa sar, p. 9; see above 2.5.1. The authors included were 
Munshi Sadasukh, In^a Allah Khan, Nazir Ahmad and Ratannath SarSar. In£a Allah Khan’s Rani ketaki 
ki kaharii (1803) was included to ‘make our Muslim brothers reflect on how a famous Muslim citizen 
of Lucknow, an able writer of Urdu and Persian and a favourite and court poet of Nawab Saadat Ali 
Khan could consider writing a book in Hindi. Did he consider it worthless and dead, or was it rather a 
source of pride for him to be able to write a book in that language?!’; ib id , pp. 6-7. Munshi Sadasukh 
was appropriated as the first Hindi prose-writer: though his ‘Surasur nirnay’ was written in Shikasta 
script, ‘Munshiji wrote in the common language spoken by educated Hindus from Delhi to Prayag’ and 
though a scholar of Persian and Arabic, he did not use ‘foreign words’; ibid., pp. 2-3.
16 VaSisth, M.A., Hindl-prabhakar, ‘Hindi sahitya aur musalman kavi’, Camd, X, pt. 1, 2, December 
1931, p. 275.
17Ibid, pp. 274-5.
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Thus, the history of Hindi scholars and teachers engrained in textbooks followed 

closely the history of the Aryan-Hindu community outlined by Bharat-bhartl: poetry and 

scholarship supported each other: Hindi, the direct discendant of Sanskrit, had been 

downgraded from its position of hegemony during Muslim rule; the end of Muslim rule was 

the beginning of its new rise, which would culminate in its acceptance as the national 

language of independent India. Thus, while for one section of those who supported Hindi’s 

claim, like Gandhi, Hindi had to transcend this cultural faultline in order to really become 

the language of all Indians, for Hindi experts, as well as for Hindi politicians like Malavlya, 

Tandon etc., Hindi was the national language because it was culturally the language of the 

Hindu majority. The discourse on rasfrabhasa as the life-spirit of a commmunity that we 

found in Mahavlr Prasad DvivedI was retroactive. Like in Bha.rat-bh.arti, the fact that India 

was not united and did not have a national language was itself proof that it had once had 

one and had lost it: Hindi was that language. Thus, the multilingual past - indeed an 

essential feature of India - was denied, downplayed and misrepresented.

5.2.3 Support for the claim

Public support for this claim of Hindi and Devanagari to national status had first 

come in the nineteenth century from religious associations and in the form of scholarly 

consensus in Bengal.18 In fact, at the beginning of the century there still was, at least on 

paper, the will of an elite to put forward Devanagari as the national script of India.19 Even 

when the question came out of the secluded cabinet of the associations into the public

18 The first aim of the Ek-lipi Vistar Parisad of Calcutta was ‘to urge and increase the use of the 
Sanskrit script (Devanagari) everywhere and especially for all Indian languages’. Members were 
requested to fulfil the aim by printing books of various Indian languages in Devanagari, by lobbying 
for the use of Devanagari in schools, in the press, in public associations, and by putting pressure on 
the government, on local rulers and on Indian and foreign scholars. Members included government 
officials, inspectors of schools, university professors, writers, scholars, advocates and a few rulers, 
mostly from Bengal and North India but also from other parts of the country, and both Hindus and 
Muslims. Chandrakanta Tarkalankar was its distinguished president, Justice Shardacharan Mitra the 
secretary, and among the members were Rabindranath Tagore, Edwin Greaves, die Maharajas of 
Ayodhya, Darbhanga and Kalakankar, several Sanskrit professors from Presidency, Bethune and 
Government Sanskrit colleges in Calcutta, Mahavlr Prasad DvivedI, Lala SItaram and the Nagari 
PracarinI Sabha founders. A Devanagari Conference organised by the Parisad in Baroda in 1909 and 
hosted by the Maharaja, was presided by R.C. Dutt and R.G. Bhandarkar, with mostly non-Hindi 
scholars among the participants. See Ek-lipi vistar parisad - niyamdvaU., Calcutta n.d.; from the 
Aryabhasa Pustakalay, Banaras; see also Madhuri, I, pt. 2, 2, March 1923, p. 239.
19 As Svami Sraddhanand recalled in his welcome speech at the XIV Hindi Sahitya Sammelan 
meeting in Delhi in 1924, ‘the English Vice-President of the Ek-lipi Vistar Parisad once said in a 
speech that the Devanagari script should be publicized in the whole world since there is no other 
complete script. A Muslim Vice-President said that Indian Muslims should transcribe the Kuran in 
Devanagari’; quoted in Sammelan patrika, XI, 7-8 (1924), p. 275.
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arena, and much of the consensus was lost, Hindi campaigners could hark back to it to 

uphold their claim.

The claim found further institutional support in the local voluntary associations 

mentioned in the previous section, and in nascent religious reform associations. As we saw 

in section 2.5, the fifth rule of the Arya Samaj established Hindi (called aryabhasa) as the 

public language of the Samaj; Dayananda SarasvatT himself started using it for public 

preaching in 1874, and his translation of the Vedas in Hindi was, according to Lajpat Ray, 

‘the boldest act of his life’.20 The gradual adoption of Hindi, and that too in a Sanskritized 

version, by the Arya Samaj Punjabi Hindu service groups, which had been traditionally 

Urdu-educated, no doubt helped the identification between language and religious identity. 

The fact that the Arya Samaj was the sole force behind Hindi propaganda in the Punjab 

could not but strengthen it in the perception of other groups. Similarly, one of the first 

Hindu Sabhas, the Prayag Hindu Samaj of Allahabad (1880), was active both on Hindu 

community issues and on the Hindi-Urdu controversy; here Madan Mohan MalavTya 

emerged as a champion of both causes.21

While scholarly associations like the Nagari PracarinI Sabha undertook mostly 

literary activities and pushed for the gradual recognition of Hindi within the framework of 

the colonial state and its agencies - the judiciary, administrative and education systems -, 

the birth of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan (1910) out of the Sabha marked an important 

change. Though hardly active initially until the examination scheme gained momentum (see 

2.5), the Sammelan provided nonetheless a bridge between Hindi intellectuals and 

Congress politicians at a time when several of them, like Tilak and Gandhi, were starting to 

realize the importance of Hindi as a political language. The first ‘Conference on National 

Language and National Script’ was organised under the aegis of the Arya Samaj in Lucknow 

in December 1916; it was here that the issue of national language appeared to gain 

momentum and the political support of national leaders.22 Much of the subsequent effort of 

the Sammelan, as we shall see later in this section, would be directed at Congress rather 

than at the colonial government, both at the local and at the national level.

20 See L. Gupta, Hindi bhasa aur sahitya ko diyasamdj ki den, p. 26.
21 C.S. Bayly, The Local Roots of Indian Politics, pp. 105 ff.; see also J. Ltitt, Hindu-Nationalismus, pp. 
37 ff.
22 Gandhi presided; Annie Besant, MalavTya, Lala Munhram, Ramaswamy Iyer, Syamsundar Das, 
Satyadev Parivrajak and P.D. Tandon spoke, and Tilak and others sent messages of sympathy. The 
conference resolved that 'in order to increase unity in the country and to spread nationalist feelings, it 
is necessary to make use of a national script and national language for all matters concerning the 
country as a whole, and for this only Devanagari and Hindi are appropriate’; resolution quoted from 
Abhyuday, in Sammelan patrika, IV, 5 (January-February 1917), p. 180. Similar resolutions were 
passed die following year at the Aryabhasa Sammelan for the Annual festival of Gurukul Kangri, and 
at the second Rastrabhasa Sammelan in Calcutta in December, presided by Tilak; quoted in Sammelan 
patrika, IV, 8 (April-May 1917), pp. 252-3 and V, 7 (February-March 1918), p. 158.
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Thus, before 1920 among both nationalist leaders and Hindi intellectuals there 

appeared to be a general consensus on Hindi as the prospective national language. 

Especially eloquent in their support were leaders like Lajpat Rai, MalavTya, Tilak and 

Gandhi, each with different shades of argument; the Sammelan journal proudly reported all 

their statements. What Hindi activists and institutions did not seem to grasp at this stage 

was that the vocal support of a broad political movement and that of the government were 

of a different nature. While the latter carried, with all practical limitations, the letter of the 

law and of official authority, the former was subjected to the pressures of different 

claimants and to political considerations. Therefore, to Hindi activists and institutions the 

support of nationalist leaders would seem exasperatingly procrastinating.

During a speech in Kanpur in April 1917, on his Home Rule League tour of the 

province, Tilak expressed grief at not being able to deliver the speech in Hindi. To the 

correspondent of the popular Calcutta paper Bharatmitra Tilak said that there was no more 

doubt on the fact that Congress proceedings should take place in the ‘national language’, 

i.e. in Hindi. However, this could not happen yet. When the correspondent suggested that 

all Congress representatives should learn Hindi, Tilak again agreed in principle but refused 

to place the language question among urgent matters. What one could do was propaganda, 

he said, thus delegating responsibility to Hindi institutions. MalavTya’s stand was similarly 

temporizing, as the choice of English as medium in B.H.U. showed. What MalavTya, Tilak 

and Lajpat Rai shared though was a cultural affiliation with Hindi as the essentially ‘Indian’ 

language because of its Hindu core. Gandhi’s stand differed radically, partly because his 

politics was different, aiming at conciliation and compromise, but also because he rejected 

the cultural intemality of Hindi (see 5.3).

Vocal support from national leaders could only reassure common Hindi intellectuals 

that Hindi’s assurgence to the honour of national language was an unrefutable fact and only 

a matter of time.23 All the greater was their surprise when Gandhi and several other 

national leaders withdrew or qualified their support in the following decade, and Hindi’s 

claim was termed narrow and communal.

The first problems with this political support arose when Congressmen started 

taking side for Hindi in constitutional political venues: language was discussed heatedly in 

the local boards and provincial councils. Although nationalist leaders used Hindi in a

23 The special Congress Session in Nagpur in 1920 declared Hindi-Hindustani the national language 
of India, and a resolution presented by P.D. Tandon at the special Kokonada Congress introduced a 
change in the Congress rules according to which proceedings should be held in the national language 
‘as far as possible’. 'We have reached very near to our aim’ wrote the Sammelan patiika; *we should 
accept this statement provisionally, and after a while, we believe, the words “as far as possible” will 
be removed and Hindi - Hindustani will the language of Congress’, Sammelan patrika, XI, 5 (1924), 
p. 206. The same resolution was to be repeated at several other Congress meetings, a sign that its 
implementation was taking longer to materialise.
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symbolic protest against English as the colonial language, they quickly realized that there 

was more than one front to it. When e.g. in February 1917 C.Y. Chintamani asked in the 

U.P. Legislative Council that all court clerks and judges learn Hindi according to the 1900 

Resolution, British and Muslim members objected and the controversy spilt in the press.24 

After 1920, when former Non-Cooperators were elected to local boards, they exercised 

more than an indirect pressure on language policies (see 2.5).25 The most vociferous 

supporters of Hindi in the boards were Babu f5ivaprasad Gupta and Sampurnanand in 

Banaras, and P.O. Tandon and Babu Sahgamlal Agraval in Allahabad. They did manage to 

introduce Hindi in the municipal and district board offices, but once again this ‘nationalist’ 

anti-English move proved to be divisive, and Congress politicians in office discovered that 

public opinion was not always in their favour, and that they had different public opinions to 

mind about.26

Thus, language became for Congress a double-edged weapon, especially in the 

United Provinces. When Sahgamlal Agraval, MalavTya, Tandon etc. spoke in Hindi in the 

Legislative Assembly it was a powerful symbol of independence if it was used against the 

British. But when resolutions touching the script were raised or enforced, they were sure to 

touch a cultural faultline and create public animosity.27 Above all, Hindu members were 

now supposed to protect the interest of Hindi and Muslim members that of Urdu, with little 

or no space for ambiguity. When a motion on Hindi failed to pass at the Banaras Municipal

24 The U.P. Provincial Hindi Sahitya Sammelan Conference in Sitapur in October, which took place at 
the same time and in the same tent as the U.P. Political Conference, publicly thanked Chintamani for 
the step, though he was not known to be a Hindi supporter. In fact the atmosphere got so heated at 
the Political Conference that every speech in English was greeted with derision and cries for Hindi. As 
the reporter for the Bombay £rlvehkate$varsamacar remarked, ‘people have realized that it has become 
difficult to function without Hindi’; quoted by Sammelan patrika, V, 2 (October-November 1917), p. 
41. This marked an historical turn in the public perception of Hindi: from You cannot function with 
Hindi’ to You cannot function without Hindi’ (from ^  'FTC 4 $  ^  4̂kTI to f̂ RI ^  ^
^R T).
25 See the petition presented by a Representation of the Muslims of the United Provinces (India) to the 
Indian Statutory Commission, July 1928, Allahabad, p. 30; quoted in K. Dittmer, Die Indischen 
Muslims, p. 194.
26 E.g. in 1924 a committee was appointed by the Banaras Municipal Board to decide in which script 
die proceedings in Hindustani should be written. All Muslim members insisted that the proceedings 
be written in both scripts, while a Hindu member was driven to the point of saying that English 
would be better than such squabbles. Sivaprasad Gupta decided to make the debate public, and wrote 
an open letter to all Hindi newspapers. According to the Congress policy, he suggested a compromise: 
the script would be Devanagari, as it was simpler and more scientific, and the language would be 
called Urdu. Sivaprasad Gupta, ‘Ek lipi ka praffi’, Sammelan patrika, XI, 4 (1924), pp. 129-32. The 
reply of MadhurVs editor was fairly typical, in its mixture of rational argument and uncompromising 
stand: there was no doubt about the script, and to call the language Urdu would be a great mistake, 
loosing ground one had already conquered; ‘Ek lipi ka praSn aur babu Sivaprasad gupta’, Madhuri, II, 
pt. 2, 1, February 1924, pp. 128-29.
27 E.g. in February 1925 a Muslim League meeting in Allahabad issued a protest against the use of 
Hindi instead of Urdu in the local boards’ offices; the NagarT PracarinI Sabha picked up on that and 
warned all Hindu Sabhas, Sanatan Dharma Sabhas and Arya Samaj branches about it; see Sammelan 
patrika, XII, 8 (March 1925), pp. 3799-80.
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Board in 1926, the whole Hindi press (Aj, Hindi kesarl, Bharatmitra, Pratap, Abhyuday) 

sprang up in arms to condemn the Hindu members of treason, and spoke of it as a question 

of shame for the whole Hindu community.28

To summarize, by the mid-1920s a nationalist discourse of Hindi had become 

current: initially established by Hindi intellectuals and fostered by Hindi institutions, it was 

adopted by nationalist leaders for propaganda purposes. In June 1926, in a long review of 

25-30 years of Hindi efforts, veteran writer Lajjaram Mehta from Bombay could not hide his 

satisfaction for the great change occurred from the time when the English elite would laugh 

Hindi off and Hindi supporters worked unfailingly in the ‘urdu ka zamdna'. However, it was 

the support of national leaders which finally made the goal seem nearer, and now the day 

seemed not far when

the public drum [i.e. authority] of Hindi will resound from one comer to the other 
[of the country], and Indians speaking different languages, while improving their 
own languages, will perform dm for Hindi with clasped hands and bowed heads, 
and Hindi’s younger sister, or, if anyone objects to that name, Hindi’s elder sister, 
Urdu, will sacrifice herself standing at her side, and the language of the Raj, English, 
with all its pomp and pride, with its genius and terror, will garland Hindi with 
flowers.29

Yet, by the same time the potential divisiveness of this discourse, which Hindi 

rhetoric tended to mask, had also become apparent. While Congress insisted on the 

compromise formula of Hindi-Hindustani, Hindi activists did not want to see the efforts of a 

quarter of a century jeopardised. Once again they tried to shift the political question on the 

‘neutral’ ground of rationality by having experts decide which ‘style’ of Hindi would be best 

suited for the national language. In doing so, they were trying to find a national solution to 

their provincial contest with Urdu.

The defense of Hindi which took place in associations and in the Hindi press in the 

1930s, which will be the subject of the following section, reflects a wider and more complex 

conflict of authority. While seeking out politicial influence and support in the Congress, a 

support that would ensure the future status of Hindi, Hindi activists and associations 

successfully defended their own role and authority as ‘Hindi experts’, a role they had 

acquired with the colonial government. In this way, rather than rallying a broad consensus

28 See Sammelan patiika, XIII, 7 (February 1926), p. 231.
29 ‘If Hindostani is chosen, our Hindi will become a provincial language instead of attaining the 
honour of national language, and we shall thrust miles back the treasure of Sanskrit literature’. Apart 
from ‘a couple of languages of Madras’ [sic!], all Indian languages originated from Sanskrit, thus a 
simple language with a reservoir of Sanskrit words was the style Mehta suggested. All will agree, he 
concluded, apart from Muslims in the United Provinces and Punjab; Lajjaram Mehta, ‘Bharatvarsa kl 
rastrabhasa’, Madhuri, IV, pt, 2, 5, June 1926, p. 620. See also ‘Hindi bhasa, lipi aur sahitya’, 
Sammelan patrika, VIII, 9 (1921), pp. 208-9, quoted from Saurabh, where a similar answer was 
suggested: a few scholars should decide a style, and people should accept it.
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in the struggle against English, they fell back on their old role in the Hindi-Urdu 

controversy. In the process they had to tighten the cultural boundaries of the language and 

their control over language policing, treading further on the path of exclusion. However, as 

only a few critics pointed out, in their obsession with rastrabhasa Hindi campaigners had 

forgotten Hindi’s own frailties and its subordinate position in the Hindi heartland.30

30 One of them was Dhlrendra Varma who, despite his links with the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan and his 
official position as Head of the Hindi department at Allahabad University, cautiously distanced 
himself from their triumphalism; see his article ‘Hindi rastrabhasa banane ka moh’, Sarasvad, July 
1938, pp. 2-4; see also his earlier book Hindi-rastra yd subd hindustdm, in which he questioned 
several nationalist assumptions; D. Varma, Hindi-rbstra yd suba hindustdm, Leader Press, Allahabad 
1930.
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5.3 Hindi or Hindustani?

In the previous section we anticipated that political support for Hindi rastrabhhasa 

was not as straightforward as Hindi supporters wished and expected. In this section we 

examine the Hindi-Hindustani controversy that raged in the literary and political spheres in 

the late 1930s. This controversy was in many ways a culmination of the processes discussed 

in the previous sections. Firstly, it marked the climax of the institutionalization of Hindi and 

of the efforts to establish it as the public language of North India and of India tout court, 

both in terms of state language (rdjbhdsd) and of national language (rastrabhasa). It 

marked also the crystallization of the nationalist discourse of Hindi with its historical 

consciousness and its rigid linguistic faultlines. Secondly, it confirmed the authority of a 

literary association like the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan as the final judge on the public issue of 

language. Thirdly, the controversy exposed the tensions of Hindi self-assertion in dealing 

with other subjects and claims, and between literary and political authority. Not only 

literary autjorities found it hard to switch to a different approach when it was not the 

colonial sarkar they were appealing to but their ‘own’ national institution, the Congress; 

they also found it hard to make themselves heard by Congress leaders. These three 

perspectives will be our guides in unravelling the meaning of the controversy for the 

development of the Hindi public sphere, and its consequences for the fate of Hindi in 

independent India.

The need for crucial Congress support in propelling Hindi for the status of 

rastrabhasa seemed fulfilled when a triumphant Gandhi sat on the presidential seat of the 

8th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Indore in 1918.1 He seemed to incarnate perfectly 

the aim of the Sammelan when he suggested a plan for Hindi propaganda in the South; for 

this he provided the finance and political blessing, while the Sammelan provided human

Already in Hind Swaraj (1909) Gandhi had expressed himself against English and in favour of Hindi 
as the national language of India. After he spoke in Hindi at the Congress Session in Lucknow in 
1916, Tandon invited him to preside the 8th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in Indore. The huge crowd 
welcoming him at the station, the enthusiasm of volunteers who carried Gandhi’s carriage on their 
shoulders, the official parade with elephants and horses through the streets of the city, the great tent 
for ten thousand people, the long and loud clapping when Gandhi took the presidential seat all 
marked a massive public celebration of both Gandhi and Hindi. The meeting also provided for several 
Hindi literary people the first occasion to hear and meet Gandhi in person; for a description and 
report on the proceedings, see Sammelan patrika, V, 8-9 (March-May 1918), pp. 181-206.
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resources and expertise.2 In the years to follow, propaganda in the South, especially in 

Madras, proved to be the most sensational enterprise of the Sammelan, and the most 

successful together with the examinations (see 2.5.3).3

However, Gandhi’s view of Hindi, also an ideological construct, differed 

substantially from that of the Sammelan: for him, too, Hindi was to supersede English, but 

it was also the language of village India, a spoken language that cut across literacy and 

script divides:

I cannot find the softness I find in village speech either in the way our Muslim 
brothers speak in Lucknow or pandits speak in Prayag. The best language is one 
which common people can understand; everyone understands village speech.4

Although the assembly silently accepted his definition, probably only too happy to 

have found such an influential and popular patron,5 this view went completely against fifty 

years of public efforts for Hindi in the Hindi press and by literary institutions, not in the 

least by the Sammelan. Indeed, when polemics flared up after Gandhi was once again 

invited to preside the 24th Sammelan meeting in Indore in 1935 - undoubtedly to repeat 

the successful performance of 1918, to give new lustre to the organisation6 and to enhance

2 Gandhi suggested first Tandon and then the Sammelan to set up Hindi teaching classes and 
instructing Hindi teachers from the South. Before presenting his plan in front of the assembly he had 
secured the financial help of the Maharaja of Indore, who donated Rs. 10,000, and more were 
promised by other patrons; ibid., pp. 199-202. According to Kaka Kalelkar’s remembrances, Tandon 
was sceptic about the plan at first, but accepted when Gandhi told him with some emphasis that the 
Sammelan should otherwise withdraw its claim that Hindi can be the national language of India, or 
he should resign from secretary of the Sammelan; Kaka Kalelkar, ‘Ra§trabhasa-pracar: gandhljl aur 
tandanji ka sahyog’, in Gandhi-tandan-smrti-ank, Sammelan patrika, LV, 3-4 (June-December 1969), 
p. 25.
^Some youth were sent from the South to Allahabad for training, and from Gandhi’s ashram Harihar 
3arma was sent to Madras to set up Hindi courses. Gandhi also sent his younger son D elias (who did 
not know Hindi at the time) and the experienced preacher Svami Satyadeva ‘Parivrajak’. In 18 years 
six hundred thousand South Indians were taught Hindi, forty-two thousand sat for the special 
examinations, six hundred teachers were trained, who worked in four hundred and fifty centres, all 
for the limited expense of six lakhj; rupees; see Gandhi’s speech at 24th Indore Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan, 1935, quoted ibid., p. 130. Propaganda work in Tamil Nadu and Andhra was not matched 
by similar efforts in other provinces.
4 ‘Hindu preachers and Muslim maulvis give speeches in Hindi throughout Hindustan. And the 
illiterate people understand them’ he wrote in ‘Kya aiigrezl rastrabhasa ho saktT hai?’ (tr. of a Gujarati 
article), quoted in Sammelan patrika, V, 10 (June-Juy 1918), p. 227.
5 Gandhi’s presidentship of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan seemed to put Hindi more urgently on the 
Congress agenda, and at the following Sammelan meeting in Bombay (April 1919), presided by 
MalavTya for the second time, an unprecedented number of nationalist leaders attended: apart from 
Gandhi, Sarojini Naidu Rajendra Prasad, K.R. Iyengar, Jamunadas Dvarkadas, Rajagopalachari, 
Avantibhai Gokhale, etc" all put up an appearance. Rajendra Prasad invited the next Sammelan to 
Patna, where it was held in March 1920.
6 Throughout the 1920s we find complaints about the inefficiency, inactivity and inner squabbles of 
the Sammelan, all of which left little time or energy for anything else. Tandon, who was the secretary 
and factotum of the Sammelan for the first ten years, moved to Lahore from 1925 to 1929 to work for 
the Punjab National Bank; this allowed a rival faction, comprising Ramjllal Sarma, Laksmldhar 
VajpeyT and other book-publishers, to gain control of the managing committee and the main posts:
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Hindi’s daim within the Congress - and instead he made the Sammelan formally accept his 

Hindi-Hindustani definition, many spoke of a ‘sudden turn’ in Gandhi’s policy, even of a 

betrayal. Rather, even in 1918 when Gandhi spoke of Hindi he clearly intended Hindustani, 

to be written in both scripts.

Judging by their extreme reactions, it seems that most Hindi intellectuals felt 

threatened in their own raison d ’etre and in what had been their life-long mission. In 

January 1936, Sudha’s editor spoke of the Sammelan's pro-Muslim attempt at ‘killing Hindi’. 

In a highly charged note abounding in sepulchral metaphors, the editor predicted that all 

Hindi literature would have to be cremated, since none fitted in the Hindustani framework 

of Gandhi, the ‘blind bhakta of Muslims’.7 Behind the objection of Hindi intellectuals to 

Gandhi’s emphasis on spoken language and their own emphasis on the written form, we 

may read several motives. Firstly, they believed that for the honour (pad) of rastrabhasa, 

status, and hence a literature and a ‘high’ idiom, were more important than popularity. 

Secondly, literature expressed the cultural character and pedigree of Hindi; it had also been 

their main avenue of self-assertion - through ‘useful’ literature, the curriculum, the making 

of a canon, etc. - and of expressing their own nationalism. In this perspective, the fact that 

Congress leaders disregarded such literary efforts and were in fact professed ignoramuses

the remarkable growth of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan examinations was very profitable for 
publishers if their text-books were included in the syllabus. In 1927 the Ramjllal J>arma-led managing 
committee attempted to take control of the Madras branch and launched a defamation campaign 
against Harihar Sarma to take over the office property; only Malavlya’s intervention restored it to 
Gandhi, to whom he had entrusted it as president of the 9th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in Bombay in 
1919. It is only Banarsldas CaturvedI, who had a penchant for loud controversies, who reveals the 
scheme and gives some names; all other accounts either speak of a ‘painful incident’ or do not 
mention it at all; see Vital bharat, I, pt. 1, 4, April 1928, pp. 457 ff. The furious dalbandi 
(factionalism), as it was called in the press (glossing over details), lasted for over a decade; Ramjllal 
£>arma himself died in 1931. ‘Election Sammelans' like the 20th in Calcutta in May 1931 were reduced 
to a squabble over managing posts and a public ritual of speeches and ‘lifeless resolutions’. The 
appointed presidents, prestigious but ‘exhausted’ figures would give a speech, preside the proceedings 
and then remain idle for the rest of the year; since the office was located in Allahabad while 
presidents belonged to different places, the administration remained in the hands of the secretaries 
living there; see editorial note in Madhuri, DC, pt. 2, 4, May 1931, p. 603.
7 The article went on saying that because of his pious wishes, poor Hindi would have to discard its 
polished vest to put on a rustic, half-Muslim costume in order to fulfil its aim. But how could Hindi, 
Sanskrit’s daughter and the language of cow-protecting, non violent image-worshippers who 
considered India their only land ever come to terms with the ever-communalist language of cow- 
eating image-destroyers, who considered Arabia and Iran their motherland, and whose foreign culture 
was violent, brutal and always -longing back to a Muslim empire? Luckily a few patriots like Dr 
Savarkar were pointing to the right solution, i.e. to stop trying vainly to woe Muslims. Editorial 
‘Sahitya-sammelan aur hindl Id hatya’, Sudha, EX, pt. 1, 6, January 1936, pp. 692-3. Evidently, 
reactions could be quite extreme. A more laconic DevTdatt !sukla, Sarasvatfs  editor, commented 
sarcastically, in an editorial note in the July 1935 issue, that Hindi speakers had been misguided so 
far in believing that Hindi had already been accepted as the national language. The honour was to be 
bestowed on a language which had no literature yet; and if the Hindustani Academy had so far been 
unsuccessful in establishing its written form, how could the new Sammelan think of succeeding in the 
same task? D. 3ukla, Sampadak ke pacds vars, pp. 76-77.
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about Hindi literature was felt as deeply humiliating and suspicious.8 The language 

controversy thus took the form of a struggle for authority: should it rest with national 

politicians or with Hindi ‘experts’?

The Congress strategy was to assert its own authority by appropriating the 

Sammelan and taking over Hindi propaganda.9 Thus, in the years following the 1935 

Indore Sammelan, Congress leaders and activists flocked to Sammelan meetings and were 

elected presidents.10 The Hindi world itself split into two camps, where different 

intellectuals and activists militated for different reasons. In the Hindustani camp, apart from 

Congressmen like Rajendra Prasad, J. Nehru, Vinoba Bhave, Kaka Kalelkar, Rajagopalachari, 

Pandit Sundarlal, Jamnalal Bajaj, were intellectuals of mixed Indo-Persian culture like 

Premcand or Dr Tarachand, or those who followed Gandhi and did not feel too strongly 

about the issue anyway, like Jainendra Kumar or Raykrsnadas.11 In the Hindi camp there 

were Hindi politicians like Tandon, Sampurnanand, V. N. TivarT, Balkrsna 3arma ‘Navm’, 

those who believed that Hindi had the strength to be open and accommodating, like 3iva 

Prasad Gupta, Baburao Visnu Pararkar, Nirala, Ramvilas 3arma; those who subscribed to the 

Hindi-Hindu history and believed it was now time for Hindi to rule, and those who had 

devoted their lives to Hindi enterprises, like Laksmldhar Vajpeyl, 3rinarayan Caturvedi, 

Ambikaprasad Vajpeyl, ViyogI Hari, KiSoridas Vajpeyl and DevTdatt 3ukla. Despite existing 

tensions among Hindi supporters about the language policy and the authority of the old 

Sammelan, they reacted defensively to the attempted take-over. In fact, these were possibly 

the first statements by nationalist-minded Hindi literati decrying national leaders (see 6.4). 

Sammelan meetings between 1938 and 1941, in Simla, Banaras and Abohar, witnessed 

furious debates and the successful attempt by Hindi supporters to regain control of the

8 More about this ‘humiliation’ below in 6.4.
9 At the Nagpur Sammelan of 1936 Gandhi launched a new institution for Hindi propaganda in 
central India, the Rastrabhasa Pracar Sabha, to be housed in Wardha. After the take-over of the 
Sammelan failed, Gandhi preferred to start an autonomus organisation for propaganda in the South, 
the Hindustani Pracar Sabha; see Ramdhan Simh ‘Dinkar’, ‘Hindl-hindustanI vivad’, in Gandhi-tandan 
smrti ahk, pp. 36 ff.
111 In May 1936, Rajendra Prasad presided the XXV Sammelan meeting in Nagpur, while Kaka 
Kalelkar presided the welcome committee, and in April Gandhi inaugurated the new Sammelan 
library in Allahabad. Young Ajneya, who was attending a Sammelan meeting for the first time and 
reported the proceedings at Nagpur for Vital Bharat, remarked that ‘the first thing to disturb 
(khataknd) me was that the “All-India Hindi Sahitya Sammelan” was neither an all-Indian nor a 
literary meeting. The atmosphere there was political rather than literary’. What he meant by it, he 
explained, was not Rajendra Prasad’ speech but the atmosphere of intrigue and the presence of 
political activists rather than literary personalities. Ajneya, ‘Sammelan merit kya dekha, suna aur 
soca’, Visal bharat, XVIII, 1, June 1926, p. 674. The next Sammelan meeting in Madras in March 
1937 saw again a Congress politician elected as president: Jamnalal Bajaj instead of Maithill^aran 
Gupta; see Camd, XV, pt. 2, 1, May 1937, pp. 103-5.
11 K. Vajpeyl, Sahityik jivan ke anubhav, p. 83.
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organisation.12 What national Congress leaders, mostly in favour of Hindustani, did not take 

enough into consideration was how crucial the issue of Hindi self-assertion was to the Hindi 

public sphere, and how far the institutionalization of the Hindi had already reached. 

Further, by fighting on the ground of a Hindi organisation they had to deal with the cultural 

intemality of the public and the press. In fact, the series of article in favour of Hindi in 

1939-40 by Congressman V.N. Tivari, former Chief Whip of the U.P. Legislative Assembly, 

were decisive in upholding Hindi’s claim in the political sphere and in upsetting the 

Realpolitik of other Congress leaders.13 It was finally the academic authority of Amamath 

Jha, Vice-Chancellor of Allahabad University and president of the Abohar session of the 

Sammelan, that settled the tussle within the Sammelan in favour of Hindi and reaffirmed 

Hindi’s claim to be the national language of India.14 The victory within the Hindi Sahitya 

Sammelan marked the end of a possible Hindi-Hindustani compromise and the reassertion 

of the authority of experts and the strategy of committees in dealing with the language 

question.15

To summarize, the controversy over Hindi-Hindustani may have seemed a trivial 

one in the mind of nationalists engaged with winning independence for the country. For the 

Hindi sphere, however, it was an issue that involved its own existence and development 

thus far. Hence, passionate ‘rational’ debates over minute points of style and history reflect

12 The story of those momentuous sessions has been retold with ample details in Hindi sources. At 
the XXVII Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in Simla in 1938 the debate raged furiously for three days. On the 
fourth, Srlnarayan Caturvedi of the Hindi camp staged a successful attempt to regain control by 
having a list of pro-Hindi names accepted for the managing committee, with the tacit support of P.D. 
Tandon and B.V. Pararkar, the appointed president; K. Vajpeyl, ‘Hindi gahga ke bhagirath’, in Gandhl- 
Tandon-smrti-ahk, pp. 210-1. At the next session in Benares in December 1939, presided by 
Ambikaprasad Vajpeyl, with Rajendra Prasad and Kaka Kalelkar present, Vertkate  ̂ Narayan Tivari 
gave a proweful speech against Hindustani. Tandon assured the audience that the Nagari script 
would not be tampered with, and even Rajendra Prasad declared that Hindi would not be wronged; 
quoted in D. Jsukla, Sampadak ke pactis vars, p. 104.
12 See e.g. V.N. Tivari, ‘Hindi banam urdu’, Sudhd, XII, pt. 2, 1, February 1939, pp. 3, 5.
14Although he had been a member of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan for only one year, Amamath Jha, 
professor of English and Vice-Chancellor of Allahabad University was elected president instead of 
Rajendra Prasad. In his speech, Jha emphatically upheld the original goal of Hindi Sahitya Sammelan: 
‘to spread Devanagari script all over the country and to try to make Hindi the national language’. In 
this light, the Hindi-Hindustani defmition was ‘unnecessary5: everyone knew that Hindustani was an 
artificial creation, and Hindi descended directly from Sanskrit. He personally liked Urdu poetry, but 
that did not detract from the fact that Hindi and Urdu literature breathed two different atmospheres; 
Abohar XXX Hindi sahitya sammelan ka vistj t  vivaran, Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad 1941, pp. 
19-23. Jha’s speech was greeted with resounding success, ‘and the supporters of Hindustani saw what 
the nation really wanted’. Kaka Kalelkar attended the session with a couple of disciples, but he took 
no active part; K. Vajpeyl, Sdhityik jivan ke anubhav, p. 86.
*5 A Lipi-Vistar-Parisad, chaired by Kaka Kalelkar, had tried this avenue, and the grammar committee 
headed by Tancjon worked out fanciful grammatic changes, which included abolishing gender for 
verbal forms and making all words ending in consonant masculine (!); quoted in Sudhd, X, pt. 2, 4, 
May 1937, p. 359. Again in evidence here is the tendency to to solve problems not through general 
consensus but by decree, by the authority of a select committee of ‘experts’.
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a wider and deeper anxiety about the authority of Hindi intellectuals within the nationalist 

movement and in the future state. Hindi supporters and intellectuals believed that through 

their long-drawn efforts they had earned the right to stake the claim for Hindi as the 

national language, and for themselves as respected authorities. The Congress stand in 

favour of Hindustani seemed to belie all this.

Yet, Hindi’s victory within the Sammelan was a paradoxical victory, one that would 

be repeated in the Constituent Assembly and that foreshadowed Hindi’s future position in 

independent India. First of all, it was a victory that refused compromise with other subjects 

and accepted them only as subordinate to the Hindi-Hindu cultural mainstream. In this 

respect, Hindi supporters pursued the same line of separate self-assertion they had pursued 

with the colonial administration. They asserted their authority over Congress in a way that 

would have been impossible with the British sarkar - in that they staked their claim for a 

space for Hindi that was hegemonic over Hindustani and Urdu - and yet, by pursuing such 

an exclusive language as their rastrabhasa, they further weakened its chances to really 

replace English as the language of the nation. Their faith in their own discourse and in the 

letter of the law prevented them to appreciate the stuctural weakness of Hindi (and the 

strengths of English). In this respect, the fate of Hindi reflected that of Hindi politicians like 

Tandon or Sampurnanand (see 6.2), in that its authority remained provincial.

The Hindi victory was also a victory of the Sammelan; it reinforced its authority and 

that of its hard-line language policy within the Hindi literary sphere at the cost of other, 

more flexible stands. It was the inevitable outcome of the process of institutionalization and 

cultural self-assertion that had started in the nineteenth century. In the urgency of the 

moment the Sammelan was been able to galvanize Hindi literary people and create public 

momentum at the cry of ‘Hindi in danger’, but this did not mean that it would become more 

amenable to voices from the literary public sphere. On the strength of their position at the 

head of academic institutions and of text-book production, as ministers and prominent 

leaders, Hindi intellectuals and politicians would managed to impose their style of 

rastrabhasa. as mother-tongue and public language, and their cultural and historical view as 

the established one in independent India.
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5. Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter how the notion of nij bhasa - borrowed from less 

diverse linguistic contexts and in reaction to the growing hegemony of English - acquired 

several dimensions after it was first mooted in the nineteenth centuiy. The notion 

accompanied an increasing assertion of community and regional identities, which, initially, 

were being defined not so much by conflict with colonial authorities as by internal 

dissensions. Thus the notion of a pure (or purified) Hindi emerged out of a fractious debate 

with the advocates of Urdu. A class division was sought to be created between the well" 

entrenched Urdu elite and what was generally projected as the wider and more popular 

domain of Hindi-speakers.

Colonial authorities played an ambiguous role in these newly-created linguistic 

debates. They followed two different policies in education and administration, and thereby 

managed to appease the advocates of both Urdu and Hindi, Indeed, by encouraging official 

representations of both languages at special Commissions and Panels, they bestowed social 

and political legitimacy on a host of pro-Hindi and pro-Urdu organisations.

Meanwhile, the self-definitions of these groups were being constantly clarified. The 

issue of Nagari script came to be closely linked with a larger Hindu cultural self-assertion 

which did not tolerate any truck with Persian, Arabic or any other foreign language. Urdu 

on the other hand had long been going through its own period of self-purification and was 

getting increasingly Persianized. However, both languages, though locked in mutual 

antagonism, remained in subordinate positions vis-a-vis English.

We then examined the appropriation of Hindi by an exclusionary nationalist 

discourse that glossed over most definitional and practical difficulties in its determination to 

create a unitary linguistic consciousness. One main proponent of this discourse was Mahavlr 

Prasad DvivedI whose notion of nij bhasa shaded into the notion of rastrabhasa before 

finally turning into a political and historical imperative whose time had come after decades 

of domination by Urdu and English. In this view, all regional and popular variations in Hindi 

were sidelined in favour of a supra-regional, purified language which ideally could be 

understood by all Indians. Proponents of this view held that Hindi chronologically pre-dated 

Urdu, indeed was present at its birth; they saw Hindi as the neglected concomitant of the 

once-glorious and now-abject Hindu nation which foreign invaders had undermined 

politically and culturally as well as linguistically. Active support for this view came from the 

Arya Samaj whose advocacy of a Vedic, purified Hinduism jelled well with a purer 

Sanskritized Hindi. The Hindi Sahitya Sammelan provided important links between Hindi
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unitarism and the Congress-led nationalist movement. However, the latter often took 

equivocal stances on the issue of Hindi, hemmed in as it was by special interest groups 

within the Congress and other political considerations. This caused much exasperation and 

annoyance to pro-Hindi activists, who wished to press ahead with their agenda regardless of 

its potential divisiveness, and who, when faced with obstacles, further hardened their 

overall position on the linguistic content and future political role of Hindi. For them after 

all the language question was their main raison d ’etre.

The Hindi-Hindustani controversy of the late 1930s came as a culmination of these 

various processes. By this time, Hindi had grown enough in the public sphere of press, 

education, cultural and political activities and discourses to warrant the claim of substituting 

English altogether and becoming the national language of India. However, originally 

accepted by the activists of the now established Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Gandhi’s advocacy 

of village Hindi turned out to be something very different, much closer in fact to Hindustani 

than the participants at the 1918 Sammelan had imagined. This created on one hand 

distrust between leaders of the freedom struggle and the Hindi cultural advocates; on the 

other, it cleared the decks for a confrontation within the Hindi sphere between advocates of 

Hindi and Hindustani. In some ways this paralleled the conflict between liberal-secular and 

conservative elements that formed the political and cultural mainstream of the 1930s, while 

in others ̂ /gave vent to issues regarding the authority and autonomy of vernacular 

intellectuals vis-a-vis political leaders. Activists on both sides of the divide passionately 

believed in the cultural role they assumed for themselves and Hindi.

In the end it was Hindi that could be said to have triumphed over Hindustani after 

decisive interventions by authoritative academics and politicians. The triumph was followed 

by victories on the legislative and executive fronts; but it was a pyrrhic victory. As it 

gathered strength and champions, the cause of Hindi - which was put to different uses; 

hitched to the nationalist movement and tacked onto the agenda for a sectarian kind of 

cultural self-assertion - had always deflected attention from what were very real internal 

weaknesses in the infrastructures of Hindi, and from the distance between the ‘pure’ 

language of associations and the more mixed one of the different Hindi publics. These 

inadequacies were either never addressed or glossed over as Hindi activists and associations 

fixed their attention on the cherished honour of national language, the panache for all evils, 

including English. It was always enough to claim supremacy for Hindi - and concomitantly 

for the Hindi-Hindu cultural elite of North India - even if the reasons for this supremacy 

remained abstract, and actual propaganda worked against the popular potential of the 

language. When the battles were won what remained in the end was a conservative 

provincial cultural establishment, a disgruntled non-conformist intelligentsia and a kind of 

cultural and linguistic arrogance which only succeeded in antagonising other linguistic and 

cultural groupings and thus sealing the fate of Hindi in modern independent India where it
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remained, despite state patronage, a much-resented language of subordinate officialdom, 

severed both from its expansive popular potential and from the practical usefulness, status 

and intellectual vastness of English.

The reasons for this pyrrhic victory can be searched partly in the weaknesses 

intrinsic in the Hindi claim and claimants - cultural exclusiveness, heavy reliance on literary 

use of the language and over-confidence in political patronage. Partly, however, they lie in 

the peculiar trajectory of the nationalist movement, and in the tension between its populist 

and cultural discourse, enthusiasm for mass participation and for a diffuse political culture 

on the one side, and the temptation to take on the ruling and civilising role of the colonial 

rulers, and the intrinsic logic of institutionalisation on the other. This tension was to become 

apparent to Hindi intellectuals in the course of the two decades, roughly from the time of 

Non-Cooperation to the first provincial Congress ministry: as in the case of the language 

question, it took the shape of a conflict between intellectual and political authority, and 

between individual authority acquired in the literary public sphere of the journals and the 

authority vested in literary or political institutions.

The following and last chapter explores these tensions within the Hindi political 

sphere. Without attempting a historical coverage of the period and the area, it rather seeks 

to explore the placing of Hindi intellectuals and politicians in the political sphere by 

distinguishing a constitutional and a non-constitutional terrain. We shall also see how the 

cultural and historical consciousness outlined in the chapters so far influenced Hindi 

Congress leaders, and at the fate of the English-Hindi divide in twenty years of nationalist 

movement.
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Chapter 6 

The Hindi political public sphere

6.1 The constitutional and non-constitutional domains and the Hindi public sphere

How can we get svardjya with the boards?
(3rikrsnadatt Pallval)1
How can we get svardjya by leaving schools?
(Sumangal PrakaS’s father)2

The previous chapter ended with a phyrric victory over the language question, after 

a controversy that was directly political and yet saw intellectuals and politicians taking sides 

on cultural rather than political lines. The language question was perhaps, along with 

education, the most directly ‘political’ issue on which Hindi intellectuals claimed to be 

heard. Yet the relationship between the literary and the political sphere extended far 

beyond that. It is not the aim of this chapter to give a political history of the Hindi area 

during this phase.3 Rather, our focus will be on the relationship between the literary sphere 

and its actors and the changing political sphere.

1920 was an important date in the history of political culture in India: it marked the 

beginning of a new phase in the nationalist movement, where mass politics, vernaculars, 

popular subjects, counter-symbols and authority would play an unprecedented role. The 

public of nationalist discourse finally seemed to be physically there. New leaders and a new 

party would emerge from this phase of the movement, and by the end of the decades under 

study a political leadership would be ready to inherit the reins of the country.

In this first section we shall trace the access and role of Hindi intellectuals and 

politicians in the changing domains of constitutional and non-constitutional politics. In the 

literary sphere we saw that a process of autonomous activism and institution-building went 

side by side with pressure on, and co-operation with, the colonial state. For instance, 

literary associations from the nineteenth century onwards not only pursued their 

autonomous literary agenda; they also maintained the notion that independent activities

1 Srikrsnadatt Pallval, ‘Kaunsilorh dvara svarajya’, Vised bharat, February 1936, p. 449.
2 ‘3ri Sumangal Praka£ ke samsmaran’, in Krsnanath, ed., Kail vidyapith hlrak ja y  arid. Abhinandan 
granth, Jnanmandal, Banaras 1983, p. 185.
3 For political studies, see Gyanendra Pandey, The Ascendancy of the Congress in the United Provinces; 
Sumit Sarkar, Modem India, 1917 to 1947, Macmillan, Delhi 1983; F. Robinson, Separatism among 
Indian Muslims, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1974.
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were always best enhanced by state support - even when the colonial state had long ceased 

to appear a benevolent agency. The presence of nationalist-minded officers sensitive to the 

Hindi project always left, so to speak, an open door.

We find a similar double-track in the political sphere, too, we shall argue. The 

nationalist movement was both concerned with entering colonial institutions, gradually 

occupying the state in order to change it from within, and also with autonomous activism, 

mobilising more and more popular groups, antagonizing the state and erecting a counter

authority. Thus, in this first section we shall use constitutional and non-constitutional 

politics as co-ordinates to trace political idioms, attitudes to the state and notions of the 

public among Hindi intellectuals and politicians.

In the second section we consider literary and political attitudes to the peasants and 

the critique of a peasant leader in order to ask to what extent the Hindi literary and political 

intelligentsia made space for ‘other’, popular subjects, and to what extent these could form a 

‘subaltern counter-public’'1 in Hindi. The question, we shall see, is directly linked to 

intellectuals’ views of Indian society and Indian culture discussed in the previous chapters.

In the third section we shall focus on Hindi politicians in order to see how they 

moved in constitutional and non-constitutional arenas, how sensitive they were about 

popular politics and ‘other’ subjects and publics, how they moved in bilingual nationalist 

politics, and finally how they related to the Hindi literary sphere.

In the fourth and last section a clash between Hindi intellectuals and politicians will 

allow us to turn to the issue of authority; in turn, this will help us in assessing the 

relationship between politicians and intellectuals and, by extension, between the literary 

and the political sphere at the end of the period under scrutiny.

Before we start, let us recall some peculiarities of the Hindi public sphere that 

distinguish it from Habermas’s account and that will help us assess the achievements of 

Hindi intellectuals, politicians and contesting subjects such as peasants; these include the 

simultaneous emergence of a political dimension to the public sphere; the role of literature 

in forming a political public; multi-lingualism, and especially bi-lingualism of Engish and the 

vernacular; and finally the peculiar constraints of the colonial state.

Firstly, as we mentioned in the introduction, one peculiarity of the Hindi public 

sphere was that, compared with European examples, it developed a political dimension 

from the start. In fact, the script controversy over the official language policy made writing 

in Hindi-Nagari itself a political issue. The early Hindi press, too, from Bhartendu onwards, 

had been directly political, commenting on official policies, albeit in humorous literary style,

4 See Nancy Fraser’s definition of ‘subaltern counterpublics’ as ‘parallel discursive arenas where 
members of subordinate social groups invent and circulate counterdiscourses to formulate 
oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests and needs’; Nancy Fraser, 'Rethinking the 
Public Sphere’, p. 124.
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debating ‘public matters’ and taking topical issues as the theme of literature.5 In their 

attempt to create a public sphere that was public (= civic) but did not involve the state, 

early nationalists realized that this could be done best through literature. Thus we saw that 

the new notions of literature (see 2.2), of sahitya-seva and of literary activism animating 

early journals and associations were pervaded by ideas of ‘public good’, ofjati and service to 

the community.

Secondly, one characteristic feature of such Hindi literary activities in the 

nineteenth century was, however, that they happened without a public. Journals were 

launched without subscribers, distribution or readership. Literary associations were often 

attempts at giving a public dressing to meetings among friends, or else semi-official protocol 

devoid of audience support. Even plays - the most self-consciously public genre - were put 

up by small circles of amateurs in private homes.6 That is, though these initiators certainly 

attempted to reach out, form and educate a public, who this public was or would be was 

more a tentative, presumed, notion than a reality. As we saw in the previous chapters, 

subsequent activists and intellectuals tried to find a language in which to speak of this 

cohesive, if composite, public formed out of various linguistic, literary and social publics. In 

the present chapter we shall deal with similar attempts at envisaging a political public, and 

at reaching out and subsuming elite and popular publics under one national jati. This 

included an effort to find one or more political idioms that would both address disparate 

publics and draw them together.

Thirdly, implicit in this effort was another peculiarity which affected, albeit in 

different ways, the political as well as the literary Hindi public sphere, i.e. multi-lingualism; 

it was present in the state structure, in the intelligentsia and in the publics, especially in the 

form of bi-lingualism, i.e. a hierarchy of English and vernacular. Bi-lingualism was, as we 

shall see, a necessary skill for Indian politicians.

Finally, we must remember the peculiar constraints of the colonial state7 as it 

consolidated in the second half of the nineteenth century; without relinquishing its first 

vocation of economic extraction, the post-1858 Indian state became more of a ‘strong’, 

national state. It intervened to restructure the economy, social processes (through 

education, bills of social reform etc.) and relations between the state and society, thus

5 See Vasudha Dalmia, ‘Hari£candra of Banaras and the Consolidation of Hindu Traditions in the Late 
Nineteenth Century3.
6 See e.g. Madan Gopal, Bhartendu harticandi'a, Sahitya Akademi, Delhi 1978.
7 As mentioned in die introduction, the story of the bourgeois public sphere in Europe as traced by 
Habermas followed the change from a personal to an impersonal notion of political power, and the 
gradual transformation of the absolutist state into a constitutional, limited state, subject to public 
scrutiny, pressure and (however partial) influence. Thus institutions, language and discourses of the 
public sphere emerged from the social terrain that conducted this struggle. In India, these institutions 
and discourses were introduced into a different social universe and under different structural 
arrangements, i.e. they had to contend with different pressures from the British and the colonial state 
itself, and from different groups of Indian subjects.
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opening new grounds of public confrontation with Indian subjects. Moreover, the British 

colonial state in India contende with several conflicting demands of publicity and different 

needs of legitimacy. First and foremost, it was accountable to the regime in England and to 

British public opinion. But, and in this lay the first paradox of the colonial regime, it was far 

more powerful than the state in the mother country, and not bound by the democratic rules, 

restraints and demands that restricted elitist-politics there. On the other hand it was an 

Indian state, i.e. it had to respond in an intelligible and effective way to the pressures and 

the social logic of the country. In its interaction with the dissimilar and largely unrelated 

publics of Indian society, and in its discourse of legitimacy both in India and in England, 

colonial rule adopted different attitudes and idioms. In the words of Sudipta Kaviraj:

In its dialogue with British public opinion it adopted a tone of reasonableness; with 
the indigenous middle class, it carried on a dialogue through education and 
legislation; while vis a vis the sullenly distant popular masses, it adopted primarily a 
monologue of force.8

Moreover, although power under the colonial regime was public in the sense of 

being at least a formal and impersonal set of laws and institutions, however iniquitous, to 

large sections of the population, especially in the countryside, it came heavily ‘personified’ 

in local figures of authority, landlords who usually had at least some control of the 

impersonal and legal’ state machinery (police, courts etc.). However, to the extent that 

colonial state power was impersonal and public and at least formally not absolute, it implied 

a potentially democratic discourse, which both imperialists and nationalists tried to exploit 

to different ends.9

This section then examines some features of the changing political culture. 

Constitutional and non-constitutional politics are taken here to signify two styles of politics, 

of mediating within society and between society and the state. By constitutional politics we 

mean a political culture that was largely shaped by colonial expectations and by the 

interstices offered by the colonial state, and which reproduced those expectations in the 

vernacular. By non-constitutional politics we mean a political culture that tried to grow 

more autonomously, with an original cultural content and independent institutions that 

would provide spaces where colonial culture could be replaced by a national one.10 This was 

also the way non-literate sections of society accessed the political public sphere, making 

their presence felt to literate elites.

8 S. Kaviraj, ‘On the Construction of Colonial Power: structure discourse hegemony’, in Engels and 
Marks, eds., Contesting Colonial Hegemony, British Academic Press, London 1994, p. 21.
9 See the section on The Colonial Context’ in D. E. Haynes, Rhetoric and Ritual in Colonial India.
10 This does not mean that they were not influenced by the ‘colonial context’, only that their self
representation was in self-consciously autonomous terms.
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However limited, the colonial state did open some spaces for Indian participation 

and encouraged the formation and expression of ‘Indian public opinion’ to a certain extent. 

Indians co-opted through nomination belonged to two groups: they were either ‘native 

chiefs’, who were supposed to command the obedience of the masses, or western-educated, 

bilingual civil servants and professionals, often lawyers, who formed a burgeoning educated 

public opinion.11 Since these limited constitutional proceedings were carried on in English,12 

bilingual professionals were advantaged over local notables who did not know the language. 

They became familiar with the official ‘public idiom’ both in speech and in writing, in order 

to understand and interact with the state machinery. These first politicians, of which Madan 

Mohan MalavTya is an excellent example, would translate such concepts and language into 

the vernacular and publicly hold the state up against its own rules.13 This was a creative 

process: in MalavTya’s case e.g. it involved espousing Britain’s colonising mission to demand 

that the rule of the liberal state be applied to the Indian state, refuting Indians’ incapacity 

for self-government,14 and adducing scriptural evidence to argue that in fact self-rule existed 

in ancient India, i.e. that its demand by modern Indians was not imitative of British 

democracy.15

These politicians would claim to speak in the name of the ‘general public’ 

(sarvasadharan) . However, as in the case of Hindi reformist intellectuals, the public they 

claimed to represent was still vaguely defined and intrinsically restricted. Also, they would 

raise their claims only in the spaces allowed by the colonial state; even svardjya was 

envisaged as a gradual reform and paternalistic democracy.16 Finally, this style of 

constitutional politics self-consciously upheld boundaries between different areas of life and 

activity: there was the official public sphere of the board-assembly-law-court etc.; the civic 

public sphere, which could overlap with that of the community in religious and political

11 Restricted franchise structurally limited participation in ‘constitutional politics’ before 1920 to 
landed and moneyed elites and to educated professionals, the latter often tied to the former as 
clients. Being an honorary magistrate, sitting on the local boards became a question of prestige and a 
way of securing a new venue of patronage and influence. Nomination was also considered a sign of 
official benevolence and was one way of showing the kind of ‘public commitment’ British authorities 
so appreciated; see C.A. Bayly, The Local Roots of Indian Politics, and D. Haynes, Rhetoric and Ritual,
12 Actual participation at meetings was usually low, and it was occasionally remarked that notables or 
their courtiers who sat on them sometimes did not know English.
1J E.g. each year the Chairman of the Municipal Board submitted the annual report to the 
Commissioner for comment (samdlocna). In 1920 The Kashi Central Ratepayers’ Association 
submitted a similar detailed report ‘on behalf of the general public’ (sarvasadharan ki aur se), which 
the Banaras daily Aj translated in Hindi and published along several issues in September. Aj, 12 Sept. 
1920 and ff.
11 M.M. MalavTya, ‘Svarajya athva pratinidhi Sasan-pranair, and ‘Svarajya ki yogyata aur uske 
sadhan’, Abhyuday, 1907, in P. MalavTya, ed., Malavlyaji ke lekh, National Publishing House, Delhi 
1962, pp. 62 ff.
15 M.M. MalavTya, ‘Svarajya 1<I kalpana’, Abhyuday, 1907, ibid., pp. 121-24.
lb Despite the occasionally fiery tones, the kind of democratic participation MalavTya requested was 
very limited. It was more important that the dialogue and cooperation with the government should 
not be discontinued. MalavTya’s choice to invite the Prince of Wales to B.H.U. in 1929 and confer 
upon him a title honoris causa while the Congress in the whole province boycotted the visit proves 
the point. See also below 6.3.
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terms, and there was the sphere of the family-farddan, each with its distinct idiom, ideology 

and behaviour.17

Successive constitutional innovations, motivated by the twin requirements of 

financial devolution and the need for a wider circle of Indian collaborators, partially 

enlarged the constitutional space, first at the local and then at the provincial level; gradually 

election supplanted nomination.18 However insignificant, elections turned constitutional 

politics into more of a political arena; they forced candidates to turn to ‘the public’ and 

develop proper idioms in the vernaculars, carefully nuanced to match each particular 

audience.19 Even ‘traditional leaders’ favoured by the policy of nomination now had to make 

active efforts to ensure their erstwhile influence,20 while separate electorates favoured a 

politics and idiom of community interests.

When activists and leaders legitimized by the non-constitutional movement were 

elected to the boards and the provincial councils, these were saluted as popular victories in 

that they seemed to ‘occupy the state’. However, the ability to master the idiom of 

constitutional politics remained a fundamental skill, a symbol of the bilingualism Indian 

politicians had to command. Although they insisted on certain signs of change (dress, the 

use of the vernacular, and of course ideology), Congressmen broadly adapted to the 

constitutional style. This involved a certain formality of countenance, obeisance to 

parliamentary rules and the ability to use the official idiom, albeit in the vernacular.21

17 To take MalavTya’s example again, he advocated that Hindu interests were a cohesive whole and 
were compatible with the goal of the national jati, but he opposed both official and unofficial 
interference with personal and family practices and beliefs. See below 6.3.
14 For constitutional reforms, see S. Sarkar, Modem India. Briefly, the 1916 UP Municipalities Act and 
1922 UP District Boards Act introducted election at the local level and had important consequences, 
especially in terms of expectations and opportunities, in raising elected local leaders. The 1919 
Montagu-Chelmsford constitution introduced partly elective provincial legislatures; despite the 
extended franchise, its bias in favour of landowning classes ensured the return of a loyal majority. 
Also, the act provided representation without responsibility: certain subjects remained ‘reserved’ 
(‘diarchy’); Governors had special powers of veto and ‘certification’ (i.e. to enact legislation refused 
by the Legislative Assemblies), and ministers were responsible to the governors and not to the 
assembly; G. Pandey, Ascendancy of the Congress Party, pp. 24 ff.
19 E.g. it became a problem for C.Y. Chintamani, the renowned editor of The Leader, to campaign 
from a seat in Jhansi in 1920 without knowing any Hindi; finally he had to utter a few sentences in a 
restricted public meeting just to disavow criticism on this respect; V. Varma, Apni kaham, pp. 55 ff.
20 The concrete quandaries of this process are poignantly captured in the following incident, reported 
in the pro-Congress daily Aj in 1920 as ‘A fight between ksatriyas and non-ksatriyas’. A local 
zamindar had called a ‘public meeting’ to ensure peasants support for his anti-Congress candidate, 
who tried to play the card of the solidarity between rural classes; however, since the meeting was 
public, it was open to contestation by local Congress supporters: one of them Nagar stood up in 
protest and mentioned the satyagraha Gandhi had done for the peasants in Kheri and Champaran. 
The villagers started rumbling in agreement. At this point the chairman of the meeting declared it a 
private meeting: W e have spent Rs. 1000’ he said, ‘this is our praivet mipihg. It is us'who decide 
whether to allow others to speak if we want to’. To this, other local activists stood up in protest and 
said that it was a public meeting and it was extremely despicable for them to stop or threaten 
anyone; Aj, 22 September 1920, p. 6.
21 The first time Sampurnanand spoke in the UP Legislative Council after the 1926 elections, he 
began his speech in Hindi; ‘the Speaker, Dr. Sita Ram, pulled me up, the rule being that unless a 
member was unable to speak in English, he must use that language. In my heart, I was thankful to 
the President, because I was anxious that what I was going to say should be understood by the
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Expectations from Congress participation in constitutional politics were likely to 

exceed what circumstances allowed. However, with the emergence of popular and non

constitutional politics with Gandhi, criticism of the boards became structurally different. 

Whereas earlier criticism focused on individual malpractice, now it was the whole structure 

that came under fire. Hindi editor and Congress leader 3rikrsnadatt Palival noted in 1936 

that popular opinion was very much against the Legislative Council, which it ‘rightly’ 

considered the ‘temple of Maya’:

The Councils are temples of Maya because ostensibly (pratyaks mem) they are there 
to help people rule, to give the strings of power in the hands of their 
representatives; but actually they are there to fulfil the interests of the ruling and 
capitalist classes! The whole electoral procedure is a demonic Maya (raksasi maya) 
from the beginning to the end. In our country not everybody has yet the right to 
vote. Those who have it are do not control the registration of names. As a result, 
there is quite a (golmal) when the list of registers is made. This malpractice has 
reached its peak in Municipalities...22

Moreover, constitutional boards only appeared to make power public, hence 

transparent and accessible: ‘In councils and assemblies one meets power and wealth face to 

face... [but] the rulers’ rights are kept safe in a temple where representatives, like 

untouchables, are denied entry’.22 Yet, after describing in detail the serious limitations to 

political activity within the assemblies and concurring with popular perception - they were a 

travesty (svamg) - Pallval concluded that to ‘enter the enemy’s fortress’ was a necessary part 

of the overall strategy for winning svarajya.24 In fact, disappointment over the performance 

of elected Congress boards could be turned into an indictment of the conflict between ‘our 

boards’ and the alien state.25

Implied in this indictment and in the critique by Pallval was the notion that 

legitimacy rested with the people, the ‘true’ nation shut outside the ‘temples of Maya*. By

English members opposite. But as a Hindi writer I had to show preference to Hindi. I, therefore, 
protested mildly against the President’s order and continued in English’; Sampurnanand, Memories 
and Reflections, Asia Publishing House, Bombay 1962, p. 46.
22 K.D. Palival, M.A., MLA, ‘Kaunsiloih dvara svarajya’, pp. 449-452.
23 Ibid.
24 ‘There is no other way. Even Lenin reached this conclusion, even Gandhi has reached it now... We 
neither have or should have any hope in the councils; but we should also stop talking of boycott. 
Council-entry is a necessary evil, and with this in mind we should bear them’; ibid.
25 As Premcand wrote when the Benares Municipal board was threatened with (and then 
administered) suspension for corruption in 1932, boards were still to be valued as a political space 
open for the public to exercise some degree of activity and power in the administration. Its 
achievements (e.g. in the field of education) were not to be belittled, and enthusiastic non-official 
members might always open the possibility of reform. “Whatever progress there has been in KaST 
Municipality it happened during the period of the non-official (gair-sarkdri) board, and in my 
opinion the administration of a non-official board is always the best; at least it is not unrestrained 
(nirankui)’. Jdgaran, 21 November 1932, in Premcand, Vividh prasahg, vol. 2, p. 515. See also 
Paripurnanda Varma’s articles on the history of KaSI Municipal Board since the Bhagvan Das-led 
Congress board of 1923, revealing instances of official responsibility in sabotaging the elected board; 
Aj, February 1933.
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taking on the fictitious persona of a ‘shack-dweller’ (jhompra vala), editor, poet and 

Congress activist Makhanlal Caturvedi voiced a plea to the ‘farers on the national path’ 

(rastrty path ke pathik) entitled ‘Ham jansadharan haim’, *We are the common people’. 

Through a travesty of the ‘traditional’ deferential attitude of the subordinate to the 

powerful,26 he measured the distance between constitutional nationalists and the aspirations 

of the common people.

Your Reform Bill has been passed, very well. We also speak your praises with great 
joy, but in our hut our wives ask us: ‘will this new law bring us food to fill our 
stomachs?’ We also believe that education is necessary, but education cannot fill an 
empty stomach!... Therefore, mahatmas with lofty ideals, we salute you. We thank 
you, all we have got is tears and we wash your feet with them, but nobody listens to 
our cry. You are clearing the road at the top. It will take centuries to reach the 
bottom. We don’t have food to eat tomorrow, how can we wait patiently for 
centuries?27

The emphasis on the non-constitutional domain as the true sphere of the public had 

several implications. First of all, it gave a more marked political overtone to public sphere 

activities, from literature to the presspas mirrors of the political movement.28 The Hindi 

political press for example showed a marked change from ‘journals of ideas’ for the 

educated few to newspapers rooted in the locality, reflecting and addressing the ‘sadharan 

samaj’.29 In fact, editors of political dailies were at the forefront of the process to popularize 

the Hindi public sphere.30 Moreover, as editors were prosecuted and even jailed when 

censorship grew stricter along with repression during mass campaigns, the press became 

even more clearly identified with the movement.31

[This is the voice of a wretched man, a common, ignorant man, only proud to serve. You 
are the leaders, strongwilled and wise.] M. Caturvedi, ‘Ham jansadharan haiih’, Karmavir, 14 Feb. 
1920, in S. JoST, ed., Makhanlal caturvedi racndvali, vol. 2, Vani Prakasan, Delhi 1983, pp. 13-14.
27 Ibid.
28 Premcand’s political stories written at the time of both movements, which were extremely popular 
and which have since been criticised for simplistic didacticism, seem to fulfil exactly this double 
function: for the writer they are a way of putting his pen at the service of the movement, propagating 
its message; for the readers, they are a way of constructing meaning and value - alternative to that 
current in the social or political status quo - out of political actions and slogans. It is no chance that 
they often climax on moments of ‘conversion’ to nationalist allegiance, almost helping the reader to 
take the same step. See ‘Lag dant’ (The Competitors, July 1921), ‘Cakma’ (A Little Trick, in Prabha, 
Nov. 1922); ‘Julus’ (The Procession, in Hans, March 1930); ‘Samar-yatra’ (The Battle March, Hans, 
April 1930); now in Premcand, Mdnsarovar, vol. 7, Sarasvati Press, Allahabad 1962.
20 See B.V, Pararkar’s presidential speech at the Sampadak Sammelan in 1925, quoted above in 2.3.
30 The creative political role of editors such as G.3. VidyarthI (Pratap (1916) and Prabha (1920), 
Kanpur), ICD. Pallval (Sainik, Agra, 1925), M. Caturvedi (Karmavir, Jabalpur, 1919), D. P. DvivedI 
(Svades, Gorakhpur 1919), B.V. Pararkar (Aj, Banaras, 1920) etc. deserves separate study and cannot 
be understood as simple Congress propaganda or vernacular echo of national leaders. For an 
informative historical study see Brahmanand, Bhartiy svatantrata dndolan aur uttar pradei ki hindi 
patrakdrita, Vani Prakasan, Delhi 1986.
31 For information on censorship and repression of the Hindi press after Civil Disobedience, see 
editorial note in Sudhd, IV, part 1, 3, October 1930, pp. 434-35.
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A second implication was the greater emphasis on including larger sections of 

society into the movement, primarily peasants (see 6.2) and women (see chapter 4). ‘Lets 

go to the villages’ (caliye gamvom ki taraf), urged G.3. Vidyarthi: ‘whoever has to work 

should turn to the villages. Work in towns has already been done’.32 In this effort of 

expansion, the vernacular and the vernacular press were especially called upon. The pre- 

Gandhian Congress was not spared either: if it really claimed to be the Voice of the whole 

of India’ (samyukt bharat ki avaz), ‘now... those doors must be open which for some reason 

have been kept closed so far’ wrote Vidyarthi:33

Now the time has come for our political ideology and movement not to be restricted 
to the English-educated, and to spread among the common people (samanya janta), 
and for Indian public opinion (lokmat) to be not the opinion of those few educated 
people, but to mirror the thoughts of all the classes of the country. When we agitate 
for svardjya we should not forget the principle of a famous political thinker, that 
democratic rule is actually the rule of public opinion. And one very important way 
of creating a wide informed public opinion is to use Indian (svadesD languages 
along with English for our political interactions and debates.3'1

As another consequence, the politics of the street came to be valued above the 

‘politics of the library’.35 Already before 1920 in the United Provinces there had been clear 

signs of dissatisfaction with the moderate, constitutional Congress of the province.36 During 

Non-Cooperation, joining the movement was expressed in terms of a battle Clara I  saiigramj, 

an arena in which one ‘jumped in’ with akhdra-style metaphors. This introduced the 

question of crowd participation and crowd initiative.37 As several historians have shown, 

while from the point of view of the common participants the experience of the crowd was 

an exhilarating one of empowerment, in which the crowd defied colonial authority and 

claimed legitimacy and authority for itself ‘in the name of (Gandhi, etc.), for Congress 

politicians the question of crowd control remained crucial: hence here elite and popular 

perceptions tended to come into conflict.38 For women in particular, after svadesT had

32 Pratap, 19.1.1925, in R. AvasthI, Kranti ka udghos, vol. 2, p. 767.
33 G.J>. Vidyarthl’s editorial, Pratap, 11 Jan. 1915; ibid., vol. 1, p. 103.
34 Vidyartlil’s editorial on the forthcoming Lucknow Congress, Pratap, 3 July 1916; ibid., vol. 1, p. 
240.
35 For an excellent example of an early satire of the nature and limitations of constitutional political 
culture as ‘politics of the library*, see the fifth scene of Bhartendu HariScandra’s play Bharat durdasa. 
(1880), in 3. Mi^ra, ed., Bhartendu gixmthdvaii, vol. 1, Nagari Pracarini Sabha, Banaras 1974.
36 Hindi editors looked elsewhere, to Bengal and Maharaftr^i, for radicalism and heroic terrorism.
Tilak’s popularity among students, Hindi scribes and future politicians proves the case; e.g. both G.3. 
Vidyarthi and Narendra Deva claimed Tilak as the greatest political influence before Gandhi; see M.L. 
Bhargava, Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi, Publications Division, Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting, Delhi 1988, p. 53 and Keskar and Menon, eds., Achaiya Narendra Dev, p. 25.
37 See S .  Amin, Event, Metaphor, Memoiy, Chauri-Chaura 1922-1992, Oxford University Press, Delhi 
1995.
38 G. Pandey, ‘Congress and the Nation’; The role of rumours and slogans in assembling huge crowds 
and providing them with legitimacy and the conviction that they would face police Jbullets unharmed 
has also been remarked upon; see e.g. Vinita Damodaran, Broken Promises, p. 230. Again, they point 
against a vision of centralised Congress propaganda making use of local and popular idioms and
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provided them with ways of being nationalist at home, crossing the threshold to take part in 

shop-picketing, demonstrations, etc. was a hugely liberating experience (first 4.4), and it 

was exactly the presence of a crowd, its emotional charge and its self-asserted legitimacy, 

that allowed individual women to take the first step and face the consequences. Similarly, 

the peasant leader Sahajanand Sarasvatl learned to take advantage of the emotional impact 

and elan generated by massive peasant rallies and demonstrations. Another implication of 

the non-constitutional style was then its tendency to cross boundaries and conflate publics. 

Nationalism came in many different symbolic acts and invested the whole person, in every 

sphere.

In fact, the reversal of values that Gandhi’s idiom and ideology brought about - 

with its reversed hierarchy and the centrality of the sarvasadharan, its emphasis on self- 

sacrifice over worldly success and on ‘Indianness’ vs. modem/foreign culture - could not but 

play into the self-importance of Hindi activists and intellectuals.39 At least in words, 

hierarchical bilingualism was devalued in favour of the vernacular, while in practice 

Congress itself remained a bilingual institution.

The trajectory of the Congress in the two decades under study in fact shows two 

opposite but concomitant trends. Non-constitutional politics became an important locus of 

legitimacy and of osmosis between the literary and the political sphere, and allowed access 

to new subjects and new publics. At the same time, constitutional politics remained the path 

to tread. In the Hindi political sphere this is mirrored in the fact that Hindi editors- and 

activists-politicians did manage to become prominent local and regional leaders and 

parliamentarians, often defeating traditional ‘men of influence’. However, once they became 

entrenched in the constitutional arena, bilingualism prevailed, and their role as 

representatives of popular aspirations and public opinion shrank. Historians have explained 

this trend, particularly evident in the 1930s, as a necessary compromise for a party that 

aspired to represent all. For much of the Hindi intelligentsia, though, the experience was 

baffling, especially at the time of the Congress ministry: the time of the greatest 

constitutional success was also the time of the greatest distance between public opinion and 

the party.

To summarize, in the present section we tried to read the extraordinary changes in 

the political culture of north India during the period under study along the two co-ordinates 

of constitutional and non-constitutional political styles. As far as relationships between 

Hindi and English, attitudes to colonial and traditional authorities, to ‘the public’, to the 

Hindi literary intelligentsia and to political and social change are concerned, we noticed a

symbols; rather, what appears is a plethora or voices, addressing different publics. However, by the 
very fact that they circulated (at least partly) through print they were potentially read by anyone and 
could be reappropriated.
35 For their own problems in identifying more than rhetorically with the ‘common peasant1, see below 
6 .2 .
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number of differences. While constitutional politics translated English political vocabulary 

into Hindi and fostered Hindi as a political language, but only within the bilingual hierachy, 

non-constitutional politics tended to (at least symbolically); refuse the bilingual hierachy and 

substitute English with the vernacular altogether. A certain success was achieved in this 

process, but enthusiasm for Hindi rdstrabhasd tended to fuel the conflict with Urdu and 

overlook the difficulties in actually substituting English at the supra-regional level. 

Naturally, non-constitutional politics was also from the point of view of language and of 

linguistic affinity more accessible to Hindi intellectuals and publics.

As far as relationships with colonial and traditional Indian authorities are 

concerned, constitutional politics took, despite the occasionally fiery rhetoric, a mediatory, 

compromising stand; non-constitutional politics instead tended to take confrontational 

attitudes and establish within the nationalist movement counter-institutions, places and 

figures of counter-authority. Also, whereas constitutional politics upheld boundaries 

between separate spheres, trying to contain, so to say, the consequences of political change 

from spilling outside the official or public (civic) domain, non-constitutional politics tended 

to conflate boundaries, politicizing literature, the household, gender and social practices. 

Thus, while constitutional politicians aimed at political change without social change, at 

least at the bottom of society, non-constitutional politicians, socialists in particular, placed 

social change at the heart of their political agenda. Constitutional politicians tended to 

accept that the Indian public was divided in hierarchical layers, and believed that their own 

role was that of mediating between elites and the masses as well as between the colonial 

state and Indian society, and of educating, enthusing and guiding the popular public. 

Politicians and intellectuals who believed in non-constitutional politics, instead, saw their 

own role and that of the nationalist movement as on of ‘breaking the chains' within Indian 

society itself, forging new relationships and empowering new subjects. As we have seen in 

the case of women, and as we shall see again in the case of peasants, it was in the non

constitutional domain that they would - enthusiastically - join the fray, while constitutional 

participation and representation remained negligible. In the following section we shall see 

to what extent this aim was cogently pursued in literature and in politics, and how peasants’ 

participation in the nationalist arena transcended the role they were assigned and they 

became a political counter-public.

These are of course simplifications, in practice the two styles blended and 

overlapped: constitutional boards became a ‘necessary evil’ and even Malaviya envisaged a 

measure of social change. The trajectory of the nationalist movement in the two decades 

shows both streams intertwining; at times one emerged more prominently than the other. In 

the end, bilingualism acted as a kind of bottle-neck for Hindi politicians, and parliamentary 

style was acknowledged as a necessary prerequisite to rule.
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6.2 Peasants as subjects

The greatest strength of Hindi’s claim vis-a-vis English was that Hindi’s public 

included the entire Indian society, especially its bottom rungs. It was a claim that would 

overlap with the nationalist slogan of the 1920s that the Congress was a kisan Congress.1 As 

in the case of women, attitudes toward the participation of peasants in the political public 

sphere were overtaken by the way peasants and their leaders formulated issues and claimed 

access in their own terms. This section traces intellectual and political attitudes toward the 

kisans before turning to the reformulation by one of the most important peasant leaders, 

Svami Sahajanand SarasvatT (1899-?). As historians have shown, intellectual and political 

claims became problematic in the face of autonomous peasant activism and political agenda. 

Without going over terrain already tread by a number of recent studies, the question of 

peasants’ access to the Hindi public sphere seemed an appropriate angle from which, firstly, 

show how the ‘emancipatory language’ of publicness became available to subaltern groups 

and gave rise to a distinct form and idiom of public sphere that questioned the notion of 

‘rural harmony’; secondly, to gauge the openness to, and impact of, such voices in the 

literary and political spheres; finally, to examine the indent of peasant activism in the 

constitutional and non-constitutional domains.

The special Kisan ahk of the influential Allahabad weekly Abhyuday (November 

1931) may provide a first glimpse of the range of positions, arguments and issues related to 

peasants and peasants’ activism. Coming at the end of the Gandhi-Irwin truce and at the eve 

of the second phase of Civil Disobedience, the Abhyuday issue expressed a wholehearted 

and collective espousal of peasants’ active participation in a nationalist campaign by urban 

Congress intellectuals and politicians.2 This was reflected in the declaration that the 

nationalist movement, indeed world history, was entering a new phase with new political 

subjects. V.N. Tivari’s editorial called it a new chapter in which the kisan had come to 

occupy the centre-stage, after being absent "from the scriptures and histories of India’. The 

change from an ‘a-kisan yug’ to a ‘kisan-yug’ had brought about a complete reversal of

1 For recent historical investigations into the claim, see G. Pandey, ‘A Rural Base for Congress: The 
United Provinces 1920-1940’, and ‘The Congress and the Nation, c. 1917-47’; also V. Damodaran, 
Broken Promises.
2 ‘By reading this issue we guarantee that you will be able to speak confidently on the problem of 
peasants and to answer forcefully to any question {mumh tor javab)' reads the frontispice. The issue 
included articles by 'puj'ya MalaviyajT, P.D. Tandon, Krsnakant Malaviya ([Abhyudays editor), the pro- 
Congress taluqdars of Kalakankar and Bhadri, Sardar Narmadaprasad Simh, Mohanlal Gautam 
(secretary of the Kisan Sangh), Lalbahadur 3astri (secretary of the Allahabad District Congress 
Committee), Thakur Juvmurti Simh, Padmakant Malaviya, Srlnath Simh, and V.N. Tivari, the editor 
of the issue. Abhyuday, XXV, 33, 18 November 1931.
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values: thanks to Gandhi now ‘Congressmen have started to consider rickety village 

charpoys more high and honourable than a Governor’s chair’.3

The 'kisan yug’ provoked a plethora of stances among urban Hindi intellectuals: on 

the one side identification between the Congress and the kisan was not taken to mean a 

‘partiality in their favour.4 On the other side, the need was felt to control their initiative, as 

MalavTya’s moral appeal to peasants for self-control showed.5 Peasants were identified as the 

‘true nation’, and as such their struggle was to be against the colonial state.6 While some 

stated that acknowledging the peasant as subject would lead to an economic and social 

agenda for svarajya,7 others welcomed the ouvertures of pro-Congress taluqdars as a path to 

change without endangering ‘rural’ and ‘social harmony.8 Only the secretary of the Kisan 

Sangh and future Congress Socialist member Mohanlal Gautam believed that peasant 

struggles carried an autonomous political agenda and required an autonomous organization, 

a position later echoed by the Congress Socialist Party and the Kisan Sabhas.9 Thus, there 

were conflicting views, pertaining to several layers: economic, symbolic, social, political. We 

shall now briefly trace their development and mutual interaction in the Hindi public 

sphere.10

3 Ibid., p. 9.
4 See Sardar Narmadaprasad Simh: ‘Congress is actually a peasants’ institution (samstha.). About 70% 
of its members are kisans. The tahsil committees, which elect representatives for the higher 
committees, are completely in the hands of kistfns. Therefore it is only natural that Congress should 
support the peasants so strongly. It is indeed praiseworthy that despite being an institution of the 
peasants, Congress has not advanced any request on behalf of the peasants moved by partiality 
(pakspat) .’ N. Simh, ‘Kisan aur congress’, ibid., pp. 13-14.
s Malaviya urged peasants to be fearless, united, just, truthful and follow their dharma: 4^ 4  44
m § \  frrcrfn ^ 471471 ^ 451 r s n iDharma is the life-
spirit of man. A man who has no dharma is like a lifeless being. Guard your own dharma and 
dharma will guard you]; ibid., p. 1.
6 P.D. Tandon’s article e.g. was a rhetorical ode to the peasant as the ‘life-energy of our country, and 
an equally rhetorical appeal to peasants to become martyrs facing police bullets along with 
Congressmen; P.D. Tandon, ‘Jina ho to mama sikho’ , ibid., pp.10-11.
7 Tivari and Narmada Prasad Simh rebutted fears that peasant activism would lead to a class war by 
arguing that: ‘zamindan-pratha is itself a class war... the present economic basis of society is class 
war’; ibid., p. 14.
8 Rai Bajraiig Bahadur Simh, taluqdar of Bhadri, argued that both kisans and zamindars had been 
affected by the slump in prices, and that most zamindars were sorry to be compelled to harass their 
peasants in order to be able to pay the revenue. However, whereas earlier zamindars ‘used to 
consider peasants the source of their wealth’, now they considered themselves distinct (alag) from 
the kisans, and this was the root of the problem. This was sheer folly, and zamindars should quickly 
realize that peasants were their ‘capital’, which they should treasure as a moneylender treasures his; 
‘Kisan aur zamlndar’ ibid., pp. 5-6.
7 M. Gautam raised the question of “which Svarajya?’ and went further along the vision of a 
democratic state where peasants, the majority, would rule. They should not be deceived into thinking 
that with Svarajya all their plight will disappear, and should instead organize into the Kisan Sangh to 
be ready to seize power after independence; Mohanlal Gautam, ‘Kisan saiigathan’, ibid, pp. 15 ff.
10 The use of the blanket term ‘kisan’ is of course problematic; it seems that in the eyes of Hindi 
intellectuals of die 1920s and 1930s, many of them from eastern U.P., it indicated an impoverished 
peasant-farmer or tenant, or else an agricultural labourer who had lost his land. Every generalization 
on the score is problematic, particularly in view of the diverse rural conditions and relationships in 
the Hindi area. This may explain why Hindi intellectuals, several of them of distant peasant origins, 
never considered themselves remotely in those terms. In fact, any direct family links with the land
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Surprisingly for a predominantly rural society and agricultural area, agriculture and 

the peasantry scarcely featured in the Hindi press before 1920. Even though debates on the 

‘drainage of wealth’ and the need for comprehensive desonnati had already crystallized in 

Hindi as in other Indian languages by the late nineteenth century, decline in agricultural 

productivity and rural wealth was touched upon only in the vaguest terms. Commerce, 

banking, etc. featured much more prominently, with arguments about the rich tradition of 

the Indian trading and banking system, the colonial drainage of wealth and the expansion of 

trade and industry as the principal means for desonnati.11

Yet parallelly the impoverished condition of the peasantry started to feature in 

Hindi as a subject of poetry, a perfect example of the DvivedI age’s preference for topical, 

useful literature.12 This was the beginning of a trend that saw many established and new 

poets compose heart-rending poems on peasants, often taking on the persona of the 

‘dejected peasant’ crying out for sympathy and recognition to educated urban readers 

(hence the titles: antarnad, krandan). The language was usually standard Khari Boli, often 

in the lofty Sanskritized style typical of the DvivedI period, i.e. without any particular 

attempt at reproducing peasants’ speech or the language of folk-songs.13 Among the features 

of these poems was firstly the impersonation. From being part of the background as mute

are hardly ever expatiated on. Even in Premcand’s case, the closeness with the world of the peasant 
was the result of an active process of affiliation. See e.g. how the world of rural poverty was 
‘revealed’ to Ramnare^ TripathI (1881-1962), who was bom  in a village in Jaunpur district, by an old 
woman waiting to sell the wood she had collected by the roadside. This encounter and revelation 
prompted TripathI to undertake his path-breaking and invaluable work of collecting folk-songs in 
Hindi dialects, published in 193o as Gram-gitl; the story is told in the Preface of the book. R.N. 
TripathI, Grdm-glt, Hindi Mandir, Allahabad 1930.
11 See e.g. the long list of articles on political and economic subjects in pre-1920 Sarasvati; H.P. Gaur, 
Sarasvati aur rastny navjagaran. Mahavlr Prasad DvivedI was once again a forerunner in Hindi. In 
what was the first original work in Hindi on political economy, Sampatttfastra (1907), DvivedI 
outlined in a brief section the question of land productivity, capital (sampatd) and labour (mehnat), 
and explained the low output of Indian agriculture compared to that of western countries with the 
insecurity of tenure and the drainage of capital. Not surprisingly, the book was dedicated to a 
taluqdar, and among the causes of India’s economic decline DvivedI mentioned the *purdnapan’ of 
Indians, and the lack of (English) qualities like thriftness, self-improvement, cleverness, lack of 
enterprise and investment etc. ‘Wherever we look we find only signs of despair, very few of hope. The 
only sign of hope is that we have encountered a people who are unparalleled for trade and 
commerce; who have opened the doors to world trade; who have laid down railways throughout the 
country; who have no lack of capital, and who can never be praised enough for their courage, 
business skills, effort and enthusiasm. If we can learn some of their qualities and pay some attention 
to the improvement of our country’s economy we can set right many of our problems’ (p. 184). In the 
best DvivedI style, the chapter ended with a list of things to do, things which can be done ‘even 
without the help of the king’; M.P. DivedI, Sampattisastra, Indian Press, Allahabad 1907, p. 185.
12 Gayaprasad I>ukla ‘Sanehl’s poem ‘Krsak-krandan’, published in Pratap in 1913, attracted Dvivedl’s 
attention, and Saneih became a regular poet for Sarasvati. It was there that his eight-page long poem 
‘DuhkhI kisan’ under the pen-name ‘TriSur was published in April 1918; Dhlrendra Varma, ed,, Hindi 
sahitya ko£, vol. 2, Jnanmandal, Banaras, 1985, p. 116; see also V.B. Talvar, Kisan, rastriy dndolan,
p. 112.
13 One notable exception was ‘Achut kl rikayat’ in Bhojpuri by an unidentified Hira Dom from Patna, 
published in Sarasvati in 1914 - the only example of a dalit poet (if he was one) in the whole of 
Hindi literature until the 1980s!
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and anonymous servants, peasants started thus to become objects of literary attention.14 

Such impersonations however placed the peasant uncompromisingly as the object of an 

urban, affluent gaze. As Vir Bharat Talvar puts it, peasants were, albeit sympathetically, 

defined as ‘wretched’ and ‘stupid’ (becare and murkli), silent and reduced to weeping, 

begging or waiting for god’s help: in a word, they were denied agency.15

Secondly, poems combined the economic and emotional approaches.16 The contrast 

between the plain life of the peasant and the wasteful life of the town-dweller overlapped 

with lamentations about the happy past and unhappy present. If this provided a powerful 

positive symbol and gave peasants moral stature, making them the truest representatives of 

anti-British India and the ideal satyagrahis, it also helped creating an idyllic rural world, 

easily identified with Krsna’s pastoral idyll of Braj, where any trace of exploitation or 

impoverishment was absent.17 Thus Mukutdhar Pandey, an important pre-Chayavad poet, 

could speak (no irony implied) of the expropriation of the peasant’s wealth in terms of the 

peasant’s ‘generosity’ (audarya), of his deprivation as asceticism (tapasya), of his submission 

to insults as a mark of moral superiority.18

Overall, we can detect a hiatus between increasingly poignant and political analyses 

of the reasons behind peasants’ impoverishment, and guiding ideals of social harmony and 

morality. In the first case, from the late 1910s discussions started changing from theoretical 

discussions on land productivity and drainage of wealth to a greater focus on the peasant as

14 We may recall here the debate around the peasants as ‘intrinsically1 uninteresting characters in 
Premcand’s Premairam, see above 2.4. See MaithilHaran Gupta’s verses concluding the section on 
‘Krsi aur krsak’ (Agriculture and the peasant) in the second part of Bharat bhartl: ‘41335! 4 4135$ #347 -
4teT35$f 33 4 4 f l  4$ T4 3?471 ̂  S4# 4^71  4 444 f  I 1 4^ 3547 4t$4 4<d4 54#$474474 t i l 1 [Reader! Do not
say I have chosen a strange tune, a flower without perfume or pollen. It is an ugly story, but we are 
part of it.] M. Gupta, Bharat bharfi (1912), p. 98.
15 V.B. Talvar, Kisan, rastriy andolan, pp. 147 ff. Even ‘TrHul’, the most vocal and radical poet on the 
theme, wrote as follows: '4>t4 <£14 374t 35144 35§7Tft I <£N47̂ J'tit 44 47? 414 I f34 4t4 47#
443# 4447*# I 3ll*ii 47? 441 # #  7#i#3i< 4141II354 4 4{0, 4t 3514 t l  l+dl cl<5 35? 474411 34$ eft 357$ c# <j4
4? 47447111 [Who will listen to poors’ tale of woe? Even god (the friend of the poor) has forgotten their
old story. They were silent for long, bore all injustice, and all their patience was washed away in 
tears. If not tomorrow, Time will surely come; weeping will lessen the pain.] Sarasvati, April 1919, 
quoted ibid., p. 149.
16 In fact, it is again in MaithillSaran Gupta’s influential poem (see 3.1.) that we find the economic 
and the emotional approaches combined: after a discussion of rural impoverishment that followed 
closely Dvivedl’s argument, Gupta depicted as in a 'jhamkV, a tableaux, the helpless plight of the 
kisans. Implied in such heart-rending depictions is the notion that the pitiful sight (karun drsya) of 
peasants’ plight will be enough to shake the affluent town-dwellers out of their indifference and to 
affect change.
17 As poet Gopalsimh Nepali wrote in Sarasvati as late as 1932, in the countryside one found many 
Tulsls, Kabirs, Surs, Gopals and Gandhis. Here lay the true Bharatvarsa of the past and the true 
Hindustan of the future; quoted in S.N. Caturvedi, ed., Sarasvati hlrak jayand visesahk, Indian Press, 
Allahabad 1959, pp. 88-89. See Purusottam Das Tandon writing in the special ‘Kisan ahk’ of 
Abhyuday in November 1931: ‘Our hearts break when we read of the happy condition of villages in 
the ancient texts of our country, or we read the tales of Gokul and Vrindaban, when we read how 
happy villagers lived in the Hindu and Muslim periods and compare them with today’s sight’, p. 10.
18 M. Pandey, ‘Kisan’, Madhuri, VI, pt. 2, 1, February 1928, p. 333.
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an economic and political subject.19 ‘The much-despised peasants are our true annaddtd’ 

wrote Vidyarthi in May 1915, ‘not those who consider themselves to be a special kind of 

people and look down upon those who have to live in toil and poverty as lowly beings’.20 

Champaran seemed to open a new chapter and marked a new awareness and interest in 

rural conditions in the Hindi press. Not only Tor the first time peasants became an issue on 

a wide scale in the bourgeois public sphere’; issues directly relevant to them like 

indebtment, forced labour and the general absence of legality were raised and discussed for 

the first time.21 Explicit parallels were drawn between the awakening Indian peasantry and 

the successful Russian revolution, and the need for a broad peasant movement in India was 

expressed.22 Similarly, the agitation in Bijaulia in 1919 and the movement in Avadh in 1920- 

22 received wide echo in the Hindi press, with particular focus on zamindars’ oppression 

and peasants’ demands.23

The event of the 1920-22 peasant movements in fact show a section of the Hindi 

nationalist press and of Congress activists turning decisively towards socialism and engaging 

directly in peasant and labour organisation.2* In the 1930s, as tracts and articles show, 

arguments and vocabulary on the peasants’ issue would become decidedly socialist, using

19 In fact, articulate analyses of rural economic conditions in the province were produced in Hindi 
even before the Avadh movement: e.g. Gahgadhar Pant, ‘Avadh ke zamlndar aur kaStakar’, Sarasvati, 
June-July 1918; quoted in V.B. Talvar, Kisan, rastriy andolan, pp. 113-14.
20 G.f>. VidyarthTs editorial ‘Hamare annadata’, Pratap, 31 May 1915; also ‘Agami kahgres’, 16 Dec. 
1918; R. Avasthi, ed., Krdnti ka udghos, vol. 1, pp. 52, 448. See also Pratap’s Rastriy ahk 
(VijayadaSml 1917), with an important article under the pseudonym ‘DhruV on ‘Bharfiy kisan’. The 
‘intellectual geography1 of this awakened interest in peasant issues had its centres in Kanpur, with 
the Urdu journals Zamana and Azad, with Pratap and the Pratap Press; Allahabad, with Krsnakant 
MalavTya’s Abhyuday and Maryada, Sarasvati', C.Y. Chintamani’s Leader and Nehru’s Independent; 
Banaras with A; and the Jnanmandal Press, and Indore with Hindi navjivan and the Sarasvati Sadan 
Press; V.B, Talvar, Kisan, rastriy dndolan, p. 110. Gartgadhar Pant, DayaSahkar Dube, Prannath 
Vidyalamkar and RamaSahkar Avasthi were the most prominent writers on peasant questions in 
Hindi. They were also among the first to write about the Russian revolution and the coming of ‘the 
age of the masses’. Prannath Vidyalamkar was a Gurukul Kangri graduate, a professor of economics 
at B.H.U. and the author of several tracts and books on economics, rural issues and bolshevism. For a 
detailed discussion, see ibid.
21 Ibid., pp. 108 ff.
22 See e.g. articles by R. Avasthi in Maryada: ‘RusI kisan; agami adarf (Sept. 1919); ‘RflsI mazdur: 
agami vEvakarma’ (Dec. 1919); ‘RusI sainik: svatantra rastrarak§ak’ (Feb. 1920); quoted ibid.
23 Pratap’s coverage of the Avadh movement and of the Munshiganj firing led to a libel case and a six- 
months conviction for VidyarthI that were widely publicized in the press. The photographs of killed 
and wounded kisans in Prabha must have left a deep impression and recalled images of Jallianwala 
Bagh, an epoch-making event in Indian photo-joumalism.
24 In Kanpur, the ‘Pratap family1 founded a Congress ashram at village Narwal after campaigning 
with anti-zamindari speeches and agitation in the early 1920s. The ashram would provide a training 
ground for volunteers for the salt satyagraha, and trained members of the Hindustani Seva Dal 
spread in the villages; M.L. Bhargava, Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi, pp. 75 ff. Graduates of Kah 
Vidyaplth like Harihamath ^astrl, Kamlapati TripathI etc. became, like their teachers Narendra Dev 
and Sampurnanand, early Congress Socialist Party members. Both in 1921 and at the time of Civil 
Disobedience they toured villages for propaganda. In Bihar, Hindi intellectuals like Ramvrksa 
Benlpuri, Rahul Sahkrtyayan, and later Vaidyanath MEra Nagarjun were involved in Kisan Sabha 
activities; the First was among the founders of the Congress Socialist Patry (CSP) while the latters 
joined the Communists around 1940. Benlpuri’s weekly Yuvak (Patna, 1929) became the organ of the 
CSP in Bihar, while Narendra Dev edited the monthly Sahghars (1939) from Lucknow.
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categories such as labour (mehnat), means of production (aumr, sadhan'), natural resources 

(kudrati cizerh) and capitalism (puhjivad). In this changed perspective peasants and workers 

- as labourers and producers - became central subjects, while zamindars and capitalists alike 

were harmful parasites and should be divested of all authority and control.

Nowadays there are only two jatis: that of patels, zamindars, thakurs, nawab-rajas 
or rais, contractors, shopkeepers, money-lenders, bankers, house-owners, factory- 
owners or dalals, agents, lawyers and officers, and that of the poor: kisans and 
mazdurs.25

This view was to take institutional form in 1934 with the creation of the Congress 

Socialist Party, whose aims included forming a pressure group within Congress to enact pro- 

kisan and mazdur policies, and organizing peasants and workers in the non-constitutional 

sphere.26 Significantly, Hindi politicians - Acharya Narendra Dev, Sampurnanand, J.P. 

Narayan, etc. - formed the large majority of Congress socialist leaders in the United 

Provinces and Bihar. Although their political loyalty ultimately rested with Congress, they 

would be instrumental in bringing Kisan Sabhas witin the Congress fold and mediating 

between them and the hostile party leadership.

On the other hand, as we saw in an earlier section, the idea of an inherently 

conflicting society did not square well with prevailing notions about the harmony of Indian 

(Hindu) society (see 3.3). This social ideal, placed either in pre-British or in pre-Muslim 

India, provided a positive counterpoint to both the present state of Indian society and to 

foreign modem societies tom by social and class struggles. A similar vision of rural harmony 

continued to exist in the Hindi sphere even after the peasants movements around 1920 

brought to the fore the existence of rural exploitation, as some of the articles in Abhyuday 

showed above. In this context Ramcandra 3ukla’s article on ‘Non-cooperation and non- 

mercantile classes’ (Express, Patna, 1921) acquires peculiar interest, although it has only 

recently come to light.27 fsukla’s rare foray into direct political debate is particularly relevant 

because, through a critique of Non-Cooperation, it explicits a point of view implicit in most 

articles on ‘rural harmony’ i.e. the negation of separate, conflicting interests and 

subordination. The centrality of the small, impoverished zamindar as subject, rather than his 

tenant and labourer, led Ramcandra 3ukla to lay the fault at the feet of land

25 Anon., Ham bhukhe nange kyorh haim? (1935), p. 5, See also Premcand’s famous last article, 
‘MahajanI sabhyata’, written in June 1936, in which he reached a similar conclusion; Premcand, 
Mahgalsuti'a tatha anya racnaerh (1946).
26 See Girja Shankar, Socialist Trends in Indian National Movement, Twenty-First Century Publishers, 
Meerut 1987.
27 A Hindi translation in the Gorakhpur journal Saksdtkar has sparked off a debate over Ramcandra 
Sukla’s ideology; for lack of either the original article or the translation, here we quote from Talvar’s 
discussion of it in ‘Asahyog aur avyaparik heniyam: rastriy andolan aur ramcandra hikla’, in V.B. 
Talvar, Rdspiy navjagaran aur sahitya: kuch prasang, kuch prawttiyam, Himachal Pustak Bhandar, 
Delhi 1993.'
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commercialization, ‘that hateful mercantilism’, which he expressed in terms of a dangerous 

mixture (sankara) of the two neat classes of pre-colonial society: mercantile and non- 

mercantile, the latter comprising both agrarian and service classes. Earlier each class had 

kept to its place and had not interfered with the other’s sphere: ‘in this way, there was 

complete balance in society... Clerical and agrarian classes were content with what they 

earned according to their position or share of land’ (pp. 27-28). The ensuing interference, 

along with excessive extraction of land revenue, ruined ‘agricultural classes’, zamindars and 

peasants alike.28

3ukla thus viewed the tie-up between nationalist workers and peasants’ agitations 

with extreme suspicion as a step towards social conflict and social chaos, which he 

uncompromisingly portrayed as a kind of Kaliyuga. In this K^liyuga, spearheaded by the 

two-headed monster of individualism and capitalism, students would learn to disobey their 

masters, labourers to disobey their landlords; maryada would have no place and the result 

would be total disruption. Therefore, to keep the boundaries of maryada. very clear was of 

utmost importance. The solution to rural impoverishment lay for 3ukla in a programme of 

economic unnati with no social or economic cost; any social change needed would and 

should be accomplished by mutual goodwill (p. 52).

By contrast, the peasant leader Svami Sahajanand Sarasvati would present a 

stringent critique of all half-hearted, rhetorical political espousals of the peasants cause. 

Through his reflections and his career we may see the emergence of a peasant counter

public, and gain an insight into the transformation, the cultural step that was required in 

order to support the peasant as a full political subject. To this aim, we shall analyse 

Sahajanand’s changing attitudes to ‘rural harmony5, to Gandhian nationalism, to the 

Congress and to kisan struggles and their place in the nationalist movement.29

Sahajanand’s first foray into public activism, as is well known, regarded supporting 

Bhumihars’ claim to Brahmin status.30 Soon he started reading newspapers, and after a 

meeting with Gandhi in 1919 and Nagpur Congress he joined Non-Cooperation as a ‘kattar 

gandhivadT.Jl His faith in Gandhi would survive many disillusionments over the latter’s 

compromising stance on peasants-zamindars relations.32 Yet, years later he would warn the

28 This analysis provided the background for ^ukla’s negative assessment of Non-Cooperation. He saw 
it as an attempt by the mercantile class to wring control over the agricultural class, and called 
Gandhi’s programme a Vague programme’, a ‘superficial revolt’, ‘a mere hullabaloo in which people 
were taking part thoughtlessly’. Thus individualism, the product of western education, which ‘has 
filled the minds of our youth with ideas of individual freedom that lull all sense of social and moral 
discipline’ was another factor. Ibid., pp. 34-36.
29 For biographical details, see Appendix. For a description of his intellectual trajectory from Sanskrit 
education to ‘social work’ among Bhumihars, and from there to Non-Cooperation and peasant 
politics, see his autobiography, Merd Jivan sanghars, Progressive Publishing House, Delhi 1985.
30 Ibid, pp. 97 ff.
31 Ibid., p. 118.
32 ‘Well, those days I did not know what compromise, reform and revolutionary meant exactly. Nor 
did I know that Gandhiji was a samjhautdvadi (compromisor) and a reformist. I considered him a
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kisans to preserve independent discrimination and not to "be infatuated’ (lattu) with the 

aura of self-sacrifice around leaders, but rather test them on the touchstone (kasauti) of 

peasants’ interests.33

Sahajanand’s gradual political education and disillusionment with the Gandhian 

politics of compromise went hand in hand with his growing disenchantment with the notion 

of rural harmony.34 Once again, the disenchantment was forced upon him by experience; 

thanks to his commitment to justice and the tools of publicity, he resisted zamindars’ 

attempts at ‘domesticating’ him and fitting him in a hierarchical, dient-like relationship. The 

way this happened is worth noticing, and full of implications for our argument on the public 

sphere, in that it shows both the emancipatory potential of publicness and its limitations in 

the face of persisting differences in status. In his first foray into peasants politics, at a public 

meeting Sahajanand would successfully contrast zamindar attempts at creating a bogus 

Kisan Sabha to ensure changes in the legislation that would favour them. Sahajanand 

intervened and managed to disrupt the meeting and stop the move by appealing to rules 

Cqayda) and insisting on a public, widespread debate among peasants to obtain their 

opinion.35 But although Sahajanand successfully rebutted an attempt to override qayda with 

the zamindars’ personal authority in direct public confrontation, zamindars and their client- 

politicians were more successful in influencing Congressmen in the constitutional arena of 

the Legislative Council, both in passing the bill and later in the event of elections.36 

Sahajanand was to have a similar experience with a ‘nationalist’ industrialist, Ramkrishna 

Dalmia.37

revolutionary through and through, as many good and reasonable people still consider him even 
now’; ibid., p. 224. The final disillusionment came after the Bihar earthquake, when Sahajanand, 
already a peasant leader, witnessed the systematic misuse and profiteering of relief funds by 
zamindars with the connivance of Congress leaders. When he confronted Gandhi with this evidence, 
he received only vague reassurances that the pro-Congress secretary of the maharaja of Darbhanga 
would redress those complaints. Sahajanand was shocked: ‘I realized that he does not know a thing 
of how the zamindari machinery works! He did not know how they tread on the kisans.’ Ibid., p. 259.
33 ‘Not to think of one’s interests (hitahit) and fall for someone else’s sacrifice and believe in what he 
says with closed eyes amounts to suicide. We should stop the blind tradition and enquire earnestly 
after whatever leaders or preachers say, after testing it against our collective interest (of peasants 
and workers). Not only that, we should sometimes embarrass leaders who present us with long 
arguments, as people in Russia and other countries have done from time to time’. Sahajanand, Kisan 
ke dost aur didman, Bihta 1942, p. 4.
34 In fact, the first peasant organisation he was involved in, the West Patna Kisan Sabha (March 
1929) aimed at tenant-landlord compromise: ‘to guide the peasant movement in such a manner as to 
prevent landlord-tenant struggle and help the Congress in elections to the legislative council’. 
Immediately after the first meeting in 1929, it was decided that the Kisan Sabha would not go 
against the Congress on political matters; Rakesh Gupta, Bihar Pesantry and the Kisan Sabha (1936- 
1947), People’s Publishing House, Delhi 1982, pp.89, 90.
35 In another instance, Sahajanand attempted a mediation with a Gaya landlord, the Raja of Amavan, 
to solve reported kisan grievances; when he finally realized that the Raja was only trying to delay 
and silence him into submission, he turned to the public and published his report as Gaya ke kisanom 
ki kantti kaharii, and thereafter always suspected ‘zamindars’ tricks'; Sahajanand, Mera jivan 
sanghars, pp. 248-50.
3ft Ibid., p. 242.
37 Dalmia had set up a sugar-mill at Bihta, next to Sahajanand’s ashram in 1932 and tried to 
influence Sahajanand both through personal pressure and ‘traditional’ patronage through his family.
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In Kisdnom ke dost aur dusman (1942), Sahajanand would further produce a 

radical critique of the notion of rural harmony from a peasant’s perspective. He first denied 

the legitimacy of zamindari with an historical argument, and then denounced the 

connivance between the seemingly impersonal and impartial power of colonial rule and the 

violent, unrestrained personal power of zamindars: zamindari survived in defiance of all 

laws only thanks to the excess of violent power and with the active help of the colonial 

system. ‘If the violence and oppression are stopped zamindari cannot stand even for one 

minute.’ It was in fact the zamindar, rather than the distant colonial rule, the real sarkar of 

the kisan; those who hesitated to fight against zamindari did not want to confront this 

reality.38

In Sahajanand’s words, the basic difference between the Congress and KisSn Sabha 

view on the matter was that ‘whereas the Congress sees the economic policy and roti 

reflected through the mirror of politics, and reaches them only through politics, the Kisan 

Sabha sees politics in the mirror of the economic policy and rotl and considers it only a 

medium’.39 A Kisan Sabha slogan said: ‘Only a kisan-mazdur state is the true svardjfya\',° 

Sahajanand’s words and the slogan contained two predicates: one about the primacy of 

economic change in defining the agenda of svarajya, the other about full civil and political 

rights for peasants and labourers.

Sahajanand’s view of the peasant as subject also led him to a growing awareness of 

the peasant as a complex category, including impoverished landlords, well-to-do peasants 

and landless labourers, subjects with conflicting interests.'” Also, his understanding of 

economic and practical issues was coupled with an understanding of their cultural and

He first offered unlimited candd for the ashram in exchange of help in getting land for the mill from 
the local zamindars. Sahajanand’s reply was: ‘Should I be a servant or a slave of the mill-owners, or 
become their courtier?.. I might do it if I consider it my duty, but certainly not for greed of money. I 
piss on such money.’ Ibid.: 277. Ostensibly, the mill, who had Rajendra Prasad among its directors, 
was going to be an ideal ‘swadeshi mill’, with all facilities and fair treatment for the workers and 
their families. In reality, it started paying peasants even less for their sugarcane than the English 
mill; Sahajanand then proceeded to organise the local peasants on this issue, and after ‘tens of 
notices and hundreds of meetings’ he managed to fetch higher prices for their sugarcane. Subsequent 
strikes in 1936, 1938 and 1939 saw Sahajanand again take the side of workers and peasants against 
the ‘nationalist’ capitalist; ibid., pp. 280-81. Again, despite successful resistance and activism on 
behalf of the workers ‘on the field’, Sahajanand was unable to overpower Dalmia in the constitutional 
or party arena: Dalmia was a major financer for the Congress campaign for the 1937 provincial 
elections and prevailed over Sahajanand in chosing Congress candidates; see V. Damodaran, Broken 
Promises, p. 62.
38 Sahajanad Sarasvati, Kisdnom ke dost aur dusman, pp. 7, 10.
39 Sahajanand, Mera jivan sanghars, p. 324.
80 Sahajanand, Kisdnom ke dost aur dusman, p. 32.
41 The need to address this question in depth and adjust Kisan Sabha and nationalist policies 
accordingly is expressed among others in his pamphlet Khetmazdur, which deals expressively with 
the need to include rural labourers in the Kisan Sabha and Congress view of the nation, and the 
problems related to it. Translated and edited with notes by Walter Hauser as Sahajanand on 
Agricultural Labour and the Rural Poor, Manohar, Delhi 1994.
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religious aspects. In both cases, he distinguished between points one could compromise on 

and basic economic and civil rights that had to be ensured for all.

Lastly, Sahajanand came to realize more and more the importance of autonomous 

peasant initiative and sustained activism. We already mentioned Sahajanand’s warning that 

kisans should subject their avowed leaders to ‘strict control’, pointing to a genuine belief in 

the democratic principle of limited, publicly answerable power.42 Similarly, he came to the 

understanding that since one of the greatest strengths of peasants was their number, it was 

important that they should be seen, i.e. physically occupy public space and loudly claim their 

right to access. The first mass kisan rally at Gaya saw hundreds of thousands peasants 

cramming the city despite obstruction by the police; in 1937 and 1938 several mass rallies 

took place in Patna and other centres at the height of a struggle during the Congress 

ministry. To protest against their exclusion from representation in constitutional politics, 

peasants went right into the Assembly house in Patna and occupied its seats for some time 

in the first session under the Congress ministry.43 When Rajendra Prasad told Sahajanand to 

‘be aware of the mob’ after the first mass rallies in Patna, Sahajanand reflected:

These are the same people who used to call the kisan samuh (multitude of 
peasants) mass once. Now it has become mobl These groups of kisans were mobs 
before, too. For some time they became masses for some purpose, and then the mob 
became mob again!44

Thus, the problem of how to accommodate this non-constitutional activism within 

the framework of constitutional politics remained; the attempt to legitimize it within the 

Congress seems to have largely failed. It was in fact during the Congress ministry that the 

distance between the Congress leadership and Socialists-cum-Kisan Sabhaites grew to the 

extreme. The failure was to have important consequences. As Damodaran remarks: ‘The 

realization that the Congress government was at least willing to protect them as the colonial 

state had been was a factor that strengthened the psychological and practical position of the

42 Once again, it was experience that brought home to him the necessity for a peasant leader to be 
answerable to the peasants first and foremost: when he refrained from speaking at the first mass 
kis^n rally in Gaya in 1933 after being issued a notice under Section 144, he was scolded by kisans 
who had assembled in their hundreds of thousands. ‘They were right. After all they were my masters, 
my lords, and they should give orders. Inside me, I was very happy to see that they would not leave 
anyone alone. See, today they are angry at me. This is right, until they will be ready to nag and slap 
their leaders they will not be free. Therefore that day I welcomed that attitude of theirs with all my 
heart.’ Sahajanand, Mera jivan sanghars, p. 263.
43 G.D. Birla, who was present, commented that ‘the rank and file seems to be confusing freedom 
with discipline’; quoted in S. Sarkar, Modern India, p. 364. At the second All India Kisan Sabha 
Conference in Faizpur in 1936, for the first time peasants marched ‘in a military fashion’ through the 
countryside. This was repeated at all Congress sessions: at the Haripura Congress in Gujarat in 1938, 
twenty thousand peasants marched and held a public meeting in Congress Nagar defying Patel’s 
orders; Sahajanand, Mera jivan sanghars, p. 325.
44 Ibid., p. 299, italics in English in the text.
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landlords immensely*.45 Later, even the drawing of the zamindari abolition scheme was to be 

decisively influenced by compromisory attitudes, harking back to a vision of rural harmony 

and of economic unnati without social conflict or cost.46

To summarize, this section traced the gradual acknowledgement of peasants as 

literary, economic and political subjects: the nationalist movement and literature had to 

include them if they were to be truly ‘national’. Moreover, peasants provided, especially for 

Hindi writers, a symbolic identification with the true nation. However, the distance between 

symbolic identification and controlled political participation on the one side, and full 

recogniton of their agency on the other emerged whenever peasants became autonomous, 

political and contesting subjects.47 By the 1930s there appeared a pattern by which socialist 

ideas and analyses and radical programmes were advanced both in the press and within 

Congress, thanks to the combined pressure of Jawaharlal Nehru and of Congress Socialists, 

and yet little actual change accrued.48 This, as historians have repeatedly pointed out in, was 

due both to ‘Right-wing’ opposition within Congress,49 but also to the restraining influence 

even leftist national Congress leaders exerted on kisan activism.50

The two things may not be unrelated, and may have to do with the gradual primacy 

of constitutional politics over the non-constitutional domain. G. Pandey has argued e.g. that 

Nehru’s attitude, which we may extend to Socialist leaders as well, moved from one of 

‘discovery’ of the peasantry and keenness to see them as the bulwark of the movement, to 

one of ‘making’ the peasantry a part of the nation, subsumed in the overall project.51 Thus, 

his strong pro-kisan attitude vis-a-vis British authorities, landlords and the Right of the

45 V. Damodaran, Broken Promises, p. 153. G. Pandey remarks about UP around the same time that 
‘even if socialist slogans were more loudly mouthed, new Congress membership [came] from ranks 
of rich peasants and small and small and middle landlords... Thus, the same year the CSP was 
formed and gained a substantial following among UP Congress leaders, the UP Congress also 
restaked its claims to being a landlord-cum-tenant party in the campaign for elections to the central 
Legislative Assembly1; G. Pandey, ‘Rural Base for Congress’, p. 217.
46 See P. Reeves, The Congress and the Abolidon of Zamindari in Uttar Pradesh’.
47 Several historians have remarked on the independent use of the name of Gandhi and of other 
Congress leaders to legimitize autonomous peasants’ protests; see e.g. a handbill in Hindi bearing J. 
Nehru’s signature and urging peasants to take up the campaign of Svarajya in their own hands, 
distributed at Pushkar Fair in November 1931, included in S. Gopal, ed., Selected Works of Jawaharlal 
Nehru, vol. 5, Orient Longman, New Delhi 1973, p. 179; see also S. Amin, ‘Gandhi as Mahatma’. The 
rich popular nationalist literature of songs, bhajans, pamphlets etc. can be taken as evidence of such 
popular urge, rather than of party propaganda; the subject, however, requires separate study.
48 For a discussion of the making of an agrarian programme and the emerging of a consensus around 
zamindari abolition, see G. Pandey, ‘A Rural Base for Congress’; Girja Shankar, Socialist Trends in 
Indian National Movement (Being a Study of the Congress Socialist Party), Twenty-First Century 
Publishers, Meerut 1987; P. Reeves, The Congress and the Abolition of Zamindari in Uttar Pradesh’, 
in J. Masselos, ed., Struggling and Ruling. The Indian National Congress 1885-1985, Oriental 
University Press, London 1987; V. Damodaran, Broken Promises.
49 The years 1935 and, particularly, 1936, saw the emergence of a pattern in Indian politics which 
would be repeated often, both before and after Independence. Outwardly, all the signs were of a 
significant lurch to the Left... Yet, in the end the Right within the Congress was able to skillfully and 
effectively sidestep and utilize the storm...’. S. Sarkar, Modern India, 1917 to 1947, p. 338.
50 G. Pandey, ‘A Rural Base for Congress’, p. 199.
51 G. Pandey, The Congress and the Nation’.
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Congress was combined to a self-appointed role of representation and responsibility. 

However, the responsibility he first felt towards the faith (bharosa) peasants had placed in 

them was overcome by a responsibility towards law and order and to the ‘higher goal’ of 

political svarajya. This implied a (paternalistic) attitude of political guidance, discipline and 

education towards peasant masses. As Narendra Dev put it: ‘these ignorant people trampled 

upon by tyranny and sunk deep in superstition know only one way out and that is to rush 

headlong into riotous conduct, and then the Government makes short shrift of them. It is 

only the revolutionary intelligentsia that can organise them for disciplined action’.52

With Sahajanand, however, we saw the emergence of a powerful peasant's voice 

and critique of svarajya. The experience of the Kisan Sabha in Bihar did manage to provide 

a non-constitutional space for peasants voices, demands and autonomous political initiative, 

and changed the political and cultural environment of the area for good. Yet, despite the 

formation, at least in certain areas of Bihar, of a kind of peasant counter-public, the 

question of constitutional representation of kisans remained unresolved.

Why did peasants’ aspirations and their faith (bharosa) in nationalist politicians 

meet with only limited response? Several answers have been suggested by recent 

historians.53 In general terms, the ideal of ‘social harmony and ‘rural harmony, and the 

Congress claim to represent all classes, diluted peasants’ demands and pre-empted them of 

autonomous political legitimacy, reducing them to economic struggles.54 Moreover, in 

putting forward an argument and agenda of peasant politics, Sahajanand encountered what 

he called the ‘taint of unanimity within Bihar Congress, and spoke derisively of its political 

culture that discouraged internal dissent.55

Secondly, we may indicate the internal trajectory and the bi-lingual logic of the 

constitutional path Congress followed. This made the question of bharosa and responsibility

52 Narendra Dev, 'Socialism and the Nationalist Movement’, Presidential Address and the First 
Socialist Conference in Patna, May 1934; in N. Dev, Socialism and the National Revolution, Padma 
Publications, Bombay 1946, p. 7.
53 We may recall here Gyan Pandeys remark about Jawaharlal Nehru’s perception of Baba 
Ramcandra’s mobilisation of the peasantry in 1920 Avadh. What Nehru perceived as Ramcandra’s 
‘shifting the responsibility to others’ was, in Ramcandra’s view, the attempt to link their kisan 
movement with a more established, far-reaching and effective organization; G. Pandey, ‘The Congress 
and the Nation’, p. 15.
54 Thus, peasant struggles in Bihar during the Congress ministry were considered at best narrow, 
economic struggles, at worst ‘anti-national’; G. Pandey, ‘The Congress and the Nation’, p. 19; see V. 
Damodaran: Congress leadership ‘increasingly... dissociated itself from these popular movements, 
first by condemning the actions as resulting from the machinations of the Congress socialists, and 
then actively suppressing them with all the instruments of state repression at its disposal’; V. 
Damodaran, Broken Promises, p. 10.
55 Sahajanand, Mera jivan sangars, p. 285. E.g. Sahajanand was not included in the Congress enquiry 
committee on agrarian conditions because, as Rajendra Prasad told him: 'If you were included the 
report might not be unanimous and we want it to be unanimous, so that it may be valuable and carry 
some weight. Moreover, if you were included the government and zamindars might raise the cry that 
it is a report of the Kisan Sabha. Therefore it is better for you not to be there’; quoted ibid., p. 289. 
His continued vocal criticism of the Bihar Congress government earned him a reprimand from the 
party and he was eventually expelled as persona non grata in 1940.
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a fraught one; ft explains why even strong and radical advocates of peasants’ interests such 

as Congress Socialists could finally make little indent in the party’s political culture. This 

also points to a growing distance between constitutional and non-constitutional nationalist 

politics; in the constitutional arena, pressures coming from popular activism would recede 

to the background. While local Socialist activists took active part in Kisan Sabha activities in 

the non-constitutional arena, and would provide much of the local leadership in 1942,56 

peasant organizations were not represented by the Congress leadership and were usually 

neglected in the constitutional arena.57 Thus, partial franchise and participation in non

constitutional politics were not enough to ensure equal access or the right to be heard to the 

kisans or their leaders, nor did the overarching ‘we’ of nationalism really represent them 

despite the symbolic use of them as an icon.

On the other hand, the agenda of dignified survival, of justice and of ending a 

culture of oppression found quite an echo in Hindi literature. Earlier attitudes of sympathy 

were replaced by vivid and argumentative narratives of peasants oppression, struggle and 

political awareness. After Premcand, it is noteworthy that it was writers in Bihar who 

embraced these issues; several of them wqre directly involved in Kisan Sabha activities and 

brought forward the voice of bonded labourers, peasants, fishermen and other subordinate 

subjects with great force.58

In discussing the lasting hold of the ideal of ‘rural harmony3, this section emphasised 

the importance of a cultural transformation, along with economic and political 

understanding, in order to make space for the peasant as subject, something which 

Sahajanand’s trajectory proved eloquently. The weight of cultural values and ideals is 

discussed in the following section; there, cultural consciousness is taken as one co-ordinate 

to interpret the peculiar features of politicians active in the Hindi public sphere, and to 

explain a certain commonality that enveloped them despite ideological differences.

50 See G. Pandey, ed., The Indian Nation in 1942, K.P. Bagchi, Calcutta 1988.
57 This led to several contradictions, not least the embarassment of Kisan Sabha leaders campaigning 
for Congress zamindar candidates for elections; ibid., p. 62; see also Sahajanand Sarasvati, Mera 
Jivan sanghars, pp. 292-94.
58 See e.g. the work of Vaidyanath Mifta Nagarjun, especially his novel Balcanma (1952). We may 
remark, however, that outspoken Marxist writers and critics subscribing to Pragativad, Progressivism, 
in the late 1930s and 1940s who wrote about peasants and workers would also do so ‘on behalf* of 
them and often impose their own Marxist values in a deceptively neutral mould of realistic depiction.
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6.3 Hindi politicians

Just like dawn announces sunrise the 
birth of such people [leaders] 
announces the future rise of the nation. 
It is they who first dream in their minds 
the edifice of the nation, and drawing a 
picture of that edifice they display it in 
front of the general public (sarva-
sadharan) with speeches and articles. 
And through their speeches and articles 
they forge whatever elements and
strength are needed to build that 
edifice. (M.M. Malaviya)1

The following two sections complete our foray into the political domain by looking 

at the relationship between culture and politics in Hindi through the role and agency of 

political leaders. The present section gives a brief overview of the various kinds of Hindi 

politicians, their role in Hindi institutions and in the nationalist movement, and their 

cultural consciousness. The final section will take up the issue of intellectual and political

authority in the Hindi public sphere as a way to assess the mutual relationship between

intellectuals, politicians and the public.

By ‘Hindi politicians’ we mean here those political leaders who were particularly 

important in the Hindi political sphere, either because, like Madan Mohan Malaviya, they 

realized early the need to address the Hindi-speaking public along with English-educated 

Indians and British authorities, or else because they privileged non-constitutional politics 

and their area of activity was that of Hindi speakers. Mdlaviya’s choice of idiom was 

dictated by cultural considerations: Hindi was for him the language of the Hindu 

community, and in order to mobilize it into a constituency one had to foster the public use 

of Hindi. GaneS 3ankar Vidyarthi represents the second case: in fact, not only was his main 

arena that of non-constitutional activities, but he tried to enlarge the boundaries of the 

Hindi sarvasadharan to include subaltern subjects, namely industrial and agricultural 

labour.

Hindi politicians are important for us firstly because they established Hindi as a 

legitimate language of political exchange. That is, they not only translated the English of 

constitutional politics into Hindi (e.g. Malaviya), but also included either more popular 

idioms and symbols into Hindi political language, words and concepts from ancient Indian 

political theory as well. In this they performed a culturally creative role, shaping political 

idioms in the vernacular and elaborating nationalist concepts and symbols for the wider

1 M.M. Malaviya, ‘Rastra ka nirman’, Abhyuday, 1907, in P. Malaviya, Malavlyaji ke lekh, p. 126.
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vernacular public. Besides, they were all actively involved in forming and participating in 

Hindi institutions and the press: as such they were closely in touch with Hindi intellectuals 

and could mediate between them and national leaders. On the strength of their 

achievements as active local organizers and leaders, they were soon to be among the first 

elected representatives in constitutional bodies; as such they would be asked to perform 

the role of mediators and interpreters of public opinion and would also derive personal 

authority from their posts. Finally, and this will be the main argument of this section, 

despite great ideological differences they shared certain specific cultural samskaras; this 

cultural commonality would influence both their role as mediators of the Hindi public and 

their relationship with the Hindi intelligentsia (6.4).

This section is not an extensive study of the ideology and activities of Hindi 

politicians, but only a brief discussion of their role and influence in the Hindi public sphere, 

of their own view of the public sphere and of their position in the nationalist movement. In 

this attempt to place Hindi politicians, at least three different axes are required; a political 

axis between political right and left; and two cultural axes: one between Hindi and English, 

which partly overlaps with, but is also distinguished from, an axis between popular and 

elite. Only by taking all these dimensions into consideration can we acknowledge the 

cultural commonality, the difference in political styles and the inner tensions of Hindi 

politicians. We shall limit our discussion to Madan Mohan Malaviya, Purusottam Das 

Tandon, GaneS 3ankar Vidyarthi, Acharya Narendra Dev, Babu Sampurnanand;2 they were 

not only the most significant, but also provide a fair variety of stances.

It is appropriate to start our discussion with Madan Mohan Malaviya (1861-1946), 

since he was the first Hindi politician, both because he first used Hindi, too, in public 

addresses and articles,3 and also because he argued in favour of the official recognition of 

Hindi and the Nagari script as early as the 18805/

Hindi was for Malaviya one element and one issue of his community politics, which 

aimed at forming and mobilising a Hindu political constituency through public sphere 

activities that included also Hindu Sabhas, cow-protection, educational facilities for Hindu 

students, newspapers in Hindi and English, social work during festivals and times of crisis

2 The choice is based partly on their importance, and partly on the variety they offer. Other locally 
important leaders, or leaders who would play a significant role also in post-independence politics, 
would include: 3rikrsnadatt Pallval, Pandit Sundarlal, Kamlapati TripathI, Lai Bahadur J>astri and 
Ram Manohar Lohia in the United Provinces; Seth Govind Das in the Central Provinces, Rajendra 
Prasad and J.P. Narayan in Bihar. Arya Samaj leaders like Svami 3raddhanand and Bhai Parmanand 
were also important political agitators. Serious monographic studies are still lacking on most Hindi 
politicians, as well as comprehensive collections of speeches and writings.
J In the first, and short-lived, Hindi political daily, Hindosthan (1883), launched and financed by Raja 
Rampal Simh of Kaiakankar (near Allahabad); see R.R. Bhatnagar, The Rise and Growth of Hindi 
Journalism, p. 429.
4 Remarkable in this respect is his famous pamphlet (in English) on Court Character and Primary 
Education in N.-W.P. and Oudh (1897); for a discussion of it, see C.S. King, One Language, Two 
Scripts, pp. 150-52.
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through Seva Samitis and Mahavir Dais, and later suddhi and sangathan.5 Hindi was also 

one of the idioms at his disposal, while he happily accepted English as the language for 

addressing colonial authorities and for constitutional politics, and did not question its role 

as country-wide language.6

Malaviya offers in this sense an early example of the transformation of a ‘client’ of 

powerful local patrons into a community politician of independent standing,7 and of the 

consolidation of Brahmin authority in modern religious and political terms. His range of 

idioms and of political strategies testify to his crucial capacity to mediate and adapj: to 

different publics and spheres:8 thus, he was equally at ease both in traditional patron-client 

relationships with Indian princes and magnates, in the respectful but proud attitude to 

British administrators as an educated subject of the empire, as selfless ‘public worker’, 

pandit and politician among peers. Above all, he combined rhetorical, organizational and 

fund-raising skills in the public sphere with the rhetoric and strategy of constitutional 

politics.9 In the first case, he sought traditional patronage from princely and commercial 

magnates for educational and Hindu sangathan activities, investing the notion of charity 

with new nationalist resonances.10 In the second case, he combined the language of

5 Malaviya’s public career started in 1880 with the foundation of the Prayag Hindu Samaj, rallying 
against official interference in the local Magh Mela. The Prayag Hindu Samaj, like its successor, 
Madhya Hindu Samaj (1884), also campaigned for the Nagari vs Persian script issue, and for cow- 
protection in 1887-1890. The organisation, the first of a series Malaviya animated in the province 
culminating in the Hindu Mahasabha in 1923, was remarkable and new in that it was open to all 
Hindus, like the Arya Samaj and it realized the need to use modem means of communication, to 
appeal to the public and to establish both a local and a wider network, though unlike the Arya Samaj 
funding came not from the community but from rich patrons. Again like the Arya Samaj, it expressed 
and put forward a mdlti-symbol congruence of language, script and religion, the first expression of a 
self-aware modern Hindu identity. Unlike the Arya Samaj, it upheld orthodoxy and took a very 
cautious view of social reform; see J. Liitt, Hindu-Nationalismus im Uttar Pradd; C.A. Bayly, The 
Local Roots of Indian Politics, especially chapter four; P. Brass, Language, Religion and Politics, and 
Sitaram Caturvedl, Mahamana. madan mohan malaviya, Akhil Bhartiya Vikrama Parishad, Banaras 
1948.
6 Hence the readiness with which he accepted English as the medium of instruction for ‘his’ 
university, Benares Hindu University: see above 2.5.
7 The son of an ordinary yyds of Ahalyapur muhalla in Allahabad, Malaviya rose from an ordinary 
position as Sanskrit teacher at the local Government High School thanks to powerful patrons: thanks 
to Rampal Simh’s patronage he could combine his traditional pathsdld education with a modem one 
that combined humanities (a B.A. at Muir College in 1884) and law, while his first public ouvertures 
took place under the auspices of his Sanskrit professor, Aditya Ram Bhattacharya; J. Liitt, Hindu- 
Nationalismus, pp. 148 ff.
8 E.g. he used traditional means of public communication like katha. and u p a d d  to campaign for cow- 
protection, performed public rituals like sacrifices (yajha) and devised others like yajhopavit, mantra- 
diksa and suddhi for political purposes. He himself started performing massive public rituals of 
initiation (mantradtfcsd) of Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras from 1927 on Dasasvamedha 
Ghat in Banaras, and in 1930 he initiated a large group of Harijans there; S. Caturvedl, Maftdmotna, 
pp. 34 ff.
9 His titanic effort to raise funds for a ‘University for the Hindus’, started with a month-long penance 
and chanting of the Gayatri mantra at the Hanuman Mandir in Allahabad, took him to princely 
houses all around India several times, and this developed into a life-long relationship of mutual 
esteem, which would take a political form in the Independent Congress Party and the Congress 
Nationalist Party to fight elections in the 1920s and 1930s.
10 Charity in this sense was not directed at the local community or at general pilgrims, but at Hindus 
as members of a homogeneous cultural and political group. In accepting princely patronage,
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representative politics with that of community: in this way the language of democratic 

politics coud serve to defend ‘Hindu interests', as when in the case of separate electorates 

he argued in favour of the one-man one-vote system.11

Malaviya’s view of the public sphere was thus of a national community that had 

one and one only common interest; even acknowledging conflicting interests was deemed 

harmful to the attainment of self-rule.12 Within this overall national community, his more 

immediate concern was with the Hindu public, also envisaged as politically compact but 

free to follow its different customs and beliefs. Malaviya’s brand of constitutional politics 

envisaged on one side nationalist politics as a legitimate framework to further, defend and 

comprehend what were defined as politically compact ‘Hindu interests’; on the other side, it 

sought to keep caste and community customs free from official interference and 

discouraged public criticism and discussion on the matter.13 His view of political agitation 

was that of a movement in which the people (praja) would provide patient and unanimous 

support while serious, firm and intelligent leaders would provide responsible guidance; by 

another act of political creativity, he lent the notion of maryada a political connotation by 

distinguishing gradual and controlled movements (maryada-badtyh andolan) from 

revolutions and uprisings Onaryddd-viruddh), which were best avoided.14

Finally, as an orthodox Brahmin, a learned pandit and a professional politician 

respected by British authorities; as the recipient, conduit and distributor of considerable 

financial patronage and as a tireless public worker, ‘mahamana’ Malaviya embodied several 

kinds of authority; the traditional authority of the learned and pious Brahmin and of the 

expert minister; that of the rastriy sevak, the selfless and devoted nationalist; that of 

representative and vocal leader of the community, defender and mediator vis-a-vis the 

sovereign and other sections of society; and that of the effective man of influence on a 

personal, local level as well as on the political, constitutional level. His prestige and

Malaviya would also act as guarantee with patrons and with British authorities that such ‘community 
activities’ would not be disruptive of order and hierarchy, while Gandhi’s later fund-raising aimed at 
erecting a counter-authority.
11 M.M. Malaviya, ‘Dharmanusar pratinidhiyoih ka cunav’, Abhyuday, 19 February 1909, in P. 
Malaviya, Malaviyaji ke lekh, pp. 189-91.
12 Ibid.
13 Malaviya passionately opposed the Sarda Bill raising the minimum marriageable age; for critical 
reports see ‘Arya-vivah-bil’, Carhd, VII, pt. 2, 6, October 1929, pp. 737-43, and ‘Arya-vivah-bil’, Carhd, 
VIII, pt, 1, 6, April 1930, pp. 107-10. A fervent believer in the intrinsic good of varnafram dharma, 
Malaviya supported limited reforms on the issues of widows and untouchability only as defensive 
measures against greater evils and greater reforms, and undertook only token gestures in this regard; 
see his article M.M. Malaviya, tVama£ram dharma’, Abhyuday, 1 May 1908, in P. Malaviya, 
Malaviyaji ke lekh, pp. 174-75.
14 M.M. Malaviya, ‘Unnati aur maryada-baddh andolan’, Abhyuday 1907, ibid. p. 83. See also his 
public speech published as Satydgrah saptah. Malaviyaji ka bhasan, Hindi Pustak Agency, Calcutta 
1922, in which he preached a similar self-restraint as the key to a sucsessful political economy. This 
explains why, if Malaviya was indeed the first to found a Kisan Sabha in Allahabad in 1916, it was 
not to organise or awaken the peasantry, but to represent it in the newly enlarged rural franchise and 
reserved seats in the legislative councils.
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authority as Hindu leader and Vice-Chancellor of B.H.U. remained high in the Hindi sphere 

even when his political clout became more limited to the right-wing of the Congress, and 

his path of gradual constitutional reform became less popular. The first Hindi politician, 

Malaviya was also the most £bi-linguaT in more sense than one, and he was in fact the one 

who most acquired national status. Culturally, he was an elite politician with an elite view 

of language, whether English or Hindi.

A protege of Malaviya and also an advocate, Purusottam Das Tandon (1882-1962) 

started public activism under a similar aegis, and under the cultural spell of Balkrsna Bhatt. 

He subscribed to a similar view of the politician as an ascetic, also due to the influence of 

the austere, self-restraining vision of the Radhasoami sampraday, and became popularly 

know as ‘the Gandhi of UP’.15 In the Hindi public sphere Tandon’s name remains linked 

mostly to the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan and to the advancement of the political status of 

Hindi. As such, his authority stemmed both from his recognized role as a mediator between 

Hindi institutions and Congress, and also to his personal tyag. Beside that, he was also a 

vocal editor and contributor to Abhyuday and Maryada, worked as a local organizer and 

selfless volunteer for nationalist events and campaigns and covered several party and 

elective posts: thus he rose from municipal councillor and chairman of the municipality to 

Parliamentary Secretary (Chief Whip) of the United Provinces Legislative Assembly during 

the Congress government, where he would prove his mettle as a staunch defender of 

parliamentary rules. He would also use those positions to further the cause of Hindi, 

especially in education (sse 2.5).

Despite his commitment to peasant politics and zamindari abolition (see 6.2), 

Tandon believed uncompromisingly in the ‘social harmony1 and cultural unity of ‘our 

ancient civilization’.16 Hindi figured in this picture as a culturally loaded language:

Hindi is the language of svarajya. Our svarajya will not be based on the principle of
Democracy [in English], but it will protect our ancient civilisation, language and the
other national components (ahga). This is a proven fact (Yah bat siddh hi hai).17

15 The austere message of the sants, which appealed most to modernising clerical and small 
commercial families, provided a spiritual education to Tandon, a distaste for modem amenities and a 
view of literature as a moral medium. Though Tandon himself was not an assiduous follower, the 
influence of the sampraday can be seen in his austere and non-sectarian religiosity, in his emphasis 
on simple living, and in his personal interest in Yoga, Tantra and other spiritual practices; see 
Laksmlnarayan Simh, Rajarsi purusottamdas tandan, Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad 1982, p. 2. 
For the Radhasoami sampraday, see Mark Juergensmeyer, Radhasoami Reality: the Logic of a Modern 
Faith, Princeton University Press, Princeton 1991.
16 Tandon’s short essays on ‘National literature’, 'Philosophy and literature’, The message of Indian 
culture’, The grove of Hindi literature’ in the only available collection of his writings, are exemplary 
in this respect: the subjects posited are that of literature, philosophy, the nation and national culture 
as single abstract entities, which belong to the realm of transcendental value and universal good; J. 
Nirmal, ed., Tandan nibandhavali, Rastrabhasha Pracar Samiti, Wardha 1970. In this he can be seen 
as a typical example of a Punjabi Khatri’s rejection of Indo-Persian culture in favour of a new 
affiliation to the high tradition’ of Indian (Hindu) culture; see K.W. Jones, Arya Dharm.
17 Tandon’s speech at the 10th Hindi Sahitya Sammelan annual meeting in Patna in March 1921, 
quoted in Sammelan patrikd, VII, 8 (April-May 1921), p. 227.
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A corollary to this view, one that was to have great influence in the Hindi literary 

sphere, was Tandon’s instrumental view of literature: literature, too, could only be 

envisaged in the same holistic national perspective, and relative or plural personal views 

were devalued as unnecessarily controversial, impure and the product of ‘narrow feelings’:

The immortality of national glory (kirti) depends on national literature. National 
wealth and national literature are mutually dependent. The jati that wants to 
make its literature powerful (faktisalt) must first attempt to become powerful 
itself... Great literature cannot be created by narrow feelings (sahkucit bhav). No 
literature can become immortal and worthy of the whole nation’s respect if it 
contains scores of texts full of different opinions... Scholars who write disparate 
texts to spread controversial opinions or particular social beliefs may succeed in 
their aim, but their works cannot help producing pure literature (yisuddh 
sahitya).™

This instrumental view of literature was not rare in Hindi, we have already seen 

(2.2); however, Tandon lent it his own prestige as the foremost Hindi political champion 

and leader of the most influential Hindi association. His attitude then was to have profound 

effects on the relationship between politicians and writers and on Hindi literature tout 

court, as the following section will illustrate. It also points to a tension that we shall 

encounter again between awoved democratic principles and aspirations and inherently 

normalizing cultural views.

Sampurnanand (1891-1969) also came from an average educated background;19 

his family was typical in that it tried to turn the tide of economic decline in old service jobs 

by grabbing new opportunities and securing employment in colonial administration 

through modern education.20 Sampurnanand himself would combine a ‘scientific mentality5 

with a personal philosophical and spiritual quest that brought him away from inherited 

religious affiliations but close to ‘high’ scriptural sources, so that he would later enjoy some 

reputation as a scholar.21

Like all other Hindi politicians, Sampurnanand too was closely connected to Hindi 

public institutions, both as a teacher and as a journalist: besides contributing political 

articles to the leading Hindi papers, he shortly edited the monthly Maryada (in 1921) and 

was involved in the cluster of educational and publishing activities financed by £ivaprasad

1S P. D. Tandon, ‘Jatly sahitya’, in Tandan nibandhdvati, pp. 74-76.
19 Sampurnanand himself would write in his autobiography: ‘My early life could hardly have been
different from that of any other boy in a lower middle-class family in one of the larger cities in
northern India.’ Sampurnanand, Memories and Reflections, p. 1.
MIn his book on Cet simh aur kasi ka vidroh, (Pratap Press, Kanpur 1919), Sampurnanand mentions
that his great-grandfather SadanandjI was divan and companion to Cetsimh.
21He took a B.Sc. from Allahabad University in 1911; for his spiritual quest see Memories and 
Reflections. Like Tandon, he would aid a more conscious participation in marriage rituals by 
translating and writing on them in Hindi.
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Gupta in Banaras, namely Ka£l Vidyaplth and Jnanmandal.22 His political career resembles 

largely Tandon’s, in that he too combined great skills as organizer, particularly precious 

during frantic campaign days,23 with argumentative eloquence and pragmatic skills as a 

constitutional politician. Like Tandon, he became Municipal councillor at the first municipal 

elections after Non-Cooperation, and was particularly active as chairman of the education 

committee (see 2.5); he became a prominent Socialist leader in Banaras, was elected to the 

Legislative Council in 1926 and to the Assembly in 1937, and rose to become Education 

Minister during the Congress provincial government in 1938-39.21 Even more than in the 

case of other Hindi politicians, Sampurnanand’s authority, originally stemming from his 

public activism, came to lie in his proximity to political power and patronage (see 6.4), a 

role he was to strenghten after independence.25 As a minister before and after 

independence, he would be with Tandon the most staunch and vocal supporter of Hindi.

With GaneS 3ahkar Vidyarthi (1890-1931) we encounter the Hindi joumalist- 

politician who most believed in the popular potential of Hindi as a political language, and 

who was most preoccupied with broadening the Hindi public sphere in a popular sense. 

This preoccupation was reflected in his style of journalism, which introduced a more 

colloquial form of the language and which anticipated post-1920 developments in the Hindi 

political press by introducing reports and actively supporting peasant and labour activities, 

thus fulfilling B.V. Pararkar’s aspiration that the Hindi press should express ‘the voice of the 

people’ (Janta ki avaz).2A It was also reflected in Vidyarthfs own political work as a trade 

unionist in Kanpur and founder of a Congress rural ashram in Kanpur district, as well as in 

his effort to raise questions regarding peasants and labourers in the provincial Legislative 

Council.27 Finally, it was reflected in his own anti-elitist ‘common man’ image and 

behaviour. Vidyarthi shows best how the authority as an editor and authority as a political 

leader enforced each other, and how the success of a vernacular paper was translated into a

“At Ka£ Vidyaplth he taught philosophy after Dr. Bhagvan Das; for Jnanmandal he published 
Antarrastny vidhan (1924); Sampurnanand’s younger brother Paripurnanand became 3.P. Gupta’s 
personal secretary.
23 He was made secretary of the District Congress Committee in 1921, only two years after joining the 
Congress, and was chosen as the first Dictator for the salt satyagraha in Banaras in 1930; 
Sampurnanand, Memories and Reflections, pp. 25, 53.
24 His public pronouncements and gestures in favour of Hindi under those circumstances were 
greeted with loud protests in the Urdu press, while the Hindi press remained expectant of even more 
decisive steps; see Mukul Kesavan, ‘Congress and the Muslims of UP and Bihar, 1937 to 1939’, Nehru 
Memorial Museum and Library occasional papers on History and Society, second series, XXVII, 1990, 
pp. 20 ff.
23 When Sampurnanand became education minister in 1938, he appointed Narendra Dev to conduct 
an enquiry and suggest recommendations to change the education system in the province. Narendra 
Dev remained the respected ideologue and selfless worker, Sampurnanand the man of influence and 
of direct political power.
20 See B.V, Pararkar’s presidential address at the First Editors’ Conference at the XVI Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan meeting in Vrindavan in 1925, quoted in Sammelan Patrika, XIII, 4-5, pp. 228 ff.
27 See M.L. Bhargava, Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi, pp. 93-96.; Renuka Khosla, Urban Politics (with 
Special Reference to Kanpur), S. Chand & Co., New Delhi 1992.
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political role as interpreter of public opinion28 In the Hindi literary sphere he performed a 

particularly important role as mediator between the literary and political spheres: he urged 

and encouraged old and young writers, made the Pratap office in the populous Philkhana 

ward of Kanpur a veritable literary and political trading centre, and generally entertained 

more relaxed and democratic views of literature as a prajatantra in which everyone was 

making a contribution, rather than as a rajatantra in which writers were told how to write 

and were reprimanded for thinking independently.29 Vidyarthi too espoused the strong anti

colonial pride in India’s great tradition and entertained high expectations for Hindi as a 

future ‘international language’.30 Still, that pride was combined with the urge to build a 

modem Hindi culture that would be different from the past and would include popular 

subjects, publics and forms of the language, in order to reflect the ‘true’ nation.31

We finally turn to Acharya Narendra Dev (1889-1956), one of the leading Congress 

Socialist leaders and ideologues both in Hindi and English. In fact Narendra Dev’s more 

distinguished social standing and educational curriculum32 make him, with Malaviya, the 

most tbi-Hngual’ of the Hindi politicians under review. Like Sampurnanand, it would be 

Narendra Dev’s own personal effort to^combine the rational knowledge drawn from 

‘modem education’ with the allegiance to Indian tradition as studied from books and 

documents and imbibed through spiritual encounters, and with his personal radical politics, 

bom in Narendra Dev’s case out of a basic concern for justice and the study of socialism.33

28 Pratap’s influence was so great that an official surveyor remarked in 1929, ‘If we exclude [a local 
paper], we find that in 1929 the political views of teachers of Etawah [district] are moulded mainly 
by the late Mr Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi and P. Shri Krishna Dutt Palival - the two Congress leader- 
joumalists of Cawnpore and Agra respectively5; S.N. Chaturvedi, An Educational Survey of a District, 
Indian Press, Allahabad 1935, p. 234. Vidyarthi himself, though a man of no personal means, was 
known as the ‘uncrowned king of Kanpur’ for the authority he commanded thanks to his public 
activism.
29 Possibly his Kayastha background made Vidyarthi more open to modem tastes and ideas: his 
reading habits and the books he chose to publish under the Pratap imprint show a preference for 
political literature and historical novels - he himself translated Victor Hugo’s Ninety-three into Hindi 
in jail.
30 See his presidential speech at the XIX Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Gorakhpur in 1930, a 
few months before he was killed during the Kanpur riots, quoted in Radhakrsna, ed., Ganef £ahkar 
Vidyarthi kefresth nibandh, Atmaram and Sons, Delhi 1964, pp. 1-2.
31 See Vidyarthl’s editorial ‘Rastra ka nirman’ for the special 1915 issue of Pratap, in R. Avasthi, 
Kranti ka. udghos, vol. 2, pp. 977-85.
32 Narendra Dev came from a wealthier and more established merchant family based in Faizabad 
which had branched out in the professions, acquired zamindaris in the district and had already 
embraced English education two generations earlier. In his childhood Narendra Dev breathed a very 
cultured and religious atmosphere, but open also to public concerns and politics. His father Baldev 
Prasad, though educated in Persian and English, had studied Sanskrit ‘to keep himself abreast of his 
own culture and religion’, enjoyed ‘the company of sadhus’ (satsahg) and wrote children’s text-books 
in English, Hindi and Persian as a hobby. The family library was open to the public and subscribed to 
several newspapers. Narendra Dev’s subsequent education would be in ancient Indian history, 
archeology, philology and epigraphy with Dr Venice and Prof. Norman at Queen’s College in Banaras 
before graduating in law. Narendra Dev, ‘My Recollections’, in Keskar and Menon, Achaiya Narendra 
Dev, see also the recollections of the Sanskrit scholar Gopinath Kaviraj, ‘Bauddh aur samskrt sahitya 
ka vidvan’, in the same volume.
33 In the words of a historian: ‘Like so many educated middle-class youth of his generation, Narendra 
Dev saw in the Kisan’s Congress the reconciliation of opposites: the urban Indian’s preoccupation
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Narendra Dev would combine them practically by being politically active within Congress 

and the Socialist group and by teaching ancient history and politics at the national college 

in Banaras, Ka3l Vidyaplth. In fact, he, Sampurnanand and SriprakaS turned the Vidyaplth 

into a cradle for young socialist activists, trade unionists and future politicians. On the 

intellectual level, Narendra Dev would hover between a Marxist view of the nationalist 

movement and the agrarian question and a socialist view of society which dismissed caste 

and social hierarchy on one level, and a cultural affiliation that defined Indian civilisation in 

terms of its basic unity and harmon on anothery.34 In the Hindi literary sphere Narendra 

Dev would be respected as a scholar, in the political sphere his influence was mainly that of 

a political thinker; as a socialist leader he would be more devoted to putting pressure 

within the Congress, to teaching, writing and taking part in party meetings and in the 

Assembly than to organizational work.35

What emerges from this overview of political careers is that, politically, they 

spanned literally across1 the political spectrum, from Malaviya’s Hindu right to Narendra 

Dev’s Marxism. However, if we turn to the cultural plane, another picture emerges: despite 

ideological differences and different roles in the political sphere, all these politicians shared 

a certain cultural commonality, which included adopting Hindi as a culturally loaded 

language, a personal sense of affiliation to the ‘harmony’ of Indian culture viewed in 

nationalist, holistic terms as essentially Hindu culture, and finally Charring perhaps G.3. 

Vidyarthi) a moral outlook towards literature and culture in general. However, the 

adoption of Hindi and this cultural commonality could be backed by different attitudes as 

per the relationship of Hindi to English, and the role of Hindi as vehicle of a cultural and 

political community. For Vidyarthi, and partly for Narendra Dev, Hindi was the antithesis of 

English in that it addressed and represented a popular public; for Tandon and 

Sampurnanand it represented ‘Indian’ (as opposed to ‘foreign’) culture and it substituted 

English as the elite, country-wide language. The attitude of Narendra Dev, and in a

with political reform and the rural Indian’s preoccupation with agrarian reform’; Harold A. Gould, 
‘The Rise of the Congress System in a District Political Culture: the Case of Faizabad District in 
Eastern Uttar Pradesh’, in P. Brass and F. Robinson, eds., The Indian National Congress and Indian 
Society, 1885-1985: ideology, social structure and political dominance, Chanakya, Delhi 1987, p. 269.
34 See his speeches ‘Class Organisations and the Congress’ (presidential address at the Gujarat 
Socialist Conference, Ahmedabad 1935) and ‘National Revolution and socialism’ (presidential 
address at the First All-India Congress Socialist Conference, Patna, May 1934), both offering a class 
interpretation of the nationalist movement and of the Indian situation, included in Narendra Dev, 
Socialism and the National Revolution, and the later articles ‘Bhartly samaj aur samskrti’, 'BhartTy 
dharma’, and the broadcast on ‘Religious movements as symbols of unity1, (30.11.1950), quoted in 
Keskar and Menon, Achatya Narendra Dev, which emphasise the openness, adaptibility and 
progressive tendencies in ‘Indian dharma’ and culture.
35 Although his active political career started by speaking and working in villages of Tanda and 
Akbarpur tahsils during the Avadh movement of 1920-21, and he again toured villages during the 
salt satyagraha, his delicate health prevented consistent organizational work.
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different way of Malaviya, was more functional, in that English served to address a national 

audience, while Hindi, in its different language styles, addressed local audiences.35

Although this cultural consciousness did not necessarily translate into Hindu37 or 

elite politics, it nonetheless affected the social and political vision of these politicians. 

While in Tandon’s case it would openly lead to conservative politics only after 

independence, when he took over Malaviya’s mantle in the political scene of the province, 

in the case of Sampurnanand and Narendra Dev it would, more subtly, produce a hiatus 

between their political and cultural visions.38 ‘The greatest feature of our culture is how it 

establishes unity among different systems of life (jivan-prana.li), and harmony in every field’ 

wrote Narendra Dev; ‘the second peculiarity of Indian culture is how it establishes a moral 

system (naitik vyavastha)’, a hierarchy of values with moksa at the top.39 As we have seen in 

ealier chapters and especially in the previous section, uncriticized ideals and values of 

samanvay and unity, while not necessarily negative in themselves, were easily instrumental 

in hiding structures of exclusion, suppression, hierarchy and authority which present Indian 

culture as a singular block. Thus, while on a political terrain Vidyarthi, Narendra Dev, 

Sampurnanand, and Tandon to a certain extent, challenged the notion of ‘social harmony1 

and maintained that the new times required a new political culture - of prajatantra, the 

rule of the people - and that svarajya had no meaning without economic justice, on the 

cultural terrain they spoke a language of unity, harmony and pride in the ancient ‘Bhartly 

samskrti*. Whereas politically they carried popular and democratic aspirations, culturally 

their role as representatives and interpreters of popular Hindi voices was largely 

unfulfilled. They neither challenged the ideal of ‘Bhartly samskrti’ nor asked to revise the 

forming Hindi canon in order to allow space for multiple and conflicting voices, or for a 

critique of hierarchy parallel to that in the social or economic spheres; the discourse of 

harmony (samanvay) in Indian culture allowed no space for that. The fact that it was easier 

to uphold samanvay and national unity on the abstract terrain of culture than on the 

fraught one of politics - at a time when national unity was becoming an elusive goal - may 

explain for the easiness with which all these politicians slipped into it. The ideal was held 

high as a mirror for the fraught nation to contemplate a holistic view of itself. Vidyarthl’s 

early death leaves the question open as to whether things could have been different,

They could and would also use Urdu where the local audience was clearly mixed or predominanty 
Muslim, or when it suited their purpose in other ways.
37 This observation may apply to a large section of the educated Hindi public, which remained 
broadly loyal to the Congress fold despite holding a culturally conservative ‘Hindu’ outlook.
38 As Sampurnanand suggested in his article ‘Gandhivad aur samyavad’, although class division and 
class conflict were the main difference between the two ideologies, ‘Indian socialists can, if they want 
to, harmonise socialism with theism and religiosity, i.e. socialism with Gandhism... Indian socialism 
will have a peculiar nature; it will be influenced by Gandhism and by Indian culture, which is birth- 
giver of Gandhism, and it will become more spiritual and might even adopt non-violence’; Visal 
bharat, ‘Rastriy aftk’, XVII, 4, April 1936, pp. 413-16.

Narendra Dev, ‘Bhartly samaj aur samskrti’, in Keskar and Menon, Acharya Narendra Dev, p. 253.
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whether a major and popular Hindi politician could have helped putting forward a more 

popular and composite Hindi culture.

The limited bilingualism, and possibly the cultural rigidity, of Hindi politicians had 

another consequence as well: despite significant local authority and patronage, they did not 

become politicians of national importance, mirroring in a way the predicament of Hindi 

itself. Despite the spectacular expansion and greater pervasiveness of Hindi, and despite 

the fanfare of Hindi propaganda, at the time it could not command the same width and 

breadth of use and of public as English did. Even Sampurnanand and P.D. Tandon, the 

most successful Hindi politicians, remained regional leaders, defenders of the vested 

interests and cultural role of Hindi and of Hindi institutions, and as the centre of power and 

authority shifted to Delhi even this cultural role did no develop, but remained to form a 

kind of cultural entrenchment, a solidified ‘Hindi samskara’ transmitted through the 

institutions they had helped to found.

To summarize, this section examined a few Hindi politicians who rose as organizers 

and leaders of public activities of various kinds in the Hindi sphere. Such activism bestowed 

authority upon them despite their often unremarkable social status; their rise in the 

Congress and with the Congress bestowed another, more pragmatically political authority, 

tied with the patronage and influence they could command. These politicians were largely 

successful in mediating between non-constitutional and constitutional politics; however, as 

they became more part of the party structure, their role of mediators of public opinion 

decreased: they remained vocal critics and representatives of public opinion with the 

colonial government, but largely discouraged dissent and public criticism of the Congress in 

the public sphere. Though certainly forcing the tone, it was against this political culture of 

unanimity that Sahajanand spoke so vehemently.

We acknowledged that no linear distinction can apply to Hindi politicians: at least 

three different coordinates are required to assess their positions: the political left-right 

coordinate saw MalavTya firmly on the right, and all the others on the left of Congress. 

However, the cultural axes of Hindi-English and elite-popular showed another 

configuration: a kind of unanimous cultural affiliation made the category ‘Hindi politician’ 

tenable at an important level - that of a shared cultural identity. This could synthetically be 

described as a high regard for, and identification, with ancient India and for its allegedly 

homogeneous intellectual tradition. The exclusions implied in this view of Indian history 

and tradition have already been discussed in the third chapter. This created a tension 

within even leftist Hindi politicians between their professed allegiance to social and 

economic justice and their cultural consciousness, which was translated also in their pursuit 

of Hindi: while upholding Hindi as the language of the common people and of their 

redemption, they fostered Hindi as the heir to Sanskrit and vehicle of ‘Bhartly samskrti’. 

While for bilingual politicians Hindi would have this status along with the current national
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language, English, for the others Hindi was to substitute English by absorbing all its 

functions; this would legitimize ‘high’ Hindi as the national language of power along with 

legitimizing themselves as the inheriting ruling class of the nation. This common sensibility 

affected Hindi politicians in a culturally conservative way whatever their political beliefs: 

we may only mention Sampumanand’s ‘Vedic Socialism’, Narendra Dev’s ‘Indian dharma’, 

P.D. Tandon’s views on varnasram dharma. This despite the fact that they were, as 

Vernacular’ politicians, the best placed to carry popular aspirations and democratic 

demands.

This cultural conservatism of Hindi politicians had significant repercussions on the 

Hindi cultural sphere as well. While several varied voices were emerging in the Hindi 

literary sphere, some concording with the ‘Bharfiy samskrti’ view and some claiming 

greater autonomy for the literary imagination and valuing originality, barring VidyarthT 

Hindi politicians showed a remarkable lack of attention and sensitivity to these varied 

voices and to contemporary Hindi literary production in general. This indifference was to 

cause serious tensions, which will be analysed in the following section. The mediation 

Hindi politicians were ideally placed to exercise between the Hindi intelligentsia and public 

opinion and national leaders worked only one way, from the latter to the former. This 

deprived independent Hindi intellectuals of the (moral and intellectual) authority and 

political influence they believed they could exercise. Instead, with their authority 

politicians gave the culturally conservative Hindi intelligentsia sanction to become the 

Hindi establishment, at the head of cultural and educational institutions, at the expenses of 

independent voices. By doing so they blocked the way to a further democratisation and 

popularisation of Hindi. The following section examines some exchanges between 

intellectuals and politicians that will further illustrate the point.
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6.4 The question of authority

In the previous sections we mentioned the growing distance between Hindi 

intellectuals and politicians once the latter became more entrenched in the party hierarchy 

and in the constitutional arena. The U.P. Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Faizabad in 

1937 witnessed an extraordinary repartee between one leading Hindi intellectual, 

Suiyakant TripathI Nirala, and Hindi politicians that shows the extent and nature of the 

crisis that had intervened.

The meeting in Faizabad could well be considered evidence of Hindi’s success after 

decades of struggle: Narendra Dev, the Socialist leader from Faizabad, was chairing the 

welcome committee; Sampumanand, the new education minister of the province, was to 

open the art exhibition; P.D. Tandon, the long-standing pillar of the Sammelan and now 

Speaker of the provincial assembly, presided. There was talk of making Ramcandra 3ukla, 

the most respected Hindi critic, president, but in the end he presided only the proceedings 

of the literary branch. The audience was numerous. According to a literary observer, it 

comprised mostly school-masters, subordinate to the new Congress minister, and a 

sprinkling of local notables loyal to Narendra Dev.1 Thanks to Nirala’s outspoken 

comments, however, the celebratory occasion degenerated into a bitter debate over the 

function, authority and relationship between politics and literature.

We shall use this and a few other instances to investigate two issues such frictions 

seem to reveal. The first concerns intellectual authority and who was it to be vested in. The 

second concerns the relationship between political and intellectual authority. We shall 

focus on Nirala’s response because, thanks to his position outside literary institutions and to 

his nature, particularly sensitive to questions of prestige and hierarchy, he was one of the 

very few Hindi writers to think and write at length on these matters. This, we might argue, 

not because he was the only one to feel about the issue but because he was one of the few 

who questioned and disregarded vested authority, both traditional and nationalist, both 

political and literary. An iconoclast, he challenged the categories invoked as ‘natural’ by 

those authorities in order to subvert the consensus of opinion which derived from such 

categories; in the process, he discussed what were the sources of their authority. This will 

be of central concern to this section. At the same time, we do not asssume that his reports

1 The account follows an interview with Nirala, in Cakallas, May-June 1938; quoted in Nirala. 
racnavati, vol. 6, pp. 213-15. The following quotations are from the interview, with page numbers in 
brackets.
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were ‘true’ or unbiased; but as far as they were his perceptions, they reveal several critical 

points that concern us.

What happened then in Faizabad to upset Nirala so much?

Sampurnanand was there to open the art exhibition, but he started extemporating 

about poetry. In the beginning he was ‘restrained and correct’ and granted poets freedom of 

expression. Eventually however, according to Nirala, he was taken by a ‘political fit’: ‘Poets 

should give support to politicians’ he said. Nirala was unable to restrain a loud, irreverent 

comment: ‘Hindi poets are much ahead of politicians’. The first stone was thrown.

The following day was the day of presidential speeches. In his impromptu 

introductory address Narendra Dev spoke of the ‘two great men’ (mahapurusa) who were 

gracing the occasion: the ‘honourable and revered’ Babu Purusottamdas Tandon and the 

‘respected’ SampurnanandjT. Nirala was appalled: there was Ramcandra 3ukla sitting, a true 

literary mahapurusa, and Narendra Dev failed even to mention him!2 When eventually 

Tandon took his presidential seat, he was greeted by loud applause: ‘people dapped at 

seeing their tyagi leader gracing the high seat of literature’ (p. 213). But when he came 

forward to deliver his address, he had no prepared speech either. ‘That the speech of the 

president of the Sahitya Sammelan should not be written cannot be excused in any w a / 

commented Nirala (p. 214).3 Finally, Tandon too moved from literature to politics, 

mentioning his recent contact with Mahatma Gandhi. Again and again he gave pre

eminence (pradhanya) to politics - ‘as if Sarasvafi were a slave to politics’. Although he 

failed to even mention contemporary literature in Hindi, Tandon nonetheless felt it 

necessary to admonish Hindi writers and urged them to ‘transcend provincial limits’. This 

incensed Nirala: first of all, because he felt that to subordinate literature to politics from 

the presidential seat of the Sammelan was an insult (apmdn) to that very seat. Secondly, 

because it betrayed ignorance and indifference to the contemporary Hindi literary scene. In 

a later interview Nirala clarified his view:

I can say with full assurance that in this province the contribution literature has 
made is greater than that of politics. Literary people in this province have been, 
undoubtedly, much greater people (bare vyakti) than politicians. True, literary 
people here have not crossed the Atlantic eight times or the Pacific sixteen times; 
hardly any of them has been fully educated in Europe, but as far as yathartha jhan 
(knowledge of reality), study (adhyayan), activity and sacrifice are concerned, 
literary people here are ahead of politicians - especially because they are not 
“followers”, they are “original”.4

2 This ‘inadvertent’ slip revealed, according to Nirala, ‘his inner feeling’: even a ‘generous’ politician, 
a radical and a socialist, who unselfconsciously fell into the ‘common’ mould of paying respects only 
to powerful people; Nirala, Interview, ibid
3 The speech was on the words Hind, Hindu and Hindi - hardly anything original. ‘For someone like 
TandonjT, who has been for so long the helmsman, the life and soul of the Sammelan it was hardly a 
big thing to have an accurate knowledge of those words’; ibid.
4 Ibid. The words in inverted commas are in English in the original.
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We shall come back to these arguments. At the meeting, a repartee ensued with 

Nirala questioning Tandon about what he meant by literature, and Tandon answering that 

literature had always followed politics. The audience, at seeing its leaders questioned and 

humbled publicly, started shouting against Nirala.5 As the exchange became more heated, 

Tandon said that he did not touch literature written by writers who were not of high 

character {caritravan) . Nirala immediately thought of Kalidasa, Tagore and other not 

exactly prudish classics: what did such bragging (daporsankh) have to do with a literary 

gathering? He walked out saying ‘I am not used to listening to such nonsense’ (p. 216).

What are the points that emerge from this argument? Nirala pointed out that his 

opposition was not personal: he respected Tandon’s high moral character and selfless 

public work. His objections regarded the exclusive use of the word mahapurusa politicians 

made. The term itself is interesting and signals the attempt to de-link personal authority 

from birth, position or power held. To be a mahapurusa had to do with inner individual 

qualities or achievements - something Congress leaders had acquired £on the field’. Both 

language and and ‘open-minded’ person would give equal importance to politics and 

literature, objected Nirala (p. 214). Instead, at Faizabad both politicians and the audience 

had showed ignorance and indifference towards literary mahapurusas even in a literary 

venue. The audience had been readier to listen to the leaders than to Nirala: political clout 

and ‘high’ contacts mattered more than literary achievements. The second point of 

contention regarded the autonomy of literature and writers’ originality, which were the 

sources of personal authority for a writer. Tandon had shown no respect for the autonomy 

of literary creativity, whereas according to Nirala originality in a writer was itself a political 

achievement. After all, to enrich the literature in Hindi by original works of excellence 

meant contributing to the cultural decolonisation of the country.

Instead the Sammelan showed that ‘Hindi is a puppet in the hands of some non- 

literary people, not the living goddess of the hearts of her devotees’ (p. 210). What was 

left in the Sammelan, as Premcand also remarked, was a pompous and shallow ritual that 

had hardly anything to do with literature. Prevailed upon to take part in the 1934 annual 

Sammelan meeting in Delhi, Premcand reported ironically for Jagaran:

This much-publicized conference held this year in Delhi, the capital city of so many 
rises and falls, has now come to a happy end, as it does every year... The 
disappointment caused by it was similar to that felt by the devout when the 
Universal Spirit assumes a gross physical form in order to appear before them... By 
lightning bright petromax lamps for four days, by decking the scene with flowers 
and by singing anthems, the conference has tried to make us believe that Hindi is

3 Nirala was told to either shut up or go away. He later reflected: ‘It is clear whether the people had
come there for the sake of literature or for their daily bread; whether politics had made them sensible
men or sensible slaves is also clear’; ibid., p. 215.
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going to progress by leaps and bounds... The procession started on schedule with 
tired delegates and some very important persons marching in it... The meeting after 
lunch was characterised by the vigour one usually associates with any meeting held 
immediately after a meal... How could the anthem sung by girls clad in saffron saris 
possibly fail to enchant those volunteers who had been checking passes with the 
same alacrity with which a sergeant flashes a warrant of arrest. The portraits of past 
presidents and the inspirational inscriptions in bold letters which adorned the walls, 
and the red and blue rosettes pinned to the kurtas and jackets of the important 
persons were enough to captivate anyone.6

At the Faizabad meeting, the following day Nirala tried to publicly uphold his view 

of the autonomy and importance of the writer. True literature is higher than politics, he 

said in his speech, because it transcends boundaries and bestows superworldly gifts.7 These 

are so important because a writer is a seer endowed with a vision that transcends his 

boundaries of time and space and the limited horizon of the people (p. 217). To support 

this claim, and to show how advanced contemporary Hindi literature was compared to 

politics, he quoted one of his ‘Badal rag’ poems, written in the early 1920s. In these poems 

he had used metaphors of ammassing clouds and torrential rain to express a yearning for 

social and political upheaval at the hands jofthe masses. In the end he sung one poem, and 

as on other occasions the force of the poem and his inspiring delivery won him the hostile 

audience.

A similar confrontation had taken place in December 1935, when Jawaharlal 

Nehru, invited by the Ratnakar-Rasik Mandal of Banaras to receive a felicitation letter, 

delivered a short speech in front of the leading Hindi literary men of Banaras: Ramacandra 

3ukla, JaySaftkar Prasad, Krsnadev Prasad Gaur and others. In his address, which caused 

quite a stir in the Hindi press, Nehru said that Hindi had so far produced only courtly 

poetry, and when svarajya came the government would see to it that 3-400 books were 

translated into Hindi from other languages.8 Nirala’s response was:

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru lives in the same place where the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan 
stands, where Sarasvati alone can be called an epoch-making history of Hindi 
literature. But Panditji has been too immersed in the making of the nation ever to

6 Quoted in Amrit Rai, Premchand: his Life and Times, Oxford University Press, Delhi 1991, pp. 302-4.
7 Whereas politics was necessarily bound by interests - whether individual or national - literature was 
higher because it was disinterested and universalistic, aiming only at the good (kalyan) of man tout 
court; Nirala, Interview, p. 214.
8 As quoted in Nirala’s editorial ‘Pandit jawaharlal nehru aur hindF, Sudha, 1 Dec. 1933, in Nirala 
racnavall, vol. 6, p. 439. A similar repartee took place in 1935 between Nehru and Premcand on the 
columns of the Hindi press. To Nehru’s suggestion that English, too, should be considered a ‘sauteli 
bhasa’ (step-language) of India, Premcand had replied: ‘In our opinion English has become such an 
indispensable language under the present circumstances that it hardly needs an association or an 
institution to help it. Far from being a ‘sautelT language, it is rather a ‘patjram’ (head) language and 
all the other languages of India are reduced to the status of beggars in front of her. The pity is that 
those who call themselves our leaders are often ignorant of their mother-tongue, and the result of a 
society in which its leaders have become so far removed from society that they have no relationship 
with their language, is jb~fronL.obour eyes’; Premcand, ‘Bhartiy sahitya aur pandit javaharlal nehru’, 
Hans, November 1935, in Vividh prasang, vol. 3, p. 106.
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remember the national language or to feel that it was necessary to teach Hindi for 
the sake of the nation. To our mind, if some of the literary talent Panditji has spent 
for the nation, a talent which the humble servants of rastrabhasa can hardly grasp, 
had been spent writing some books in that language, they would understand him 
very well. Also, Panditji would also learn that he could receive much from the very 
same people he wants to give something to, and that they are much ahead of him in 
the field of the national language, however much ahead he may consider himself to 
be in the field of the nation.9

The superciliousness and ignorance Nehru had displayed towards Hindi literature 

had no correspondance in Bengal for example, Nirala would tell Nehru when they met face 

to face: there Tagore was as much if not more respected than political leaders.10 Finally, in 

the article Nirala turned to the literary audience of the Banaras meeting:

The people who remained silent after listening to Panditji’s fantastic (adbhut) 
speech must have done so out of civility. Otherwise they could have rebutted such a 
learned speech! They must have considered it unfitting for their literary disposition 
to oppose someone they had invited to bestow their respect. But we request Hindi 
literary people on such matters that if they want to avoid being insulted, they 
should follow this philosophical truth: ^  Hhdl $  SffeT T̂RTT fl
(Whoever looks up to someone else will be looked down upon).11

The exchange at Faizabad and the ‘insult’ in Banaras pertained to both 

representational and discursive aspects of the public sphere: both to the authority displayed 

in front of the audience and their hierarchical status,12 and to the nature of intellectual 

authority. The conflict became sharper when the two aspects overlapped. As Nirala was 

painfully aware, it was virtually impossible that an English-educated man like Nehru would 

go to a Hindi literary gathering to learn or listen to something. And if we understand 

authority as the faculty of being given a respectful hearing, then the hierarchy was only too 

clear.13

9 Nirala. racnavab, vol. 6, p. 439. Nirala went on to say that if Nehru was acquainted with Hindi he
would realize that Hindi poetry was hardly in the stage of courtly literature any longer, and that all 
the books he wanted to have translated into Hindi had been probably already translated long ago. 
lG Nirala, ‘NehrujI se do batem’ (1936), Nirala racnavah, vol. 6, p. 235. Even Subhash Chandra Bose 
had not failed to express his condolescence at Sharatchandra’s death. Nothing similar had happened 
in Hindi at Prasad’s demise, and even Premcand’s death had not provoked a suitable condolence 
motion in the Congress. Nirala’s obsessive engagement with Tagore’s success and with Bengali critics 
of Hindi had partly to do with his close familiarity with Bengal, and partly with the deference and 
respect national and Hindi leaders showed towards Bengali literature, a deference that according to 
Nirala smacked of partiality and resulted from ignorance of Hindi’s worth.
11 Nirala, ‘Pandit javaharlal’, p. 439.
12 On another occasion, at the Delhi Sammelan meeting of 1924, Nirala, scheduled to recite some of 
his blank verses, was asked to vacate his ‘best seat’ (sabse barhiya kurst) at the front when the 
maharaja of Baroda came in for a while. Nirala vacated the chair. The president, Ayodhyasimh 
Upadhyay, stood up ‘showing devotion with great humility - his turban folded and his belly and 
hands outstretched’. At the president’s request, Babu P.D. Tandon said a few words in praise of the 
Maharaja. Nirala, Interview, p. 209.
13 See D.V.J. Bell, Power, Influence and Authority, Oxford University Press, London 1975. In the case 
of Hindi vs Bengali, Nirala was successful in redressing the balance when given a chance: e.g. he 
charmed Bengali intellectuals in a meeting at the Bahgly Sahitya Parisad in Calcutta between Hindi
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The two attempts Nirala made to redress the balance and make himself heard with 

Gandhi and Nehru went famously wrong. They are reported in two hilarious essays written 

in 1939 by Nirala himself.1'1 First of all it was virtually impossible for Nirala, already a 

famous poet, to have access to Gandhi the political mahapurusa: he was accorded a private 

audience only when he said he had come to meet Gandhi the president of the Hindi Sahitya 

Sammelan (p. 227). In a spirited conversation which left all people present aghast, Nirala 

challenged Gandhi’s stance on language and the authority he commanded in the Hindi 

literary sphere despite his avowed ignorance about Hindi literature. In the first case, he 

criticised Gandhi for caring only for ‘leadership’f/ietrtva) and for overlooking the natural 

process by which Hindi and Hindi literature were becoming broad-based and syncretistic in 

an original, spontaneous way. In the second, he lamented Gandhi’s reliance on ‘Hindi 

experts’ whose main claim to authority was their very proximity to Gandhi and Tagore (p. 

229). When Nirala asked Gandhi half an hour for the former to recite a few Hindi poems 

and show the achievements of contemporary Hindi literature, Gandhi predictably refused 

Cp. 230), adducing as a reason the lack of time. That the president of the Hindi Sahitya 

Sammelan should not have half an hour’s time to listen to a major Hindi poet proved 

Nirala’s point.

Nirala was very aware of how such superciliousness towards Hindi literature on the 

part of respected political leaders harmed the authority of contemporary writers. He 

complained about it in several articles, and directly with Nehru at the time of a chance 

meeting on a train. If only bare vyakti like Nehru were to write in Hindi, Niralci told him, 

Hindi would greatly profit.

Hindi writers are not only common people, fending the blows of life with one hand 
while with the other they try to write. While writing they also see bare-bare vyakti 
like you working against them... Thus people (janta) consider you, their support 
(paksadhar), their true literary representatives and disregard someone who has 
been struggling for twenty years in the Hindi literary field. When I started to write I 
had to face a lot of opposition; now that I am somewhat established, after having 
fought my opponents and created literature, I find you against me in other ways...15

In the public and nationalist discourse writers were called to a high task. They 

were the vanguard of the nation, its critical and imaginative conscience.16 Nirala, like most

and Bengali literary people in 1930. He did so first by singing a few poems of his own, and then by 
delivering a speech in current Bengali on the influence of old Hindi poetry over modern Bengali 
poets. Nirala, Interview, p. 211.
” ‘Gandhlji se batclt’ and ‘NehrujI se do baterh’, first published in the collection Prabandha-pratima 
(1940), collected in Niralci racnavali, vol. 6, pp. 224-31 and 231-35. To reach Gandhi’s place of stay 
in Lucknow in 1936 was itself an effort: finally, while standing on the bridge over the Gomti river, 
Nirala saw a goat being carried on a tonga and guessed that it must be Gandhi’s goat! Following it, 
he found the address.
15 Nirala, ‘NehrujI se do bateih’, p. 234.
16 See e.g. V.N, Tivarl, 'Sahitya aur rastriyta’, Sammelan Patrika, V, 8-9, 1918; Laksmldhar Vajpeyl, 
‘Rastra ko kaise sahitya Id avaSyakta hai?’, Madhuri, X, pt. 1, 1, August 1931; and the editorial 
‘Rastra aur sahitya’, Carhd, XVII, pt. 1, 5, October 1939.
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other Hindi writers, identified fully with this role and believed that contemporary Hindi 

literature had been quite successful in the task, Nirala himself was considered to have 

brought about a revolution in Hindi poetry, breaking old conventions in form and content. 

Such originality was itself according to Nirala, we have seen, a nationalist achievement, 

and in this Hindi ‘literature was ahead of politics’: while politicians were constrained by 

wordly and tactic considerations, literary people moved ahead, breaking new ground not 

just for themselves but for their readers, too. Instead, while calling out to writers not to be 

courtly, dependent intellectuals anymore, political leaders behaved with them exactly like 

patrons dispensing patronage and asking for allegiance and deference in return. We shall 

come back to this contradiction later. It is partly in the context of this awoved role and 

dignity of the intellectual that we should understand Nirala’s frustration, particularly at the 

time when Hindi writers were called, thanks to Hindi rastrabhasa, to new, wider audiences 

and an even higher role. Like most Hindi intellectuals, Nirala was not prepared to consider 

even the possibility of English performing such a cultural role: English had to be wiped out 

for any cultural regeneration to take place.

Nirala’s frustration had also partly to do with a crisis of authority that was internal 

to the literary sphere. We have already discussed how critical debates over the nature and 

function of literature (2.2) and over the nature of criticism itself (2.4) betrayed a loss of 

certainties about the role and rules of literature and a crisis in intellectual authority. They 

were also closely related to changes in the institutional structure of literature - a process 

not too unlike that which had taken place in England in the late nineteenth century. In 

England, debates over the role of criticism had mirrored a conflict between the originality 

of the Victorian ‘universal man’ and of the later aesthetic critic on one side, and the ‘rise of 

the expert’ on the other. This was also a contest between individual authority and the 

authority vested exclusively in the community of experts; and between a common (public) 

terrain and the specialist, esoteric enclosure of the academia.17

In Hindi, too, in this period literary activity and the social position and role of 

literary people changed radically. On the one hand the growth of a Hindi literary market 

and a literary public fostered the emergence of independent writers, whose authority 

stemmed from their creative achievements and their public voice. On the other hand,

17 ‘Debates about criticism were part of, and were indeed partly caused by, much larger upheavals in 
British intellectual life. These upheavals were felt in three ways. First... in changes in the models of 
‘man’, which in many disciplines of knowledge, particularly those in the newly emergent social 
sciences, were used to underwrite the explanations and the practices. Secondly, they were felt in the 
crisis of intellectual authority which affected all disciplines of knowledge and which thus profoundly 
altered the value of particular critical statements. The third... was the fact that, along with many 
other disciplines, criticism became institutionalized within the universities’, indeed, as I shall show, 
one of the main ends of university reform in the last half of the nineteenth century was to 
accommodate the growing diversity of intellectual enquiry. More important, along with the process 
of institutionalization went the Companion process of professionalization;’ Ian Small, Conditions for 
Criticism, pp. 19-20, emphases added.
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criticism was becoming institutionalized within universities, and literary scholars were 

turning into a professional establishment of university professors. It is common to all 

nascent professions to try and delimit a particular practice and lay exclusive claim to it: 

professional knowledge has to be proved valuable and restricted to the ‘professionals’.18 

Thus, while writers tread experimental paths, nascent critics attempted to identify and 

foster particular values in literature considered peculiar to Indian literature (the Romantic 

idea of the literature of the Volk) or useful for the needs of the times or useful tout court. 

As a result, a crisis ensued between the authority of the independent writer and that vested 

into the community of scholars, specialists who had the power to decide over the canon. 

This involved, we mentioned in an earlier section (2.5), deciding what was ‘Literature’, 

setting standards of appropriate specialist knowledge and the values it endorsed, and 

controlling the dissemination of this knowledge and these values among future generations 

of readers and critics on the basis of their own authority of only qualified specialists.19

This was exactly what Nirala took issue with when he complained about the 

literary taste of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan curriculum and the opposition he had to face 

from literary critics.20 His contacts with the newly-born Hindi departments were strained, 

and interaction took place either with students or privately with a few lecturers. However, 

what Nirala thirsted for was public recognition in the seats of literary authority, and he 

found that hard to obtain.21 In his critique, which tried to challenge current sources of 

authority, Nirala took issue with the authority of professional critics in universities and 

colleges and with that of the janta and of uncriticized popularity. To start from the latter, 

Nirala argued against a literal and narrow understanding of ‘utility’,22 and maintained that 

while new, experimental literature could not be immediately popular with the common

16 By comparison, the process by which professions in Europe sought to acquire status by entering the
university as new subjects (and English was one of them) included: ‘(a) a high degree of generalized 
and systematic knowledge; (b) primary orientation to the community interest rather than to
individual self-interest; (c) a high degree of self-control of behaviour through codes of ethics 
internalized in the process of work socialization and through voluntary associations organized and 
operated by work specialists themselves; (d) and a system of rewards (moneatry and honorary) that 
is primarily a set of symbols of work achievement and thus ends in themselves, not means to some 
other end of individual self-interests;’ ibid., pp. 23-24; see also p. 135.
19 Ibid., pp. 139-40.
20 For strong criticism on Chayavad, especially from Ramcandra 3ukla, the most influential and 
respected Hindi critic, see above 2.2; for the often personal and virulent attacks on Nirala, see. 
Ramvil&s Sarma, Nirala. ki sahitya sadhna, vol. 1. Nirala resented the fact that Sammelan authorities, 
so eager in guiding students, ‘are just as much devoid of knowledge about the “pillars” of literature’ 
and did not introduce them to the most modem and living literature; Nirala, Interview, p. 211.
21 For the greater popularity of Sumitranandan Pant and other young and less fiery ChayavadI, with 
students and at poetry readings, see above 2.3.
22 ‘In every literature there are people who consider gross utilitarianism to be the peak (utkars) of 
literature. They say that literature proves to be genuine (khara.), useful and valuable as far as its 
strength lies in the interest of the people (Janta)’. Rather than pitching ‘aestheticism’ (saunda/yavad) 
against ‘utilitarianism’ (upyogitavad), Nirala suggested a picture of literature as a tree with many 
branches. Moreover, one should not confuse pracalan (custom) with truth; also, for a writer pracdr 
(diffusion) of tastes and beliefs among the people came at a second stage and required considerable 
effort. Nirala, ‘Sahitya aur janta’, editorial in Sudha, June 1933; in Nirala racnavali, vol. 6, pp. 501-2.
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readership, it was nonetheless useful in another sense, in that is refined taste and beliefs.23 

Moreover, true literature would stand the test of time and eventually ‘show its strength’: 

thus, writers did move towards the people, but following their own, original ways. In the 

present stage of modem Hindi literature, the common people did not take favourably to 

new writers because they were unprepared and because the literary pracaraks, those whose 

duty it was to prepare the ground, were in fact hostile. As a result, the common folk was 

not made aware of who was taking the greatest responsibilities and did not know whom 

they should honour most for their original contributions. Thus Nirala acknowledged the 

powers of professional critics but criticized their attitude:

The literary horizon of Hindi is very small, and most college lecturers do not teach 
students to fly in the open sky of literature. They want to see them sitting in the 
same nest of literature in the way they themselves sit.,. Most teachers are of 
conservative tastes (purani lakir ke fakir), and the few who are new do not favour 
the new culture. Not everything is bad in the new civilisation, you know, there are 
many qualities as well. There is a peculiar sparkle in its refinement which makes 
man’s soul as pure as a flower cleansed by a winter morning. But our teachers are 
unaware of it. This is why their students have their minds stuffed with the same old 
narrowness. They do not enter the Hindi literary field with lofty literary intentions, 
with any great new and original talent. They remain confined to visiting the same 
old kathas of nayika-bhed and alamkaras... Because of the faults in this education, 
their Hindi is also not as polished as it should be according to how the language has 
developed, and thanks to what current Hindi authorities teach them about poetry 
they keep tasting the sweetness of Braj poetry until they themselves become 
sickening poets. Their poems are a sorrowful sight.24

What this indictment reveals is a competing notion of literature, and a cry against 

marginalization from the academia. Although Nirala’s protest was personal, it nonetheless 

took side for the authority of the Hindi literary mahapurusa, that humble sahitya-sevl who 

had taken the more tortuous, original and problematic way - the way of ‘knowledge of 

reality’, of study, action and tapasyd.

What do these controversies tell us about the crisis of authority, and especially 

political authority, in the Hindi sphere?

A few remarks on conceptual terms will not be out of place here, since first of all 

we face an absence of direct debates and a direct equivalent of the word - which does not 

imply that the concept itself was absent. Rather, discussions in Hindi groped with an array 

of existing words and concepts in Indian political culture. Just like sarvajanik does not 

cover the range and depth of the concept of ‘the public’, the term adhikar does not express

23 For the lack of educated readers in Hindi, see Nirala, ‘Sahitya tatha hamare lekhakoih ka saftkat’, 
editorial in Sudha, September 1934, reprinted ibid., pp. 468-69.
24 Nirala, ‘Sahitya kl vartman pragati’, editorial in Sudha, June 1930; in Nirala racnavah, vol. 5, pp. 
460-61. In lamenting the absence of serious literary criticism in Hindi, Nirala argued along similar 
lines, and added that ‘one feels like tearing contemporary Hindi critical literature to pieces: it is so 
gross, so lifeless, so far from the human mind’; ‘Hindi merit alocna’, Sudha, July 1993; quoted ibid.: 
506.
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the conflict and crisis of authority. We have thus to explore related terms and concepts - 

such as pratistha or prabhav (influence) - and how they are subjected to tensions when 

new sources and forms of authority emerge along with developments in the public sphere.25

Debates in Hindi on Indian political culture, however, did not investigate political 

power in terms of personal authority; they would rather centre around the cluster of raja 

and praja - whether to argue about the existence of contractual or limited sovereignty in 

ancient India, or about mutual relations between rulers and subjects, or about the rights of 

citizenship or power and authority in general.26 Thus, zamindars, taluqdars and 

conservative intellectuals and politicians would emphasize the paternalistic, benevolent 

aspect of this mutual relationship, while radical intellectuals and politicians would 

underline the contractual and consensual meaning. According to them, the relationship of 

sovereignty and subordination existed only as long as the raja worked for the Svelfare of 

the people’ (praja-ista): final authority and legitimacy had always rested with in the praja, 

and they had the right to withold obedience if the raja did not perform his duty. Needless 

to say, most modem rajas - called contemptously raje-maharaje - had failed in their duty, 

and so had zamindars.27 Moreover, everywhere in the world these were the times of ‘the 

rule of the praja’ - of prajatantra ~ and there was no need for rajas anymore. On the other 

hand, ‘influence’ (pratistha, prabhav) usually indicated clout and prestige over a limited 

group of people and in a local arena - be it that of a jati, a samaj, or a mohalla or a town. 

This was connected to status, and was used for traditional landed or moneyed elites, and 

for ‘senior citizens’, bare vyakti. As such, it did not enter tehoretical political debates.

25 It is useful e.g. to keep in mind the varied range of the concept of sarkar - used to indicate the 
impersonal state, the government in power, and also as an appellative for any person in power. The 
adjective sarkan had also the meaning of ‘public’ in the sense of related to the state, e.g. public 
service is sarkarl naukfi. Particularly as spoken by peasants or generally subordinate classes - sarkar 
shows how for them impersonal power and personal power overlapped, be it the zamindar, tahsildar, 
police officer, judge or generally educated interlocutor, 'Sarkar’ immediately established a personal 
relation of subordination. Other terms would be svami, malik (lord), which would have other 
overtones, since they are the terms used for God as well. Similarly, the relation of bharosa (faith, 
reliance) applied both to God and to subordination to, and protection by, a wordly authority; for 
bharosa in national leaders, see above 6.2. As Premcand’s characters (e.g. Hon in Go dan) show well, 
the appellative/implied an entreaty: Hoti never fails to call the zamindar thus, so as to ingratiate him 
and to request his benevolence and sympathy (sahdnubhuti). Hence, what to the zamindar appeared 
as a spontaneous (and natural) manifestation of loyalty - along the paternalistic lines of rdjd-prajd - 
was also an attempt to request protection and reciprocity. It acknowledged that the power of the 
person above was capricious, that the subordinate had no ‘rights’ to stand by, and that deference was 
the best way to make sure that the caprice would turn in one’s favour. In educated discourse, sarkar 
would both apply to the impersonal state and to the legally limited government.
26 E.g. M. M. MalavTya, ‘Raj-dharma’, Abhyuday, 1908, in P. Malavlya, Malaviyajl ke lekh, pp. 162-68; 
‘Indra’, ‘Pracin bharat mem rajnitik svadhlnta’, Madhuri, IV, pt. 2, 2, Feb. 1926, pp. 180-86.
27 E.g. ^ukdevsimh, ‘Sarvajanik samsthaoth kl duravastha’, Madhuri, II, pt. 1, 3, Oct. 1923; see also 
Ray Bajrahgbahadur Simh, MLC, the taluqdar of Bhadri, ‘Talluqedarorti ka saval’, Sarasvafi, Kahgies 
ministn visesahk, Nov. 1937. Interestingly, Sukdevsimh argues that Parliament, the Imperial Council 
and the Legislative Council cannot be called public (sai-vajanik) institutions precisely because they do 
not serve the welfare of the public: ‘in their decisions they appear to want to harm (anista) the praja- 
paksa all the time’. Raje-mahardje, on their part, are ‘blinded by the pride of authority (adhikar- 
garva)', by ‘greed for fame’ (yasololupta) and personal enmity; p. 264.
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What the discourse and activities of ‘the public’ did was to move away from 

patronage and relationships of deference to an impersonal, public and limited notion of 

power and to alternative sources of authority in ‘the public’, envisaging a wider, open- 

ended and potentially equal audience. Already in the moderate reformist programme of 

Mahavir Prasad Dvivedi, ‘good’ rulers and administrators were only those who actively 

serve the people and who displayed a measure of tyag (self-sacrifice). Later, one of the 

cornerstones of Gandhian politics would be to challenge, discredit and ridicule British 

authority through symbolic reversals of values. As we have seen, literary, but especially 

political activism, seva, tyag and achievements did produce a personal authority which 

might enhance status (as in the case of Motilal Nehru) but was not necessarily be 

connected to it. We have seen that the majority of Hindi leaders who emerged from the 

Non-Cooperation and Civil Disobedience movements came from ordinary backgrounds: 

their authority stemmed from the field, and wearing khadi or leading a simple, austere life 

became the seals of legitimacy. They represented an inversion of the traditional marks of 

aristocratic authority (conspicuous consumption and secluded unavailability) and, at least 

in the eyes of Hindi intellectuals, marked the Congress mahapurusa as a ‘man of the 

people’. They also marked a more direct commitment to the people and to the values of 

justice, tyag etc. than were expected from ‘ordinary’ politicians. This kind of authority 

involved not only a style of living, as we have said, but also an unassuming and 

approachable role: a Congress mahapurusa was expected not be as superior and 

unapproachable as British authorities or traditional rulers. Insofar as they personified these 

alternative values in human form, nationalist mahapurusas could be considered the 

vanguards of the Svaraj yet to come.

In the literary field the discourse and activities of ‘the public’ engendered a notion 

of independence and of direct commitment to the people. Writers subscribing to it woud 

keep away from occasions where they might be asked to adhere to customary deference to 

patrons.28 In writing, breaking literary conventions became a way of asserting the personal 

authority of the writer and the individual right to create. The controversy that raged on the 

matter reveals at least contrasting attitudes towards literary authority.

However, parallelly to this process of questioning authority and developing 

alternative seats, there was another ‘constitutional’ processof consolidation, which led to 

the forming of a literary establishment and, in the political domain, to the formation of a 

Congress sarkar. One result was that Congress mahapurusas, whose authority originally 

stemmed from tyag, seva etc., fell back into the customary practice of personal power. The

28 See Nirala’s experience at the court of Chattarpur, in ‘Chatrapur merit tin saptah’, Sudha, July 
1928, now in Nirala. racndvali, vol. 6, pp. 87-88, and his strong remark that ‘the time for Hindi 
literature has not yet come’ when he witnessed deference to bare vyakti at the Delhi Sammelan 
meeting of 1924; Nirala, Interview, p. 209.
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simple style and tyag were kept up at the level of appearance and of ideology. As the case 

of the Sahitya Sammelan showed, when Congress ministers graced public occasions, or 

visited temples or presided over community functions, they did so with the graciousness 

and superiority of patronising sovereigns. When they had not been in power, that appeared 

as a subversive move to infuse a nationalist overtone into such events, but now that they 

were in power it became just a question of sovereignty and of mutual legitimation.

Nirala and other Hindi intellectuals noticed all this and wondered. Not only their 

own authority as literary figures and mediators of public opinion in the press seemed 

curbed and denied, but also the expectation of a sharing, a participatory nationalist 

authority. Instead, all the Congress commitment and closeness to the people seemed to 

have been lost. ‘Congress netasahV is the term Devldatt 3ukla, the editor of Sarasvati, used 

in 1939. Similarly, the Congress government in U.P. was accused of ‘overlooking the 

opinion of the majority1 on the issue of Hindi and Hindustani: ‘But when did the Congress 

desbhaktas ever pay attention to the people (janta)?’ was 3ukla‘s wry comment.29

Thus, by the end of the 1930s part of the more institutionalised Hindi intelligentsia 

happily secured Congress patronage, and some Hindi politicians reached important 

parliamentary positions. This process, however, took place to the detriment of the disparate 

voices present in the Hindi public sphere, so that the official Hindi language and culture 

Congress endorsed, albeit reluctantly and amidst contestation, was to hinder the further 

expansion and popularisation of the Hindi public sphere, and the recognition of its most 

original voices.

"9 D. 3ukia, Sampadak ke paccis vars, p. 117.
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6. Conclusion

This final chapter examined the relationship between the Hindi literary sphere and 

the rapidly changing political sphere in order to explore critically the varieties of Hindi 

nationalism and the relationship between Hindi writers and leaders in the nationalist 

movement. As one critic remarks, refinements of Habermas’ theory examine the cultural 

world ‘not as a realm left behind when the public sphere took up political issues, but as an 

important aspect of public participation and contestation’.1

Both in the literary and in the political sphere, we noticed, we find a kind of 

double-track, of intellectuals and politicians working gradually (their way up within the 

spaces provided by the colonial system, or else creating separate spaces in opposition and 

in alternative to those of the system. In the first case, the attitude to the public was to 

educate, enthuse and guide it through responsible leadership, in the second case the 

emphasis was rather on ‘breaking chains’, giving voice to new subjects and forging new 

meaningful bonds. It was in these alternative spaces that Hindi literature and literary 

people came most directly to have a political role, whether in the political press or in 

‘national’ schools, and that writing Hindi itself became a political act. Also, whereas in 

constitutional spaces Hindi’s subordinate status to English was not really questioned, in 

alternative spaces English was debunked along with other marks of colonisation, and Hindi 

was championed as the language of the masses, the ‘true nation’. It was also in these 

alternative spaces that the new public sphere interacted with older forms of public activity 

such as festivals and processions, taking on board religious symbols and popular idioms.

While bilingualism was discarded and delegitimized more radically in the literary 

sphere, also thanks to the movement for Hindi rasfrabhasa, in the political sphere 

bilingualism remained, at least in practice, the norm, especially in the constitutional arena 

and in the Congress at the national level. In the case of Hindi politicians, the contradiction 

between their pledge to Hindi and the practice of bilingualism was solved pragmatically, 

and it resulted in Hindi becoming even more of a culturally loaded language for them.

The claim of the nationalist public sphere to represent the whole nation was 

fraught with difficulties, as the rhetoric espousal of the peasant showed. While it is true 

that to a certain extent urban intellectuals and politicians made space for the peasantry in 

their view of the public, and peasants gained some access to the nationalist movement, it 

was hardly on an equal footing and with equal readiness to listen as well as to speak to one

‘Sandria Freitag, ‘Introduction’ to the special issue on Aspects of the Public in Colonial South Asia, 
Vol. XIV, No. 1, June 1991, p. 6.
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another. Moreover, the difficulty intellectuals and politicians had in accepting the social 

conflict that inevitably arose with peasants’ activism and agenda shows once more a 

widespread and strong resistance to accept internal conflict, which is a direct consequence 

of the principle of publicity.

Thus, Sahajanand Sarasvatfs example showed the possibility of an autonomous 

kisan voice and public, but also the constraints and limitations under which such voice 

emerged even within the nationalist political sphere.

Sahajanand’s case is symptomatic of a growing tension within the public sphere 

between constitutional and non-constitutional domains. We saw it in the language 

question, where the victory was a ‘constitutional’ one and favoured a non-popular style of 

Hindi. We saw it in the literary sphere, where the great variety of voices and styles did not 

square well with the political agenda of literature in education. Finally we saw it in the 

political sphere, where we find a growing distance between Congress leadership, local 

activists and popular (counter-) publics, and between the bi-lingual Congress Hindi 

leadership and the more independent Hindi intelligentsia.

As a result, the picture that emerges from the two decades is one of two opposite 

trends: one is a tremendous expansion and emergence of new vocal subjects, e.g. women, 

with several long-term consequences, and a strong sense of political involvement and 

cultural responsibility on the part of intellectuals; the other is a cultural and political bottle

neck, with a budding literary and political establishment which lay exclusive claims to 

authority and discouraged criticism and dissent. Traces of both trends would remain and 

clash in the following decades.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions

In this thesis the notion of ‘public sphere’ was adopted in order to ask and answer 

several orders of question. One set of questions pertained to the Hindi literary sphere and 

its momentous changes in the relatively short span of two decades. These questions were 

initially spurred by our personal encounter with the world both of suddh Hindi and its solid 

educational-critical apparatus, and with literary voices which seemed to suggest a more 

composite and harshly conflictual reality. Yet, and this seemed remarkably contradictory, 

our suddh Hindi teachers could comfortably expatiate even on dissident voices without 

being in the least affected by their critical sting. In a word, Premcand, Nirala and Nagarjun 

could be comfortably part of the canon without its categories and premises being 

questioned.

Thus, our initial set of questions regarded what seemed to be the roots of this 

curious contradiction. First of all, we wanted to explore and understand the remarkable 

variety in the literature of the period, a variety that appeared to be both in terms of 

divergent but co-existing tastes and samskdras, as well as a wide range of experimentations 

with literary genres. Secondly, we wanted to understand how and why, out of this variety 

and out of a popular nationalist movement, a Hindi rdstrabhdsa could emerge that was not 

varied and popular at all, in fact quite the opposite. Thirdly, we wanted to understand how 

a monolithic cultural nationalism had emerged out of what appeared as a period of lively 

and wide-ranging critical debate, and in which literature seemed all engaged in giving voice 

to social contradictions and oppressed subjects. How could official Hindi nationalism then 

be so dismissive of conflict and debate and casually operate remarkable exclusions of other 

subjects? This seemed all the more remarkable since such uncritical mood appeared to have 

persisted even after Independence, when the outer enemy, British rule, had left.

In this respect, journals revealed another world altogether. As a source of material 

they were particularly precious in providing coverage of, and insights into, the literary field 

and the processes in action. These processes can be described, we have seen, as a process of 

expansion and one of institutionalisation.

Expansion took place in fact thanks to the open and commercial spaces journals 

provided. A wider and more diverse readership emerged to support them, thanks to a young 

Hindi-schooled generation and an emerging readership of women. Growing political 

awareness undoubtedly helped this expansion, creating a momentum that literature did its
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best to fuel, and which charged public literary events like poetry and literary meetings with 

nationalist overtones.

In this expanding and more open literary sphere, modem Hindi writers became 

freer to interpret Hindi-seva in original and personal ways and more conscious of the public 

importance of what they wrote. Thus, we see modern Hindi literature of this period actively 

performing (at least) two important roles for the ‘public sphere’. First of all, in many 

original ways literature came to play an imaginative function, i.e. it provided a space where 

contemporary aspirations and anxieties could be explored and composed in a verisimilar, if 

not realistic, fashion. We saw it in the case of historical narratives, where literature could 

forge connections and provide avenues of personal quest. We saw it in the case of social 

novels, where the simplicity of rational answers was eschewed to explore social problems 

with all their tensions and complexity (e.g. Premcand’s Seva-sadan), or else where new 

relationships could be probed by legitimising emotions and desires. We saw it even in 

Jainendra Kumar’s imaginative and fraught treatment of well-accepted roles and ideals. 

Secondly, literature played an active and self-conscious political function. This included 

straightforward propaganda - which still required, however, a creative reinterpretation of 

political messages for a specific audience; it included narratives commenting and 

elaborating on the movement, thus providing explanation and legitimisation for action. It 

also included finding a voice for new subjects like women and kisans. Finally, as a Chayavad 

poet like Nirala claimed, just being original was an indirect way of being political. After all, 

as contemporary young readers and later critics were quick to grasp, the burgeoning sense 

of the self that Chayavad displayed, the freedom to explore and establish correspondences, 

to vent out emotions without constraint, all this upheld an independence of spirit and mind 

that demanded and foreshadowed political independence. Being original, moreover, meant 

not complying with cultural colonialism, and negotiating creatively being ‘Indian’ with being 

‘modem’. This sense of exploration was mirrored by the physical and intellectual mobility of 

Hindi intellectuals of all hues during this period; they would literally cross worlds in coming 

from village to city, from traditional scholarship to jobs in the press, from the world of 

Sanskrit to that of Hindi, Bengali, English. In doing this, they would not relinquish their 

previous samskaras, but rather keep adding on new ones in a remarkable show of elasticity 

and cultural self-confidence. For, after all, it is much easier to give up one’s previous 

scholarship for the nal vidya than to keep both and either harmonise them or skip back and 

forth from one to the other. Journals, we saw, mirrored this expansion by including old and 

new, high and popular tastes all in the same literary space, mirroring in a sense the 

coexistence of samskaras in individual themselves. Finally, writers of this period expressed 

this expansion in their own trajectories across genres, styles and literary sensibilities, in a 

period that witnessed a true outburst of talented polygraphs.
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Institutionalisation of literature took place at the same time, we have seen. It took 

place through associations and their scholarly publication series and, much with the same 

actors, through the education system and its related publishing business: both joined forces 

in establishing the Hindi literary curriculum. We already discussed the implications of, and 

the reasons for, it being a literary - rather than a scientific or a comprehensive curriculum. 

Others have pointed out how this seemingly innocuous and limited literary curriculum 

carried great cultural weight, because it was underwritten by the authority of the 

centralised system and because its message was subtle and pervasive. Through the choices 

of the curriculum and the kind of historical discourse it was based upon, we saw how it 

institutionalised a chauvinistic and exclusivist historical consciousness that was to exercise a 

lasting influence on future generations. Finally, we saw how institutionalisation bestowed 

authority on literary people active in the education system and associations, an authority 

they used in the literary sphere to exercise excluding judgements and critical interpretations 

of those writers who did not fit into their mould. These were the men behind the 

institutionalisation of Hindi in the rastrabhdsa struggle; although they were successful in 

mustering the support of independent Hindi intellectuals against the common threat, it did 

not mean that they were ready to share out their own authority or recognise the others’ 

contribution once the struggle was over.

Thus, expansion and institutionalisation took place at the same time in the Hindi 

literary sphere, symbolised by the two poles of the ‘journal’ and the ‘text-book’.

The material and phenomena examined, however, threw up also another set of 

questions, pertaining to the changes in the public sphere. We can only suggest some 

answers here, since their implications were more long-ranging and involved as much the 

period under study as that following 1940. These questions regard women and the re

negotiation of space, norms and the sphere of emotions; peasants and the limits of their 

access into the political sphere; the limits of ‘the public’ and the non-vemacularization of the 

state. Such questions also address expansion and institutionalisation, but beyond the literary 

sphere.

The material emerging from women’s journals showed that women’s access to the 

public sphere (both the literary and the political one) took place under the aegis, so to say, 

of an overdetermination of roles. That is, it did not happen, or not chiefly, with a (feminist) 

discourse of women’s rights or a reversal of womanly ideals and priorities. Rather, women 

reworked those ideals and norms at the margins. Thus, apart from a few instances, they did 

not overtly challenge or deny patriarchal roles and, consequently, authority: they publicly 

came out only when patriarchal authority was superseded by the higher one of Gandhi’s. 

This suggests that in absence of a superseding authority such as Gandhi’s, women would 

later find it difficult to legitimise their own agendas and come together and act on the basis 

of their own authority. Respectability and self-censorship acted as further curbs to women’s
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use of publicity. They for instance, prevented women from using the camivalesque or 

subaltern subversion that we find in so many popular satires of middle-class modernity, and 

also confirmed more easily male ideas about women’s nature. Thus, if we go by the kind of 

literature women writers produced, women’s access to the public sphere seems to have 

thrown up many more questions and tensions than it solved.

The question of peasants’ participation in the nationalist political sphere highlights 

further tensions in the expansion of The public’ in colonial India. Sahajanand’s story showed 

how, even for a ‘traditional’ intellectual, political experience supported by rational 

arguments could lead to espousing the peasants’ right to put forward their agenda for 

svarajya. It also showed how nationalist awakening provided a framework to undertake and 

legitimise autonomous initiatives. Yet, peasants’ participation in the nationalist movement 

also showed the tensions, which historians like Gyan Pandey have recently investigated, 

around issues of leadership and responsibility. In other words: why did nationalist leaders 

feel their role towards the masses they rallied to be one of leadership without 

responsibility? Vinita Damodaran has spoken of ‘Broken promises’; in fact, the case of 

women and peasants show that the expectations raised by public access created a 

momentum and a fervour of public activism, but these could not be institutionalised.

We may suggest here that this had partly to do with the political bi-lingualism and 

the tension between constitutional and non-constitutional politics that we discussed in the 

sixth chapter. Both, together with the cultural make-up of (Hindi) Congress politicians, gave 

rise to popular political expectations while seriously limiting the purview of ‘the public’. As 

we have seen, entire domains such as that of the state, of personal authority, social practices 

and social conflict in Hindu society were kept ‘out’ of the purview of public discourse. The 

discourse of the public spoke of an overarching and fundamentally harmonious jati, and all 

would attain harmony and prosperity once Indian rule would supplant the foreign one. 

Without discounting other important factors, we may suggest that such a limited notion of 

‘the public’ could not envisage, let alone bring about, structural changes in the relationship 

between the state and society, among social subjects and between individual and group 

beyond a limited extent. As Partha Chatterjee and others have shown, the few plans to 

restructure the state and its agencies, e.g. education, were quickly scrapped as impractical 

even before they were sought to be implemented. ‘National’ institutions quickly lost tempo 

after 1947, as if independence had realized all the change that was needed.

Thus, when institutionalisation came, it carried little of the public momentum 

behind it, and this holds true in the literary as well as in the political spheres. Hindi itself 

still carries this fracture within, after what we saw was a ‘phyrric victory in the language 

question. On the one side there is the official and academic suddh Hindi; on the other side 

that of colloquial use; rich, vivid but hopelessly subordinate to both English and official 

Hindi. A similar disjuncture can be seen at the level of cultural imagination, a disjuncture
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that affected intellectuals and writers across the political spectrum. That is, Hindi writers 

after 1940 treaded a path of experimentation and political commitment, but without 

examining critically - apart from a few cases - the exclusions the language and cultural and 

historical categories they used carried within themselves. This inherently limited the scope 

of both their experimentation and their commitment. Once again, literature was to serve as 

an imaginative and well-fenced space in which one could be a revolutionary and a 

modernist, and still believe in the basic wholeness of ‘Bhartiy samskrti’.

By contrast, the two decades between 1920 and 1940 tell us of period when 

institutionalisation was only under way, and when every writer, editor, teacher, translator 

felt he or she were exploring new possibilities and creating a bit of the nation every time 

they took up their pen.
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Appendix. Biographies

What follows is a series of short biographies of the main Hindi personalities mentioned 

in the course of the thesis. Information were collated from a variety of sources, all 

quoted in the Bibliography. The choice of names, as well as titles and information, is 

partly dictated by the available information, and partly by the intention of giving as 

wide as possible a picture of the possible ways of being a ‘Hindi intellectual’ in this 

period. Accordingly, we have focused, when possible, on family background and 

occupation, social and caste position, literary samskaras in the family and education, 

link with the land and mobility, occupation and source of income, participation in the 

literary sphere and political activism, multilingualism and relationship with other Indian 

linguistic areas (mainly Bombay and Calcutta). A few general observations can be 

drawn.

Firstly, the majority of those who became actors in the Hindi public sphere belonged to 

either small zamindar or even peasant families, whose fathers and grandfathers had 

sometimes diversified into teaching, law, the lower echelons of government service or 

the army; to service families who still served local landowners, worked as village 

patwaris and kanungos; to scholarly or priestly Brahmin families, who performed ritual 

duties in the village and sometimes taught at village pathshalas; and finally to Agrawal 

and Khatri merchant families. Thus, higher and middle-castes, whose linguistic 

competencies had been diverse, compacted around Hindi. Caste-wise, the spectrum 

hardly widened during the two decades: over half of the Hindi literary people were 

Brahmins, including a few Bu'mihars, while the rest was made up by Kayasthas, 

Agrawals, Khatris and Thakurs. The same came be said of the first women intellectuals. 

In many cases, it was the first generation to receive Westem-style education, whether in 

English or the vernacular. Education itself varied a lot, even within each family, 

depending from family and local circumstances.

Secondly, compared to Bengal, for instance, only very few scions of landed or moneyed 

families, or highly-placed government servants, turned to Hindi. Thus, the important 

task of translating ideas, literary forms and sensibilities back and forth between English 

and the Vernacular’, of mediating class and cultural differences, was left to usually 

indigent and overworked vernacular salaried practitioners. Even the few exceptions like 

Raykrsnadas, Jaysankar Prasad and Visvambharnath Sarma ‘Kausik’, for whom literature 

was a very serious delectation and who kept alive private salons for literary 

conversation, did not display the kind of ‘cultural bilingualism’ we find in the Bengali 

bhadralok, that ease in both the English and the Vernacular’ world.
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Thirdly, whether writing was or was not the main source of income is an important 

discriminant. If so, teaching and journalism were the two possible avenues for the 

Hindi-educated. Teaching, especially in pathshalas, still required little or no qualification 

but was very poorly paid, while journalism was an easier option for the single 

intellectual in the city, whose family stayed back at the village, or who could count on 

the family land or the income of other men in the joint family. Yet, for men burdened 

with family responsibilities, the press was a risky choice. Both as a teacher and in the 

press, as salaried intellectuals Hindi literateurs had generally to face a condition of 

submission - either to the government or to the owners of the school or of the paper. It 

is a sign of the times that resignations and break-ups were far from infrequent. 

Consequently, Hindi intellectuals, especially if born in a village, led often a remarkably 

peripatetic and unstable life. Frequent changes of residence strengthened community 

feelings among Hindi literateurs: in each town or city there would be, in absence of a 

family, a ‘family" of Hindi literati who could provide the wandering scribe with 

friendship, intellectual and often practical support.

Thirdly, although links with the land were hardly severed - often the family stayed back, 

pushing the lone intellectual into a lasting temporary accommodation - there was an 

unmistakable trend toward inurbation, especially towards the large provincial centres of 

Allahabad, Banaras, Lucknow, Kanpur, Jabalpur, Delhi, and of course Calcutta and 

Bombay. There were the job opportunities, and there were the Universities and colleges, 

after 1920 also with Hindi students. The journal’s office, the poetry circle, the hostel 

and the coffee house became landmarks for a new cultivated youth, for which the public 

presence of Hindi was less of a hard-won conquest and more of a given fact, and the 

cultural contest of the turn of the century less urgent than producing good poetry. 

Although the families and the social background of the college- and University-going 

youth was not different from those of the Hindi activists of a generation earlier, the 

urban and sophisticated image of the young poet’ definitely was.

Finally, most of the Hindi literary people mentioned below were involved in the 

nationalist movement at some point of their lives. A few became full-time Congress 

activists and leaders, many more supported the movement without giving up their 

occupation and saw their literary activity as an integral part of the movement. Also, 

whenever possible, they worked for ‘national’ institutions.

List of Biographies

‘Baccan’, Harivams Ray 
Bakhil, Padumlal Punnalal 
Barathval, PItambardatt 
Benipuri, Ramvrksa 
Bhargava, Dularelal 
Bhatt, Badrinath

Caturvedi, Banarsidas 
CaturvedI, Makhanlal 
Caturvedi, Jsnnarayan 
Cauhan, Subhadrakumari 
Das, Babu Syamsundar 
Dev, Acarya Narendra
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Din, Lala Bhagvan 
DvivedI, MahavTr Prasad

Gaur, Krsnadev Prasad 
Gaur, Ramdas 
Goyal, Rame^vari 
Gupta, Maithill^aran 
Gupta, &vaprasad

‘Harioudh’, Ayodhyasimh Upadhyay

JoST, Hemcandra and Ilacandra

‘Kau&k’, ViSvambhamath 3arma 
Kumar, Jainendra

Lakhanpal, Candravati

MalavTya, Krsnakant 
MalavTya, Madan Mohan 
MiSra, 3yambihari and 
Sukhdevbihan

‘Navin’, Balkrsna 3arma 
Nehru, Rame^varT 
‘Nirala’, Jsuryakant TripathI

Ojha, Dr. G. H.

Pallval, £rikrsnadatt 
Pandey, Rupnarayan 
Pant, Sumitranandan 
Pararkar, Baburao Visnu 
Parivrajak, Svami Satyadev 
Poddar, Hanumanprasad 
Prasad, Jay^ahkar 
Prem, Dhanlram 
Premcand (Dhanpat Ray)

‘Ratnakar’, Jagannath Das 
R^ykrsnadas

Sahajanand SarasvatT, Svami 
Sahay, &vpujan 
Sahgal, Ramrakh Simh 
Sampurnanand 
‘Sanehl’, Gayaprasad 3ukla 
S^nkrtyayan, Rahul 
3arma, Padmasimh 
3arma, Ramjllal 
3astri, Harihamath 
STtaram, Lala
3raddhanand, Svami (Mahatma 
Mun^iram)
3rivastava, G.P.
^nvastava, Nayjadiklal 
fSrivastava, Pratap Narayan 
Jsukla, Devidatt 
3ukla, Ramcandra 
Sundarlal, Pandit

Tandon, Purusottam Das 
Tivari, Vehkate^ Narayan 
Tripathi, Ramnare^

‘Ugra’, Pandey Becan Jsarma

VajpeyT, Ambikaprasad 
VajpeyT, KiSoridas 
Varma, BhagavatTcaran 
Varma, Dhirendra 
Varma, MahadevT 
Varma, Babu Ramcandra 
Varma, Ramkumar 
Varma, Vrndavanlal 
Vidyalamkar, Jaycandra 
VidyarthT, Ganei ^ankar 
ViyogI Hari

‘Baccan’, Harivam§ Ray (1907-)
Birthplace
Mohalld Mutthiganj, Allahabad.
Education
Educated at the local Municipal school; High School examination in 1925; B.A. from 
Kayastha Pathshala and Allahabad University in 1929, dropped out of his M.A. course in 
English literature in 1930 to follow Civil Disobedience. Enrolled again years later and 
awarded M.A. in 1939 (at 32) from B.H.U. B.T. from Teachers’ Training College, 
Allahabad in 1939. Ph.D. from Cambridge University in 1954.
Occupation
Teacher, then lecturer in English, Hindi officer; poet 
Career
Until 1934 worked irregularly for Camd, Bhavisya, Abhyuday Press, Pioneer Press, 
Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth, Allahabad Middle school and Agraval Vidyalay, where he 
taught Hindi between 1934 and 1938. First married in 1927, widowed in 1936. Started
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writing poetry as a child, and shot to fame in 1935 with audiences at kavi-sammelans 
with his intoxicating poems on Madhusala - one of the few collections of Hindi Khari 
Boli poetry to be truly popular. From 1939 to 1952 taught in the English department of 
Allahabad University. Remarried in 1942. After his return from Cambridge in 1955, first 
appointed Hindi producer at Akashvani Radio Centre in Allahabad, then appointed 
Hindi officer at the Ministry of External Affairs in Delhi in 1955 through his personal 
contacts with T Nehru. Took part as Indian representative in several international 
poetry meetings and official trips. Awarded Padmabhushan in 1976. A solitary figure, 
did not interact with fellow Hindi writers. Translated several Shakespeare plays.
Works
Tera har (1932); Hindi translation of Khayyam’s Rubayypt (1935); Madhusala (1935); 
Madhubala (1936); Madhukalas (1937); Nisa nimanatran (1938); Ekant sahglt (1939); 
Kya bhulurh kyayad kariirh (autobiography, 3 vols.).

BakhSI, Padumlal Pannalal (1894-1971)
Birthplace
Khairagarh, a small town in princely Central India.
Education
Educated at the local Victoria school with Pandit Ravi^aiikar 3ukla, later to become 
Chief Minister of C.P. Read Candrakanta. and Candrajantd santati before High school; 
failed Matriculation once, then B.A. in 1922 from Allahabad University.
Occupation
In 1916 he became a high school teacher in a nearby town, while contributing 
irregularly with articles and translations to Hindi journals. Editor of Sarasvatl (1920-25 
and 1927-29).
Career
His seriousness and wide readings attracted MahavTr Prasad DvivedI, who chose young 
BakMT to replace him as editor of Sarasvatl in 1920. BaktriT had to face strong 
opposition, though his translations and reviews were yff a class of their own. As his 
assistant Devidatt 3ukla recalled: ‘after DvivedI left we more or less stopped receiving 
articles, and we had to write two, three articles for each issue ourselves.’ Despite the 
effort, Bakh^T resigned in 1925 and went back to teaching; returned shortly to edit 
Sarasvatl in 1927-29 before turning definitely to teaching English in Khairagarh and 
writing. In 1959 became head of the Hindi department of Digvijay Snatakottar 
Mahavidyalay in Rajnandgaon.
Works
Visva-sahitya (1925)

Barathval, PItambar Datt (1902-1944)
Birthplace
Jaharkhel (Garhwal)
Education
First traditional Sanskrit education at home, then Hindi and English at Srinagar 
Government High School, then at Kalicharan High School and D.A.V. college in 
Lucknow. B.A., M.A. and LL..B. at B.H.U. The very first Hindi D.Lit. from B.H.U. in 
1934.
Occupation 
Hindi lecturer 
Career
A disciple of S. Das, he worked for several years as director of the Nagari Pracarin! 
Sabha section for the search of Hindi manuscripts. First appointed to teach Hindi 
literature at B.H.U. in 1931; in 1938 appointed lecturer at Lucknow University, where 
he taught until his early death.
Works
TheNirgun School of Hindi Poetry (in English); Gosvami Tulsidas (1925) and Rupak- 
rahasya (1931) with 3.S. Das.
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BenTpun, Ramvrk$a (or Rambrksa) (1902-1968)
Birthplace
Village Benipur, district Muzaffarpur (Bihar).
Education
Left school in 1920 before taking Matriculation in order to join Non-Cooperation. Passed 
Hindi Sahitya Sammelan visarad exam.
Occupation 
Editor and writer.
Career
TulsT’s Manas awakened his interest in literature and poetry, and he entered the literary 
field through journalism. Edited Tarun bharat (1921, weekly), Kisan mitra (weekly, 
1922), Balak (monthly, 1926), Yuvak (monthly, organ of the Bihar Socialist Party,
1929), Lok sahgrah (1934), Yogi (weekly, 1935), Janta (Congress Socialist Party 
weekly, 1937) and Cunnu-munnu (monthly for children, 1950). Founding member of 
the Bihar Socialist Party (1929); first critical but then active in the Bihar Provincial 
Kisan Sabha; took part in the 1930 and 1942 movements and went to jail. Very active in 
Bihar’s Hindi literary life, he was among the founders of the Bihar Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan, and was its general secretary between 1946 and 1950. Propaganda secretary 
of the All-India Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in 1929. Also edited Vidyapati’s poems, wrote 
a commentary on Biharilal’s SatsaI and a biography of Jay Prakash Narayan. Noted for 
his floral language and strong sentimentalism.
Works
Matlkl muraterh (sketches and meiHoirs, 1941-45), Patitorh ke des mem (1930-32), 
Laltdra (1937-39), Cita ke phul (1930-32), Qaidl kl patnl (1940), Gehum aur gulab 
(1948-50). Historical plays: Ambapdll (1941-45), Sltakl math (1948-50), Sandhamitra 
(1948-50), etc.

Bhargava, Dularelal (1895-1975)
Birthplace
Lucknow
Background
Bom in the Nawalkishore family of publishers of Urdu and Hindi books from Lucknow, 
originally from Sasni (Aligarh). His father Babu Pyarelal was more devoted to Urdu and 
Persian, but Dularelal’s first wife (who died in 1916) changed his samskdra to Hindi. 
Education
Only up to Intermediate.
Occupation 
Publisher and editor.
Career
In 1922, with the help of unde Visnunarayan Bhargava, started the literary monthly 
Madhuri which opened a new era in Hindi literary journalism. Himself a poet in Braj, 
with Madhuri Bhargava helped a Braj resurgence, and in 1927 he was awarded the first 
Dev Puraskar for his Dulare-dohdvall amidst strong controversies. An enterprising editor 
and publisher, he launched his own venture with the monthly Sudha and the publishing 
house Gahgd-Pustak-Mala, devoted only to contemporary literary works. Published all 
the most distinguished Hindi writers of the period, to whom he would give high rewards 
and keep the copyright. His star seems to have waned at the time of Independence. 
Works
Dulare dohavall (1927).

Bhatt, Badnnath (1891-1934)
Birthplace
Village Gokulpura ( Agra district).
Backgt'ound
His father was the famous Sanskrit and Hindi scholar and commentator Rame^var Bhatt. 
Education
Educated upto to B.A.
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Occupation
First literary editor, then Hindi lecturer at Lucknow University.
Career
Started working for the Indian Press, Allahabad, at MahavTr Prasad Dvivedfs bequest in 
1916; there he was chief editor of the children’s journal Balsakha for two years (1917- 
1919) and contributed regularly to Sarasvatl, where he wrote in favour of svacchand 
poetry in Hindi as early as 1913. Also contributed regularly to a famous humorous 
column in Pratap called Golmalkarinl sabha. Became the first Hindi lecturer at Lucknow 
University. Married outside his caste in 1921. Wrote only in Khari Boli, mostly 
humourous and historical plays.
Works
Candragupta natak (1920), Cuhgl kl ummldvarl (1919), Tulsidas natak (1922), 
Durgdvatl (1925), Vivah vijhapan, Miss amerikan (1929).

Caturvedx, Banarsldas (1892-1981)
Birthplace
Firozabad
Background
Bom in an Arya Samaji family 
Education
Educated upto Intermediate at Agra college. Literary education under the guidance of 
Braj poet Satyanarayan Kaviratna.
Occupation
First teacher, then editor.
Career
First started teaching Hindi at Farrukhabad in 1913, then from 1914 to 1920 taught at 
Daly College for Indian princes in Indore (with Sampumanand). Involved in the issue of 
‘pravasl bharfly’, Indian indentured labourers, especially in Fiji; in 1924 he went to East 
Africa on an Indian National Congress delegation. Was secretary of the literary branch at 
the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Indore in 1918, where he met several 
important literary and political figures. In 1920-21 was in Shantiniketan with C.F. 
Andrews, and from 1921 to 1925 taught at the Gujarat Vidyapith in Ahmedabad; in 
1927 worked on the editorial board of Aryamitra (Agra) and Abhyuday (Allahabad); 
there he met M.P. DvivedI, P.D. Tandon, Pandit Sundarlal and G.3. Vidyarthl. From 
1927 to 1937 edited the monthly Visal bharat (Calcutta), the Hindi venture of 
Ramanand Chatterjee, editor of Modern Review and Prabasi, and made it famous with 
his virulent ‘public campaigns' (andolan), e.g. against Ugra’s Caklet and ‘obscene 
literature’ (ghasletl sahitya), and against Nirala and abstruse style. In 1937 moved to 
Tikamgarh, where he directed a local literary institution financed by the Raja of Orchha, 
and edited the monthly Madhukar (1940-52). Nominated member of the Rajya Sabha 
after Independence (1952-64), his house became a centre for Hindi literary people in 
the capital. Thanks to his literary contacts with Shantiniketan and political contacts with 
Gandhi had a certain clout in the Hindi literary world, and was a prolific correspondent. 
Works
Satyanarayan kaviratna (1906); Pravasl bharatvasi (1918); Rastrabhasa (1919); 
Bharatbhakta Endruz (1922); Hrdaytarahg (1920); Fiji kl samasyd (1927); Fiji mem 
pratijha-baddh kull-pratha.

Caturvedx, Makhanlal (1889-1968)
Birthplace
Village Bavai (dist. Hoshangabad, C.P.)
Background
Born in a poor family of Radhavallabhan affiliation.
Education
Primary education in the village along with Sanskrit at home; Middle examination in 
1903 and Normal school examination (for vernacular teachers) in 1904; English self- 
taught in 1906.
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Occupation
Teacher, then editor and political activist.
Career
Appointed teacher at Khandva Middle School at Rs. 8 pm in 1904; started editing 
Prabha (1913, monthly) and writing nationalist poetry under the pen-name ‘Ek bhartly 
atma’; left teaching to join the terrorist movement and became a supporter of Tilak. In 
Kanpur came in contact with G.3. VidyarthI, met Gandhi in 1917 and resolved to 
dedicate his life to the welfare of the country. In 1919 was moved to Jabalpur, where he 
edited the monthly Karmavir with Madhavrao Sapre, Visnudatt £ukla and Laksman 
Simh Cauhan. Active in the Madhya Pradesh Hindi Sahitya Sammelan; organized a 
Provincial Political Assembly in Khandwa, and was first arrested in May 1925; took part 
in the Nagpur flag satyagraha in 1923, and when VidyarthI was jailed in 1924 went to 
Kanpur to edit Pratap. In 1926 elected to the Legislative Council on a Congress ticket 
from Mahakoshal. Presided the 1943 All-India Hindi Sahitya Sammelan. In 1967 he 
returned the Padmabhushan honour when the Government of India postponed the term 
by which Hindi was to become the only national language.
Works
Krsnarjun yuddh (1918); Himkirltinl (1941); Sahitya devta (1941); Himtarahgini 
(1949); Mata (1952).

CaturvedI, ^nnarayan (1893-198?)
Birthplace
Village in Etawa district.
Background
His family, of Ramanuja Vaisnava affiliation, settled in Etawa district. His grandfather 
was Sanskrit pandit at the first high school in Etawa, founded after 1857 by A.O. Hume. 
His father CaturvedI Pandit Dvarkaprasad Jsarma moved to Allahabad in 1892 because 
of his government job and settled in the same Ahalyapur mohalla where Balkrsna Bhatt, 
M.M, MalavTya and, later, P.D. Tandon also lived. After writing two biographies of 
Robert Clive and Warren Hastings in Hindi, his fater was dismissed from government 
service and survived on his writing.
Education
First at a local pathshala, where Pandit Sundarlal was his teacher, than at the 
Government High School, where Amamath Jha was his schoolmate. After passing 
Matriculation, enrolled at Ewing Christian College, where he moved from Science to 
Arts. After some hesitation enrolled in the Teachers’ Training College in Allahabad, 
where Mackenzie was principal. Sent by U.P. government to London for higher studies 
in psychology and paedagogy.
Occupation
Teacher, officer in the Education Department.
Career
After a first stint of teaching and the Training College, he was appointed to teach in a 
government school, but joined the Kanyakubja High School in Lucknow instead, and 
turned it into an Intermediate College. After the sojourn in London travelled around 
Europe and to America and Japan, and returned in 1928. Appointed Inspector of 
Schools of Faizabad and Gorakhpur division, i.e. the highest education officer in a large 
part of eastern U.P. During the provincial Congress ministry he was appointed 
Education Expansion Officer by Sampurnanand. Actively defended and supported the 
use of Hindi in the education department and in the radio; in 1940 even launched a 
journal to this aim, Akdsvani. One of the leaders of the pro-Hindi group in the Hindi- 
Hindustani controversy; a very good ‘cultural organizer’, he was instrumental in starting 
kavi-sammelans for Hindi propaganda. Entertained excellent relations with the Indian 
Press, which published all his books, and after retirement was the last editor of 
Sarasvati (1955-1979). His house in Daraganj and the in Lucknow was a meeting place 
for Hindi literary people and was commonly called the darbar. Wrote poetry under the 
pen-name ‘J>rivar’.
Works:
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Cone mahakavya (1917); A History of Rural Education in India (1930); An Educational 
Survey of A District (1935); £iksa vidhan paricay (1935); Samrat pancam jarj (1936); 
Manoranjak samsmaran (1965).

Cauhan, Subhadrakuman (1904-1946)
Birthplace
A village near Allahabad 
Family
Born in an educated but not affluent orthodox Rajput family which practiced parda. 
Education
Educated at Grosthwaite college until Middle examination in 1919. Joined Annie 
Besant’s Theosophical School in Banaras, but dropped out in 1921 for Non-Cooperation. 
In 1920 passed the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan prathama examination.
Occupation
Poet and Congress activist 
Career
Started writing poetry at the age of six, continued throughout her education and 
political involvement and was published on the major Hindi journals; her poem ‘Jhansi 
kl ranf was one of the most famous of the whole nationalist movement. The same year 
of her Middle school examination she was married to Laksman Simh Cauhan, later to 
become a Congress activist and editor, and moved with him to Jabalpur. Involved in 
Congress propaganda among women both in the town and in the district, she was one of 
the few middle-class women not to observe parda. First arrested during flag satyagraha 
in 1923, she was jailed again in 1941 for individual satyagraha. A mother of four, she 
did not observe chuachut and was known for her simple, straight-forward manners; her 
style was equally simple, and she wrote a lot for children, too. Elected member of the 
Legislative Assembly in 1936. Twice awarded the Seksariya prize.
Works
Poetry collections: Mukul (1930), BIkhre mod (1932); Tridhdra, Sabha ka khel; short 
story collections: Unmadim (1934) and Sidhe-sddhe (1946).

Das, Babu J>yamsundar (1875-1945)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Born in a Khatri family; his father was a small cloth merchant who had moved from 
Amritsar; at his death the burden of the family and of business debts fell on young 
3yamsundar, who ‘never lived in an owned house’.
Education
First traditional guru education, then English at the local Hanuman Seminary; after 
passing the Anglo-Vernacular middle examination in 1890, enrolled at Queen’s 
Collegiate School, where he passed the Entrance examination in 1892; B.A. degree in 
1897. Resisted an offer to enrol for an M.A., and tried unsuccessfully to enrol in the new 
Teachers’ Training College in Lucknow.
Occupation
Teacher, then first Head of the Hindi department at B.H.U.
Career
After a brief spell at a local press, he became first Assistant Master, and later Assistant 
Headmaster at Besant’s Central Hindu School in Banaras at Rs. 40 pm. In 1909 he left 
for a job with the State Office of the Maharaja of Kashmir, but returned soon in 1912. 
From 1912 to 1921 was Headmaster of Kalicharan High School in Lucknow, when he 
successfully faught back attempts to turn it into a ‘national school’. In 1922 appointed 
Head of the newly-formed Hindi department at B.H.U., where he set up the courses 
with Ramcandra Sukla. One of the founding members of the Nagari Pracarinl Sabha 
(1893), most of his life and activity was devoted to setting up and managing the 
manifold literary enterprises of the association; he was chief editor of the monumental 
dictionary, Hindi sabdasdgar (1908-1929), which employed altogether seventeen
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people, and was involved in the campaign for the official recognition of Hindi, for Hindi 
propaganda, in the search for Hindi manuscripts, in all the series of publications and in 
publishing several text-books, readers and manuals for the whole school curriculum. In 
excellent terms with the Indian Press in Allahabad, he first published all the Sabha 
books at the Press.
Works
Sahitydlocan (1922); Gadya kusumavali (essays, 1925); Ruparahasya (1926); Bhdsa- 
rahasya (1935); Men atmakahdnu

Dev, Acarya Narendra (1889-1956)
Birthplace
Faizabad
Background
Bom in a wealthy and cultured zamindar family of Faizabad, which cherished both 
Persian and Sanskrit. Third-generation English educated, who had turned to law. Father 
was also active in public life and wrote text-books in English, Hindi and Persian as a 
hobby; the family library was open to the public.
Education
Educated first privately at home, read TulsI and other Hindi books before going to 
school in 1902; matriculated in 1906 in Allahabad; lived in MalavTya’s Hindu Boarding 
House with Pandit Sundarlal at the time of Svadeshi agitation. After his B.A. did an M.A. 
in archeology and ancient history at Banaras Queen’s College (1913), where he studied 
Pali, Prakrit, epigraphy with Venice and Norman. L.L.B. in 1915.
Occupation
First lawyer, then lecturer and Vice-Cancellor at Ka£l Vidyaplth; Congress Socialist Party 
leader; Vice-Chancellor of Lucknow and B.H.U. after Independence.
Career
First attracted to the ‘garam dal’ and to the educational ideas of Lala Hardayal and of 
Aurobindo while in Alahabad. Attended Congress sessions from 1905 until 1908, and 
rejoined only in 1916, First politically active in Annie Besant’s Home Rule league, of 
which he founded a branch in Faizabad (1915), dropped his legal practice in 1920. 
Called to Banaras Ka£ Vidyaplth, he taught ancient Indian history, Indian philology and 
modem Indian history there, became first Vice-Chancellor and then Chancellor (1926). 
Active during Non-Cooperation in Faizabad, in the last phase of the Avadh peasant 
movement. Personally close to J. Nehru. Founding member of the Congress Socialist 
Party (1934), was one of its leading leaders in U.P. Elected to Legislative Assembly in 
1937; in charge of a committee to reorganise education. Edited Socialist monthly 
Sahghars from Lucknow from 1939. Confined in 1939-40 during individual satyagraha; 
arrested in 1942, when Ka£i Vidyaplth was banned and professors and students 
dispersed in the countryside.
Works
While in jail, translated Poussin’s French translation of the Abhidharma-kosa into Hindi, 
while his Bauddha-dharma-darsan was published after his death; with others, Samdjvdd 
kd bigut (1940); Socialism and the National Revolution (1946).

Din, Lala Bhagvan (1876-1930)
Birthplace
Village Barvat, district Fatehpur 
Background
Born in a Kayastha family which had moved at the time of the 1857 rebellion from 
Raibareilly to Rampur, where they became ‘Bakhsi’ of the local Nawab. His father was a 
common clerk, away from home on his government naukri most of the time.
Education
First in Urdu and Persian; then, after his mother died in 1887 and he moved to 
Bundelkhand with his father, attended a Madrasa at Nargaon Cantt. In 1893 admitted at 
the English school in Fatehpur, where he passed his Entrance examination in 1900.
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Thanks to a scholarship of Rs. 8 pm. from the provincial government, enrolled at 
Kayastha Pathshala, Allahabad, but had to leave after the First year examination. 
Occupation 
Teacher, poet.
Career
First employed as teacher at the Kayastha Pathshala, then shortly as Persian teacher at 
the Zenana Mission Girls’ High School before joining the State School in Chattarpur, 
where he worked until 1907. Received Hindi samskara from his grandfather, who was a 
passionate bhakta and read him Tulsl’s Manas. In Chattarpur developed his interest in 
Hindi literature and in Braj poetry thanks also to the local public library. Learnt alamkar 
from a local pandit, and also the local language; published Braj poems in Rasikmitra, 
Rdfflkvatika etc., and became himself editor of a Braj journal in 1905. A great wanderer, 
he used to roam around the hills in Bundelkhand. Thanks to ^yamsundar Das he 
obtained a place as Persian master at the Central Hindu school in Banaras, worked as 
editor of old Hindi texts for the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, and also on the dictionary Hindi 
sabdasagar. Around 1915 started a Hindi Sahitya Vidyalay to prepare students for Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan examinations. In 1921 joined B.H.U. as Hindi lecturer, and taught 
chiefly riti poets. Married thrice, the second time to the renowned poet Bundelabala, 
and then to her younger sister. Wrote both in Khari Boli and in Braj, and especially 
skilled at samasya-purtis. Considered one of the few able commentators of Ke£av Das. 
Works
Only two collections of poetry published: Vir pancaratna (1918), Navl-bin (1926); 
Alamkarmahjusa (1931), Vyahgyarthamahjusa. (1927); ed. Tulsi-granthavali (1923) 
with R. 3ukla and Brajrantadas; authored commentaries on Ramcandrika, Kavipriya, 
Rasikpriya, Tulsl’s Kavitavali and Bihari satsai.

DvivedI, Mahavlr Prasad (1864-1938)
Birthplace
Village Daulatpur, district Rai Bareilly 
Background
His grandfather was a learned pandit who recited the Puranas to the Bengal army 
troops; his father had been a soldier and took part in the 1857 rebellion; he thereafter, 
fled to Bombay, where he worked at the service of a Vallabha Gosvami.
Education
First at the village pathsdla; in 1877 enrolled at the District School in Bareilly to learn 
English; had to take Persian since Sanskrit was not taught; shuttled between Unnao and 
Fatehpur before moving to Bombay with his father. There learnt Sanskrit, Gujarati, 
Marathi, Bengali and English.
Occupation 
Literary editor 
Career
In Bombay first joined the railways as a clerk, and was transferred to Nagpur and Ajmer. 
After passing an examination, became telegraph signaller, and after a series of transfers 
and promotions became head-clerk with the District Trafic Superintendent in Jhansi. In 
the meantime continued studying Sanskrit and old Hindi texts with scholars, and started 
publishing reviews. One such review of an Indian Press primer caught the attention of 
the publisher, Chintamani Ghosh, and DvivedI was asked to edit the monthly Sarasvati. 
After a few assurances he joined, although he kept living most of the time in Juhi, near 
Kanpur. Under his editorship, the prestige and the importance of the journal grew 
immensely, and DvivedI is credited with having formed and standardised modem Hindi 
prose. His collaboration with the Indian Press resulted in a long series of books and text
books; in fact, he indirectly guided the Hindi literary policy of the Press as far as books 
and collaborators were concerned, and he was ever grateful to the publisher,
Chintamani Ghosh, for the respect he was credited. His clear and stern views on 
language and literature earned him enormous prestige in the Hindi literary world, and 
to have published in Sarasvati became a seal of recognition. He assembled a stable 
group of contributors, was at the centre of a dense network of Hindi scholars and
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writers, and inspired many of the younger generation. Before he retired he chose his 
own successor, young P.P. Bakfril, and also his successor, Devldatt Sukla. After his 
retirement in 1920 moved back to the village, where he looked after his fields, opened a 
public library and infirmary and served as sarpanc until he died; also edited his many 
articles into a number of books. Although he presided the welcoming committee at the 
XIII Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Kanpur in 1923 and remained a highly 
respected figure, he kept away from Hindi associations and was particularly critical of 
Syamsundar Das, although he left his books and endowed a prize with the Sabha. The 
last years in the village, without modem amenities, children or family, were spent in 
hardship and failing health.
Works
Translated Bhartrhari, Kalidasa, Jayadeva, Jagannatha etc. into Hindi; Hindi bhasa kl 
utpatti (1907); Sampattfsastra (1907); Hindi mahdbharata (1908). Among the edited 
collections of articles: Kalidas kl nirahkusta (1912); Kalidas aur unkl kavita (1920); 
Sukavi samklrtan (1924); Sahitya sandarbha (1928), Sahitya sikar (1930), etc.

Gaur, Kr§nadev Prasad (‘Bedhab banarsT) (1895-1965)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
His father was a head clerk (munsrim) at the court in Banaras and contributed 
occasionally to English and Urdu papers.
Education
Educated first at Queen’s College, then at Allahabad University, where he acquired an 
M.A. in English; also M.A. in political science from Agra University, B.T. from B.H.U. 
and first class in Hindi Sahitya Sammelan uttama examination.
Occupation
Teacher, poet and literary editor 
Career
While still at school started writing articles, first in English and then in Hindi; 
contributed to K.P. Jaiswal’s weekly Pataliputra (Patna). Later started writing humorous 
articles and poems under the pen-name ‘Bedhab banarsT. English teacher at D.A.V. 
college in Banaras, and accolite of J. Prasad’s. In 1920 edited the humorous weekly 
Bhut, and in 1937 Khudd kl rah par; both ended over personal quarrels despite popular 
success. In 1938 he launched Tarahg, but had to close down due to financial difficulties. 
Contributed humorous columns to several papers. From 1928 to 1930 was literary 
secretary of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, and from 1945 to 1948 general secretary of 
the Nagari PracarinI Sabha.
Works
Among others the poetry collections Bedhab kl bahak (1954?), Kavya kamal; short 
stories: Bandrsl ekka (1930), Gandhi ka bhut, Tandtan.

Gaur, Ramdas (1889-1937)
Birthplace
Jaunpur
Education
First in Banaras and Allahabad; in 1903 B.A. from Muir Central College, Allahabad.
Occupation
Teacher and poet
Career
Taught chemistry in several institutions, including B.H.U., which he left because of Non- 
Cooperation; Head of the Science Department at Gurukul Kangri. One of the very few 
authors of scientific articles and books in Hindi, was involved in Sivaprasad Gupta’s 
Jnanmandal and was instrumental in the foundation of the Vijnan Parisad in Allahabad. 
He also wrote in favour of women’s education on the pages of Grhalaksml, and wrote 
poetry under the pen-names ‘Ras’ and ‘Raghupati’. Arrested in 1921, fined and 
sentenced to one year. At Sivaprasad Gupta’s request he compiled a massive
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compendium of Hinduism, Hindutva (1938). Also prepared a good critical edition of the 
Ramcaritmanas.
Works
Vaijhnanik advaitavad (1920); Hindutva (1938).

Goyal, RameSvari (1911-1936)
Birthplace
Jhansi
Background
Bom in a nationalist family, the daughter of a railway officer and of the famous 
Congress activist and woman poet PistadevI, herself the daughter of the A.S. principal of 
the D.A.V. college in Dehradun.
Education
Studied at Indraprastha College in Delhi; B.A. from Crosthwaite College and M.A. from 
Allahabad University.
Occupation 
Poet; teacher.
Career
Became principal of the Aryakanya PathSala in Allahabad. While still a student, her 
poems started appearing in Sudha from around 1928, and she was greeted as a 
promising talent. Also edited the girls’ journal Sahell for a short while. Active Congress 
campaigner. Married Praka^candra Gupta in 1935. At her death there was a large public 
commemoration in Jhansi, and her sister in Banaras opened a school in her name, which 
is still standing.
Works
Jivan-svapna (poems and prose poems, 1937).

Gupta, Babu MaithiliSaran (1886-1964)
Birthplace
Village Cirgaon, Jhansi.
Background
Bom in a merchant family with literary tastes.
Education
Educated at home in Sanskrit and Hindi, and at the local village school. Later taught 
himself Marathi and Bengali.
Occupation
Poet
Career
Free from financial worries and the need to work he could devote himself to poetry. His 
Khari Boli poems first appeared in a Calcutta magazine, Vaisyopkarak, and then in 
Sarasvati, where under the guidance and inspiration of M.P. DvivedI he wrote on 
historical and mythological themes, e.g. illustrating plates of Ravi Varma’s paintings. His 
first long poem, Rang mem bhang (1910) was followed by the great success of Bharat- 
bharti (1912), which sealed his reputation as nationalist poet and one of the most 
popular poets of the time. Saket, a mahakavya retelling the Ramayana story, was 
equally popular and was awarded the Manglaprasad prize in 1932. A friend of 
Raykrsnadas and Jaysarikar Prasad’s, Gupta would spend long periods in Banaras and 
was a regular presence at Hindi literary gatherings. His fifitieth birthday was celebrated 
with the first ever public felicitation for a Hindi living poet in 1936. Hailed as 
rastrakavi, he became member of the Rajya Sabha in independent India. His brother 
Siyasaran Gupta was also a well-known writer.
Works
Rang mem bhang 61910); Bharat-bharti (1912); Saket (1932); Hindu (1927); Gurukul 
(1929); Dvdpar (1936), Jaybharat (1952), Visnupriya.

Gupta, Babu Sivaprasad (1883-1945)
Birthplace
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Banaras
Background
Born in one of the three most established merchant families of Banaras, the £ah family 
of Raja MotTcand, originally from Azamgarh, hence the name of ‘Azamagarh ghardna’; 
related to Bhagvan Das,
Education
Studied for B.A. at Allahabad University, but was prevented by illness from taking the 
exam.
Career
The foremost Congress patron in Banaras, he was at the centre of several activities and 
enterprises in the field of education, literature, information, art, politics etc. In 1914 
undertook a world tour (narrated in Prthvl praddksina) which took him to Europe, 
America, Japan, China; on his way back to India in 1916 was detained in Malaysia for 
anti-British activities, and was relased only through the intervention of his uncle Raja 
MotTcand, of Benoy K. Sarkar and M.M. MalavTya. In 1917 he founded the publishing 
house Jnanmandal with a detailed plan to print books of scientific and historical interest 
in Hindi; the daily Aj and the nationalist college Kâ T Vidyaplth (1920) followed, the 
former as a limited company, the latter as a trust under the pledge that it would never 
receive government aid. Thus Sivaprasad Gupta emerged as the main patron of 
Congress activities in Banaras: his generosity toward students, educational institutions, 
families of jailed Congressmen, Congress candas, revolutionaries and literary people in 
need was discrete and unparalleled. He also emerged as a great patron of Hindi, 
vociferously supporting the introductionof Hindi in education and in public 
administration, and always ready to provide nationalist-minded literary people with 
work; his private secretary was Paripurnanand, Samp uman end’s younger brother. In 
1920 became an active Congressman and a follower of Gandhi despite his sympathies 
for revolutionaries, and in the following decade was President of the Provincial 
Congress Committee, A.I. Congress treasurer and President of the U.P. Kisan and Labour 
Conference (1927). Convicted thrice during Civil Disobedience, suffered an attack of 
paralysis in jail. Erected Bharat Mata temple with a huge marble outline of India in 
1936.
Works
Prthvl-pradaksina (1924)

‘Harioudh’, Pandit Ayodhyasimh Upadhyay (1865-1947)
Birthplace
Nizamabad, district Azamgarh 
Background
Family originally from Badayun, moved to Nizamabad in the fifteenth century, and lived 
on zamindari and pandital.
Education
Vidyarambh at five, first at home in Sanskrit; in 1872 joined the tahsil school at 
Nizamabad, where he studied Urdu and Persian. In 1879 passed the Hindi Middle 
school examination. After a short spell at Queen’s College in Banaras to learn English, 
passed the Normal school (teachers’) examination in 1887 and the kanungo examination 
in 1889. Bengali self-taught.
Occupation
First teacher, then kanungo; lecturer and poet.
Career
Appointed master at Nizamabad tahsil school in 1884 (married in 1882), was noticed by 
the Education department officer and became kanungo in 1889. Steady improvement to 
registrar kanungo, sadar-nayab kanungo; 15 years as inspector kanungo in the 
neighbouring districts, and 11 years in Azamgarh. Pensioned by the government in 
1923, was then appointed to teach in the Hindi department at B.H.U., apparently not 
too successfully, since S. Das complained that he would teach only Hindu sahgathan or 
his poetry. Finally appointed to teach Hindi in the Girls’ branch of the university (!). His 
literary education started at home, then with a local scholar, who subscribed to
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Bhartendu’s Hariscandra candrika and Kavivacansudhd. A great friend of Babu Ramdin 
Simh of the Khadagvilas Press of Bankipur, was also in contact with George Grierson. 
One of the most respected poets of his generation, he wrote both in Braj and in Khari 
Boli and was often called to attend or preside kavi-sammelans. His Priyapravas was 
widely appreciated and was at the centre of a controversy when it failed to win the Dev 
Puraskar, which went instead to Dularelal Bhargava. Published regularly in all the major 
Hindi journals. President of the XIV Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Delhi in 1924. 
A fervent sanatan dharmi, he was given the title ‘Kavi-samrat’ by the Bharat Dharma 
Mahamandal in 1912.
Works
Novels: Theth hindi ka. thdth (1899), Adhkhila phul (1907); tr. Venis ka bamka. (1928), 
Rip van rinkal. Several collections of poems: Priyapravas (1914), Cokhe-caupade (1924) 
and Cubhte caupade were particular popular. Ed. Kabtr-vacanavali (1921) for Nagari 
PracarinI Sabha. Text-books: Bal-pothl (5 vols.), Vernacular Reader (4 vols.), etc. Books 
of moral instruction: Upades kusum, Niti nibandh.

JoSi, Hemcandra (1894- ?) and Ilacandra (1902-1982)
Birthplace
Almora
Background
Born in a cultured Kanyakubja Brahmin family originally from Jajmau (Kanpur) settled 
in Nainital; one ancestor was chief minister to the Raja of Kumaon.
Education
'After his M.A., Hemcandra went to Europe for further study; after a sojourn in 
Germany, awarded D.Lit. from Paris University on economic and political thought in 
Ancient India according to the Rgveda. Ilacandra studied upto High school. French self- 
taught.
Occupation 
Free-lance writers 
Career
Hemcandra acquired a remarkable collection of books of foreign literatures, from which 
Ilacandra got his literary education before running away from home to Calcutta after 
high school. Both would later be instrumental in introducing contemporary world 
literature and literary trends in Hindi, and acquired a certain reputation for their 
‘modern’ and sophisticated tastes; Hemcandra would send reports and reviews from 
Europe to Hindi journals. Ilacandra started writing poetry at an early age, and by the 
age of sixteen was published on the main Hindi nationalist journals. In 1919 became 
regular contributor to Prabha with articles and short stories, and after 1927 to Sarasvati 
and Sudha. In 1929 an article in English on ‘Recent Hindi literature’ published in the 
Modern Review caused a stir for its mordant criticism of contemporary Hindi literature to 
an English audience. Until 1936 Ilacandra led a peripathetic life and career, moving 
between Calcutta, Allahabad and Lucknow; he worked for a while on the editorial board 
of Camd, then became co-editor of Sudha (1929); with Hemcandra they edited the 
journals Visvavani (1930) and Visvamitra (1931) together in Calcutta. In Allahabad he 
aso edited Sahgam and Sahityakar for sometime, before being offered in 1936 a job as 
radio producer. Hemcandra would later contribute to the Vyutpatti kos (Etymological 
Dictionary) of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha. Ilacandra is credited with having introduced 
the psychological novel in Hindi, or rather giving an individualist twist to contemporary 
social novels; see e.g. Ghmdmay (1929), Sanyasi (1940).

‘Kausik’, Visvambharnath Sarma (1891-1942)
Birthplace
Ambala Cant., but originally from Gangoh (dist. Saharanpur)
Background
Son of a military storekeeper, he was adopted by his uncle, Indrasen, who became a 
lawyer in Kanpur and acquired land property outside Kanpur.
Education
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Educated in Persian and Urdu at school upto Matriculation, and at home in Hindi and 
Sanskrit.
Occupation
Writer
Career
Initially started writing Urdu poetry, then moved to Hindi around 1909 and published 
short stories in the Kanpur weekly Jivan and a few essays in Sarasvati After meeting 
M.P. DvivedI was urged to translate from Bengali and write original stories; 
‘Raksabandhan’ was his first story to be published in Sarasvati Prolific author, hisf short 
stories appeared in all the major Hindi journals and were mostly published by Ganga 
Pustak Mala. Also wrote a life of Rasputin and translated from Bengali. His humurous 
column ‘Dubejl Id citthT appeared in the monthly Camd.
Works
Short stories collections: Galp-mandir (1919), Citrasala (1924), Manimala (1929),
Kallol (1933). Novels: Md (1929), Bhikharim (1929). Also: Satnsdr ki asabhya jatiyorh 
klstriyam  (1924).

Kumar, Jainendra (1905-1988)
Birthplace
Koriyaganj (dist. Aligarh)
Background
Orphaned at a very early age, he was raised by his mother and by her brother, the 
renowned Mahatma Bhagvan Din, who had founded a Gurukul in Hastinapur in 1911 
and was later involved in Congress activities in the Central Provinces.
Education
First at his uncle’s Gurukul, where his name was changed from Anandl Lai to Jainendra 
Kumar; Matriculation from Punjab in 1919; later enrolled for B.Sc. at the Central Hindu 
School in Banaras, but left (under his uncle’s advice) because of Non-Cooperation. 
Would later spend some time at the Tilak School of Politics in Delhi.
Occupation
Writer
Career
A restless and indecisive youth, after leaving school he moved to Jabalpur, where his 
uncle was in jail and where Karmavlr under Makhanlal CaturvedI had become an 
ashram for boys who had jined Non-Cooperation. Started writing reports, and helped 
his mother in shopkeeping. Arrested during the flag satyagraha in 1923. Not until he 
published his first novel, Parakh (1929, awarded Hindustani Academy prize in 1931) 
did he find some stability. He later grew close to Premcand and supported with him 
Hindustani in the Hindi-Hindustani controversy. Greatly influenced by Sharatchandra, 
he enjoyed a similar reputation in Hindi for his depiction of women’s characters and his 
psychological studies.
Works
Parakh (1929), Sumta (1935), Tyagpatra (1937), Kalyanl (1939), Sukhada (1953), 
Vivarta (1953), Vyatlt (1953), Jayvarddhan (1956).

Lakhanpal, Candravati (originally Sukla) (1904-1969)
Birthplace
Bijnaur
Background
Born in an Arya Samaj family, the daughter of Jaynarayan Sukla, Upanisad translator 
into Hindi and the author of original works on sociology.
Education
Educated up to M.A. in Banaras and at Crosthwaite College, Allahabad.
Occupation 
Teacher and writer 
Career
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After marrying Satyavrat Siddhantalamkar, Vice-Chacellor of Gurukul Kangri, she taught 
at MahadevT Kanya Patlriala and later became Acharya of the Kanya Mahavidyalay at 
Kangri (later Dehradun). Chairwoman of the Mahila Congress Committee in Dehradun, 
she took active part in the Civil Disobedience movement, was a Congress Dictator and 
toured villages untile she was arrested and given a one year sentence. In 1932 also 
President of the U.P. Political Conference in Agra.
Works
Madar indiya kajavab (1927?); Striyom kisthiti (1932, awarded the Seksariya prize in 
1934); Siksa manovijhan (1935, awarded the Mahglaprasad prize).

MalavTya, Krsnakanta (1883-1941)
Birthplace
Allahabad
Background
A nephew of Madan Mohan MalavTya,
Education
B.A. Honours from Allahabad University.
Occupation 
Newspaper editor 
Career
From 1910 to 1935 edited and managed the very influential political weekly Abhyuday, 
and from 1911 to 1924 the miscellany monthly Maryada; in 1930, when all editors were 
in jail, his young son Padmakant edited Abhyuday, and took over after 1935. Wrote 
favourably about the Russian Revolution and communism. Active Allahabad 
Congressman and Hindu Sabha member; general secretary of M.M. MalavTya 
Independent Congress Party, campaigned for him in the 1926 elections. Municipal 
councillor in Allahabad, elected to the Legislative Council in 1932 and to the Legislative 
Assembly in 1936. In jail four times between 1920 and 1932, altogether for two and a 
half years. Author of political books, mostly on world politics, and of controversial 
‘useful’ books on sexual relations and the family. Known at the time as the ‘Kuriivar 
Kanhaiya’ of Allahabad.
Works
Sohag-rdt (1927), Manorma kepatra (1928).

MalavTya, Pandit Madan Mohan (1861-1946)
Birthplace
Ahalyapur mohalla, Allahabad 
Background
Son of a well-known vyas, expositor of the scriptures.
Education
Educated first at local Sanskrit pathsalas, then at Muir Central College; B.A. from 
Calcutta University in 1884; had to drop out of M.A. course and start teaching Sanskrit 
at a local Government High School, and changed his name from Mallai to MalavTya. 
Occupation
Editor, then politician 
Career
Early public activities included founding the Prayag Hindu Samaj, with his Sanskrit 
professor Aditya Ram Bhattacharya and Raja Rampal Singh of Kalakankar (1880), 
establishing the Bharti Bhavan library (1889), the Hindu Hostel (1903) and 
campaigning for cow-protection and on the Nagari vs Persian script issue. Author of 
Court Script and Primary Education (1897) and head of the 1900 delegation to Antony 
MacDonnell to have Nagari recognized as official script. First called by Rampal Singh to 
edit the first Hindi daily, Hindosthan (1877-79), went then back to study law. His 
successful career at Allahabad High Court started 1893; after Non-Cooperation he 
would take on only a few political cases and he pleaded for the accused of Chauri 
Chaura in 1922. Instrumental in starting very influential papers, the weeklies Abhyuday 
(1907) and The Leader (1909), and the Hindi monthly Maryada (1910). Elected
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municipal councillor and Vice-chairman of Allahabad municipality; nominated in 1903 
and then elected to the U.P. Legislative Council; returned from there to the Vice-Regal 
Council, from which he resigned in 1920. At first opposed to non-cooperation and 
locally in competition with the Nehrus, was active in politics after 1920 mainly as Hindu 
leader and an ally of landed and industrial magnates. In 1923 reorganized the A.I.
Hindu Mahasabha, in 1926 contested elections under the separate banner of the Indian 
Nationalist Party, and in 1935 with the Congress Nationalist Party. After his life-long 
dream of building a Hindu University in Banaras was realized in 1916, he moved there 
and acted as Vice-Chancellor.
Works
Court Character and Primary Education in the N.W.-P. and Oudh (1897).

Mi£ra, ^yambihari (1873-1947)and SukhdevbiharT (1878-1951)
Birthplace
Village Itaunja, district Lucknow 
Background
Bom in an eminent and scholarly Kanyakubja Brahmin family which lived on zamindari 
and moneylending; one ancestor had been granted the title Mi3ra from the original 
Dvivedi.
Education
After vidyarambha at home, both educated first in Urdu in the village, then at the 
Church Mission High School in Basti and finally in Lucknow. 3yambihan first failed his 
Middle examination, then passed Entrance in 1891 from Jubilee High School, Lucknow. 
In 1893 passed Intermediate, in 1895 awarded a first class B.A., English honours from 
Canning College, Lucknow, and in 1896 M.A. from Allahabad University, Sukhdevbihan 
passed his Middle school examination from Jubilee High School in 1893, and the Final 
and First year Art (F.A.) examinations in first class. In 1899 B.A. and gold medal from 
Canning College. L.L.B. in 1897.
Occupation
Civil servants and divans 
Career
f>yambihari became first a Deputy Collector, then a Secretary and divan in several 
princely states; worked also as Police Superintendent and Collector. From 1924 to 1928 
was Honourable Member of the Council of State, and in 1928 was awarded the title Rai 
Bahadur; in 1933 the Maharaja of Orchha gave him the title of Raoraja, and in 1937 
Allahabad University conferred upon him an honorary degree. SukhdevbiharT was first a 
lawyer, then a sub-judge, and finally divan of Chattarpur state, where he called several 
Hindi writers from time to time. In 1913 he presided the Kanyakubja Conference in 
Sitapur. In 1927 awarded the title Rai Bahadur. In 1930 travelled extensively in Europe, 
and retired in 1931. Both were members of the Senate of several universities and served 
as examiners. Closely connected to the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, they were in charge o 
the search for Hindi manuscripts for several years. Their fame relies largely on their 
works Hindi navratna (1910-11), an anthology and introduction to the ‘nine gems’ of 
Hindi literature, and Misrabandhu-vinod (1913), a voluminous compilation of about five 
thousand Hindi writers and works, based both on Sivsimh Sehgar’s Sivsimh saroj (1878) 
and on the catalogues of manuscripts produced by the search; the latter work was to be 
criticized by M.P. Dvivedi and Ramcandra 3ukla. Authoritative critics and reviewers, 
they also wrote history books in Hindi from English sources, and original historical 
novels.
Works
Hindi navratna (1911); Misrabandhu-vinod (1913).

‘Navin’, Balkrsna Sarma (1897-1960)
Birthplace
Village Bhayanain district Shajapur (Gwalior state)
Background
His father was a poor Vaisnava Brahmin who moved to Nathdvara (Rajputana).
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Education
After English Middle in Shajapur, went to Ujjain for high school at Madhav College. 
After Matriculation, moved to Kanpur in 1917 to start a B.A. at Christchurch College. 
Left in the final year to join Non-Cooperation.
Occupation
Newspaper editor, activist and poet 
Career
First attended Lucknow Congress in 1913, where he met G.3. VidyarthI, Makhanlal 
CaturvedI and M.3. Gupta; VidyarthI was especially friendly. Once in Kanpur became 
part of the ‘Pratap family1, became acquainted with BhagavaScaran Varma, Kaurik, 
Laksmidhar Vajpeyl etc. Wrote both nationalist and love poetry, helped editing Pratap, 
of which he became editor after Vidyarthi’s death in 1931, and edited Prabha from 
1924. His short story ‘Santu’ was published in Sarasvati in 1916. Involved in all 
Congress campaigns with VidyarthI, was a follower of Gandhi’s and later of Subhash 
Chandra Bose’s. For several years member of the UP PCC, was member of the 
Constituent Assembly, where he was active in favur of Hindi’s recognition; elected MP 
in 1952.
Works
Poems: Kusum (1936); Apalak (1952); Urmild (1957), etc.

Nehru, RameSvarT (1886 -1966)
Birthplace
Lahore?
Background
Bom in the distinguished Kashmiri Brahmin family of Divan R.B. Raja Narendranath of 
Lahore, once president of the Hindu Mahasabha and MLA. One forefather was advisor to 
Ranjit Singh.
Education
Educated at home in Persian and Arabic, and later in English.
Occupation
Editor and political activist 
Career
Married in 1920 to Brajlal Nehru, Motilal Nehru’s nephew, who was Accountant General 
of the Punjab and later became economic advisor to the Jammu and Kashmir 
government. Founded and edited with Uma Nehru, Shyamlal Nehru’s wife, Strl-darpan 
from Allahabad from 1909 to 1923. In 1909 founded the Prayag Mahila Samiti against 
parda; both she and Uma were involved in the AIW (Associaton of Indian Women). 
Member of the Age of Consent Committee in 1926-27. In 1930 went to the Round Table 
Conference in London as representative of Indian women; in 1931 in Geneva at the 
League of Nations, toured Europe inl932. In 1934 turned to Harijan uplift, and in 1935 
was elected vice-president of the Harijan Sevak Sangh. In 1937 visited Australia. In 
1938 worked again in Harijan uplift activities in Central India. In 1942 was nazarband, 
and jailed when she violated the rules. Author of several unpublished books, her novel 
Suryadev ka agaman was serialised in Manorma. After independence was engaged in 
social work.

‘Nirala’, Suryakant Tripathi (Suraj Kumar Tevari) (1899-1962)
Birthplace
Village Garhakola, district Unnao, at the heart of Avadh 
Background
Father was an officer in the army of the small princely state of Mahishadal in Bengal; 
owned some land and mango groves in the village.
Education
Little formal education. Self-taught Hindi through journals, chiefly Sarasvati and 
Maryada. Fluent in Bengali.
Occupation
Poet and literary editor
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Career
After his father’s death in 1917, and that of his wife, brother and sister-in-law in the 
influenza epidemic of 1918, had to provide for himself, his two children and his 
nephews. After a short term in the prince’s service, thanks to a recommendation by 
M.P.DvivedT, whose village was near Nirala’s ancestral village, appointed editor of the 
Ramakrishna Mission’s Hindi periodical Samanvay in Calcutta in 1921. Acquainted with 
the world of Hindi literateurs in Calcutta, joined the ‘Matvala mandaT in 1923; first slim 
collection of poems in 1922, Anamika (reprinted in Parimal, 1929). First break-up with 
Matvala’s owner in 1924; salaried translation work in Calcutta; again in Matvala, but 
writing also political and topical articles for other magazines (e.g. ‘Carkha’ on Gandhi 
and Tagore). Second break-up with Matvala’s owner over the latter’s predilection for 
‘Ugra’, undiscriminate literary jobs. A friend of Pant’s and Prasad’s, but irritated over the 
enthusiastic reception of Pant’s Pallav (1926), entered a bitter controversy with him. 
After a long illness in Banaras and Garhakola, returned to Matvala., for the first time on 
a salary. Required formal qualifications for a job at Sudhd was first rejected. Started 
becoming a popular figure with students. Immersed in polemics with Chayavad 
detractors. From 1930 to 1940 lived in Lucknow, working for Dularelal Bhargava’s 
Sudhd and Ganga Pustak Mala. In the 1940s showed first signs of mental instability but 
kept writing. From 1945 lived alone in Allahabad. The most experimental and wide- 
ranging of the Chayavad poets, also author of original sketches, stories and short novels, 
is now considered one of the most original Hindi literary figures of this century.
Works
Poems: Anamika (1922, later as Parimal, 1929), Gitika (1936X Anamika (1937), 
Tulsidas (1938), Kukurmutta (1942), Anima (1943), Bela (1943), Naye patte (1946). 
Prose: Apsara (1930), Alka (1933), Caturl camar (as Sakhl} 1935), Kulll bhdt (1939), 
BUlesur bakarihd (1942).

Ojha, R.B. Mahapandit GaurlSahkar Hiracand (1863-1947)
Birthplace
Rohira village (Sirohi state, Rajputana)
Background
Bom in a Brahmin family which had moved from Mewar to Sirohi state in the sixteenth 
century.
Education
Educated first at home in Hindi, after yajnnopavit underwent the traditional Sanskrit 
education in the Vedas, ganit, etc.; at 14 moved to Bombay for lack of proper 
educational facilities, and learnt Gujarati for six months before being able to enrol at 
Elphinstone College; matriculated from there in 1884. Meanwhile kept studying 
Sanskrit and Prakrit with the famous scholar Pandit Gattulal. Enrolled at Wilson College 
in 1886; a spell of ill-health interrupted his studies, but until 1888 he remained in 
Bombay to study ancient scripts and ancient history.
Occupation 
Historian, curator 
Career
In 1888 appointed head of the history office of Udaipur state; in 1890 became director 
of the newly-opened museum library of Victoria Hall; in 1908 appointed director of the 
Government Museum in Ajmer. In 1893 published the first Hindi book on the subject of 
ancient scripts (Pracin lipimala), which earned him the recognition of scholars and the 
membership of several scholarly societies; a revised edition came out in 1918. In 1902 
wrote a biography of Colonel Tod and started writing notes on the translation of his 
Antiquities of Rajasthan. Also started publishing an Itihds granthamdla. Early member of 
the Nagan PracarinI Sabha, he edited its journal, Nagari PracarinI Patrikd for several 
years and published his books with the Sabha. Edited Prthviraj vijay and Karamcand 
vams and authored several books on various Rajput dynasties. In 1911 awarded title of 
Rai Bahadur, and in 1928 of Mahapandit; President of the 1927 Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan, and in 1933 President of the Historical branch of the Baroda Oriental 
Conference; in 1933 was presented a huge felicitation volume, Bhdrtiy anusilan;l937
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awarded the title Sahitya Vacaspati from the Sammelan, and an honorary D.Lit. from 
B.H.U. Wrote only in Hindi.
Works
Among others: Soldnkiyom ka itihas (1908); Ra.jputa.nd ka itihas (1923-); ed., 
Madhyakdlin bhartiy samskrti (1928).

Pallval, J»nkr§nadatt (1895-1968)
Birthplace
Village Tanora, Agra district.
Background
Moderately affluent peasant family 
Education
M.A. in Economics from Allahabad University in 1920; dropped out to join Non- 
Cooperation. Private study of religious scriptures.
Occupation
Newspaper editor and political leader 
Career
Started writing for Brahmoday, then fled to Kanpur where in 1918 joined G.3. 
Vidyarthfs ‘Pratap family1; editor of Prabha under the name of Devadatt 3arma, and of 
Pratap from 1921 to 1923. Early influenced by Tilak, then by Satyadev Parivrajak; 
involved in the Mainpuri Conspiracy case, was acquitted for lack of evidence. Active 
Congressman, moved to Agra, where in 1925 he founded the nationalist weekly Sainik 
(also daily from 1935), dosed down and fined several times by censors. 1923-26 
member of U.P. Legislative Council; 1928-31 member of Agra District board, later 
chairman. Leader of the Civil Disobedience campaign in Agra district; elected on a 
Congress ticket to the U.P. Legislative Assembly in 1934. The leading Congressman of 
Agra district, was first U.P. Congress Dictator in 1940; again in jail between 1942 and 
1945. In 1946 elected unopposed to the Central Assembly, and President of the U.P. 
Kisan Congress.
Works
Seva marg (1920); Marksvad aur gandhlvad. Translated The Eternal City into Hindi.

Pandey, Rupnarayan (1884-1958)
Birthplace
Lucknow
Background
Bom in a poor Brahmin family in Lucknow, the son of a Sanskrit scholar.
Education
Orphaned at tender age, was educated under the tutelage of a local scholar. Studied 
Sanskrit at Canning College, passed the prathama, but had to start working before he 
could take the madhyamd examination. Taught himself English, Bengali, Marathi, 
Gujarati and Urdu.
Occupation
Literary editor, translator 
Career
One of the first professional translators and editors in Hindi. Started by translating the 
Puranas and the ^rimadbhgavat; then Krttibas’s Ramdyana, and later several Bengali 
novels and plays, among which Bankimchandra’s essays, Tagore’s Arhkh kl kirkirl 
(1919), Raja ram (1925), etc. and most of Sharatchandra’s novels: all in all, sixty 
translations and fifteen original works. In search of employment, he worked as editor 
first with Nagari-pracarak, Nigamagam-patrika (the journal of Bharat-Dharma 
Mahamandal, which awarded him the title ‘Kaviratna’), then with Prasad’s Indu, with 
the Indian Press in Allahabad, with Kanyakubja and finally with Madhuri, where he 
remained, with some gaps, from 1923 to 1935. The stability and fame as an experienced 
editor brought him some wealth and a pompous style of living. Contributed regularly 
with Braj poems and articles to the main literary journals. Also edited £ivsimh saroj and 
wrote commentaries on TulsT’s Ramayana and Sivraj bhusan.
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Pant, Sumitranandan (1900-1977)
Birthplace
Kasauni, district Almora 
Background
His father was trasurer of Kasauni state and owned a tea estate; after his mother’s early 
death, was brought up by his father and grandmother.
Education
First at the village school; in 1912 at Amora government school to learn English, and in 
1918 at Jaynarayan High School in Banaras; in 1919 enrolled at Muir Central College 
for B.A., dropped out in the second year spurred by his elder brother.
Occupation
Poet
Career
Bom in a cultured family and with literary-minded elder brothers, wrote copiously from 
an early age. In Banaras first read Sarojini Naidu, Tagore and the English Romantic 
poets. Thereafter wrote Ucchvds and Granthi (publ. 1920). In Allahabad his poems 
started to be published in Sarasvati (the first Chayavad! poet to be published there) 
thanks to P.P. BakhsTs personal encouragement, and his poetry collections were 
published by the Indian Press. Early recognition, especially after Pallav (1926). From 
1931 to 1941 was guest of the Maharaja of Kalakankar, and edited Rupabh (1938) from 
there, a literary journal which bridged between Chayavad and later poetry, both 
Progressive and Experimentalist. Pant Mmself moved on to various styles, first under the 
influence of Gandhi, then of the Progressives and lastly of Aurobindo Ghosh, a trajectoy 
not untypical for Hindi intellectuals. In 1942 founded a cultural centre in Almora, 
Lokayan, established contacts with Uday Shankar’s group, and wrote for one of his 
ballets. On that occasion toured South India and visited Aurobindo for the first time. 
From 1950 to 1957 was advisor for All-India Radio. Awarded Sahitya Akademi Puraskar 
in 1961.
Works
Ucchvds (1920), Granthi (1920), Pallav (1926), Vina (1927), Gunjan (1932), Yugdnt 
(1936), Yugvani (1937), Gramya (1940), Yugpath (1948), Kala aur burha camd (1958). 
Play: Jyotsna (1934).

Pararkar, Baburao Visnu (1880-1955)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Bom in a Maharastrian family; his father had moved to Banaras, studied there until 
sastri and became Head Pandit in government schools in Bihar.
Education
Mostly in Bihar, especially in Bhagalpur, first in Sanskrit, then in English upto 
Intermediate level at Tejnarayan College, Bhagalpur. After his father’s death paid his 
studies with private tuitions, but after his mother’s and sisters’ death in the plague had 
to eventually give up.
Occupation 
Newspaper editor 
Career
After the death of his mother and sister went to Calcutta in search of occupation. First 
job with Hindi bahgvdsi in 1906; then in 1907-10 at Hitvarta, the Hindi edition of 
Hitvadi, with uncle S.K. Deuskar, who was chief editor there; wrote chiefly political 
articles and editorials. Meanwhile studied Hindi and Marathi at Bengal National College, 
where he came in contact with its principal Aurobindo Ghosh and Rasbehari Ghosh. 
1910-15 assistant editor with daily Bharatmitra with A. VajpeyT. 1916-20 convicted for 
political reasons; in 1920 back to Banaras, where he joined &vaprasad Gupta’s 
nationalist daily Aj and made it, together with J>ripraka3 (1890-1971), one of the best 
Hindi papers. In 1930 during Civil Disobedience, when Aj was shut, edited and
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published the cyclostyled bulletin Rdnbherl. Arrested and fined Rs. 1000 for an article in 
Aj in 1930. Edited Premcand smrti ahk for Hans in 1937. President of the First 
Sampadak Sammelan at Vrindavan Hindi Sahitya Sammelan; President of the XXVTI 
Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in Simla, at the heat of the Hindi-Hindustani controversy.

‘Parivrajak", Svami Satyadev (alias Sukh Lai) (1879-1961)
Birthplace
Ludhiana
Background
Bom in a Thapar family of great religious eclecticism: his great-grandfather had 
embraced Sikhism, his grandfather was a Shaiva. Although himself a sanatan dharmi, 
his father sent him to a D.A.V. school and wanted him to join the railways.
Education
Matriculation in 1897 from the D.A.V. school in Ludhiana. Entrance from D.A.V. college 
in Lahore, where he became close to Lajpat Rai. Later graduated from Central Hindu 
College, Banaras. In 1905-7 spent two years in the United States at the universities of 
Chicago and Oregon, studying political science and economics.
Occupation 
Public preacher 
Career
After reading Dayanand’s biography at school decided to become a sanyasi Five years of 
religious education in Dehradun, Kanpur and Ka£I. In the 1890s became an Arya Samaj 
pracarak; his first article in Hindi appeared in Sarasvati, Decided to go the United States 
to cure his eyesight, and collected the money for the passage by preaching in Gujarat. 
From America he corresponded with M.P.Dvivedi, and his reports in Sarasvati became 
very popular. In the United States he also did fund-raising for his ‘downtrodden 
country". On his return he first settled in Almora, then in Dehradun, where he was 
appointed head-master of the local D.A.V. school. Soon left and tried various 
educational and literary enterprises in Calcutta and Banaras, and published some 
nationalist tracts; in 1913-14 worked as a Hindi preacher for the Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan, touring North India. Between 1913 and 1918 also toured continuously to 
preach svadesi and svarajya. In 1918 was sent to South India to help the Hindi 
propaganda programme there. In 1923 left for Germany for further eye treatment, but 
despite several trips became blind. Also became attracted to Nazism, and wrote 
favourably about it and Hindu sahgathan in Hindi journals. After his return opened an 
ashram in Javalapur (Hardwar). Overall a highly original and colourful figure, inspired 
many younger minds.
Works
Amrika didarsan (1911), Rastrly samdhya (1911), Hindi k sandes (1914), Satya 
nibandhavall (1914), Sahjivan butl (1915), Manusya ke adhikar (1922), Hamarl sadiyoth 
kigulami (1922), Sahgathan ka bigul (1922), Merljarmanyatrd (1924); Quran mem 
parivartan (1924); Bhartty samajvad kl ruprekha (1939).

Poddar, Hanumanprasad (1892-1971)
Birthplace 
Shillong (Assam)
Backgivund
Born in a family of Marwari merchants which moved to Calcutta in 1901.
Education
Educated in Calcutta in Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi and English.
Occupation
Newspaper editor and publisher 
Career
In Calcutta came in contact with Bipin Chandra Pal and Aurobindo Ghosh and took part 
in terrorist activities since 1910; jailed in 1916-18 for treason and banned from Bombay. 
In jail turned to spiritual path. Met Gandhi in 1915 and took the oath to ‘serve the 
country" (svades-sevd). Since 1914 started writing articles for Hindi journals. Moved to
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Bombay in 1918, where he became an ardent Tilak follower before changing once again 
in 1921 and turning to religious preaching. With Seth Jaydayal GoyTnka set up, first in 
Bombay and then in Gorakhpur, the religious monthly Kalyati (1926), which was to 
become the Hindi journal with the highest distribution ever and a powerful vehicle of 
reconfiguration of ‘modem’ Hindu identity. In 1927 set up the Gita Press in Gorakhpur, 
and in 1928 the English version of Kalyan, Kalyana Kalpataru, came out. In 1929 
Gandhi in Gorakhpur gave a speech at the Press; Poddar organized the 1929 Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan meeting there. In 1932 launched Harijan sevak with Viyogi Hari and 
Seth Ghanshyam Das Birla. After independence, took part in the movement to restore 
Krishna’s ‘birth-place’ in Mathura. Author of several books and booklets on ‘Hindu 
culture’.
Works: Hindu-samskrti ka svarup; Sinema manorahjan yd vinas-sadhan; Stri-dharma- 
prasnottarl (1926); Bhakta-balak (1930); Bhakta-narl (1930).

Prasad, Jay^ankar (1889-1937)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Bom in a cultured and distinguished Agrawal merchant family selling scented tobacco 
for snuff and known as ‘Sumghnl sahu’; his father and elder brother were connoisseurs 
of art and literature. At his father’s death in 1901 the family split and business went 
almost bankrupt. Much of Prasad’s life was spent trying to recover the business from 
debts.
Education
First at home with a Braj poet; in 1899 enrolled at Queen’s College, Banaras, but 
attended only upto 7th grade. After his father’s death started helping at home with the 
business, and continued to study on his own. Self-taught Sanskrit, which he read widely, 
Pali, some Urdu and English.
Profession
Merchant, gentleman poet 
Career
Much of his life was spent in Banaras, apart from a few pilgrimages; great friend of 
flaiKrsnadas, and later through him of MaithillSaran Gupta, Krsnadev Prasad Gaur,
Vinod 3ankar Vyas and Premcand. Started writing regularly from the age of fifteen. 
Unhappy with M.P.Dvivedl’s policies on Khari Boli poetry, launched his own 
sophisticated journal, Indu (1909-1927), where he published his own and Raykrsnadas’s 
poems. Hardly a public person, was only loosely attached to the Nagari PracarinI Saba, 
but would nonetheless visit the library assiduously. Although he wrote a lot and 
regularly in Braj, published only in Khari Boli after 1918. Deeply involved in ancient 
history, wrote copiously about it in the form of learned essays and highly original 
literary plays. Recognised as the first ChayavadI poet after the success ofAmsu (1925), 
published widely in the most prestigious journals. His last few years were devoted to 
writing his magnum opus, the poetic epic Kamdyanl, on the origin of man and 
civilisation after the last deluge. Also wrote several short stories and two novels.
Works
Poems: Jharna (1918), Amsu (1925), Lahar (1933), Kamdyanl (1936). Plays: Visakh 
(1921), Kdmnd (1927), Janamejay ka nagayajha (1926), Skandagupta (1928), 
Candragupta (1931), Dhruvasvamini (1933). Short stories: Chaya (1912), Pratidhvani 
(1926), Akascdp (1929), Amdhi (1931), Indrajal (1936). Novels: Kahkal (1929), Titll 
(1934).

Premcand, (Dhanpat Ray) (1880-1936)
Birthplace
Village Lamhi, district Banaras 
Background
Born in a Kayastha family of clerks and kanungos; his father was a postal clerk in 
government service.
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Education
First in Urdu and Persian with a maulvi in a neighbouring village; then at the Mission 
School in Gorakhpur where his father was posted, and finally at the prestigious Queen’s 
Collegiate School in Banaras, where he passed Matriculation in 1898, Refused free 
tuition, had to give up studying. In 1902-4 attended the Government Teachers’ Training 
College in Allahabad; B.A. only in 1919, at the age of thirty-nine, from Allahabad 
University.
Occupation
Teacher, writer, literary editor and publisher 
Career
First teaching job at the Mission School in Chunar in 1899, for Rs. 18 pm. After a series 
of temporary posts and the teachers’ training joined government service: after a brief 
spell in Allahabad, from 1905 to 1909 taught at the District School in Kanpur and 
contributed regularly to D.N. Nigam’s Urdu literary journal Zamana; his first story was 
published in 1907. In 1906 married 3ivranl DevT, a child-widow; it was his second 
marriage. From 1909 to 1915 appointed sub-deputy inspector of schools in the 
‘backward’ district of Hamirpur. His first collection of short stories (in Urdu), Soz-e- 
vatan (1909), was proscribed; thereafter he changed his pen-name from Navab Rai to 
Premcand. Between 1913 and 1915 gradually switched publishing from Urdu to Hindi; 
his first Hindi story, ‘Saut’, was published in Sarasvati in 1915. In 1913 first serious bout 
of illness that will grow chronic; in 1915 allowed to go back to teaching, after attempts 
at taking over Zamana prove unsuccessful. After failed attempts to leave government 
service for other teaching posts, finally resigned after Gandhi’s visit to Gorakhpur. After 
a short spell at the ‘national’ Marwari school in Kanpur and Ka£i Vidyaplth school in 
Banaras in 1921-23, started his own printing press, the Sarasvati Press, which would 
become not the source of independent livelihood, as he had hoped, but of endless 
financial troubles. In the years to follow his earning would chiefly go to pay for the 
press and the journals he would edit, the monthly Hans (1930) and the political weekly 
Jdgaran (1932). Moved to Lucknow to work first as literary consultant to Dularelal 
Bhargava for the Ganga Pustak Mala (1924-25), then as Madhuri’s editor and in the 
publication department of Nawalkishore Press (1927-32). Meanwhile contributed short 
stories to the leading Hindi journals and wrote several novels. In 1934 attended the 
XXIV Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Delhi with Jainendra Kumar. In 1934 tried to 
work as a script-writer in the Bombay movie industry, but the job and the environment 
did not suit him. In 1934-36 became actively involved in the Hindi-Hindustani 
controversy in favour of Hindustani: toured and gave speeches; among the founding 
members of the Bhartiy Sahitya Parisad, a new all-India writers’ association, handed 
Hans over to it in 1935. Presided the first Progressive Writers’ Association in Lucknow in 
1936, shortly before his death.
Works
Several collections of short stories; major novels: Seva-sadan (1919), Vardan and 
Premasram (1921), Rahgbhumi (1925), Kayakalpa (1926), Nirmala (serialized in Carhd 
in 1925; publ.1927); Gaban (1931), Godan (1936); plays: Sahgrdm (1923), Karbala 
(1924). Translated A. France {Thais), Gailsworthy and Sharar’s Fazana-e-azad (1925).

‘Prem’, Dhanlram (1904-1979)
Birthplace
Village Dariyapur, district Aligarh 
Education
First at Atrauli D.A.V. school, then at Dharma Samaj College and Aligarh Muslim 
University. Medical degree in 1929 from the National Medical College in Bombay. In 
1931 went abroad to Edimburgh for further medical studies.
Occupation
Medical doctor and writer 
Career
Jailed for one year in 1921 in Aligarh during Non-Cooperation. Established a branch of 
the Arya Kumar Sabha in Aligarh. Lived and worked in England for a few years; after his
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return, practiced in Bombay and Allahabad; edited Carhd and Bhavisya for a while after 
Mahadevl. Author of very popular ‘social’ short stories and one-act plays. Wrote two 
films for Ranjit Movie Company: Do badmas and Bhulbhulaiya.
Works
VallarT (1932), Prem samadhl, Pranesvari (1931), Vesya ka. hrday (1933); Rang aur britis 
rajnlti, Rus kajagaran, Virahgana panna, Devi jon (Joan of Arc).

‘Ratnakar’, Babu Jagannathdas (1866-1932)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Born in a distinguished and wealthy family from Panipat district, whose ancestors had 
been officers of Akabar’s court and who had moved first to Lucknow and then to 
Banaras with the decline of the Mughals; the family was known as ‘Dillival Agraval 
VaiSya’. His father was a literary connoisseur and a scholar of Persian and Braj, distantly 
related to, and a contemporary of, Bhartendu HariS candra. Poets would regularly visit 
the house.
Education
First in Urdu; in 1891 B.A. at Queen’s College, Banaras, with Persian as second 
language; only started M.A. in Persian. Private study of medieval Hindi poetry, Urdu, 
Persian, Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhramsa, Bengali, Marathi, Punjabi, Ayurveda, Jyotish, 
music, history, archeology, etc.
Occupation 
Official, poet 
Career
In 1900 first appointed Chief Secretary in a small princely state, and in 1902 Private 
Secretary to the Maharaja of Ayodhya; after his death in 1906, became Private Secretary 
to his wife. Mostly occupied with managing work, had little time for literary pursuits 
until he retired in 1920. A typical exponent of the old Indo-Persian elite, first started 
writing poetry in Persian, then switched to Braj and became the most respected Braj 
poet of modem times. After his retirement became quite active in the Hindi literary 
scene: regularly attended literary gatherings and kavi-sammelans. Presided the XX Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan in Calcutta in 1922, and in 1925 the first All-India Hindi Kavi- 
Sammelan in Kanpur. Regularly published Braj poems in a variety of metres and 
especially of srhgara rasa, for Hindi journals, and edited and commented several texts of 
rlti poets. His commentary to Biharilal’s Satsat, Biharl ratnakar (1922), was widely 
praised.
Works
Poetry: Hindola (1894); Gahgavataran (1927); Uddhavasataka (1931).

Rayr§nadas (1892-1980)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Bom in the ‘Ray1 family, one of the most established merchant families of Banaras, 
related to Bhartendu Hariscandra and Radhakrsna Das. His father was a lover of 
Sanskrit and of poetry.
Education
Educated first at home, then at Queen’s collegiate school.
Career
One of the central literary figures of Banaras, a connoisseur of poetry and art, at his 
salon on Ramghat scholars, musicians, writers and art-lovers assembled for half a 
century. Wrote poetry in Braj and Khari Boli from early on, spurred by M.P. Dvivedi and 
MaithilT^aran Gupta, and published in Sarasvati. A great friend of Jay^ankar Prasad, too, 
he helped editing his monthly Indu (1909). Very fond of travelling and of exploring 
artistic and archeological sites, he assembled a large collections of artifacts, Bharat Kala 
Bhavan, which he donated first at the Nagan PracarinI and then to B.H.U. Also started a
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publishing house, Bharti Bhandar in 1927, with the aim of encouraging cooperative 
publishing and higher royalties for writers; it was ceded to the Leader Press of 
Allahabad in 1935 (by then, a Birla concern).
Works
Prose poems: Sadhna (1919), Chaydpath, Samlap, Praval (1929). Poems: Bhavuk, 
Brajraj. Short stories: Andkhya (1929), Sudhamsu. (1929) Art history: Bharat kl 
citrakala (1939), Bharat kl murtikala (1939).

Sahajanand Sarasvati (Navrang Rai) (1899ca.-19?)
Birthplace
Village Deva, tahsil Syedpur, district Ghazipur.
Background
Poor Bhumihar zamindar family 
Education
The first of his family and one of the first in the village to become literate, and an 
exceptionally bright and studious pupil, first attended Upper Primary School at 
Jalalabad in 1899. Final examination in 1902; Hindi Middle examination from Ghazipur 
in 1904, awarded a scholarship to continue. Enrolled at the German Mission high school 
in Ghazipur to study English, left just before taking Matriculation in order to become a 
sanyasl The following years were spent on pilgrimage and studying Sanskrit grammar 
and the 3astras in Banaras.
Occupation
San^dsl, peasant leader 
Career
After several years of wanderings and pilgrimages, in 1914 called to give speeches and 
upades at the Bhumihar Brahman Mahasabha in Ballia in support of Bhumihar’s claim to 
Brahminhood. This was the first step of his subsequent career as an activist. Wrote 
pamphlets and two caste-histories to prove the claim: Bhumihar brahman paricay 
(1916), Brahmarsivamsavistara, and a manual on karmakand for Bhumihars, but 
refused to forge an itihas of Bhumihars in Sanskrit slokas. Thereafter resumed his 
spiritual path for a time, but kept abreast of political events. After a meeting with 
Gandhi in Patna and attending Nagpur Congress in 1920 became active Non-Cooperator 
in Baksar: used to travel on foot as a sanydsi, toured villages for propaganda. First jail 
sentence in Ghazipur, Faizabad and Lucknow, where met other nationalist leaders. In 
jail ‘discovered1 the Gita, would later write a commentary on it. Founding member, and 
later president, of the Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha (1929). Established an ashram at 
Bihta, near Patna, for Bhumihar boys, it became the centre of his peasant activties. 
Suspended kisan activities during Civil Disobedience, resumed afterwards and engaged 
in intense propaganda, holding 120 meetings in three years between 1933 and 1935, 
with focus on tenancy reform and rent remission. Conducted independent enquiries into 
peasants’ conditions in Gaya, Darbhanga, Pumea, involved in local struggles, 
entertained tense relations with Bihar Congress leadership. Several close collaborators 
were Congress Socialist Party members, and he gradually grew closer to CPI. By 1944 
parted company with Communists, tried to move the BPKS near Congress again, but 
unsuccessfully.

Sahay, 5>ivpujan (1893-1963)
Birthpace
Village Unvans, district Shahabad (Bihar)
Education
First in the village gurudvara and with a maulvi, then in 1903 at Kayastha Jubilee 
School in Ara; Matriculation in 1912.
Occupation
Teacher, then literary editor 
Career
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The typical uncertain, impecunious and peripatetic career of a free-lance Hindi 
journalist and writer. As a student started contributing articles to various Bihar journals 
and was linked to the Ara branch of the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, one of the earliest to be 
founded. In 1913 worked for a year as Hindi copist at the civil court in Banaras; then 
moved to Allahabad, where he wrote and translated; in 1916 appointed teacher at his 
old school, and in 1918 at Ara Town School. Kept up literary readings thanks to the 
Sabha library. In 1920 left government service and started teaching in a ‘national’ 
schoolin Ara. In 1921 edited Marva.fi sudhar from Ara and opened a public library in his 
own village. His literary guru Hvariprasad 3arma advised him to go to Calcutta, where 
in 1923 he became part of the Matvala mandal’ with Munshi Mahadev Prasad Seth, 
Navjadiklal fsrivastava and Nirala, on a voluntary basis; contributed to other Calcutta 
Hindi magazines at the same time. In 1925 shortly moved to Madhuri under D. 
Bhargava, but did not like the ‘professional’ environment and hierarchy there. In 1926 
joined the the Pustak Bhandar at Laheriyasarai (Darbhanga), the most important Hindi 
publisher in Bihar, and moved to Ka£l; in 1930 moved to Sultanganj (Bhagalpur) to edit 
Gahga, a literary journal, but that, too, did not last. From 1931-33 back in Ka&, where 
he rented a room in Jay£arikar Prasad’s compound and edited Jagaran; in 1933 returned 
to Laheriyasarai to edit the children’s journal Balak until 1939. In 1939 finally 
appointed Hindi professor at Rajendra College in Chapra (until 1949); became involved 
with the Bihar Hindi Sahitya Sammelan; first Director of the Bihar Rastrabhasa Parisad 
in Patna in 1950. Awarded Padmabhushan in 1961, and D.Lit. by Bhagalpur University 
in 1962.
Works
Bihar ka bihar; Vibhuti; Dehdti duniya (1926); Gram sudhar; Annapurna ke mandir 
mem.

Sahgal, Ramrakh Sirnh (1896-1952)
Birthplace
Village Rakhterha, near Lahore 
Background
Son of a forestry officer.
Occupation
Editor and publisher
Career
Spent his youth in Jaunpur. At the time of Jalianwala Bagh was in Jalandhar, where he 
married Vidyavatl Devi, who was educated at the Aryakanya Mahavidyalay and later 
taught at Crosthwaite school in Allahabad. Took part in the Non-Cooperation movement 
and worked with the Congress office in Allahabad; was on the first Congress delegation 
that toured the Avadh countryside at the time of the peasant agitations in 1920. In 1923 
he launched Cdrhd, with little financial means but great business skills; it became the 
journal with the highest sales in the province. After the special ‘M^rvari aiik’ a Marwari 
youth from Calcutta assaulted him. Helped financially by Seth Ramgopal Mohta from 
Bikaner. Established a Matr Mandir for lone mothers and widows in Allahabad, which 
was also used as a secret meeting place for women revolutionaries like Durga Bhabhi 
and Su3lla Didi. In contact with Candrasekhar Azad and his group. His foray in political 
journalism, Bhavisya (around 1927) lasted only six issues; after being ousted from Camd 
in 1933, he tried establishing a new publishing house in Dehradun, then reviving 
Karmayogi in Lucknow in 1938, and the monthly Guldasta in 1940. His last days were 
spent in acute financial crisis.

Sampurnanand (1891-1969)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Ordinary, educated Kayastha family.
Education
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Primary school at Harish Chandra School, then at Queen’s College, Banaras; B.Sc. from
Allahabad University in 1911. Teacher’s Training T.L. from Allahabad in 1916.
Occupation
Teacher, politician
Career
Started teaching at the ‘national’ Prem Mahavidyalay after a vow that he would never 
work in government service until svarajyacame; refused an offer to go abroad because 
‘too orthodox’. After a year at his old school in Banaras, left for Teachers’ Training 
college. Thanks to the recommendation of the principal, Mr Mackenzie, took up a post 
at Daly College, Indore, from 1916 to 1918, where he met Banarsldas CaturvedI. 1918- 
21 principal at Dungar College, Bikaner. Took part in the 1918 Hind! Sahitya Sammelan 
meeting in Indore, where Gandhi was president, and started contributing to Hindi 
journals. Resigned to join Non-Cooperation in Banaras; soon secretary of the District 
Congress Commitee. Briefly edited Maryada in 1921 before going to jail. Since 1922, 
member of AICC and professor of philosophy at Ka£ Vidyaplth, with Narendra Dev, 
3riprakas, Acharya Birbal, etc. Involved in the publication work of Jnanmandal, 
published Antarrdstny vidhan (1924) and Samajvad (1936, awarded the Mariglaprasad 
prize) from there. 1923 elected to the Municipal Board, chairman of the education 
committee. In 1926 elected member of the provincial Legislative Council from Banaras 
city. First Congress Dictator for salt satyagraha in Banaras, arrested in 1932. Arrested 
again during individual satyagraha in 1939 and in 1942. Three times president of UP 
PCC. Founding member of the Congress Socialist Party in 1934. Elected again to the 
Legislative Assembly in 1935, was Education minister in the Congress Government in 
1938-39, and again in 1946. After Independence was Chief Minister of I.P. and 
Governor to Rajasthan.
Works
Bharat ke desi rostra (1918); Antarrdstny vidhan (1924); Samajvad (1936).

‘SanehT, fSukla, Gayaprasad - ‘TrisuT (1883-1972)
Birthplace
Village Harha, dist. Unnav (U.P.)
Education
Educated until Middle examination in Hindi and Urdu.
Occupation 
Tecaher and poet 
Career
Became a Middle School teacher at 16. Continued to study old Hindi, Urdu and Persian 
literatures; began publishing poetry in Manoharlal DIksit’s Rasikmitra (Braj poetry 
journal) in 1904 or 1905. Believed that training was necessary for poetry. Poem ‘Krsak- 
krandan’, published in G.S. Vidyarthl’s Pratap in 1913, attracted M.P. DvivedTs 
attention, and he asked SanehT to write for Sarasvati a poem on a ‘kupratha’ like dowry. 
This was the first of a long series of poems on social issues and on Puranic characters 
and episodes in Sarasvati. At VidyarthI’s urge, he started writing nationalist poems 
under the name ‘Trisul’, while he kept writing on traditional Braj themes for Svami 
Narayanananda’s Kavindra. After Kavindra closed down ‘Sanehl’ himself edited the 
poetry journal Sukavi (1928-50). ‘Trisul’s identity remained a mystery until Sanehl left 
his teaching job in 1921 and moved to Kanpur. One of the most famous nationalist 
poets of his day, he was instrumental in reviving kavi-sammelans for nationalist 
purposes, and was an extremely popular poet in that venue.
Works
Published collections: Prem-pacisi, Krsak-krandan (1913), Rastriy mantra (1921), 
Rastriyvina (1922), Trisul tarahg (1931), Kala mem trisul,etc.

Sankrtyayan, Rahul (Kedarnath Pande, alias Baba Ramodar Das) (1893-1963) 
Birthplace
Village Pandaha, district Azamgarh 
Background
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Maternal grandfather was in the army.
Education
Formal education only upto Urdu Middle Standard; later, Sanskrit education in Banaras, 
Arya Samaj education at Arya Musafir school in Agra and Buddhist education in Sri 
Lanka.
Occupation
Traveller-scholar, political activist 
Career
After running away from his grandfather’s home started a peripatetic life: first to 
Banaras, then to Calcutta, back to Banaras and as an ascetic in the Himalayas. Became 
mahanta Ramodar Das; travelled to South India. In 1914 in Agra, then as Arya Samaj 
missionary in Lahore. Politically active since 1920, first as volunteer in Chapra with 
flood refugees, then as Non-Cooperator in Baksar; first jail sentence. President of 
District Congress Committee; first trip to Nepal. First trip to Sri Lanka in 1927 for 
nineteen months, then underground in Nepal and first trip to Tibet. First trip to Europe, 
the Soviet Union and Asia in 1932-33, Active in Kisan Sabha agitation in Bihar in 1936, 
was jailed during the Congress ministry and, in a famous case, was refused treatment as 
‘political prisoner'; again member of Bihar Congress in 1940, and jailed between 1940 
and 1942. In jail new conversion to communism and membership of the Communist 
Party; several trips to the Soviet Union. Prolific author of over 150 books on ancient 
Indian history and archeology, political science, Buddhism and Communism; editor and 
translator of Sanskrit and Tibetan texts; author of several travel-books and of a four- 
volume autobiography. Exercised great allure in the Hindi literary sphere for his vast 
scholarship and un|spal familiarity with Central and East Asia. Author of several 
children’s bookp:oo, and a few novels. In 1939 presided over the Bihar Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan, ana in 1947 over the A.I. Hindi Sahitya Sammelan and the Progressive 
Writers’ Conference; severed contacts with CPI in 1947 over the question of Urdu.

Carina, Padmasimh (1877-1932)
Birthplace
Nayak Nagla, district Bijnaur 
Background
Bhumihar family of peasant-farmers.
Education
First in Urdu and Persian; Sanskrit (Astddhydya) at the pdthsdla of Pandit Bhlmsen 
Sarma, a disciple of Dayananda’s in Etawa. Then studied kavyasastra with Pandit 
Jivaram 3arma, and two years at the Oriental College in Lahore, where he met Nardev 
3arma. Then grammar in Jalandhar with Pandit Gahgadatt 3astri and philosophy in 
Banaras with Ka^math fsastri.
Occupation
Arya Samaj preacher, teacher, author 
Career
Since 1902 preacher for the UP Arya Pratinidhi Sabha, and on the editorial board of 
Satyavadi, edited by Munriram (later Svami £raddhanand). In 1904, taught at Gurukul 
Kangri. 1909-17 taught at Jvalapur Mahavidyalay, where he edited Bharatoday; for 
some years secretary of the managing commitee of the Mahavidyalay. Close friend and 
correspondent of M.P. Dvivedi, contributed regularly with learned essays to Sarasvati. A 
"purist”, he did not agree with Lala Hansraj’s mixed style for Hindi text-books. In 1918 
called to work in the publication department of Jnanmandal, Banaras. There published a 
famous commentary on Bihari’s Satsai, the Sahjivan bhasya (1922), awarded the first 
Manglaprasad prize. A close friend of the Urdu poet Akbar Ilahabadi, he is considered 
the first "comparative critic” in Hindi. BanarsTdas Caturvedi, Harriarikar jSarma were 
among his disciples. Presided the XVIII Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Moradabad 
in 1928. In his last years cooperated with Hindustani Akademi, Allahabad: his speech 
‘Hindi, urdu, hindustanT was published in 1932.
Works
Sahivan bhasya (1922); Pad-pardg (1929); Hindi, urdij aur hindustani (1932).
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f>arma, Ramjllal (1876-1931)
Birthplace
A village near Hapur, district Meerut 
Background
Poor but cultured Brahmin family; his father was a scholar of Sanskrit grammar. 
Education
English until 5th standard in the village, Sanskrit with a pandit.
Occupation
Literary editor, publisher 
Career
Orphaned at young age, his family moved to Hapur in order for him to get a job. In 
1899 moved to Meerut, found work as proof-reader at the Arya Samaj press of Pandit 
Tulslram. Published two tracts: Take ser mukti and Take ser laksrril Became Arya Samaji 
and started taking interest in public affairs. Moved to Ajmer for another proof-reader’s 
job, and then to Allahabad in 1905, where he was employed by the Indian Press at Rs. 
30 pm. 1905-13 worked in the literature department of the Indian Press, writing 
children’s books: e.g. Bed manusmrti (1907), Bal gita (1908), Bdl visnupurana (1909), 
Balpurana (1911); also textbooks Balvinod and Baldbodhini (1912). Translated I.G. 
Vidyasagar’s Sita vanvas (1909). In 1913 opened his own press, Hindi Press, publishing 
his own text-books and the children’s journals Vidyarthl (1913) and Khilauna (1924). 
Met M.M. MalavTya and started contributing to Maryadd and Abhyuday. Involved in the 
Hindi Sahitya Sammelan from the start, was general secretary from 1923 to 1928; the 
managing committee led by him tried to oust Harihar Sarma and take over the Daksin 
Bharat Hindi Pracar Sabha. Gandhi and MalavTya had to intervene.

3astri, Harihar Nath (1904-1953)
Birthplace
Village Vajirapur, district Ballia (Eastern U.P.).
Background
Only son of a sub-inspector of police, Avatar Lai, from Bihar. Orphaned at young age. 
Education
Received his first schooling in Ghapra, where he passed the High School examination. 
Went to Banaras for further education; in 1921 joined KaSI Vidyaplth.
Occupation 
Trade unionist 
Career
Before joining the Vidyaplth stayed shortly at the Gandhi Ashrams in Patna and in 
Lahore, where he worked as a teacher and social worker under Lajpat Rai’s influence. 
Jailed during Non-cooperation in 1921. After graduating from the Vidyaplth, he worked 
first as member of Lajpat Rai’s Lok Sevak Mandal amoung untouchables in Banaras. 
After training with trade union leaders in Bombay at Lajpat Rai’s heed, was sent to work 
among labourers in Kanpur, living in the workers’ quarter at Gwaltoli. Edited journal 
Mazdur. By 1929 was general secretary of the Kanpur Mazdur Sabha, in 1931-37 its 
president. In 1933 elected president of the All India Trade Union Congress until 1935. 
Also in charge of its U.P. branch (1929). Founding member of the Congress Socialist 
Party, he was general secretary of UP CSP in 1934, and opened a branch in Kanpur in 
the same year. Member of the UP PCC, was elected MLA in 1937-39. Resigned after 
independence on the issue of Communists’ hold over its executive and over AITUC.

Sitaram, R.B. Lala (AvadhvasI) (1858-1937)
Birthplace
Ayodhya
Background
Family of Ramanandi affiliation, originally from Jaunpur.
Education
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First taught by Baba Raghunathdayal, then Urdu and Persian with a maulvi while he 
acquired Hindi proficiency by reading religious texts. Underwent formal education, too, 
and acquired a B.A. in 1879 before taking an L.L.B.
Occupation
Editor, teacher, government servant 
Career
First edited Avadh akhbar, later taught at Banaras Queen’s College before becoming 
Headmaster in Sitapur; later appointed science teacher in Faizabad and back in Banaras. 
In 1895 appointed Deputy Collector, retired in 1909. All along maintained a very close 
relationship with the Education Department, where he was examiner and member of 
the Textbook Committee. Appointed to write several volumes of Hindi Selections (1923) 
for the first University course of Hindi literature at Calcutta University. Involved in the 
Hindustani Academy, Allahabad. Wrote several text-books, and poetry under the pen- 
name ‘Bhup\
Works
Meghaduta (tr., 1883); Kumarasambhava (tr., 1884); Raghuvamsa (tr., 1885), 
Rtusamhdra (1893); also translated Srhgaratilaka, Uttararamacaritmanas, 
Malavikagnimitra, Mrcchakatika, Mahavlrcaritra, Malatlmadhava, Hitopadesa, etc. as 
well as some Shakespeare. Wrote Ayodhya ka idhas.

fJraddhanand, Svami (Lala Munslram) (1856-1926)
Birthplace
Taiwan, district Jalandhar (Punjab) —v 
Background
Born in a Khatri family, the son of a devout Shivaite.
Education
Educated in a series of towns in U.P.: Banaras, Banda, Mirzapur, Banaras again and 
Allahabad; enrolled at Government College in Lahore for law.
Occupation
First lawyer, then Arya Samaji educationist and political activist 
Career
Came early under the influence of Svami Dayanand Sarasvati; president of Jalandhar 
Arya Samaj, started law practice. After an extensive fund-raising tour established the 
Kanya Path^ala in Jalandhar in 1890, later to become Kanya Mahavidyalay in 1896, also 
with the support of the newly-organized Arya Samaj women preachers of the Stn 
Samaj. The Kanya Mahavidyalay was to be a pioneering institution in female education 
and an important instrument for Hindi propaganda in the Punjab. Active production of 
text-books and original curriculum. In 1900, in polemics with the compromising and 
pro-English policy of D.A.V. colleges, founded Gurukul Kangri, first in 1900 in the Vedic 
pathsala of Gujranvala, then on donated land on the banks of the Ganges near Hardwar 
in 1902; principal between 1902 and 1907. Opened a Mahavidyalay section in 1907 for 
Vedic studies, Ayurveda and humanities (in Hindi). Initially not involved in politics (in 
contrast with the revolutionary activities at D.A.V. college in Lahore), the Gurukul grew 
progressively political. In 1919 Sraddhanand started the nationalist daily Vijay under 
the editorship of his son, Prof. Indra Vidyavacaspati (1889-1960), and an Urdu daily,
Tej; involved in Non-Cooperation and Khilafat propaganda. Tooksanyds in 1917. One of 
the animators of suddhi activities in the Arya Samaj, held regular suddhi conferences at 
the annual Gurukul anniversary celebrations, registered a Bharat Suddhi Sabha in 1911, 
and renewed activism with the new Hindu Mahasabha in 1923. Killed by an enraged 
Muslim in 1926.
Works
Jdti ke dinorh ko mat tyago (1918); Kalyan marg ke pathik (autobiography, 1924); 
Khatre ka ghanta (1926).

^rivastava, G.P. (1891-1976)
Birthplace
Chapra, district Saran
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Background
Father was railway clerk always on transfer for his naukrl.
Education
First education at Chapra in Urdu with a maulvi; when his father settled in Gonda, 
moved there and passed Matriculation in 1909. In 1910 took Entrance examination at 
Canning College in Lucknow; B.A. in 1913 and L.L.B. in 1915.
Occupation 
Lawyer and writer 
Career
Started contributing regularly humororus stories for Hvariprasad karma’s journal 
Manorahjan (Ara, 1912). Well-known humorous writer, published for all major Hindi 
journals, especially Camd and Sudhd. Awarded Coronation medal by the British Raj in 
1937; made notary public of Gonda district. Also translated R.C. Dutt’s The Lake of 
Palms (1926).
Works
Among others: Lambl darhl (1914), Mar-markar hakim (1917), Mardanl aurat (1920), 
Ulatpher (1926), Dumddr ddml (1927); Gahga-jamam urf prem-rahasya (1927), Vilbyatl 
ullu (1932); Dilki dg uifdiljale ki ah (1933).

^nvastava, Munshi Navjadiklal (1888-1939)
Birthplace
A village near Ballia (Eastern U.P.)
Background
After his father became a sadhu, had to provide for the family from very early on.
Occupation
Editor
Education
Hindi, Urdu, Bengali self-taught 
Career
Moved to Calcutta forced by want and first worked as a postman. Thanks to contacts 
with various printers and journalists taught himself Hindi, Urdu and Bengali. Before 
joining the ‘Matvald mandaF, with Mahadev Prasad Seth, Sivpujan Sahay and Nirala, 
worked as a clerk for a soap- and oil-factory. Looked after the accounts of Matvald and 
wrote the popular humorous column ‘Matvale ki bahak’. When Mahadev Prasad Seth 
wanted to move the journal to Mirzapur, went back to the soap factory and started his 
own Mast Matvald, but could not support it for long. Left Calcutta for Allahabad, where 
he edited Camd from 1933 to 1935 after Ramrakh Simh Sahgal’s departure. After a few 
other unsuccessful ventures in Calcutta died in severe penury. A public appeal was 
launched to raise a subscription for his family.

^rivastava, Pratapnarayan (1904-1978)
Birthplace
Kanpur
Background
Born in a wealthy family whose ancestors were officers during the Nawabi period. 
Education
First at the Kanpur Arya Samaj school, where Bhagavatlcaran Varma was his classmate, 
then Matriculation in 1921 and B.A. in 1925 from Christchurch College; in 1927 L.L.B. 
from Lucknow University.
Occupation
First lawyer, then free-lance writer 
Career
While still studying for an M.A. in 1928, offered a post as judge in Jodhpur State, but 
soon returned to Kanpur. In 1924 started his first novel, Vida, an ‘original social novel’, 
which received wide acclaim when it was published in 1929 by Ganga Pustak Mala with 
an enthusiastic foreward by Premcand. Published then a series of novels mostly about 
upper middle-class characters, each time selling the rights to the publisher; none
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however achieved the same success and critical acclaim of the first. A solitary figure, he 
built a housed and lived by writing and by renting part of it.
Works
Novels: Vida (1929). Pap ki aur (1930), Vikas (1938-39), Vijay (1937-38), Bayalis 
(1942?), etc.

Sukla, Devidatt (1888-1970)
Birthplace
Village Baskar, district Unnao 
Education
In 1908 to Banaras to study Hindi and Sanskrit; failed Intermediate examination
Occupation
literary editor
Career
While in Banaras to study had two articles published in Hindi bahgvasi and Bharat jivan, 
the old Banaras weekly. After failing his Intermediate examination, applied in vain to 
Bhdratamitra in Calcutt and Abhyuday in Allahabad; started working in Banaras as a 
clerk first in the office of the Trafic Superintendent and then in that of the 
Superintendent of Police. Moved to a teaching job in a small town near Kanpur, then to 
the Education Department of Alvar state. In 1914-18, with a fellow-villager, travelled 
further away to a job in Mahasamund (CP); but one article in Maryada. (in favour of the 
joint-family system) and two (translated) articles in Sarasvati attracted Dvivedfs 
attention. After he was recalled home to look after the family property, 3ukla visited 
Dvivedi - who lived nearby and who knew his uncle, a noted expert in Ayurveda - for 
advice. Dvivedi offered him three potential posts: Sukla chose the one least paid but 
closer to Divedi, at the Indian Press. His understated style of work and writing, and his 
readiness to undertake any kind of writing or translation work, won him the favour of 
Dvivedi and of the publishers, and he rose steadily in the firm, acquiring experience in 
all aspects of Hindi publishing. So much so that when P.P. BakMi finally resigned from 
the editorship of Sarasvati in 1928, Dvivedi suggested 3ukla’s name instead of looking 
for a more glamorous editor elsewhere. A typical self-made Hindi publicist, and his 
presence in the Hindi world was a quiet one: he did not try to use his position in the 
Press to wield power, nor did he seek self-aggrandisement but a quiet pride in his work. 
Until retirement his abode in Allahabad was a tile-covered room on top of a house in the 
‘Black Town’, where he cooked his own meals. A few photographs show him at home in 
only a dhoti, and one in meditation covered in ashes - he was a sakta - quite a different 
identity from that in the office.

Sukla, Ramcandra (1884-1941)
Birthplace
Village Agona, district Basti 
Background
Father was a sadar kanungo, himself educated at Queen’s College, Banaras, upto 
Entrance examination and was fluent in Urdu, Persian and Sanskrit.
Education
Vidyarambh in Rath, district Hamirpur; in 1898 Middle school examination in English 
and Urdu from the Anglo-Jubilee School in Mirzapur, and in 1901 Final examination. To 
Kayastha Pathshala in Allahabad to study; failed both first year (F.A.) in 1901 and 
pleadership examination in 1902.
Occupation
Teacher, literary editor, Hindi lecturer 
Career
In Mirzapur developed literary taste and knowledge in Hindi, Urdu, Sanskrit and English 
thanks to Kedarnath Pathak and Badnnarayan Caudhri ‘Premghan’. First joined the 
collector’s office, then the local Mission School as drawing master. At S. Das’s call 
moved to Banaras in 1908 to work on the Hindi sabdasagar for the Nagari Pracarini 
Sabha; involved in various Sabha projects, including the Nagari pracarini patrika, where
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he published several scholarly articles, and translations. In 1921 appointed with Lala 
Bhagvan Din as first Hindi lecturer at B.H.U.; after 3. Das’s retirement became Head of 
the Hindi department. Translated Arnold’s The Light o f Asia in Braj verse as 
Buddhacarita(.1922), Samuel Smiles’s Plain Livng and High Thinking asAdars Jivan 
(1914), and J. Edison’s Pleasures of the Imagination as Kalpana ka anand (1905). Edited 
(with Lalal Bhagvan Din and Brajratna Das) the three volumes of Tulsi granthavali 
(1923), the complete works of JayasT (1924), Surdas’ Bhramar git (1925). Author of 
several text-books, his history of Hindi literature (1923-29, rev. ed. 1940) is still the 
standard reference work in Hindi. Essays: Cintamani (2 vols., 1939, 1945)

Sundarlal, Pandit (1886-1981?)
Birthplace
Village Khatauli, district Muzaffarnagar 
Background
Born in an average Kayastha family, the son of Pandit Totaram, a renowned Arya 
Samajist and petty government servant.
Education
Educated first at Saharanpur; B.A. at D.A.V. college in Lahore, where he befriended Lala 
Hardayal. In Allahabad to study law, was rusticated in 1906 in a famous political 
incident and was prevented from taking the L.L.B. examination. Called ‘Pandit’ by M.M. 
MalavTya and Tej Bahadur Sapru because of his keen interest in, and mastery of, 
religious scriptures.
Career
First under the influence of Lala Lajpat Rai, helped collecting funds for Aurobindo 
Ghosh and other Bengali revolutionaries in 1905-7. At the 1906 Calcutta Congress came 
in contact with Motilal Nehru and became a full-time political worker. In 1909 founded 
the political fortnightly Karmayogi (18.000 readers in a month), which was forced to 
close down in 1910, and Sundarlal was sent to jail. In jail he took sanyas as 
SomeSvaranand; remained a bachelor and a brahmacafi. Also implicated in the Delhi 
Conspiracy Case with Hardayal in 1913. Underground between 1912 and 1916. In 1919 
briefly edited Sahgal’s weekly Bhavisya, and in 1920 a daily by the same name - which 
was also forced to close down in 1921. Presided over U.P. Provincial Political 
Conference in Kanpur in 1929. In 1931-32 put in charge of Congress activities in the 
Central Provinces; worked in Jabalpur with Makhanlal CaturvedI and Laksman Simh 
Cauhan. In the language controversy militated for Hindustani. Excellent public speaker. 
Works
Vaidik rastragit (1911) was poscribed; Bharat mem ahgrezi raj (1929) was banned with 
furore.

Tandon, Purusottam Das (1882-1962)
Birthplace
Ahalyapur mohalla, Allahabad 
Background
Bom in a Khatri family, the son of an ordinary government clerk affiliated to the 
Radhasoami sampraddy.
Education
First in Hindi with a local maulvi; Middle examination in 1894, Entrance in 1897; 
Intermediate in 1899at Kayastha Pathshala with Ramanand Chatterjee as principal. B.A. 
in 1904 from Muir Central College, B.L.L. 1906 and M.A. in History in 1907.
Occupation
Advocate, political leader 
Career
Early under the cultural influence of Balkrsna Bhatt and the political influence of Madan 
Mohan MalavTya. After two years of legal practice joined the High Court as Tej Bahadur 
Sapru’s junior in 1908; practised until 1920, when he stopped because of Non- 
Cooperation, Interested in politics from the time of the pre-1900 Nagari campaign; took 
first part in a Congress session in 1906 as a delegate. Edited Abhyuday (1910-11) and
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Maryada, vocal especially on women’s education and Hindi. In charge of the Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan from the very beginning right after the first meeting in Banaras in 
1910. For years, until the present building was erected, the Sammelan office was in his 
own house. 1914-18 in Nabha State as Law minister at MalavTya’s heed. Presided 
MalavTya’s Kisan Sabha in 1918. Jailed in 1921 for the first time; thereafter presided the 
XIII Hindi Sahitya Sammelan in Kanpur in 1923. Refused to join the Hindu Mahasabha. 
In 1921 elected chairman of Allahabad Municipality, was instrumental in estabishing the 
Prayag Mahila Vidyaplth and the Hindi Vidyaplth (1925); the latter institdion, however, 
did not flourish. Accepted a job as secretary of the Arya Samaj Punjab National Bank in 
Lahore from 1925 to 1929, where he became member of Lajpat Rai’s Sevants of the 
People’s Society, and its president in 1928 after Lajpat Rai’s death. While in Lahore not 
politically active, but after 1929 President of the Allahabad District Congress Committee 
during Civil Disobedience and the no-rent campaign. Arrested again after a public 
meeting in that regard. Elected MLA from Allahabad City in 1936, he was made Speaker 
of the Legislative Assembly during the Congress ministry, and again in 1946. Convenor 
of the UP Report on Agrarian Conditions in 1936, and one of the chief supporters of 
zamindari abolition. At first reluctant to severe Gandhi’s relationship with the 
Sammelan over the Hindi-Hindustani issue, he eventually kept firmly on the Hindi side 
and accepted Gandhi’s resignation. After Independence took over Malavlya’s mantle as 
J. Nehru’s chief opponent in Allahabad and UP; in a famous incident he was elected 
Congress President in 1951 defeating Nehru, but had to resign under the latter’s 
pressure.

Tivan, VenkateS Narayan (1890-1965)
Birthplace
Kanpur
Education
M.A. in history in 1910 from Allahabad.
Occupation
Editor and politician
Career
Joined Gokhale’s Sevants of India Society (1910-30), active in Allahabad Congress. 
General secretary of the U.P. Provincial Congress Committee from 1914 to 1918. 
Secretary of the government of India deputation to British Guyana in 1921-22. Member 
of the U.P. Legislative Council in 1927-30, particularly active during Civil Disobedience 
and the No-rent agitations in the countryside. Edited Abhyuday and Maryada in 1916-17 
and again in 1918; then editor of the Leader Press’ Hindi weekly Bharat, Allahabad, in 
1928-30. Collaborated with the India Press first in 1907, but after 1920 contributed 
regularly to Sarasvati. Elected MLA in 1937 and in 1946, he became Parliamentary 
Secretary (Chief Whip) in the provincial Congress ministry of 1937. When 
Sampurnanand refused to establish Urdu as the second official provincial language, 
arousing a storm of protests from the Muslim League, Tivari wrote a long series of 
articles in the Hindi press in his support, to show that the ‘people’s language’ was Hindi 
and not Urdu. In 1953 became editor of the daily Jansatta in Delhi.

Tripathl, Ramnares (1881-1962)
Birthplace
Village Koiripur, district Jaunpur 
Background
His grandfather had some land at village Sultanpur, in a small princely state, and 
worked there for a baniya; his father joined the army of Nabha state, rose to the rank of 
havaldar.
Education
First in Urdu at the village until inspector of schools Ramnarayan Mifra (one of the 
founders of the Nagari Pracarini Sabha) urged him to study Hindi instead. After Upper- 
primary examination in the village went to study English, against his father’s wishes, at 
the high school in Jaunpur, but coud not continue after 9th standard.
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Occupation 
Publisher, writer 
Career
First literary exposure through the Hindi journals subscribed by the school: Hindi 
bangvasi, Hindi kesari. Candrakanta was his first novel. After a short spell as a teacher in 
a pathsala, fled to Calcutta to study further. At first bookseller for the Arya Samaj 
preacher Tekcand. Prevented by illness from studying, cured only by a long sojourn in 
Shekhavat (Marwar). There, with the help of Marwari friends, opened a public library 
with over five thousand Hindi, Sanskrit and English books, and could study at length. 
After his father’s death in 1915 returned from Marwar, and in 1917 settled in 
Allahabad. Already wrote Braj poetry under a teacher’s guidance; in Allahabad started 
the first of his fortunate publishing ventures, Kavita-kaumudi: an elegant and extremely 
well-produced seven-volume anthology of Hindi, Braj, Urdu, Sanskrit and Bengali, and 
folk poetry. In 1918 became member of the Home Rule League. In 1920 took part in 
Non-Cooperation and toured the Jaunpur area for the Tilak svarajya Fund. In 1921 was 
fined and jailed for a year. After some indecision in 1924 started his own publishing 
house, Hindi Mandir, and in 1931 acquired his own press. He published literary books, 
children’s books and text-books, particularly for Sahitya Sammelan Hindi examinations; 
involved in the Hindi propaganda scheme in Madras. From 1919 to 1930 collected folk 
songs, touring all over North India: produced a three-volume Gram-git (1930), the first 
of its kind in Hindi. A good wrestler and swimmer, he took a five-year brahmacarya vow 
under the influence of Gandhi and Satyadeva Parivrajak. In 1931 he also started editing 
a children’s journal, Bdnar, which became very popular. Tripathi himself was a 
respected Khari Boli poet. After selling all his titles to the Sasta-Sahitya-Mandal retired 
to Sultanpur, where he had been granted some land; he built a house, planted an 
orchard and settled there.
Works
Poetry: Milan (1928); Manasi (1927); Svapna (1929); Pathik (1932, Hindustani 
Academy prize). Novels: Virahgana (1911); Virbdla. (1911), Laksmi (1924). Editor, 
Kavita-kaumudi (seven volumes, 1917-24); Gram-git (1930).

‘Ugra\ Pandey Becan Carina (1900-1967)
Birthplace
Chunar, district Mirzapur 
Background
Born in an extremely poor and troubled Brahmin family. His father was an addicted 
gambler and his elder brother a wayward fellow who acted in Ramlila mandalis. 
Education
Only a little primary education in Chunar, was expelled for rowdy behaviour. Later he 
would partly resume his education in Ka£ under B.V. Pararkar and fsivaprasad Gupta’s 
tutelage.
Occupation 
Free-lance novelist 
Career
Orphaned early, grew under the ‘tutelage’ of his elder brother, who took him along to 
play in his Ramlila mandali in Ayodhya, an experience he would later write frankly 
about in his autobiography. After a brief spell in Banaras he found himself in Calcutta, 
where he worked for some time as a shop-clerk. At the time of Non-Cooperation he 
returned to Banaras, joined the movement and went to jail. In 1920 wrote a nationalist 
khandakdvya, Dhruvdharna, and contributed regularly nationalist stories for A/; learnt 
alamkaras from Lala Bhagvan Din. Edited the special issue Vijayahk’ of the Gorakhpur 
paper Svades, which was proscribed, and landed in jail again. To Calcutta for the 
Congress session, remained there at the Matvala office: the owner Mahadevprasad Seth 
was ritually linked to Ugra’s family. There he started writing sensational social novels 
that, according to a contemporary, ‘sold like peanuts’. It was against his collection of 
stories about male homosexuality, Caklet, that Banarasldas Caturved! launched his 
campaign against obscene literature. When Matvald faced closure, Ugra moved to
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Bombay to work in silent films, but earned mostly debts. From Bombay moved to 
Indore, where he edited Vina and Svarajya for some time, and the monthly Vikram from 
Ujjain. From 1945 to 1948 was again in Bombay, then in Mirzapur until 1950, and after 
a year in Calcutta moved eventually to Delhi.
Works
Cand hasinom ke khutut (1927); Caklet (1927); Budhud ki beti (1928), Dilli ka dalal 
(1928); Mahatma Isa; Cumban; Farabi (1930); Ghanta; Sarkar tumhdri arhkhom mem 
(1937); Jtjiji (1943); Apni khabar (1960), etc.

Vajpeyl, Ambikaprasad (1880-1968)
Birthplace
Kanpur
Background
Family traditionally of Sanskrit scholars; his father however studied only a little 
mahajani and went to Calcutta in search of work, first worked as a clerk, then as a 
middleman. The family remained in Kanpur.
Education
First in Urdu and Persian jto-view-o^ getting a job in the law-courts; when one cousin 
established a school nearby in 1889, joined it before going to Banaras, Calcutta and 
eventually back to Kanpur District School; Matriculation in 1900; one teacher’s Hindi 
siksavali turned him from Urdu to Hindi.
Occupation
Editor
Career
After some hesitation joined Allahabad Bank as a clerk for three years first; then, thanks 
to a relative, entered the editorial board of the popular Calcutta paper Hindi bahgavasi. 
Left after learning the rudiments of the trade. Between 1907 and 1910 worked in 
Calcutta, teaching Ltindi to Bengalis and Europeans and editing the journal Nrsimh, 
under Tilak’s influence. In 1911 was offered the editorship of Bharatmitra, and soon 
launched a daily edition on the occasion of the Delhi Darbar. Gradually joined by B.V. 
Pararkar, Yafodanandan Akhauri and other literary people. Broke with the managers in 
1919 over ideological differences. In 1916 established the Calcutta branch of Tilak’s 
Home Rule League; in 1917 was vice-president of the welcoming committee of Calcutta 
Congress; in 1921 in jail during Non-Cooperation, with C.R. Das, Maulana Azad etc. 
Between 1920 and 1930 edited from Banaras the political paper Svatantra, which 
became very popular; it closed down when asked to furnish a security of Rs. 5000. 
Between 1904 and 1919 worked on a project for a Hindi grammar: Hindi kaumudi. In 
1928 was made Hindi B.A. examiner by Calcutta University, and in 1930 for M.A. In 
1939 presided the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meeting in Banaras at the height of the 
Hindi-Hindustani controversy. For years member of the AICC; after 1947, was member 
of the UP Legislative Assembly.
Works
Hindi kaumudi (1919); Hindi par farsi ka prabhdv (1937; in English as Persian Influence 
on Hindi in 1936); Bhdrat-sasan-paddhati (1923-24); Hinduom ki raj-kalpana; 
Samacarpatrorh ka itihas (1953).

Vajpeyl, Kisorldas (1898-1981)
Birthplace
Ramnagar (district Kanpur)
Education
Started in 1915 on a traditional Sanskrit curriculum in Vrindavan with Kisorilal 
Gosvami, a gosvami of the Nimbarka sampraddy who had opened a press, edited the 
journal Vaisnava sarvasva and wrote historical romances. £bstri degree in 1919. 
Occupation
Teacher, grammarian, editor 
Career
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After his fastri degree moved to the Punjab in 1919 at the time of Jallianwala Bagh. 
There he started teaching Sanskrit teacher at a Sanatan Dharma High School in Kamal 
district, and the love for the national language became mixed with that for ‘national 
freedom'. His manual of poetics with nationalist verses as examples was proscribed by 
the government (Rasaur alamkar, 1931). Involved in Sammelan activities, published 
his first Hindi articles on poetry and on grammar (of which he was to become an 
expert) in Madhuri. Decided to quit teaching and become a full-time literary journalist: 
after an unhappy encounter with Sudha’s Dularelal Bhargava, joined Camd in Allahabad. 
Resigned after Sahgal criticized Madan Mohan MalavTya. After a short spell at MadhurTs 
publication department, working on the critical edition of tfrimad bhdgavat, he went 
back to teach at Hardwar Municipal school (1929-30), where he was expelled for taking 
part in the Civil Disobedience movement. During the movement did political work in 
Agra with f>rikrsnadatt Pallval, then went back to his job in Hardwar. In 1938 conducted 
a public campaign against the naked Naga babas at Hardwaris Kumbha mela. Another 
public campaign against bribery in government offices cost him his job during the 
Congress ministry, and only Tandon’s intervention reinstated him. Active in Hindi 
propaganda in Punjab and Kashmir; organized the 1942 Hindi Sahitya Sammelan 
annual meeting at Bhaini Sahab in the Punjab.
Works
Rasctaur alamkar (1931); Hindi sabdanusasan; Acchl hindi; Sahityik jivan ke anubhav 
aur samsmaran.

Varma, BhagavatTcaran (1903-1981)
Birthplace
Safipur village, district Unnao; childhood in Patkapur muhalla, Kanpur 
Background
His father was a lawyer in Kanpur 
Education
First at the Arya Samaj school, then at Theosophical School in Kanpur; Intermediate in 
1924; B.A. and LLB from Allahabad University (Holland Hall) in 1928.
Occupation
First lawyer, then free-lance writer 
Career
After his father’s early death and the death of his mentor in 1920, had to look after the 
family amidst great financial pressures. Early under the influence of G.3. VidyarthT, 
published his first poem in Pratap in 1917; early friendship with V. 3arma ‘Kausik’, then 
with B. fSarma ‘NavTn’ and Rama^ankar Avasthl. Urged by VidyarthT to read V. Hugo and 
to write articles on Marx, Mazzini and prominent French revolutionary leaders for 
Prabha in 1922-23. Early fame as a ChayavadT poet, published widely in Hindi journals; 
first publicly recognized at the kavi-sammelan on the occasion of XIII Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan meeting in Kanpur in 1923. His first novel Patan (1929) was a flop, but 
subsequently he would become one of the best-known and widely-read Hindi novelists; 
also good short-story writer. In Allahabad in contact with K.K. MalavTya. After University 
tried his hand unsuccessfully at law practice in Hamirpur, then again in Allahabad.
Once, short of money, wrote a collection of poems for Ganga Pustak Mala in one day: Ek 
dinl After the success of Citralekhd and of the film based on the novel was hired by a 
movie company in Calcutta as a script-writer; later in Bombay, and finally settled in 
Lucknow. After 1957 comfortable earning from royalties.
WorJcs
Poems: Madhukan (1932), Prem-sahgit (1937), Mdnav. Novels: Patan (1929),
Citralekhd (1934), Tin vars (1946), Terhe-merhe raste (1946), Bhule-bisre citr (1959).

Varma, DhTrendra (1897-1973)
Birthplace
Bareilly.
Background
Bom in an Arya Samji Kayastha family of zamindars.
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Education
First traditional Sanskrit education; his father wanted to send him to Gurukul Kangri, 
but he finally formally enrolled in 1908 at D.A.V. college in Dehradun before moving in 
1910 to Queen's Anglo High School in Lucknow (where he was Dularelal Bhargava’s 
classmate). Intermediate in 1916 from Muir Central College; B.A. in 1918 and M.A. in 
Sanskrit in 1921, was one of G.N. Jha’s favourite students; awarded two-year 
government scholarship (Rs. 100 pm) for a D.Lit. In 1934 went to Europe to study 
phonetics; awarded a D.Lit. from Paris University with a thesis on Braj Bhasa.
Occupation 
Lecturer in Hindi 
Career
Appointed first Hindi lecturer at Allahabad University in 1924; set up the Hindi 
department there, with DevTprasad 3ukla (1924-29), and later with former students 
Ram^ahkar 3uka ‘Rasal1 and Ramkumar Varma. Designed a different curriculum from 
B.H.U., more open to modem and contemporary literature, to linguistics and the history 
of language, and to comparative Indian literature. Encouraged research in all these 
subjects. Linked with the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, for which he was examiner, and 
secretary of the Hindustani Academy. In 1935 became Reader, and in 1945 Professor; 
until his retirerement in 1959 was Head of the Hindi departement. Author of several 
text-books. Wrote critically about Hindi’s claim to rastrabhasa status, and his silence 
during the Hindi-Hindustani controversy was greatly resented in the Hindi camp.
Works
Brajbhasa vyakaran (1937); Astachap (19-38); Men kalij dayri (1951); Hindirastraya 
suba Hindustani (1930); Vicar-dhara, Ed. Hindi sahitya kos (1975)

Varma, MahadevI (1902-1987)
Background
Bom in a Kayastha service family originally from Farrukhabad; her father was the first 
in the famjy to learn English, after running away from a prospected clerical job: B.A. 
from Ewing Christian College and M.A. in English from Allahabad University. Quite 
anglicized, he taught Indian princes, first in Darbhanga, than in Bhopal and finally at 
Daly College for princes in Indore; became then divan of the nearby small state of 
Narsinghgarh. Educated all his daughters and later supported Mahadevl’s choice of 
living on her own. Her mother was not educated but well versed in the religious oral 
tradition of Vallabhan devotion.
Education
Liberally educated at home in literature (both Sanskrit and Braj), music and drawing, 
composed poetry first as a child. In 1918 sent to Crosthwaite College, Allahabad, where 
she stayed throughout her studies until her B.A. in 1929 (in 1925 Allahabad university 
stopped being co-educational), with English, Philosophy and Sanskrit as chosen subjects. 
Subhadra Kuman Cauhan and Rame^varl Goyal were her school-friends there. Later 
M.A. in Sanskrit from the same university.
Occupation 
Writer, principal 
Career
Started writing as a child, and from 1922 onwards, while still at College, published 
poetry in Camd and attended selected poetry-readings at the Sukavi Samaj; in the 
beginning wrote samasya-purtis, then switched to pragit under Pant’s influence. Early 
recognition in the Hindi literary sphere; the collection Nirja (1934) was awarded the 
Seksariya award. Considered with Ramkumar and Bhagavatlcaran Varma one of the 
‘small triad’ of Chayavad. However, the unpleasant affair when she was chosen to 
preside the Lucknow A.I. kavi-sammelan in 1937 alienated her from public appearances. 
Married around 1913, refused later ever to live with her husband, who complied. In 
1930 took to wearing khadi and teaching in two villages outside Allahabad; she would 
write about them sketches in Atlt ke calcitra and Srhkhla ki kariyam. After a women’s 
kavi-sammelan to mark the opening of the Mahila Vidyaplth College in 1932, chosen to 
become its principal. Between November 1935 and July 1938 edited Camd; her VidusI
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ank’ was especially praised. Also instrumental in setting up a ‘writers parliament’ in 
Allahabad, Sahityakar Samsad, with government funds. Thanks to the Vidyaplth, in 
contact with most Congress leaders of the province.
Works
Poems: Nihar (1930), Rasim (1932), Nirja (1934), Dip-sikhd (1942). Sketches and 
essays: Atit ke calcitra (1941), Sriikhala ki kariyam (1942), Smrti kl rekhderh (1943), 
Sahityakar ki dstha (first ed. 1940).

Varma, Ramcandra (1889- 1969)
Birthplace
Banaras
Background
Born in a Chopra family originally from village Akalgarh, district Gujranvala (Punjab), 
where all Chopras were called ‘Divan’ from the time of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 
Occupation
Free-lance translator and literary editor 
Occupation
From a very early age acquainted with Babu Ramkrsna Varma, owner of the Bharat 
Jivan Press; started contributing articles to Bharat jivan and meeting Hindi literary 
people there. Edited Hindi kesari from Nagpur in 1907-8, then started working at the 
dictionary project for the Nagari Pracarini Sabha; later edited the concise version of the 
dictionary, the Sahksipta hindi sabdasagar (1933). Closely connected with the Sabha, he 
also helped editing the Nagari pracarini patrika between 1913 and 1916. Also edited 
the daily version of Bharat jivan after the First World War started; took over Bharat 
jivan at Ramkrsna Varma’s death. Extremely prolific translator and compiler of over 
sixty Hindi books from English, Urdu, Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali and Persian - 
biographies, text-books etc. on a wide range of literary, political, historical and generally 
‘useful’ subjects - Ramcandra Varma exemplifies the kind of strenuous work that was 
required in order to make ends meet as a Hindi literary editor.
Works
Among the many translations: Bernier’s travels, S. Smiles’ Thrift and Self-Help, 
Muhammad Husain ‘Azad’s Darbar-i-Akbarj (as Akbari darbar, 1924-29), Svami 
Ramdas’s Dasbodh; Chatrasdl (1919); Samyavad (1919); Ham svarajya kyom cahte 
hairh; Mevar patan (1928); Hindu-rajya-tantra (1928); Bhdratiy striyam (1927); 
Samarthya, samrddhi aur §anti (1927); Gorom ka prabhutva; Dharmom ka. itihas; Pracin 
mudra (1924), Gramin samaj; Sharatchandra’s collected works (1936-39), etc. Hindi- 
Urdu dictionary (1936).

Varma, Ramkumar (1905- ?)
Birthplace 
District Sagar (CP)
Background
His father was a Deputy Collector, always on transfer.
Education
First Hindi education at home by his mother RajranI Devi, herself a poet. Primary 
education in various schools in Central India. In 1920 passed the Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan prathama exam, first class; while studying for Entrance, left school in 1921 
and started singing and composing songs for prabhat pheris, selling Khadi and giving 
public speeches. In 1925 went to Allahabad University; B.A. in 1927 and Hindi M.A. in 
1929. Later Ph.D. from Sagar University.
Occupation
Hindi lecturer, poet
Career
Published poems from an early age; very fond of Ramcaritmanas. His poem ‘Des-seva’ 
fetched the Rs. 51 Khanna prize in 1922. R.S. Sahgal asked his poems for Camd. 
Immediately after his M.A. appointed lecturer in the Hindi department. Widely 
published in all major Hindi journals, was considered one of the three ‘minor
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Chayavadls’ with MahadevT and Bhagavaricaran Varma. His collection Citrarekha won 
the Dev Puraskar in 1935. Author also of plays and several text-books.
Works
Poems: VTr hamir (1922), Cittdur ki citd (1929), Anjali (1931); Citrarekha (1935), 
Jaahar (1941). One-act plays: Ptthviraj ki amkherh (1938), Resmitai (1941), Rup-rahg 
91951). Criticism: Sahitya samalocnd (1929), Kabir ka rahasyavdd (1930), Hindi sahitya 
ka alocnatmak itihas (1939); ed. Adhunik hindikkdvya (1939).

Varma, Vrndavanlal (1889-1973)
Birthplace
Ranipur, a kasba near Jhansi 
Background
Bom in an established but declining Kayastha family, whose ancestors had once been in 
the army of Chatrasal and divan of the state. His father was a registrar kanungo. 
Education
First at Lalitpur district school, then after Middle school examination at High School in 
Jhansi, where he distinguished himself in English and sports. After a short spell in the 
jlanungo office, joined Victoria College in Jhansi, and moved to Jhansi in 1913 to join 
L.L.B.
Occupation 
Lawyer and writer 
Career
A voracious reader with a vivid imaginationation, and a passionate sportsman, started 
writing very early; his first plays were bought by the Indian Press in 1905 but not 
published. Thanks to the uncle who sponsored his education, became acquainted with 
Bhartendu’s works; as school prizes he first read Ivanhoe and Talisman. Also read Tod, 
Max Muller, Darwin, and plenty of European literature. In Agra became acquainted with 
G.3. VidyarthT and Badrinath Bhatt, and with the latter wrote a humorous column in 
Pratap called Golmalkarini sabha. Actively involved in public life he wrote reports for 
Pratap, but in conflict with the local Congress activists campaigned for C.Y. Chintamani 
in 1920. Also took part in Congress and Hindi Sahitya Sammelan meetings. A keen 
hunter and wanderer, he travelled a lot around Jhansi. Close friend of VidyarthT and 
M.S. Gupta. Wrote occasionally for most Hindi journals but did not take up writing 
seriously until 1927. Initiated the co-operative movement in Jhansi in 1924, and in 
1936 was elected chairman of the district board. The most popular and original 
historical novelist in Hindi, he specialised in writing about Central India, especially 
Bundelkhand; his works, which span almost four decades across Independence, include 
among others: Garhkundar (1927), a romance on the backdrop of a caste conflict in the 
14th century; Virata kipadmini (1929), another romance set in the 18th century; 
Musahibju (1937), a short novel set around 1800, at the time of the British treaties and 
annexations; Jhansi ki rani Laksmibai (1946, initially banned in Central India); 
Madhavji Sindhtyd (1948); Mrgnaini (1950), one of his most famous works, set in 15th- 
16th century Gwalior; Bhuronviki'am (1955) was an unusual leap in the late Vedic 
period; Ahilydbai (1955); Mahdrani Durgavati (1961); and, posthumously, Kicar aur 
kamal, on 12th century Kalinjar, and Devgarh ki muskan, set in the 11th century (both 
1973).

Vidyalamkar, Jaycandra (1896-1977)
Birthplace
Kijkot, district Lyallpur (Punjab)
Background
Bom in an Arya Samaj family whose every member was involved in the nationalist 
movement: his brothers Dharmacandra, Devacandra and Indracandra Nararig founded a 
publishing house in Allahabad, Hindi Bhavan; his sister Parvatl DevT took to teaching at 
an Arya Samaj school for girls after she was widowed in 1908, and in 1910 became a 
public preacher; later became Headmistress of the Vedic Dharma Girls’ School in 
Amritsar and kept contacts with revolutionaries in Bengal, United Provinces and Punjab.
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Education
Studied and graduated at Gurukul Kangri.
Occupation
Historian
Career
Taught at Gurukul Kangri, then at Gujarat Vidyaplth; in 1921 was appointed lecturer in 
history at the National College founded by Lajpat Rai; Bhagat Singh and Sukhdev were 
among his students. Taught at Bihar Vidyaplth from its inception. His Bhdratvarsa kl 
kahani (1924) was written especially for children; Bharat ka bhaugolik adhar (1925) 
was found objectionable by the police during the Patna Conspiracy Case because it 
would help revolutionaries indentify easy targets in India’s communication network; his 
monumental Bhartly itihas kl ruprekha (1934) won the Manglaprasad prize. In 1936, 
with Rajendra Prasad’s help, founded the Bhartly Itihas Parisad; on the editorial board 
of the Bhartly itihas in twenty volumes, presided by Jadunath Sarkar. Went to jail in 
1942. Later suffered from economic and health problems.
Works
Bhdratvarsa ka itihas (1924); Bharat ka bhaugolik adhar (1925); Bhartly itihas kl 
ruprekha (1934); Bhartly vahmay ke amar ratna (1936), etc.

VidyarthT, GaneS ^arikar (1890-1931)
Birthplace
Kanpur
Background
Born in an average Kayastha family, his father was a schoolmaster in an Anglo- 
Vernacular school in Gwalior district.
Education
1907 Entrance examination from Christ Church college, Kanpur; admitted to the 
Kayastha Pathshala, Allahabad, where he met Pandit Sundarlal, had to leave after a few 
months due to financial difficulties.
Occupation
Newspaper editor, political leader 
Career
First job in the currency office in Kanpur for Rs. 30 pm. in 1908, resigned in 1909. A 
short spell of teaching for Rs. 20 pm. Introduced to M.P. Dvivedi, was hired to assist him 
on Sarasvati in 1911 for Rs. 25 pm.; meanwhile accepted an offer from Abhyuday in 
1912 and moved to Allahabad as assistant editor at Rs. 50 pm. After a year’s experience 
there, back to Kanpur in 1913: founded the weekly Pratap in the populous Philkhana 
mohalla with no financial support. First special issue, Rastrly ahk, in September 1914:
60 pages of articles for 40 annas. The Pratap office became a meeting place for political 
activists (even revolutionaries, like Bhagat Singh in 1924) and Hindi literary people. A 
‘Pratap family3 was established Gayaprasad fsukla ‘SanehF (TrHul), RamaSahkar AvasthJ, 
3ivnarayan Misra (the manager), Balkrsna 3arma ‘NavTn’, Isrikrsnadatt Pallval, etc. 
Literary friendships with M.S. Gupta, V. Varma, Premcand, Makhanlal CaturvedI, etc. In 
the 1920s Pratap Pustak Mala published political biographies, socialist propaganda and 
nationalist pamphlets and song-books. Direct political involvement started as founding 
member of the Kanpur branch of Annie Besant’s Home Rule League in 1916 (Tilak’s 
photo hung above his desk). Took part and reported on 1916 Lucknow Congress; 
organized the Ek-lipi-ek-bhasa Sammelan there. Thereafter became Gandhi’s follower. 
Full coverage of Champaran’s enquiry, support for Kanpur’s mill strikes in 1919. Took 
over monthly Prabha from M. CaturvedI in 1920. Jailed after a libel case following 
reports on Munshiganj firing on peasants’ meeting. Convenor of Congress District 
Conference in Kanpur in 1921, with delegates from villages and wards of the city. 
President of Fatehpur Political Conference in 1923, prosecuted for his seditious speech; 
at the news of his arrest, most bazaars in Kanpur closed. In Naini central jail 1923-24 
(Jel-dairl) became a fervent reciter of Ramcaritmanas. 1925 secretary of the welcoming 
commitee of Kanpur Congress. Despite his opposition to Council entry selected as 
Swaraj Party candidate for 1926 elections; elected with overwhelming majority; 1927-
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29 member of the Legislative Council. Involved in political and propaganda work in the 
district, in 1929 founded Congress ashram in village Narwal. President of UP Political 
Conference in Farrukhabad, urges the adoption of an economic resolution. Killed during 
the 1931 Kanpur riots.

Viyogi Hari (Hariprasad Dvivedi) (1896-1988)
Birthplace
Chattarpur State (Bundelkhand)
Education
Orphaned at young age, educated first at home in Sanskrit and Hindi; in 1915 
Matriculation from Chattarpur High School. Studies at Intermediate College interrupted. 
Occupation
Literary and social activist, poet 
Career
Keen interest in Indian philosophy, cultivated under Babu Gulabrai’s tutelage, who at 
the time was divan at Chattarpur. A protege of the Rani, toured India’s pigrimage places 
with her. In 1915 met P.D. Tandon in Allahabad, who detained him in order to have 
him work as a volunteer for the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan and the Sammelan patrika; 
became one Tandon’s closest assistants. Involved in Sammelan work, wrote text-books 
and commented anthologies for the Sammelan examinations and helped Tandon 
founding the Hindi Vidyaplth in 1925. On a pilgrimage to the South in 1921 took sarf^as 
and changed his name to Viyogi Hari. Particularly fond of Tulsfs Vinaypatrikd, wrote a 
commentary and poetry in Braj. In 1932 left the literary field to work in Delhi for the 
Harijan Sevak Sangh, and edited the Hindi version of Harijan sevak. Later involved in 
the bhudan movement. Author of about forty books.
Works
Braj madhurlsdr (1923); Virsatsai (1928 awarded Mahglaprasad prize); Visvadharma
(1930), etc.
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Select Bibliography

I. Hindi journals

I.I Main sources

Wherever possible, we have given the dates of change of editorship (not always 
mentioned in the journal), and the date when the journal stopped publication; the last 
line shows the issues consulted. All the main sources were collected at the Hindi Sahitya 
Sammelan Pustakalay in Allahabad.

Camd (1922 -194?): monthly, Allahabad.
Editors:
Ramrakh Simh Sahgal (1922-33),
Navjadiklal Srivastava (1933-35),
Mahadev! Varma (1935-38),
Catursen 3astri (1938-).
I, 6 (April 1923) to XVIII, pt. 2, 5 (April 1941).

Grhalaksml (1909-1929): monthly, Allahabad.
Editors: GopaladevI Prabhakar, (Thakur 3rinath Simh).
V, 2 (April-May 1913) to XV, 6 (August-September 1924).

Madhuri (1922-1950): monthly, Lucknow.
Editors:
Dularelal Bhargava and Rupnarayan Pandey (1922-1926),
Premcand and Krsnabihari Miira (1926-1931),
Ramsevak Tripathi (1931-32); Matadln 3ukla (1933-35),
Rupnarayan Pandey and B. B. Bhatnagar (1935-1950).
I, 6 (December 1922) to X, pt. 1, 6 (January 1932).

Maryada (1910-22): monthly, Allahabad; 1921-22, Banaras.
Editors:
P.D. Tandon, Krsnakant MalavTya,
Sampurnanand, Premcand (from XXII, 1, October-November 1921).
I, 1 (November 1910) to XXTV, 6 (caitra 1979, March-April 1922).

Sammelan patrika. (1913 -): monthly, Allahabad.
Editors:
Girijakumar Ghos (1913-14),
Viyogi Hari (1924);
Ramkumar Varma (1927);
Jyotiprasad MiSra ‘Nirmal’ (1940);
I, 6 (February-March 1913 to XXIX, 11-12 (May-July 1942).

Strl-darpan, (1909-1928): monthly, Allahabad; from XXIX, 4 (October 1923) in Kanpur. 
Editors:
Rame^vari, Uma and Rupkumari Nehru;
Sumati Devi and Phulkumari Mehrotra in Kanpur.
V, 6 (December 1911) to XL, 6 (June 1928).

Sudhd (1927-194?): monthly, Lucknow.
Editors:
Dularelal Bharagava; assistant editors: Rupnarayan Pandey,
Nirala, Ilacandra Jo£t.
I, pt. 1,5 (December 1927) to XIV, pt. 1, 5 (December 1940)
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Vtfal bharat (1928-1938): monthly, Calcutta.
Editor:
Banarsldas CaturvedI.
I, 1 (January 1928) to XIX, 1 (January 1937).

I.II Other journals consulted

Aj (1920-): daily, Banaras.
Editors: Baburao Visnu Pararkar, 3riprakai 
Selected issues.

Hans (1930-45): monthly, Banaras.
Editor: Premcand.
I, 1 (March 1930) to I, 5 (July 1930)

Kalyan (1926- ): monthly, Bombay, then Gorakhpur.
Editor: Hanuman Prasad Poddar.
II, 3 (November 1926) to XII, pt. 10, No. 11.

Nagari pracarini patrika. (1896-): first three-monthly, then monthly, Banaras; 
Editors:
3yamsundar Das, Sudhakar Dvivedi, ICaSIdas, Radhakrsna Das;

Das, Ramcandra Sukla, Ramcandra Varma, Benlprasad;
G.H. Ojha, Candradhar 3arma Gulerl, Munshi DevTprasad (since 1920, again 
three-monthly);
At different times, also Vasudev^aran Agraval, Krsnadev Prasad Gaur and 
Sampurnanand were also involved.

Prabhd (1913-): monthly, Khandwa (CP); since 1920, Kanpur.
Editors:
Makhanlal CaturvedI, G. 3. VidyarthI, Balkrsna ^arma ‘NavTn’.
Selected issues.

Pratap (1913, 1920): weekly, daily, Kanpur,
Editors: G.3. VidyarthI, Balkrsna Sarrna ‘Navln’.
Selected issues.

Prem (1926-), organ of Prem Mahavidyalay, monthly, Vrindavan.
Editor: Acharya A.T, Gidvanl.
I, 1 (1926) to II, pt. 2, 5 (July 1928)

Sanghars (1938): organ of the CSP, weekly, Lucknow.
Editors: Narendra Dev, Sampurnanand.
I, 1 (26 December 1937) to I, pt. 2, 3 (January 1938).

Sarasvati (1900-1975): monthly, Allahabad 
Editors:
Mahavlr Prasad Dvivedi (1903-1920);
P.P. Bakhsi (1921-25 and 1927-29)
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